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EDITORS' PREFACE
When Hahnemann's

life and labours came to a close in 1843, among those
sought to obtain for posterity material personal mementos and literary
relics of the departed Master, was one of his devoted la}' disciples, the late Mr.
Mr. Stuart was not successful in obtaining the
Peter Stuart, of Liverpool.
manuscript of the Sixth Edition of the Organon, as will be explained in the
text, but such treasures as he did secure are now to be found in " Hahnemann
House," which adjoins the London Homoeopathic Hospital, and was founded
by Mr. Peter Stuart's sons, in whom the enthusiasm of their father lives anew.
Through the inspiration of Mr. Mazzini Stuart his father's amis have found
fulfilment.
The Sixth Edition of the Organon, with the rest of Hahnemann's
literary remains, was finally secured by Dr. Haehl from Madame Hahnemann's
But
legatees, and this has already been translated into English in America.
when Dr. Haehl's untiring labours were crowned by the publication of his
great work " Samuel Hahnemann sein Leben und Schaffen," which has
already taken its place as a land-mark in the History of Medicine, then came
the opportunity for Mr. Mazzini Stuart to fulfil and complete his father's
wishes by providing the means for its translation into English and itspublication in England.
As Editors of the English Translation, a few words from us are called
for.
The chief work of the translation has fallen on Mrs. Marie WTieeler,
without whose linguistic talents and enthusiasm it would hardly have been
possible to commence the work, and it certainly would not have been
possible to complete it within the time.
]\Irs. WTieeler had the assistance of
Mr. Sj'dney Grundy, who translated the later chapters of the First Volume.
She also had the collaboration of her husband, Dr. F. J. Wheeler, throughout,
and the ready advice and assistance of an expert linguist and an enthusiast
in the cause, Mrs. Strafford, of Southport.
Most important of all, the translation has had the supreme advantage of
the author's own supervision.
Dr. Haehl is almost as much at home in the
English language as he is in German, and to him all the manuscript of the
present translation has been submitted before it has gone to the printers.
Thus the English-speaking and English-reading world has now the
opportunity of perusing at first hand all the facts connected with the Great
Revolution in Medicine and its inspired author. As our editorial task has
progressed in seeing to the best of our ability that Dr. Haehl's work is
faithfully and adequately represented in our tongue, our gratitude to Dr.
Haehl has advanced in proportion for having secured the priceless material,
and for having put it together in such a masterly way. We cannot but
feel that he has been acting under Guidance all these years no less than was
the Master whose career he vividly records.
For the history of the work itself we must refer readers to Dr. Haehl's
own preface. It was a brilliant idea to divide the work into two distinct
volumes. In the First Volume Dr. Haehl tells the story in his own clear and
uninterrupted way. But readers must not go away with the idea that having
read this, there is nothing more required, and thus they need not trouble

who

—
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themselves about Volume II. For in Volume II the story is told, chapter
by chapter, in another way, no less fascinating than that of Vol. I, and in
some respects even more important. For Dr. Haehl has given us in the
second volume the original documents to peruse for ourselves. The letters
of Hahnemann and others in Vol. II are of supreme interest and of vital
importance. Thus each volume contributes its essential part to the picture
drawn, and each completes and illustrates the other.

duty as Editors to criticise the work we edit, and we
do so. There is only this that we should like to
say, that on a few occasions Dr. Haehl seems to us inclined to offer
excuses for Hahnemann when we think no such excuses are called for
and we feel that he hardly realises the importance of the Paris episode in the
spread of Homoeopathy. Germany had hampered one of the greatest of her
sons in every possible way, had driven him from one city and one kingdom
to another, and had at last buried him in a sort of hermitage in the small
duchy of Anhalt Kothen. From this obscure retreat he was brought into the
very centre of European life and intellect, allowed to practice without any
of the absurd regulations of which the German countries seemed so fond, he
was brought into immediate contact with disciples, not only in France, but
from all European countries, England and America.
With all her faults and peculiarities, Madame Melanie Hahnemann's
action had this effect
and even the impossible price she put on Hahnemann's
literary remains had this good result
it preserved them all intact until the
one man in all the world who ever could make proper use of them arrived
Dr. Richard Haehl himself
And it gave them into his possession without
It is

have no

no part

of our

sort of desire to

;

;

—

!

price.

Therefore

we think

that

Madame

Melanie

Hahnemann has

a not

unworthy place in the history of Hahnemann and his Homoeopathy, and
that Paris, which gave him hospitality, freedom and scope, has a very good
right to his bones.

Only second in importance to the story of Hahnemann himself is the
story of the lives and works of his immediate disciples, and even of those of
the outer circle, who were all really part of his own organism, as it were,
and who carried out the classic " provings " for the most part under his own
direction and supervision.
In Allen's Encyclopcedia of Materia Medica
we read after the name of Hahnemann, the names of " Franz," " Hartmann,"
" Stapf," " Langhammer," etc., accredited to
different s\Tnptoms by
numbers, and hitherto they have been names and numbers to us and little
more. Thanks now to Dr. Haehl they are more than names they are living
personalities and we know exactly how the symptoms accredited to them
all were produced.
This is exceedingly valuable to students and practitioners
alike, and will form an impregnable foundation for all future teachers of the
Art of Homoeopathy on which to build the structure of their lessons.

—

Ha\-ing said this much it only remains for us to add that we are
profoundly sensible of the honour of being associated with this epoch-making
work, and trust that our minor part in its production may be found to have
been not unworthily carried out.

John Henry Clarke.
Francis James Wheeler.
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CONSTANTTNE

HERING,

the father of homoeopath}^ in America, has
in an essay published in
Griesselich's " Hygea " of the year 1847, " The essentials for judging
Hahnemann correctly." He says:

described excellently

and adequately,

In order to be able to form an opinion concerning this man who
belongs to history, it is necessary to describe in clear and firm outlines
the period in which Hahnemann was born, the life in Meissen, his father
and mother, the school years, as well as the early education of the boy.
It would then be necessary to describe his life and activities up to the
year 1790, the year in which the new principle of healing was discovered.
It \vi\\ be necessary throughout not to pass judgment, or to give a mosaic
pieced together of pros and cons, which would only satisfy the
superficial reader.
Causes must be given in their original form, progress
and growth must be demonstrated without any reference to possible
errors.

The first essential is to represent the moral man, his emotions
and sensations, as depicted in his writings and in the many published
and unpublished letters and to use other information and testimony.
After that his character, his mode of thinking, his ideas in
his
connection with his home-life, his life as a citizen and in politics
actions as a man, husband, father and citizen must be delineated.
Then let us describe him as the ph\'sician, teacher, colleague and
debater
in this way let us bring him to that point where a
gentle hand will sever his connection with the outside world b}' cutting
the silken threads, where no printed, no written, no spoken words
will be admitted, but only the joyous entry of those who seek for help
where he will find peace, peace with himself, peace with the world
which is veiled from him, and with his God, and he dies.
.

.

.

;

...

;

—

These judicious and sensible directions, given by one imbued with love
although at times, as
for the master, still endure to-day
regards the successive order of construction, we may hold a different opinion,
and also, owing to recent and reliable investigations, particularh* about
Hahnemann's life in Paris, our judgment may be modified. It is in accordance with these fundamental conceptions that Dr. T. L. Bradford, professor
of Medical History, and librarian of the Hahnemann Medical College in
He says in the
Philadelphia, built up his Hahnemann biography in 1895.

and veneration

introduction

;

:

This compilation has been made, so that not only the younger
physicians and students of our school, but other readers may readily
gain access to the details of the life of Hahnemann, the brilliant
chemist, the learned physician, the great reformer and the cultured
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man, and that they
marvellous career.

may become more

famiHar with the story of his

Bradford's work was published at the time when I had just arrived in
Philadelphia, after having overcome many obstacles and difficulties, to study
medicine at the Hahnemann College, drawn there by an irresistable impulse
towards homoeopathy. I had previously felt the serious want of an
exhaustive representation of Hahnemann's life and work, in the German
language. When I became acquainted with Bradford's biography I firmly
resolved to translate this, then comprehensive, work into German, and so
The more engrossed I became with this work, the more
fill the existing gap.
I recognised that the author had been guilty of serious errors and inaccuracies
in many places, and that the representations were frequently incomplete.

To anyone who knew Bradford this was very comprehensible. He was an
American. He had never left his countr}/ for any length of time. He knew
he did not master the German
very little about German conditions
language and could never, therefore, rely upon the original sources for the
compilation of his work. Moreover the German Archives were inaccessible
He made several attempts to obtain information from German
to him.
Government authorities, but did not succeed, probably because he made his
requests in English. This discouraged him so much that he never again
endeavoured to supplement his work in this way. He was thus dependent
for his book mainly on American and English literature.
Bradford soon became a fatherly and faithful friend to me, and although
;

knew how to appreciate his great merit for his investigations of Hahnemann's
yet I soon realised clearly that a translation of his work into German
would only be a waste of time and energy. A life-history of Hahnemann
in German which could not deal with all the contested points by means of
I

life,

thorough investigation, with the actual errors, and which was moreover
unable to fill in adequately the existing gaps, would never accomplish its
purpose. Such a work must have for its prominent characteristics and special
qualities, complete and undoubted reliability.
If I wished at any future time to realise the now conceived idea, it would be
I
necessary for me to make investigations concerning Hahnemann's life.
began by careful research work among all German homoeopathic literature,
and by sifting the material I had at my disposal. I searched through many
hundreds of volumes, periodicals and books, going back to the early
beginnings of homoeopathy and Hahnemann's youth, in order to find
documents, essays and letters either by Hahnemann or relating to him. In
the course of time I acquired everything in the German. English and American
homoeopathic literature that was available. From the year 1S98 until the
outbreak of war, I was constant^ in communication with numerous booksellers and dealers in antiques in Germany, and with their help I collected
documents, letters, pictures, and other souvenirs of Hahnemann. What
I did not possess mj^self and could no longer purchase I always tried to
borrow from any place in which I imagined that something might exist, or
might have been retained. I exploited to their fullest extent archives, antique

museums, and similar sources, especially in those places
My efforts
that had been connected with Hahnemann's life in any form.
brought me a rich harvest.
Thus, I owe to the extensive library of the Homoeopathic Central
Association of Leipsic, through the kind assistance of its librarians, Giinther
and Dr. Wapler, extremely important and valuable information. They not
only placed printed works at my disposal, but also willingly entrusted me
collections, local
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with written documents. The whole history of the Leipsic Hospital and
Teaching Centre could be abstracted from the written documents preserved
there.

also remember with gratitude the Prince of Anhalt-Kothen, who gave
permission through the Privy Councillor of Archives, Dr. Waschke, to
make use of all the documents and letters relating to Hahnemann and his
sojourn in Kothen, which were still preserved in the private Ducal Archives
of Zerbst, and who caused them to be handed to me to work from.
The
librarian of Brukenthal's Museum at Hermannstadt (Transylvania), Dr.
G. A. Schuller, put at my disposal all the original letters of Hahnemann
which were in that museum. Lily Braun sent me Hahnemann's letters
which were found among the possessions of her grandmother, for perusal.
Privy Councillor Wittig, of Kothen, gave me the letters and pictures of
Hahnemann that he had collected. The Society for the History of the City
of Meissen, the Society of Antiques of Torgau, the local museums of Kothen
and Dessau, and many other Archives and museums, among them Dresden,
Erlangen, Gommern, Konigslutter, Kotzschenbroda, Leipsic, Weimar, \'ienna
and others, provided me most willingh' with information, pictures, etc.
Whilst the book was being printed, Dr. A. Stiegele, of Stuttgart, and Mrs.
Aegidi, nee von Sanden, a daughter-in-law of Dr. Aegidi, handed over to me
a number of valuable original letters of Hahnemann, which had not previously
been utilised. From abroad also, my work was helped in a manner worthy
Dr. Dudgeon, of London, now deceased, sent me a large
of recognition.
number of Hahnemann's letters, nearly all written to Dr. Stapf, which had
never been printed in German
and Dr. John Henry Clarke, of London,
induced the owners of English collections to have a number of letters copied
Dr. Bradford, of Philadelphia, supported my endeavours with special
for me.
eagerness.
Since publishing his Hahnemann Biography, a number of
writings and letters of Hahnemann and of his second wife had become known
He was the first to
to him, and he put copies of these at my disposal.
recognise that a reliable life-picture of Hahnemann could only be attained by
purposeful and organised research.
All those who in one way or another have contributed to the completion
of this work, or have facilitated its publication, as for instance Professor
Dr. Boericke, of San-Francisco, Professor Dr. Eberhard, of Philadelphia,
Mr. Walter Hering, of Philadelphia, Dr. Nebel, of Lausanne and many
I

me

;

others, I thank most heartilv.
I
All investigations could not be made from
study.
therefore
undertook several journeys from which I returned home with a rich store of
valuable material. In the year 1900, 1 visited the son-in-law of Hahnemann's
second wife. Dr. Carl von Bonninghausen, of
in Westphalia, in order
to negotiate with him about Hahnemann's literary heritage and to acquire

my

Damp

at the

same time more intimate information regarding Hahnemann's

life in

Dr. Bonninghausen's wife, the foster-daughter of Madame Melanie
Hahnemann, had unfortunately died shortly before my visit (1899). I had
alreadv applied to her in 1897 ^-S the actual owTier of this precious treasure,
and had asked her not to withhold it any longer from the world. But
unfortunately I had not been successful. My visit to Damp was followed
by a journey to Kothen, Meissen and Leipsic.
Five years later (1905) I visited England and saw Hahnemann's grandson.
Dr. Leopold Siiss-Hahnemann, who was very advanced in years, and was
living at Ventnor in the Isle of Wight.
I was allowed there to inspect part
of Hahnemann's literary legacy of the Kothen period.
It is true that the
Director of the Training College, Mr. Albrecht, of Kothen, had already made
Paris.
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extensive use of it for his short Hahnemann biography. What rendered this
visit of special value to me was the verbal communication of the grandson,
who, as we know, had spent his early youth (until his ninth year) in the house
of his grandfather, and who had been one of the few relatives present at
Hahnemann's funeral. During this journe}- 1 also visited London and Paris
in both cities I found much valuable material for the undertaking I had
planned. In the following year (1906) I went again with m}- friend. Professor
William Boericke, from San Francisco to Darup. We both tried to obtain
the release of the literar}' legacy, particularly of Hahnemann's case-books,
and of the sixth edition of the Organon. Unfortunately again in vain.
A fourth and longer journey took me in the year 1909 to America. From
The
there also I brought home numerous copies of letters, pictures, etc.
reproductions of the Hahnemann monument in Washington are made from
;

my own photographs.
Side by side with the investigations and the constant activity of collecting,
Plans, outlines,
the compilation of the work progressed slowly but steadily.
groundwork and elaboration of the various paragraphs proceeded, as far as
Thus at the outbreak of
professional work, time and strength permitted.
the war there existed a manuscript of approximately 700 pages.
still, of course, needed the main thing for a definite completion of the
Hahnemann's literar\- legacy. Ever}" time when elaborating the
work
material in hand, I had to pause, confronted by a gap, a contradiction, or an
obscure point. I applied again to Darup, and I begged more insistently,
more obstinately than ever for the yielding up of the unused legacy. Dr.
Carl von Bonninghausen had died meanwhile, leaving no direct descendants.
Hahnemann's literary heritage had therefore changed hands several times.
In desperation I had almost given up hope, when at last, in 1920, with Dr.
Boericke's help, I succeeded in obtaining the complete legacy of the master.
After ha\dng been held back for almost eighty years it was at last to become
accessible
the longing of three to four generations of ph\'sicians was at last
For this we must tender our most sincere thanks to Baron
to be gratified.
von Bonninghausen, the owner of an estate at Darup we do so in the name of
the homoeopathic physicians of the world and of the millions of followers
I brought this great treasure safely to Stuttgart through
of homoeopathy.
the Ruhr district, then still very much disorganised by revolutionary
outbreaks. What was scientifically valuable from Hahnemann's legacy,
his case-books, his symptom index, his original provings of medicines and a
very considerable number of letters are to-day in my possession. In sifting
this material I found that m.y suppositions about its value in connection
The
with my present work were not only confirmed but greatly surpassed.
legacy contains an almost overwhelming amount of valuable material, which
sheds a completely new light on the period in Kothen and Paris. There were
unfortunately no further letters about his youth for this period we are thereHis son-in-law,
fore obliged to fall back upon his brief autobiography.
Dellbriick, was not altogether wrong when he wrote to his father-in-law,
in a letter dated August 30th, 1834

We
:

;

;

;

•

People feel that it would be advisable for \-ou to write your own
biography, so that there might exist a correct life's histor}- of yourself
and then your portrait bound in the frontispiece would be quickly
distributed.
How very much do the biographies of great men differ
from one another
;

!

The sorting and co-ordinating of the newly acquired material occupied
some months. When at last a certain survey became possible, it was evident
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that all the new information could not as it stood be inserted into the already
existing manuscript.
completely new scheme had to be devised and an
altogether different arrangement of the work had to be considered, so as to
connect systematically the old with the new, and to produce a uniform whole.
M}^ time and strength would have been insufficient to accomplish this, as
strenuous professional occupation, which I could not give up, and

A

my

my

due to years of overwork, prevented this from the
to seek for a co-worker, and that meant to look out for
a man intimately in touch with Hahnemann's principle of healing, and who
had the time as well as the ability to devote himself to the great task in close
Karl
I was fortunate in finding such a man in
co-operation with me.
Schmidt -Buhl, of Stuttgart. He was at that time about to relinquish his
indifferent health

outset.

I

was obliged

Editor of a political daily paper after twenty-eight years'
took up the work with enthusiasm and indefatigable diligence,
intending to sort all that was new, co-ordinating and elaborating it so as to
produce a uniform and important work. He threw himself into the spirit
of the material to be mastered, into all the ramifications of homoeopathic
literature hitherto unknown to him, with astonishing skill and rapidity.
With quick and acute comprehension he knew how to find the kernel of the
matter before him and to render it in the most concise form, or else to
utilise it otherwise.
After a year and a half of continued and unceasing
work the present manuscript, which with all the supplements consisted of
nearly 3,000 pages, was handed to the printer. Schmidt's idea, to di\ide
the work into two parts, one volume containing the text and the other the
supplements, fias proved to be a verv happy one. The representation of
Hahnemann's life's journey is nowhere interrupted or unduh- drawn out,
and it is only owing to this division into two parts that it had become possible
One part
to incorporate so man}- important documents, letters, etc.
supplements and amplifies the other. Much that was hitherto unknown was
published for the first time. All letters in my possession are indicated by a
cross (t).
Also the documented e\idence contained in the second volume
is shown in the text of the first volume by continuous numbering (small
numbers over the text). All the letters, documents and quotations from
essays and works of Hahnemann and others are faithfully reproduced according to the originals, so that obscurities and obvious errors of language have
been accurately rendered as in the original. We did not consider ourselves
justified in undertaking arbitrary- alterations and corrections.
\Miilst the work was thus assuming its new form, I was simultaneously
occupied with the continued sorting of new material. Strenuous professional
there remained thereclaims demanded my attention throughout the day
This could not
fore onh' the hours of the night for investigations and sifting.
be endured for long. If the work was to be completed and published within
a reasonable time, there was no alternative but to discontinue my medical
practice temporarily in order to devote my entire time and strength to the
elaboration of the manuscript. This was made easier for me by Dr. Balzli,
who, convinced of the necessity and importance of the present work for
the development of homoeopathy, willingly offered to carr}' on my practice
During the printing of the book,
for me until the completion of the work.
he also took part in correcting the proofs. The advice of this colleague,
himself a capable writer, endowed with a fine practical instinct for letters,
and also the editor of a periodical, has rendered us in manv' instances verv'
valuable services.
I cannot but thank him most sincerely on this occasion
office as chief

actixity.

He

;

and never-failing co-operation. Owing entireh- to his
whole time to the completion
possible for me to devote

for his sacrificing

assistance

was

it

mv
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of the work, although

we considerably over-stepped

the time alloted to

this task.

In conclusion, one other man who has rendered us good service in this
Wolf, the well-known
is the teacher of a high school, Immanuel
" Homoeopathischen
homoeopathy, Editor of the
propagandist
of
Monatsblatter," and Chairman of the " Hahnemania," the local society
I asked him, as an old and personal
for Homoeopathy of Wiirtemberg.
friend, to examine the whole manuscript from the point of view of the reader
who has had no scientific training, and to draw our attention to deliciences
of any kind, or to passages which were either difficult to understand or were
not quite clear. He, too, had realised from the beginning the importance
of this work for the further development and propagation of homoeopathy,
and undertook this task with great skill and much tact. Before long his
work was not confined to the criticisms asked of him, but as he took an
intimate interest, he made, here and there, practical suggestions for
alterations and amplifications which were of considerable advantage to
the whole book.
For instance, several of the most important chapters
have been enlarged at his suggestion beyond the original plan of the
author.
Little by little he became, against his original intention, a
valuable co-worker.
The reader may be struck by the fact that my name frequently recurs in
the text of this work. This could not altogether be avoided, especially
where it deals with personal investigations and communications, for which
I alone am responsible.
In consideration of the size of this work we had to renounce giving a
detailed index of literature.
This was possible, as actually the whole
homoeopathic literature in German, English and partly French as far as the
year 1921 has been utilised.
It need hardly be said that no work of
Hahnemann, no essay and no treatise has been overlooked the originals
were all looked through. We have made considerable use of Bradford's
" Life and Letters of Samuel Hahnemann "
" Origin
(1895), and of Ameke's
and Fight of Homoeopathy " (1884), that unique monument of German
thoroughness and diligence. Other sources of information which we utilised
have been acknowledged in the text of Vol. I, or in the supplements at the
corresponding passage.
Three more points have yet to be specialh' mentioned. First Wherever
it was possible the authors have refrained from expressing their own opinions
concerning the narrative. We were anxious to give an actual representation
of Hahnemann's own development and of his therapeutic reform, and to allow
the facts to speak for themselves. We wished to demonstrate in detail and
in a reliable manner how Hahnemann arrived at his principles of reform,
how one developed from the other, how he worked incessantly at their inner
as well as their outer construction, and how he proceeded in his own professional activities.
Only occasionally is our opinion entwined with the
object represented
otherwise the reader is left to draw his own conclusions.
Secondly
Although this work has been built up with scientific accuracy
and in accordance with scientific principles, it does not only appeal to the
smaller circle of medical men
it is written rather, for all those who take an
interest in therapeutics in general, and particularly those who have a keen
It, thereinterest and a deeper understanding of homceopathic treatment.
fore, intentionally avoids, in the description and mode of ex]")ression wherever
possible, all forms and designations which are only familiar to the doctor
and scientist, and particularlv all foreign words that could be omitted.
Thirdly
One more point must be mentioned this book is not intended to

work

;

:

;

:

;

:

;
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be a manual of homoeopathic therapeutics. He who seeks for information
from it for immediate use at the bedside or for prescriptions in various cases
He will
of disease, would misinterpret altogether the purpose of this book.
only receive reliable and clearly outlined information regarding the nature of
homoeopathy as a therapeutic reform, about its origin, development and
ultimate form, and in addition the intimate connection with, and accurate
description of the life of Hahnemann.
To conclude, only one question remains to be answered Is the work
before tts a necessity, a necessity at the present time ?
In our opinion this must be answered in the affirmative, for more than one
reason.
Those who have followed, with clear understanding, the development of therapeutics during the last decades and have retained an unbiassed
judgment of the trend of the time, will agree with us. At no other period has
medical science, in reality, come so near to the fundamental ideas of
homoeopathy as it does at the moment. A complete change of front in
opinions is coming to the fore. An uninterruptedly progressive turn in
science moves from an obsolete mechanical mode of observing the life
processes, to a biological and vitalistic one
the development of sera, organotherapy, and prophylactic therapy, are irrefutable proofs of it. The names
of Arndt, Behring, August Bier, Lewin, Hans Much, Krehl, Karl Ludwig
Schleich, Hugo Schulz, H. Driesch and others, represent a number of directing
points in this evolution which is taking place. Tuberculin, diphtheria serum,
the various organ preparations and their mode of employment, the attention
given to mental svmptoms, to special bodily constitutions, and tendency
:

;

to disease, show, in detail,

how far

this

change has already been accomplished.

And

so to-day modern medicine is almost imbued with homoeopathic ideas
and habits. Hahnemann's teachings, which have destroyed the fundamentals, have acted for a whole century as a ferment in medical science,
Traditional
disintegrating, dissolving, remoulding and reconstructing.

overthrown and rendered
ideas, customs and methods have been
unstable by this despised teaching of the much ridiculed and persecuted
innovator.
The contents of the present book may show how deeply
and how far this disintegration and change have already progressed
although this is not the particularly appointed task of this work it is yet a
;

result of its effect.

The dawning recognition, experienced more and more, of the unsatisfactory
from the methods of treatment of the Old School medicine,
bring to-day an undreamt of number of enquirers of all ages to homoeopathy.
They demand instruction in real truth, not " enlightenment " disfigured by
ignorance and passion, as has been granted up to the present time by many
a University.
In the Homoeopathic line, Germany has had so far nothing
of a co-ordinate and exhaustive nature which could enlighten the enquirer
in a reliable manner.
May this present work fill the gap, and show
convincingly to all those who seriously and sincerely seek the truth, that
Hahnemann's countenance does in no way bear any resemblance to that
frightening and ugly caricature which has been frequently reproduced of him
by ignorance and malign intention. It will also be of service by repudiating
the unjustified attacks, made upon him and his life, more efficaciously by
means of authentic material, whether such attacks emanate from the pulpit,
the lecture hall or from any other source. No one who dares to make
such accusations will in the future be able to justify himself by pleading
results derived

ignorance.

The young medical men of to-day, who even more than the older men,
need to evolve a firm basis out of the present ferment for their activities at
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the tendency of biological thought, feel
the bedside, and who, influenced by
to gam a clear insight mto Hahnemann s
a more pressing desire than before
in vain for a comprehensive work based
looked
far
hfe and work, have so
Take
medical men of Germany
upon original material. Hereitis. Young
his much
and
Hahnemann
about
opinion
own
your
read it, and form
!

it
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INTRODUCTION
" Let me go down to posterity only as the image of my inner self which
can easily be discerned in my writings. My vanity goes no farther than this."

Samuel Hahnemann,
Rummel, dated

in a letter to Dr. Fr.

Kothen, Februar}^ 19th, 1829.

MAN

is

the product of his heredity,hisupbringing,andalsoof his time

If we are to comprehend and thoroughly underand en\'ironment
stand a man's actions and Hfe-work it is necessary for us to obtain
as accurate a knowledge as possible of his whole manner of living, which
implies, at the same time, a grasp of the period in which he lived, and
its conditions.
\\Tien we remember that the life of Samuel Hahnemann, with
which this book deals, extends over a period of more than eightj^-eight years,
and this unusually long life-time falls between the years 1755 and 1843
decades fraught with changes which shattered \iolently the old, and created
entirely new conditions in the whole of Europe, but above all in Germany;
if we further consider that a large portion of Hahnemann's life was spent in
those Central German States which, after the manner of small States, were
frequently arbitrarily absorbed in each other in a petty way, and yet separated
themselves most exclusively one from the other until the Napoleonic era
.

—

suddenly threw these structures unceremoniously aside if we bear all this
mind it will become e\'ident that it is no slight undertaking to give to-daj'
an accurate representation of this man, more than seventy years after his
death, especially if we are to do justice in these pages to his origin, growth
and development, gi\ing as far as possible an authentic exhaustive picture
of his importance to the science of healing, together with the disputes to
which his doctrine has given rise, and the reno\vn it has brought to its author.
But if we are justified in repeating the often quoted words of Schiller in
connection with Hahnemann
;

in

:

Confused by the goodwill and hate of parties
The picture of his character sways in history,

we may, nay we must, complete by adding

:

Yet, Art in your eves shall now
As in your heart bring him nearer to you.

We

shall certainly not define as

indefatigable

and inspired industry

critical intellectual

But

mind.

just at the present time

—

when

" Art " that which only represents
an appointed task, united with a

for

—as in Hahnemann's day, a

little

more

than a century- ago so much is being brought into being in the intellectual
sphere, it should be reserved as an important task to bring nearer to general
knowledge the life-work of the creator of Homoeopathy, framed and illustrated
by a complete representation of his work amidst the events of his period,
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which, if not exactly a work of Art, is well worth preservdng as an important
it will surety bring the man nearer to the heart of
point of departure
humanity. For it is a well-known fact that the homoeopathic Art of healing
is daily meeting with more sympathetic acceptance and enjoying an everwidening popularity. All those, therefore, who, free from prejudice, can
submit themselves to the influence of the story, often wonderful and
occasionalh', indeed, romantically charming, will follow his steps from his
hard strict vouth through the struggling \-ears of manhood to the peaceful days
all who can do this,
of an old age crowned with great achievements,
whatever point of view they may adopt, will agree \\dth the Master when
" Non inutilis
at the end of his life he is able to say tersely of himself
"
I have not lived in vain.
vixi
;

,

,

—

—

:

—

—

CHAPTER

I

Hahnemann,
Hahnemann's ancestors
grandfather
christoph
painter of lauchstedt father christian gottfried, also painter
mother christiana spiess of meissen.
:

—

:

:

:

"

To

act

and

be without ostentation."

Christian Gottfried Hahnemann.

concerning the descent of Samuel Hahnemann
bring us to Lauchstedt in what is to-day the Prussian district of
Merseburg, situated twelve kilometres south-west of Halle-a-S.
At that period Lauchstedt belonged to Thuring in Saxony, and was
unknown to the world in general. In 1710 a bathing centre with
gardens was established there to utilise a chalybeate spring containing
water of ii°C. But like all other residences of the old small German
states, this summer resort of the Dukes of Saxon Merseburg had an
idyllic existence which only became somewhat animated during the
few months when the Court was in residence there. The little town
of approximately a thousand inhabitants, during these weeks, lived
entirelv upon its guests, of whom some remained during the rest of the year
Lauchstedt
for reasons of economy, in this rural, quiet and simple retreat.
attained greater prominence several decades later when its walls no longer
harboured a Hahnemann, through the Sovereignty' of the great Duke Karl
August of Weimar, who took a great interest in art, and who in the company
of Goethe spent several summers there at his castle where he pro\nded
diversion and intellectual entertainment by the performances of his Court
Theatre.
In the Church registers of Lauchstedt which date from the 3'ear 1670
(an earlier one could not be traced) the name of Hahnemann appears for the
first time in the j-ear 1707.
The last entry of this name comes under the year
'^7?>'5We must, therefore, assume that Lauchstedt was not the native place
They were
of the " Hahnemanns," and that they did not really settle there.
emigrants, probably attracted by the Ducal Court, who disappeared again
when a more remunerative existence offered itself elsewhere.
Two different Hahnemanns, probably brothers, came to Lauchstedt at
the same time
a Christian Hahnemann and a Christoph Hahnemann.
The former had no further designations, while the latter had always the
" This is the
addition of " the painter," as if the registrar wished to say
better known of the two, and we, in this town, are proud of him." Such a
distinction as that of painter in the case of two people of the same name is
still common to-dav in small centres.
This

INVESTIGATIONS

;

:

Christoph Hahnemann, the Painter,
Samuel Hahnemann. He had no less than seven
and four daughters (^), whilst his brother Gottfried
had only two children. The entries in the church register show in the case
of both families that the Hahnemanns belonged to the more prominent

was the grandfather
children

;

three sons

of
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inhabitants of the small town. The godparents of their children were
chosen from representatives of the higher officials and merchants, who in
those days were held in great esteem. Artisans and peasants are not to be
found among the godparents and from this we may deduce that the
Hahnemanns belonged to the same class as those from which thev chose
their acquaintances and their godparents.
The second son and fifth child of Christoph Hahnemann was

Christian Gottfried,
on the 24th July, 1720.

bom

He was the father of Samuel Hahnemann. We could not ascertain
anything about his j'outh. We may, however, assume that he remained in
Lauchstedt with his father until he was thirteen or fourteen years of age,
and that his father must have left Lauchstedt in 1733, or thereabouts, since
after the entry of the painter's last small daughter, who died in 1733, the
name of Hahnemann is no longer found in the church registers of Lauchstedt.
Where Christoph Hahnemann went could not be ascertained.
We hear for the first time about Christian Gottfried Hahnemann from

the church register of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Frauenkirche
Under the date 27th November, 174S, a marriage is recorded.
We conclude from this that alread\- then Christian Gottfried had been
appointed as painter to the porcelain factory at Meissen, so that he was able
to marry at the age of twenty-eight years.
This marriage was of short
duration, as the young ^vife died nine months later after gi\ing birth to twins,
of which one child was stillborn and the other survived its mother for nine
of Meissen.

months.

The young widower who naturally had his owti furnished house, and was
accustomed to family life, married again on the 2nd of November, 1750.
His second wife, Johanna Christiana Spiess, was the only daughter of the
Captain and Quartermaster of Kotzschenbroda, of Saxe-Weimar (-). She
became the mother of Samuel Hahnemann. The family of this young wife
were not natives of Kotzschenbroda, since neither before this marriage nor
during the period of 1735 to 1799 is there any further entn,- of the name of
Spiess.
We are, therefore, forced to assume that the father of the bride was
only in temporarj- residence there, perhaps as a boarder in the pleasanth'
situated towTi on the Elbe.
Two and a half years after his second marriage, the painter Christian
Gottfried, acquired a house for himself on the 6th April, 1753, for the sum of
437 thalers (3). He was already then the father of a daughter.
It was a modest and simple comer house at the junction of two streets,
the Neumarkt and the Fleischsteg, and hence was called the " Comer
House." Yet with its three stories, including the ground floor, it tow'ered
well above the low-roofed houses of the suburbs.
Only the grovmd floor
windows, which like the door were slightly arched, had shutters. The
distribution of the windows, which were wide compared with their height
and allow-ed plenty of light to enter the rooms, on the long side of the house
were reminiscent of the Renaissance architecture. How characteristic in
its modesty and yet how homely does Hahnemann's house appear to us in
the picture
When the house w^as bought the comer portion had not \'et
been turned into an inn. The entrance to the inn and house of the newowner, above which has been placed Hahnemann's bust, was the middle
window^ of the ground floor. This enhanced the uniformity and restfulness
of the whole building.
!
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Unfortunately this simple whitewashed house of the good old days had
In its place has been erected
to fall a sacrifice to modem traffic necessities.
one of those characterless, unrestful, cold stone housesadomedvsith all kinds
of useless ornamentations which attempt to hide its soulless coldness and are
the product of German architecture in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, and are rendering, by their pattern-like similarity, the streets of

many

cities deadly uninteresting and uncomfortable.
Since the 15th February, 1879, this modern house has again been opened
by its owner as a restaurant, and it was once more reconstructed at the end
The bust of Hahnemann, given by Councillor Dr.
of the last century.
Schwabe, executed in sandstone has been placed above the entrance to the
restaurant at the cut-off corner. It is the only remembrance left of the place
where once the Reformer of medical science was born and it almost appears
as an irony of fate that on this spot a restaurant should arise.
Simultaneously with Christian Gottfried, who published a small book on
water-colour painting, his two-years'-younger brother. Christian August,
remark in passing
was appointed as painter at the porcelain facton,'.
that he died in Meissen, in August, 1795. There were, therefore, three
This points to an
painters in the family, grandfather, father, and uncle.
unusual artistic talent and a strong inclination for Art in Hahnemann's
family. As all dealings in Art, in contrast to artisanship, farming and other
professions, always harbour a certain tendency to greater independence and
freedom coupled with a desire to act for the broader publicity and in the
service of the larger community, this peculiar tendency in the Hahnemann
family may well be pointed out at this juncture.

We

CHAPTER

II

—

SAMUEL HAHNEMANN'S BIRTHPLACE, MEISSEN BIRTHDAY, lOTH OR IITH
APRIL, 1755 (?)
CHILDHOOD IN HIS PARENTS' HOUSE AND AT SCHOOL UNTIL
1775 HAHNEMANN'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY LETTERS OF HAHNEMANN'S MOTHER
HAHNEMANN'S SISTER, CHARLOTTA GERHARDUNA.

—

—

—

—

" I was born in Meissen in the electorate of Saxony : This may have
contributed largely to my veneration for the beauties of nature as I grew up to

manhood."

Samuel Hahnemann,

M

in his

autobiography.

EISSEN — three

things are intimately associated with this name
porcelain
the Albrecht Castle at Meissen, and the
Prince's School of that town.
We have already referred to Meissen porcelain in the first chapter, where
we learnt that the two Hahnemann brothers, Christian Gottfried and
Christian August, were employed in the porcelain factory as artists.
The
Princes of that time, prominent and otherwise, until the end of the eighteenth
century, tried to make money by every conceivable or inconceivable means
in order to gratify their passion for la\ashness, by which they attempted to
vie with the luxury and splendour of the French Court.
Since they could
not sell their subjects as cannon-fodder, alchemists were to make gold for
them by their magic. Johann Bottger, born in Schleiz in Voigtland on the
4th February, 1682, received a commission to this effect from the Prince
Elector, August the Strong, who from his mode of living in Saxony and Poland
was always sadly in need of monev. After many vain attempts, instead of
the desired and precious metal, Bottger finally discovered porcelain.
On
the 6th July, 1710, the Albrecht Castle was placed at his disposal by the
Elector for the purpose of developing his new discovery which found its chief
necessity in the suitable clay of the surrounding district.
Articles of Meissen
porcelain soon became celebrated and were much sought after.
But Bottger,
who was as unrestrained in his way of living as he was occasionally in his
work, nearly ruined the factory. When he died at Dresden in the thirty-fifth
year of his age (1719), the administration and business management had to
be re-organised on entirely new lines. Later (1743) an Art School was
attached to it and talented artists were summoned to Meissen, so that the
fact of the two Hahnemann's being called at that time is an indication of their
importance. Bad times, however, came upon Meissen and its porcelain
factory, during the Seven Years' War (1756-1763) when King Frederick II
of Prussia, on his entry into Saxony took away the whole supply of Meissen
porcelain which he found in the country, and sold it to Count Schimmelmann
for 120,000 thalers, who as the aristocratic " profiteer " of those days, made
a further profit of 40,000 thalers by selling it to the Saxon Councillor of
Commerce Helbig. Moreover, the generals of the Prussian King were
allowed to appropriate what they liked, and " old Dessau " took such a joy

Meissen

:

;

—
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he alone sent home fift\'-six cases of Meissen
In spite of all this, the King of Prussia was able to take awa}' to
porcelain.
Berlin, porcelain to the value of 283,679 thalers 4 groschen, after he had
abstracted from the safe at the factory a sum of 269,657 thalers 5
in collecting this speciality that

was indeed thorough.
In addition to
workers of the factor}^ were forcibly transferred to Berlin
for the great King wished to found his own Prussian porcelain factor\However, the Meissen factor}- recovered again in the seventies,
there.
Meissen porcelain
so that it accorded a livelihood to 600 workers.
has remained well-known throughout the world, up to the present
day, and Meissen knew how to keep its fame as the birth-place of
artistic porcelain of the finest quality.
The Albrecht Castle, in which the
porcelain factor}- was maintained from 1 710-1864, and which was renovated
in 1871, gives distinction to the towTi over which it towers, and to the whole
neighbourhood. The imposing castle was built in the \'ears 1471-1483,
by the " chief master or foreman of the Dukes of Saxony," Arnold von
Westfalen, in late Gothic style, to serve as a barrier between the German
nation and the ever westward-pushing Sla\'ian. Viewed from the heights
groschen.

The plundering

this the best

bank of the Elbe, the castle, and cathedral that belongs to it,
dominate the whole town, " the cradle of the Saxon state and its culture,"
while the broad Elbe flows proudly on at the foot of the gently undulating
range of hills forming a tract of countn," that belongs to the most beautiful
and most fertile of all Germany, even though the " Meissen wine " which
grows in the vineyards above the river does not rank among the favourite
wines in the German countr}-. And when the Saxon %\at uttered the old
of the right

satirical verse

:

WTiy is it that the Elbe
By Dresden is so yellow ?
It is because it shames itself.
It must leave the land
The land so beautiful, so charming, so small
For just after Meissen Fie
comes Prussia.

—

!

he thus expresses, sarcastically, but none the less truthfully, the complete
discord that permeated Germany, and the lack of a neighbourly and friendly
attitude

among

the various states.

The low church tower of St. Afra greets one above the end of the bridge
on the right bank. Near to it is the Meissen Prince's School. The Elector
Moritz of Saxony had confiscated the estates of the monasteries of St. Afra,
in Meissen, of St. Marien in Schulpforta, of Naumburg on the Saale, and of
Grimma, and erected the Prince's School in opposition to the existing
Town and Latin schools he used the revenues of the Grammar School
for numerous scholarships for the boarders (Meissen 105, to-day 130).
Yet day scholars (then 31-40) could also go to the schools which were
;

said to give an exceptionally thorough education to their pupils in the
old classics.
Some of the most famous scholars of the Meissen Prince's
School were Gellert (1729-34), Rabener (of the same period) and Lessing
(1741-46).
It was in this town on the Elbe, so prominent as a centre for Art and
Science that it considerably influenced the whole life of the community,
that the third child of the artist painter Christian Gottfried Hahnemann,
was born on the loth, or nth of April. 1755 {*).
This child was Christian
Frederick Samuel.

DATE OF BIRTH

9

As with Frederick Schiller, who himself always declared his birthday to
have been on the loth November, 1759, while in the register of births at
Marbach on the Neckar the date nth November is recorded, so also with
Samuel Hahnemann there was an argument as to the actual date of his birth.
With Schiller the argument was settled by the loth November being decided
he himself
upon. In the case of Hahnemann the date remains uncertain
always gave and celebrated the loth of April as his birthda\' throughout his
lifetime.
Dr. Arthur Lutze writes in his report of the celebration of Hahnemann's hundredth birthday
" On the loth of April, 1S55, the actual hundredth birthday of Samuel
Hahnemann was celebrated in Cothen, by the solemn unveiling of a
it is situated
magnificent statue of the Master which is a good representation
in the Park of the CHnic.
The physicians of Saxony have claimed the nth
as his birthday, because it is thus entered in the church register of Meissen.
But I have ascertained from Hahnemann's owm daughter that he, Hahnemann, was actually born on April loth at approximately twelve o'clock,
midnight. For this reason he celebrated his birthday, until the eighty-ninth
year of his life, on the loth of April. It would, therefore, be incorrect and
unsuitable that on account of an error, committed by a beadle one hundred
years ago, it should be postponed. Every true follower of Hahnemann will
celebrate it like his Master on the loth."
The entry in the church register in the Frauenkirche in Meissen is,
"
however, irrefutably positive and clear
for the sign ? after " born
indicates the day of the week, the day of the planet to which this sign belongs
Venus that is Friday and the nth of April was actually a Friday. The
keeper of the register had therefore entered this date quite intentionally, and
it cannot be accounted for as merely an error or matter of negligence, even
though the reliability of this registrar is not above question (see his careless
way of writing the name Hahnemann, sometimes with, sometimes without
" h," sometimes with one " n," sometimes with double " n "
also the way
in which his data do not tally concerning the " eldest " son of Christoph
Hahnemann in Supplement 2, and the false entry of the father's Christian
;

:

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

Christian Friedrich " instead of " Christian Gottfried," in SuppleIt may be supposed, however, that the entry was based upon the
midwife's report. This is supported by the fact that the godfathers were
not entered directly, although the baptism took place on the second day,
which was Sunday. That is so unusualh' soon, that we must conclude the

name "
ment 4).

condition of the child's health must have necessitated a hurried baptism.
Under these circumstances it is possible that the father did not make the
notification himself.

While Samuel Hahnem.ann, probably according to the tradition in his
home, gave the time of his birth as shortly before midnight, the entry in
the church register speaks of " early " morning on the nth April, there is,
It is
therefore, only a difference of less than an hour between them.
regrettable, and remains so, that this difference in the announcement of
the time has been rendered immortal
for instance in the Hahnemann
monument at Washington, the nth of April has been retained as the date
;

of birth.

Regarding the boyhood of Samuel Hahnemann sources of information
are extraordinarily scarce.
To-day we have to rely almost entirely on his
own record, Hahnemann's Autohiographv, which we insert here in full as
it has been handed down to us by Seminary Director Franz Albrecht of
Kothen, who was for many years a personal friend of
He wrote in his work

family.

:

Hahnemann and

his
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Christian Friedrich Samuel

A

Hahnemann,

Biographical Monument,

From papers belonging

to his family

and

letters

of his friends.

By
One
Leipsic.

of his friends

and admirers.

J. L. Hinrich, Publisher.

185 1.

(Note We reproduce Hahnemann's style without alteration.)
was born on April loth, 1755, in the Electorate of Saxony, one of the
most beautiful parts of Germany. This may have contributed largely to my
veneration of the beauties of Nature as I grew up to manhood.
My father, Christian Gottfried Hahnemann, together with my mother
Johanna Christiana, nee Spiess, taught me how to read and write whilst
playing.
My father died four years ago. Without being deeply versed in
science he was a painter for the porcelain factory of that town, and the
author of a brief treatise on water-colour painting he had found for himself
the soundest conceptions of that which is good and can be called worthy of
To act and to live without pretence
man. These ideas he implanted in me.
or show,' was his most noteworth}- precept, which impressed me more by his
example than by his words. He was frequently present though unobserved,
where something good was to be accomplished. Should I not follow him ?
In his deeds he differentiated between noble and ignoble to so fine a
degree of correctness and practical delicacy of feeling, as was highly creditable to him
His ideas on the first principles
in this also he was my teacher.
of creation, the dignity of mankind, and its lofty destiny, seemed consistent
in every way with his mode of life.
This was the foundation of my moral
:

"

I

—

—

'

;

training.

As regards the outside world, I spent several years in the Town School
and when about sixteen years of age I attended the Prince's

of Meissen,

School of that town. There is nothing of special note to report about me at
that school, except that the Rector of the Prince's school, Magister Miiller,
loved me as if I were his own child. He was my teacher of ancient languages
and German composition he is still living, and the world and I owe him
a great debt of gratitude, for in honesty and diligence few could equal him.
He accorded to me liberties in my studies for which I am thankful to this
day, and which exerted a perceptible influence upon my subsequent studies.
In my twelfth year he authorised me to impart to others the rudiments of
the Greek language. He also listened kindly during the private lessons
given to his boarders by myself to my critical expositions of the old wTiters,
and he frequently preferred my opinion to his own. I alone I was
frequently ailing from overstudying I alone was allowed to absent myself
from the lessons I considered unsuitable, to abstain from sending in written
exercises and copies from other notebooks, and to read foreign books during
the lessons. I had free access to him at any time of the day in many respects
I was frequently given preference before many other pupils, and yet it is
strange to record that all my fellow-pupils loved me.
All this put together
Here I
says much, considering that it was a Prince's school of Saxony.
made it my duty to grasp what I was reading rather than read too much,
to read little but correctly and to classify in my mind the portion already
read before continuing.
My father did not wish me to study at all he repeatedly took me away
from the town school for more than a year at a time, so that I might
;

—

—

;

;
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pursue some business more suited to his income. My teachers prevented
by refusing all pa3'ment for m\- schooling during the last eight
they entreated him to leave me with them that I might follow mv
3'ears
inchnation to study. He did not resist their entreaty, but could do nothing
more for me.
At Easter, in the year 1775, I was given leave to go to Leipsic with
20 thalers for my support, the last money that I received from his hand.
He had several other children to educate from his scanty income. That is a
sufficient excuse to justify the best of fathers.
By teaching German and French to a wealthy young Greek from Jassy
in Moldavia, as well as by translations from English, I procured for myself
for a time the means of subsistence, as I intended to leave Leipsic after a stay
this

;

of

two

years.

can testify for myself that also in Leipsic I practised mv father's maxim,
never to be a passive listener or learner. But here I did not quite forget to
I

procure, by physical exercise and fresh air, that bodily energ}- and vigour
which alone enable the body to stand successfully the strain of continued
mental exertion.

In Leipsic I attended only such lectures as I considered useful, in spite
of the fact that Bergrath Porner, of Meissen had the kindness to usually
furnish me with free passes for the lectures of all the medical professors.
I studied privateh' all the time, reading always the best that was procurable

and only as much as I could assimilate.
The inclination for the practical side

of medicine, for

which there was no

my

institution in Leipsic, induced me to go to Vienna at
own expense.
malicious trick played upon me, and which robbed me of
earnings
acquired at Leipsic (repentance demands reconciliation and I will be silent
about name and circumstances) was answerable for the fact that I was

A

my

compelled to leave Vienna after a stay of nine months. During this time I
had only possessed 68 florins and 12 Kreuzer for my subsistence. I am
indebted for my medical instinct to the hospital of the Brothers of Mercy of
Leopoldstadt, or rather to the great practical genius of Dr. von Ouarin,
I had his friendship, I could
physician-in-ordinary to the Prince's family.
almost sav his love
I was the only one at that time whom he allowed to
accompany him to his private patients. He singled me out, loved and taught
me as if I had been one of his first pupils in Vienna, or more than that, and all
this without ever being able to expect remuneration from me.
My last
crumbs of subsistence were just about to vanish when the Governor of
Transylvania, Baron von Bruckenthal, invited me on honourable terms to go
to Hermanstadt with him as his family physician and the custodian of his
;

important library.

Here I had the opportunity of learning several other necessary languages,
andof acquiring knowledge of some colateral sciences in which I was still lacking.
I arranged and catalogued his matchless collection of ancient coins as well as
his library, practised medicine for a year and nine months in this populous
town, and then departed, although ver\^ unwillingly, from these honourable
people, to receive at Erlangen my degree as Doctor of Medicine, which I was
now able to do, from my own attainments. I am indebted for many favours
and much instruction to Privy Councillor Delius and Councillors Isenflamm,
Schreber and Wendt. Hofrath Schreber taught me what I was still lacking
in botany.
On August loth, 1779, 1 defended my dissertation and thereupon
received my degree of Doctor of Medicine.
The instinctive longing of a Swiss for his rugged Alps cannot be more
I returned hither to
irresistable than that of a Saxon for his native soil.

—
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begin

my career as practising physician in the small mining town of Hettstadt

Here it was impossible to develop either mentally or physically
Dessau in the spring of 1781 after a sojourn of nine months.
I found more congenial society and more facihties for knowledge in this
The study of chemistry occupied my hours of leisure, and that
place.
together with small journeys to learn mining science and metallurgy filled
some considerable gaps left in my education.
Towards the close of the year 1781 1 received an insignificant appointment
The fairly
as Medical Officer of Health for Gommern near Magdeburg.
substantial salary offered, led me to look for a better source of income as well
as for more congenial occupation in this post than I found during the 2| years

in Mansfield.
and I left for

No

doctor had as yet had residence in this small place
Yet there I began to enjoy for the first time
the innocent joys of home life, together with the amenities of business in the
companionship of my life's partner Henriette Kiichlerin, step-daughter of the
apothecary Haseler of Dessau.
Dresden was my next place of sojourn, where however I played no
Yet here also
brilliant role, presumably because I did not wish to do so.
The late Medical Officer
I had no lack of friends or opportunities to learn.
himself a model of unswerving uprightness
of Health, Dr. Wagner
honoured me with his intimate friendship, showed me the duties of a physician
in forensic medicine (for in his own branch of science he was a master),
and with the consent of the town council he handed over to me, on account
of his illness, for a year, the whole of his work in the hospitals— a wide field
Moreover, the Superintendent of the Electoral
for a friend of philanthropy.
library, Hofrath Adelung, became very fond of me and together with the
Librarian, Mr. Dassdorf, contributed a great deal towards making my sojourn
The four years thus passed by more quickly to
interesting and agreeable.
me in the midst of my growing family, than to the unexpected heir to great
and I left for Leipsic about the time of Michaelmas 1789, in order
riches
Here I quietly await the fate that
to be nearer to the source of science.
Providence will assign to each of my days, the number of which hes in its
that

stayed there.

I

and people had no use

for one.

—

;

hands.

Four daughters and one son together with
of

mv

wife constitute the spice

life.

In the year 1791 the Leipsic Economic Society, and on the 2nd of August
same year the Electoral Academy of Mainz, elected me a fellow

of the

member."
Leipsic.

August 30th, 1791.

This autobiography of Hahnemann is, as must be clearly pointed out,
not an absolutely accurate source of information. It was written very
Hahnemann speaks of his
hastily from sudden memories and inspirations.
father's death as if it had taken place in the year 1787 (" my father who
this short biographical sketch is signed as of " 1791 ").
died four years ago "
According to the entry in the Register of Deaths in the town church of
Meissen, as is stated in the communications given out by the Society for the
History of the town of Meissen, Vol. 2, page 238, the day of the father's
death was the 15th November, 1784.
This is confirmed by a brief remark made by his brother, Augustus
Hahnemann, in a short letter from Konigsbach in Baden-Durchlach, of
December 22nd, 1784
" The news of father's death will have touched you as it did me
t
we were both destined to mourn him from afar."
;

:

;
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Then the address, " Leipsic, 30th August, 1791," given at the end of
the autobiography is also inaccurate. At that time, as has been proved
from several original letters which are still available, Hahnemann was living
in Stotteritz,

near Leipsic.

Samuel Hahnemann enumerates the various places at which
he stayed during his restless years of wandering until 1790, in a very summary
Finally,

fashion, so that they greatly need supplementing.

But even this autobiography, incomplete and unsatisfactory as it is,
exceptionally valuable if only because it shows in what manner and spirit
Christian Gottfried endeavoured to bring up his children, among them
particularly his son Samuel. Although, as the latter especially points out,
the father had never " studied science," he appears to have educated his
children and brought them up on the principles of Rousseau, which at that
time were widely circulated among all the cultured people of Europe, and
which philanthropists foremost among whom was Basedow in the
neighbouring Dessau later improved and tried to turn to practical account
is

—

—

:

Never to learn or listen passively.
act and to be oneself without vain display.
Never to act contrary to the sublime conception of the first principle
of Creation, of the dignity of mankind or its lofty destiny.

To

Those were indeed the leading educational ideas of that revival period.
The father and mother were obliged to undertake the boy's early
education themselves. We conclude from the above-mentioned and
intentionally fully described looting expeditions of the Prussians during the
Seven Years' War, that Hahnemann's father must have found himself in
straitened circumstances
for the income from the sacked, and to a great
extent crippled, porcelain factory at all events would have been uncertain
and inconsiderable for several years after the end of the war (1763). So it
must be understood and excused if, as Samuel Hahnemann writes, his father
more than once took him away from the Town School for years at a time,
and gave him some other occupation which was more in conformity with his,
;

the father's, means
the
if, as Samuel Hahnemann informs us further,
masters accepted no fees for the last eight years of schooling, being pleased
that Samuel was allowed to stay with them
and if, he adds resignedly,
"the father could do nothing further for his son," it follows, that,
influenced by these man\' difficulties the father " would on no account allow
his son to study."
To all of this was added the fact, as Samuel writes himself,
that the boy was physically weak and delicate. Yet it appears that already
as a schoolboy he showed, apart from unusual diligence, an exceptional
talent for languages
as at the earh^ age of twelve he was employed by his
master to help him to teach Greek.
The passage from Samuel Hahnemann's autobiography which should
come here, can only be correctly understood if we bear in mind that in
Meissen at that time there was an exceptional Town School, where foreign
languages were taught, as well as the Prince's School. To the former
Magister Miiller was appointed, for whom Hahnemann retained such sincere
gratitude, as we see from his own words.
Hahnemann appears to have been
the favourite pupil of Conrector Miiller and he had access to him at any hour
"
of the day.
Then Miiller came to the Prince's School as " collega tertius
at Easter, 1771, at the same time as Hahnemann became a pupil.
Hahnemann's father had, probably at Miiller's instigation, knowing that he
was to be appointed to the Prince's School, asked permission of the Elector
for his son to attend the school as Miiller's pupil, which requests were both
;

;

;
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This change of schools was probably due
(5).
intention to have the son adopt a lucrative vocation

granted

to

the

father's

:

His father at

first

put him

in a grocery store at Leipsic.

He was

But work in a shop was dreadful and unendurto become a merchant.
He stood it for a ver\^
able for the intellectual and studious youth.
short time only, and did not leave his employer for trivial reasons
but following the deep, innermost j-earning for something higher, and
he returned to his parents although dreading to meet his father.
The mother, fearing her husband's anger, kept her boy hidden for several
days, until she had succeeded in appeasing his father and had made
him more inclined to listen to the son's wish,
as Director Albrecht, of Kothen, tells us in his above-mentioned work,
"
Biographical Monument."

A

Taking into consideration the father's discernment in other respects,
which the son so clearly and kindly emphasises, it can only be care for the
future of his son and the impossibility of providing him with the necessary
money for the further continuation of his education that induced the father
to refuse his son's wish.
The latter was to become independent as soon as possible, or at least
The son, however, was
to be able to manage without his parents' support.
drawn irresistibly towards science and research, and after what has been
The young man, who as a boy
related this is hardly to be wondered at.
had often been obliged to hide himself in order to be with his beloved books,
who made a candlestick out of clay so that he might read and learn in his
hiding-place at night, without his father noticing that a candlestick was
missing this young man did not allow anything to deter him from the
pursuit of the career which he saw before him.
He had already penetrated deeply into the spirit of Latin and Greek
he lived in them and with them, and therefore must have been
classics
more or less dissatisfied with a profession which included manual labour.
Even the father's anger could not deter him the genius in young Hahnemann

—
;

;

pushed aside all obstacles opposing
hardened only through the necessity

its

development.

Even

his father,

of the times, eventually recognised

his mother, who had greater understanding of the physical and
intellectual nature of her child, may have used her influence, and so finally
the request was sent in for the admission of the son to St. Afra. The letter,
by the way, is an extremely good example of the peculiar way of WTiting at
this

;

that time and the extravagant use of forms of courtesy (5).
When therefore, Hahnemann, the son, writes in his autobiography of
" the good services rendered by the Rector of the Meissen Prince's School,"
he could only be referring to the time when he wrote his autobiography
For Miiller only became Konrekior five years later (1776), and only
(1791).
in 1789 did he become Headmaster in St. Afra.
Hahnemann was not a boarder of the Prince's School, perhaps because
he had already passed the age limit, perhaps too, which is more probable,
because he was found to be physically unqualified to become one of the
boarders of the school. Thus during the whole time in which he attended the
It has been
Prince's School he was a day-scholar of " collega tertio " Miiller.
stated above that Hahnemann's father could not and would not pay for
Therefore it is fairly
this, yet Miiller did not take the boy for charity alone.
certain that the teacher was able to obtain assistance, for corrections and
other things, from the industrious and intelligent young man, who was
already so advanced in foreign languages. We must even assume that Samuel

—
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Hahnemann, while

a pupil at the Prince's School, earned his living by coaching
and teaching, etc., and by this assistance, especially to Miiller's boarders,
compensated the master for gratuitous admission.
For if Hahnemann was so versed in the Greek language at the age of

twelve, that he could even teach others the rudiments of it
if at the Prince's
School his master allowed him the privilege of not attending certain classes
if he was excused from handing in written exercises
if as a result of " overstudying " and too little physical exercise he was often ill (*"), as he himself
points out
it was on account of his unusual talents and his uncommon
industry that he was able to spend such a disproportionately long time at the
school (twentieth year).
It was because he saw no possibility of getting into
the Higher Schools or otherwise maintaining himself.
Yet Hahnemann did
not dissipate his talents. He particularly points out that he made it his
duty to " read little but correctly," and then " to digest w^hat he had read "
;

;

;

;

;

he speaks in later letters only of mathematics and geometry, which he had
specially studied, in connection with which the mathematician Klimms
apart from ^liiller was his principal instructor. Only botany seems to have
interested him in addition to these.
But Hahnemann never forgot his great benefactor Rector Midler. The

—

latter also remembered his favourite pupil in later years, when after having
been appointed Rector he experienced some serious unpleasantness. This
is mentioned in a letter from Hahnemann's mother to her son Samuel, dated
" Meissen, December 29th, 1789."
This letter which in a sense is a contribution to the history of the Prince's School of Meissen shows at the same
time the friendly relationship between the Rector and his former pupil. The
mother writes in her simple, clever and yet descriptive way
" Enclosed in mine you will find a letter from Rector
t
Miiller, who sends his kind regards.
Our good friend ^fuller has been very
badly treated by his unruly class since his appointment. The former Rector
had let the young people do as they hked, and they knew that now restrictions
would be brought in, consequently they started a trifling disagreement,
and came in the evening with boots and spurs, to the Rector's house and
shouted
Out with the Rector
they all wanted to leave. He tried to
reason with them. The Co-rector who was responsible for the inspection
brought them all back to the school. To make a long stor\^ short, during the
week when it was the rector's turn to hold the inspection two of the pupils
spoke to him in an insulting manner in their room. He ordered a soldier to
put them in a prison cell. The report went to Dresden and the Church
Council awarded the punishment which was however very mild, all were
to be confined to prison for three days on bread and water, and not allowed
to enter the town for four weeks.
This punishment continued until both
classes had been through it, taking one at a time.
All honest people are sorry
for the Rector.
Do write to him as that will be balm for his wounds. Every
time I meet him he asks after you, and sends you his greetings."
The records of the Meissen Prince's School contain other\vise no account
of this pupil, who along with those personahties previously mentioned
Hahnemann also makes
(Lessing, etc.) became an historical personality.
no mention of his Meissen masters except for the words devoted to the
headmaster MiiUer in his biography. His joyless childhood is buried under
:

.

.

.

'

'

:

;

heavy mound of care.
Let us summarise
Already in the tender years of youth, Hahnemann
was obliged, owing to circumstances at home, to work for his daih' maintenance
as well as for his intellectual education.
A happy, carefree youth was entirely
denied him from early days he was constrained to unceasing work. We find
a

:

;

:

:
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here the reason for the earnest conception of Hfe which Hahnemann retained
But all the care and work of his joyless youth
to the end of his days.
could not harden his heart, which was ever kind and open to all noble
ail his life he remembers, with the same gratitude, love and
impulses
respect, the chief masters and benefactors of his boyhood and adolescence, as
well as his father, although the latter had found it necessary to oppose his
son's desires.
After having had at first a difference of opinion with her, Hahnemann
remained in close touch by correspondence with his mother until her death.
The few letters from this woman which have come down to us give a clear
cut character sketch of her. The firm distinct yet pleasant handwriting gives
evidence of a more than average education, and will-power. The contents
and the style of the letters complete the picture from the point of view of her
depth of feehng and wise prudence. The mother, when a widow, had many
She was ailing a great deal but
worries to fight against yet did not despair.
;

did not lose courage she cared for her own family and also for the son and his
A few short extracts from her letters confirm this. In the first one
from Dresden she wrote to her son Samuel
" I am so weak from sickness, sorrow and worry that I am unable
t
Last evening I received
to go out and have to sit still in my chair.
a letter from Mr. Birnbaum containing the sad news, that instead of 3 rh.
it is a
I shall only receive 2 rh. per month
such is the fate of aU widows
sad prospect."
But in the next letter from " Meissen, 30th August, 1785," she reveals
She had gone
herself as the courageous, sensible, and provident mother.
with her youngest daughter Benjamina, to visit the elder daughter
Charlotta Gerharduna in Eisleben. She gives a detailed description of
the friendly reception^ accorded to her by her son-in-law, the General
Superintendent Miiller, who was " a very wonderful and excellent man,"
much esteemed and had been honoured with the degree of doctor
he
had manifold occupations and was living in comfortable circumstances.
;

family.

.

.

.

;

;

;

She

relates

"

:

have been much annoyed in the past over the
my daughter
but I had to witness
it myself in order to form a correct judgment.
She has so much to do,
so little time to herself, that I can truly say that I have not been able to speak
for an hour with her without interruption.
But otherwise in her behaviour
towards me and towards your sister I have detected love and esteem. She
will look after me as long as I live
she gives me each month 3 rh. and pa.ys
the rent, I cannot expect more.
I have been secretly so ashamed
of myself for having accused her of pride and other faults, and 3'et I have
."
actually found the opposite.
Other letters of the mother to her son display traits of character which
are also marked in him, love of humanity, true piety, honesty, contentedness
and modesty in any walk of life.
In spite of that, as was mentioned before, the relationship between
mother and son had not always been quite undisturbed. The elder sister
Charlotta Gerharduna wrote to the brother from Eisleben (7th Januarv,
t

brief

I

and

do not deny that

I

insignificant letters of

.

.

.

;

...

.

.

1788)
"

Do not worry about

the enclosed, which are sealed, they are mother's
August [the younger brother. R.H.] and only contain complaints
about you, that you do not love her, other\\ise there is truly nothing in them.
Act for once as if you knew nothing about it she no longer writes like that,
since you are now friendly towards her."
t

letters to

—

—
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in the next letter of June ist, 1790
Dear brother,
Thursday midday she left the visible world, she who bore us. Shed a
tear in her memory, she was our mother.
She loved you, dear brother, she
gave you unmistakable signs of it during the last years of her hfe.
The tie
which seemed to unite us, her three children, has been severed
on that
account do not weaken the Unk of sisterly and brotherly love. You love me
I know, be also kind to our sister [Benjamina.
R.H.]
prove it to her
now that 3^ou are a little more in touch with her,— because she will hand over
to you the money left from the burial fund after the funeral expenses have
been paid, because the good mother wished that you should have this money.
Do make it easy for her, dear brother let us act like real brothers and
sisters among ourselves.
You will remember that you were good enough
to sign a promise that you did not wish to touch anything from mother's
:

"

f

;

—

—

legacy.

.

.

."

;
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" / have read your notes of the lectures on therapeutics by your celebrated
professor, which were sent to me.
You are quite right to learn all these things,
and to make notes of them. It is necessary to know what our predecessors and
contemporaries have thought.
There naturally arise trends of thought
.
and sentences which are doubtful, and find no corroboration in nature, or in
experience ; also much learned stuff which at all events sounds very profound
and wise because it parades under the disguise of metaphorical expressions."
.
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with a dissertation

of the Prince's

School at Easter,

1775,

was customar\' at that time, on
" The wonderful construction of the human hand "
the work has
unfortunately not been left to us. In this self-chosen work is indicated for
the first time, the direction in which Hahnemann's professional education was
to lead him and the trend of his life's work.
in Latin, as

Hahnemann
Bas-relief

as Sti'dent.

on the Washington Monument.
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Twenty years old and twent}' thalers in his pocket this was the way in
which Hahnemann entered the Leipsic University in the spring of 1775.
From then onwards all more intimate connection with his home seems to
have been severed. Hahnemann points out emphatically that this was the
But he, the son, quite understood
last money he received from his father.
and excuses the " best of
home for any length of time

Hahnemann never again stayed at
even during the holidays at least he
seems that this must have been impossible, because

that,

fathers."

—

— not

never mentions it. It
life as a student was, for Hahnemann, only a continuation of his school and
working life at the Prince's School. What constitutes, for the majority of
students, the undying charm of student years
and especially of the first
term and on which the memory dwells during the rest of life, this happy
Hberty, free from care, the fresh, youthful enjoyment of life accompanying
the stimulating intellectual work, in complete freedom and in lively intercourse with fellow-workers— all this was denied to Hahnemann. He was
obliged to devote his whole time to work, to unceasing work to the study
which he had chosen, and to the study for earning his living, which made the
former possible and maintained him. For even with the greatest economy,
the twenty thalers which he brought with him were soon spent.
He was not
able to enter into the customary student jo\'s, amusements and recreations,
was not able to make any friends to whom he might have become more
closely attached
at least he has never mentioned any contemporaries who
were particularly associated with him during his student years. There was
only one lesson which he remembered from his schooldays
"To bring
physical exercise and mental effort into better equilibrium than was possible
" I did not forget," he said, " as of old, to procure
at the Prince's School."
for my body, through exercise and fresh air, that vitahty and strength by
which alone continual brain-work can be endured with success." A valuable
and excellent warning to all " stay-at-homes," especially to those who are
That Hahnemann adhered to it in later years and thereby
still young
preserved for his mind and body an unusual endurance until the ripe age

—

—

;

:

!

we shall see later.
Hahnemann had to use his great knowledge of languages in order to help
him earn his hving (7). He gave private lessons in French and German to
of 88,

a rich young Greek, and at the same time translated English works into
German. " John Stedmann's Physiological Experiments and Observations
with Copper," " Nugent, on Hj'drophobia," " Falkoner, on Mineral Waters
and Warm Baths " (two volumes), " Ball's New Art of Heahng " (likewise
two volumes), were delivered to the bookseller, J. G. Miiller, and others by
As is apparent,
this industrious student during his two 3^ears' stay in Leipsic.
these were all works which were connected with his branch of study, medicine,
so that apart from earning money he simultaneously gained intellectually
and also professionally from his work.

Hahnemann calls special attention to the fact that in Leipsic he only
attended lectures which he held to be most suitable for his purpose. Here too,
as at the Prince's School, he conserved his energies by attending as few
secondary lectures as possible. This was not done for reasons of economy
but with a definite purpose for an important physician in Meissen, Bergrath
Porner, had obtained for this striving but poor student the privilege of
;

attending, free of charge, the lectures of all the professors of medicine—
further proof of the high esteem in which the young man was held by all

who knew him.
It

is,

however, striking, that

Hahnemann

Leipsic medical professors of that time,

does not mention any of the
he could have gratefully

whom

—
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And yet, at other
praised for a considerable advancement in his studies.
can hardly presume that
times, Hahnemann never neglected to do so.
the estrangement of later days and his fight with the physicians of the old

We

For one thing he wrote his
school can have been the cause of this silence.
autobiography before this keen battle began (1791), and for another, most of
the professors of Hahnemann's University period were no longer alive during
those years of contention (1810-1820), or at any rate were no longer in office.
The only conclusion to be drawn from the complete omission of their names
an omission which one would have expected him to avoid, if only out of
gratitude for the remission of fees for courses of lectures, and an omission for
which Hahnemann could have had no grounds is that the Leipsic professors
of that time had little to offer him, and that he was, at least, disappointed
with what he received from them and their lectures, which fact he tactfully
This is supported by the remark that he
tried to pass over in silence.
endeavoured to obtain knowledge through untiring study of those books
which contained " the best that there was for me " it is further borne out
by the pointed allusion that " in Leipsic there was no place for practical
medical science," to which Hahnemann had specially looked forward. In
other words, the Leipsic medical professors of those days had neither clinic
nor hospital at their disposal. All that they could offer their students was
dull theory, book-knowledge with no real experiments or further independent
development. How insufficient and dry the medical science of the last
Yet with all that,
quarter of the eighteenth century appears to have been
Leipsic was the most famous and most frequented university in Germany.

—

—

!

When we

consider these conditions and

Hahnemann's

dissatisfaction,

can be easily understood that he was looking for a better opportunity of
acquiring knowledge. He chose Vienna. There was a hospital of the
Brothers of Mercy in Leopoldstadt, under the direction of Dr. von Quarin,
physician-in-ordinary to the Empress Maria Theresia and afterwards also to
the Emperor Joseph H. Quarin, born in 1733, was then forty-four years
In 1784, Joseph II erected the General
old and therefore in the prime of life.
Hospital in Vienna, using Ouarin's plans, which with its attached maternity
Lunatic
hospital, its separate lunatic asylum (called " Narrenturm "
Tower) and its foundling home, was at that period unsurpassed by any hospital
Doctor von Quarin
in Europe in size and excellence of accommodation.
was six times elected Rector of Vienna Universit\'.
The aspirations of the young medical student in Leipsic were thus drawai to
Vienna. In those days a journey from Leipsic to the capital on the Donau
occupied a considerable time, necessitated considerable exertion and a
considerable amount of money.
If the young student could manage the first
and was used to the second, he was placed in a very difficult position as regards
the third. In spite of all economy and all the hard work apart from his studies
at the Leipsic University, Hahnemann had only 68 Gulden 12 Kreuzer at his
" A bad joke," as Hahnemann
disposal when he set off on his journey.
This
called it, had robbed him of his " outstanding earnings " in Leipsic.
means therefore either a large outstanding debt due to him by an acquaintance
had not been paid, or if received, it must have been stolen. Although
so shamefully wronged, he draws the cloak of forgiveness over the deed and
perpetrator, with the truly noble words
it

—

:

Remorse imposes atonement, and

I

will

not reveal

name

or

circumstances.

The above-mentioned sum, which to many would have been insufficient
to cover the expensive journey from the Pleisse to the Emperor's city, had to

DR.

QUARIN
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young student for his subsistence in Vienna. At least to begin with,
he had to take into account that in the town on the Donau, a newly-arrived
Saxon scholar would not so easily find remunerative work, apart from the
study which had drawn him thither. The undaunted courage, the force
of decision and the strong will of the young man are just as much to be
admired as his inventive modesty. For, according to Hahnemann's concise
account, we have to conclude that he, although a Protestant, immediately
after his arrival in Vienna quickly decided to enter the hospital of the
Brothers of Mercy in the suburb called Leopoldtown, where, as he had heard.
Dr. Quarin worked as head physician. Good fortune, which had so far passed
Hahnemann by, came to him in Vienna. He found, as he gratefully reports,
not only a teacher but a friend, who gave him his affection and even took him
on his visits to his private patients, which he did for no other pupils and
in this way gave him, in the hospital as well as in private practice, the practical
education in medical science which he entirely missed at Leipsic and hoped for
in Vienna.
Dr. Quarin did all this, although he knew quite well that his
Saxon pupil could not pay him a single penny. The Viennese doctor accepted
the young man's desire to learn, his self-sacrificing industry and his untiring
willingness to serve, virtues which he had already developed while at the
Prince's School at Meissen, as full recompense for that which he, as teacher,
gladly gave to the pupil
a relationship that does honour to the one, as well
suffice the

for

;

:

as to the other.

But

this could not last for long.

The young man, completely absorbed

in his real task, could not procure a co-lateral

remunerative occupation

;

Gulden melted away more and more, and after three quarters of a year
how economically, how frugally he must have lived during the whole of
that time !— the " rest of the remaining crumbs " were about to vanish.
But in this dilemma again Dr. Quarin helped him. Baron von Brukenthal,
Governor of Transylvania, came to the capital in August, 1777, in order to
receive personally instructions from the Imperial-royal government in Vienna.
Samuel von Brukenthal, son of Michael Breckner, a commoner who was a
royal judge at Leschkirch, was born on July 26th, 172 1, and carried on his
father's traditions.
The latter had been raised to the nobility with the
title " von Brukenthal " for a deed displaying unswerving loyalty to the House
of Hapsburg during the " Kuruczen " outbreak* in the beginning of the
his 68

—

eighteenth century.
His son, Samuel, after leaving the Higher school in Hermannstadt, went
to Halle on the Saale to study jurisprudence. There he entered the Madgeburg Freemason's Lodge, and soon became a proof of the striking personality
In Berlin
of the young Saxon from Transylvania
Master of the Chair.
also he received a great deal of attention in Court circles, and the king,
Frederick II (Old Fritz) wished to win him for his army. But the beautiful
home in the Carpathians, where the German " Saxons " from the Lower
Rhine had managed to save their native culture and autonomy since the year
1143, although with some fluctuations, drew the young man, who had been
There he, although
fatherless since his fifteenth year, back to Hermannstadt.
in heart and soul a German and a Protestant, rose step by step until he reached
the Governorship (Gubernium), having previously served in the Hermannstadt Municipal Council, until in the autumn of 1777, during his sojourn in

—
—

* The name " Kuruczenaufstand " is derived from " Crux," a cross, which the
peasants of Transylvania chose, in 1514, as their war insignia in the revolt against
the noble and tyrannical landowners, under the leadership of Szeklers Dozsa, so that all
the later revolts of Transylvania against the Hapsburg dominion received the name of
" Kuruczenaufstande."
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Already at that time
Vienna, he was elected Governor of Transylvania (^).
Brukenthal was considered the richest man in the country.
Dr. Quarin introduced to him the young medical student, Hahnemann,
who was near to starvation. Brukenthal acted at once according to his
motto "I will remain true to my nationaHty and my faith " he offered
a post in his home to the young Saxon and Protestant. Hahnemann was to
arrange, under the most favourable conditions the Governor's extensive
library and collection of coins, and at the same time act as family physician
;

:

to Brukenthal in Hermannstadt.
Hahnemann accepted the offer,

and

so departed, with sincere gratitude

Samuel von Brukenthal.
Governor of Transylvania.

for Dr. Ouarin's timely assistance, of whom he afterwards said in praise
that he, Hahnemann, owed him whatever renown he might have as doctor,
after nine months stay in Vienna.
Whether Hahnemann made the journey from ^icnna to Hermannstadt
alone, which in those days was a very long and difficult one, before

Brukenthal returned home, or with him, cannot to-day be ascertained
but one thing is known, that on October 3rd, 1777, Brukenthal entered
Hermannstadt with great solemnity as the new governor, and that on
October 6th of the same year Hahnemann, probably at the instigation and
;

BARON VOX BRUKENTHAL
in the presence of Brukenthal, was made a member of the Freemasons'
" St. Andreas zu den drei Seeblattern," in Hermannstadt (9).
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Lodge,
If

we

consider the well-known fact that in those days it was the highest dignitaries
and most distinguished personalities who were members of the Freemason
Lodges, this admission might prove to be of the greatest importance to
Hahnemann's progress. Yet, as we shall see later, it is only in a few instances
that this connection can be traced.
Hahnemann could naturall}- not attain
to a higher degree in the brotherhood of the Lodge in Hermannstadt, as his
sojourn in that town was so short. Whether, when and where he attained
the higher (second to fourth) degrees could not be ascertained. Probably,
during his restless, wandering life, he had few opportunities for attending
lodge meetings or for actual activity in the Lodge even though he remained
faithful to the Order, since he frequently signed himself in later years in
letters as " Br." (Brother).
From Hahnemann himself we know that he spent most of his time
arranging his patron's extensive private hbrary and valuable collection of
coins
the latter had begun a second one, having given the first to the
Emperor of Austria and was paid for this work entirely from Brukenthal's
owTi private purse.
In addition, the young medical candidate was
afforded opportunities to practise in the town as a young disciple of
^^sculapius and thus extend his views and knowledge of his chosen
profession.
But Bradford's assumption, in his Hahnemann biography,
that the latter also practised in other Hungarian towns, is due to an
excusable ignorance on the part of the American author of the geographical conditions of Europe.
Bradford's supposition was based on a
footnote of Hahnemann's in his translation of
Treatise on Materia
Medica," William CuUen, Leipsic, Schwiekert, publisher, 1790. In this,
on page 114 of Vol. II, Hahnemann sa^'s in reference to the strengthening
remedies for intermittent fever

—

—

"A

:

The author is wrong he appears to be unacquainted with the
stubborn intermittent fevers of hot countries, full of marshes. I
observed such in lower Hungary, more particularly in the fortified
places of that country which owe their impregnabihty to the extensive
marshes around them, as Carlstadt, Raab, Gomorm, Temeswar,
Hermannstadt, in which prevails an almost general state of bad health,
of which the simple, double and threefold quartan fever seem to be
only just a symptom.
;

In Brukenthal's time it took several days to journey by coach from
Hermannstadt to the nearest of the towns above-mentioned, and those
farthest away more than a week's journey even in fine weather and under
most favourable road conditions. But the towns, Gomorm and Temeswar,
he in the direct route from Vienna to Hermannstadt. Only Carlstadt lies

down in the south-west of Croatia, so that
to take a journey lasting several weeks to get
there.
This is, however, out of the question, and one must presume that
twelve years later he confused the fortress Carlsburg in Transylvania with
Carlstadt.
Carlsburg, however, lies hke the other fortified towns mentioned in the
completely out of the wa}', far

Hahnemann would have had

from Vienna to Hermannstadt. We must, therefore, conclude
either on the journey to or from, or on both, visited the
towns mentioned, and that he took advantage of this opportunity to study

direct route

that

Hahnemann

SAMUEL HAHNEMANN
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them with keen observation and an active mind. An extension of a doctor's
practice from Hermannstadt to the towns mentioned was, in those days,
quite out of the question, and even to-da\- in spite of railway communication
would be inconceivable. Hahnemann's own remark, however, taken
literally

as well as from the sense, gives Bradford no grounds for his

assumption.
It is not to be wondered at, that in addition to Hahnemann's chief tasks,
his never-wearjang incHnation for learning foreign languages was given fuU
scope.
In Hermannstadt, apart from the German Language, Magj'ar
and Rumanian predominated, and a variety of Slavonian idioms intermingled
by reason of the mixture of races of those parts.
He, therefore, left unwillingly, after one year and nine months, this
inspiring town placed on the frontier of German influence and west-European
culture, in order to put the finishing touch to his real professional education
in his own country.
His sojourn in Hermannstadt and the kindness of the
Governor of Transylvania had provided him with the financial means to

do

this.

Hahnemann went to Erlangen. Right up to the present time, there has
existed, as is well known, a certain difference between the German universities
in regard to the conditions under which the doctor's degree could be obtained
a difference in the scientific demands on the candidates and also on the point

—

If Hahnemann, for which he has been criticised, sought out
Erlangen for his final examination to acquire the degree of doctor, he did it
only because he had learned that the fees there would be less for him,
and he cannot be blamed for that.
Whether the scientific demands
of Erlangen were less we do not know.
But if we wish to reproach
anyone, why not reproach those who offer the easier opportunity and not
those who, in a case of necessity, make use of it. At the close of one term
which Hahnemann spent at Erlangen, the summer term of 1779, in which he
continued to stud}^ botany under the guidance of Hofrath Schreber, he
handed in his written dissertation on the theme " Conspectus adfectuum
spasmodicorum aetiologicus et therapeuticus " (A view of the causes and
treatment of cramp) (^°). The treatise consisted of twenty printed pages.
The usual promotion followed after passing the prescribed examination
rigorosum, on August loth, 1779, and after the verbal defence of the above
doctor's thesis.
There is nothing to prove that the degree of doctor, as has
been asserted in childish jealousy, was only conferred in absentia.
Hahnemann received his doctor's degree " rite "
that remains certain,
and he gives the names of the men to whom he chiefly owed the last attainments of his scientific and medical education. It must be admitted without
further evidence if we briefly review the young man's whole academical

of expense.

;

schooling, that according to present-day ideas the latter was defective and
limited; four terms in Leipsic spent, to a great extent, in giving private
lessons and translating special English medical works in order to be able to
live at all
a strenuous term of practical work in Vienna, and after an
interval of one year and nine months
a final term of preparation for the
degree of doctor. Truly, the medical education such as was customary and
possible to obtain at the end of the eighteenth century, left much to be
desired in extent and depth. Above all, when it is considered that
universities like Leipsic had no hospital or clinic of their own, the
practical training of the young medical students was extremely deficient.
They were crammed with theories and systems and then, after a few
terms, were let loose on suffering humanity
there to win experience,
knowledge and skill for themselves. Goethe's Faust, during his walk on

—

;

—

;
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the outskirts of the town, speaks to his assistant
spirit of his time:
This was the medicine

Wagner

quite in the

the patients died,
who recovered.
So 'mongst these hills and vales our hell-broths wrought
More havoc, brought more victims to the grave
By many than the pestilence had brought.
To thousands I myself the poison gave
They pined and perished I hve on to hear
Their reckless murderer's praises far and near.

And no one thought

;

of asking

:

;

(Rendering of Sir T. Martin.)

—"

CHAPTER

IV

—

Hahnemann's years of travel transition to chemistry and to
hettstedt in the district of mansfeld, i780 to i781
dessau, spring of i781 to the beginning of 1782 gommern, i782, to
the beginning of i784 marriage and commencement of work as
an author.
authorship

—

—

—

" / cannot accept any admonition front Briickmann and his associates
I should have remained firmly rooted and immovable
my native rock after the inanner of the coral polyp, and there continued to
vegetate, instead of living from time to time as a free man in order to educate
myself [as did the great men of all time)."

on
on

the question, whether

Samuel Hahnemann,
Bruckmann, of Brunswick.

against Dr.
(Allg.

Anz. d.D., 30th March, 1808.)

AT

twenty-four years of age Samuel Hahnemann, Doctor of Medicine,
began to practise the art of heahng in Hettstedt in the county of
Mansfeld, 35 kilometres north-west of Halle, 8 kilometres north-east
" The
of Mansfeld, on the north-east slopes of the lower Harz mountains.
yearning of a Swiss for his rugged Alps cannot be more irresistible than that
of a Saxon for his native land," says Hahnemann in his autobiography.
It
was not that country divided into such ridiculously small fractions as
regards its dynastic considerations and demands, of which the native wit
said that anyone who was a good walker could traverse twenty-four countries
in twelve hours, that attracted the young Saxon, but his native land as a
whole the hills and valleys, the woods, meadows and rivers, and the fellowcountrymen of the same clan, the natural whole and not merely the arbitrary
part, which alone is shown on the map and does not represent the real country
and the life of the people. It was not a rich land to which the young doctor
was attracted. Hettstedt, then a little town of 3 to 4,000 inhabitants,
was the centre of copper-mining, and afforded only a scanty existence.
From the seam of bituminous marl slate or copper slate which, only
0.6 metres wide, projects like a narrow black band near the west and north
rim of the trough, through which the Wipper flows to the Saale copper has
been obtained since the twelfth century, and is contained in the stone to
the amount of 2 to 3 per cent., which also contains ih per cent, of silver.
The annual output, at the most 1,000 tons, which could onl}' have been raised
to 20,000 tons at the turning point of the last century, naturally produced
;

—
—

—

no great fortunes, at

least for the

working people, for whom,

in

Hahnemann's

time moreover, the mine-owners had very little consideration. We understand, therefore, why Hahnemann wrote almost with a sigh of constraint,
here in Hettstedt " it was impossible to develop eithermentally or physically.
The young doctor found no profitable occupation to support him, and no
social intercourse for his intellectual

advancement.

He began

to write articles, which he published in Kreb's " Medical
Observations," but, however, with very little remuneration. Yet through
this his

name became known in the medical world

('•*).
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Therefore at the end of nine months he packed up his belongings and
turned towards Dessau, in the spring of 1781. This record of Hahnemann's,
looking backwards, leaves one year unaccounted for, from the summer of
1779 until the summer of 1780. We can hardly assume that he remained
in Erlangen for further education after his examination for the degree of
doctor.
He did not say one word about having gone home, and it is improbable that he wished to become a burden to his father for nine months, after
the previously described financial straits of his home.
In addition this
suggestion is contradicted by the remark made about the " last " assistance
he received from his father at the beginning of his University work in
Leipsic.
We can take it for granted that this time was occupied in useful
work, such as giving lessons, literary work, and looking for a suitable
place of residence.
It was necessary to work for the savings accumulated
in Transylvania would, with all economy, have been spent by this time
the endeavour to find a suitable opportunity for establishing himself was
above all the young doctor's most pressing care. If one places this point
of view in the foreground, a journey from Erlangen towards the northeast of Messen, and then again in zig-zag fashion to the north-west
on to Hettstedt, seems, indeed, less probable than a planned search
in the direction towards the north of Erlangen, through north Bavaria
and the neighbouring territory of Thiiringen, with its multi-form divisions,
in the direction of Halle.
Be that as it may, it cannot be determined
what Hahnemann did in this doubtful year, or where he remained for any
;

length of time.
Dessau, only a little more than 50 kilometres distant from Hettstedt,
must naturally have had more attraction for the young doctor because it
was the residence of the Duke of Anhalt-Dessau. Thirty years before the
entire east wing of the castle had been re-built by a Berlin architect, and
in Hahnemann's time the reigning duke entertained the plan of erecting a
special grammar school (erected 1785), which was followed by a girls' High
School (1786). An active, intellectual life therefore prevailed in this pretty
ducal town on the ]\Iulde
which at the same time was not so very
far removed from the mining district of the eastern Harz mountains.
It
can easHy be understood that Hahnemann emphasises the fact that here he
had " better social intercourse " and " facilities for acquiring knowledge,"
and especially that by means of short journeys he had been enabled to remedy
considerable deficiences in his knowledge of mining science and metallurgy.
At the same time he was busily occupied with chemistry. This activity, as
well as his profession, brought him into contaft with Haseler's pharmac}^
where he became acquainted with the latter's step-daughter, Henriette
Kiichler.
Haseler was the successor of Apothecary Kiichler and had
married his widow. By her first marriage, Frau Kiichler had one daughter,
born on the ist January, 1764, Johanna Leopoldine Henriette (").
Hahnemann soon fell in love with the maiden of seventeen, and an
intimate friendship ensued, in which there was certainly no speculation as
to the possible wealth of his betrothed.
This, on the contrarj^ urged him
to find a more assured position than Dessau could give him.
That is
why, at the end of the year 1781, he accepted the post of Medical Officer
in Gommem, near Magdeburg.
The " more liberal salary " as also the
relative proximity of Gommern to the home of his betrothed, from
which it was only 40 kilometres distant via Zerbst, may have induced
the young physician to accept the vacancy in the little official town of
Gommern, 15 kilometres south-east of Magdeburg.
Hahnemann's remark " That this small place had never before had a
.

:

.

.

.
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and that they had no use

may

not quite correspond with
Hahnemann's time in
Gommem, the privilege to estabUsh an apothecary was bestowed on the
town. It is to be presumed that where there was a pharmacy, there would
be a doctor. But it is possible that on account of the scanty, largely rural,
population, the post of official physician had remained vacant for a long
time, since the experience of Hahnemann's predecessors was similar to his
own they had looked for " better remuneration and occupation than was
afforded by this otherwise desirable post." The consequences of this
disappointment were twofold for Hahnemann. To begin with, he occupied
himself in his many enforced leisured hours again with chemistry- and
secondly, after having lived alone in Gommem for a year and a half, he
fetched his bride from Gommem. They were married on the 17th November,
1782 {"). In the statement made by Hahnemann to the Duke Leopold
Friedrich Franz of Anhalt-Dessau, particulars are given of the actual amount
of dowr}' the bride brought with her at her marriage (^3)
His researches in chemistry drew Hahnemann's attention to the Frenchman, Demach}'. The latter, a well-recognised man in chemistry who had
been made a member of the Paris and Berlin academies on account of his
writings and investigations, had been induced b}' the French Academy to
write a book in support of, and for the propagation of the chemical industry,
because the manufacturers of that period, especially the Dutch, strictly
guarded their secrets. Demachy's work, " The wholesale manufacture of
chemicals, or the science of preparing chemical products in factories," was
not only of importance to France but to Germany also, because it tended to
break the monopoly of the manufacturers of that time, and to attract the
attention of intelligent and enterprising men to the various fields of practical
chemistry which could be developed on a large scale. Hahnemann now
translated the whole work, not merely mechanically, but inserting numerous
footnotes, supplements, independent references, etc., so that a review of the
doctor,

historical facts.

Already

for one,"

in 1742, forty years before

:

translation of the French

book

in Crell's

Annals (1785,

II,

page 77) said

:

If ever a work was worth translating it is certainly the present one,
which, fortunately for aU its readers, fell into the hands of one who
has made it more complete. Demarchy's original French work has
always been appreciated by all readers who knew this language. Soon
afterwards it was amplified in its 2nd Edition with several additions
by Dr. Struve. Thus enriched, Dr. Hahnemann has rendered it into
German, making many detailed additions which are partly corrections
of the above-mentioAed work, and partly amplifications.
We have now therefore reason to assert that there does not exist a
better work on the manufacture of chemical products than the present
.

.

.

one.

As the two-volume book appeared in 17S5, the translation must have
already been started at Gommem. Hahnemann had shown, in the translations undertaken during his Leipsic student days, his accurate knowledge
of the English language
now in his treatment of Demarchy's work more
of this later
he proved his complete mastery of French. What surprises
us even more is Hahnemann's exceptional booklore and keen independent
sense of observation.
Without specialised tuition in chemistry or practical
work in a chemical laborator}-, except for his own experiments with his
father-in-law in Dessau, this self-taught student of chemistry is often able
to correct and supplement the Parisian scientist.
In addition to this we
find numerous practical suggestions on technical matters, even instructions

—

;

—
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Where Demarchy simply

suggests without giving details, names or particulars, Hahnemann completes
the reference to the smallest detail.
His early habit " to read correctly,
digest the amount read and tabulate it in his mind " and then make frequent
notes, was already bearing fruit.
We must, of course, admit that Demarchy's
work contained errors also found in Hahnemann's observations which were
only rectified by the later development of chemistry. We must here accept
chemistry as it was known at the end of the eighteenth century.
The Medical Officer of Health of Gommern also employed the free time
for which he had ample opportunity in writing original articles.
In the
second volume of " Medical Observations," by Dr. Krebs, Quedlinburg,
The first of his
1782, are included a few of Hahnemann's short treatises (^).
important works was the " Directions for curing old sores and indolent
ulcers," etc. (1784).

Ivory Fan Handpainted by Hahnemann's Father.

We find here for the first time, apart from dissatisfaction with his own
medical knowledge and experience and with medical science in general, some
sharp and ruthless criticisms of the latter as well as of his colleagues. The
Medical Officer of Health of Gommern, when twenty-nine years of age, showed
clearly what kind of tactics the fighter would employ later in defence
of his new system of treatment of the year 1810, which was to be so vehemently
attacked.

Immediately

in the introduction to this

work Hahnemann

—

We

sa3^s

:

treat [as was customary in those days.
R.H.j cicatrising
old ulcers after many fruitless applications of salves, by causing
several artificial sores (fontanelles)
which only means exchanging
one old wound for several. The majority of physicians refuse to treat
this condition and leave it to the barber surgeon, to shepherds and to
hangmen, surely more from ignorance than disgust. The reputation
;
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having accomplished such an heroic cure surpasses by far the smell
In spite of this, my pride does not prevent
me from confessing that veterinary surgeons are usually more successful, that is, have more skiU in the treatment of old wounds than the
most learned professors and members of the academies. Don't shout,
I wish I had their professional skill based
this is only empiricism.
upon experience, which they have frequently only acquired through
I would willingly exchange it for several medical
treating animals
So much is true, and that should
volumes if they agreed
make us more modest, that almost all our knowledge of the heahng
of

...

of virulent pus.

;

properties of the simple and natural, as well as of the artificial products,
is largely derived from the crude and automatic applications of the
ordinar}^ man, and that the conscientious physician frequentty draws
important deductions from the consequences of the effects of the
Their
so-called household remedies, which are invaluable to him.
importance draws him more and more to simple nature amidst the
rejoicing of his patients.
If Hahnemann, in this first small work of his, still stands, as is natural,
for women at
firmly on the ground of the traditional theory— for example
the menopause and for fever he advises blood-letting yet already- here he
begins to go his own way. He strongly opposed the use of alcohol and coffee,
the internal use of corrosive sublimate and also the customary apphcation of
" The
lead plasters and lead ointment. Above all, he demands cleanliness.
diseased bone," he writes, " I scrape clean, and separate out the unhealthy
On the whole,
portion, bandage it with alcohol and wait for the result."
Hahnemann in this work already shows himself to have intelligent h\'gienic
Fresh air and exercise, cheerful conversation, applications of water,
ideas.
warm and cold baths concerning all this he expresses himself in detail.
In spite of the ruthless frankness with which Hahnemann puts forward
his claims and opinions, the first fruits of his pen were favourably accepted.
Baldinger, professor in Jena, Gottingen and Marburg, wrote in his review of
the book (Baldinger's Medical Journal, Gottingen, 17S5, page 23)
:

—

:

:

his subject ver\- thoroughly and correctly.
the existing most frequently employed treatment
has been and teaches us a better way. The book is so thorough and
practical that we cannot sufficiently desire that it may be much read.

The author has treated

He shows how wrong

Gommem Hahnemann

enjoj^ed " apart from the amenities of his
in the company
profession, a little more the joys of home life
Here, in 1783, his first child was
life."
of
the companion of

In
.

.

.

...

my

The year afterwards Hahnemann continued
The house where he had lived in (jommern with his small family,
from which he had sent forth his first scientific work into the world, was
demolished about the beginning of this century and replaced by a new one.

born, a daughter, Henriette.
his travels.

CHAPTER V
HAHXEMAXX RELINQUISHES THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND EXCLUSIVELY
OCCUPIES HIMSELF WITH CHEMISTRY AND WRITING DRESDEN, I785 TO THE
END OF SEPTEMBER, 1789 LEIPSIC TO THE SPRING OF 1792 FIRST FIGHT
AGAINST BLOOD-LETTING, FIRST DRUG-PROVING ON HIMSELF AND DAWX OF THE
LAW OF SIMILARS.

—

—

—

" He,

who has had as many opportunities as I to make observations,
who is induced by his desire for the welfare of his fellow beings
to think and act for himself, he, who like myself feels hatred for the prejudices
and preferences for old or new, or, generally speaking, for any kind of
recognition or great name, and he, who eagerly endeavours, as I myself have
done, to act and to think independently,
he will see excellent results
he,

.

.

.

for his industry which is the greatest reward that an honest physician can
expect."

Samuel Hahnemann,
in

" Directions for the

old

complete cure of

wounds and indolent

ulcers."

THE

five years of restless wandering, from 1780-1785, were followed by a
period of greater stability. During the next seven years he only twice
changed his residence. But the removal from the small countrv town
to the capital, the royal residential city of Dresden, did not bring the fulfilment
of his desires.
This is ver\' comprehensible it was impossible for the young,
quite unknown, country phj'sician to expect the rapid growth of private
practice, with a good or even moderate income
neither could he expect in
a short time to become a well-kno\\'n or important personage in the circles
of the capital. Therefore, at a later date he was obliged to say of his sojourn
in Dresden
"In Dresden I played no prominent part." And yet his four
years there passed more quickly " than they would have done for the heir
of an unexpected fortune," which he was not. This was chiefl\- due to the
broadening of his medical knowledge and of his field of medical work, the
continuation and extension of his activity as an author, the possibility of
the gratification of his scientific inclinations, and the growth of his family.
With reference to his medical advancement, Dr. Wagner, the Medical
Officer of Health, had offered him the opportunity of becoming acquainted
with the professional activities and the duties of forensic medicine. In
addition to that he was allowed to act for a whole year at all the hospitals
in the town, with the consent of the Municipal Council, as locum tenens for
the Medical Officer of Health, who was ill, a remarkable evidence of
appreciation of the young doctor, who had only just come to the citv, and at
the same time gave Hahnemann an exceptionally valuable opportunity of
gaining experience and making observations.
For this he expresses especial
gratitude to his older coUeague, Wagner.
This kind of medical work appears to have been more satisfactory to
Hahnemann than private practice, because although the stipend of a
municipal Medical Officer of Health, even in the larger towns, in those days
was in sharp contrast to the demand made upon his abilities yet Hahnemann
;

;

:

;
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after the death of Dr. Wagner (February, 1788) apphed to the
Council for the vacant post. They appointed an older applicant.
Preference was given to Dr. Johann Georg Eckhardt, because he had hved in
Dresden for many years, and had greater practical experience {^^)
With regard to his continued progress in scientific attainments, his
acquaintance, nay friendship, with the two librarians of the Ducal library.
Councillor Adelung and Librarian Dassdorf, was extremely valuable
for
these two experienced men were always ready to advise him in the choice of
suitable books, and most probably were influential in helping him to obtain
those works which he considered necessary for his own activities. His intercourse with the distinguished philologist, Adelung, must have been of especial
importance to him. Adelung's grammatical dictionary of the German
language and " Ancient German History, its language and literature," are
still of importance to-day.
We must also remember that Hahnemann
became acquainted, in Dresden, with the famous French chemist, Lavoisier,
who was at the time passing through Dresden, and who several years later
1794 fell a victim to the Revolution.
Literary work largely exceeded his medical practice during the Dresden
period
this is proved by the proportionately large number of works which
Hahnemann published during that time, even if it may be assumed that some
of them w^ere begun, or nearly completed, in Gommern.
Hahnemann had already become acquainted at Gommern wdth the
works of the French chemist, Demachy, and he now continued the translation
of other special works by this author.
To these were added original works
on chemistry, which were not altogether based on theorj- but represented
the result of personal experiments in the laboratory'. We must specially
" The signs of the purity and adulteration of drugs," by
mention here
B. v.d. Sande, apothecar}- in Brussels, and Hahnemann. The greater part
of the essay was written by Hahnemann.
As he repeatedh' complains of
the unreliability of the pharmaceutical preparations, he already advocates
in this essay the preparation of one's own medicine wherever impurities are
not easily detectable. In his pamphlet on coal-heating he shows himself to
be an ardent, unprejudiced and intelligent supporter of this method of
"
heating, which then still met with all kinds of opposition.
His " wine-test
is also mentioned here for the first time.
The further writings of Hahnemann
on the subject of medicine take a less important place than the works already
mentioned as to their number, extent and importance. The translation of
the " Story of Abelard and Heloise," from the English (638 pages), proves
that Hahnemann had studied foreign classic literature thoroughly and not
merely as a pastime. " Algemeine Deutsche Bibliothek," of 1792 (Vol. 106,
page 243) says of the translation of the above story of the pair of French
lovers, which had such an important bearing on the ethical and church history
of the first half of the twelfth century

immediate^

Town

;

—

;

:

:

Hahnemann

translates faithfully and fluently, and we should be
this work to those who have long wished to
see this interesting subject better treated.
('^)
justified in

recommending

—
—

If we bear in mind that during the years 1785
1789 Hahnemann published
more than 2,200 printed pages, including translations, original works and
essays, and that he further worked strenuously
at any rate a great deal
during his year of locum tenens at his own medical profession, we must
marvel at the unusual capacity for work, at the energy, the industry and

—

zeal with

which the

man

of thirty to thirty-four years accomplished this

©

AS TRANSLATOR

This is an example of the great versatility and mental elasticity of
man, who, without becoming superficial, and still remaining satisfied
with the simple rendering of his translation, displa\-s on every occasion a
conscientious grasp of the self-imposed task, generally finds new ways to
a new goal, and is as much at home in chemistry as in medicine who
develops equalh' independent ideas in technical science and finds
enjoyment in the study of foreign classic literature.
But the Dresden time was only a prelude to the man's real individual
work in the later decades. It becomes evident that he recognised the
insufficiency of medical science and of the therapeutic methods of those
days, which he denounced with undaunted energy and eloquence of speech
In his work on " Arsenic poisoning," he gives vent to
like the old prophets.
task.
this

;

n

'^-;. -;

(Bas-relief

Hahxemaxn as Chemist
on the Hahnemann Monument

his convictions in such a ruthless

quote them here

in

manner, that

Washington).

it

seems worth while to

:

A number of causes, which I will not recount here, have for
several centuries reduced the dignity of that God-like science, practical
medicine, to a wretched breadwinning, a glossing over of symptoms,
a degrading commerce in prescriptions God help us!
to a trade
that mixes the disciples of Hippocrates with the riff-raff and medical
rogues, in such a way that one is indistinguishable from the other.
How rarely does an honest man, occasionally, succeed in raising
himself, by exceptional knowledge and talents, above this swarm of
quacks, and in throwing such a pure and genuine splendour over the
science at whose altar he worships, that even the mob could not
mistake the venerable and friendly evening star for the misty shooting
stars.
How rare is such a phenomenon, and therefore, how powerless

—

—
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he to renew the decayed patent of nobility for the purified medical

science.

The most important part of this essay of Hahnemann's is " the forensic
detection " of arsenic poisoning. This sphere of legal chemistry received
new stimulus through Hahnemann's researches, and a remarkable
progress in its development was due to him. Hahnemann recommended
Lime water,
three more tests for arsenic in addition to those already known
water saturated with sulphuretted hydrogen gas, and copper sal-amoniac.
He emphasised especially the necessity of the additions of acids.
Hahnemann demanded the prohibition of the. sale of arsenic, which at
that time was largely sold by various tradesmen under the description of
" fever powders."
He made detailed suggestions for the prescribing of
poisons in general, which were carried out later on and are still accurately
followed up to the present time.
He classified the large number of recommended remedies for poisoning
by arsenic he grouped together the best remedies resulting from his personal
physiological experiments on dogs, and gave accurate directions for their
Medical antidotes which he might have discovered himself, he did not
use.
Yet he was able to enumerate no less than 389 different authors and
cite.
works, covering several languages and several centuries, and in 861 passages
quoted exactly the page and volume a further proof of his marvellous
book-lore.
\\Tiether Hahnemann, as Dr. Dudgeon declares in his " Biograph}' of
Hahnemann," 1845, page 21, during the latter part of his stay in Dresden,
resided in the suburb of Lochwitz (which should be called Loschwitz, on the
north bank of the Elbe, on the southern border of the Dresden heath and only
4 km. distant from the older part of the city up the Elbe) cannot be traced
with certainty. We only know definitely that in Dresden his familj^ was
to the daughter born in Gommem, Henriette,
increased to five persons
were added a son, Frederick, on the 30th November, 1786, and in 1788
another daughter, Wilhelmine.
:

;

—

:

Dresden being the capital was the central point of all Court displays,
diplomatic and military gatherings, as well as the centre of attraction for the
Leipsic, as the seat of the Universit}- and of the booknobility of all ranks
selling trade, was the intellectual centre, not only for Saxony but for the
larger portion of Germany, in fact for the whole of cultured Europe.
Hahnemann wished to be nearer this centre of culture, this " source of
knowledge," with which he had constantly been in touch through his keen
This induced him to move to Leipsic at the end of
literar}' acti\dtv.
September, 1789 (at Michaelmas).
This first period of Hahnemann in Leipsic, which included the years from
1789 until the summer of 1792 for Hahnemann \'isited the Saxon University
town again later and for a longer period was only a continuation of his
and
Dresden mode of living. Here, also, he gave up his medical practice
his growing family had to be supported almost entirely by his literary work.
In order, however, to live more cheaply and at the same time to provide
a better home in better air for his delicate children, Hahnemann moved after
a year to the suburb of Stotteritz, four or five km. south-east of Leipsic,
reckoned from the Old Town. Here also he had to struggle against poverty
His literar\' work again comprised chiefly translations of chemical and
('7).
medical works, to which was added as well, one on agriculture. No extensive
work of his own was written during this period. There is only need to
;

—

—

;

—
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mention here his " Friend of Health," of which the first volume was written
will deal more fulh* with the contents of this work in
in Leipsic.
Chapter VII, " Hahnemann as Hygienist." Most of his lesser works deal
chiefly with subjects relating to chemistry.
His writings, however, again

We

consist of about 4,700 pages

('^).
Simultaneously with his translations from
English and French, appeared also one from Italian— this is another proof of
Hahnemann's extensive knowledge of languages. The most important and
comprehensive translations are
Grigg's " Precautionar\' measures for the
female sex," Monro's " Materia Medica " still more important was Cullen's
" Treatise on Materia medica."
This increased acti\ity as a writer brought Hahnemann not onlv to the
notice of the publishers, who approached him uith valuable and important
commissions {^^), but distinguished societies elected him as an honorarv
member, such as the " Leipsic Economical Societ}- " and the " Academy
of Science of the Electorate of Mayence " (^°).
In the translation of Cullen's work mentioned above, Hahnemann for
the first time unreservedty fought the pernicious habit of blood-letting and
purging, particularlv prevalent in his time.
He wrote in one of his own
annotations
:

;

>

:

Blood-letting,

fever

remedies,

tepid

baths,

lowering

drinks,

weakening diet, blood cleansing and everlasting aperients and ctysters
form the circle in which the ordinar}^ German physician turns round
unceasingh'.

And two years later, at the beginning of 1792,
Hahnemann intrepidly and unreserved!}- further attacked this serious medical
This happened in 1790.

wrong, then in use. The instigation to this was given by the sudden and most
painfully tragic death of Kaiser Leopold II of Austria.
He had come to the throne in 1790, and by his insight and cleverness
managed to preserve peace between the German Empire and revolutionar}^
France, which had at that time threatened its neighbours with war because
they accorded a refuge to the French emigrants. Everywhere hope was
placed on Leopold's II's strategic intervention. His sudden death gave
rise to the wildest suppositions.
In order to remove any grounds for these,
it was found necessary subsequentlv to publish in Vienna a complete bulletin
of the Kaiser's illness and death.
The Physician-in-Ordinary, Lagusius
(real name, Hasenohrl), who had called in two other doctors. Professors
Storck and Schreibers for ad\ice as to the Emperor's treatment, performed
this task in an exceedingly dilatory and superficial manner.
Hahnemann
violently attacked this bulletin in a paper which appeared in Gotha, " The
Anzeiger " the editor of which was a friend of his. In No. 78 (March 31st,
1792) he wrote, under his full signature
:

The bulletins state
"On the morning of February 28th, his
doctor, Lagusius, found a severe fever and a distended abdomen "
he tried to fight the condition by venesection, and as this failed to
give relief, he repeated the process three times more, without any
better result.
ask, from a scientific point of view, according to
w^hat principles has anyone the right to order a second venesection
when the first has failed to bring relief ? As for a third. Heaven help
us
but to draw blood a fourth time when the three previous attempts
failed to alle\iate
To abstract the fluid of life four times in twentyfour hours from a man, who has lost flesh from mental overwork combined with a long continued diarrhoea, without procuring any relief
for him
Science pales before this
:

We

!

;

!

!

!

^
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Hahnemann then

continues

:

The sick bulletin of the Physician-in-Ordinary, Dr. Lagusius.
records " The monarch was attacked on February 28th by a rheumatic
fever " (what were the symptoms which made him decide that it was
of a rheumatic nature ?) " and an affection of the chest " (and which of
the many chest complaints, of which so few can stand venesection ?
note that he does not mention pleurisy, which he should have done
in order to justify the frequent blood-letting, if he had been certain
that it was actually this disease !) " and we immediately sought to
check the evil by venesection and other necessary means " (Germany
Europe has a right to ask which means ?) " On the 29th the fever
increased " (after the venesection
and yet ) " they opened the
veins of the august patient three more times, after which there was
some relief " (some other reports say clearly that there was none)
"but the following night was an extremely restless one, and reduced
the strength of the monarch very much "
(think of it
the night,
and not the four times repeated venesection, reduced his strength so
much, and Dr. Lagusius could see so clearly ) " so that on March ist
he began to vomit with terrible convulsions, and to return all that he
took " (and yet his physicians left him so that no one was present
at his death, and one of them even declared him out of danger when
they left him). " At 4.30 p.m. he passed away while vomiting, in the
presence of the Empress."
:

We

—

—

!

;

!

—

!

In view of this state of

affairs,

Hahnemann

the greatest sensation. A
and against Hahnemann
prophetically
;

challenged the doctors to

These intrepid measures aroused, natural!}',
long argument followed in the " Anzeiger "• for
for him, stood a doctor, who declared, almost

justify themselves publicly.

—

:

Why

should a learned man, who is in a position to speak, fail to
not such a far-seeing, unprejudiced, cool and disinterested
observer a representative, or rather, a precurser of posterity ? He
is what the morning star is to the sun.

do so?

Is

The Physician-in-Ordinary, Lagusius, promised a complete and accurate
it never appeared.
Even Kurt Sprengel, who was no friend of
Hahnemann and who censured him for his abrupt mode of proceeding, nine
bulletin

;

years later, pronounced the defence of the Physicians-in-Ordinary " very
"
unsatisfactory
Hahnemann, however, carried on the fight against blood-letting, purging
and aperients with growing zeal and the greatest intrepiditv. (See Chapter
!

XXIII.)

—

In Cullen's " Materia Medica " this must be clearly indicated as the
zenith of the Leipsic period was established the first milestone on the road of
development of the new method of treatment, of which Hahnemann was
the originator.
In the question of the medicinal effect of Peruvian bark, Cullen defended
the old opinion of the efftcacj^ of this remedy through its " tonic effect on
the stomach." Hahnemann attacked this opinion \ngorouslv in his notes
(Vol. II, page 108)

—

:

By combining

the strongest bitters and the strongest astringents
in small doses, possesses much more

we can obtain a compound which,

CINCHONA, THE CRLXIAL EXPERIMENT
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both these properties than the bark, and vet in all Eternity- no fever
can be made from such a compound. The author should
have accounted for this. This undiscovered principle of the effect of
the bark is probably not very easy to find. Let us consider the
following
Substances which produce some kind of fever (very strong
of

specific

:

counteract these tj^pes of
intermittent fever.
I took, for several days, as an experiment, four
drams of good china twice daily. My feet and finger tips, etc., at first
became cold I became languid and drowsy then m\' heart began to
my pulse became hard and quick an intolerable anxiety
palpitate
and trembling (but without a rigor) prostration in all the limbs then
pulsation in the head, redness of the cheeks, thirst
briefly, all the
symptoms usually associated with intermittent fever appeared in
all those
succession, yet without the actual rigor.
To sum up
symptoms which to me are typical of intermittent fever, as the stupefaction of the senses, a kind of rigidity of all joints, but above all the
numb, disagreeable sensation which seems to have its seat in the
periosteum over all the bones of the body all made their appearance.
This paroxysm lasted from two to three hours every time, and recurred
when I repeated the dose and not otherwise. I discontinued the
medicine and I was once more in good health.
coffee, pepper, arnica, ignatia-bean, arsenic)

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

In another place
I

Hahnemann

quotes this from Cullen

have endeavoured to explain,

in

my

first

:

outlines of practical

medical science, that the bark in this instance acts through its tonic
effect on the stomach, and I have found nothing in any writings which
could make me doubt the truth of my statements.

And

later

on he remarks in opposition to Cullen

:

If the author had detected that the bark had the power of procertainly he would not
ducing artificial, antagonistic fever
have held so firmly to his mode of explanation.
.

Here again Hahnemann spoke out clearly
Peruvian bark, which
acts because it can produce
fever in healthy people.

is

.

.

:

used as a remedy for intermittent fever,

symptoms

A somewhat similar observation of
part of the same section

similar to those of intermittent

Hahnemann's

is

to be found in another

:

That

in order to cure certain

of artificial fever

forms of intermittent fever, a kind

must be produced with ipecacuanha.

This experiment of Hahnemann's with Peruvian bark has already been
exhaustively discussed by homoeopaths and allopaths. Dr. Altschul, an
academical advocate of homoeopathy in Prague, says in reference to it
:

In translating Cullen's " Materia Medica," Hahnemann became
indignant over the affected, theoretical explanations of the antipyretic
power of cinchona bark, which Cullen, the celebrated teacher, was
asserting.
Hahnemann therefore resolved to ascertain, bv the natural
method of experience, wherein lav the power of cinchona bark to allay
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He first made the experiment on himself, as a
intermittent fever.
healthy individual. He took an ounce of cinchona bark, and on the
same da}' he was attacked wdth " cold " fever similar to the fevers of the
marshes. No patient is ever likely to have rejoiced more over his
rapid recovery than did Hahnemann over his sudden illness after this
experiment. Hahnemann here sensed a law which taught him to
recognise that in the effect that a substance has on the healthy organism
is to be found its curative power for similar disease symptoms, because
he could not doubt that here prevailed more than a simple coincidence.
His opponents now pointed out that Peruvian bark was not capable of
producing intermittent fever symptoms, and that therefore Hahnemann's
experiment seemed to be entirely without proof. For instance. Dr. Schwartz,
Priv}' Councillor of Medicine of the Board of Health, wrote
:

in the preparation advocated by
fever in either healthy people or animals.

That Peruvian bark, even

Hahnemann, did not cause

And

Professor E. Behring, of Marburg, also a representative of the old school
medicine, said in his work " On therapeutic principles, especially on the
etiological and the isopathical curative principle " (Deutsche medizinische
Wochenschrift, No. 5, of 3rd Februar}*, 1898)
:

When Hahnemann experimented upon himself A\'ith cinchona bark
the thermometer for ascertaining the temperature was not yet in general
moreover experiments on animals for the provuse among physicians
ing of remedies had not yet become customar\- in medical science.
Hahnemann therefore could enumerate any kind of subjective observaSince then,
tion on the symptoms of intermittent fevers in good faith.
cinchona bark and quinine have been taken by people and have been
administered to animals in the most varied forms without ever producing
fever, let alone malaria, instead of which it has been ascertained with
absolute certaint}' that quinine causes a lowering of the temperature.
The homoeopaths of to-day must, therefore, invent another argument
in order to establish quinine as the remedy according to the principle
of " Similia Similibus."
;

On
in his

the other hand, the Berlin Pharmacologist, Professor L. Lewin, says
work, " The Secondar\- Effects of Remedies," concerning quinine fever
:

The much discussed and contested quinine fever occurs fairly
frequently alone or in connection with other secondary effects of
quinine.
It finds its analogy frequently in other fever remedies,
so that this peculiar phenomenon no longer stands alone or disconnected.
There is no doubt that for its manifestation it only requires a special
individuality.
With such a special tendency even very small quantities
of cinchona, for instance 0.06 gramme, produce this condition every
time.
On the other hand, cases have been observed in which
quinine fever supervened where a debility of the body was absent.
Therefore, the corresponding and frequently doubted observations of
Hahnemann in himself, who after a larger dose of cinchona bark was
attacked by a cold fever similar to malaria, must therefore be considered
rehable.
.

.

.

/

CINCHONA FEVER

^9

After this evidence it is no longer necessary to make use of Bakody's
attempted explanation, according to which, Hahnemann during his sojourn
in Trans3'-lvania contracted the malaria germs which remained inactive in
his spleen, owing to his health}' constitution, until stirred into action by a dose
of Peruvian bark, when the}' entered the blood-stream and produced intermittent fever.
(Bakod}' was the homoeopathic representative of comparative
pathology at the University of Budapest.)
From the above exposition it becomes irrefutably evident that Hahnemann was dissatisfied with the old method of treatment and the attempted
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" Substances

which produce a form of fever resolve the types of intermittent

fever."
If in conclusion we review the period of time which came to an end
with Hahnemann's sojourn in Leipsic, we must describe his development

manner
Hahnemann, the physician, recognised more and more the complete
insufficienc}- and unreliability of the science of treatment of his day
he
expresses this con\'iction repeatedly and unhesitatingly and especially attacks
the evil of blood-letting.
Therefore he withdrew more and more from medical
practice, which gave him no inward satisfaction and accorded him no
substantial profit for himself and his growing family.
He sought after further knowledge, and thus penetrated deeper into the
in the f ollo\\'ing

:

;

—

science of chemistry
that helpful adjunct to medicine.
In doing so he
also gave his mind to subjects which stand in no immediate connection with
medicine, and not only theoretically but always through exhaustive personal
experiments in the laboratory, so that in 1793 he was already mentioned in
Crell's Annals (I, page 200) as " this famous analytical chemist."
At the
same time his zeal for investigation led him to read the appropriate chemical
and medical literature of foreign countries, especially the English and French,
which offered him monetary remuneration as well as information
the
practical physician became a translator and author.
As such his fame
:

augmented he became known and acknowledged in ever \\-ider circles, for
he did not merely translate but added original information each time, by
personally working through the material. That led him to testing the effects
of remedies on himself, and thereby to the first idea of his subsequent law of
similarity.
He remained, however, in spite of all this work, in close touch
with his chief profession, medicine, to which he became more strongly and
closely attached with the lapse of 3'ears.
So it is only outwardly that he
appears to be estranged from the art of healing
in realit\- the whole of this
period was only a continuation of his years of study and a further, more
stem and serious preparation toward the special life task for the years still
to come.
;

;

—

CHAPTER

VI

TREATMENT OF MENTAL PATIENTS CEASELESS WANDERINGS CONTINUED
GOTHA, SPRING, 1792 GEORGENTHAL NEAR GOTHA, JUNE, I792 TO 1ST JULY,
1793 MOLSCHLEBEN NEAR GOTHA GoTTINGEN PYRMONT WOLFENBt'TTEL
AND BRUNSWICK TILL I796 KONIGSLUTTER NEAR BRUNSWICK TILL I799
HAMBURG-ALTONA TILL THE SUMMER OF 180O MOLLN (iN LAUENBURG) TILL
THE SUMMER OF 180I MACHERN AND EILENBURG NEAR LEIPSIC RETURN TO
DESSAU TORGAU, END OF 1804.
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

" The physician in charge of such unhappy people [the insane.
R.H.]
must indeed have at his command an attitude which inspires respect but also
creates confidence

cannot reason

is

he will never feel insulted by them, because a being that
;
incapable of insulting anyone."
Samuel Hahnemann. 1796.

The perfecting of our science in this new century is becoming an increasingly sad and gloomy business ; without professional liberality and friendliness it will continue to be a science for bunglers for another full century,"
Samuel Hahnemann. 1801.
" View of professional liberality at the coininencement
of the Nineteenth Centurj'."
'

'

'

the chemist and translator, as we see him in that period
HAHNEMANN
v/hich
chapter,
almost

covered by the fifth
had, it is true,
up his medical activities, but none the less he never
ceased to investigate and carry out research from a medical point of \dew.
is

entirely given

After haNing for several years made a special study of diseases
of the most lingering and hopeless nature generally, and of venereal
disorders, cachexia [an illness causing emaciation and an unhealthy
appearance R.H.], hypochondria and insanity in particular, I

—

planned, with the assistance of the high-minded Duke, a unique
convalescent home in Georgenthal, near Gotha, for this kind of disease
and then Klockenbring was brought to me from Hanover.
;

This is the beginning of an essa}' published by Hahnemann in February,
It is e\'ident from this that during
1796, in the " Deutschen Monatsschrift."
those years Hahnemann paid special attention to questions of psychiatr}%
This fact deserves the more consideration and recognition, as in those days,
"
and for some time afterwards, there were " practicalh' no mental specialists
(*').
This study led him to adopt a completely different method of treatment for these patients from the one usually employed at that time. This is
The cure
quite ob\'ious from the history of Klockenbring's illness and cure.
of this mental patient accomplished b}' Hahnemann after other physicians
had failed, not only caused a great sensation, but gave his opponents later
an opportunity for violent attacks upon him on account of the fees he
demanded. For that reason we intend to treat this case in detail, partly
here, in describing the history of Hahnemann's life, and partly
in still
greater detail
in the supplements.

—

—

;
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Hahnemann had

refused to let anything further detain

him

in Stotteritz,

Gotha in the spring of 1792. But this temporary' stay was
only an interlude, and a kind of preparation for work in Georgenthal which
he hoped would last for a considerable time. The benevolent prince,
Duke Ernst von Sachsen-Gotha, was well acquainted with the difficult
conditions of life endured b}' this well-known and learned man and his
family, and not only came to his assistance, but at the same time offered help
to the distinguished Klockenbring, who was ven,' seriously ill, and to his
unhappy wife. He placed part of his hunting castle of Georgenthal at
Hahnemann's disposal as a nursing-home for mental patients (^^).
Apparenth^ however, all attempts to bring other patients to Georgenthal
remained unsuccessful. The chief cause of the failure of this project seems
to have been the question of the expense
at that time there was not much
and

ai^rived at

—

to spare for the cure of mental patients, either financially or otherwise.
The result was that Klockenbring remained the onh' patient in Georgenthal
but the fact of his complete cure stands out clearly and indisputabh' in a
"
biography which was published by Friedrich Schhchtegroll in the " Nekrolog
for the \'ear 1795, " containing incidents

from the lives of famous Germans
died during the year." Since we possess, in this fairly long article,
the most impartial account possible of the affair, and one which makes use of
extracts from Hahnemann's essa}^ (referred to above), " Description of
Klockenbring during his insanity,"* Schhchtegroll 's work will be reproduced
more full}^ in the supplements (-3).
The stor}' of this cure shows, as we have already- pointed out, that in
his treatment of mental patients Hahnemann entirely departed from the
treatment customar}^ at that time. He indicated and followed completely
new methods. In a footnote to his essay he writes

who have

:

Since I never allow any insane person to be punished by blows or
other painful bodily chastisement, because there can be no punishment
for involuntary actions, and because these patients deserve nothing but
pity, and are always made worse and not better by such rough treatment he (Klockenbring) used often to show me with tears the remains
of the marks of the ropes which his former guardians had emplo\-ed
in order to restrain him.
The physician in charge of such unhappy
people must indeed have at his command, an attitude which inspires
respect but also creates confidence
he will never feel insulted by them,
because a being that cannot reason is incapable of insulting an3'one.
Their outbreaks of unreasonable anger only arouse his s^'mpathy for
their pitiful state, and call forth his charity to relieve their sad
;

;

condition.

Hahnemann further adds " During the first weeks I simply watched
him, without giving him any medical treatment." He only began to use
medicines after a time, as he expressly tells us, without stating in detail
wiiich remedies he used.
In one instance only does he speak of " twenty-five
grains of tartar emetic," probably prescribed on account of the gluttony
to which Klockenbring had become addicted when he came
under
Hahnemann's treatment.
In another passage he la\-s stress upon his " metaphysical school
system " which Klockenbring had learnt by listening to him
from which
:

;

* Essay reprinted in " Lesser Writings of Samuel Hahnemann," compiled and
edited by Dr. Ernst Stapf, Dresden and Leipsic, 1S29.
Volume II, pp. 239-246.
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we must draw the conclusion that, even as earl}' as this, Hahnemann had
abandoned the usual method of prescribing large quantities of drugs.
" Rest is the foster-mother of Nature," says Shakespeare, and Hahnemann,
as physician, acted accordingly.
For weeks he left his patient entirely alone,
merely watching him. He dissuaded the wife from \isiting him. The patient
must be left alone and must not be excited or distracted by other people,
and in that way hindered whilst recovering. But above all, Hahnemann
forbade all acts of violence or brutality then customary towards these poor
patients.
He considers the effect produced by the personalitv of the
physician himself of the greatest importance. Friendliness and humanity,
combined with firmness, instil at the same time the necessary respect and
These principles established by Hahnemann were entirely new
confidence.
to the psychiatry of that time, but are to-day universally acknowledged as
the chief factor in the treatment of the insane. When we, therefore, wish
to mention reforms in the treatment of the insane at the end of the eighteenth
century, we cannot honourabh' whatever our views are on Hahnemann's
life's work
pass over in silence his methods when treating Klockenbring.
x\fter Klockenbring was cured, there were no more mental patients
forthcoming, and Hahnemann was obliged to give up his institution at
Georgenthal in the summer of 1793 (*+).
In any case he, like many other
men of genius, had not appreciably succeeded in making himself popular
either with those above him or with the world in general.
He also went his
own way in personal intercourse and manners. These peculiarities may,
later on, have given rise to various attacks made upon him
he could never
class himself with the crowd, as one of a flock of sheep
It is in this sense
that the well-known biting and witty remark of the Sheriff of Georgenthal
must be interpreted, when we wish to judge his public position and
characteristics at the time (^^).
The successful cure of Klockenbring naturally resulted in a desire that
other mental patients should be brought to Hahnemann for treatment
and Hahnemann offered to take such patients in 1796 at Brunswick, in
1798 at Konigslutter, in 1800 at Altona and Molln in Lauenburg respectively
(^^).
Afterwards, however, Hahnemann did not treat any mental patient
for any length of time
and in the last case which he undertook that of
the author, Wezel he found by experience that home treatment is not
suitable for all cases of insanitv.
In addition to Klockenbring, Hahnemann treated other patients by
letter
beginning at Georgenthal and continuing later. This is evident
from a series of letters still in existence. They show how he considered
His
even the smaller details in the life and condition of his patients.
prescriptions consisted chiefl}- of advice in regard to their mode of life (diet,

—

—

;

!

;

—

—

;

—

etc.)

(27).

closing of the Georgenthal home, Hahnemann found himself
Then follows a decade during which he continually
changed his dwelling-place and this was truly the most destitute and stormy
period of his life. He sought everywhere for an anchorage
now in a town
now in a village in Central Germany at the seaside, and then again in
Saxony. He found none. Friends advised him to go to a town. He went
at once, with his whole family which then numbered ten.
The cost of
moving was always extremely high the fatigue of the journey was almost
unbearable, and once, owing to the carriage upsetting, the whole family nearly
lost their lives.
But, having arrived at the new place, the living expenses
were so great that Hahnemann only saved himself from ruin by fleeing to the

With the

homeless once more.

—

;

;

;

;

country.

Here again, the

essentials for continuing scientific

work and

for
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on which he depended for the support of his family, were
remained an\-where long enough to
become acquainted with the inhabitants and thereby gain their confidence.
Hardly had he become established when he was forced to go in quest of a
cheaper neighbourhood and a more remunerative practice. Everywhere he
met with disappointment nowhere could he find a resting-place in which
he could keep his family and which would give him the opportunity for that
intellectual work which was one of the first necessities of his life.
The misery of this period must have been terrible for him. Added to
the care for his famih', whom he loved above all, were the hampering obstacles
to his intellectual work and to the chemical experiments, which he continued.
How could he find the necessary concentration and penetration amid this
continual unrest and haste. The mistakes which he made at that time may
be partly explained and excused by these exterior circumstances alone.
It is necessary to add, that this restless, nerve-racking period coincided
with the years of the revolutionary movement in France, which in Prussia
literary activity,

lacking

:

for as a physician he never

;

and

in the old

German Empire

resulted in those inglorious

and wasteful

wars against the young republic on the other side of the frontier
Hahnemann once cried out in despair

;

so that

:

If

we had only escaped

the war, the grave of science

!

The first halt after Georgenthal was the not very distant Molschleben,
a village only two hours north-east of Gotha.
It was probably here
that Hahnemann tried a remed}' for milk scab (cnista lactea) on his own
children and then offered it to the public to test the correctness of his
investigation (-*).
In Molschleben, where he remained ten months of the year 1793-1794,
his sixth child and second son was born.
He lost him the same year through
an accident on the journey to Miihlhausen. It is worthy of note that
Hahnemann, the father, according to the Church register, was the godparent,
and the only one, to his child. A communication from the minister, H.
Gothardt, of Molschleben, states that this had already been the case in
Georgenthal. The father of the above-mentioned minister, formerly of
Georgenthal, related it to his son, with the addition that at each baptism at
the house, Hahnemann, in dressing-gown and slippers, had " stood as
god-father."
In
Molschleben,
Hahnemann lived in the so-called
" Karstadtchen," that is to say he inhabited one of the very modern houses
built by Frau Karstadt.
The Mayor, Mr. Braun, who had a thorough
knowledge of his community, declared that Hahnemann did not practise in
Molschleben.
From Molschleben Hahnemann in all probability moved the next spring
towards the north (1794). He went along the Unstrut, via ]\Iiihlhausen,
north-west of Langensalza. Here the accident happened which brought
the whole family into grave danger {•^).
But although Hahnemann feared he would have to remain in Gottingen,
he seems, all the same, to have continued the journey as soon as possible in
the direction he had already planned
because in his letters to the abovementioned patient in Gotha, Hahnemann wrote on October iqth, 1794
" Now in P\Tmont, where I intend to remain."
Pyrmont is situated 60 km.
north-west of Gottingen. The line followed by Hahnemann Molschleben,
Miihlhausen, Gottingen, Pyrmont is such a straight route, that one must
suppose Hahnemann had a definite intention to settle in Pyrmont.
Pyrmont, the capital of Waldeck-Pvrmont and summer residence of the
;

:

—

—

IN

PYRMONT
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Princes, was surrounded by woods and situated in one of the valleys
of the Emmer.
Hahnemann probably expected to findhere a more propitious
opportunity for work.

His sojourn in Pyrmont, however, lasted only a few months, that is,
(3°).
Already in that year we find him in
Brunswick, where he wrote his "Sketches depicting Klockenbring," and
added thereto the remark, " in my garden in Brunswick " (3^).
Therefore
from Pyrmont he again moved eastwards. But even in this capital he only
remained a short time. Whether, as appears from his own remarks, he only
until the beginning of 1795

Town Hall

of Konigslutter,
once owned by Hahnemann.

passed through Wolfenbiittel, which lies to the south of Brunswick, or
stayed there a long time, cannot now be ascertained. It is certain that in
October, 1796, he was residing at Konigslutter, which lies east of Brunswick,
on the border of this country and Prussian Magdeburg. From there he
wrote to his faithful patient in Gotha, on October 6th, 1796. In that
comparatively small town he remained an unusually long time until the
In March of that
spring of 1799 and his family had increased to ten (3^).
year he made a vain attempt to become Hofrat and Physician-in-ordinary

—

at

Gotha

(33).

—
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As

Gotha fell through, he went to Hamburg
ha\ing first considered Sondershausen as a
Supplement 26, letter to Councillor Becker,

this intention to return to

summer

of 1799, after
future place of residence (see

in the

November

9th, 1799).

According to the information given in this letter, Hahnemann came to
Hamburg about September, and appears to have at once moved to a house
At that time Hahnemann
in the suburbs of Altona (Kleine Freiheit, No. 65).
was so pestered with inquiries and letters which did not even contain a
stamped envelope for the reply, that he felt forced to complain openly about
" Reichsanzeiger," and to declare that in the future he would no
it in the
longer reply to patients at a distance who sought his help, unless with the
To demand
enquiry they enclosed at least one Friedrich d'or as a fee (3<).
a fee for a consultation by letter, was in those days such an unusual proceeding that his colleagues severely censured Hahnemann for it.
The following

summer Hahnemann was again

in

Hamburg

(see

Supplement

26, letter of

July 24th, 1800), in the district of St. George, Alsterwiede No. 126.
A few weeks later September 21st, 1800 he wrote from Molln, in Lauenburg, a little place of not more than 230 houses, as one who had just escaped
Expensive Hamburg had nearly swallowed him up. In
shipwreck
Molln he intended to devote himself once more entirety to authorship, and
only to " practise by the way." In this truh' rural district to the east of
and near Hamburg, Hahnemann only remained six months. (In this district
lies the famous " Saxonforest," later the seat and propert}' of Bismarck.)
It was there that he became involved in the unpleasant commercial enterprise
following upon the discovery of the " new alkaline salt." More concerning
this will be found in connection with other matters.
In the summer of the following year (1801) Hahnemann was living in
Machern, four hours from Leipsic and two from Wurzen, thus from the seaAlthough he here again possessed a small
side he had returned to Saxony.
house of his own (35), and was not lacking in patients, he moved in
mid-summer of the same j^ear to Eilenburg, 24 km. north-east of Leipsic.
But he did not remain long, although he had built his own house. He
returned to Dessau, the home of his wife, in 1804, by way of Wittenberg.
In Dessau he stayed a short period, and occupied himself entirely with
literary work, abstaining from all medical activity.
It w'as not until the year
1805, when he had established himself in Torgau, that an interruption of

—

—

!

several years

came

to

Hahnemann's

restless w-anderings,

Hahnemann's almost adventurous travels, the details of which, as to day
and month, can no longer be ascertained, and which were certainty rendered
extremely difficult through the unrest of war conditions and the ensuing
famine,* compel the question which

Hahnemann

repeatedly put to himself

Why did he not remain in the same place, like

the coral polyp

:

?

And

he, too, finds that the ever-changing place of residence could be used
But he avoids a direct answer to that question,
as a justifiable reproof.

and only remarks,
remained

in

as a modification of the reproach, that he had never
debt to anyone, and that others had also travelled to acquire

their education.

Therefore

The
for

we must

find a solution to this riddle ourselves.

seems to have been his anxiety to pro\ide daily bread
his ever-increasing family.
Repeatedly Hahnemann tried to find a place
chief reason

* Hahnemann says in a letter of June 21st, 1805
10 J Reichsthaler for 150 pounds of rj'e."

;

"

Here

in

Torgau we have to pay

AT TORGAU

y^y^

where the cost of living was not too high, and where he might find a more
remunerative post as a physician. Because his Hterarv work alone, especiallv
as it dealt with one definite branch of science, was hardly able
as he himself
remarked in different letters to support a large family. Therefore Hahnemann's treatment by correspondence went on uninterruptedlv the whole
time, and he tried to attract attention b\' essays and advertisements.
This
is the reason why he even accepted mental patients into his house, which
already had to shelter and maintain ten people
this is the reason why,
although he had completely abandoned his profession for reasons of
conscience, he had to resort to it again and again as a means of subsistence.
But for the homeless man from a small German state this was no easy matter,
as he did not remain long enough in anv one place, and could not wait in the
larger cities until confidence had been gradualh- extended to the stranger.
Because even in the larger towns he was only known to a comparativeh- small
circle of people through his literan,^ work, which w^as dependent for propagation upon the medical profession.
In the country, however, the possibilities
of making a living were even smaller
country people do not readily seek
medical advice, especially when they are not in the habit of paving adequate
fees.
Apart from that he continually required a certain scientific stimulus
and impetus for his chemical researches and Hterarv activit v, which the country
could not offer him.
But to take merely into consideration his worries and cares in finding a
means of livelihood in order to account for his restless wanderings, would
mean forming a ver\' superficial criticism. The communication regarding
the sale of his house and garden at Bruns\vick as well as the letter from
Eilenburg show, that the reason for his continual change of abode did not

—

—

;

—

upon cares for the means of subsistence. The suggestion that
the artistic temperament, so marked in his own family, had possibly developed
in him the restless inclination for travelling, cannot be taken into serious
consideration if we recall the fact that grandfather, father and uncle were
well-established citizens
and, although they were painters, the}- were
rooted in the towns in which they dwelt quite as firmly as artisans.
But Hahnemann's youth cannot have been quite without influence in this
He belonged to the people who are obliged to admit that they
respect.
have had no 3'outh. To him, Meissen and Leipsic had been times of privation
and hard work. Whilst others, following the impulsive and strong desire
of youth, would be allowed to wander over mountains and plains in the
immediate home country, and more distant parts, young Hahnemann, tied
to unceasing work, had to content himself \nth short walks along the
countryside and even these were only allowed when he was a student.
Therefore the longing to wander, so long restrained, came with overpowering
force over the young man when he travelled from the Pleisse to the Danube,
from the Carpathians to the Prankish Mountains. And having once
experienced the pleasures of travels, he found it difficult to settle down
rest entirely

;

—

permanently in any place.
In this second period of travel were added the attacks made upon him
by his colleagues, which were increasingly violent, partly owing to his success
as a medical practitioner and to the fact that he frequently prepared his own
medicines, and also because he made them feel uncomfortable through his
literary' work.
The attacks upon him were continuall}- repeated more and
more violently, and pursued him wherever he went. (See " View of Professional Liberality at the commencement of the Nineteenth Centur}\"
Supplement 42.) Hahnemann was by no means afraid of stating his conon the
victions and never shunned a fight which he deemed necessary
;
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contrary he always adopted a frank and manly attitude, but he must have
been repelled and driven away by competition and professional jealousy
and where the
from places where he stood alone, without any protection
attacks of his opponents also affected the people, driving them away from
Hahnemann simply avoided all
this much-abused and slandered physician.
this by moving on to another place where he was not known.
But the chief reason seems to us to be deeper and of a psychological
;

Hahnemann

character.

only alludes to

The worldly position

of a

man

by

it

his attitude

of science

:

can only give opportunity

for idle talk to those of feeble intellect.

means we must look for something
Hahnemann, new and great ideas were coming

This, I presume,

In

intellect

was

:

in a state of ferment

;

he was

deeper.

His whole
complete internal

to birth.

in a condition of

Dissatisfied with the old teaching which he had hitherto received
repelled by it, although he had not yet arrived
at a clearly recognised, firmly established and irrefutably sound basis for a
new teaching, elaborated in all its detail. He was distracted by mental
Such is human
labours, which drove him restlessly from place to place.

revolution.

and acquired, he was almost

psychology one reformer or prophet withdraws at such times from human
He flees like Moses, Elisha, Jesus
society and goes into complete seclusion.
or Mohammed into the wilderness, in order to be alone to wrestle with his
another is driven daily from place to place into ever-changing
thoughts
surroundings by the inward restlessness, hoping to find there new promptings
and revelations. The inward unrest prevents him from finding rest anywhere until the great conception is achieved, the work of the mind
accomplished and the intellectual conceptions become crystallised into
definite forms.
Then, with the return of assurance in the newh'-acquired
That
positive point of view, peace and stability return of their own accord.
is exactly what happened to Hahnemann
From the years 1790 to 1805 his new system of treatment was slowly
coming to birth.
have a first sHght intimation of its arrival in 1790
in 1796, we see the first definite form in the fight against the mixing of drugs
in use at the time
in the following \'ears it unfolded itself further, and
With
attained its first complete form in the " Organon " in the 3'ear 1810.
the inward satisfaction and peace there appears also in his outward circumstances a period of greater restfulness and stability. This can be irrefutably
His literary proinferred from Hahnemann's writings of this period.
:

;

!

We

;

;

ductiveness seems almost miraculous, when considered in combination with
the outside worries of material gains, such as looking out for new places of
residence, new possibilities for making a livelihood, the hindrances of packing
and removals, the difficulties of many long journeys and the toil of settling
in a new house.
Hahnemann published during this period over 5,500 printed
pages original work, essays in medical journals, and translations, among
these were works of fundamental importance, which deserve special
attention (3^).

—

CHAPTER
HAHNEMANN

VII

AND DIETETIST VIOLENT ATTACKS BY DOCTORS,
APOTHECARIES AND CHEMISTS.

AS HYGIENIST

:

My

"
calling gives me no right to deal with the ennobling of the mind ;
duties lie in pointing out the greatest of physical assets, health, people
hardly ever take the trouble to go in quest of it, and hardly ever value it until
they have lost it."

my

Hahnemann.

Sam.

(Friend of Health, Vol.

I,

1792.)

If Hahnemann as a psychiatrist showed by his words and deeds with great
clearness new paths which differed in many ways from those of his contemporaries, he did so in no less degree as hygienist and dietetist. And
considering the general conditions of the times in which he lived, this
signifies even more.
Cupping, bloodletting, purgatives in the spring, and
starvation cures, were believed to be all that was required to restore the
balance of a disordered state of health even after the baths and hot air
rooms in the larger towns had fallen into disuse. But, worst of all, the
sanitary arrangements for safeguarding the public and private health of the
towns were hopeless. No drainage existed in their narrow, tortuous streets
and alleys. The towns had no pubhc arrangements for the removal and
disposal of refuse and decaying matter.
Many were still surrounded b}^ high
confining walls and marshy town moats. There was rarely a sufficient
provision of good drinking water and this resulted in a continual succession
of epidemics, repeatedly carrying off large numbers of victims among the
inhabitants of the towns and villages.
The individuals in their own homes did as little to safeguard health
as did the authorities.
In the low, badly-ventilated rooms, large
;

clumsy-looking stoves gave out a stifling heat
in many houses where
there were no stoves people kept themselves warm with charcoal braziers
and boilers. Sanitary conveniences, as found everywhere to-day, even
frequentty extravagantly fitted up, did not exist. The castles and houses
Water
of the aristocracy and wealthy citizens made shift with night-stools
had to be carried into the houses with much trouble, and was therefore used
with the greatest economy both for general household purposes and for
personal cleanliness. With this neglect of hygiene on the part of the
authorities and the people in general, it is not very surprising that the
doctors troubled themselves little or not at all about it. That is why
" WTiat
Pettenkofer, a pioneer of modern hygiene, finds it necessary to say
was understood by hygiene in earlier days, say in Hufeland's times [Hufeland
the
was a contemporary of Hahnemann. R.H.] no longer applies
former bases for health regulations have vanished in the keen analytical
atmosphere of present day ph^'siology
nothing of it has remained."
Pettenkofer ought to have made an exception of Hahnemann, but who
knew anything about him then ? Hahnemann, who was completely at
variance with the whole science of therapeutics of his day, and in particular
with the use of the customary medicines, was forced to take refuge in hygiene
;

!

:

—

;

;
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dietetics if he wanted to give his patients advice and help, or to supply
those who were still healthy with any advice for its maintenance. Thus we
notice that his consultations by letter, especially during the period at the
end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centur}', consist
almost entirely of advice concerning hygiene and diet, and that the prescription and administration of medicine is very much in the background.
This is evident in the letters to an artisan in Gotha, which were pubUshed
by Dr. B. Schuchardt (see above), and later in the letters to the German poet,
Friedrich de la Motte Fouque (in the private possession of Dr. Haehl), likewise in those to Herr von Villers in Gottingen, and in many others which have
come down to us (37). He goes into the smallest details of food and
drink for each meal, and gives exact prescriptions according to the
condition of individual requirements
he recommends baths and ablutions,
cleanliness in the rooms, beds and body-linen
but above all he requires the
admission of fresh air into the houses and regular exercise in the open air
(walks), together with the avoidance of excessive physical or mental
exertion, violent emotions, etc.
It was only the common use of mineral
baths with which Hahnemann would have very little to do, because the
waters with their mineral ingredients acted medicinally.
He doubted
the efficacy of the only too frequent " cold water cures" (hydrotherapy),
as applied by Brown and later on by Priessnitz, though here perhaps
he judged too harshly.
Still he expressly emphasised the fact
that
in its place cold water could be used curatively by any homoeopathic doctor
as a " physical means of assistance " (3^).
For all unmarried people, and
this is a special feature of Hahnemann's rule of life, he recommended marriage.
He thought very highly of marriage in relation to the wellbeing both of body
and soul, as is clear from numerous letters to patients and friends. Perhaps
those which have become the best-known are those which Hahnemann wrote
to Goethe's friend, the Baroness Jenny von Gustedt, in the years 1827
and 1828 and which Lilly Braun, the well-known champion of social
democracy, has published in her widely read book, " In the Shadow of the
Titans" (Deutsche Verlagsanstalt, Stuttgart). We read there

and

;

;

;

:

The nameless feelings which still assail j'ou will best give way to
a tranquil and joyous life in a happy marriage, such as you deserve,
amidst the beautiful duties of wifehood and motherhood.

And

in

another letter

(of

November

3rd, 1828)

Hahnemann

writes

:

When

kind Providence sends you the one who is worthy of you,
about your beautiful soul, and will only regard your beauty
as a splendid adjunct to it.
He will also be a man before whom fops
will flee, and libertines retire ashamed, having no conception of the
value of the angelic purity of a woman's soul.

he

will ask

.

(See

Supplement

183.)

" She was not able to follow the
Lilly Braun remarks on these letters
advice which can be read between the lines all through his letters, and
which was certainly dictated by the anxious parents, who wished that
she should overcome her first passion by a union with a good husband."
The writer was very much mistaken if she assumed that Hahnemann had
given his advice at the " dictation " or even at the suggestion of the parents.
It was Hahnemann's deepest conviction, as is clear from the letters given in
our supplementary notes, that it was the ofhce of marriage to exercise the
:
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greatest influence, not merely in spiritual and psychological but also in
physical respects, and it was for that very reason that with great seriousness
he recommended a suitable marriage to all his patients who were single and
of marriageable age.
The advice given by Hahnemann individually he collected together in
the short popular works which appeared during the period dealt with in the
last chapter
the " Handbook for Mothers " and the two pamphlets of the
" Friend of Health " (1792 and 1795). These followed upon his first medical
treatise, " Directions for curing old sores and ulcers," with its detailed and

—

excellent hygienic counsels.
Even to-day it is a real pleasure to read these
entertaining and instructive essays, in which Hahnemann also shows himself
to be a master of the German language.
Grave and forcible, even frankly
indignant when need arises, yet full of humour and satire where the subject
permits
at times chatting easily and cheerfully and at other times giving
;

^^o5^-^v^-

Frontispiece to

and

of Health.

using now the dialogue and now the letter form, entering
an instructive discussion with the wonderful variety and most skilful

grave advice
into

Hydrophobia.
Hahnemann's " Friend

;

forcible use of language,

in which, as

Hahnemann

turns to his readers in these works,

he emphatically says himself, he seeks to avoid

all

medical

prescriptions and disclaims any intention of giving dietetic instructions of
" I must feel for myself," he says to his
universal validity
brother,' " what
if I do not know it, no one else does.
is useful for me and how much of it
Therefore do not think badly of me, brother, if I am somewhat prejudiced
against those universal rules of diet meant to apply to sensible people."
" For," he asks, " is not every man's stomach as peculiar to him as his foot,
which another man's shoe does not and cannot fit ? " For this reason he
lays down as the " only infallible guide to salvation in diet " " moderation
'

:

;

:

and attention to the needs

individual constitution under any
" Moderation, strictness, not a
therefore I say again
given conditions "
moderation influenced by a spoilt and pampered palate, is the supreme
;

of each

:
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physical virtue without which we cannot be healthy or happy." One more
thing must be added, that is " cheerfulness and control of all passions, since
passions are lowering and make us susceptible to disease."

We

with more detail later

shall see

how Hahnemann always took

questions of diet into account both in acute and especially in chronic
for till his old age diet remained one of the principal elements of
diseases
his curative method.
From the following sentence of the introduction to the first part of his
" Friend of Health," it is clear how seriously and comprehensively Hahnemann
wished to see all questions of Public Hygiene treated even in the earlier
years of his activity
;

:

the Minister possesses no thorough knowledge of sanitary
if the mayor has no accurate idea of the rules regulating
police work
the prisons, workhouses and hospitals of his town
if the general
only knows his military hospitals from lists if the young scholar takes
away from the university no knowledge of physiology or anatomy,
together with his other special branches of learning
if the bonds of
married life are forged round the gay young girl before she has ever
heard of the duties of a mother if the governess only babbles to her
anaemic charges about the silly details of polite behaviour, and the
pedantic rector, befogged by phrases, hair-splitting and dissertations
on set subjects, does not see that whole hosts of promising lads entrusted
to his care are wasting away in the most enervating vices
then tell
me whether there is any profession in the world to which does not
belong a certain amount of medical knowledge, for the respective care
of the health of the individual or of the family
and whether it is
ridiculous or degrading to make a study of the finer, and often not less
essential, requirements of the human constitution and its maintenance
in health, besides attending to the coarser and more humdrum
If

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

professional duties.

After making an emphatic protest against the prejudices and current
opinions of his time and of his professional colleagues, Hahnemann gives
advice to those who visit the sick, to physicians and nurses on the avoidance
of infection in epidemic diseases.
He condemns severely anything that
pollutes the air, too many flowers in the rooms, too many candles at entertainments, rooms that are insufficiently aired, sleeping in living-rooms,
excessive dampness, curtains over doors, wrong management of stoves,
stupid and purposeless fumigation against all these he raises his voice.
In one sarcastic exchange of letters he sets aside the aperients then in general
use.
He recommends in earnest words a gradual but on no account sudden
or exaggerated hardening of the body, not only for the endurance of cold
but also of heat. In this connection he pays special attention to the
circumstances of town life in relation to the upbringing of children
he
describes an entirely unsuitable nursery, and here again he demands light
and air. Fresh air, fresh water, free movement are, as a general rule, always
the preliminary conditions of well-being.

—

;

Next

is the most essential requirement of the
that which winds up the machinery.
Exercise and good air alone set all the humours in our body in motion
to fill their appointed places, and compel every secreting organ to give
off its specific secretions, give power to the muscles and to the blood
its deepest red colour; they refine the fluids so that they penetrate

to food, exercise

animal mechanism

—

it is

.

.

.
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most minute capillary vessels, strengthen the heart
beats and bring about healthy digestion. They alone best invite us
to rest and sleep, which is a time of refreshment for the production of
new spirit and energy.
easily into the

The " Hand-hook for Mothers or Principles on the Education of Infants,"
a splendid little book, which is still to-day, or perhaps especially to-day,
again well worth reading and considering.
In the Introduction we read
is

:

The following is an original translation of a French work, the
author of which, for the benefit of his countrywomen who could not
read Rousseau's works or get them for themselves, was ordered by a
decree of the National Convention [in the second year of the French
Republic, in the month Pluviose, which lasted from about the i8th or
20th of January to about the i8th or 20th of February R.H.],

—

make

a short concise abstract of the principles which this famous
author has put forward in his writings in connection with the treatment
of children in their earliest years.
In the meantime the translator
soon found that what the French original says about the management
of children in physical (sometimes also in moral) respects, was in some
places much too short and inadequate, and in others also in need of
occasional correction. The manuscript was therefore sent to a doctor
who has long been in good repute with the public from more than one
point of view, in a word to Dr. Hahnemann, who is himself the father
of a large family.
He provided it with very important additions
and emandations, but for the greater convenience of the readers thought
it best to embody these in the text itself.
Who said this or the other
is quite unimportant for the use of the book
none the less, the expert
will with very little trouble distinguish what belongs to the German
and what to the Frenchman.
to

;

—

The book begins with the motto from Rousseau's " Emile " " The
earliest education is the most important.
The education of man begins at
his birth."

The first portion treats emphatically with the demand that mothers
should suckle their children themselves
after which expert directions
The
are given for putting them to the breast, suckling and weaning.
question of wet nurses is naturally connected with this. That leads to
questions about the food of wet nurses, also about the many bad customs
of midwives (shaping the head while it is still soft, squeezing out the breasts
of newly-born female children, the prevention of omphalocele, washing the
Here it is
children in lukewarm water to which wine has been mixed).
Then he
entirely Hahnemann, the experienced doctor, who is speaking.
He has
inveighs against rocking and the harm done by swaddling clothes.
sharp words to say on the subject of the " first and greatest cause of most
the air of the room. He requires a thorough
of the diseases of childhood"
airing daily ("for at least an hour every day"), "for," he says, "it is
impossible to bring up a child healthily if it is not taken very frequently
indeed into the open air." Children must be kept cool, clean and in good
air
to that must be added moderation in eating and drinking, the
avoidance of sweetmeats and fatty substances. " Children who are stuffed
with cakes and confectionery, potatoes and gruel, will soon be under the
;

—

;

:
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ground."
coffee

"They must have Hght and

frequent meals

"

—no

meat,

no

!

He speaks about the child's first tears and cries as follows "If you
quiet 3'our child to-day you encourage it to cry still more to-morrow. A
healthy child will not get a rupture by crying. The more it cries the less
It must become accustomed to the fact
attention you must pay to it.
that it cannot command either people or things. Children are only naughty
make them strong and they will become good.
because they are weak
Besides this, they must not be allowed to contract (bad) habits (regularity
" The earliest education is
in eating and sleeping must be observed)."
:

;

the most important."
A later chapter treats of teething. " Any difficulty in teething is a
sign of rickety weakness "
so again and again we have the demand for
plenty of good fresh air all artificial remedies are bad. To force a child
to learn to speak too soon is just as reprehensible as to repeat words to
children in a broken and garbled fashion such as they themselves are
;

—

accustomed to

use.

The succeding paragraphs

are devoted to the training of children in
the narrower sense lying, politeness, anger, the naive talk of children,
Then again come instructheir longing for activity and their companions.
tions on clothing and sleep
loose comfortable clothes, inuring to cold
rather than to heat; let children run about bareheaded and barefooted.
They should sleep a great deal, going to bed and getting up with the sun.
The beds should be hard children should not be accustomed to luxury
but should be hardened in this matter also. Laziness must not be
allowed.
Besides the natural and mechanical exercises of the body all the
senses should be trained. Above all, fear of the night and of darkness must

—

:

;

be combated.

A more detailed chapter discusses " the best method of learning to
read and write," in which Hahnemann describes out of his own experience
" how by a perfectly simple method he attained this end with his seven
He starts from
children, not only successfully but incredibly easily."
looking at pictures, practises first the vowels then the diphthongs, rejects
emphatically the method of spelling in use at the time
he demands for
silent letters (consonants)
that a vowel be immediately
dee, aitch, ess
combined with a consonant. Writing should be preceded by the drawing
of all kinds of material objects, also of squares, triangles and circles
only then is it time to let them copy the dull letter characters, i.e., to

—

—

;

;

write.

A special long chapter, with many subsections, treats of " the upbringing of daughters." For " the constitution of the children depends
on the good constitution of the mother the earliest education of a man
depends on a woman's care. Since man and woman cannot and ought
not to be made exactly alike, either in respect of their character or
their bodily constitution, it follows that they must not have the same
education."
He also bestows special attention on women's dress, inveighing
most particularly against tight clothing and the mischief done by
wearing corsets. Even in his
Directions for curing old sores and
ulcers" he traces the origin of varicose veins not only to a sedentary
mode of life, but also to the compression of the body by stays and
garters.
And on page 77 of the same work he gave the warning
" The fashionable attire of our women, with its compression of the
blood vessels of the lower part of the body, is no sUght cause of
;

'

'
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constipation and one which has often been denounced."
In the " Handbook
for Mothers," he holds forth with much emphasis against the tightlacing
of the aristocratic ladies and against corsets.
He writes: "With how
many fainting fits does not the lady express her gratitude to her host, when,
in honour of the festal occasion, she has struggled for hours to reduce her
chest capacity to a third of its natural size, and so, laced in like a wasp,
would scarcely have been capable even in the open air to take in enough
"
fresh air to be able to live
The chapter then closes with a sentence of particular importance for our
own times: "If we wish to develop in a woman the qualities of a man, and
in so doing to neglect those that are peculiar to her, it would obviously
turn out to her disadvantage. Let women be given a womanly education
they must love the occupations suitable to their sex, maintain the decencies,
know how to preside over a household and understand domestic arrangements
and domestic work in an accurate and practical way. Mothers, if you are
sensible, you will not try to bring up your daughters to be men, contrary
to nature.
Make good women of them, and not they alone but you, too,
will gain by it."
!

;

That is in brief the contents of a little work which reproduced the
fundamental principles of Rousseau on the subject of education, and was
circulated all over France at Government cost by the radical National
Convention, and which Hahnemann considered of sufficient value to be

made

accessible to

German women

in a

German

translation.

In the next year (1797) Hahnemann again discussed the diet of invahds
in more detail in his essay
"Are the obstacles to the attainment of simplicity
"
and certainty in practical medicine insurmountable ?
:

It is one of the chief complaints of physicians that patients do
not keep to the diet prescribed for them
but it seems to me
that in making this complaint doctors do not distinguish sufficiently
.

.

.

between
(i)

(2)
(3)

The

errors of diet which
patient's illness,

have produced and encouraged the

The ordinary indifferent diet of people
The new diet prescribed by the doctor.

in general,

the first point Hahnemann demands unconditional obedience,
" otherwise the physician had better leave the doubtful patient alone
The
better have no patients at all than such as that.
doctor would be well-advised to dissuade him from the cure, to present
vividly to him the difficulties which his perverse inclinations put in his wa)^
If he does not stand the
and the gravity of the illness itself.
One cannot as it were in passing cure the hardened liver
test, let him go."
of a brandy drinker unless he gives up drinking brandy, or a quaternary
nor can
fever without the patient abstaining from pork for several months
we treat asthma and leukophlegma (anaemia) without eliminating potatoes
as a food
or gout unless the sufferer gives up sedentary habits and the
enjoyment of sour wines or nervous diseases without the gradual abandonment of the habit of drinking large quantities of coffee.
In regard to the " ordinary diet," Hahnemann is honest enough to
confess " how ver}^ often experience gives the lie to our imaginary
It very often happens that the artificial diet
omniscience.
prescribed bv the doctor does much less good to the people whom he is

On

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

;

;

...

.
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than their usual food, and that he is at any rate doing very wrongly,
he hastily rejects it." The physician would therefore do well as far as
possible, to recommend nothing in the way of diet, unless he is fully convinced of its value, and this should usually only involve a slight change
he should therefore not hastily set aside a diet, which has become harmless
or perhaps even indispensable by prolonged habit.
In prescribing a diet the doctor should make fewer changes than many
physicians are in the habit of doing
treating,

if

;

:

In acute illnesses, moreover, the awakening instinct of the
patient often shows considerably greater intuition than that of the
doctor who does not consult nature.
What, however, we
recognise as harmful this also applies to chronic cases we must
of course forbid
but that will generally only be single articles of diet,
which if gradually diminished (for the sudden omission of an article
is in any case often dangerous) will not cause any great upheaval in
If great changes in the diet and mode of life
the system.
are required, the ordinary doctor will be wise if he first ascertains to
what extent the illness can be cured by means of this change of life
and diet, before he orders even the smallest quantity of medicine.
.

—

.

.

—

;

...

These remedies frequently require changes in the rules for food and diet
acids when taking stramonium, belladonna, digitalis, aconite and
hyoscyamus, because their virtue is entirely destroyed by vegetable acids
no coffee with opium, etc.). But doctors
no salted foods with mercury
must also take into account the influence of the soil, the nature of the
country, the climate, etc., though similar illnesses are cured by the same
drugs in all parts of the world. The most important thing, however, is that
everyone, especially those who are weakly, should be hardened, as far as
(no

;

;

possible, against all the imperceptible impressions

atmosphere and conditions

and influences

of the

of the soil.

In his letters to patients Hahnemann condemns with especial severity
the casual use of so-called home remedies (see his letters to Koch, President
But that he sometimes
of the Court of Justice in Zorbig, Supplement 37).
permitted exceptions in this matter is clear from the following letter
:

Dear Postmaster,
do not intend to be angry with you if in your need you have
some relief by home remedies, but be careful
in future to avoid taking any other intermediate remedies.
If the
first effect of this medicine should be somewhat too violent, send for
a few drachms of spirits of camphor from the chemist and smell it
two or three times. You should then take these powders again mixed
with water the first thing in the morning, fasting every other day.
If you mix a little wine with the water
five parts of water to
one part of wine, well mixed you can drink as much of it as you like.
That God may bestow His blessing on you is the sincere wish of
Your humble servant,
Sam. Hahnemann.
I

for once tried to gain

—

—

Coethen, March loth, 1S31.

The significance of these efforts of reform made by Hahnemann in respect
was recognised by no less a person than Goethe, when he wrote

of diet

:

Both [Count Paar and Anton Prokcsch, adjutant to the Prince of
Schwarzenberg,j being thoroughly well acquainted with Halinemann's

HOMOEOPATHIC DIET
teaching,

on which His Highness the Prince had

his

set

hopes,

made me acquainted with every detail, and it seemed to me from
what they said that anyone who ever takes care of himself, and hves
according to a regulated diet, is already unconsciously more than
way to adopting that method.

half

Even in Hahnemann's lifetime, Professor Riecke, in Tubingen, gave
special recognition to this matter in his official speech on the birthda}' of
the King of Wiirtemberg (September 27th, 1833)
:

The essence of homoeopathic diet does not in any way consist of
any striking limitation of the quantity or nutritive value of the food
taken it is not a starvation cure.
Its aim is rather to remove
everything which might prevent the undisturbed development and
course of the artificially produced disease.
Homceopathic diet forbids,
during the use of a remedy, anything in our food which of itself has a
medicinal effect, and which might by that very means disturb the
action of the drug which is being taken
it is strict in acute illnesses,
somewhat more relaxed in chronic ones but all alcoholic drinks, coffee,
spices, even our potherbs and chives are forbidden throughout.
The
study and strict regulation of patients' diet has been incredibly neglected
Lectures on dietetics
in practical medicine during the last half century.
have been almost universally abandoned. Large numbers of medical
practitioners have never seen a book about it
in the clinical hospitals
it is scarcely mentioned
and yet the saying "in morbis chronicis diaeta
plurimum praestat " [in protracted illness it is the manner of life
which has the greatest effect] was long ago appreciated by the
ancients.
This homoeopathic diet appeals very much to the sound
commonsense of the general public, which feels that the indifference of
the allopaths on this matter is not justifiable.
Even the very opponents
of homoeopathy, who do not believe in the efficacy of its remedies, can
only ascribe the brilliant successes of homoeopathy to the homoeopathic
diet, and b}' the mere fact of doing so are acknowledging one of
;

;

;

;

;

Hahnemann's

greatest merits.

But Hahnemann took the further step from personal to Social Hvgiene.
In this connection he made demands which had never been faced in earnest
either by the general public or by his medical colleagues of that time.
Thus
in his " Friend of Health," he gave exact and very strict instructions for the
he made
care of public health in infectious and contagious diseases
proposals for their treatment in general and isolation hospitals, and demanded
He established clear and comprehensive
the use of large, airy rooms.
principles for the discovery, removal and isolation of those attacked by
contagious diseases, and for the disinfection of all utensils and living-rooms
used by such patients.
He even bestows some attention upon the better treatment of prisoners
from a health point of view, whether convicts or prisoners of war, and gives
the warning
;

:

It is cruel to lock up several prisoners together, without allowing
Think how one can
at least 500 cubic feet of air space to each.
torment another with his horseplay, and the most rascally do this to

How quickly the most injurious of animal poisons
germinates there, the hotbed of the most deadly epidemics
Oh,
Oh, people
authorities
the better ones.

!

!

!
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;

After the release of an inmate, a prison should be thoroughl}- cleaned
and disinfected by heating it to a temperature of 120 degrees Reaumur.
Temporary prisoners of war should as far as possible be accommodated in

barns outside the gates of the towns.
His demands for hygiene in dwelling houses are just as definite and
comprehensive " The destruction of the old quarters of the town, with their
airless lanes and old houses where poverty dwells, the mother of dirt, hunger
and despair "
and, in addition, the levelling of the embankments, the
draining of the marshes and the laying out of new suburbs. The principles
which Hahnemann here expounds have an absolutely modern sound. For
instance, in the second part of his " Friend of Health," he writes about the
centres of epidemics in the narrow quarters of the old town
:

;

:

In order to save fuel and high rents, several miserable famiUes
herd together, frequently in one room, and they are careful
not to let in any fresh air through window or door, because that might
also let in the cold.
The animal exhalations from perspiration and the
breath become concentrated, stagnant and foul in these places
one
person's lungs do their best to take away from the others all the small
amount of life-giving air remaining, exhaling in exchange impurities
from the blood. The melancholy twilight of their small, darkened
windows is combined with the enervating dampness and musty smell of
old rags and rotting straw
fear, envy, quarrelsomeness and other
passions do their best to destroy completely what little health there is
all this can only be known by one whose calling has compelled him to
enter these hovels of misery.
Here contagious epidemics not only go
on spreading easily and almost unceasingly if the slightest germ has
chanced to fall there, but it is here that they actually originate, break
out and become fatal even to more fortunate citizens.
We must trust to Providence and the fathers of the land to
transform these birthplaces of epidemics into healthy, happy human
dwellings.
I can do nothing but turn my face away from them, and hide
will often

;

;

;

my compassion in my own
And

again

heart.

.

.

.

:

In laying out new towns no houses more than two stories high
should be allowed
every street should be built at least twenty paces
wide and perfectly straight, so that the air could blow freely through
it, and behind each house (except perhaps the corner houses) there should
be a yard and a little garden, running the width of the house and at
least twice its length.
In this way the air could easily be renewed
behind the houses over the fairly large surface of the adjoining gardens,
as it would in front in the broad, straight streets
and this woiild
be such an effective method of suppressing infectious diseases and of
improving the general health, that most of the rules of precaution
against epidemics which I have given above would thereb}" become to
a great extent superfluous.
;

;

If we bear in mind what the period was like, we must be filled with
astonishment at Hahnemann's courage and insight in this field too, but we
must also confess with regret that many of the ideal requirements of this
noble friend of humanity still remain unfulfilled to this day. It is true that
he was filled with anxiety in the first instance on account of the continual
outbreaks of contagious diseases, but he was also actuated by a love for all
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needy and the helpless. His
pioneering efforts in this additional field of public hygiene may and indeed
must be especially emphasised.
his fellow beings, particularly the poor, the

The candid and unsparing criticism of the position of medical science
at that time had naturally given serious offence to many of its disciples,
and, of course, most of all to those who had contributed least to an improvement of these conditions.
man like Hufeland could reconcile himself very
well to Hahnemann's criticisms, which he recognised to be both justified
and well-intentioned. But the majority of his colleagues had not so much
penetration, and they could not forgive him for striking out on entirely

A

different

ways from everyone else.
were added mistakes which

told against Hahnemann in that very
period of which we have just spoken. Two occurrences in particular gave
occasion to the physicians and chemists for violent attacks upon him. The
apothecaries, to whom he had long been a thorn in the flesh, because he did
his own dispensing (he claimed that doctors should prepare and dispense
their medicines themselves) ranged themselves joyfully on the side of the
doctors, and an organised campaign against Hahnemann was the result.
In April, 1800, he had announced a " little book containing helpful secrets,"
in reality giving a cure and prevention for Scarlet Fever.
It was to be
procured by ordering and paying for it beforehand (payment in advance)
This unusual proceeding aroused a storm of indignation amongst his
(39).
medical colleagues and the apothecaries. He was attacked

To

this

:

For demanding payment in advance, thereby intending to enrich
himself even before affording any medical assistance.

(i)

For keeping

(2)

his

remedy

secret.

After the subsequent declaration of the " secret remedy," for its
inefficacy.
The reproach was hurled at him that it contained no
Belladonna whatever.

(3)

The attacks were

so violent that even his faithful old friend Becker, in Gotha,
again did not know what to make of him, as on an earlier occasion after the
Georgenthal episode, when Hahnemann had had so little idea how to keep
himself in favour with the authorities and especially with the cultured and
benevolent prince. Hahnemann wrote then, probably from Molschleben
(the letter has no indication of date or place)
:

Just confess frankly that your attitude towards me is changed,
beg you as a last favour to explain to me the causes of this change.
I long at least for your frank declaration that you feel coldly
towards me, and that the onty support which seemed left to me in this
country (which has shown itself more than simply antagonistic) has been

but
.

.

I

.

shattered.

The letter of November 19th, 1800, from Molln, also leads one to infer
But Becker had then become reconciled with his
a certain state of tension.
friend again, and had placed himself at his disposal in every possible way.
This time the business interests and the good name of Becker were also
attacked through the publication of articles in his " Reichsanzeiger." For
that reason, Hahnemann went into the different points of the accusation in
two letters at greater length (*°).
The first point could to a certain extent be disposed of b}' pointing out
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that the labourer is worthy of his hire, though one must admit that
Hahnemann's action was unusual. But the man who at that time had cause
to write that he had at the last moment been able to make good his escape
from Hamburg, where he would have been swallowed up by " the merciless
waves which support mighty vessels but engulf more humble boats," can
and must be excused by the necessity of the moment for a proceeding
Since, the
which was otherwise not customary among physicians.
attempt to secure payment in advance did not have the success he had
wished, Hahnemann proceeded to publish his secret remedy, by which means
he also disposed of the second reproach.
.

Hahnemann's

justification

seems to have been effective upon his friend,
"

for in the year 1801 his little work, " Cure and Prevention of Scarlet Fever
In this he deals very thoroughly
(4^), was published by Becker in Gotha.

with the nature and character of scarlet fever, as he became acquainted with it
He also gives all details about the preparation of his
in Konigslutter.
antidote, Belladonna, and states exactly how to apply the remedy, and how
he had discovered its efficac}' purely by chance. He relates the episode as
follows

:

in a family had succumbed to a very bad attack
the eldest daughter, who had up to that time been
taking Belladonna internally for some other external disease of the
finger joints, was the only one who to my surprise refused to sicken
with the fever, in spite of the fact that she was always the first to
catch any other disease that chanced to be prevalent. After that
I did not hestiate to give this providential remedy in very small doses
to the remaining children of this numerous family as a preventive
but as the remarkable effect of this remedy does not last for more than
three full days, I repeated the dose every seventy-two hours, and
they all remained well and were not attacked in the slightest degree
throughout the whole epidemic although among the most poisonous
odours from their brothers and sisters, who were still suffering from the
I concluded that a remed}' which can speedily cure
fever.
the beginning of an illness must be its best preventive.

Three children

of scarlet fever

;

;

...

The third reproach still remained. As far as his friend was concerned
he replied to this simply by enclosing a powder prepared by him.self, which
could be examined by his opponents.
Ultimately, of course, this third attack was directed at the essential
character of Hahnemann's new method of treatment the smallness of the
And on this point a convincing
doses and the dilution of the drugs.
for on this
counterproof could naturally onh' be produced b\^ experiments
point the approved doctrines of the scientific world remained and have not
been reconciled to this very day. The unkind way in which they were fought
out in public, however, was complained of by Hahnemann in the same year
in his essay, " View of Professional Liberality at the Commencement of the

—

.

.

.

:

Nineteenth Century " (•^). Once more, however (in 1806), he was obhged
by means of an essay in the " Reichsanzeiger " to answer the reproaches
levelled at him on account of his treatment of scarlet fever, and to prove
that his medical opponents had applied his remedy, belladonna, in a disease
which was quite different from the old scarlet fever, so that it could not do
He did this in the article, " Scarlet Fever and Purpura
otherwise than fail.
Two years later he was again obliged
Miliaris two different diseases " (*3).
to return to this question in two further essays, which he published in
Hufeland's Journal (1808). Even as late as the year 1821 he had to defend

—

,
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himself once more in this matter, and again he emphasised the fact that
purpura miharis, which is often mistaken for scarlet fever, should be
differently treated (AUg, Anz. d.D. 1821, No. 26).
Later, however, the value of belladonna in scarlet fever received more
recognition from the medical profession. Expressions of agreement from
contemporaries of Hahnemann are to be found in Hufeland's Journal for
May, 1812, November, 1824, and November, 1825. In the year last
mentioned, Huf eland himself published a work entitled "The Prophylactic
effect of Belladonna," and here, with the chivalrous frankness which he
always showed, he ascribed the discovery of this efficacious remedy for scarlet
fever to Hahnemann.
In the year 1838 the Prussian Government ordered
the doctors of the country to use Belladonna in small doses against the
epidemics of scarlet fever which were very prevalent at that time.
While, in this connection, Hahnemann was able to justify himself
completely in the eyes of all reasonable people and of his opponents, he had
undoubtedly laid himself open to a serious attack on a second matter,
which was the more conspicuous as it came just at the time when the scarlet
fever contest was still undecided.
As early as November, 1800, Hahnemann informed Councillor Becker in a
letter from Molln, that he had discovered a New Alkaline Salt [Alkali Pneiim)
which would be of considerable medicinal value. Becker published the
essay on this subject sent to him in his " Reichsanzeiger " (it also appeared
:

two other scientific journals).
Immediately experts of recognised
standing pointed out to him that the alleged new alkaline salt was nothing
but common borax, and that Hahnemann was far from justified in asking
for it such a large sum of money (^-^).
Hahnemann was obliged to admit
(see letter to Becker written from Machern on June 8th, 1801, Supplement 40)
that he had fallen into a deplorable error, but that he had done his best to
rectify his mistake.
He also defended himself in several periodicals
"
simultaneously, as for instance in Professor Scherer's " Journal of Chemistr}'
{*^).
Six years later Hahnemann wrote in the Allgemeiner Anzeiger d.D.
" If I once made a chemical error for to err is human
(1806, p. 2297)
I was at any rate the first to retract it as soon as I had been better instructed."
in

—

:

fact that Hahnemann emerged from this delicate situation justified,
perhaps be ascribed chiefl}^ to the candid and immediate confession of
his error.
It may, however, be permissible in this connection to point out
that it was one of Hahnemann's particular merits that as a doctor he occupied
himself with chemistry, both theoretically and practically, with much
earnestness and thoroughness. This was a branch of science to which his
colleagues seldom paid any attention, important though it was for their
profession.
Chemistry was left to the apothecaries, and microscopy to
specialists in natural science.
In fact, the course of medical training prescribed at the university, did not at that time include these subjects
even
so famous a university as the one at Heidelberg did not introduce microscopy
and chemistry either at the patient's bedside or in the s\'llabus of their
medical students until 1845.
Nevertheless Hahnemann, at this time of great unrest and misery, stands
as a keen investigator who might perhaps make mistakes, but who always
desired to do the utmost for his fellow beings and colleagues.
He also
stands as a great pioneer in new methods of treatment, already far above the
average level of his medical colleagues, who such is human nature only
too frequently, for that very reason persecuted him violently and continually
because they did not, or would not, understand him. His chief task,
however, still lav before him.

The

may

;

—

—

—

CHAPTER

VIII

DEVELOPMENT AND FIRST FORMULATION OF THE THERAPEUTIC AXIOM
SIMILIA SIMILIBUS AGAINST THE MISCHIEF OF PRESCRIPTIONS.

—

:

" // the supposed seeker after truth is not willing to seek truth where it is
namely in experience, then he may leave it undiscovered ; he
cannot find it in the multiplication tables."
to

be found,

S.

Hahnemann.

(Information for the Truth-Seeker.
Anz, f.d. D., No. 194, 1825.)

When

it is recognised that among the opponents of Hahnemann, about
the turn of the century, the motive of their behaviour towards this disconcerting haranguer and reformer was not the striving for truth and accurate
knowledge, but rather that the impetuous stream flowed from the turbid
source of bread-winning and competitive envy, of jealous disfavour of this
inexhaustibly active researcher with his profound knowledge and far-reaching
ability, then Hahnemann will stand before us at this time in heroic magnitude.
By self-sacrificing investigation he seeks to advance step bv step in his
knowledge for the universal betterment. But he only succeeds slowly and

laboriously.

In the year 1789 he investigates in the " Instructions for Surgeons on
Venereal Diseases " the effect of mercury and holds the opinion, contrary
to the general assumption of that time, that the effect of mercury in the
treatment of syphilis consists not in salivation, perspiration, diarrhoea or
increased urination, but in a peculiar counter-irritation in the body, which
he calls " mercurial fever," and which he carefuUv describes in its most
marked condition. This " mercurial fever," artificially produced by
mercury, he opines to be the presupposition for the healing of syphilis
here, then, the first suggestion of displacing a disease by a similar one.
In the year 1790 he translates Cullen's " Materia Medica "

On

(see

he studies in special detail, as we have seen,
the intermittent fever and the therapeutic effect of Cinchona on the latter.
In the following year, 1791, appears the translation of Monro's " Materia
Medica." Here also his observations are turned in the same direction,
particularh' in the case of Cinchona bark

Chapter V).

this occasion

:

substances stimulating a counter-irritation and artificial
administered shortly before the attack, are just as specifically
deterrent to intermittent fever, only that on the other hand they are
not in every case so safe to use.
All

fever,

if

It is clear that Hahnemann had not yet completely found a new system
therapy in the way of the law of similarity, although the direction of the
road is already plainly staked out. He asserts, for instance, that syphilitic
symptoms make their appearance as a consequence of the mercury treatment,
without, however, drawing definitely final conclusions. In contrast to the
method of his medical confreres, whose aim was alwavs directed towards

of
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clearing out of the organs the diseased excess of accumulated, inflamed blood,
driving out the unhealthy juices and leading them into healthy parts, etc.,
he, for his part, endeavours to support the curative tendenc}- present in the
body by an immediate stimulation of the diseased parts.

only in 1796 that the matter becomes perfectly clear to Hahnemann
is pointed out to the whole world with quite definite
indications even to details.
The second boundary is passed in the treatise
published in Hufeland's Journal, " Essay on a New Principle for ascertaining
the curative powers of drugs and some examinations of the previous
It is

and the new course

principles."

Hahnemann had a severe struggle with himself and with the opinions
combated, before he arrived at the recognition which confronts us in this
treatise.
Pathetic confessions of his temperamental and spiritual difficulties
For us they are
in these troublous times are accessible to the reader.
convincing internal proofs of the unhappy external conditions which he was
experiencing at that time, of his restless movements from one place to
another, of his renunciation of medical practice and of his escape to scientific
investigation with translations, writing and chemical research, of his
experiments on himself as to the effect of medicines, of his consequent return
to the medical profession and to the practical demonstration of his theoretical
results.

In Hufeland's Journal of 1797 he writes in his essay, "Are the Obstacles
the attainment of simplicit}^ and certainty in Practical Medicine
Insurmountable ? "

to

:

To me, the external obstacles of the art were better known than
liked
they had always been encamped around my sphere of activit3^
For a long time I used to imagine them to be insurmountable and was
almost about to despair [like Hofrat Herz in an article of the
Journal in the first part of the second volume] and consequently
to regard my medical practice as the victim of unavoidable circumstances and insurmountable obstacles, until the thought occurred to
me, whether we physicians are not ourselves partly to blame for this
lack of simplicity and certainty in our science ?
I

And in

;

his " ^Esculapius in the Balance " (1805), he declares

:

After the discovery of the weakness and misconceptions of my
teachers and my books I sank into a state of morbid indignation, which
might almost have completely vitiated for me the study of medical
knowledge. I was about to believe that the whole science was of no
avail and incapable of improvement.
I gave myself up to my own
individual cogitations and determined to fix no goal for my considerations until I should have arrived at a decisive conclusion.
In another passage he writes almost in despair after describing the actual
state of therapy at that time

:

How turbid
After 1,000 to 2,000 years, then, we are no further
art, sole source of our knowledge of the powers of medicines
And yet in this cultured century that is perfectly satisfactory to the
learned bevy of physicians, in the most important affairs of mortals,
where the most precious of all earthly possessions human health
and life is at stake
No wonder that success is what it is. Whoever
expects from such processes that medicine will ever progress one step
!

thou

!

—

—

!

—
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on the path to perfection has been denied by nature all the ability
to distinguish probability from impossibility.
But most stirring in its effect, even nowadays, is his statement in 1808
" Extract from a
(in this connection we must skip over two years) in the
Letter to a Physician of high standing, on the great necessity for a Regeneration
in Medicine."

The following words were addressed

to Hufeland, the highly cultured

scholar, the eminent and universally esteemed physician, who later became
Professor of Pathology and Therapy and who was generous and broad-

minded enough

to

honour

without bias or prejudice

—indeed

to

encourage

—Hahnemann's

effort

:

For eighteen years I have been deviating from the ordinary
Attending to patients in the way our
practice of the medical art.
books suggest, it was to me a piaculum [sm action which demands
that I should thus be continually groping
propitiation or revenge]
in the dark and, according to this or that (imagined) opinion,
be prescribing treatments, which were only contained in the Materia
Medica according to degree of fitness.
My sense of duty would not easily allow me to treat the unknown
pathological state of my suffering brethren with these unknown
If the\^ are not exactly suitable (and how could the
medicines.
physician know that, since their specific effects had not yet been
demonstrated ?), they might with their strong potency easily change
life into death or induce new disorders and chronic maladies, often
more difficult to eradicate than the original disease. The thought of
becoming in this way a murderer or a malefactor towards the life of my
fellow human beings was most terrible to me, so terrible and disturbing
married life.
that I wholly gave up my practice in the first years of
I scarcely treated anybody for fear of injuring him, and occupied myself
solely with chemistry and writing.
But then children were born to me, several children, and after a
time serious illnesses occurred, which, in tormenting and endangering
my children, my own flesh and blood, made it even more painful to my
sense of duty, that I could not with any degree of assurance procure
help for them. But whence was I to obtain help certain and sure
help with our present knowledge of the power of medicines, resting
as it does merely on vague observations, often merely on hypothetical
opinions, and with the innumerable mass of arbitrary views of disease
in our pathologies ?
This was a labyrinth, in which, only that man can
remain at ease who is willing to accept as truth the assertions of the
healing powers of medicines, because they are printed in a hundred
books, and who, without enquiry, receives as from the oracle the haphazard definitions of the diseases in the Pathologies, as well as their
supposed cure in the hypothetical instances of our Therapies.
Whence then was certain help to be obtained ? was the yearning cry
of the comfortless father in the midst of the groaning of his children,
dear to him above all else. Night and desolation around me no sight
of enlightenment for my troubled paternal heart.
'^
During my eight years' practice my attention had been repeatedly
drawn to the delusions of the ordinary methods of healing, and I knew
very well from sad experience, what was to be hoped for from the

—

my

—

—

—

—

methods

of

Sydenham and Fr. Hoffmann, from Boerhaave and Gaubius,
CuUen and de Haen. Yet perhaps the whole

or from StoU, Ouarin,

—

:
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nature of this science, as great men have already said, is such that it
is not capable of any great certainty.
" What a shameful, blasphemous thought "
I clasped my brow
" that the sapience of the Infinite Spirit, animating the universe, should
not be able to create means to pacify the sufferings of diseases which
He, after all, allowed to arise "
Would He, the Father of all, coldly survey the torments of disease
of His dearest creatures ? Would He leave open no way to the genius
of mankind
otherwise so infallible no easy, certain and dependable
way of regarding disease from the right angle, of determining the use
and the specific, safe and dependable results obtainable from the
medicines ?
Before I would have given credence to this blasphemy, I should
have forsworn all the school systems of the world.
Well then, I thought, if there must be a safe, more dependable
method of healing, as sure as God is the wisest and most beneficent of
beings, let me no longer seek it in the thorn hedges of ontological
[the doctrine of the existing] statements, in arbitrar}' opinions
and false conclusions, even though they may adapt themselves
wonderfully to a splendid system, nor yet in the authorities of
highly celebrated men of delusions. No, let me seek it where it might
be nearest at hand, and where they have all passed by, because it did
not seem artificial or learned enough, and was not adorned with
victorious laurel wreaths for its system, its pedantry or its high falutin
abstractions.
It made its appeal only to me, who, with no s5'stem or
faction-head to please, wished to be able to look on with normally easy
conscience, should my endangered children die.
!

!

—

.

—

.

—

To any man not utterly devoid of feeling, these are such moving statements that he is obliged at any rate to recognise the honesty and sincerity
of the desperate explorer.

Hahnemann

How

further says, that the next question for

him had been

:

could you divide up medicines with reference to the pathowhich they are created ?

logical states for

And then he arrives at the thought of observing how medicines act on the
perfectly healthy human body.
That is the stage which he has reached in 1796. In his essay quoted
above

Essay on a New Principle for ascertaining the curative powers
and some examinations of the previous principles,

of

drugs,

he explains there have previously been three ways of healing
" The first way, that of removing or destroying the original causes of
the malady," the preventive practice of phj'sicians, is the most subhme.
But he was obHged on this occasion " to turn aside from this royal
:

—

road."

The second way, the most used, contraria contrariis, i.e., healing
opposites by opposites, is objectionable in chronic diseases, and even
with diseases which will easily degenerate into chronic diseases. The
palliative treatment of constipation by laxatives, of blood surgings by
phlebotomy, of acid eructation with alkalies, of chronic pains with opium.

—
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relief at first,

does indeed offer

but does the more injury, the longer

it

is

applied,

my

ask

I

ft

colleagues to desert this

way

;

it is

the wrong one, a

which will lead to abysses. The
proud empiric takes it for the metalled roadway and puffs himself up
with the miserable satisfaction of affording relief for some hours, without
any care as to whether the evil will take deeper root under this cover.
false

pathway

gloomy

in the

forest

The third way, traversed only occasionally by the more conscientious
"
physicians of deeper insight, aims at rooting out the evil by " specific
But in this case chance alone is the rule, empiric a propos (the idea
means.
suggesting itself at the time). Therefore he demands " investigation of the
effects of remedies in order to adapt them to disturbances of the body.
One should rely as little as possible upon chance and proceed as rationally
and conscientiously as possible " by experiments of the medicines on the
health}' human body.
Only by this means " can the true nature, the real effect of the medicinal
from them alone can be
substances be conscientiously discovered
ascertained to what maladies they are safely and successfully adaptable."
With this is made the first conscious step towards the new doctrine of healing,
followed immediately by the second, in this general principle
;

:

Every

^^

illness

more

remedy incites in the human body a kind of
the more peculiar, the more marked and the
according as the medicine is the more effective.
effective

pecuhar to

acute,

itself,

One should imitate nature, which, at times, heals a chronic
disease by another additional one.
One should apply in the disease
to be healed, particularly if chronic, that remedy which is able to
stimulate another artificially produced disease, as similar as possible
and the former will be healed Similia similihiis likes with likes.

—

And

so for the

first

and hitherto universally apphed axiom

time, the old

of healing, contraria contrariis,

is

;

opposed by another similarly framed

:

Similia similibus.

Hahnemann

continues

:

—

Most medicines have more than one kind of effect the direct
one at the beginning, passing gradually into the second (I call it the
indirect after-effect).

The

latter state is generally exactly opposite

of the former.

This is true of most vegetable medicines, whilst " metal (and other mineral ?)
medicines " maintain the initial effect without change.
As proof of the assertions, which to him were alread}' unequivocal
fundamentals, Hahnemann quoted a number of medicines tested. It is true
that many inaccuracies and inadequacies, calling for the discrimination and
improvement of a later generation, are included in these tests. But the fact
remains that 1796 is the year of birth of Homoeopathy*
" Homoeopathy," which Hahnemann coined and used, was an
formed technical term, not very fortunately constructed from the point of
view of philology. It is composed of " homoios," similar, and " pathos." disease-.
There is in the word itself no definite suggestion of curing diseases with remedies which
are adapted to produce the same or similar s\-mptoms.
One has to understand it in the
sense that remedies producing certain sjTnptoms of disease in the healthy body cure
*

The word

artificially

cases of natural disease presenting similar

symptoms.

^^

BIRTH OF HOMCEOPATHY
Hahnemann
contrariis,

purposely

set

down

his principle in contrast to contraria

which was the only therapeutic method obtaining

^

at that time,

and which he therefore named " Allopathy."*
At this point we should investigate the question, so often disputed
amongst homoeopaths, as to whether it is more correct to say " Similia
similibus curantur " or " curentur,"
" are cured " or " are to be cured."
In other words, is the axiom to be taken as a fundamental doctrine or as a
guiding principle as suggested by the weakened imperative form of the

—

—

himself only uses the verb " curare " for the first
Before that, he always gave the shortened form, similia
But in the introduction to the first edition of the " Organon,"

subjunctive ?
time in iSio.
similibus.

page

V,

Hahnemann

he writes

:

To obtain a quick, easy and lasting cure, choose for every attack
of illness a medicine which can produce a similar malady to the one
it is to cure [similia similibus curentur).
The sentence remained unaltered till the fifth edition. It is contained
there, too, except for the final phrase, quoted shortly before as " simiHa
similibus curentur."
Hahnemann never wrote curantur not even in the

—

sixth and final edition (vide page 80).
Dr. Dudgeon (London) therefore
points out quite rightly that the master wished to give an imperative, a
mandatorial force to the phrase. Those who knew how painfully accurate
Hahnemann was in the correction of his manuscripts and books, how he
revised even the sixth edition line for line, and word for word, will also
recognise that Hahnemann retained " curentur " with definitely conscious
reasons.
If, therefore, a reminder of the indicative in Newton's law of
"
gravity, for instance, should suggest the use of the indicative in the " similia

phrase, the author's desires should surely clinch the matter and prove the
on the Hahnemann statue in Washington to be quite in
accordance with the master's will.
It would be wrong to assume, that, after the discovery and accurate
exposition of his new axiom for curing, Hahnemann broke away completely
from the old methods and only acted according to the new doctrine. He
he applied experimentally
confesses that
at any rate in the transitory years
both methods together. In this connection, his essay in Hufeland's Journal
of 1797 (Vol. 3, part i) is significant, when he describes in detail on page 138
" A case of rapidly cured colicodynia."
Hahnemann reports, that, after the vain efforts of other doctors, he had
done his utmost to remove a tape-worm, which the patient firmly believed
to be present in his intestine.
He had applied sixteen and more of the
commonest allopathic remedies. Nothing was left untried chiefly because
of the patient's urgent request, not from Hahnemann's own conviction.

" curentur "

—

—

:

Then Hahnemann continues

:

—

Since his condition really called for speed}' help for the
colicodynia was now beginning to show itself, if he took even the
" alloion," of a different kind, and
In the formation of the word, too, there is no direct
"
reference to the curing of a disease with remedies, which have a " different kind
of effect from that of the disease.
Again one has to complete the sense to the eflfect
that disccLses are cured by remedies showing the opposite effect, e.g., constipation, by
chronic blood surgings by phlebotomy, nitric
strong doses of aloes and laxative salts
chronic pains b}- poppyacid powder
chronic stomach troubles by bitter salts
*

The word Allopathy comes from the Greek

" pathos," disease or suffering.

;

;

juice, etc.

;

<s
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—

and since I had satisfied
slightest amount of vegetable with his meat
his requirements without accomplishing anything, I resolved to give
him a medicine which would cause as similar sj^mptoms as possible.

The same abdominal

pains, the fear, the tightening of the chest, the
as caused by white hellebore (Veratrum
to be suitable to produce permanent aid.

fever, the loss of strength, etc.

album), seemed to

me

—

Hahnemann gave
grains in each)

the patient four powders of this medicine (four
and ordered him to take a dose early every morning.

Only after five days did the patient appear again. Believing in the medicine,
he had taken two powders on each of the first two days i.e. in less than two
days he had taken i6 grains. The consequence was that the malady became
more acute culminating in an artificial nervous colic of such intensity that
it brought the patient to death's door, he was covered with cold perspiration
and was almost asphyxiated. But the malady was overcome.

—

With moderate diet he regained his strength, and for the last six
months he has not had an attack of this kind, or even the slightest
suspicion, in spite of the fact that from time to time he has partaken
of food which used to be injurious to him.
(I had of course enjoined
on him the necessity of moderate consumption.)

In this case, therefore, after vain attempts to cure with all the possible
allopathic means, Hahnemann had not merely managed to effect a successful
test of his new healing maxim, but he had at the same time gained further
knowledge, which he soon proceeded to enlarge upon. He had learned,
namely, that, as a result of too strong doses and too frequent administration,
an artificial disease will arise of a more acute nature.
The doctrine " Similia simihbus curentur " was by no means unknown.
Hahnemann never suggested that. On the contrary, he always referred
openly and honestly to the fact that before his time, and along with him,
other doctors recognised the importance and truth of the homoeopathic
axiom. In their case it was only an incidental recognition of knowledge
which they did not exploit systematically. But for Hahnemann, as already
indicated, this new conviction meant a complete reversion from the
+;raditional therapy and necessitated the building up of a new system.
It
was the formal opposing of two therapeutic systems, which could not be
intermingled and must stand apart, the one excluding the other. A natural
step for him now was to take up arms against the prescription-writing, so
popular at that time.
are thus led to the third milestone, the demand
for a simplification of medicines.
In 1797, Hahnemann made a strong attack on mixtures of medicines in
" Are the obstacles to the attainment of simplicity
his often quoted essay
and certainty in Practical Medicine insurmountable ? " He wrote

We

:

:

The question now arises Is it good to mix various kinds of
medicines in a prescription ?* If the ideal is to raise medicine to a high
standard, should we- prescribe baths, clysters, venesections, blisters,
:

*
1.

2.
3.
4.

The
The
The
The

In Hahnenaann's time a prescription contained four classes of components
Basis the effective or main medium.

—

Adjuvans

—
—

the supporting medium.
Constituens the vehicle giving the necessary (liquid or solid) body to the whole.
Corrigens
the complement, added for certain auxiliary purposes of smell, taste,

—

colour, etc.

—

"

THESAURUS MEDICAMINUM
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—

fomentations, embrocations all of these at the same time or shortly
after one another ?
Can we hope by this means to effect cures and
learn exactly in every case what the medicine has achieved, so that it
could be used again in similar cases with the same or even greater
success ?
The human mind never understands more than one thing at a time,
and can hardly ever determine accurately the causes resulting from
two simultaneous forces acting on one object. How can medicine
attain a higher degree of certainty, when the doctor seems intent only
on allowing a number of miscellaneous forces to be exerted at the
same time on a pathological state the former of which he understands
neither individually nor together, and the latter often very vaguely ?
Who can tell us whether the adjuvans or the corrigens may not
work as basis in the fourfold prescription, or whether the constituens
may not give an entirely different turn to the whole composition ?
Does the chief remedy, if it is the right one, need an auxiliary remedy ?
Does it not seem as if its suitability is questionable, when it needs an
improving agent ? Or should there perhaps be in addition a dirigens ?
I take it upon myself to avow that of two and two medicines
put together, no single one will exert its own peculiar effect on the
human body, but almost always an effect quite different from that of
the two separately. This is a middle effect a neutral effect, if I may
borrow the expression of chemical compounds.
May I be allowed to confess that for several years I have never
prescribed more than one medicine at a time, and I have never repeated
the dose until the effect of the previous one had been exhausted ?
May I be allowed to confess that, as a result, I have successfully
cured patients to their own satisfaction and have seen things I should
otherwise not have seen ?

—

—

.

.

Three years later (1800) Hahnemann translated a " Treasure of Medicine
or Collection of Chosen Prescriptions " (Thesaurus Medicaminum) from the
English.
In addition to notes under the pseudonym " Y," he wrote a
preface to the book, in which he promptly dismissed as worthless the long
recipes translated, with their medicinal hashes, and ridiculed them.
He

made

this

remark obviously

in contrast to the contents translated

:

be noticed, that the commentator is no friend of mixtures
When will it be recognised, that the curing of
maladies needs the perfectly appropriate medicine in less quantity
a simple formula and yet more correct ?
It will

of medicine.

.

.

.

And with lofty scorn he further ridicules, the mixture of medicines
exhibited in the prescriptions of his contemporaries, which he had already
derided in the above quoted essay in Hufeland's Journal of 1797
:

In a mixed prescription

.

.

.

the prescribing doctor deter-

mines for each ingredient the part it is to play in the human body.
The one is to be the Basis, the other the Adjuvans, this the Corrigens,
that one the Dirigens and the other the Constituens.
Imperiously
I command, that none of these ingredients shall dare to leave
its
appointed post in the human body
I command that the corrigens
shall not fail to cloak over the vices of the Base, and shall gloss over
and turn to advantage all the wickedness of the Main Remedy and the
Adjuvans. That this same Corrigens should leave its place and take
!
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own authority some post it may be in opposition to the
Accordingly, to every
must herewith strongly forbid.
individual ingredient in a complete prescription, as it were to an
up on
Base

—

its

I

.

.

.

independent being with his own free will, is apportioned the Pensum
vel invitissima Minerva Hygeiiaque (even if ]\Iinerva and Hygeia
For there are many
should strain their utmost to avoid it).
scholarly views attached to a schematically correct prescription.
Do you seriously believe that the mixture will perform what
you expect of all the ingredients, as if they were things which do not
act reciprocally on one another, influence one another or not according
Does it not occur to you that two dynamic agencies
to your desire ?
together can never effect that which each individually might,
Do you not see that a middle effect
administered at different times ?
must take place, which is not to be foreseen a priori ? How much more
Nature likes simplicity
so then, when several are added together
and can perform much with one remedy, whilst you perform little with
many. Imitate nature
The heights of Parempiricism are reached by prescribing multiOnly by giving
constituted prescriptions perhaps many times a day.
quite simple remedies and by allowing the effect of the first to pass off
before administering the second, can you find the direct road to the
innermost sanctum of the art. Choose between the two
.

Q
^

.

.

!

!

—

!

"'

This corresponds directly to his axiom of experience, that every medicine
produces quite definite results, and that consequently for every correctly
diagnosed malady, only one accurately-chosen medicine is the desired
This is a further
curative means. And so away with medicine mixtures
!

Homoeopathy.

principle of

The fact that Hahnemann developed the expositions of these
postulations in the preface of a book on medicine mixtures was an open
But it was an
and logical confession of the doctor's own conviction.
extraordinarily striking gesture, and one on the part of a translator that was,
to say the least, rather disconcerting to the publisher.
It
Thus the foundations of the new curative doctrine were laid.
was next a question of building up the details, as was shown by an article
appearing in 1806: "Medicine of Experience." The presupposition from
which Hahnemann proceeds

is

:

At the bottom of every malady there is a peculiar stimulation
contrary to nature and disturbing the harmonious working of our
organs.

His

first

empeirema was

:

If two general stimuli contrarv to nature operate on the body at
the same time, and if they are dissimilar, then the action of the one
(the weaker) will be lulled and suspended for a time by that of the other

(the stronger).

His second premiss was

:

the two stimuli are very similar to one another, then the
be totally annihilated with the whole of its action by the
analogous power of the other (the stronger).
If

weaker

will

MIXED PRESCRIPTIONS CONDEMNED
Conclusion
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:

To be able to cure, we need only have a suitable medicine for the
unnatural stimulus present of the disease. That is, we need only
apply another diseased power with action similar to that exerted by
the disease

itself.

With these premisses and

principles the foundations of the new institution
It remained now only to proceed with

for healing are clearly recognisable.

the extension and completion of the individual details.

CHAPTER IX

—

SOJOURN IN TORGAU, 1805 TO THE SUMMER OF 181I PRACTICAL TESTS AND
SYSTEMATIC ELABORATION OF THE HOMCEOPATHIC THERAPY THE " ORG ANON."

—

" No walk of life is, according to the testimony of all ages, more unanimously
declared a conjectural art (ars conjectoralis) than medicine.
None, therefore,
has less right to refuse a searching inquiry than this art, on which rests the highest

good in

life,

human

health."
S.

Hahnemann.

Preliminary notice to the

first

edition of the " Organon."

Hahnemann's

period of stress and wandering is over.
Generalty speaking
man's busy life, now enters a more settled period. He had only
managed to endure a few months in 1804 certainly not two 3'ears in Dessau,
his wife's birthplace, as from the early part of 1805, there are letters in which
the address is Torgau.
Here he remained until 1811 for seven whole years,
acquiring in this place his own home and garden.
Information placed
at our disposal from a house chronicle in Torgau tells us
this restless

—

—

:

In 1805, Dr. Samuel Hahnemann bought the dwelling-house with
drive situated on the Pfarrgasse, near the deaconry and belonging first
to the tanner Mobius and later to Mehr, a man of means.
He
wished to try here his homoeopathic treatment on patients.
As this method was unknown it attracted great attention, especially
since very tiny pills were supposed to do more good than whole spoonfuls of medicine.
Faith, however, had here to be reckoned with
many derived help and many did not. He drew upon himself enemies
and detractors, and since Torgau could be no place for him and his
sphere of activity was too small, he moved off and went to Leipsic.
;

The comparatively long sojourn in Torgau was of great service to
Hahnemann's life work and his special task He had discovered his new
remedial axiom and made it public. He had now to test it on the patient,
to defend it against all attacks, and above all. to elaborate it with
scientifically accurate details.

The first demand led him to take up medical practice in Torgau.
Hitherto for many years a scientific writer in the first place consequently,
a theorist and translator he now became, primarily, a practising physician
in this Saxon Palatinate town of Torgau on the Elbe (thirty miles north-east
of Leipsic) and soon acquired a considerable and even extensive practice.
From his letters and writings of that time it is clear enough, that the hostility
of his colleagues never ceased {*^).
He defended vigoroush' his doctrine

—

—

against

The

attacks.
following letter contains

all

" Materia Medica."

It is

Hahnemann's

offer to translate Haller's

addressed to the publisher Steinacker in Leipsic,
72
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a short time before pubhshed Hahnemann's writing, " .^isculapius
Balance " (vide page 83)

who had
in the

:

I accept your offer to pubhsh at Easter the translation of Haller's
Materia Medica, to pay 36 Rt. on receipt of the MSS., and at Easter to
pay for the whole (after deducting the 36 Rt.) at the rate of 9 Rt.

per sheet.
I should be very much obliged to\'ou if you would kindly procure
for me from the surgical instrument maker in Leipsic (whose name
I have forgotten), Stark's Obstetric forceps, a perforator and a blunt
hook.
I should like these things sent as soon as possible, as they will
further the advance of my work, and the cost may be deducted from the
36 Rt. expected. You would do me a great favour, for I need them.
You will, I hope, try to complete the purchase at the most reasonable
price.
Is it not probable that the gentleman, who has been officially
announced as Secretary Thiel's successor in auction sales, or Proclaimer
Weigel have catalogues of the Baldinger library ? At any rate, these
people whose business it is, will know where they are to be obtained.
I have the honour to remain,
Your obedient servant.

Dr. Sam. Hahnemann.
August, 1805.
Do try to spread abroad as quickly and widely as possible this
excellent little book, " .E^sculapius in the Balance."
Bring it especially
before the notice of those who are not doctors.
By so doing, you will
achieve a great purpose and prepare the way for a reform of the whole
of medical science
an event which must and will soon happen. You
cannot conceive too miserable an impression of the faculty of healing,
as practised even by the most celebrated physicians.
I could have
written in stronger terms and set forth more plainly the contradictions,
the nonsense, and the fatal misdeeds committed in consequence, if I
had not desired to describe this corruption, in which there is hardly
Torgau,

nth

—

any good

thing, etc.

But neither professional duties nor attacks made against him could
hinder his researches and the further elaboration of his therapeutic principles.
Even in Torgau he remained true to his prolific activity as a writer (•*').
" Albrecht von
In the year 1806 he completed his last translation
Haller's Materia Medica of German plants, together with their Economic and
Technical Use." The full title shows the significance of this work, in which
462 plants are described not only in characteristic forms, but also (partly
in detail) in their manifold applicability.
Hahnemann's work is a translation from the French.
With the assistance of Haller, a physician of
Lausanne, Vicat had translated in extract the latter's chief work {Historia
stirpiimi indigenaruim Helvetice, 176S) into French and had quoted in it other
passages of Haller. Hahnemann used this work of Vicat for his translation,
of which he says modestly in the introduction
:

:

I,

the

than that

German

of

translator, have no other merit on this occasion
handing over faithfully to my fellow citizens this effort

of incredible scholarship, this treasure of
I

have arranged the entries

explanatory word, enclosed in brackets,
sidered advisable.

knowledge, just as

in alphabetical order.
is

it

stands.

Here and there an

the only addition

I

con-
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Yet these remarks of themselves prove the profound knowledge and
experience of Hahnemann.
The medical writings and dissertations of the Torgau period were partly
concerned with defence against the hostile attacks on his Belladonna remedy
for scarlet fever [vide Chapter VU) and partly represented direct attacks
on the prevailing curative methods and their practice. All the dissertations
proved to be anticipatory announcements of his chief work, produced in the

Torgau period.
In " ^sculapius

in the Balance," Hahnemann, after displaying his
indignation at the state of the contemporary therapy (vide Chapter VIH)
and at the vain efforts to improve it, set forth his counter-demands
:

Away

with this excessive mixing of medicines, this prescription
tomfoolery
Down with the apothecary's privilege Let the doctor
have freedom to make his own medicines and administer them to his
patients
We cannot be shown the correct cure by a deluding
tradition, but it must be sought out by the doctor by experiments on
himself and on his patients, just as household remedies have proved
!

!

!

themselves.
If

the ordinary

man had

not carried out experiments at his

own risk and if he had not passed on his experiences, we should not know
(See also the postscript of the
the little we do of most medicines.
letter just quoted.)

The Therapy
first

principle

of

Experience (vide Chapter VIII) established, then, as

:

The curative art is a science of experience. It is occupied with
the annihilation of disease by helpful remedies.
The knowledge of the diseases, the knowledge of the helpful
remedies and the knowledge of their application form the art of
healing.

.

.

.

Even though we may not be

able to discover the internal bodily

changes underlying the diseases, yet a survey of their external causes
is

of

some

avail.

No change

takes place without cause. Diseases must have their
causes of origin, however much they remain hidden from us in most
cases.

The
disease,

to

know

internal nature of every disease, of every individual case of
expressed by the existing symptoms, as far as it behoves us
for purposes of curing.

is

Thus Hahnemann becomes convinced of the necessity of insisting upon
an accurate description of the disease obtained by meticulous questioning of
the patient himself and those near him. These are thoughts and utterances
like those in the " Organon."
Then follow the " Axioms of Experience " already quoted. But, he says,
the remedies must be tested on the healthy person.
Remedies show most

and

power for disease
on the healthy human body, if each is

clearly the nature of their

their absolutely real effect

...

taken alone and unmixed.
In order to follow out the
directions given by Nature in these cases, and to press forward into
further realms of knowledge, we should apply thoughtfully these
strong medicines as also the weaker ones individually and unmixed,
on the healthy body for experiment. We should then make accurate

—

—

AXIOMS OF EXPERIENCE
notes of the events which happen and
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how they happen and

discount

carefully all the auxiliary factors of influence.
Thus will be obtained
the pure result of the nature of the disease, which every one of these
medicinal substances is able by itself to produce in the human body.

Hahnemann then proceeds to disparage the palliative employment of
medicines which he believes to be useful and necessary only in a few cases,
principally only in the case of disease suddenly arisen, with almost immediate
danger.
He emphasises the dynamic effect of medicines, on which account
the " smallest possible dose " is the most effective.
Almost the sole condition for a completely helpful effect is that
the suitable medicine should touch the live, susceptible fibre.
But it
matters little, almost nothing at all, how small the dose is, which is to
work on the susceptible parts of the living body to this end.
Only one simple medicine is necessary and never a mixture of medicines.
repetition of doses and the necessity of greatly diluting the medicines are
discussed by Hahnemann, who concludes with a reminder of the significance

The

of dieting.
" What are poisons ?
What are medicines ? " he answers
Many things are considered to be useless, injurious, destructive

The question
in this strain

:

:

and prejudicial to man, which are
and indispensable.

later recognised to

be useful, beneficent

The ordinary man and the doctors, who were too idle to make
personal investigation, became aware of substances, which, administered
in quantities general^ apportioned to other ordinary weak medicines,
effected such a violent change in the human body, that usually
destruction and death followed. From this they concluded very
precipitously, that these substances were in themselves absolutely
destructive and hurtful.
They stigmatised them with the most terrible
the name of POISON
epithet they could discover
so that everything
that breathes should be frightened by an expression signifying the
worst of all detestable things.

—

Hahnemann

continues, however

—

:

The doctors should not have remained ignorant of the fact that
mere extravagance of dose, unsuitable form of administration and
wrong place of application render harmful not only some but all
Improper selection, wrong form and exorbitant
medicinal substances.
quantity of all medicines, though they may be but slightly potent,
make them destructive, make them what the public calls poisons.
Medicines become poisons simply by imperfect use
in themselves
no medicines are poisonous. Ignorance frequently causes death by an
overdose of medicine wrongh' applied, even though the medicine
;

may be weak enough.

On the other hand, the true physician frequently
patients suffering from the most dangerous and peculiar
symptoms, by careful use of the strongest medicines.
The Creator of infinitely manifold nature, [says Hahnemann],
is not on this account to be blamed if, for example, saltpetre was so
constituted that it is not possible to swallow handfuls without danger
to life, etc.
saves

hahxemaxx

sa:\iuel
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established a law that we should regard the
and most suitable dose of all medicines,
He not rather delivered into our hands
means of obtaining smaller and ever smaller doses of the more potent
and most potent substances ? Is it not possible to obtain a tenth of a
grain, and of the stronger medicines a hundredth or a thousandth,
whilst for the strongest drugs we may administer the millionth, the
billionth part, or even the trillionth, the quadrillionth or quintillionth ?
Who will prevent us from doing this and so adapting our needs wisely
The fact that medicines only
to the potency of the different drugs ?
become suitable curative media for the human body, when
administered in different quantities, is to the wise man no reason why
the more potent drugs, useful only in smaller doses, should straightway
[Vide also Chapter XXIV.
be dismissed as poison.
R.H.^
Why should we reject after the manner of the childish and
superstitious common folk those treasures of therapeutic value, which
we reallv lack and which lie hidden in these potent substances ? Whv
do we thrust them wantonly from us in our purist affectation and ill
conceived delicacy, when we could reduce them all by solution, dilution
and small administration to harmless efficienc\-, and so meet our

Has He perchance

scruple, the grain as the smallest
even of the most potent ? Has

.

requirements

.

—

.

.

.

.

?

—

After inserting several examples from the times of the Greeks and
to the sixteenth century where an indispensable remedy
was decried as " rank poison " and forbidden for use, Hahnemann continues

Romans down

—

:

Similarh', for us a time is coming when a wiser generation will
pity or even laugh at our simplicity, in so stigmatising the ver}- strongest

remedies

.

And his final word is

:

Xo reasonable man, laying claim to the dignity of a scientific,
unprejudiced physician, should ever again so far forget himself as to
label as poison, substances of which the effect on the human organism
is notorious and of which, therefore, the medicinal value is beyond
doubt.
By such an action he would only be withholding untold
blessings and proclaiming aloud his ignorance of medicinal values.
Where the public sees only objects of abhorrence, the wise man
beholds objects worthy of the deepest veneration and avails himself
of them whilst adoring the eternal fountain of love.
Sapere ande
!

—

Have the courage of your own convictions dare to be wise
This
quotation from Horace, used here for the first time by Hahnemann, pleased
him so well that he adopted it in the later editions of the " Organon " as
motto.
In the next year (1807) was published the " Indications of the
Homoeopathic Employment of Medicines in Ordinary Practice." This essay,
appearing in Hufeland's Journal, formed three years later the basis of the
" Introduction " to the " Organon " and was prefaced also to the second and
third editions.
But the beginning and end of the essay are different from the
corresponding portions of the Introduction and the collection of examples
in the middle of the dissertation, as well as the reference to doctors and
writers is greatly extended in the " Organon."
However, Hahnemann is
bold enough to declare in the " Indications " in Hufeland's Journal
I

:

—

:

!

HOMCEOPATHIC CURES OF THE PAST

(77

—

Before my time and as long as there existed a medical science
systems, all therapies, all directions for healing diseases, were
included in the phrase, " Contraria contrariis curentur " And
whenever a wise man did occasionally venture to argue, in gentle
language and propose a " Similia similibus," this suggestion was never
" Treat disease
heeded. The basic dogma of all medical schools
merely by opposing media (by palliatives) " remained quietly prevalent.
all

!

:

Then, in the next thirty-six pages, Hahnemann shows how rapid and
lasting cures have been effected in all ages, yet only, without the doctors
realising it, by means of medicines which acted homoeopathically. Finally

he writes

How

near we are to the discovery that the onh' way to cure
diseases easily, quickly and lastingly is shown to us quite clearly and
simply by the Preserver of mankind. It lies, partly in the investigation
of the whole symptomatic conception of every attack of disease and
partly in the search for a cure suitable in every case.
This should
be the one medicine above all others, which can most perfectly
stimulate all the pathological conditions, and which the careful
doctor selects to cure.
And yet such a medium should be
administered not in large doses but only in the smallest, because in using
it homoeopathically, that is, therapeutically, and with really curative
purpose, we do not require its complete disease-producing potenc}' but
only the tendency in that direction.
I feel happy to be the first to call attention to this most rational
and perfect of curative methods.

"On

In his treatise:
the Value of Speculative Systems of Medicine,
especially in connection with the various systems of practice " of the following year (1808), Hahnemann showed once more his accurate knowledge of
the history of the healing art, and of its different systems.
He rejects them
all

harshly

:

Not one

any of the many medical
would dare to carry out his system strictly

single founder or follower of

systems could or

.

.

.

and precisely into practice without doing his patients far greater
injury than they would have suffered without medical aid.

He

inveighed against the manifold compounded medicines and against
of multi-mixtures.
Further, " most of the virtues
really attached to the simple medicines," said Hahnemann, are known
to very few doctors.
For our " Materia ]\Iedica with its appearance
of learning " is " permeated with superstitions and assumptions," taken
without question by the old herbalists from the household remedies of the
" common people and the non-professional," and " superficially and
thoughtlessl}' " copied from one another.
It was on this account that onh'
a smaU proportion of human diseases could be removed in such a wa}' as to
prove the doctor to be the undoubted author of their cure. The treatise
ends with this outcry
the

prescription

:

O

!

that

I

might succeed

in directing the better

kind of doctor

him who sympathises with the sufferings of our brethren and longs to
be able to help them to purer principles leading directly to the goal
Shame in the annals of history be on those who, by deceit and
imagined nonsense, are maiming this art of ours, intended to succour
the wretched
A divine and meritorious self-satisfaction and the

—

!
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who

unfading laurel of civic duty be to him
beneficent

helps to

make our

art

more

!

The deep despondency evident in the " Extract from a letter to a
physician of high standing, on the great necessity of a regeneration in
medicine " and the demands, worked out by Hahnemann at the close of his
complaints have been already treated in greater detail in Chapter VHI.
" To a candidate for the degree of M.D." is written after perusal of some
notes of the therapeutics of a famous professor, which were passed on to him
:

You

are quite right to learn all these things and to make notes
ought to know what our predecessors and contemporaries
of them.
For a single genus of fevers there will be
have imagined
found here almost the whole materia medica. Give the patient,
gentlemen, draughts of bitter and aromatic plants [Hahnemann
names eleven drugs, which of themselves act as poison] or
saccharine oils in tea (including the oil of laurocerasus and the
distilled oil of bitter almonds ? )
Only, ask yourself, if you
knew all that off by heart, would you be able by means of it to form
an accurate conception of the disease, and could it aid you to cure the
When the therapeutic professor can put together
disease ?
a number of general, artistic, flowery phrases concerning matters which

We

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

nobody knows anything about, and can dash a learned looking varnish
over the hypothesis of his own invention, then the whole affair appears
But when he attempts to apply it to the relief of
to be all right.
disease
the proper object of the medical art his learned theoretical
apparatus leaves him in the lurch. He then, like the most unreflecting
routine practitioner, runs over a number of names of medicines in a
You
purely empirical manner. " There, make what you can of that
may put all the names in a bag and choose one or several, as you
."
fancy.
It is all the same whether you take this one or that one

—

—

!

.

.

Signs of the Times in the Ordinary System of Medicine.
In the " Allgem. Anz. der Deutschen " (1S09) a certain Dr. Becker, of
Leipsic, sent an " Essence to prevent scorbutic teeth, a tincture for
caries of the teeth, a tooth-powder and spirit for toothache," to another

He had claimed his goods to
doctor, likewise of a University town (Jena).
infallible.
They would certainly afford relief. Such a procedure found its
"
opposition in Hahnemann also in the " AUg. Anz." He called it " quackery
be

—

and proceeded

:

A quack nostrum is a medicinal agent prepared for public sale in
a certain invariable way, and it is advertised as efficacious for one or
several named diseases, which include several morbid states differing
from each other and requiring for their cure an essentially different,
remedy peculiar to their condition.
Hahnemann details the different forms and causes of toothache and
claims that each form requires the special remedy named
:

say " remedy" and do not thereby imply any palliative, which
merely deadens the pain somewhat for a quarter of an hour or more,
only to return subsequently all the more severely and with fresh
annoying syTnptoms in its train. But I imply a medicinal agent,
entirely compatible with the malady, which completely eradicates
and removes the pain in the course of a few hours, so that for a long
period, often for life, it does not occur again.
I

"

And he comes

WHAT ARE

to this conclusion

POISONS

"
?

79

:

What a palpable falsehood this is [that the spirit should cure
toothaches.]
For it is impossible, that essentially different
diseases (in the very nature of things) can be cured by one and the
same medicine and every medicine which does not do good, that is,
which is unsuitable, does harm.
all

!

;

" On the Prevailing Fever " is another sharp criticism of the customary
therapeutics of the times. At the same time there are contained in the
The doctors are
treatise new remedial directions on a two-fold basis.
reproached with the fact, that they regard and treat the fever prevailing at
that tim^e in the greater part of Europe simply in the traditional way as
intermittent fever.

They have thereby given a fresh proof of the imperfections of the
ordinary medical art I might almost say, of its absolute futility.
Can that be termed a medical art, which has for its two sole
objects, discriminating observation of diseases and the discovery of a
suitable specihc remedy, and \'et does not consider them ?
It must be quite obvious that the ordinary medical art is not very far
from being an elaborately adorned monster, a misleading phantom,
whilst its practice is, with few exceptions, a futile, injurious procedure.

—

.

.

.

.

The peculiarities of the new fever are treated in great detail by
Hahnemann. He then passes on to his proposed remedies, which are quite
in the spirit of the " Organon "
:

Nothing can do good and restore health but the medicines
specially suitable (specific) for this fever, that is, such as are capable
of exciting similar symptoms in the healthy human body.
Referring

briefly

positivis," he proceeds

to

his

"

Fragmenta de viribus

medicamentorum

:

The seed (Strychnos Nux vomica) capable of producing these
is of all known vegetable medicines the only one that is

symptoms,

also capable of curing a great part of this prevalent fever, that
transforming it into health.

is,

of

The end of the essav concerns itself with a second question, already
stated in the treatise " What are Poisons ? " explaining how medicines
should be diluted.
essays and treatises were really only preparations for
chief work.
It is illuminating to notice this double purpose.
By severe criticism of the existing conditions and the curative methods
adopted up to that time, it was Hahnemann's intention to rase the old
And the fundamentals,
structure so as to make room for a new one his own.
All

these

Hahnemann's

—

deviating so widely from what had been generally accepted, were already
With set
clearly indicated, as we mentioned at the close of Chapter VIII.
purpose, all these polemics most of them deserve this title— were published
in the best read journal of the doctors of his time, namely in Hufeland's
Journal, or in the " Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen " belonging to his friends
Becker and Hennicke, and intended for a still wider publicity. Now, he
desired to emerge from the quiet confines of his study and his own sphere of
activity, and appear before the public and his professional colleagues.

—

—
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The research work
important work of his
"

of the

Torgau period was crowned by the most

Hfe, the

Organon of Rational Healing."

In his " Essay on a

New

Principle for ascertaining the curative powers

had merely shown the external framework, or, shall we say,
In his " Fragmenta de viribus
the corner stone of his convictions.
medicamentorum " he had collated a number of experimental provings of
In his " Medicine of Experience " and in the smaller and larger
medicines.
But in
treatises just mentioned he had carried his investigations further.
"
his " Organon " this organically constructed work on " rational healing
of Drugs," he

or on the " healing art " in general, he brought all this to completion.

my

credit, that, in recent days, I have been alone
to
to a serious impartial investigation, and that I have
laid before the world in signed or anonymous publications the convictions which have resulted therefrom.
Through this enquiry I found the road to truth, upon which
I have to tread alone, a road far removed from the common highway
The further I advanced from truth to truth,
of medical routine.
the further did my conclusions move from that ancient structure,
which, having been built out of opinion, was upheld only by opinions,
although I allowed no single one of my conclusions to stand unless
The results of these convictions
fully confirmed by experiment.

count

it

in subjecting

it

I

.

.

.

are stated in this book.

These are Hahnemann's words in the Introduction to the first edition
Organon." On the title page he employed Gellert's verse

of the "

:

Truth

for

which

the eager world

all

is

fain,

Which makes us happv, lies for evermore
Not buried deep but lightly covered o'er,

By

the wise

Hand

that destined

it

for

men.

In the later editions, as already mentioned, he commenced with, the
" (dare to be wise), so characteristic of himself and his
work. Moreover, he altered the title " Organon of Rational Healing " to
" Organon of the Healing Art."
"
In the smaller first part of the book the so-called " Introduction
he set his newly discovered rules of healing over against the traditional
treatments, and accompanied his axioms with numerous examples

motto " Aude sapere

—

:

Q

Hitherto, diseases of man were not healed in a rational way or
according to fixed principles, but rather according to very varied
curative purposes, amongst others, according to the palliative rule
contraria contrariis curentur.
In contrast to this lay the truth, the
In order
real way of healing, which I am pointing out in this volume
to cure gently, quickly and lastingly, choose in every case of illness
a remedy which can itself arouse a similar malady (O/uoior Trddos)
to that which it is to cure {similia similibiis curentur)
Hitherto nobody has taught this homctopathic method of healing.
But if it is Truth who is prescribing this method, then even if She has
been disregarded for thousands of years, it is to be expected that
traces of Her Immortal influence can be discovered in all epochs.
:

:

!

And

so

it is.

(ist Edition,

page

v.)

:

HOMCEOPATHY OF HIPPOCRATES

V8£)

relates with the help of his great scholarship, how
the principles of homoeopathy have been applied in former
He goes back to Hippocrates and his school (Hippocrates lived from
times.
460 to 377 B.C. on the island of Thasos, in Abdera and in Thessaly). From
the book: "The Localities of Mankind" {-n-epl to-wv twi' kclt ai'dpu)-oy)
which he ascribes to a student of Hippocrates, he quotes the sentences

Hahnemann then

and by

whom

:

ra o/xota Trpocrxpipoiieva €k rocrct'i'Tojr
(Ulness arises by similar things and
vytaivovTai,
6ia to e/zeetv e/xeTo^Trai'erat."
vomiting can be made to
by similar things can the sick be made well
cease b\' means of emetics.)
This passage, quoted at greater length, reads as follows (it is referred
to in the " AUg. Anz.," No. 245, 1822)
8ia

o/iota

TO.

—

yiveTai,

voi'cro?

Kai

8ia

;

:

An

caused by similar means and similar means can cure
same agent brings about strangury when it is
Coughing, like
not present, and does away with it, when it is.
strangury, is caused and is made to disappear by the same means.
Vomiting is stopped by being made to vomit.

men

illness is

of illness, e.g. the

In the periodical for the history of medicine, " Janus " (1846, Vol.
page 787), the passage was quoted as follows

I,

:

Another way of practising medical science, says Hippocrates,
" By the apphcation of precisely what causes the
the following
will
the
patient
recover again from the illness." Then the
illness,
examples of strangury, coughing are given, together with fever, which
was said to be able to be cured homoeopathically by the same things
which caused it. As a further example, the abundant use of warm
water as a beverage and in baths, was adduced, since the heat thus
communicated to the body was intended to expel the fever heat.
is

:

—

—

Following on this Greek example, Hahnemann describes other French
and English doctors who have " felt the truth of the homoeopathic manner
of healing and given expression to it."
Of these expressions he says in a
footnote

do not bring forward the following passages from authors, who
of homoeopathy, as proofs in support of this
doctrine, which is firmly established by its own intrinsic merits, but
in order to avoid the imputation of having suppressed these foreshadowings with a view of claiming for myself the priority of the
(" Organon," 4th edition, p. 102
idea.
6th edition, p. go.)
I

had a presentiment

;

Hahnemann was always anxious to do justice to the
did not wish to incur the reproach of pretending to be the first
and only discoverer of his method of healing. He laid special emphasis on
" Till now nobody has taught this homoeopathic way of healing,
the fact
nobody has carried it out." In the later editions of his " (Organon " he
In a footnote to this
italicized the words " taught " and " carried it out."
(From 6th edition of
section he expressed himself still more emphatically.
the " Organon ")
It is evident, that

truth.

He
:

:

For truth is co-eternal with the all-wise, benevolent Deity. It
long escape the observation of man, until the time foreordained by
Providence arrives, when its rays shall irresistibly break through the
clouds of prejudice and usher in the dawn of a day, which shall shine

may

':p^

f
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with a bright and inextinguishable hght for the weal of the

human

race.

Hahnemann, therefore, sees quite clearly and definitely the progressive
task which has fallen to his lot for the welfare of mankind. The truth of a
dependable and natural method of healing was present from the very
Homoeopathy is an immanent
beginning of creation and mankind.
This fact was realised by
(inseparable) component of creation itself.
It has been repeatedly apparent
the more cultured minds of antiquity.
to one or the other gifted mind, since the time when the ruins
of a destroyed Greek culture spread over it, Rome's ravenous greed
of wealth and warlike lusts for world-power swept it into the darkest
corners and the tempestuous floods of the migration of peoples completely
overran it.
Right up to Hahnemann's time continuall}^ recurring
individual cases of successful treatment have announced its presence.
But they were all merely shafts of light shining through the centuries' mists
They were merety isolated incidents
of traditional prejudice and dogma.
without connection or any very firm foundation. They represented the
From
insight of a second without the scientific axiomata born of experience.
his widely comprehensive reading Hahnemann was able to pick up, here
and there, the scattered grains of gold. Tirelessly, he kept on prospecting
with a self-denial and self-sacrifice that was almost a passion, and so, at last,
he came upon the true vein of gold in the solid quartz. Then began his real
He must get a right conception of his claim and work
task, his life's work.
He laid down new roads to it, and, according to his
it out systematically.
well-considered plan, completed the whole of the new plant, continually
In this way he actually
extending, solidifying and renovating the interior.
became the creator and progenitor of a new healing art, of the curative
This remains his merit and his fame in the history
science of homoeopathy.
of progress and nobody can in any way remove this honour or detract from it.
A compressed account of the " Organon," which must of course be only
a short extract, may give some idea of the rich contents of the work and of the
fundamentals of the new doctrine. An indication of the contents, probably
by Hahnemann himself, appeared in the " Reichsanzeiger " (iSio, No. 152)
(52), at the time of the first edition.
The following main principle was set at the head of the " Organon,"
divided into paragraphs, as it was
:

The doctor's sole object is to make sick men well and this is
(After the ist edition this first paragraph was
called " Healing."
headed
The doctor's highest and only calling is to make sick men
:

well, to cure, as

it is

called.)

Hahnemann understands

" healing " in this

way

:

The highest ideal of the healing art is a speedy, gentle and lasting
restoration of health, or the removal and annihilation of the malady
in its entirety in the shortest, most dependable, least harmful way,
on easily understandable principles (rational healing).
For the further contents of the work we will quote an extract from the
analysis of contents prepared by the author himself for the later editions*
:

* We adhere to the reprint of the fourth edition (1829), generally considered
the best. The alterations and additions of the sixth edition, just published (1921) are
treated specially later.

:

.
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Diseases are not to be recognised by the change they effect in the
but the\' are clearly recognisable by their symptoms. As far
as the doctor is concerned, the disease consists merely in the totality
of their symptoms.
He need only eradicate these in order to cure
the disease.
The cause, which gives rise to the illness or perpetuates
it, is to be removed.
A palliative treatment centred round one single
s^TTiptom should not be considered.
Once all the s>Tnptoms have been eradicated, the malady is cured

interior,

,

in its interior.

The

totality of the

symptoms

the onh' authoritative

is

guide

in the selection of the medicine.

Change of condition in diseases (disease symptoms) cannot be
cured by medicines, unless they have the power of bringing about
changes of condition in man.
This power of medicines can only be observed in their effect on
healthy men.
Only the homoeopathic method of heahng, by its use of medicines
producing similar symptoms, proves itself to be thoroughly efficacious
This applies not only to physical affections but also
in the long run.
to moral morbidities.
The human body is far more inclined to change its condition by
the forces of medicine than by natural disease.
Two natural maladies occurring in the body together do not annul
one another when they are dissimilar
but if a severer malady occurs
with one similar to it, the latter is annulled and healed by the former.
There are three possible ways of applying medicines for diseases

,

;

:

—the only

1.

Homoeopathic

2.

Allopathic or heteropathic.

3.

Antipathic or enantiopathic

one

efficacious.

(palliative).

A

detailed description founded upon examples explains the
differences of the three methods more closely, proves why Homoeopathy
is the only natural method of healing and gives a short summary of it.
For healing, the following three points are essential
1.

Investigation of the malady.

2.

Investigation of the effect of the medicines, and

3.

Their advantageous application.

Maladies are either acute or chronic. Amongst acute diseases
are the sporadic or epidemic types, those arising from acute miasms,
those produced by excessive cold or heat, by violent impressions on
the mind, etc.
Specifically chronic diseases all arise from chronic miasms.
other
The most frequent basic cause of chronic diseases is Psora
causes, rare in comparison with Psora, are Syphilis and Sycosis
;

(fig-wart disease)
The first requisite for the

true physician

is

to obtain accurate

knowledge of the disease and to record the information thus acquired.
For this process exact instructions are given, and this written description of the disease is used in prescribing the course of treatment.
The second requisite is the investigation of the pure effects of
medicines on healthy individuals, with special regard to primary effect,
secondary effect, alternating effect and idiosyncrasies (over-sensibility
of certain individuals towards medicinal stimuli).

6'
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Ever}' medicine has a different action

from

the

others

remedy can therefore take the place of another.
Every medicine must be carefully tested with regard

;

to

no
its

peculiarity of action.

The experiments with medicines made by a healthy doctor on
himself are the most admirable, but they are not adequate, because
the provings must be made on both sexes.
For medicinal experiments a series of rules, described in detail,
is to be observed.
Investigation of the pure effects of medicine in diseases is
difficult.
A true Materia Medica can only be formed from investigation
of the pure effects of medicines on the healthy body.
The third important requisite is judicious application of the
medicines for healing according to their known specific property. The
most efficacious medicine is the most suitable homoeopathic one, it is
the specific remedy.

—

A
may

suggestive attempt
progress.

is

made

to explain

how

the homoeopathic cure

Homoeopathic healing of disease occurring quickly (acute cases)
takes place quickly, that of chronic sickness requires relatively more
time.

Important diseases have
the}' are, the

more

many

s\Tnptoms.

certainly can a homoeopathic

The more striking
remedy be found

them.
A medicine carefully selected according to homoeopathic
principles heals without any great difficulties.
The " homoeopathic
aggravation " is nothing more than a very similar medicinal malad}'
slightly more severe than the original.
The external treatment of diseases having purely local symptoms
is always injurious.
All chronic ills and maladies, when they do not take their rise
in evil living or are not perpetuated by the same, must be healed
from the inside by homoeopathic medicines, after information of
previous treatment has been obtained.
The so-called diseases of the mind and temperament, intermittent diseases (alternating maladies) and intermittent fever can be
treated by homoeopathy.
What is to be said of the remedies and their method of use, also
of the manner of hfe to be observed.
Instructions as to the preparation
and preservation of homoeopathic remedies
Only one single and simple medicine is to be given to the patient
at a time.
The use of medicinal mixtures (double remedies, complex
remedies, and so on) is therefore inadmissible to the homoeopathic
for

:

r

doctor.

On the size of homoeopathic doses and ways of increasing or
diminishing homoeopathic remedies (Potentising).
The different parts of the body more or less appropriate for the
reception of medicine
The end is reached by quoting some examples of the positive
and negative employment of animal magnetism (Mesmerism).
.

at

As already briefly indicated, Hahnemann in his " Organon
some length the " Order of Life " or diet in chronic and

"
in

treated

acute

THE ORGANON

"

diseases (§§259-263 of the 5th

been written

and 6th

Dietetics), the attention of the reader should
taken from the " Organon "
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As completion

editions).

(Hahnemann

Chapter VII

in

"

as

expert

in

to

J
what has

Hygiene and

be drawn to the following ideas

:

For chronic diseases it is laid down as a basic principle that
everything should be avoided that might in any way operate
medicinally.

He
of

gives a long list beverages and foods and ingredients, the enjoyment
is forbidden.
He rules out all pernicious habits, etc. At the

which

same time he adds with emphasis

:

Some of my followers seem to expose the patient to impossible
hardships by forbidding other fairly harmless substances. This does
not meet with my approval.

On

the other

hand he asks

for

:

Innocent stimulation of the mind and body, exercise in the
air
almost in any weather (daily walks, gentle physical exercise)
suitable, nutritious, non-medicinal food and drink, etc.
In the case of acute diseases, however (mental aberration
excepted), the awakened impulse of hfe determines what will be
serviceable to the patient.
The doctor need only bid the relations
and attendants " place no obstacle in the way of this voice of nature
by denying the urgent desires of the patient." On that account he
must " avoid harmful suggestions and persuasions." " Palliatives with
a soothing effect," if desired by the patient, should be permitted in
moderation, since they answer a certain need. The temperature of
the room, the warmth or coolness of the coverings should be arranged
to the patient's hking.
All mental effort and disturbance of his
spirits should be withheld from the patient.

—

open

—

Hahnemann

in his "

Organon

"

on the significance of
regular principles, as far as it is possible to establish them.
In his letters to patients he always went into great detail on this subject,
even to his last years.
Six editions of the " Organon " were completed by the author himself.
During his life five appeared, each not inconsiderably enlarged and extended.
Hitherto the fourth has been reckoned amongst homoeopathic doctors as the
best, for too much space is taken up in the fifth edition with the disputations
with the " Half -homoeopaths." The way in which Hahnemann revised the
different editions may be gathered from a short comparison, e.g. the first
"
and the fourth. The first edition included a " Reminder " or " Introduction
of 48 pages, which contains a " Review of the medicinal practice, Allopathy

diet

and

laid

emphasis

its

palliative cures of the old medical school up to that time," and detailed
examples of spontaneous homoeopathic cures " from the earliest times up
to Hahnemann's contemporaries.
In the fourth edition this has grown to
for his unusual industry, supported by an extraordinary
104 pages
knowledge, could never be satiate in producing more and more proofs.
The main part of the work, too, containing constructive systematisation
At first, there
of the new healing doctrine, is increased with each edition.
are 271 paragraphs on 222 pages, and then 292 paragraphs on 307 pages of
a larger size.
In many cases it is a question of complete revision and not
merely an extension. It is not only the arrangement that is altered, but the

and
"

;

^

'
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For example, in the fourth
continuall\^ extended and completed.
two new paragraphs on " animal magnetism " (Mesmerism) were
added. It was nine years before a second edition of the book could appear,
The second to
although violent attacks had been directed on the first.

matter

is

edition

the fifth editions followed one another at quicker intervals of four or five
years each.

The sixth and last edition was also prepared by Hahnemann. He
worked on it for eighteen months when 86 years of age. In February,
In June
1842, he informed his German pubhsher of the fact from Paris {*^).
His
of the following year he died without the new edition appearing.
widow, Melanie Hahnemann, conducted negotiations in 1865 for the
pubhcation of the sixth edition. But the war in the following year
prevented its appearance.
Instead of that prepared by Hahnemann, there suddenly appeared in
1865 another edition, brought out by Dr. Arthur Lutze, of Kothen. There
was even a threatened increase of the confusion by the intention of
Hahnemann's grandson to pubhsh another edition. A possibihty, therefore,
How was that
of three different editions of the " Organon " in one year
!

possible

?

had long been out of print. In homoeopathic
and the need for a new edition was becoming more and more
insistent.
The new edition prepared by the author himself a carefulU'
corrected copy of the fifth edition with numerous alterations and additions
by his own hand was in the possession of his widow in Paris and was being
held back by her.
Then in the year 1865 the pubhcation of a sixth edition by the homoeoIt was,
pathic phj'sician, Dr. Arthur Lutze, of Kothen was announced.

The

fifth edition (1833)

circles the desire

—

—

however, soon evident, that this sixth edition of Lutze contained abitrary
alterations.
In particular, there was interposed a paragraph 274b on the
use of double remedies, which stood in direct opposition to Hahnemann's
" Only one single and simple medicine at one time
accepted principle
Dr. Lutze supported his acceptance of this
to be given to the patient."
paragraph on double remedies by reference to Hahnemann himself (•*9).
But since Hahnemann personally could not be called upon to pass judgment,
protestation followed protestation. There was first of aU a disclaimer by the
editorial staff of the leading homoeopathic journals of Germany, and \Wth
them all the homoeopathic doctors at home and abroad allied themselves {^')
Then followed a counter statement by Dr. Aegidi, who had previously given
the first impulse to the use of double remedies, and by Dr. von Bonninghausen.
Consequently, Lutze's " Organon " was annuUed and made impossible.
If only the sixth edition, prepared by Hahnemann himself, had been
brought into court for solution of the problem, the dispute would have
been quickly and satisfactority settled. For in this edition there is no trace
of a paragraph on double remedies or of anything resembling it.
It is quite
out of the question that an interposition had been intended, as Lutze had
maintained. Hahnemann's original, as can be estabhshed to-day, contains
not the shghtest support for Dr. A. Lutze's assertion. On the contrar\', the
use of double remedies is expressly rejected as unpermissible at the close
of paragraph 273 in the sLxth edition, which has now been published.
It was not until a bookseller announced a Berlin pubhcation of the
correct sixth edition by Hahnemann's grandson, that his widow took up the
matter. She inveighed strongly against this proposed new edition by the
grandson. Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann, and declared herself ready at last to
:

pubhsh the edition revised by Halinemann personally

(5').

SIXTH EDITION OF
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fulfilled.
The careful copy, still existent
had obviously not 3'et been prepared and
probably took up a much longer period of time. The year 1865 passed away
without further happening. As early as March, 1866, the intensity of the
differences between Prussia and Austria over the Schleswig-Holstein question
reached its height, and in June a war broke out which threatened to become
not only a German civil war but one involving the whole of Europe.
It
is quite understandable that ]\Ielanie, the Frenchwoman, should not be willing
under these circumstances to publish the German work of her deceased
husband in Berhn. Subsequent years with their Franco-German tension

The given promise was not

to-day, in

its

clear characters,

were not exactly favourable to the publication of the work.
In addition,
there was another less estimable hindrance a mean consideration of money.
Madame Melanie Hahnemann, in Paris, was a very decided woman in money
matters, as is clear from her definite contract with the Berlin publisher
described in Supplement 51. For the same reason, when in 1865 the Faculty
of the homoeopathic coUege of Pennsylvania sent a request signed by Dr.
Constantine Hering, of Philadelphia, and others, to be allowed the use of

—

the sixth edition of the " Organon " for translation purposes, it was not
exactly refused, but she answered it in such a way that the American friends
and followers of her husband were given onlv a faint hope which was never

—

fulfiUed.

Later attempts to obtain the existent manuscript of the sixth edition
pubhcation were always frustrated on the money question, as we shall
see in the Life of Melanie Hahnemann, by this lady and also later by her heirs.
Only in the early part of 1920, soon after the violent revolutionar}^ disturbances
in the Ruhr territory, did Dr. Richard Haehl succeed in bringing through the
occupied territory Hahnemann's copv from Darup with the aid of the
financial support of Dr. William Boericke, Professor at the L^niversity of San
for

Francisco.
The sixth edition, as

now extant, is taken from that in every detail.
a total revision. Although on many pages there are only slight stylistic
alterations and improvements, there are considerable extensions, especiaU}^
towards the end. WTiole paragraphs with several pages have undergone
a totally new arrangement. This will be seen from a short comparison of
the sixth edition and the preceding Fifth Edition, as given by the publisher.
Dr. R. Haehl, in his Preface
In a note to § 11, which has, in any case, undergone various
WTiat
alterations, a longer footnote raises and answers the question
It is

:

'

:

is

dynamic

influence,

dynamic power

'

?

A lengthened footnote to § 22 takes up a standpoint on the most
usual remedies of that time in the healing art, such as emetics,
purgatives, sudorifics, blood-letting, etc., and it goes more fully into
the matter of the " vital force."
In the author's opinion the
latter can give expression to depression by disturbance of the good
coprse of hfe in a healthy organism and by feelings of pain, and b}^
these signs it indicates to an inteUigent doctor the need for help.
But it does not possess any very desirable capacities for healing. The
is further expanded in a partly new form in § 29.
52-56 have been entirely re-modelled. The homoeopathic and
aUopathic methods are opposed to one another and following them,
as in the fifth edition, the palliative treatment of individual symptoms
is treated separately in §§ 56-57.
In § 60 and § 74 Hahnemann explains in rather long footnotes
his attitude to Broussais' cure, in wide vogue at that time.

same thought
§§

.
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Hahnemann claims that natural diseases are
§ 148 is almost new.
never caused by pernicious matter, but always by a spirit-like, hostile
agency, and that it is therefore the doctor's duty to administer an
artificial potency as similarly harmful to life as possible (a homoeopathic
medicine)

From

the homoeopathic point of view§§ 246-248, already hinted at
new edition, are of the greatest importance. Hahnemann
abandons the prescription previously upheld with such vigour, which
advises in chronic diseases, if possible, only one dose of a judiciously
selected medicine, and a period of waiting of weeks or even months
His experience since the pubHcation of the fifth edition
for the effect.
of the " Organon." taught him, that the judiciously chosen medicine
can be continually used daily for months on end for chronic diseases,
provided that in the employment of the same medicine one proceeds
It has even been
gradually from lower degrees of potency to higher.
proved that chronic diseases yield ground more quickly under the effect
of different gradations of potency than with repeated doses of the
in § 161 of the

same

dilution.

(That Hahnemann during his practice in Paris actually treated his
chronic patients from this point of view, was proved by the large private
medicine-chest left in his effects from which he provided medicines and
in which every single medicine has ten different degrees of potency.)

—

—

In § 248 Hahnemann gives instructions how the individual
doses are to be applied, diluted with water, for daily use in lengthy
illnesses.
§ 265 requires of the homoeopathic physician, not only that he
administer the dose personally, but that he also prepare it.
A long footnote to § 269 seeks to explain the dynamisation or
potentising of medicinal substances with reference to other processes
in the realm of nature.
§ 270 is greatly extended and deals in detail with the technical
preparation of triturations, dilutions and globules, according to the
centesimal system.
In §§ 271 and 272 the preparation of potentised
homoeopathic remedies is further discussed.
At the close of § 273 the use of double remedies is expressly rejected
as absolutely inadmissible.
§ 276 has been considerably expanded, where the danger of too large
or too frequently repeated doses is described.
The §§ 280, 281 and 282 enlarge upon § 247.
In the footnote to § 282 there is something entirely new.
He
requires large doses in the treatment of the three basic causes of the
chronic diseases
itch, chancres and fig-warts.
In this case his
treatment deviates essentially from that previoush' recommended.
He requires from the start large doses of their specific remec^.y to be
taken daily and, in case of need, several times a day and tht? degree
of " dynamism " should continualh' ascend.
A footnote to § 284 (previously § 290) emphasises the value of
homoeopathic medicine for pregnant mothers or during the .suckling
period in preventing chronic diseases by inheritance or b}' transference
from nurses to the suckling.
Simultaneous e.xtcrnal and internal application of remedies is at
last recommended in § 285 and in a footnote the use of mineral baths
is deprecated and an attempt made to explain the extraordinarily
:
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dangerous effect of such mineral cures. On the other hand, ordinary
water baths, particularly in the restoration to good health from acute
illnesses as well as in convalescence from chronic diseases, are

recommended as a treatment.
Whoever desires to obtain

insight into the principles of Homoeo"
pathy, whether doctor or laj'man, must not merely read the " Organon
superficially, he must study it.
Although it may contain, especially
in the first editions, prejudices and exaggerations, this chief work of
Hahnemann is to a certain extent the catechism of homoeopathy.

The " Organon " represented the finger-post at the cross roads of the
healing art.
This way was AUopathy, the wide and ancient highway of
school medicine.
That way Homoeopathy, the narrow, new and little used
pathway leading to fresh country. And the question now was How would
the medical profession of the time make their choice ?
Anyone who knew
enough of men and minds could give the answer straightway. The majority
of professional men following methodically the tenets of their calling, took
not the slightest notice of the new doctrine. They continued in the old
humdrum way of treating patients and maladies. Hence the long interval
of time before a new second edition of the " Organon " became necessary.
With many others, whose attention was called to the new theory, personalities,
odious personalities, had undue sway. An example follows.
In the Introduction to the " Organon," page xHi, had appeared
:

:

For caries of bones Hecker used several mixtures of medicines
with material success. Fortunately for him, quicksilver was contained
in all these mixtures and it was the only one which could conquer this
malady homoeopathically. For amongst all remedies ever discovered,
mercury is the only medicine which can itself specifically produce
caries,
as so many exaggerated mercury cures testify.

—

This passage gave rise to a violent dispute. The " Organon " had
appeared in the first half of 18 10. In July of the same year the attacked
Berlin Professor, A. F. Hecker, hastened to reply in the " Annalen der
gesammten Medizen " (Vol. II, pages 31-75 and pages 193-256). In the form
of a literary critical appreciation of Hahnemann's book, Hecker
previously
reproved by Hahnemann (Supplement 47) on account of his false position
with regard to medicinal substitutes made the following statement on the
above quotation

—

—

:

used nothing more than
simple solution of corrosive
with Liq. Myrrh.
I

:

1.

A

2.

Powders

and

for

internal

use of

sublimate in

distilled

calomel, sulphuret of

water

antimony

sugar.

3.

great

Some

purgatives of calomel mixed with jalap on account of a
Greater simplicity was impossible.
"
calls the remedies used " several mixtures of medicines

many round-worms.

Whoever

.

.

.

LIES.

" Lies "

was italicised and further emphasised by a dash, although the
author himself had to admit, that he had used five medicines at the same
time.
If that is simple, what were the mixtures like ?
And the conviction
underlying his " Greater simplicity was impossible," shows the great delight
of that time in prescriptions.
As can well be imagined, personal irritation
takes away all scientific value from his final criticism of the " Organon."
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He has a keen eye for the many mistakes, inadequacies and exaggerations
which unfortunately were only too numerous in the first edition. With an
expert knowledge he pulls them to pieces in an adroit presentation, so far as
st\"le goes, and rejects with them the whole of Hahnemann's doctrine.
He
did it in such a way that several years afterwards Professor Puchelt, really an
opponent of Hahnemann, levelled an attack on it (Hufeland's Journal, 1819,
No. 6, pages lo-ii). \\liilst repudiating in general " the peremptor}^
derogator}' and disdainful criticisms of homoeopathy in some critical
journals," Puchelt condemns, in particular, the criticism of Hecker, who
behaves too much as an opponent and admits too. little honour and justice
" He who desires to pass judgment on an
to Hahnemann's doctrine.
opinion, should not consider the opposite to be necessarily true."
Hahnemann himself did not answer. But he could not allow Hecker's
defamations to pass without retort. He sought to publish a reply through
his son Friedrich with his Dresden publisher, Arnold, having encountered
difficulties with Leipsic publishers (=3)
In the following year (1811) appeared
the pamphlet " Refutation of Hecker's attacks," under his son's name.
This
procedure was decidedly bad tactics and consequently also a total failure.
Either Hahnemann, the father, should have answered the objections to his
work and himself, or he should have kept silence. The substitution of a
twenty-four-year-old son was regarded as a concealed and unmanly way of
fighting.
For it was at once evident to a man of any insight, that the retort
had been composed by the father and not the son. The former indicated as
much quite definitely in the letters to his publisher. The father was rightly
reproached with jeopardising the fate of his son, who was then graduating,
and it was quite unjustifiable, that the scholar should push a young man,
scarcely out of his student years, into a conflict with an old but distinguished
professor of a German college, whilst he, the chief figure in the dispute,
remained in the back-ground. It was not, therefore, surprising that this
" refutation '• completely failed.
The work of an immature, inexperienced
.

young man was

set aside as no scientific achievement.
The polemic, which
Hahnemann, the father, would not honour with his name, was considered of
little value and in any case missed its aim.
The writing is not mentioned
in any list of the works and dissertations of Hahnemann, although it could
lay just as valid a claim to his authorship as several anonymous essays.
It is quoted ever\'where onlj^ as the work of Friedrich Hahnemann.
From
what motives Hahnemann's behaviour proceeded is hard to explain, for in
his other attacks he was neither timid nor finical.
The reproaches uttered

against Hecker were neither taken back nor softened in the later editions of
the " Organon."
It is, however, quite understandable from the form and substance of the
" Friedrich Hahnemann
polemic, that the whole work with its long title
Junior's Refutation of Hecker's attacks on the Organon of Rational
Heahng," should be completely ignored amongst homoeopaths as also in
wider circles even though it should be, according to its title, " an
explanatory commentary on the homoeopathic doctrine of healing."
Hecker's work, comprising 109 pages and dealing with the " Fragmenta
de Viribus, etc.", the " Indications for the houKTeopathic use of medicines," as
well as the " Organon," was answered b}- Hahnemann on 22S pages.
The
reply took the form of disjointed items, which were mechanically and
slavishly attached to Hecker's objections and censures, and sought to refute
them page by page, sentence by sentence. Important main ideas and
fundamental standpoints are completely absent, unless they are perchance
discernible, occasionally peeping through the undergrowth of petty dispute.
:

—
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that with such a method all concise and definitely logical thought
and constructions were bound to disappear. The whole work is
built up solely of fragments thrown together without any connection.
The
only binding link is a continuous chiding and railing against " Hecker and
" I have sufficient confidence in my fatherland," Hahnehis consorts."
mann's work states not very happily, " to feel that no honorouble German
can have read the 109 pages long libel of Hecker against my father without
bitter indignation."
If that was Hahnemann's conviction and if he could be
so certain of the general condemnation and rejection of Hecker's revilings,
why had he written a rejoinder at all ? Why had he not maintained even after
Hecker's latest effort that silence, which he had observed for fifteen years in
face of Hecker's " gnawing tooth ? "
The only answer given in the work,
namely, that Hecker himself should not be allowed to imagine his dogmatic
objections to have any significance, is after all no real justification for the
Supplement 53.)
son's writing.
(Cf. letter of the father to Arnold.
Then begins the chiding and railing against the " miles of twaddle,"
It is clear

processes

" the hideous dirty Mnen," " the idiotic insinuation," the " exposure of the
honteuse," " the slanderous blue atmosphere," " the shameless
accusations and calumnies," " the conscious lies " and " high falutin a priori
phrases," the " empiric humdrum " and so on. And who cannot at once
detect the outburst of Hahnemann the father in the words
partie

:

This medical practice of Hecker and his followers is composed
On the one hand,
totally opposite and irreconcilable parts.
there is his doctrine consisting of theoretical charts of diseases and a
plan of cures resting vaguely on generalities. Heterogenous groups of
diseases are thrown together under the same name, to be treated
wholesale in the same manner with medicines, which are previously
compounded from basic substances of fictitious efficacy. On the other
hand, there is the practice in which the theories of the doctrine can be
used in any occurring case of illness by nobody not even by the composer
himself (except for theoretical flourishes as ostentation). Vying with
pastoral charlatans and old women, they dose and quack their patients
blindly.
With learned adroitness they select speedily and at haphazard
some prescription it may be one flowing easily out of the head or it
may be one from the pocket book of prescriptions, aflording adequate
shadow for the borrowed shaft of light from the prime of therapy.
In this practice unreasoning Quid pro quo, the art of substitution is
thoroughly at home. Is it then this system, so injurious to the patients,
senseless in theory and practice to the highest degree, without basis
or bottom, that Hecker wishes to call the only genuine art and rational
one ? Is this what he purports to be the only true Manna from the
heavens ?
of

two

—

—

The whole thing resounds

in

such purely

Hahnemann terminology

as

:

than to investigate, infinitely
easier to mock at reahties and to present them in a distorted light by
twisting and falsifying, than to sacrifice one's whole life to tireless and
It is infinitely easier to contradict

conscientious investigation of truth, by faithful observation of the
nature of things in the most careful experiments and to the
unprejudiced employment of their results for the good of mankind.

This " Refutation of Hecker's Attacks " is, in the fullest sense of the
word, a polemic from first to last page, and has remained without influence
for the further

development

of

Hahnemann's

cause.
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But in the face of other criticisms Hahnemann was far from being so
\Mien he did not at once reply to the attacks, he paid
complete!}- unmoved.
attention in subsequent editions of the " Organon " as also in the " Materia
Medica Pura " to the censures made. It depended entirely on the nature of
the remarks, for after careful study he was by no means blind to serious and
He could learn from his opponent.
tenable objections.
After the first discussion of the " Organon," by Hecker, there followed,
in November, 1810, a general extract in the " Allgemeiner medizinischen
Annalen des 19, Jahrhunderts," giving merely the contents of the work,
preceded by the following introduction
:

The system of rational medicine which Hahnemann has unfolded
work deserves to be favourabh' judged because the originator
has been known for more than twent}- years as a thoughtful physician
and a good obser\-er. He has laboured with unwearied energy- to
in this

and confirm his previously stated opinions and at the same
time he has maintained his reputation as a skilful and successful
practitioner.
Of course this does not prov^e the validity of his statements, nor should it influence the unbiassed judgment of the reader.
The saying " Opinionum commenta delet dies " alwa3's remains true
establish

(Daylight destroys the phantoms of fancy).

In the January number (1811) of the " Medizinisch-Chirurgischen
Zeitung," to which the most eminent phj^sicians of Germany contributed,
and which always contained criticisms of the whole of medical literature
(the reviewers' names were not mentioned), there appeared a detailed and
thoroughly pertinent review of the " Organon." In the first place, Hahnemann is reproved for his great self-satisfaction and the harsh judgment on
his professional colleagues.
Then Hahnemann's proofs of his axioms are
stated to be insufficient, as he lays too much emphasis on the s\'mptoms.
large amount of individualisation demanded b\' Hahnemann and
recognised as good in itself, can be carried too far. The detailed sick diary
required would be very difficult for some doctors in the exercise of their
practise
even impossible. In certain cases where the process of healing
can be aided in the direction indicated by nature by the assistance of the
vital forces, the homceopathic principle may perhaps be useful.
But it can
never become the most important fundamental proposition of all healing.
The reviewer saw, then, some value in Hahnemann's theory for definite
individual cases, but for the rest would not depart from the traditional

The

—

practice.
The "

Organon " was, however, criticised " quite differently " and more
favourably from the point of view of pharmacology. The review says
:

On this ground, the author's experiments with medicinal
substances on healthy subjects and their results may prove to be of
vital importance.
In the following number of the periodical named, there appeared a
further discussion, likewise in a calm and pertinent tone throughout.
It
again expressed regret at Hahnemann's passionate attacks and considered
the basis of his healing principles to be absolutely untenable
:

Who
in other
is

a

but

would not have expected better
ways done so much for medicine ?
'

'

maxim which no
it

is

from a man who has
Similia similibus curentur
logic

rational physician of any experience will deny,
to be accepted, not in Hahnemann's sense as a universal

—
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therapeutic law, but only in special cases, to which we are guided by
empirical medicine (i.e. from experience) and by no means by rational
medicine.
Hahnemann's idea would no doubt have been
gratefully received by the medical public if he had announced it as
applicable only in certain cases and not in the general sense.
.

.

.

After the disputing of the individual points in the theory a more

comprehensive judgment followed

:

The reviewer must admit that in these 222 pages the author
has expressed many fine ideas and has shown much originality, many
views that have always been peculiar to him. But it is a. pity that
their application is always too general and that it is their duty to try
to prove his homoeopathic method to be universally applicable.
If
the intelligent reader draws the right conclusions he will lay down the
book not altogether dissatisfied with its contents.
It is noticeable that this critic, in contrast with the former one cited,
considers Hahnemann's experiments on healthy human subjects in his
investigations for a rational materia medica especially with " poisons "
not to be merely questionable, but he even doubts whether they were
permissible at all.
In making this objection he completely disregarded
Hahnemann's measures of precaution, which he drew up and observed in
his proving of medicines on healthy people.
The two last criticisms failed remarkably to pay heed to the small doses.
And yet it was this question in particular, which later and even up to the
present day met with so little understanding and encountered the greatest
hostility and suspicion mingled with scorn and mockery.
The only direct and written reply to all attacks and objections was given
by Hahnemann in an " Anticriticism to the Public " in the " Reichsanzeiger,"
1811, No. 106

—

—

—

:

Is it really credible that, in these iUumined times, a work of
experience like my " Organ on of Rational Healing," springing
purely from experience, referable only to experience and confirmable
or refutable only by counter- experiences and counter-experiments,
was put on one side b}^ several reviewers merely with empty words
and expressions from the old school ?
In similar manner they tried of old to refute Copemicus's proof
of the movement of the earth round its axis and round the sun with
Ptolemaic statements, and Harvey's proof of the greater blood
circulation with Galenical quotations.

This declaration remained in several editions.
In surveying the relatively few criticisms, which Hahnemann's fundamental treatise evoked in the first years of its appearance in medical
literature, we notice a second remarkable silence in addition to the one just
mentioned (greatly diminished doses), concerning the entirely new phase of

Hahnemann's method.
The main principle

of Homoeopathy, " Similia similibus," was recognised
as thoroughly justifiable, correct and effective for individual cases, but not
This was excusable and easy to
as a main proposition for all therapeutics.
understand. The reviewers, followers of the old school and grown up in its
conceptions and theories, could not at once tear themselves completely away
from what had hitherto formed their knowledge and convictions. At the
same time they could not completely disprove the accuracy of the new
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They arrived
doctrine, demonstrated by logic and repeated experience.
They would treat homoeopathically
therefore at a convenient compromise.
the cases which seemed suitable, but otherwise they continued to cure in the
Although this represented some progress and a
old allopathic manner.
certain measure of success, it was naturally not sufficient for Hahnemann.
He saw that it was full of dangers and shortcomings, and later directed a
sharp attack on this compromising practised by men half friendly to
homoeopathy.

A further point was that on

all sides Hahnemann's drastic action towards
and the old school was emphasised and censured.
But
It is true that Hahnemann was not indulgent or gentle towards them.
when he was attacking doctors it was never a personal onslaught—merely
an assault on their professional activities. " Doctors are my brothers. I
It is medical science that is my
have nothing against them personally.
His reproaches
object," he once wrote in the " Organon," second edition.
were therefore actually intended not for the man but for the act, for the
professional practice which he was obliged to regard as thoroughly wrong,
condemnable, pernicious and dangerous to the community. He turned on
this the whole force of the German language with a sacred and unswerving

his professional colleagues

conviction.

He

felt

himself a prophet of a

new

gospel.

Like the prophets

and creeds, who have entered upon their task with reckless and
inspired zeal amounting to fanaticism, who have not been afraid of exaggerations, Hahnemann felt this to be his mission which he must fulfil according
to divine decree.
Thus he acted without regard for person, for his own
of all times

convenience or hurt, for friendship or enmity.
From the general reception of his " Organon " in the medical world he
soon had to admit that he had not managed to overcome the law of laziness
which has so much sway even in the realms of the mind and of science. The
appearance of the " Organon " did not create a really revolutionising effect.
Hahnemann was therefore compelled to strike a new path towards his goal.

•

CHAPTER X
HAHNEMANN AS LECTURER AT LEIPSIC UNIVERSITY FROM THE SUMMER OF
181I ONWARDS FIERCE OPPOSITION FROM STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS —

—

—

GROUP OF COLLABORATORS FOR THE PROVING OF DRUGS FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE HOMOEOPATHIC DOCTRINE.
" We must recognise with great clearness what has to be eliminated from
every disease condition in order to evolve one of perfect health, and every
medicine must clearly demonstrate what are its curative powers that can be
Then only will medical science
depended upon in the treatment of disease.
cease to be a frivolous gambol for human life and begin to be a sure deliverer
I shall demonstrate what are the points that disease offers to us
from disease.
that can be undeniably cured, and how the curative powers of medicine can be
clearly discerned and applied."

Sam.

March

THE

Hahnemann,

" Spirit of the new doctrine of Healing " (A. d. D.
4th, 1813), later preface to Materia Medica Pura (Vol. IT).

slight success of the "

Organon " amongst German medical men

rejection of the work as a whole or of its main features had
driven Hahnemann into violent antagonism to every doctor and
every medicine accepted as such in his time. This is to be seen from letters
sent at that time to Mr. von Villers (till 1792, captain of an Engineer corps
in the French army and later as refugee from 1807 to his death in 1815,
Hahnemann writes
lecturer in the University of Gottingen).

and the

:

ment

Better have no doctor and no medicine at
in the manner of the old school.

all

than receive treat-

But once more the mood overcomes him in Torgau which had previously
impelled him to wander afield from the North to his Saxon country: "
"
we could only escape from war, which is the grave of Science
There was indeed apparent peace in Germany and there was no war on
the European continent. But the state of war weighed heavily upon the
country and people through the French occupation of Prussia and North
Germany. Nowada3^s in conquered countries the defeated are compelled
to dismantle their fortresses
but Napoleon ordered the erection of new ones
to support his power.
Even Torgau was reconstructed at Napoleon's
commands, to form a solid stronghold for his forces. As a fortress it had to
defend the Elbe line and to keep the way open from Leipsic to Berhn and the
East so important for the French generaUssimo. So the walled town became
On the 30th January,
too confined and uncomfortable for Hahnemann.
181 1, at the close of his letter to von Villers, he wrote (^-t)

H

!

;

—

:

Preparations are already being made to transform Torgau into a
and terrible fortress and my people do not see any prospect of
I shall have to leave my nice comfortable
leading a quiet life here.
I do not know whither.
freehold residence and move

large

—

—
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is

It seems as if Hahnemann intended to go to Gottingen.
given by the next letter to Villers

This impression

:

H

expressed my wishes to good old
e.
a melancholy letter, the contents of which
" I was certainly not to harbour
I can scarcely commit to paper.
longings for that place." You may imagine the rest.

Some months ago

But

in reply

he wrote

I

.

.

.

.

me

The nephew of Dr. von Villers of Dresden, who received the letter,
published these letters of his uncle in the " Leips. Pop. Zs. fiir Hom." and made
this remark in a footnote to the above
:

Refers to the endless tribulations laid upon the Senate and
professors of Gottingen University by the French government and
which Villers, as intermediary, generally contrived to ease.

Hahnemann, still uncertain whither to turn from the confining ramparts
had at any rate the definite purpose of settling down at a German

of Torgau,

Gottingen having failed, he decided on Leipsic.
28th September, 181 1, he again wrote to von Villers in Gottingen
University.

On

the

:

Your

letter

gave a real day of

now been hving

in Leipsic for four

—

to me, who have
weeks and to the whole of my

festival to us

family gathered round me.
the 3rd December of the same year he sent word from Leipsic to his
Councillor Becker, of Gotha, of his removal, with a feeUng of
exhilaration although tinged with melancholy

On

friend,

:

you do not know that I am six miles nearer to you.
The "Mars constructor" was threatening to swallow me up amidst
Nothing
the gigantic ramparts of Torgau and I escaped hitherAvards.
But I do regret the pretty house I have
without God's dispensation
left and the garden round it, where I think I have puzzled out many
things for the good of man.
I

believe

!

Thus Hahnemann came for the
The first time was thirty-six years

third time to Leipsic, the Saxon Athens.
earlier at Easter, 1775, as a twenty year

fourteen years later (1789) a doctor and
old student very eager to learn
paterfamilias, thirty-four years old and searching for new fields of knowledge
and now as an erudite physician at fifty-six years of age, much admired,
much attacked and with great knowledge of the world, no longer merely a
It was in this centre of medical
learner but pre-eminently a teacher.
knowledge that he wished and was impelled to declare publicly and orally
what he had discovered by his unspeakable labours, his great self-denial, and
To this same end he wished to operate in his own
his restless zeal.
;

;

professional practice bj' instruction and by experiment.
"
In December, 1811, Hahnemann pubUshed in the " Reichsanzeiger
(No. 336) the following challenge
:

Medical Institute.

my

doctrine enunciated in the "Organonof Rational
Healing" aroused the highest expectations for the welfare of the sick.
But by its very nature it is so new and striking and not only opposes
almost all medical dogmas and traditional observations, but also
deviates from them as widely as heaven from earth, that it cannot
so readil}^ gain entrance among the otherwise educated physicians
unless practical demonstration comes to its assistance.
of my time
I

feel

that

—

—

:
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In order to effect this object among my contemporaries, and thus
show them by the evidence of sight that the truth of this doctrine
stands hrmlv upon an irrefutable basis in its whole content, and that
the Homoeopathic method of healing, new as it is, is the only acceptable,
the most consistent, the simplest, the surest and the most beneficent
of all earthly ways of healing human disease, I have decided to open
here in Leipsic, at the beginning of April, an Institute for Graduated
In this Institute I shall elucidate in every respect the
homoeopathic system of healing as taught in the "Organon,"
and shall make a practical application of it with patients treated in
their presence, and thus place my pupils in a condition to be able to
practise this system in all cases themselves.
A six months' course wiU be sufficient to enable any intelligent
Physicians.

entire

mind
More

to grasp the principles of this most helpful science of healing.
detailed conditions will be sent on receipt of a prepaid envelope.

Dr. Samuel Hahnemann.
Leipsic.

4th December, 181 1.

Nobody seems to have applied. The " Golden Flag," Hahnemann's
house in Burg Street, Leipsic, did not become a " medical institute," as he
had hoped.
Since, therefore, the fully developed adherents of .Esculapius kept away,
he had to try the youths growing up, the students of medicine. But this
To his enquiry whether he
was not to be accomphshed very easily.
might give medical lectures at the University and under what conditions,
the Dean of the ^Medical Faculty, Rosenmliller, replied on the loth February,
1812
That an external doctor, although legitimately able to practice,
does not obtain a right to deliver lectures, until he has defended his own
dissertation from the Upper Chair with a respondent and has deposited 50
Thaler with the Faculty. He then becomes perfectly legitimatized and
may advertise his lectures in the syllabus and by pubhc announcements.
Hahnemann satisfied these conditions and on the 26th June, 1812, he
The dissertation was written
delivered the required speech of qualification.
:

'

" Dissertatio
in Latin, as was the custom of the time, and was called
{^^).
historico-medica de Helleborismo veterum
In this speech Hahnemann purposely limited himself to historical-medical
provinces, where he found ample opportunity to show to advantage his
extraordinary knowledge of languages, his reading and scholarship
He was able to quote verbatim
particularly in the history of medicine.
(and give the location of the passages concerned) from manifold German,
French, Enghsh, ItaUan, Latin, Greek, Hebrew and Arabic medical writers
and he could examine their views either in disagreement or in extension.
He quoted from more than fifty more or less known doctors, philosophers
and naturahsts. The substance of the speech bore close relation to a section
of his " Essay on a New Principle for ascertaining the Curative Powers of
Drugs." Even at that time (1796) he had pointed out specially white hellebore (veratrum album) as being one of our most effective drugs and had
emphasised that
:

'

—

White hellebore, an incomparable drug, produces the most
poisonous effects which can inspire the doctor striving for perfection
with caution, and with the hope that he may overcome some of the
severest cases of disease which have hitherto remained without help.
In

this dissertation

ancients

was nothing

he seeks to prove that the " Hellebore " of the
than our much used Veratrum album, and he

else
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bases his assumption on many statements taken from former writers and on
the testimony of reputable physicians. But he did not touch upon his own
" Organ on " of the previous year.
principles and theories, as exploited in the
The news of Hahnemann's first public appearance had contrived to
Listeners had come in
fill completely the lecture room of the University.
even from the surrounding districts. We have information of the course
and success of the quahfication speech from a letter by a physician of Liitzen,
handed to us by Franz Albrecht, a Principal of a Seminary and a personal
The description is far too
friend of Hahnemann and his family (5^).
extravagant in its phrasing for readers of our more sober and more critical
But the one fact emerges clearly that the opponents could not
generation.
find any objections to Hahnemann's medical claims and that they took up
the points of view on philological details obviously in order to have something to say. And where are there philologists of the older languages, who
"He was the victor," says the report and the
are ever of the same opinion ?
Liitzen physician vows that he will be a faithful hstener to Hahnemann from
Michaelmas onwards. The worthy dean. Professor Dr. Ludwig, is also said
to have commented favourably on the dissertation and its defence.
In the Winter term, 1812 (the term then began officially on Michaelmas
Day, September 29th), Hahnemann opened his course of lectures. He
delivered them twice a week on Wednesday and Saturday, from 2 to 3 o'clock.
At first the room was crammed full, as we learn from Hahnemann's students.
Many, if not most of the audience, came out of curiosity. There were medical
students, doctors, representatives of professors and many curious people from
the other faculties. The students came in many cases merely- for a lark and
a shindy. For it was soon rumoured around how the old gentleman, almost
sixty years of age, with a few unpowdered white hairs on his bald pate,
entered the room in his extraordinary costume with an ever affected grandeur
that was almost Spanish. It was related how after reading the paragraph

—

—

—

from his " Organon " which he was about to discuss his professional calm
"
and dignity soon disappeared and broke out into a " raging hurricane
against the old methods of healing and those professional men who still
clung to them. This is the opinion of one of his most faithful students and
intimate friends. Dr. Franz Hartmann
:

Unfortunately the lectures were not fitted to win friends and
For whenever possible, he
followers for his theories or himself.
poured forth a flood of abuse against the older medicine and its
followers, with the result that his audience lessened every hour and
Any others
finally consisted of only a few of his students.
were present not for the subject matter but to hear the unfortunate
method of presentation, so that their sense of humour might be
.

.

.

freely tickled.

of these lectures we have in Hartmann's
faithful because inspired by love
descriptions a faithful representation
and devotion for the cause of homoeopath}' and its first apostle (57).
did he adopt this extraordinary method,
Here the question arises "
Was he really the charlatan his opponents
injurious to his own cause ?
In truth, he could not have made a more maladroit appearance
decried ? "
(the immediate results, deplored by Hahnemann himself, must have soon
It was
Yet this was no external theatrical pose.
shown him that).
no empty stage thunder of phraseology with which he hoped to make his
opponents and their system apjiear ridiculous. He was compelled by
innermost necessity to speak and act as he did.

For the external procedure

:

Why

—
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As a man whose whole thought and mind were concentrated on one
subject— the improvement of the healing art he was too ignorant of the world
and too much lacking in the caution and wisdom doubly necessary in such a
position and with such opponents.
Let it not be forgotten that Hahnemann
His unusually hard
was fifty-seven years old when he ascended the dais.
and difficult youth had passed at once into a period of trouble and wandering
which had proved to be unspeakably full of privation, trouble and anxiety
and crowded with restless, uninterrupted labour. Left to himself he had
had to ward off hatred, jealousy and persecution of all kinds. All this
Like many another scholar, to whom
deterred him from social intercourse.
is imputed the eccentricity of the lonely recluse, he shut himself up in his
four walls, avoided appearing in public, and when the latter was compulsory,
he behaved awkwardly, affectedly indeed, almost like a marionette. And

—

—

He felt himself
yet his inner calling impelled him to publicity in spite of all.
to be the apostle of the new doctrine, appointed by fate and by a gracious
heaven. Whether he personally wished or not he had to obey this voice
from above. He did it therefore with that mystical piety which he never
concealed and which is evident in all his letters. Here, then, the possibility
and right were given him to speak from the professor's chair, from the highest
point of knowledge as it were, from the sacred throne of wisdom.
This
that of giving repeated expression to his convictions
right imposed duties
without regard for person or place and, in addition, that of appearing in
His circumstances had gradually so
public as befitted his high purpose.
shaped themselves through his restless industry and the success of his cures,
that he was in a position to indulge in a greater expenditure on his clothing
and in a more elegant outfit. Perhaps it was for his cause that he felt he
ought to do this. He went to his lecture room as to some solemn ceremony
and not as to a place of employment which should earn his bread.
And when, in the course of his lecture, he quite forgot his surroundings
and gave full vent to his feelings and his enthusiasm for his work, who would
not then be reminded of the words of the governor Festus, in the story of the
" Paul, thou art mad, much learning maketh thee mad " together
Apostle
with Paul's answer
"I am not mad I but speak true and reasonable
words " ?

—
—

:

:

Hahnemann had

;

not been able to gather any considerable audience,

Qualified doctors, in
of disciples by his lectures.
had completely disowned him since they would not trouble themBesides, it was quite natural that
selves to go back to school and releam.
they should feel repelled by the innovator' s severe criticism of their
knowledge and abihty. It only remained therefore for Hahnemann to form
a small young school around himself, and these students in their enthusiasm,
their veneration, their conviction and their zeal would stand firmly by him.
He finally succeeded in this by two means in particular. In the first place

any

large

following

particular,

he encouraged the closest personal intercourse between the students
himself and his family, and in the second place he founded a group of
collaborators for proving drugs.
These, whom he selected and who appeared worthy to him (and he
was very strict in his selection) he invited into his family and so attached
them to himself in a personal and friendly wa\-. Franz Hartmann from his
own experiences gives us a picture as vivid as it is charming (^-). This intimate
hold and closer attachment for the few young people was absolutely necessary.
For soon the hatred and derision of the professors and students were
Franz Hartmann relates from his student
transferred also to his pupils.
years (Allg. horn. Ztg., 1850, 38th Vol., pp. 328 f.)
:
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We lived very happilj' together, caring very little for the hostile
We stuck to our studies faithglances and remarks of our colleagues.
fully and honestly and gathered together occasionally in our teacher
Hahnemann's household some time after eight in the evening. By this we
felt invigorated against new attacks, for Hahnemann was ver^' skilful
in stimulating anew our depressed spirits.
And

in

another passage

:

Perpetual raillery from the students, poisonous looks from most of
the professors, anxious desire of everybody to avoid more intimate
intercourse with us as if we were infected with some pestilential
eruption all this made my stay in Leipsic really painful, and consequently a visit to another university, at any rate for a short time,
highly desirable.

—

—

Further on, after depicting the closer

circle of friends,

he writes

:

This was then the little circle formed round Hahnemann which even
under the best circumstances had to tolerate much mockery and irony
and in malicious cases, hatred and persecution, not only during the
student years but far beyond them. I can always remember very
R.H.] was worried in his
clearly how Hornburg [one of the friends
Final Examination by the old pates and only just managed to escape
being plucked, whilst miserable thickheads, not fit to wipe Hornburg's
narrowboots, passed cum laude and are now flourishing aloft here

—

—

minded but

successful physicians.

was just this attitude of the professional bod}', or at least of one part
so humanly comprehensible, so unjustifiable and so httle elevating,
that formed a great danger to the whole of Hahnemann's striving. Even
when fifty-four years of age Hartmann is still obUged to admit
It

of

it,

:

the clinical professor of the time
It was unfortunate that
[Professor Dr. Clarus at the Universit3% Leipsic] was also the
highest medical authority in Saxony, and in virtue of his position
could appear at any time as Prosecutor and Judge. To him the
" carryings on " of Hahnemann and of his pupils (as he liked to call it)
whom he dismissed as " ignorant fellows," represented a real horror,
and his bitterest hatred persecuted anything that was at all reminiscent
He did not consider it worth while
of Hahnemann or his theories.
On the contrary, it fascinated him to t\Tannise
to conceal the fact.
over students whom he did not hke and to repudiate them in public
under a cloak of scholarship and titular authority.

No student could therefore risk attending only Hahnemann's lectures
and studying only his theories, as was his desire, since, as he said, the older
methods could offer nothing certain. Hartmann also had this view thrust
at him by the master.
He says
:

could see the estrangement in Hiilniemann's face when I conhim with the question, whether it would do to be examined on
Homoeopathy alone. His manifold hedging to avoid an answer to this
question convinced me of the falsity and impractibility of his proposal
and it was never mentioned again in conversation during the whole
of my student period.
It almost seemed as if, when the subject was
I

fronted

FIRST BAND OF PROVERS

loi

brought up at any time in the circle of young men gathered round him,
he studiously ignored it as though convinced of its inadvisability.

The more Hahnemann saw that his faithful students were obliged to
attend the lectures of the older school together with the mass of medical
students, the more intent he was on assuring himself of his group of young
people by offering something which was not to be obtained at that time
from any other medical teacher. This second means of gaining students for
his cause and of attaching them to him arose from a correct psychological
and pedagogical recognition, that the real scholar should be not merely the
object but also the subject of instruction, that he should take not merely
Hahnemann soon created the
a passive part in it but also an active part.
now famous Group of Collaborators for the Proving of Drugs.

The provings, [says Franz Hartmann, in which I took part,
were arranged only for simple substances and tinctures. For at that
time Hahnemann had scarcely thought, if at all, of the original
causes of chronic diseases and of the infinite dilution of medicines
and their effect in the highest dilutions on the healthy body.
Provings were carried out according to an exact system and from detailed
Sometimes those engaged in the provings had to provide for
themselves the medicinal substances, particularly the herbal ones. By this
means they learned to recognise herbaria by habitat, period of bloom, etc.
They learned to dry them methodically or to obtain a tincture from the fresh
plant.
The observation of the results, which every individual had to make on
himself at definite times, were entered up in a carefully prescribed manner.
After that, the comparative relationships of the medicinal effects observed
by the individual provers were taken, and the power of a medicine was only
established after comparisons of different participants, to a certain extent,
therefore, as mean result was obtained {^^).
Dr. Hartmann gives his opinion concerning the great value of this work
instructions.

:

It may have been to Hahnemann's own interest that he gathered
young people about him. That is all the same to me as I learned a

Hahnemann

he enriched through us his
which have
been published long ago. Under his guidance, I have proved many a
remedy, together with others like Gross, Hornburg, Franz, etc., and
from his instructive suggestions I obtained then for the first time
This is
clear sensations which I could again express very accurately.
not so easy a lesson as it appears at first sight, and it has never been
demonstrated to me so plainly even by the later and more modern
proving of drugs, as I learned it at Hahnemann's hands. It proved to
be of very effectual use in my practical examination of patients. Had
I learned nothing more than this from him, I should feel compelled to
be eternally grateful.
great deal.

store of medicines

and

also gained, for

his

knowledge

of remedies, all of

This inception of the collaborators for the purpose of proving drugs,
of the greatest significance not only for the individual members but also
for the whole materia medica and homoeopathic science.
All these young
people were called upon for accurate observation of medicinal effects and
consequently for a detailed examination of their state of health and of any
daily fluctuations.
From the very beginning they were therefore trained to
an accurate, conscientious and detailed observation of their patients and
also to a definite remedial diagnosis.
For the healing art these provings

was

—
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meant an extraordinary increase in the knowledge of the effects of medicines
and stimulation of the whole stereotyped science of therapeutics. For
for thousands of years even, as in some bureaucratic concern
centuries
doctors had always " worked according to precedent." They swore by the
old masters and ran in the old channels without thinking and testing for

—

themselves.

Hahnemann's procedure made a new precedent. Even one of his
antagonists, Professor Jorg, took up later the similar kind of proving of
medicines with some students. He published his results in " Material for
future therapeutics, obtained and collected from experiments on healthy
subjects " (1825).
Jorg, too, had to admit, as Hahnemann had already
asserted before him. that the doctors till that time had been in possession
of little or no knowledge of the positive effects of medicines.
Professor
Dr. Riecke, from Tiibingen, in a dedicatory speech (1833), expressed
himself forcibly in discussing Materia Medica
"

:

In this matter we stand on a pinnacle of homoeopathy. Whoever
has at all realised the wretched state of materia Medica, whoever (with
Jorg the enemy of homoeopathy) has regarded it as a medical romance,
will be glad to appreciate the significance of a meritorious effort to give
it a better foundation.
Nobody before Hahnemann completed the
investigation of medicinal potencies by experiments on healthy subjects.
The theory of medicinal diseases, research as to the duration of the
effects of every single drug, the knowledge of the specificall}' varied
primary and secondary effects of the medicines all these are discoveries
which are bound to metamorphose for the most part our whole materia
medica. Homoeopathy has also the merit of having absolutely
annihilated all medicine substitutes.
It was an evil time when
everything that tasted bitter was bunched together and assumed
a priori to possess stomachic properties.

—

Hahnemann's time was by no means completely taken up with his
and writing. He had to show in professional practice that his
theories were tenable and correct.
In a short time he had won great fame
as a good physician
especially by his successful treatment of typhus.
The
remnants of Napoleon's defeated army, drifting back from Russia, had dragged
with them from the inhospitable plains of Asia Minor the typhus scourge.
It continued to rage ever more furiously within the walls of Leipsic, especially
after the passage in the spring of 1813 of new army waves over Middle
Germany, Saxony and Prussia. His experiences in the treatment of this
disease were contained in Hahnemann's " Treatment of Typhus Fever at
lectures

—

present prevailing " (1814).
From the same year w^e have Hartmann's report

:

personal
Even at the time when I made
acquaintance, his fame was widespread and he achieved cures bordering
on the incredible, which gave more and more reason for his fame.
It was in particular those drug maladies, so frequenth' occurring at that
time, which he cured much more easily because in his investigations
of the physiological effects of drugs he always made a point of knowing
exactly the antidote for every drug.

Hahnemann's

These successful cures helped to bring Hahnemann's new s\stem of
therapeutics into vogue and to make it known.
There was no longer any
need for a special protector, a person of high standing and great influence,
as Stapf once desired C^').

—

:

"

MARS CONSTRICTOR

"
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In view of his greatly extended practice and his academic activities his
work as an author was naturally bound to suffer in this Leipsic period (^^).
His most important production was the outcome of his laborious and keenly
maintained work on the proving of medicines. This was the " Materia Medica
Pura " in six parts, appearing from 1811 to 1821.
In later editions,

Hahnemann put

—finished in 1816 — an essay,

the new doctrine of healing." This
closely allied to the main process of thought in the " Organon."
example, three different possibilities of treatment of diseases are

dissertation

For

at the beginning of the second part

" Spirit of

is

tabulated, in which of course preference is given to the homoeopathic.
Further, it is suggested that the living organism is far less affected by the
natural diseases than b}^ drugs, so that the latter annul the former by their
stronger (dynamic) effect provided they have a tendency to produce a
change in the state of health similar to that of the disease. Since the
organism is already stimulated by the disease to show certain symptoms,
small doses must be given to effect a cure. Larger doses can only be
harmful, for they would replace the malady to be cured by a complicated
medicinal malady.
When the " Organon " did not receive that attention from the general
pubhc which he had hoped to attract for his cause, Hahnemann introduced
these disputations to a larger intellectual circle by publishing them in the
" Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen" (1813).
They were to a certain extent extracts
from the " Organon " and formed a thoroughly calm and pertinent defence
of it in the face of public opinion. Former attacks and condemnatory opinions
But in the
against the " Organon " were not answered in this article.
" distressful days " of March, 1813, when the essay appeared, " the Germans
had no leisure for reading and still less for reflection on scientific matters,"
and so " these words obtained no hearing with the rest." For this reason
Hahnemxann added them as preface to later editions of the second part of his
" Materia Medica Pura," as he modestly said in a " less imperfect form."
Hahnemann's mournful remarks about the " distressful days " forces us
to set the man and his work into the wider frame of contemporary world
history the more so since Hahnemann makes such slight reference to them

—

—

and writings.
Although he had managed to escape from the " Mars constructor " in Torgau
(as he writes in his letter of December 3rd, 1811, to Councillor Becker), in
Leipsic, he had faUen as it were into the mighty clutches of " Mars
God of War. The
constrictor,"
all-consuming,
all-enveloping
the
" distressful days " of 1813 became ever more difficult, ever more warlike.
On Leipsic plain were clustered the martial arrays of half Europe, French,
Spaniards, Italians, Germans, Russians, Poles the numerous tribes peopling
From
the Hapsburg territories, swarmed through Leipsic and its suburbs.
the i6th to the 19th of October the cannons thundered and the rifles cracked
outside the gates of the town, where Hahnemann was meditating upon how
men can be made healthy in the best and surest way. " The battle of the
peoples was fought. The foreigner retreated from the German homeland.
But the liberated countryside shows many a trace yet of the former
oppression."
At this time Hahnemann was continually lamenting the
oppression of martial events.
In a letter to Stapf on the 3rd September,
in his letters

;

1813, he says
If this wicked war would only leave us in peace, so that we might
again be able to print something. Then we might take a new lease

of hfe.
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On

the 24th January, 1814, he writes to Dr. Stapf in newly

hope of better times

awakened

:

I am entirely of your opinion that the times will soon be better.
In our previous state of subjugation, ever>'body was silent, especially
good people. The better minds had been so intimidated and
disheartened that they did not dare to express their feelings. Only the
voice of the common mob was heard, glad in the general depravity
to be able to give its evil tendencies full play and to be able to suppress
the best in speech and writing, as exemplified by the Suppressor of
AU [Napoleon]. This literarV' rabble alone raised its head in the
last decade and tried to overthrow and annihilate everything that
had a nobler and more broad-minded tendency. But now, as the
heroic courage, resolution, faithfulspirit of our venerable ancestors
ness, friendship, honesty of purpose, humanity and love of truth and
seems to be reawakening amongst the guardians
of man's happiness
of the peoples, and as all the better men are striving to follow their
example, the children of darkness will probably be dumb when the
dawning day dazzles them. Truth will once more ascend the throne
and that which is good will no longer be so derisively misunderstood.

—

—

Amen

!

These words of the peaceful researcher, whose onty thought was for
man's happiness, sound hke a deep and heavy sigh of reUef after long and
In no other place did Hahnemann express himself so
severe oppression.
openly and so urgently about political affairs of State as in this letter which
is otherwise (before and after the quoted passage) completely occupied with
questions of the effects of medicines. The terrible oppression from outside
is over, Hahnemann is glad and with new courage buries himself again in his
life's

work.

—=

CHAPTER XI

—
—
—

LITERARY FEUD WITH PROFESSOR DZONDI SERIOUS SCIENTIFIC OPPONENTS
PROFESSOR BISCHOFF AND PROFESSOR PUCHELT COMPLAINTS OF THE LEIPSIC
APOTHECARIES ABOUT SELF-DISPENSING TREATMENT OF PRINCE SCHWARZENBURG (1820) ATTACKS BY THE LEIPSIC PHYSICIANS.

—

"

_

When

old delusions, which should really sink into deserved oblivion,
the man of greater understanding cannot help
expressing his convictions.
He feels impelled to decry that which is harmful
and yet approved and to elevate for the good of mankind that which is genuine
and curative."

are once

more appraised,

Sam. Hahnemann,
AUg. Anz. d. D., No. 204,
August 1st, 1816.

HAHNEMANN

delivered

his

lectures

in

Leipsic

regularly

and

continued the provings of medicine with his students. His practice
was always increasing in oral as well as written consultations.
At the same time he could not look on calmly when antiquated methods of
It was in consequence of this that he
healing were publicly approved.
became involved in 1816 in a long and violent newspaper feud.
In the Allg. Anz. d. D. (No. 104, April 19th, 1816), Professor Dr. Dzondi,
of Halle, had been advocating "the ontysure means of curing bums of every
kind quickly and painlessly." He had also recommended a Little book by
himself on this subject (64 pages costing 6 gr. or 20 copies for 3 Thaler),
and had quoted the chief passages.
It is cold water and cold water alone that should be skilfuUy
appUed for a speedy, sure and painless cure of ever}' type of bum,
where it is at aU possible to hope for a cure.

Dzondi claimed to have been convinced by several experiences and by
experiments, conducted partly on himself, of the importance and infallible
Accordingly he recommended that with every
efficacy of this remedy alone.
burn the injured limb should be dipped immediately into cold water or the
burn should be covered with cold water compresses (best temperature
12° Reaumer.)

—

That was the method of the old school contraria contrariis. HahneIn No. 156
could not and would not pass over such a case in silence.
the newspaper mentioned (of the 13th June, 1816) he replied by asking

mann
of

:

Has Dzondi conducted comparative experiments with all other
remedies recommended, that he can now boast with certaint}' of the fact
And yet
viz. that this is the best and only sure remedy ?
it has been conclusively shown by experiences which can easily be
repeated that it is just the opposite of cold water that heals bums
most quickly. For man's preserver, the physician, should be concerned
not with momentary soothing, but with curing.

—

.

.

.
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Hahnemann then points out that in the case of bums a cook never uses
cold water but holds his burned hand near to the glow of hot coals, until the
pain diminishes and almost disappears. Thereupon he knows that there
will be no water blister, much less suppuration and the wound will often be
cured in a quarter of an hour without subsequent pain. The same is the
case, he said, with " varnishers and other artizans," who often have to deal
with hot spirits of wine and etherous oils. The experience and practice of
similia similibus.
daily life therefore says
Just as snow is used for
frozen limbs and not warm water, just as an impetuous dancing girl, at fever
heat and tortured by excessive thirst, would bring on herself death and
destruction by taking off clothes in a current of air and by drinking a glass of
ice-cold water
although this would seem at the moment to be the greatest
refresher
so for burns one should not use cold water but heated spirits of
wine or turpentine oil. In this connection he refers to the testimony of two
reputed physicians, Heister and Benjamin Bell, of England, the latter of
whom he regards as the greatest surgeon of his time.
In reply to this essay. Professor Dzondi answered that he would bet
100 pistolen or 500 gold thaler that his remedy was the better one.
:

—

—

—

Let each of us be burned with a red hot iron on his hand shaU
and then let each use his
Let each appoint
three witnesses and let everyone curious be allowed to see.

we say, on the right hand guiding the pen
own remedy, not that of his opponent.

—
.

.

.

This public exhibition was to take place in Leispic, where Hahnemann
and when he liked. The challenge was issued on the 29th July, 1816.
But before then Hahnemann had already written (and pubhshed in the
AUg. Anz. of August ist) " a supplement " to his essay " on the preference
of (warm) spirits of wine to cold water in severe burns."
In it he once more
showed his great scholarship adducing further testimonies of famous
physicians for his view and giving more detailed prescriptions for treatment.
On the 13th July he refused the challenge by letter {^-).
As Hahnemann did not answer a subsequent coarse letter of Dzondi,
the latter published the correspondence in the " Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen" of
the 20th January, 1817, and tried to show that the quotations from
Hahnemann's authorities proved nothing against him (Dzondi) but rather
spoke in his favour. He then added the testimonies of a number of other
experienced surgeons, likewise in his favour, and once more emphasised the
fact that he had arrived at his conviction by experiments on himself.
In
the approaching holidays he intended to make experiments with warm
alcohol, etc., and he would describe the results.
There followed further depositions of different doctors and laymen for
and against the views of Dzondi. The dispute went on throughout the
whole year (1817) until November, 1818, without any definite result.
Hahnemann had given no reply and nothing has been found of the prospected
communication about Dzondi's experiments on himself with Hahnemann's
lived,

method.
Scarcely were the disputations with Dzondi ended, when Hahnemann
himself attacked from two other sides.
Dr. J. K. Bischoff,
professor of the medical clinic and head phvsician of the general infirmary
" \'iows on the
in l^rague, published in the year 18 iq a work entitled
methods of hcahng up to this time and on the first principles of the homoeopathic theory of disease."
It is true that Bischoff acknowledges the earlier
services of Hahnemann to the science of healing.
He also approves of the
preparation of medicines according to Hahnemann's prescriptions and allows

found

:
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" This work is
himself to say, with reference to the proving of medicines
always maintaining its value." But he rejects the other views of Hahnemann
and prefers " the procedure of the previous science of healing, which, by reason
of the laborious industry of the physicians, has such beneficent efficacy for
mankind." On the question of phlebotomy he is a decided opponent of
Hahnemann, and defends the case for " violent blood-lettings." He also
censures severely the tone of the " Organon," " which is not always worthy
of the matter's importance."
call attention to an essay by Professor Puchelt in Hufeland's Journal,
1819, Part 6, as being particularly valuable in an estimation of the attitude of
It was Puchelt, as we have
the allopathic physicians at that tim^e.
already noted, who had defended Hahnemann in the face of his many critics,
In this case he gave as the " purpose
particularly in the face of Hecker.
and aim " of his essay
:

We

:

to give a criticism of Hahnemann's homoeopath}-, which is
beginning to be more and more widespread amongst the 3'ounger
doctors of the latest generation, and is also gaining a certain reputation
with the lay public. A comprehensive estimation of this system seems
the less has been accomplished in this
to me to be the more fitting

—

respect.

Proceeding in this way, Puchelt turns aside Hecker's attacks on the
Organon." But he himself criticises severely Hahnemann's disrespect of
He reproves his tendency to form a system
the medical science of heahng.
and his utter contempt for the rest of medicine. He is hostile to certain
fundamentals of Hahnemann. Yet he proposes to introduce homoeopathy
" dynamic troubles " and in such organic illnesses as arise from
in
" disturbance of the nervous system."
He reproaches Hahnemann with
having injured himself and his theory most by his attitude towards the
"

rest of medicine.

He

writes

:

However contradictory it may appear at first sight, to want to
cure diseases by remedies which in the first place stimulate similar
conditions, yet we must confess that the contradiction loses its force
and disappears when everything is weighed up more carefuUy than the
customary antagonists of homoeopathy have done hitherto. I even
beheve that the whole theory would not have been so contradicted
that, on the contrary, it would have been accepted and used by many
physicians had not Hahnemann declared open war on the whole of the
And anyone living in the latter and working by it,
rest of medicine.
knows quite well that it is not built so loosely on sand as Hahnemann
maintained.
If he had not allowed himself to be rushed along
by the flood, that desire, so very usual twenty years ago amongst the
more enlightened, to reform the whole science and to wipe out everything antiquated, he would not have been so dominated by the spirit of
antagonism setting him up against all the other doctors. He would
surely have been better received and would have benefited others

...

more by

his treatment.

.

.

.

Pursuing the personal side of this antagonism at greater length, Puchelt
continued
:

some

may

In such a hostile position as he took up against all other doctors,
self-denial is needed to acquire the standpoint from which he
be judged wdth fairness and the efficacy of his system perceived.
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By many

deserved perhaps by many but certainly
insulting sallies
thinking doctors, against whom they were directed one is
often filled with a resentment against him, which must be overcome in
order to acquire that calm which befits the investigator. This means
a power of self-restraint not possessed by everyone and least of all by
not by

—

all

those upon

whom

has fallen repeated censure for foolish prescriptions.

How clearly Professor Puchelt recognised the deficiencies of the medicinal
prescriptions of his time, can be seen from the following
:

We
with

heartily desire that homoeopathy,

if it

medicine, may bring along a
in the use of medicine.

scientific

and economy

That homoeopathy

may

actually put this success

make friends
greater simpUcity

will only
still

down

to its

own

account,

we know nowadays.

Hahnemann was probably made aware
of his theory

and

German

attitude.

—

of these reviews

His students and followers

and

criticisms

in the centre of the

—

book-trade as well as friendly booksellers no doubt saw
But he said nothing. Did he to a certain extent recognise the
justification of many of his opponents' criticisms ?
One could almost make
that assumption. For, from this time onwards, he altered his attitude
towards his opponents, preferring to remain more in the background of the
battles (we shall have to mention one exception in this chapter) and rather
to allow his disciples and followers to swing the battleaxe for himself and
to that.

his theory.

The year 1820 brought him the

greatest fame, but at the

same time two

painful failures.

Hahnemann's
in ascending

university.
pen or even

ever-increasing reputation as a successful physician aroused

measure the jealousy of his colleagues in the town and at the
Nothing further could be projected against him by word or by

by

social persecution.

The

brilliant therapeutic successes of the

man

spoke too plain a language. But since Hahnemann administered
to his patients homoeopathic medicines prepared by himself, the apothecaries
felt the earning of their daily bread to be endangered.
On this account
they made complaint against Hahnemann, having been spurred on by
the University professors and other doctors. On the i6th December, 1819,
they handed in " A Complaint to the Council of the Town of Leipsic."
In it they accused Hahnemann of " entrenching upon their privileges by the
dispensing of medicines." They expressly reserved the right " to name
such young medical men (mostly still students), who likewise are dispensing
then f^wn prescribed medicines," so that they might, if necessary, extend
the complaint to include them.
On the 9th February, 1820, Hahnemann was brought before the court.
His general line of defence was (AUg. hom. Zeitg., 1844, Vol. 26, page 198)

hated

:

hcahng which I use for my patients is quite
and consequent!}' is not, like theirs,
linked up with the work of the apothecary and to a certain extent
dependent on him. The privilege of the apothecaries is limited to the
dispensing of compound medicines, for which weight, price, etc. is

The method

different

from that

of

of other doctors

prescribed for them. I too use remedies from nature, but they are only
simple drugs.
I must therefore deny entrenchment upon the privileges
of the apothecaries by my own dispensing.
Besides I require my
remedies only for ni)- own patients, not for sale to other people.

,
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At the close of the hearing he stated his intention of handing in a
" written deposition to precede the final judgment."
few davs afterwards,
Februar\- 14th, 1820, this defensive statement was ready {^^).
After long

A

explanations

it

reaches

its

climax

in the

proposal

:

To remind

the Leipsic apothecaries of the limits of their privilege
them that their authority does not extend to a new,
hitherto non-existent science of healing. This science, far from requiring
for its cures the prescriptions as previously composed of complex and
manifold medicines (whose making up rightly belongs to the apothecan,-)
demands on the contrary only the smallest mentionable doses of simple
medicines (derided by the apothecary). It requires merely simple
medicines and a liege-lord has never yet forbidden scientific doctors
to administer them to their patients and they have therefore of course
never been prosecuted by medical laws.

and

to point out to

As the accusation, composed by a Leipsic lawyer, had contained extraordinarily malicious references to Hahnemann's pupils, the latter remarked
in conclusion

in

:

As far as my pupils are concerned, I am not connected with them
any way and as they are of unequal gifts, I do not represent them.

This harsh denial of his pupils will cause the more surprise as we saw

above that the intercourse between teachers and pupils, who had worked
together a great deal in the provings of remedies, was very close and even
\Mien he therefore writes that he stands in no kind of connection
friendly.
with them, he can only have meant with their private hfe, their private actions
and their private practice. We do know that some of them were already as
students healing in the homoeopathic way on their own responsibihtv and
without calling in the advice of the master. We know also that, because the
homoeopathic method was proving so extraordinarily successful, these men
were much sought after as students of Hahnemann. They were also, as he
Hahnemann therefore owed
said, of quite different capacity and character.
it to himself, to his theory and also to his immediate students, to express
openly and clearly in the course of his concluding statement, what he
demanded of his disciples and followers. He was obhged to draw a hard
line of distinction between his theory and himself and such persons, as were
carrj'ing on incomprehensible falsities under the cloak of homoeopathy, and
who consequently could only do harm to the reputation of the correct
method of heahng.
The apothecaries' lawyer had concentrated his attack on a footnote of
Hahnemann's an incidental remark and clearly indicated as such and
he had made of it an important matter. It formed an excuse for his

—

—

Hahnemann had written that pure human underpettifogging schemes.
standing was a voice of God. For that reason, no authority had as yet
prohibited the crude production of pure starch flour in other ways than that
One should remember also
of the privileged mills with their special grant.
that in spite of the old privileges of the printing of books (bearing in mind
the rights of corporations and guilds in those times) lithograph}- had been
allowed free scope to multiply thought in a much quicker and easier way
without the artificial setting up of large type.
To this the opposing counsel replied in a very foolish way. Minors must
have guardians placed over them, even if they show a higher degree of
intellect than many who have reached their majority.
Smoking, he said.

no
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was forbidden by law in lofts and stables, and even the most cautious and
intelligent man would have to be prosecuted if he committed the offence.
To such petty arguments as these the opponents had to have recourse.
But even if Hahnemann had omitted his footnote and however apposite
and relevant his other arguments had been, as little headway could have
been made against the existing privileges and the prevaihng legal conceptions
as at any time up to the present day.
Rights and the law perpetuate themselves like an eternal disease.
They drag on from generation to generation and move slowly from one
place to another.

On
at his

the 15th March, 1820, the judgment

own home.

He was

was made known

to

Hahnemann

:

to cease the distributing and dispensing of any and every medicine
to anybody under a penalt}' of 20 Thaler and to give no cause for severer
regulations.

The matter, however, did not end there. The judgment had to be confirmed by the government.
Meanwhile, an event had occurred that was extremely creditable for
Hahnemann. Prince Schwarzenberg, General Officer commanding the
allied armies against Napoleon, who had appeared in Leipsic as conqueror in 1813 (October), came from his Austrian home as a patient
On the 13th January, 1817, a stroke had paralysed
to Hahnemann.
After that sHghter attacks of paralysis and lethargy
his right side.
Treatment
Moreover he suffered from insomnia.
had been repeated.
by his two doctors, the royal physician. Dr. von Sax, Field-Surgeon
Major and Imperial Counsellor, and the regimental doctor, Marenzeller, had
not been able to alleviate the prince's suffering. Then the latter doctor
Hahnemann
advised him strongly to attend Dr. Hahnemann, of Leipsic.
was asked to undertake the treatment of the sick man. The humorous
part of the story was that His Excellency von Stifft, the trusted medical
adviser of the Emperor Franz I, had persuaded the monarch in 1819 to forbid
by decree the practice of homoeopathy in Austria, and now the Emperor's
highest and most successful general was asking as a last resort for the help
(See also Supplement
of the discoverer of this illegal therapeutic method
Hahnemann
63, "Letters of Schwarzenberg in favour of Hahnemann.")
Under no
agreed, but demanded that the patient should come to Leipsic.
circumstances could Hahnemann be prevailed upon to journey to Austria.
His other medical practice as well as his scientific research did not permit a
long absence from Leipsic. How great must have been Hahnemann's
reputation as a successful physician, when a prince like Schwarzenberg
would submit to his demand and from a sick bed would undertake the journey
How
declined by the healthy doctor in spite of fame and money offered
strong was the self-confidence of the reformer, that he could impose those
conditions, whilst the most famous University professors would have
immediately acceded to the prince's request
Schwarzenberg came to Leipsic with his two doctors and a large
retinue, came as patient to this Hahnemann, so much persecuted, so despised
and so derided. For his stay the prince selected a fairlj' large estate (the soThither Hahnemann was conveyed
called " IMilkisle ") outside the town.
by carriage for every consultation.
At first the patient's condition improved extraordinarily well under
the homoeopathic treatment and this of course aroused still more the vexation
!

!

!

THE CASE OF PRINCE SCHWARZENBERG

III

and jealousy of Hahnemann's colleagues. But subsequent!}' the prince fell
back into his old habits of abundant enjoyment of strong drink. This did
not at all agree with the homoeopathic treatment or with Hahnemann's
dietetic prescriptions.
The latter failed, moreover, to get on good terms
with the royal physicians, so that they, who by their intercourse with him,
could have extended their medical knowledge in homoeopathic therapy
had more to do with his pupils (particularly v/ith Hornbiirg) and called
them in more frequently to consultations.
As was natural, the prince's condition became worse and worse with his
mode of life. There was also, it seems, some vacillation in the treatment
of the patient.
Dr. Jos. Edler von Sax, the prince's physician-in-ordinary,
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was chiefly to blame. For himself Hahnemann was confident of having
and done all for the best. It was therefore with a calm conscience and
without any fear that he walked along in his mourning crepe immediately
behind the hearse in the pompous funeral procession, which left Leipsic on
the same da}' of the month, as when Schwarzenberg, seven years before, had
passed into the town as victor over Napoleon. He was able, as Franz
Hartmann tells us, to despise the hissing and derisive laughter of the mob,
who, fickle as the weather, cry " Hosannah " to-day and follow it up
to-morrow, incited by jealousy and envy, by shouting " Crucify him
"
Crucify him
But the attitude of the scientific representatives of therapy is even
more disgusting and repellant than that of the ignorant mob. An autopsy
of Schwarzenberg 's body had been performed in order to determine accurately
the malady and cause of death. That was in any case very desirable.
For facts and a straightforward medical certificate could not be misconstrued
The autopsy was attended by Hahnemann's most rabid
or hushed up.
opponent, the clinical professor and medical councillor. Dr. Clams. The very
detailed post-mortem statement established the presence of several apoplectic
illness

tried

I

!

!

centres

:

The size of the heart has been evenly enlarged and dilated to more
than twice its size and at the same time the walls of the right ventricle
have become proportionately thin, those of the left extraordinarih'
The valves are not hardened, but extremely thin and
thick.
.

.

.

dehcate.

The coronary, hepatic and splenic arteries as well as the ascending aorta
showed " traces of incipient arterio-sclerosis."
The document is signed and sealed by Professor Dr. Clarus, Dr. von Sax,
Dr. Samuel Hahnemann, and Prosector Dr. Aug. Carl Bock.
It could not be denied that the prince died from a stroke, and that the
cure or improvement of his condition, especially taking into consideration
But in spite of that,
his mode of hfe, was bound to remain impossible.
Medical Councillor Clarus availed himself of the opportunity to give pubHcly
a mean slap in the face to the despised homoeopath}' and the hated Hahnemann. We shall be justified in pronouncing this harsh judgment on reading
the outbursts of Clarus against Hahnemann and homceopathy, published
with the post-mortem statement in Hufeland's Journal, Vol. 51, Part 4.
There is nothing to be said against the fact that this post-mortem report was
published in a scientific periodical. The prince's illness and death had of
course provided great interest for the contemporary medical world, and
the calling in of Hahnemann's assistance had aroused in all quarters the
greatest curiosity and even excitement.
The whole medical world could
therefore expect and demand that with the post-mortem statement authentic
and unbiassed publicity would clear up the question of the disease and its
issue.
But the Leipsic Professor of Clinical Science was small-minded enough
to abuse this occasion by making an extremely personal criticism of
Hahnemann and a malicious attack on him and his method of healing (°»).
The author begins h3^pocritically by saying that he, Clarus, " by no means
envies the celebrity acquired " by his colleague.
He declares himself willing
to tolerate any opinion as there is nothing worse than crowning delusions
and fancies with the martyr's glory by persecution. Suddenly, however,
he forgets his part and uses the document solely for an unmeasured
denunciation and condemnation of Hahnemann's theory of healing, which
" brings about great injury by dela}'ing the application of more powerful
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measures " a statement which he makes no
academic teacher so far lost his sense
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Indeed, this
that he called

effort to prove.

of

shame,

Hahnemann's students " immature semi-doctors " and reproached them
irregular and even dishonest earnings."
for their
Seldom has a scientific document been so basely misused, as in this
case by the Leipsic professor and Medical Councillor, who seems to ha\e
pubUshed the report only for the direct purpose of attacking homoeopathy.
But the statement has one good point. It shows how extraordinarily widespread the general s\Tnpathy for homoeopathy was at that time, if a professor
is envious of the monetary gain obtained by medical students practising
"'

homoeopathy.
aroused ever\"\vhere by Hahnemann's treatment of
also evident from Goethe's letters, written in the year 1820.
In the large Weimar Goethe edition (Vol. 33) the following very remarkable

The

interest

Schwarzenberg

is

utterances are to be found (page 18)

:

"

Karlsbad, 5.5.1820.
In this place a curious game is being played by refusing and
damming up innovations of ever}- kind. E.g. it is forbidden to cure
by magnetism (Mesmer) and nobod\' is allowed to practise b\'
But now Prince Schwarzenberg, ver}'
Hahnemann's method.
ill and probablv incurable, has confidence in this new Theophrastus
Paracelsus and begs for leave of absence from the Emperor to seek
a cure across the border.
.

Reference

is

also

made

to

.

.

Hahnemann on page

59

:

Jena, 11. 6. 1820.
the History of Diseases [a little book by Dr. Hehr]
you wiU not be repulsed by the humoral pathology and \-ou wiU translate
perhaps into Hahnemann's now.
it into some other terminology'

In

—

And when Goethe was presented with an amulet containing
gold ornament, he wrote (page 191)

a very small

:

Jena, 2.9.1820.

The jewellers of Frankfort must have heard of the Leipsic Dr.
Hahnemann's theory now certainly a world famous physician and

—

—

taken the best of it for their owm purposes. This man's doctrine is
that the millionth part of any given potent drug will produce the
most perfect effect and will restore any man at once to complete health.
The goldsmiths have worked according to this principle in their
treatment of the middle jewel, and now I beheve more than ever in this
wonderful doctor's theory as I have experienced, and continue to
experience, so clearly the efficac}^ of a very small administration.
If it should benefit Prince Schwarzenberg, just now staying
in Leipsic for this very cure, as much as me, the doctor's fame and
reward will not by any means suffer.
.

.

.

How much by the way Goethe was impressed at that time by Hahnemann's
theory of healing, becomes clear from two further passages from letters
" Jena, 3.9.1820.
You wiU receive herewith the concise
(page 197)
confession of faith of a Hahnemannian disciple," by which Goethe means
himself, according to the Goethe research student, Privy Councillor Dr.
Trendelenburg (AUg. hom. Zeitung, 1918, Vol. 166, No. 9, page 152). And
ten days later he writes
:

:

,

—
114
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Jena, 13.9. 1820.

With many, many thanks I am returning the MSS. (of Dr. Hahnemann) lent to me and I have given a copy to a rehable doctor. Next
winter it will give us an opportunity
of the wonder physician.

...

of thinking with pleasure

Prince Schwarzenberg's death gave the signal for more and more extensive
and violent attacks on homoeopathy. The Saxon government had allowed
themselves time up to the 30th November for their decision in the dispensing
apothecaries.
Now,
followed the royal rescript stating

matter of the

after

Schwarzenberg's death,

there

:

Hahnemann be allowed to dispense his own medicines
when in the country where their procuration might be made
or else in serious
difficult by the distance from the nearest town
cases, when the imminent danger does not permit the prescribing of
that Dr.

only

;

medicines from the apothecary, which are to be applied at once
in the case of dispatches to out-lying districts, where there are
apothecaries
or in compensatory provision for the poor, in so
as the prescriptions are not ordained by law to be taken from
poor-box or other source.

or

;

;

This favour extended to
for allopathy

Hahnemann and homoeopathy was

no
far

the

already"

— a general privilege, of which every physician could make use.

In spite of Hahnemann's reminder that in homoeopathy onty simple remedies
were applied and never mixtures of different substances, and that these
remedies could only be given in dilute form, ridiculed by the opponents of
homoeopathy as " Nothings " and as completely ineffective, the right of
preparing and dispensing their own drugs was refused to homoeopathic doctors

any rate made
The struggle in

or at

difficult.

matter went on without interruption as long as
Not
Leipsic apothecaries made the first move.
entirety satisfied, they approached the Saxon Government with a new
complaint, for they feared that Hahnemann might make too great a use of
But in February, 182 1,
the privilege extended to him as to other doctors.
their new representation was turned down in a statement which decided that
matters must remain as determined by the Royal judgment. At the same
time a concession was made. It was enjoined on the petitioners that the}^
should " report individual cases of misuse occurring from this cause."
Hahnemann had not remained in Leipsic long enough to await any other
government decree, which might be more favourable to homoeopathy.
This appeared in the autumn of 182 1, but Hahnemann had already left
Leipsic.
On three further occasions he stood up for his demands in this
For instance, in one
question of the doctor dispensing his own medicine.
criticism he says

Hahnemann

lived.

this

The

:

The homoeopath is prevented by no law of medicine
known from administering himself his professional aid to the
(Stapf, " Lesser Writings," Vol. 2,

page 200)

hitherto
patient.

;

also in a missive dispatched to the Ministry of Intellectual, Educational and
Medical Institutions in Berlin (original in the possession of Dr. Schwabe, of
"
may homceopathy be most
Leipsic) {'"')
and further in the essa}'
:

;

How

" (Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen, No. 227, year 1825), to
" Thou shalt not thyself
which Hahnemann answers briefly and decisively
dispense." As far as Hahnemann himself was concerned the decision had

certainly eradicated

?

:
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alread}' been taken and it was a favourable one.
But he was fighting not for
himself but for his cause, for homceopathy, so that even in the sixth edition
In the
of the " Organon " he resolutely upheld the right of self-dispensing.
face of continuous attacks by the apothecaries he advised his friends to adopt
the procedure of the Leipsic homceopaths by preparing special medicine
These chests, in which the " nil powders " so often attacked should
chests.
be arranged, Hahnemann recommended should be handed over to the
apothecaries and the sale of the individual remedies should be left to them,

by which means the\' were appeased {^^).
But whilst the reformer was stiU alive, even the allopathic opponents of
Hahnemann and of homoeopathy felt impelled to make public protest against
the unbounded injustice of this prohibition of self-dispensing and against
their prosecution for this " transgression of the law."
The Professor of
Medicine, Dr. Riecke, of Tubingen, expressed himself as follows in a speech
mentioned several times) at the King of Wiirtemberg's birthday,
(alreadv
"

1833

:

The homoeopathic doctor must above

all prepare his drugs himself
a very difficult matter considering the simplicity of their composition.
Now since aU homoeopathic doses have neither chemical
reaction, nor colour, nor smell, nor taste, there can be no imaginable
means of being convinced of the genuineness of such a dose unless it
be the doctor's consciousness of care in the preparation.
And as a firm and true purpose, as well as the moral consciousness of
the physician of having chosen the right remedy, has a considerable
importance for the success of the treatment, the preparation of
remedies for the homoeopath remains a conditio sine qua non.
Homoeopathy here stumbles against medicinal laws allowing only
the apothecaries to prepare medicines. Although learned jurists have
demonstrated in several writings the unsuitable application of these
laws to homoeopathy, the stumbling block has not b}' any means been
overcome as yet.

—not

.

.

.

We must, however, return to the year 1S21. After Schwarzenberg's
death, and after the decree in the dispensing trial, the persecutions in Leipsic
commenced in real earnest. They were directed in particular with all
violence and ruthlessness against Hahnemann's students, who took it upon
themselves to practise as homoeopaths.
Against Hahneman personally thirteen Leipsic physicians published
"
a long essay (written on the 23rd January) in the " Leipziger Zeitung
of February 5th, 1821, in which they prescribed Belladonna in doses of
1/32 to I 16 of a grain " according to age and circumstances," as a
protective agent against scarlet fever long ago recommended bv Hahnemann.
They used it, they wrote, on the recommendation of District Medical Officer
Berndt in Kiistrin, after the methods of Jordens, Schenk, Hufeland, Hedenus
and others, but certainly not from Hahnemann's discovery, since Belladonna
had been known as a protective against " one of the most incurable and
contagious diseases " long before Hahnemann's time.
The cause of this attack was a " Medical Report " which had appeared

—

Tageblatt " (No. 23), a short time before. In it Hahnemann
told the Leipsic people that the eruptive fever prevailing at that time in
the town was not scarlet fever, for which Belladonna could be helpful, but
purple fever (purpura, also called " red dog ") for which he had recommended
another remedy in his " Organon."
in the Leipsic "

had

—
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his

But it was not used by the doctors because they would not read
book but would stigmatise and condemn it without reading it.

In this connection

Hahnemann had

he was thinking of leaving Leipsic.
these words

For

intimated for the

time that
he had added

first

in his introduction,

:

write this for the benefit of the Leipsic people, to
bound to show my deep veneration as it has
impossible to serve them actively.
I

at least

whom

I feel

now become

A

Leipsic professional colleague of some repute, Dr. Moritz Miiller, had
in the same newspaper of the next day, publicly confirmed the
curative value of Aconite, "first recommended by Dr. Hahnemann," against
purple fever and corrected the impression that he subscribed to the general
attack of his colleagues against Hahnemann.
The unfortunate gentlemen were also soon to discover that the phrase,

thereupon

philosophus mansisses (if you had been silent you would have
been a philosopher), might refer to them. A few days later, Hahnemann
replied with great perspicuity and in a very superior form to the attacks of
si tacunisses,

his colleagues

:

—

There stand thirteen gentlemen colleagues of
Just look now
mine in this town who are struggling hard to show the readers here
and elsewhere how very vexed they are at my reputation (such as it
is) at my discoveries, at my writings (which they will not take upon
themselves to read), and at the cures, which by the grace of God I have
successfully effected on patients abandoned by the doctors, whereby
I have gained the love and esteem of this community and others.

—

!

Then he points out to the thirteen that they are pretending to apply
Belladonna against scarlet fever only on the recommendation of other
named physicians. " Quite so," says Hahnemann to this, " these are just
the men, who extol this as my invention and who by the confirmation of their
own experience allow it full credit." Hahnemann proves this by quoting
the separate passages and essays of the above-mentioned doctors. He is
able to do the same with regard to the treatment of the prevailing purple
He concludes his defence with the words
fever by means of Aconite.
:

It is just the successful result of my treatment of the severest
diseases which makes the thirteen Leipsic physicians so ver}' angry
At the conclusion of their article
as is seen from their article.
trustworthiness.
All in
they seek to reach a climax by suspecting
vain
The better part of the informed, just and unprejudiced public
and I take it upon myself to say, the greater part knows very well
with whom it can find medical trustworthiness.

—

my

!

—

Fortunately for themselves the thirteen had already in their first statement against Hahnemann denied themselves the possibihty of a reply
by the declaration that this would be their " first and last word against
him and his successors."
At any rate it would have been very
Therefore
difficult for them to make a show against Hahnemann's report.
they were obliged by necessity to remain silent before the public. That they
had emerged from this self-imposed warfare as victors was a notion that none
of them could dare conceive.
In impotently despicable wrath they therefore
sought to drive this fellow, who was so hateful to them, out of the town by
calling in police aid.
When the Hahnemann monument in Leipsic was
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being dedicated (1851). Professor Dr. Lindner, of Leipsic,* a personal friend
of Hahnemann and of his family, related the following incident
:

On the attempt being made by the apothecaries and several
doctors to drive Dr. Hahnemann by force out of Leipsic, Dr. Volkmann,
Town Clerk of Leipsic, determined to enter a protest against it at
the Appeal Court of Dresden. This appeal was signed also by Dr.
Lindner and forty other citizens of Leipsic and sent in to Dresden.
The Town Council of Leipsic was therefore on Hahnemann's side.
The result of the protest was that Hahnemann was able to remain in
Leipsic until Prince Anhalt-Dessau called him to Kothen with the
title of Privy Councillor and Royal Physician.

—

Conditions in Leipsic had thus become more and more acute almost
Of the University staff there was not a single one for
Hahnemann in fact, most of them were directly hostile. He was neglected
and avoided by the students, who accommodated themselves to the favour,
good-will or ill-will, of the other professors.
By his professional colleagues
(with one exception) he was persecuted secretly and in public from sheer
jealousy of his earnings.
By the allied apothecaries he was brought before
the court because of their anger at a feared reduction of income.
By the
authorities who carried on the old bureaucratic tradition he was left in the
lurch.
In face of all this how could Hahnemann hope to find a productive
field for work or even a tolerable hfe in Leipsic ?
The blows had followed
thickly.
There was the death of Prince Schwarzenberg after initial hopes of
improvement. There was the attack of the University staff in conjunction
with the publication of the post-mortem statement. There was the confirmatory decree of the Saxon government in the apothecaries' complaint
about individual dispensing. Finally, there was the pubHc attack of thirteen
Hahnemann felt himself to be almost excluded
colleagues in a daily paper.
from the place of his former activities.
He once more resolved upon
migration.
to a dramatic climax.
;

* In 1820, Dr. Lindner wrote the work, which has been published by Reclam
and of which 1,500 copies have been distributed, nameh' " Defence of the homoeopathic method of healing, as set forth by Dr. Hahnemann, and confirmed by attested
and striking facts by a layman for doctors and lay people." It was a reply to the
already mentioned criticism of Dr. Puchelt in Leipsic, later a Privy Councillor and
:

—

Professor in Heidelberg.

—

CHAPTER

XII

Hahnemann's removal to kothen, june, 1821 completely settled
down at last in spite of continuous attacks his house happy
family life daily work the question of fees.

—

—

—

—

" With heartfelt gratitude I acknowledge the infinite mercy with which
Supreme Giver of all good things has hitherto upheld my strength and
Here, on earth, I have no
cheerful mind amidst all attacks of hostile men.
other desire than to be able to show the world in a worthy manner those good
the

principles for the relieving of ynan's suffering, which the All-Highest allowed
me to discover- I may almost say, which He revealed to me. After that I

—

shall die happily."

Sam.

From

Hahxemaxx.

a letter of the 15th April, 1827.
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was therefore obliged to leave Leipsic. By the end
His
at the beginning of 1S21 his mind was made up.
only uncertainty was where to go. He hesitated between Prussia
Sachsen-Altenburg {^''). What drove him out of Leipsic and the
of 1820

and

and

Electorate of Saxony was, as he relates in the letter quoted, this continuous
antagonism of the medical profession and the governmental decree about
He speaks of this also in a letter of the 15th June, 1825
self -dispensing.
:

To many of my disciples it must have seemed very strange
when, four years ago, after receiving a similar summons from Dresden,
I suddenly left the city and state, and emigrated with all my famil}[The receiver of
to this little principality at great expense and loss.
the letter is complaining about a decision of his local authority \\ith
But I knew quite well
regard to individual dispensing R.H.]
the inflexibiUty of the judges, whose ears were held by my medical
enemies. Remonstrations are of no avail. WTiat the family doctor
desires is imposed by law.

—

In a letter to Dr. Aegidi in Diisseldorf (March iSth, 1831) he discusses
the enormous value to himself of dispensing his own remedies. At the same
time this letter offers valuable information about Hahnemann's financial
state when removing from Leipsic, and about his initial experiences in
Kothen. He writes
:

This privilege means a yearly salary of more than 3,000 Thaler.
in my Ufe have I had any salary, not even here in Kothen,
in spite of the fact that I was Physician-in-Ordinary to the Duke for
nine years.
It was merely on the authority of the sovereign, giving me
permission to prepare and give m}- own medicines, that I moved away
from Leipsic, with eleven waggon loads of goods and chattels and at
a cost of 600 Thalem, and came to this miserable hole, where for the
first five years not two people of repute in the towTi had need of me.
Nevertheless this privilege and my own industry, enabled me to save

Never
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my

so much during the nine years of
stay, that I shall leave to
eight
heirs enough for each of them to live on the interest without working.

Now let us return to the development of events. Negotiations with
Prussia and Altenburg came to nothing. Then Hahnemann made an appeal
Three circumstances must have
to Duke Ferdinand of Anhalt-Kothen.
induced him to take this step. In the first place, Governor von Sternegg at
the court of Kothen had been cured by him and had become his friend and
patron.
In addition, the Duke himself was under Hahnemann's professional
treatment, probably at Sternegg's instigation. And in the third place, the
Duke was a Freemason, a fact on which Hahnemann in his letter to Dr.
Billig (Supplement 67) lays great emphasis.
After having joined the Order

Duke Ferdinand of Anh.\lt-K6then.
Supplement 9), Hahnemann had become a
" ^linerva at the Three Palms " in the year
Although not in a position to take a prominent part in the proceedings
1817.
of the lodge (which is not surprising from his numerous professional
obUgations) he always considered himself to be a 'good mason, as we can
see from the letter to Dr. BiUig.
Hahnemann, then, had applied to Duke Ferdinand for permission to
Almost midway between Magdeburg and Leipsic,
settle down in Kothen.

in

Hermanstadt

member

in 1777 (vide

of the Leipsic

Lodge

tying 50 kilometres from these towns and only 20 kilometres from Dessau,
the place was then a small country town, with about 6,000 inhabitants. There
was nothing of historic interest to see except the ducal palace dating from the
sixteenth century and the two Protestant churches, the one containing
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valuable stained glass windows and the other a shrine from the sixteenth
century, and a Last Supper ascribed to Lukas Cranach, the Younger. The
Cathohc church, built by the Prince in Hahnemann's time (1825), is adorned
with valuable stained glass. The district between the Mulde and the Saale
towards the flat lower reaches of the Elbe is not to be counted amongst the
most charming scenery of Germany (^-).
A further factor, besides his personal and professional relations with
the court, which must have influenced Hahnemann in choosing Kothen for
his abode, was the fact that this little town, although segregated in rural
retirement and away from busy traffic, was yet not too far from the centre
of

German intellectual life.
The Duke was a prince,

as good-natured as he was resolute.
In the
he had earned distinction on the Rhine, but even
more in the unfortunate battle of Jena, amidst the general rout of the
Prussian army, when he managed to break through at Zehdenick with his
But, forced to retreat into Bohemia, he had been obliged to lay
regiment.
down his arms. In 1813 he put himself at the head of the Silesian militia

campaigns

of 1792-94

and distinguished himself by

his untiring

and energetic organisation.

He

succeeded to the government of Anhalt-Kothen in 1818.
Estranged from Prussia and his neighbour Anhalt-Dessau on questions
of customs and taxation, the Prince felt impelled to adopt Hahnemann, so
The more detailed
celebrated, so famous and yet so much attacked {^'^).
circumstances of his appointment offer an interesting proof of a fact which
can often be observed elsewhere in the course of history, that a prince, wise
and energetic himself, frequently obeys the determining influence of others.
Some years before the Great War, Dr. Richard Haehl had managed to
obtain access to unpublished documents from the State archive at Zerbst,
concerning the Ducal House. They brought to light very important facts,
hitherto completely unknown, about Hahnemann's call to Kothen. According to them the ducal permission to settle down as doctor in Kothen was
extended at the beginning of April, 1821, to Hahnemann, who was, besides,
He was, however, by no means
to be allowed to prepare his own medicines.
satisfied with this, and in view of the complaint of the Leipsic apothecaries
recently decided against him, he demanded most emphatically the further
right to be able to administer these self-prepared medicines without the
intervention of apothecaries. To obtain this privilege not expressly
described in the first decree, Hahnemann applied to the Austrian General
Consul in Leipsic, Adam Miiller, who had strong influence over the Duke in
Kothen and over his policy. With the help of this influence and through
Governor von Sternegg, Miiller contrived to satisfy Hahnemann's desire
It is interesting to read how the Duke's decision embodied
completely.
almost literally Adam Miiller's proposal and how, on this occasion also, the
hint about Prussia led to compliance with Hahnemann's demand.
The
Austrian plenipotentiary was working against Prussia and used to this
end the prince of this small state of Middle Germany, who later, under
Miiller's influence, was converted to the Catholic church together with his
vvife, a Prussian princess.
His desires being granted, Hahnemann could formally and completely
terminate his stay in Leipsic. The lectures of the winter Semester, 1820 to
1821, which, according to Moritz INIiiller, had been attended in the end by only
seven students were finished (''''). For his exeat Hahnemann had procured
from the registrar of the Academy a formal certificate, which stated that
during his stay in Leipsic from 1812 onwards, no complaint against him or
his familv had been entered before the academic court, and that he had
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always executed his duties purxtually and efficiently (7'). Then, in June,
He never returned for any length of time. Several
1821^ he left Leipsic.

Hartmann, accompanied him for a certain
and Mossdorf, went with him to Kothen,
fellow worker and became his son-in-law.

of his older students, reports Franz
distance and two of them, Heynel

where Mossdorf remained as his

Yc/hr\^n.
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Facsimile of Hahnemann's Certificate
from Leipsic University

There are not a few people, admirers of Hahnemann and sincere devotees
homoeopathy amongst them, who condemn the master's withdrawal from
Hahnemann,
Leipsic and cah it a desertion, a capitulation to his opponents.
they say, should have remained at any rate as an academic teacher in spite
of

of the

unfavourable decision in the question of dispensing his own remedies,
his lectures in order to ensure a rising generation

and should have continued
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For nobody else was then in a position to
Consequently, they argue, he
represent homoeopathy in the lectnre-rooms.
yielded ground weakly, merely for personal advantage, for his own medical
B\' his retreat to rural Kothen the
practice, and the enemy triumphed.
friends of homoeopathy and its young adherents had lost their intellectual
guidance and their solid centre. The disciples would now have to fend for
themselves and for any further development of homoeopath^^ Hahnemann
himself, their leader hitherto, had retired into the background and his future
activities, with few exceptions, would no longer be those of a pioneer or a
With his departure from Leipsic Hahnemann's period of brilliance
leader.
What other distinction he might now achieve,
to be ended.
seemed, alas
would be counted as the late summer and autumn fruits of his work. By
renouncing academic activity he had given up also all creative effort.
What truth is there in these assertions and reproaches ? Tt is true that
Hahnemann by his retreat to Kothen passed more into the background,
particularly in literary matters and in the further elaboration of his
therapeutic theor}''. From that time onwards he has given to the world
only few works of any great value, as for example his work on " The Chronic
It is, moreover, true that
in
Diseases " and his Cholera writings.
the coming severe battles Hahnemann, for reasons to be explained more
fully, remained almost entirely behind the forefront and that it was left to
others to take up publicly the feuds between homoeopathy and its opponents.
It is also true that a solid centre of unity was now more or less lacking and that
consequently disputes set in amongst the homoeopaths of different tendencies.
Hahnemann removed from the actual scene of conflict, was unfortunately too
much inclined to give ear to the machinations of one party and so contributed
(Vide Chapter XVI.)
rather to an aggravation of the discord than to unity.
But we must not overlook the development of affairs in Leipsic.
of homoeopathic physicians.

!

Hahnemann

ma}' have been animated by his theory and completely devoted
but he was certainly not a tenacious and unyielding fighter. For this
he was too easily excited, too tender-hearted, too sensitive. He was probably
suitable for a sudden attack and even for a very punitive sally, but he could
never withstand battles obstinately to their bitter end. If he encountered
His
resistance or hostility that was too violent, he preferred to yield.
continual migrations sprang from this softness of his emotional side, lacking,
to

it,

and the inviolable capacity to resist of a
For decades the antagonisms and battles had been raging
uninterruptedly, and it was in Leipsic particularly that the}- had increased
Professionally baited, socially ostracised, thrown
to their greatest extent.
entirely upon himself, it was not surprising if the sixty-five-years-old-man at
nothing but peace for himself and his family. The
last demanded peace
as

it

did, the inflexible will-power

horned

Siegfried.

—

earning of his daily bread, that is, the exercise of medical practice for its
earning possibility, was only a secondary consideration and it is a conscious
or unconscious misunderstanding of the state of affairs if thi-; point of view
Hahnemann carried on his medical activities
is made of primary importance.
not merely to ensure a living for his family and himself, but above all to
test, observe and extend his theories by the treatment of patients.
That was
the higher conception of his healing science, which he always kept in sight.
He could only apply his healing process strictly and without hindrance if
the greatest possible amount of freedom in dispensing were allowed him to
cope with the position of the apothecaries of that period. For he could
nowhere reckon safely on accurate and reliable preparation of honutopathic
medicines.
The Saxon governmental decree had deprived him of this
freedom to dispense and consequenth' taken from him the first requisite for

"
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development.

Thus he was

obliged to look for a place more favourable to his purpose in
He could
to live first and foremost for his practice.
cause was firmly enough established and that it would not
created around himself a following of students upon whom,
number, he could, as he hoped, rely.

order to be able
assume that his

its

perish.

He had

though small

in
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Facsimile of Patent for Hofrath Dr.

Hahnemann

("2).

These young men should now move into the front hne of the battlefield
and allow him after his many trials and struggles to pass more into the rear.
That it was pre-eminently this desire for quietness which had driven him away
from Leipsic and which was perpetually animating him, was soon shown
in quite an unexpected way in Kothen, whose duke had shown more sympathy
to him and homoeopathy than any other reigning Prince.
It was not given to Hahnemann to acchmatise quickly in new conditions
and to take firm root in new ground. Moreover, as has already been shown
several times, he was completely denied the gift of adapting himself to fresh
people and of making friends of them. He soon, therefore, believed himself
to be persecuted in Kothen.
As early as the 28th October, of the same year,
he was writing to Dr. Wishcenus in BerUn
:

I cannot five here quietly much longer because
chicaneries, and I must seek out a new place of abode.

of the

many
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Who knows what might have happened if the duke's broadmindedness
and strong will had not kept him back ? In the following May, Hahnemann's
election as Privy Councillor took place C^), and on the ist June the assistance
of his pupil, Dr. Mossdorf, was granted him, together with the same right
and authority as himself in the preparing and administering of medicinal
remedies (''3). Subsequently, Hahnemann was always in very close touch
with the court. The Duke and Duchess thought very highly of him as a
The Duke's own letter of thanks (January, 1823) has already
physician.
been imparted to the reader in Supplement 69. But the Duke did not let
the matter rest with this personal demonstration. He ordered that an account
of his recovery should be published in the Kothen newspaper as Hahnemann's
achievement. Thus it happened that the cure was reported also in the
" Staats-und-Gelehrten-Zeitung des
Hamburger unparteiischen Korrespondenten " (7+). When in the year 1825 the ducal pair left for Paris for a
long stay, during which they wished to be received into the Catholic church,
the Duchess felt impelled to take a very friendly farewell of Hahnemann by
Further letters go to prove that continued intimac}- and
letter {-).
friendship between the court and Hahnemann, which will be a special subject
of discussion at Hahnemann's doctorate jubilee.
In official quarters, too, the most meticulous consideration was paid
repeatedly to Hahnemann's desires. For example, in April, 1824, Dr. Mossdorf,
Hahnemann's son-in-law, was commissioned with the professional treatment
Only on
of the Ducal staff at a fixed (though perhaps low) yearly salary (7^)
one occasion was a request of Hahnemann's declined by the Duke when
he had applied for permission for a young doctor to settle in a small country
town. The Duke was prompted by the kindest motives, for he believed that
two doctors in this small town would not be able to eke out an existence
The petition is a remarkand in addition Hahnemann's protege was a Jew
able instance of the unprejudiced broadmindedness and toleration of
.

—

!

Hahnemann

(77).

has been widely stated that the whole of Hahnemann's time
state of peace and undisturbed happiness filled in by work,
More and more violent attacks on him and on
this is a serious mistake.
But Hahnemann, like the
his system succeeded one another continuously.
General Officer Commanding a battle, was hidden away behind the front and
usually did nothing but provide the stimulus and the lines of direction for
Execution of the plans was left to disciples,
the answering thrust.
mostly his early pupils and friends, Dr. Stapf in Naumberg and Dr. Gross
In 1822 Stapf had published the first periodical of homoeoin Jiiterbogk.
pathy, the " Archive for the Homoeopathic Science of Healing." At first
Hahnemann regarded this innovation with suspicion. As appears from a
letter to Dr. Wislicenus in Berhn, of the 3rd January, 1822 (vide the latter's
biography in Chapter XXVII) competitive jealousy of the booksellers seems
For Hahnemann speaks of " a
to have played a part in this question.
twaddle " of the publisher Reklam that had made him mistrust the new
But soon Stapf was Hahnemann's dearest confidant and brotherventure.
in-arms, to whom he had recourse in aU controversies and attacks and also
A large collection of letters to Stapf and
in professional contingencies.
others, taken from this Kothen period (and particularly from the first few
years), afford a vivid picture of these perpetual literary hostilities and
antagonisms which Hahnemann and his doctrine had to face {^^). Impressions
Pleasant
pleasant and otherwise are to be obtained from this collection.
to behold is the imperturbable calm of Halmemann, who can no longer be
No longer can any
led to doubt the truth or accuracy of his teaching.

Although

in

it

Kothen was a
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attack injure him, excite him or lead him astray. No longer need he reply
He merely passes on
personally to reproaches, distortions or calumnies.
quietly the reply to Stapf and others, to whom, as mentioned above, he
entrusts the challenging note, the most vigorous attitude, the leading
Hahnemann's calm, dignity and clear vision in the face of all
points.
attacks directed against him speaks from the letter to Dr. Wishcenus, of the
25th December, 1823. But these letters also give unpleasant impre^ions.
Verv soon Hahnemann confined himself so closely to his rural seclusion and
Uved so completelv for his profession, that he lost all connection with medical
From his own words, he no longer
science and even definitely gave it up.
read any medical works, any pamphlets or periodicals except the
" Archive "
and had therefore to rely on others to make him acquainted
with attacks against himself and his system. It was natural that in time a
serious deficiency and bias should arise in his knowledge, which in their turn
For this reason Hahnemann
lead to a deplorable superficiality in warfare.
used to imagine himself able to despatch his opponents with a few severe,
Moreover, the disciple
general phrases and with rather irrelevant retorts.
who could make the bravest flourish, whose blows in the duel were most
elegant, most rapier-like, was his favourite, so that even Stapf was too
mild and too pertinent. But in these letters even if his opponents were
of acknowledged academic repute, like Hufeland or Sprengel, Professor
of Medicine in Halle University, or Heinroth, Doctor and Professor of
Psychic Therapy in Leipsic University (1773-1834), or Baron von Wedekind,
Professor in Darmstadt, one of the most reputed physicians of his time, etc.,
Hahnemann treated them with an almost amazing disrespect, which was
quite irrelevant and incompatible with the objections raised and the
personalities involved.
It seems to be beyond the scope of our task to go into all these individual
attacks at great length. They should perhaps find a place in a work on the
origin and defence of homoeopathy,* but they seem hardly suitable for an
impartial appreciation of the life and life work of the founder of homoeopathy.
We must, therefore, content ourselves with the short series of Hahnemann's
pronouncements upon his opponents and attackers during the Kothen period,
as they are indicated in the extracts from letters of Supplement 78.
On the other hand, it must not be forgotten, that trusty supporters of
Hahnemann and homoeopathy made their appearance at this time. In
particular, the " Allg. Anz. der Deutschen " took up the cudgels as a valiant
combatant, especially during the \'ear 1825
The editor of the paper published
on the 14th March an essay on Hahnemann's Hfe and works, which bore
witness to the author's warm affection and keen understanding. Later, a
second essay dealt with the " Organon " and the " Materia Medica Pura."
The question whether a fusion of allopathy and homoeopath}' might be
possible was also ventilated, but it was negatived by Dr. G. W. Gross of
Juterbogk. A " Request for Instruction " applied the simple arithmetic
For example, in
of the people to the dilutions of homoeopathic medicines.
order to produce a homoeopathic dose of one decillionth of a grain, an amount
of water would be necessary equal to about 52 quintiUion world masses, each
the size of our earth.
The editorial staff referred to Hahnemann's instructions about dilutions
in the " Materia Medica Pura " (Part II, pages 67 and 68), and extraordinarily
enough Hahnemann himself made reply in the essay, " Information for the
Seeker after Truth " (No. 194, July 20th, 1825). Here he referred to the

—

—

.

*

A

detailed description

is

contained

in the "

opathy " by Dr. Wilhelm Ameke, Berlin, 1884.

Origination and Defence of Homoe-
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sparks caused by striking steel on a flint. By vigorous and speedy friction
enough heat is generated to cause the steel filings to glow and for this at
But by the friction, heat which hes
least 1,000° Fahrenheit are necessary.
hidden in the steel in a latent, undeveloped and bound up state, is aroused
and developed. And like the heat in steel, an offensive, almost unbearable smell is developed by rubbing horn, ivory, bone and hmestone containing
The same thing happens when crude medicinal
rock-oil (stink-stone).
substances are shaken and rubbed. Unfortunately Hahnemann was again
on this occasion induced to commit lamentable exaggerations about the
dynamic effects of high potencies. Of gold-leaf, for example, he wrote
:

One single grain of the last (quintilHonth) dilution poured into a
small clean medicine bottle wiD, within one hour, completely restore a
man who is desperately ill and whose one thought is suicide, and will
bring him back to a calm state of mind, to a desire to live. He will
abhor his intended purpose, even if he only inhales once from this small
bottle or places a tiny granule of the powder on his tongue.
Of the effect of Droserarotundifolia, Sundew, recommended by Hahnemann
whooping-cough epidemic of children, he wrote

for the

:

If the juice were diluted to the decilUonth and at the same time
the glass were given twenty and more vigorous shakes, this remedy
in its 15th dilution would be so strong that a single drop,
given in a teaspoonful of water, would endanger a child's hfe. On
the other hand, if each dilution were shaken only twice (two swings
of the arm) and then made up to the decillionth dilution, a granule of
the size of a popp3^ seed moistened with the last dilution will cure at
one single dose this terrible malady without injuring in the sUghtest
the child's state of health.
.

It was against such extravagances that Dr. Hermann Schnaubert, of
Cahla, turned the point of his witticisms in the " Allg. Anzeiger "
:

Death has no further power over man, the homoeopaths have
taken away his sting
For, if shaking and rubbing a dead medicinal
substance, reduced to an unimaginable size, can give an effective power
passing all comprehension, surely nobody can be surprised if he sees
dead men brought to life by shaking and rubbing, sustained
!

appropriately.

Schnaubert goes on to say

:

Would the homoeopaths be so kind as to determine how many
shakings of the head are requisite to increase mental activity so as to
obtain an infinitely clear perception in cases of intricate diseases,
where we lack the necessary illumination ?
made

Dr. Mombert, of Wannfried, also

In

upon

my

is no trutli
and prejudice.

opinion there

caprice, delusion

Yet Mombert was obliged to ask

How

a sharp attack on homceopathy
in

it.

The whole

:

theor}'- rests

:

can it possibly be that a man like Hahnemann, to whom his
opponents cannot deny perspicuity and learning, can
trumpet forth a theory so thoroughly false ?

greatest

—
;
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As explanatory reply he adduces a whole list of physicians from the
sixteenth century up to his own time, who all deluded themselves and
On this basis he sought to show the weakness of each theory of
others.
Hahnemann's. The theory of doses and potencies he calls

An idea which yields nothing in lunacy to the wildest freak of the
mad-house.
The thought of this nonsense makes one giddy
and, as a matter of fact, giddiness plays a very great part in the whole
theory of homoeopathy.
This idea is worthy of being recorded
.

.

.

.

in the annals of the

The other

.

.

most notorious lunatic asylums.

theories are also characterised as " absurd "

effort is to annihilate

homoeopathy by a mock

and

his concluding

classification of four large

groups of diseases according to the " homoeopathic-nosological system."
There succeeded at Hahnemann's suggestion, vide Supplement 78,
the following retort (No. 319 of the " Allg. Anz." of the 22nd November)

—

:

The Society of Homoeopathic Physicians considers it to be
beneath its dignity to pay heed to outbreaks such as these in Nos. 300,
304 and 305 of the " Allg. Anz. der Deutschen."
Shallowness, a smattering of knowledge, a very superficial smattering, blind and presumptuous inference from that which proves nothing,
theoretical drivel of an ancient stamp, distortions and falsifications of
the truth, the most destructive criticism of something these gentlemen
do not understand, do not wish to understand all this is to be found
in abundance.
It is impossible to imagine more superficial prattle
about the most serious matter in life, more supercilious shelving of the
most illuminating truths, more arrogant condemnation without proof,

—

more malicious derision, more futile quibbling, more vulgar mockery
or more shameless lying.
Nevertheless, the more intelligent members
of the public will conclude from the very nature of this unrestrained
passion that these fellows have a poor case. Every mocking smile
at homoeopathy is intended to conceal the inward fury at their rotten
old register-ship, which can no longer be caulked and in its own
foundering, threatens to plunge them all into the abyss.
Then all this despising laughter and impudent mockery of better
things, all this grandiloquence on the supposed eternal durability of
their leaky colossus will be of no avail.
That which cannot sustain
itself any longer above the surface of the water must sink.

And all this Hocus Pocus of facile, so-called demonstration
supposed to be able to prove and to scintillate will be of no avail
a more enlightened public will test for itself by experience, what is good

—

and

better.

has already tested and made its decision. These gentlemen are
too late. They must be satisfied with the contempt accorded them by
the public for their false warning.
It

In No. 323 of the " Allg. Anz. der Deutschen " of the 25th
1825, the editor declares

November,

:

With the printing of the essays on homoeopathy in Nos. 300,
and 319, the discussion, conducted with an acrimony reflecting
little honour on our journal, must be regarded as closed.
In the future
nothing more can be accepted on this subject, unless it arises from new
304, 305

scientific

views or proved

facts.
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Consequently, thirteen essays in their hands are not published for reasons
In the case of essay No. 8, the statement

which are stated individually.
is

made

:

Writing matter,

etc.,

directed against Professor Dr. Heinroth,

Wedekind,
Darmstadt, the author of a guide to suppress homoeopathy, and
against the reviewer in the general Church newspaper, can be left
unprinted, without prejudice to the good cause.
of Leipsic, the author of the "Anti-organon," against Dr.
of

In the case of No. 13, concerned with the attacks of Dr. Schnaubert and
Dr. Mombert, the editorial comment is
:

For the enUghtened and unprejudiced reader we surely do not
need to point with the finger at the real attitude, from which these
violent effusions of the allopaths have sprung.

Dr. C. Wilhelm Hufelaxd.

This marks the close, therefore, of the literary duels of the year 1825,
(Cf. in this matter Hahnemann's letter from the
same year, Supplement 78.) But in the following year the editor, Dr.
Hennicke took up the cause of homoeopathy and Hahnemann again by
" Dr. Hahnemann as
printing an essay of Dr. P. von Balogh, of Ofen-pest
Man and Physician " (No. 260, of the 24th September, 1826). In succeeding
years, also, the journahstic combats in the " Reichsanzeiger " went on apace
without being able to obstruct or further the cause of homreopathy in
in the " Reich sanzeiger."

:

any way.
As opposed to the manifold spiteful and nagging attacks on Hahnemann
and his theory it is pleasant to note what a distinguished and dignified
position Hufeland took up in his pubHc attitude to homceopathy at that

—

:
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In 1826 (Journal, Vol. I, page 23) he sets down succinctly what he
imagines to be the disadvantages of Homoeopathy, over and against its
advantages, which in part— at any rate to-daj^ need no longer be
considered.
At the head stands that old complaint, always made in his
time
time.

—

The homoeopathic process of healing may lead to a merely
symptomatic (purely empiric) type of cure and may suppress the
causal method, which is the basis of all rational medical practice,—
what
which case, however, the question must at once be raised
Then the second complaint states
significance of " rational " ?

in

is

:

the

:

If it

dominant,

were introduced universally and if it should become preit would exert a disadvantageous influence on the study

of medicine,

This was a reproach which had a certain amount
as in Brown and Broussais.
of justification behind it, if homoeopathy, as certainly seemed the case for a
certain period in Hahnemann's days, desired to break off every connection
with the rest of the healing science and with its " fundamental sciences."
But this attitude was rejected by Hahnemann's disciples (vide the Wolf
In the third place, the complaint that it would
theses, Supplement 143).
" create sins of omission," touches upon and is partly covered by what has
been said under the first head. And when Huf eland quotes as " sins of
omission," " phlebotomy, emetics and other evacuation medicines," we have
only to turn to the development of the age for its judgment concerning the
value of these preventives of the old school. Fourthly, he protested that it
implied " an infringement of the fundamental laws of every good medical
practice."
Here he refers to the self-dispensing of medicines. Yet in the
same essay Huf eland himself defended the justifiability of this, and
emphasised the fact that " the matter had two sides to it," and that he
himself when it was still the custom in Weimar had dispensed his own
medicines for ten years. For the physician had a greater interest in obtaining
accurately dispensed medicines and was more conscientious in this matter
than the apothecary. The last objection, however, reads in this way
:

By its principles it deprives physicians of their respectful confidence
inward power of natural healing, whereby it stands in direct
opposition to that fundament of all Hippocratean physicians, which
" Without the inward process of natural healing there can be
states
no cure of disease, not even an artificial cure." But fortunately the
actual practice of homoeopaths is of such a nature that it affords the
in the

:

fullest

scope to this particular power of heahng.

The main point is that Hufeland himself is bound to admit the compatibihty of homoeopathic practice with his principles of natural healing.
Further remarks on this question of the power of natural healing will be
found

in

follows

Chapter XXII.
Advantages of Homoeopathy " are enunciated by Hufeland as

"

The
:

wiU attract attention to the all-important question
help to bring dietetics back to its own.

1.

It

2.

It will

3.

It will prohibit large

4.

It will lead to

of individualisation.

doses of medicines.

a simplification of prescriptions.
9
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"It

5.

will lead to

more accurate

remedies on
already done."
of

testing

and determination

the living subject, as

it

of the effect

has to a certain extent

The homoeopathic process will direct attention more to the preparation
of medicines and bring about a stricter supervision of the

6.

apothecaries.
7.

It will

8.

It

never do positive injury.

will give the

sick

organism more time for quiet and undisturbed
about the "vis medcatrix naturse"

self-help [vide the complaint

R.H.]
It will lessen

9.

the costs of curing to an extraordinary extent."

Hufeland concludes his

article in this

way

:

Time will judge. TiU then we will continue to test without
prejudice, keep more to the facts than to theory and above all found
no new sects endowed with intolerance and a desire to persecute. Let
us all consider ourselves as acolytes of one temple, who are striving
after one common aim, even though it may be along different paths.

As can be seen, Hufeland endeavoured to be as fair
Homoeopathy and its demands. And since in his manner

as possible towards

he always
maintained the dignity of scientific disputation, this could have been easily
But unfortunately there was
preser\'ed with opponents of his own stamp.
often absent from the ranks of the homoeopaths this good intent, or even,
Hahnemann's seclusion and his almost
for that matter, a united front.
total absorption in professional duties in the little town of Kothen, far away,
were responsible for the fact that homoeopathy as a science was practically
without a leader. Soon different sects or tendencies began to appear, fighting
against one another and being attacked most bitterly by Hahnemann. As a
consequence of the biased reports reaching the recluse in Kothen, even his
best, truest and strongest-minded friends were not spared his complaints
of address

attacks.
We must consider these defamations, so lamentable, and
obstructive to the reputation of the good cause, in a special chapter ('^).
If Hahnemann had in this way excluded himself from the outside world,
he had at any rate preserved one treasure for his old age. to which as a
man he had a most personal right and an inviolable claim, namely, a happy
family hfe. To this belonged above all things /n's own home.
As in several other places, Hahnemann's desires had been from his first
He wanted to arrange his ovsii
arrival in Kothen directed towards this aim.
life in undisputed independence and as it pleased his convenience
on his own
hearthstone, in his own home.
Scarcely had Hahnemann received the Ducal permission to settle down,
when he departed for Kothen (on the 25th April) in order to purchase a
house. Adam Miiller informed the Duke of this from Leipsic.
He acquired
the house. No. 270, Wall Street (later No. 47), which had belonged to a
Dr. Heinrich.
On the first day of the Whitsuntide holidays he arrived in
Kothen and lived at first in the " Grand Hostelry," until he had fitted up the
house to suit his purposes.
But according to the existing regulations,
before the contract of sale could be legally witnessed and certified, he
was first obHged to become a citizen of his new place of abode. This took
place on the 13th June, 1821.
may well assume that from this time
onwards he always lived in his own house. As late as 1875. Albrecht. the
head of a Seminary, used to describe with affectionate detail the old

and

—

We

HIS HOUSE IN

KOTHEN
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house of his friend which he so often visited. Dr. Lutze has also given us a
In completion of these accounts we add
description of the house (7'').
the following

:

Situated on the obtuse corner of Wall Street, the two-storied
floor and first story) makes a pleasant impression with
roof.
A memorial tablet is now fitted over the door
and bears the inscription
" In this house hved and worked from 1821 to 1835 the discoverer
of homoeopathy, Priv}^ Councillor Dr. Fr. Christ. Samuel Hahnemann."

house (ground
its very steep

;

On

entering the house the visitor is struck by the extraordinary size of
a frequent characteristic of middle class houses in former
times.
In point of fact our forefathers used the hall not merely as a short
communication to other rooms, but as a place where one could live. At any
rate, in Hahnemann's house it was partly used as a waiting-room for the
On the left, behind the front door was the low room used by
patients.
Hahnemann as a consulting-room. Next to it there is a second room and on
the right hand side of the hall a third. At the back, leading awa)^ to the right
of the hall, there are the stairs to the upper story with black bannisters.
On this floor, too, there is an unusually large landing. There is httle space
left for the kitchen, living-rooms and bedrooms, which, after the fashion of
that time, are also low.
For, although the house looks comfortable from
outside, the space inside is limited, as the corner situation gives the house
an acute angle behind. Upstairs was wholly given over to the family.
Directly opposite the front door in the entrance hall, there is a back door
which leads into the paved courtyard, and through this to the long narrow
garden, bounded by a high wall. This is an extremely modest strip of ground,
which Hahnemann called his garden and in which he took his daily promenades.
He even walked up and down in the night with a lantern in his hand. We
can well imagine the disappointment of the French physician visiting
Hahnemann and going to see the garden of which he had heard so much.
But we can also recognise the pride and the miodesty of Hahnemann in the
ready answer he gave to the sHghting comment of his visitor

the

hall

—

:

You

are right.

My

garden

is

small.

But, see

how

high

it is

!

At the bottom end of this strip of land was the ivy-covered bower, where
Hahnemann in the summer liked so much to rest after the day's burdens and
labours.
Here also, he used to receive visits from professional colleagues,
and here a great part of his work on " Chronic Diseases " is said to have been
written.

After his second marriage Hahnemann obtained the house next door,
which he intended as a place of abode for his unmarried daughters. A
narrow passage was made through the yard to join both houses. On
Hahnemann's departure for Paris the daughters moved back into their father's
house, where they lived until their death.
Up to the present day the house has remained in its old condition, and
according to the terms of his daughters' will had to be so preserved by the
heirs. But since the death of Hahnemann's grandson, Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann,
of Ventnor, the small sum of money allocated for the preservation of the
house will no longer be adequate, and some measure ought to be taken to
It should stand
ensure that this modest house may remain in its old state.
as a witness to unassuming, middle-class homeliness, which, though
boasting no stately external decorations and no pompous internal furnishings,
was yet contented to seek its chief joy in modest simplicity and quiet
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In this way, it formed a fitting frame for the whole hfe-portrait
happiness.
of the wonderful personality, who up to his departure filled its spaces with the
magic of his presence.
In this house, which we should nowadays regard as quite simple,
Hahnemann found everything he desired. There was room enough for the
exercise of his ever-increasing professional practice
for his hterarj' and
scientific work, which was continually engaging his attention
and for
diversion within the circle of his family, who surrounded him with their deep
love, and also of his friends who gave him pleasure with their visits.
In all Hahnemann's letters from whatever period of hfe they may be
taken there is to be perceived this inward satisfaction, this endless
happiness within the bosom of his family.
;

;

—

—

I

dear to

am Hving (nearly fifty-six years old) in the circle of a family
me — a wife of rare goodness and seven daughters, almost grown

who

are cheerful, educated, tractable, innocent, and
foot and cheer my hfe (even with music)
not almost to be envied ?

up,

who

wait upon

....

me hand and

Am

I

These heartfelt expressions of love, taken from the Torgau period (1811),
are always being repeated in the most varied ways.
In the matter of the home itself, the wife and mother of the children
was the undisputed head. She ruled in her kingdom without limitation,
as Hahnemann himself has occasionally suggested in playful humour.
The
daughters, virtuous and weU-beha\-ed, submitted in love and reverence to
their father's will and obeyed his slightest desires without his ha\ing to
admonish them. Almost touching descriptions of this typically German
family hfe of the really " good old times " have come down to us from friends
and guests of the family^from the director of the seminar}', Albrecht of
Kothen, who was on intimate terms with the famil}^ for many years (^),
from Franz Hartmann and Ernst von Brunnow, who were allowed to
experience Hahnemann's hospitality as chosen students and who proved
themselves truly and warmly grateful for the same. Fr. Hartmann, in
sincere veneration and on the basis of his own experiences, wrote as follows
(" AUg. horn. Ztg." 1844, Vol. 26, No. 12)
:

Frequent opportunity was afforded us, when we ah formed one
family of admiring that amiability which charmed us all.
In the midst of our intimate circle sat the silver-haired old man.
with deep brow, arched and thoughtful, with keen eyes full of fire,
and cahn, searching face.
By his very presence amongst us he
proved that the earnest exterior, usually to be seen in ordinary
hfe, was onty a part of that deep and persistent seeking after the goal
he had set for himself. It was by no means a mirror to his soul, which
was as ready as any man's to show its most beautiful light and to gi\e
large

way

to joy, bright

the master

whom

felt

humour, intimacy, frankness,

in the circle of his dear ones

wit, etc.

and

How happy

friends,

amongst

he numbered not only his students, but also the scholars of

other faculties,

was the

who

respected his doctrine

How

!

grateful to

him

he allowed himself when, after finishing his work, he
sat in his easy-chair from 8 o'clock in the evening onwards, in his
dressing-gown and velvet cap, with his boots off, smoking his
pipe and drinking a glass of mild beer
It was exceedinghinteresting then to watch him get excited, as easily happened when
stories were told concerning the methods of the older physicians in the
leisure

!
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He used to push up and down his httle cap because his
sick chamber.
face became hot, and would blow out such clouds of tobacco smoke
But if he got on the subject of his own
that he was lost to sight.
troubled life and recounted incidents from it, his pipe often went out
and one of his daughters was then immediately ready to light it again
Outside his own science he liked best to discourse
unbidden.
on natural science subjects, the conditions of foreign countries and
But at these times he disUked very strongly being consulted
peoples.
Either he was laconic or he
about definite forms of disease.
rebuffed the enquirer in a friendly manner by saying, " More of
This was not so much a refusal to deal with the
this to-morrow."
matter, but rather that he felt too tired to give advice on serious
Often, on the following day, he would himself bring
questions.
forward the question raised, and would give his kindly assistance and
He liked people to give open expression to their views, even
advice.
if they refuted his and not infrequently he would submit to the opinion
of his opponent
!

And

in another place

:

There was no doubt that the upbringing of children in Hahnemann's
house might be taken as an example. All his daughters were brought
up to be real housewives, not ashamed of doing any kind of work and
not after the manner of elegant young ladies anxious for finery
and continual amusement, which in any case would not have been
accorded them. Their sole recreation, day by day, was a simple walk
round the town, three and three together, when they went along at a
suitable distance behind their parents who were walking arm in arm.
Occasionally a longer walk was taken to Schleussig, the small KuchenThese walks took place regularly at 4 o'clock in
garten, Gohlis, etc.
the afternoon and once on Sundays in the early morning.

—

—

Ernst von Brunnow,

and

tried

who came

the reformer's cure,

Hahnemann and Homoeopathy

A

ver}' peculiar

The members

to Leipsic in 1816 as a student of law
Glance at
us in his httle book, "

" (Leipsic, 1844)

mode

A

tells

:

of life prevailed in the

Hahnemann

house-

and the students of
the University lived and worked only for one idea Homoeopathy
and for this everyone strove in his own way. The four grown-up
daughters assisted their father in the preparation of his medicines and

hold.

of his family, the patients

—

gladly took part in the provings. The students, devoted to the reformer,
were even more anxious to help, and their names will be found carefully
recorded in connection with their individual observations in the
" Materia Medica Pura."
That these carefuUy institiited provings
were not at all injurious to any of them, I can personally testify from
my own experience when I hved amongst them. The patients
enthusiastically acclaimed the magnificent results of homoeopathy
and devoted themselves as apostles to spread the fame of the new
Everything connected with Hahnemann
doctrine among unbelievers.
was at that time the butt of ridicule or the object of hatred. But so
much the more closely did the homeopaths hold together, like members
of a persecuted sect, and clung with more exalted reverence and love
to their

honoured commander.

After the day had been spent in hard work, Hahnemann was in the
habit of recruiting himself from eight o'clock till ten by conversation
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with his circle of trusty friends.
All his friends and scholars had
then access to him, and were made welcome to partake of his mild
beer and join him in a pipe of tobacco. In the midst of the attentive
circle the old /Esculapius reclined in a comfortable arm chair, dressed
in the homely fashion we have described, with a long Turkish pipe in
his hand, and narrated by turns amusing and serious stories of his
storm-tossed life, whilst the smoke from his pipe diffused its clouds
around him.

Next

to natural science the

condition of foreign nations often

formed the subject of these evening conversations.

Hahnemann had

a peculiar fondness for the Chinese and for this reason, that among
them the children were brought up in the strictest obedience and respect
for their parents
duties which, in the civiHsed countries of Europe,
were becoming more and more neglected. Indeed the family of
Hahnemann presented a pattern of the old German system of training
children.
The children displayed not merely obedience, but the most
sincere love towards their parents.
Although living in luxurious and
elegant Leipsic, Hahnemann's daughters took no part in any public
amusements, went about more simply dressed than an artisan's
daughters and undertook most cheerfully the humblest household

—

services.

This limited amount of recreation in the family was part of a carefully
arranged time-table. In Kothen, as previously in Leipsic, Hahnemann
adhered to a strict time-table for work and recreation. Accurate details of
this matter have been passed on to us by the two first-named friends of
the Hahnemann household {^').
In connection with the Kothen period of Hahnemann's life the question
of fees must be discussed.
This is the more important, since Hahnemann's
conception and execution of this matter was often made the subject of
violent and thoroughly unjustifiable attacks by opponents.
He has even
been reproached with avarice and harshness against those of less means,
because he held firmly by the principle
Every workman, the mental workman included, is worthy of his hire and it is best to require cash payment
for every individual service rendered.
In this question we refer to the
testimony of his scholar, Franz Hartmann, as well as Hahnemann's letters to
other scholars and friends. Dr. Rummel, Dr. Erhardt of Merseburg, Dr. x'Vegidi
of Dii-sseldorf and Dr. Schreter of Lemberg.
These letters are of importance
because he discussed the fee question in them from his point of view,
without reserve {^^).
Hahnemann's system may have been repugnant
to his contemporaries, but it cannot be denied that a thoroughly .sound
idea lay underneath his conception and his practice.
After all, the medical
world of our own time has followed Hahnemann's custom to a very great
extent.
The medical unions of Germany are requesting their members to
hang up notices in their waiting and consulting rooms to the effect that cash
payment is desired for professional advice. Moreover, there are not a few
doctors who, like Hahnemann, gradate their fees according to the wealth or
:

,

wages

of their patients, so that the rich have to pay for the poor.
In these
times when we are so susceptible to our social obligations such a practice is
considered to be thoroughly justifiable. This is only another example of the
way manners suffer continual change at different times and in different
places.
Among the Chinese it is said to be customary to appoint a fixed
yearly sum for being kept in good health, to be piaid to the family physician
but for every case of illness in the house deductions are to be made.
;

>

THE QUESTION OF FEES
It

has been demonstrated repeatedly, however, that
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Hahnemann

—

in

—had alwa\'s a warm heart for the really poor

the true spirit of the freemason
and needy, and that his hand

recompense.

was ever ready
As an example, Franz Hartmann

to give without requiring
hom. Zeitg.," 1844,

(" Allg.

Vol. 26, p. 1S6) relates that, year in year out, Hahnemann treated twelve
poor patients without fee. They came at the same consulting hours and
enjoyed the same rights as rich patients. For they were always taken in
their turn

and no

over the poor.

man was able to boast that he had received preference
(Vide further Chapter XIV, life sketch of Frau Amalie

rich

Siiss.)

Hahnemann had

the highest conception of the dignity of his calling.

A

direct consequence of this was, on the one hand, his attitude towards the
question of fees, and on the other hand, his demands that the doctor should
studv the whole of medical science with the utmost care and attention to
detail,

We

and with equal care the treatment of every single case of disease.
matter more fully in Chapter XXI, " Hahnemann

shall discuss this

as Physician."

who will blame him for demanding payment
He had passed through severe privations in his

consistent with
In the
youth.
earher period of his professional career he had experienced stern struggles
He had therefore learned the
in the quest for food and the battle of hfe.
tyranny of poverty and the necessity of a definite income and capital to
Men who have
ensure a comfortable but by no means luxuriant existence.
passed through such a school of need, arrive necessarily at economy and
a heightened sense of the earning capacities possible to them.

After

his art

?

all,

CHAPTER
"

XIII

CHRONIC DISEASES," HAHNEMANN'S LAST MEDICAL WORK OF FUNDAMENTAL
IMPORTANCE (1828) THE PSORA THEORY.

—

.

"

Would

to

God

of healing diseases in

I had been able to lay down on the altar of mankind the art
I accomplished only what a weak
its utmost completion.

individual could do, guided by the invisible power of the gracious Godhead and heeding His signs. The sweet consciousness of duty fulfilled, richly
rewarded me and I could only pity the mass of blind obstructionists to the
indispensable truth without being angered by them."

Sam.

Hahnemann.
Town Clerk

In a letter to Albrecht,
" / call

it

Psora,

—

to

give

it

of Kothen,

September 15th, 1829.
a general name."

Sam.

Hahnemann,

" Chronic Diseases."

would not
HAHNEMANN
known him,
he had

have been the keen observer we have
not noticed in the course of 3'ears with
ever increasing clearness, that the structure of his therapeutic
system lacked the final coping stone. It is true that his homoeopathic system
offered, as he himself states, " far more certain, more convenient and less
harmful " remedies than allopathy for acute diseases, for epidemic diseases,
" But the number of the tiresome
sporadic fevers, and venereal diseases.
diseases j^et in the wide world was incomparably greater," and in spite of
The treatment of
all homoeopathic experiments they were still uncured.
such diseases was, "even when carried out strictl}' in accordance with the
theory of the homoeopathic science, as hitherto practised, encouraging in the
beginning, less favourable in the continuation and hopeless in the end."
if

During the years 1816 and 1817, I have been employed, day and
night, with the very serious problem of finding out why all the medicines
known to homoeopathy, bring about no real cure in the diseases under
discussion and of securing, if possible, a clearer insight into the true
state of those thousands of stricken ones, who remain uncured in the
face of the unimpeachable truth of the homoeopathic system of healing.
Lo in this time the Giver of all good things suffered me to solve
!

this sublime riddle for
tireless

investigation,

mankind's good as a
accurate

result of incessant thought.

observation

and the most careful

experiments.

These are Hahnemann's words in the first part of his last considerable
" Chronic Diseases, their nature and homc^opathic treatment " (I. Edition, Arnold, Dresden and Leipsic, 182S 11. Edition, 1833 to
And in a footnote he adds
1839).
medical work

:

:

:

Yet of all these indescribable labours I did not so much as breathe
a word cither to the world in general or to my students. This was
not perchance because the ingratitude frequently shown me restrained
136
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No, I did not breathe a word of it, because it is improper
and even injurious to speak and write of immature things. Only in
the last year have I communicated the main facts to two of my students,
who have done most meritorious service on behalf of homoeopathy.
This was for their good and that of their patients, and that the whole
of this scientific knowledge should not be lost to the world in the
event of a higher call into eternity before the completion of my book
which was not improbable in my seventy-third 3^ear.
me.

.

.

.

The two students, of whom Hahnemann here speaks, were Dr. Stapf,
Naumburg, the publisher of the " Archive for the Homoeopathic Science
of Healing " and his co-pubhsher. Dr. Gross, of Jiiterbogk, Hahnemann's
sponsor.
These two, who stood nearest his heart and who had penetrated
furthest into his new systemi of heahng, were, in fact, the first doctors to whom
he entrusted his new discovery. But some years before (1823) he had
told an enthusiastic supporter of his theories, who had been cured of a
of

chronic disease of long standing (the Consul General for Frussia Dr. Friedrich
Gotthelf Baumgartner, of Berlin), how he had endeavoured to cope
effectually with chronic diseases.
At that time he still hoped to be able to
test his theory in a hospital of his own in Kothen (there was none in the town)
and to be able to prove its truth to his students by actual fact. For he
was doubtful whether he would be able by means of the written word
to make generally comprehensible all that he had investigated and
ascertained in the course of years concerning the nature of chronic diseases.
His hope of a hospital of his own in Kothen was not fulfilled. His patron,
Duke Ferdinand, whom he had approached in the matter, was probably not
in a position to satisfy this desire of his Physician-in-ordinary, in view of
the continuously precarious financial position of his estates (and particularly
in view of the violent resistance of his medical authorities of which he had
full cognisance).
Consequently Hahnemann kept his new discoveries to
himself for several years, making use of them only in his own practice and,
according to his own story, achieving eminent and remarkable cures in cases
where formerly his own well-chosen remedies had failed {^^). At last, when
his intuitions gained by inexhaustible investigation had become certainties
to himself, when these new views and ideas seemed to be sufficiently matured,
he determined on their communication to others, on their written deposition
in a well-ordered form.
His old publisher, Arnold of Dresden, undertook
the publication of the work.
The first edition consists of four parts in all
the second of five. Part I contains the general theoretical principles of the
;

H

and IV and some of Part V
chronic diseases
Parts
contain a detailed presentation of the most important antipsoric remedies.
We shall return later to the fate of the book on the market.
Few books have stirred up more excitement in the medical world than
Hahnemann's " Chronic Diseases." His conception of these diseases and,
in particular, his Psora Theory aroused the criticism of friend and foe to a
tremendous extent from the very moment of their publication. At this
point many of his adherents and students refused to follow him any further.
To his opponents these views of his seemed to be even more idiotic than the
high dilution medicines of homoeopathy and for nearly a century they have
formed the target of their scornful ridicule. This should therefore justify
us in proceeding to treat at some length the contents of this last medical
work of considerable size, given by Hahnemann to the world. The modern
medical scientific world is once more evincing a sharper sense of the deeper
fundamentals of disease than was possible for decades past under the

new theory about

;
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t\Tannous prejudice of materialistic-bacteriological views, and we may
perhaps succeed in making clear to it what Hahnemann really wished to say.
Perhaps the moderns will recognise the true kernel of enduring value, which,
enveloped in much that is incomprehensible, vague, untenable and obsolete,
is contained in this work by a more than seventy years old explorer of rare
acumen.*

The starting point for the main ideas of the book was the observation,
that certain chronic diseases of venereal origin and otherwise, could be
alleviated by homceopathic remedies, but not completely cured.
Special
conditions, such as serious dietary mistakes, cold, wet and stormy weather,
temperamental influences, etc., caused the apparently rectified troubles to
appear again, frequently with new and stubborn s^^mptoms. New remedies,
chosen in the best and most careful way, were again of avail, " but only
slightly and imperfectly " for a short time, until the next outbreak was
brought on by adverse external influences. On the other hand, under
favourable, external conditions, such as a change of climate and home, careful
diet, etc., a " remarkable truce " was observed.
Considering all things,
however, the chronic malady was never eradicated, but became worse from
year to year, often with the most varied external s\TTiptoms.
At first it was thought that the reason for failure of the homoeopathic
treatment might be found in the insufficient number of remedies proved
and that the prospects would change for the better the more accuratelv proved
medicines the physician had at his disposal. But although this proved to
be some consolation for the students, the Master could not rest satisfied with
it.
Day and night, he was occupied with the question why the ordinary,
carefully selected remedies did not produce a lasting cure.
At last he came
to the conclusion that, in chronic diseases
one has always to deal with a segregated part of a deeper lying original
evil, the large extent of which is shown by new symptoms arising
from time to time.
But the original evil sought must also
be of a miasmatically chronic nature as was perfecth* evident to me
from the fact that, once it had developed to a certain degree of intensity,
it could not be eradicated by the mere vigour of a robust constitution.
Neither could it be overcome b}^ the healthiest diet and order of life,
nor annulled by itself, but in the course of years it grew worse, with
.

.

.

the addition of other more serious

—

symptoms

—right up

to the

end

of

life.

From frequent observ^ations, Hahnemann had discovered that chronic
maladies, which would not completely yield to the usual homoeopathic
remedies, had some connection with a " previous outbreak of psora."
Itch, a skin disease caused by the itch insect, was then of far greater
importance than nowadays. It was extraordinarily widespread among the
common people. Although external treatment with salves, etc., often
disposed very quickly of the external symptoms, all kinds of obstinate evils
would follow in its train, and these often could not be subdued for years.
Hahnemann was not alone in his view of the connection between chronic
maladies and " expelled itch " {^*). Two decades before the appearance of
his " Chronic Diseases," Autenrieth, a University Professor of Tiibingen,
had referred to this (" Tiibinger Blatter fiir Xaturwissenschaft und
Arzneikunde," Vol.
* In

II,

2nd

Part).

quotation of the contents we adhere to the 2nd Edition of the work

more complete

in several passages.

;

it

is

;

"

CHRONIC DISEASES

"

Of Autenrieth's observations Hahnemann says

130,'

:

When I was compiling my first edition of " Chronic Diseases,"^
did not know of Autenrieth's experiments in practical therapy
in the clinics of Tubingen in 1808.
But what he says about the diseases
after the local expulsion of itch is, as I then saw, merely a confirmation
He, also,
of what I had already found in a hundred other writers.
has noticed many diseases resulting from this external dislodgment of
itch
ulcers of the foot, phthisis, hysterical chlorosis, with various
menstrual complications, white swelling of the knees, dropsy of
the joints, epilepsy, amaurosis with discolouration of the cornea,
glaucoma with gutta serena, mental disturbances, paralysis, strokes
curvature of the neck, etc. AU of these he attributes (quite wrongly)
to the salves.
But his own slow method of local dislodgment (which
he foohshly calls curing) with liver of sulphur and soft soap is not a
whit better. The absurdity of thinking that his method is not just
as much a local dislodgment of the itch eruption from the skin
He knows as little about really effective help as all the rest of the
" It is indeed ridiculous to think of curing
allopaths, when he writes
No it is not only ridiculous,
itch (scabies) by internal remedies.'"
it is pitiable not to think of learning a sure and thorough cure by
internal remedies of this internal itch malady, which is not to be cured
by local expulsion.
I

—

!

:

!

As time went

Hahnemann was more and more

convinced, as a result
of the human
body from warts on the finger to the largest encysted tumours, from malformation of the finger-nails to swelling of the bones and curvatures of the
spine, " in a word, that thousands of wearisome human troubles, labelled
with various names by pathology, are with few exceptions solely the true
descendants of the polymorphous psora
and only partly expressions
of the old chronic erruptive and itch miasma " (sycotic and venereal diseases
excepted).
And in another place he says
on,

of his observations, that the

—

most diverse diseased conditions

—

—

.

.

.

:

—

AU chronic diseases of man even those which are left to thembetray great
selves and are not aggravated by wrong treatment
persistence and endurance.
Unless they are thoroughly cured by
medical science, before or when they are fuUy developed, they become
more and more acute as time goes on and for the whole course of life

—

they cannot be lessened, stiU less overcome and eradicated by the
power of a nature, however robust, or of a manner of life and
diet however healthy.
They will therefore never pass away of
themselves, but will grow and vitiate themselves until death supervenes.
Consequently they must, all of them, have as their fundamental origin
firmly established chronic miasms, by which means their parasitical
existence in the human organism can be continually strengthened and
increased.

According to Hahnemann, there are in Europe only three chronic miasms,
the diseases of which are distinguished by local symptoms and from which
most, if not all, chronic ailments originate
:

Sycosis, or fig-wart disease.
Syphihs or venereal chancre disease, and
3. Psora, which is at the bottom of the itch eruption.
1.

2.
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Sycosis, or

Fig-Wart Disease,

Hahnemann's opinion an important cause of chronic diseases. Syphilis
S3^cosis is not
to a greater extent Psora occur far more frequently.
always prevalent in an equal amount, but fluctuates considerably. For
example, during the French wars, from 1809 to 1814, it was ver\' widely
propagated, but since then it has been much less frequent.
is

in

and

Hahnemann then goes on to describe the multi-shaped, wart-like and
cauUfiower-hke excrescences from the urethra on the glands and prepuce in
the male or around the genitals in the female, such as are so frequently
He repudiates local removal and
encountered in gonorrhoeal diseases.
external destruction of these growths b}' ligatures, excisions or corrosions,
as well as the senseless internal application of mercury, which does not
influence or diminish in the sHghtest the sycotic miasm.
The surest and most thorough cure for this sycotic miasm the gonorrhoea
and all its excrescences, and therefore for the whole of the sycosis, is obtained
by applying internally the sap of the Tree of Life {Thuja) in 30th potency as
indicated homoeopathically.
In certain cases to be followed later by Acidum
Nitricum. Only in the most advanced and serious stages would it be
necessar}' " to paint the larger warts once a day with the mild sap, pressed
from the green leaves of the Thuja, mixed in half proportion with spirits of
wine " (^5).

But

the sycosis is comphcated with syphiUs or even with psora,
the worst constituent, namely, the psora, must be treated
with anti-psoric remedies. Only after that should the anti-sycotic remedies
"
be used and last of all " the suitable dose of the best mercury preparation
should be prescribed for the syphilis. This treatment must be repeated,
when necessary, until the cure is complete, in the order named.
then,

if

first of all,

But one must be sure to allow each
enough time to complete its own effect.

of these three kinds of medicine

With remarkable perspicacity Hahnemann

realised

that

gonorrhoea,

sycosis or fig-wart disease, is a separate disease, not connected \\\X\\
syphilis and that it is caused by a specific virus.
He thus stood in direct
contrast to his famous English contemporary, John Hunter, who, as is well

i.e.

of view that there was only one venereal poison.
According to the constitution and ph3'sical nature of the man this poison
caused in one subject gonorrhoea, in a second a soft chancre and in a
third a hard chancre.
Even until sixty years ago. Hunter's confusing
theory of the unity of sexual diseases remained common property of
physicians, and homceopathy's founder was severely reproached for ha\"ing
dared to set up open defiance of so important an authority as John Hunter.
After nearly one hundred years of serious research in the laboratory and

known, took up the point

at the sick-bed, we know that Hahnemann was quite right, that in reality
gonorrhoea and syphiUs are totally different diseases and that their bacteria
have nothing at all to do with one another. \\'hilst gonorrhoea arises from
the gonococcus discovered by Neisser, the soft chancre is caused by rod-like
bacteria, grouped in chain formation and the virus of the hard chancre,
so-called syphilis, is the spirochaeta pallida Schaudinn.
Further, in regard to the method of treating gonorrhoea, modem researches
have resulted in valuable confirmations of the accuracy of Hahnemann's
intuitive conceptions.
Right up to our own time gonorrhoea was considered
by the old school to be a local nialaoly and was therefore treated almost
entirely by local measures. In the medicine of to-day it has been acknowledged

SYCOSIS

AND SYPHILIS

'I4£)

that gonorrhoea may cause serious deterioration of the bodily fluids and
disturbance of the general state of health, and that local treatment may not
infrequently be followed by a latent continuation of gonorrhoea, lasting for
It is a logical conclusion from the above which
3'ears and tens of years.
induces the modern medical world to endeavour to supplant purely local
measures by a treatment guided more by biological principles.
How nearly the old school has gradually approached Hahnemann's
conception of the nature and treatment of gonorrhoea may be showTi by the
concluding words of a recent essa}' (Januar}', 1922) on " Gonorrhoea as a
Chronic Malady " (Med. Chnic, 1922, Xo. 3, p. 67), by Dr. E. Langer, a
student of the Berlin professor. Dr. Buschke
:

Our therapeutic armoury, of which only the principal parts are
mentioned here, is tremendous, but on the other hand the results
achieved are very modest. With gonorrhoea, too, we have to deal in
a considerable number of cases with a deep-seated general disease,
which we can never or very rarely track to its lair. For the future, the
onlv thing to do is to seek a way of attacking the disease in its point of
localisation according to biological laws.

According to Hahnemann's theory of chronic diseases.
Syphilis
another frequent source of tedious illness. In its importance and
frequency it exceeds sycosis considerably. In the following words, Hahnemann states his conception of the nature of syphilis
is

:

In impure coition the specific infection probably takes place
instantaneously at the point of contact and friction.
WTien the infection has taken hold, the whole living body is overcome
with it. Directly after the moment of infection the formation of
It is only
venereal disease begins in the whole of the interior.
after this penetration of the evil received into all the organs, only when
is
the transformation of the whole man into a venereal subject
complete
that the morbid state tries to ease and to paUiate
the internal evil by producing a local s}Tnptom (called a chancre),
which first appears as a bUster and then breaks out into a painful sore.
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

On the basis of this conception Hahnemann repudiates with the greatest
severity local treatment and " removal " of the chancre, and in support he
quotes passages from the writings of various celebrated contemporaries,
amongst others, John Hunter, and the Frenchman, Fabre. From these
utterances it becomes quite clear that they also regarded local treatment and
removal of the chancre sore as quite purposeless, since a cure of the venereal
On the contrary, "if it is not
disease could never be obtained in this way.
it becomes worse from year to year to the end of life, and even the most
robust constitution cannot destroy it in itself." The chief remedy is the best
mercur}' preparation in the finest dilution.
This treatment of syphihs with smaU doses of mercury not to be repeated
too often is stiU to-day regarded as the best by many homoeopathic doctors.
From old school medicine partisans, however, complaints are raised declaiming against the enormous quantities of mercury hitherto usual because of
Many physicians make use of the
the lasting and dangerous after effects.
mercury-containing spring of San Anton and laud its effectiveness, although
according to Professor Dr. E. Hintz it contains only 0.0000016 gr. of

cured,

—

'

:

^"
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Hydragyrum bichloratum to i Kilo, a quantity amounting to about the
Professor Dr. Kionka (Jena), who likewise recom8th-9th decimal potency.
mends the use of this mineral spring containing mercury, expresses himself
in the following words, which offer a pleasing contrast to the derisive
comments of so many physicians concerning the homoeopathic treatment
of syphilis

:

Schade's researches make it probable that the effect of mercury
on syphilis is a catalytic one and such people as are in agreement with
this view will be guided in their therapeutic efforts in the disease by
the desire to extend the mercury cure over as long a time as possible
But in order to produce such a (fermentative) effect, it is sufficient to
have the smallest quantity of the substance concerned in the body,
We
provided that it circulates therein in a suitable form.
must also draw attention to discoveries of former times which have
apparently fallen into oblivion. According to them, quite small
quantities of mercury given over a long period, improve the state of
.

.

.

health.

Hahnemann's views about the nature and treatment of syphilis coincide
almost perfectly with our modern theories, except that we are a century
On the other hand, we know now that the
richer in experience.
number of diseases directly consequent on syphilis is far greater than
Hahnemann and his contemporaries suspected. On the other hand, we
have learned from experience that syphilis is a much more obstinate disease
than Hahnemann had formerly imagined. Many of his assertions in this
respect have been refuted by new observations and experiences and one would
scarcely hope to find in these days a homoeopathic doctor who would be content
to abide by the following definite statements made by Hahnemann
:

There is no chronic miasm, no chronic disease springing from
a miasm, which can be more easily cured than this.
Only one single small dose of the best mercury remedy is required
to cure thoroughly and for ever the whole syphilis and its chancre
The chancre, not treated with external
within a fortnight.
remedies, would never be healed if the internal syphihs had not been
first of all completely annihilated and extinguished by the mercury

Q

.

.

.

dose.

Hahnemann had been

able to see the convincing after-effects of
only appearing after tens of years, he, who was so
extraordinarily conscientious a physician, would have expressed himself
more cautiously about the healing of venereal disease.
If

uncured

syphilis, often

Sycosis and syphilis, however, are very much less significant as a cause
of chronic diseases when compared with psora

Psora it is, that oldest, most universal, most pernicious and yet
that least known chronic miasmatic disease, which has been deforming and torturing the nations for thousands of years.
" Seven-eights of all the chronic maladies prevalent " are ascribed by
to Psora, whilst the remaining eighth originates in syphilis and
sycosis or a complex combination of these two miasmatic chronic diseases
or of all three.

Hahnemann

PSORA

/
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quote here a few of those innumerable experiences which
our guidance, and which I could increase by an equal
number of my own observation (were the former not sufficient and to
spare !), and thus I will show how ravenously the internal psora rages
when it is deprived of the local symptom, the skin eruption, which
I will

have been

left for

serves as a palliative for the evil dwelling within.

Then he accompanies his statements with nearly a hundred cases of the
In every case severe bodily or
disease taken from writers in all centuries.
mental suffering followed the removal of a skin eruption by external
remedies.
In this collection we see the most diverse skin diseases grouped
with itch, scald head, various kinds of lichen, leprosy, swollen glands of the
neck and facial eruptions. This is certainly sufficient proof of how widely
Hahnemann understood the term " itch " or " psora."
He has been reproached for quoting so many medical writers in favour
of his " psora " theory without supporting his views by the description of
cases which he himself

he

sa3's

He

had observed.

repudiates this reproach

when

:

Truly
if the examples I have here quoted from the older and
more modern non-homoeopathic writers are not conclusive testimony
enough, I should hke to know which others could be considered more
How often (I should say myself,
conclusive (my own not excepted)
almost always) have not our opponents of the old school denied credence
in the observations made by honourable homceopaths, because they
were not completed before their eyes and because the patients' names
were only indicated by a letter.
!

!

Psora (iZ-wpadAeta), a common expression that was widely known in
Hahnemann's time, was the general term for a whole series of skin troubles
It was
of the most varied kinds, well known from the ver\' earliest times.
wider sense that contemporaries (e.g. Autenrieth, Schonlein, etc.)
used the word generally at the end of the eighteenth and in the first three
decades of the nineteenth century, although at the same time they apphed
it in the narrower sense to itch proper.
Hahnemann did not therefore coin this expression, but rather by his use
It is important to
of it showed his association with his contemporaries.
establish this with some emphasis.
Like them he used the word in a wider
the
sense, in spite of the fact that, like them, he knew the cause of itch
itch mite [Acarus scahiei or Sarcoptes hominis), its destruction b\' external
remedies (embrocation, baths, etc.) and the digging out of the mite from its
burrows under the skin. He shared also the view of his contemporaries that
the itch eruption could only develop on a favourable fostering ground, called
" Internal psora."
The latter, however, was not cured with the destruction
or removal of the mites, although of course it was necessary first of all to
remove the parasite. Thus far, Hahnemann's theory coincides exactly with
that of the Tubingen Professor Autenrieth and his celebrated student
Schonlein of Wiirzburg. Psora, " the internal itch," was totally different
The latter
in his opinion from the external ailment, the primary eruption.
could be cured quickly and easily, whilst the internal psora, often remaining
latent for a long time and only showing secondary symptoms as a result of
In 1829 he wrote to Dr. Schreter,
special factors, was a wearisome disease.
of Lemberg, entirely in this strain (Neues Archiv (Stapf), 1847, 3^^ Vol.,
2nd Part, pp. 181 and 183)
in this

—

:
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What the allopaths could not expel by sulphur or mercun,- ointments was no primary itch eruption at all, for that disappears with
that was
such ointments in two da\-s and often in a few hours. No
definitely a secondary eruption, a real case of developed psora, which
was showing itself in eruption as in so many cases. Do not be surprised
that 5'ou could not easily get rid of these psora cases which are often
!

(June 19th, 1829.)

so vicious.

And:
In newly contracted itch (internal psora, which has developed
and eruptions, is very different from that in fact,
that is the primary state whilst the other is the secondary- and worse
state I) in a case of this itch, newly infected, you will obtain easy success
by treating with a mild sulphur remedy. (September 12th, 1S29.)

—

into chronic diseases

another place (and this contrasting attitude must be emphasised)
that psora, internal itch, is only brought about by
Psora will remain
the external disease of itch and the latter's hasty removal.
for Ufe if it is not cured by the physician's art.

But

in

Hahnemann maintains

However sHght the

may

be at the time of the
few bhsters, yet as
is shown by the subsequent indispositions and ailments, frequently not
Although it may be slight
too serious, the internal psora remains.
it is the general psoric malady of the whole organism and cannot be
eradicated without the help of science. Continually increasing to the
end of life, the vigour alone of even the finest and most robust physical
For years the psora latent
constitution cannot overcome it.
in the body may be slumbering and the patients suffering from it mav
Often it does
give the impression of being perfectty healthy.
not betray its presence for years by marked symptoms, which might
Internal itch is of such a peculiar
suggest a serious disease.
nature that, under favourable external circumstances, it may remain
for a long time, as it were, suppressed and covered over, and the patient
appears to the superficial obser\^er to be health}'.
This mav
remain for years, often for many years, until unfavourable circumstances
for mind and body or for both occur sometime and this seems to act as
a hostile impulse to the latent internal evil to arouse it and bring its
germs to development. Then the friends, the doctor and the patient
himself cannot understand why his health has so suddenly gone to

removal of

internal psora

this itch eruption, appearing only as a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ruin.

To Hahnemann

psora

a disease or disposition to disease, hereditar\'
for thousands of 3'ears and it is the fostering
soil for every possible diseased condition.
At the same time it is the most
infectious of all.
Contact with the general external skin is quite sufficient
for transference of the disease in contrast with sycosis and s^'phiUs, in which
cases a certain amount of friction on the tenderest parts of our bodies, where
most nerves are congregated and where the cuticle is thinnest, is requisite
for infection.
But ever>'One is exposed to psora almost under any
circumstances
is

from generation to generation

:

little

The hermit on Montserrat in his rocky abode can escape
as the young prince in his cambric swaddling clothes.

it

as
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Hereditary transmission for thousands of years has, of course, generated
an increasing number of the forms of disease, so that their polymorphous

symptoms are nowadays aknost innumerable. Hahnemann says that psora,
breaking out from its latent state, can be observed in the most variable forms
imaginable, according to the bodily constitution, the deficiences of up-bringing,
the habits, the mode of occupation and the external conditions of the
individual.
An unusually large number of diseases, stated in the pathology
of the older school to be definitely self -existing, are simply " the characteristic,
secondary s\TTiptoms of the underlying miasmatic malady now coming to
hght nameh' psora, this thousand headed monster so long undiscovered,
so pregnant with misery."
Together with nearly one hundred cases of disease, taken from medical
writers of every age in support of his contention (see above), he
enumerates on thirty-two pages (pp. 67-98) all the manifold manifestations
of psoric diseases.
An astonishing number of ailments, apparently having
no connection with one another, meets us here
variations of the
general state of health and of the temperament, disturbances in the
control of thought and in the mnemonic capacity, headaches, marked
dryness and brittleness of the skin together with scurf and loss of hair,
mutation of complexion, interference with sight and hearing, painful
sensibility of certain parts of the body to pressure, small sores on the lips,
increasing decay of the teeth, catarrhal ailments of the upper and lower
trachea, difficulties in breathing, disturbances of stomach and bowels,
rheumatic ailments, feeling of severe cold or extreme sensibility to heat,
boils, ulcers, warts and encysted tumours, skin easily disposed to perspire,
increased tendency to catch cold, disturbances of sleep with vivid dreams,
"
" One might almost ask in desperation
etc., etc.
WTiat is there not ?
as a modem professor, Krehl, of Heidelberg, exclaims in discussing
" Arthritis " and its numerous symptoms.
And yet " Arthritis," caused by
excess of uric acid, is a much narrower conception than that of Hahnemann's
psora
The individual physical constitution is the varying factor, which makes
it more or less difficult for the physician to correlate all these symptoms
in their proper nature and connection.
Hahnemann boasts that he is
exceptionally well fitted to discover psora in its many forms because he
himself never had a psoric constitution.
In a footnote to p. 57 he says

—

;

'

'

:

!

:

To me it was more possible than to many hundreds of others to
discover and recognise by careful comparison of the condition of all
those affected by it, the signs of psora, whether it were still slumbering
and latent in the interior or whether it had been aroused from within
to serious chronic maladies.
For I, which is very rare, was never
psoric and consequently, from mj^ birth to my present eightieth year,
I have always remained perfectly immune from all these ailments.
This is in spite of the fact that I am very sensible to acute epidemic
diseases and that I suffer many mental labours and innumerable
temperamental

difficulties.

On the same subject he wrote to Dr. Wislicenus, of Eisenach, on the
30th March, 182S
:

In these extremely enigmatic problems the one circumstance that
helped me considerably was the fact that, from my birth onwards,
I had always been free from every trace of the psora poison.
On that
account I could the more certainly detect the difference noticeable
between psora and absence of psora.
10
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One single small boil
The man uninfected with
has had a blow on it.

And now

is sufficient to mark down a man as psoric.
psora, never bleeds from the nose unless he

In Hahnemann's opinion psora will cure
skill of the physician is necessar}- to
polymorphous forms and it is only possible on the

as to the treatment.

The whole

itself as little as sj'philis.

come to the aid of its
basis of the law of similars.

Above all there is one remedy, which seems
Hahnemann says
suited to the condition of psora and that is Sulphur.
that in drawing up a list of the symptoms obser^^ed in psoric patients,
their striking coincidence with the medicinal effects of Sulphur had been
remarkable.

The first therapeutic principle, stated by Hahnemann in his " Chronic
Diseases " for psora, to which by the way the greater part of the book is
devoted, demands that no skin eruption shall be removed by external
remedies.
This is quite understandable since to him the skin eruption is not a local
symptom at all, not a disease in itself but simply a sign of internal
unhealthiness or disorder in fact, a sign of psora. He says

—

If

the

intelligent

•

physician

:

desires

to

removed by external remedies.

conscientious and
nature, should be
skin cannot without

proceed in a

manner, no skin eruption, whatever

The human

its

the help of the rest of the living body produce from itself an
eruption.
It will never become diseased in any way unless the general
diseased condition, the abnormal state of the whole organism, compels
In every case an improper condition of the whole body, of the
it.
inner living organism, is at the root of the trouble and therefore
this must first be considered and should be removed by internal
medicines, which will alter, improve and cure the whole. Thereupon
the eruption, depending for existence on the internal disease, wiU
cure itself and disappear often more speedily than by external
remedies.

—

With newly infected adults treatment with internal remedies for several
weeks and without any external remedies at all, will be sufficient to destroy
the internal and external psora.
In the case of a newly infected child,
" the administration of one or two peUets of the size of a popp}^ seed moistened
with potentised Sulphur in spirits of wine " will be quite sufficient " to break
up completely and cure the whole of the itch eruption and inner itch disease

—

(psora) as well," whilst all external remedies are absolutely avoided.

In the same
for sycosis

way

as

Hahnemann had designated Thuja

and Mercurius

for syphilis,

effective agent against psora.

It is

as the chief

remedy

he here advocates Sulphur as the most

quite true that large doses of this

remedy

whether applied internally or externally.
Large
doses of Sulphur either bring about deterioration of the state of health or else
they are simply expelled by \'omiting or diarrhoea without the body being able
will not attain their object

to avail itself of its curative power.
But in the majorit}' of instances Sulphur is not sufficient by itself to cure
thoroughly the psora.
Very often several remedies are necessary, and
in the worst cases a large number are required in succession, if " this
tremendous army of psora sj-mptoms " is to be dominated and a cure

Consequently, the larger part of the work, four volumes of the
second edition, concerns itself exclusively with a presentation of the antipsoric medicines and their effects.
But it is quite evident that Hahnemaiui
effected.

a
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does not expect a total cure simply from the anti-psoric internal remedies
alone, for he precedes everything else by detailed regulations of behaviour
and advice on the manner of life and dietetics, necessary during the anti-psoric
treatment. As on previous occasions he again forbids the enjoyment of
coffee and China tea.
His advice touches upon every relevant detail.
Temperamental influences caused by trouble, need and such like, or
disturbances of the mind and qualms of conscience are just as harmful
during anti-psoric treatment as mistakes in eating and drinking
:

An innocent man can spend ten years in the Bastille or in the
galleys suffering bodily torment with less prejudice to his health than a
few months, with every bodily comfort, spent in an unhappy marriage
or with a gnawing conscience.
With what difficulty and how
rarely can in that case the best anti-psoric cure accomplish anything
for the good of the unfortunate
.

.

.

!

With continuous

with the unending presence of trouble
and vexation greatest of all destructive agents to hfe no success can be
hoped for in the chronically diseased, even with a most masterful guidance
in the cure or with the most carefully selected, the most suitable remedies.
For " continuation of the linest structure is foolish if the foundation of the
building is being daily though it be only gradually undermined by
lapping waves."
In place of warm and hot " cleansing baths, which never cease to disturb
the condition of the invahd," those infected with a Chronic malady must
restrict themselves during the anti-psoric treatment to " tepidly cool
ablutions " with soapy water, whereby the purpose is completely achieved
without any injurious effect.
Anti-psoric remedies ('-^) are selected according to the usual general
principles of homceopathy and administered one dose at a time, the effect
of which is as a rule allowed to pass away completely before being repeated.
Often this is only the case after 24, 30 and frequently as much as 40 and 50
The fundamental rule is
days.
grief or worry,

—

—

—

—

:

To allow the dose

of the medicine, which has been carefully selected
homoeopathic suitability according to the symptoms of the
particular case of disease, to have its effect without interruption as
long as it is visibly helping on the cure and increasing to an
appreciable extent the improvement of the malady.
for

its

and additional symptoms such as headache, stiff neck,
which may occur during an anti-psoric cure, should
not induce a patient to have instant recourse to other medicines, as the
effect of the anti-psoric may easily be thereby disturbed and opposed.
Such
symptoms are very often only the consequence of the remedy acting
" homoeopathic aggravation of moderate extent, a sign of the cure beginning
which one may hope with tolerable certainty to see achieved."
Should, however, verv' obnoxious symptoms make their appearance, an
antidote is given, under the assumption that the anti-psoric remedy was illchosen. Thereupon the complications generally disappear quite rapidly.
Over hasty repetition of anti-psoric remedies is to be avoided as much
as the employment of too large doses.
(As is well known, Hahnemann soon
deserted this principle and allowed his chronic patients to use the suitable
remedy more frequently even daily changing constantly the degree of
dilution from higher to lower and lower potencies.
(Vide " Organon,"
Slight ailments

slight diarrhoea, etc.,

—

—

6th Edition,

§

246.)

—

:
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the invalid incurs during the anti-psoric treatment an acute ilkiess
pneumonia, etc., the treatment of the
chronic disease must be interrupted. The anti-psoric treatment may only be
continued again after the acute illness has been cured with the help of the

But

if

like measles, scarlet fever, influenza,

suitable homoeopathic remed\^
The best time for taking a dose of anti-psoric medicine is before breakfast.
Female patients must stop taking the medicine shortly before menstruation
and during that period. Pregnancy, however, is no hindrance to anti-psoric
treatment. On the contrary, " in this condition, so natural to a woman,

the symptoms of internal psora often reveal themselves most clearly because
of the increased sensibility and sensitiveness of the woman's body and mind
anti-psoric medicines therefore have a more definite and appreciable effect."
In revising the " Organon," 1842, Hahnemann refers in a footnote to
:

284 with repeated emphasis to the merit of anti-psoric treatment during
pregnancy and suckling, because, hereditary transmission of chronic diseases
to the foetus and the suckling can be thus avoided.
In the " Chronic
Diseases " he recommends
§

:

Medicine should never be given to the suckhngs themselves.
or the nurse takes the medicine and through her milk it
takes very rapid effect on the child with a mild and powerfully curative

The mother
value.

The

first volume concludes with detailed instructions for the preparation
of homoeopathic remedies and so the whole volume is dev'oted to the
presentation of his new theory of chronic diseases.

How

WAS Hahnemann's work on Chronic Diseases received by
Contemporaries

his

?

At first it aroused just as much excitement amongst his adherents and
students as amongst the opponents of homoeopathy {^'^). Hahnemann
himself was not astonished by the effect which the work had on the majority
of homoeopathic doctors.
Before its appearance he had written to Stapf

They will require more than six months before the}- recover from
the fright and astonishment of this enormous, preposterous affair and
they will perhaps need another six months before they will believe in
it.
It will therefore probably be three j'ears before they can
make any sensible use of it.
.

And on

.

.

the 3rd March, 1828, he wrote to Wislicenus

:

should like to know what the allopaths will have to say for
t
themselves now, for they have always given themselves out to be
the only rational physicians and boasted that they only were following
the iolle caiisam in the cure of diseases.
Since they did not see the
I

basis of

by

far the greatest

fictitious basis did

number

of all diseases (chronic),

they imagine they were clearing away

?

what other
Are they

not bound to confess that this rationalism of theirs was idle boasting ?
Why, the lack of success of their treatment was proof enough of this
I therefore anticipate great uproar amongst the allopaths, as they
are now called upon to feel mightily ashamed of themselves.
!

It all happened as prophesied and e\-en worse.
Even those from whom
he might have expected the greatest understanding were surprised and

.
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confused by the novel vigour of the ideas, the iUimitable horizon of
Others rejected from the start
possibilities, which were here opened up.
either the " causahty " of itch to the extent asserted by Hahnemann or the
medicines in such high dilutions as were hitherto unheard of, or both.
So it has remained, not merely for a year as Hahnemann had predicted, but
It is about the theory
until the present day, nearly a century afterwards.
of psora that the views of homoeopathic doctors still most widely diverge.
It is particularly painful that the man to whom Hahnemann had dedicated
the work. Baron Ernst Georg von Brunnow, was from the beginning and in
ever increasing intensity antagonistic to the views represented in the book,
and especially to the high dilutions and the infrequent doses with their effect
after weeks and months.
In this divergence of opinion, which was
brought to light by the " Chronic Diseases," Hes without doubt the iirst,
deep-seated reason for the split which occurred shortly afterwards. Brunnow
writes in reference to the work
:

Hahnemann's complete isolation from doctors \\dth different
views and the hitherto almost unconditional loyalty and veneration of
most of his adherents are probably the chief factors responsible for
the way in which this man of genius pushed his theories to extremes.
This was most obvious in his work on " Chronic Diseases,"
where he declared psora to be the sole source of all chronic maladies
with the single exceptions of those from syphilis and sycosis and where
he proceeded to diminish medicinal doses to an extent hitherto
.

.

.

unknown.

The manifold opposition encountered by the psora theory amongst the
ranks of the homoeopaths (of whom so many were united on this point) had
real bearing upon the fate of the work {^^)
Already in 1833 Hahnemann's pubhsher, Arnold, had pressed for a
second edition of " Chronic Diseases," although the first was by no means
sold out.
There is reason to suppose that Arnold perhaps hoped Hahnemann
would alter or moderate in this second edition the sections so generally
disputed. From
the correspondence between Hahnemann and his
publishers, which is in the possession of Dr. Haehl, and to communicate
which in its entirity is beyond the scope of this work, it is clear that
the publisher Arnold had at the beginning of February, 1834, accepted
Hahnemann's conditions for the publication of a second edition. It was to
contain " many new things," was to be paid for at the rate of " 5 Friedrichs
d'or per printed page of at most 42 lines " and should appear as a complete
work, according to the publisher's desire, towards the end of 1834 ^^ 3-t the
beginning of the following year. Hahnemann despatched the manuscript,
but in spite of many urgent notes he could not get back a single proof sheet
This led him to write to his son-in-law. Dr. Wolff,
until December, 1834.
of Leipsic, and to give him formal authority to demand of the publisher
Arnold, with all legal rights, either the proof sheets composed up to date or
the manuscript. For Hahnemann (strangely enough) had a firm conviction
that his former friend, the homoeopathic physician, Dr. Trinks, of Dresden,
was trying to prevent the publication of the second edition. In consequence
of this request, Wolff departed for Dresden and in a detailed letter to his
father-in-law he was able to inform him, that " In spite of secret cabals,"
which he had not been able to fathom, and in spite of very considerable
hesitation, Arnold had already delivered the seven printed sheets in proof
form and that in a fortnight to three weeks the remaining sheets would
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Rightly enough on the 17th December, 1834, the eighth and ninth
advance sheets were sent on to Hahnemann, with the assurance that
" the whole would be finished within a fortnight."
In an accompanying
note the publisher, however, made this statement

follow.

:

In short I shall always be prepared to give the publication back
to you, provided that I am sufficiently recompensed for the 800 copies
of the first edition, which are to be sold as waste paper (in round
And as
figures this would be 5 Rth. nett for each copy =4, 000 Rth.).
far as that goes, I should be content with 3,500 Rth., for the interference
of people* who know nothing at all about the matter is very annoying
Possible profit on the second edition I shall be glad to forego,
to me.
if I can only obtain the cost of printing and the fee for the first part.
In his reply of the 24th December, 1834, Hahnemann did not enter into
but sent on the contrary the manuscript for the second part of
the work. The correspondence then breaks off and in the year 1835 some
months later the whole work appears from a new pubhsher, Schaub,
What happened in the inter\'al we can
of Dusseldorf, and not from Arnold.
scarcely hope to determine, as the extant correspondence with Schaub only
this question,

—

—

November, 1837.
But there was not much

starts in

t

Schaub from the " Chronic Diseases,"
was expressed in this way

profit for

so that his opinion of the affair

:

It is said that the

main reason lay

in the progression of the

homoeopathic system itself, which many of your former students had
improved upon, whilst you, sir, adhered to the old system etc. I, as
a layman, cannot form a judgment on that
as a bookseller I can only
;

say that

this line does not sell.

The psora theory did not receive unanimous acceptance from his followers
even after Hahnemann's death.
The publication of ^^irchow's cellular
pathology, depending entirely on a materialistic foundation and the
bacteriological explanation of disease origins, which set in with the activities
of Koch, did not conduce in the least to make Hahnemann's psora theory
more

intelligible to doctors.
Only since cachexia, physical constitution and
predisposition to disease have been given the consideration due to them,
following biological lines of thought, has the number of homoeopathic doctors
increased who subscribe wholly or in part to the psora doctrine of Hahnemann
(^7).
How widely divergent modern opinions are about it may be seen from
the two following statements.
Medical officer Dr. Burkhard, homoeopathic physician in Berlin, expresses
his view as follows
:

All doctors are probably agreed that itch, in so far as it is
named, cannot be the origin of so many different chronic
diseases.
In order to make Halmemann's view intelligible, it has
been assumed that
the name " itch '" was for Halinemann a
general term for various chronic skin eruptions most of them of a
scrofulous nature aU of which he thought he could trace to the same
origin, namely, itch infection.
It has been said that what
we nowadays understand by the term predisposition, natural tendency the great unknowTi
of Pettenkofer
is nothing else than
scientifically so

.

.

.

—

—

—

...

"X"

—

* He probably means the legal assistance to Hahnemann of Mr. Isensee of Kothen,
who had been repeatedly obliged to admonish Arnold on Hahnemann's behalf.
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It is possible that Hahnemann had a
psora.
of what we nowadays call predisposition, and which
we can certainly explain as little as he could. But as a matter of
What he said and what he
fact he does not mention it.
meant is quite clear why impute to him something he has not said or

Hahnemann's

.

.

.

vague impression

.

.

.

;

meant

?

it then so necessary to vindicate Hahnemann ?
Has he not
given us enough, in his law of similarity and in his practical demonstrations of the same with his provings of remedies, to be immortal ?
Is there not enough here to permit of our admitting that he occasionally
made mistakes ? Let us express it quite openly The Hahnemann
psora theory is wrong, it is unscientific and so we shall serve our cause
better than if we try to support artificially a theory which is not to be
supported, merely out of veneration for our master.

Is

:

;

On

other hand, the homoeopathic physician Emil Schlegel, of
From his clever
full recognition to the psora theory.
arguments in the " Reform of the Healing Art by Hahnemann's
Homoeopathy " we gather that in his opinion the essential conception of
" psora " is superfluous,
the

Tubingen, gives

for in the healing science it is not merely a question of assuming a
mysterious miasm, but rather of recognising those natural phenomena
which have led to this assumption.
If we have done our duty
towards nature, then we are relieved of authoritative considerations,
even if a Hahnemann were concerned. If we can find a simpler and
better hypothesis for the explanation of the phenomena present, then
it is to be preferred.
.

.

.

In Schlegel's opinion, Hahnemann's idea of psora coincides to a large
extent with that of inherited predisposition to disease, weakened conditions
of individual organs or systems, with which our cell centres are burdened.
a matter of course that in this case we have also to deal with
But on the whole it can be said Exactly as Hahnemann
described psora in its activities and its connections, inherited predispositions to diseases behave in general.
They are latent disturbing
elements of life and soon become manifest when pernicious circumstances arise internally or externally.
It is

syphilis.

:

If we, in conclusion, sum up once more the theory of psora in the light
modern scientific discoveries, we should say The ultimate purpose of
Hahnemann's psora theory is to show the connection between skin diseases
and the rest of the body.
These close connections between the skin and the internal organs

of

:

which Hahnemann is continually emphasising in his work, the serious
complications, which may arise as a result of violent repression and
suppression of skin eruptions, are now no longer denied by clear-sighted
speciaHsts {^^).
It is recognised, that the sudden death of children after
violent removal of scabs and after a purely external treatment of skin eruptions
is due to " eczema death " and is no longer regarded as a chance phenomenon.
But of the manifold reciprocal relationships between the external skin and
the most diverse organs and organic systems of the internal body, an
accurate conception is obtained only when one has acquired some knowledge
of the contents of Dr. Bulkley's

little

work

:

"

On

the relationships of
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diseases of the skin to internal disturbances " (Urban and Schwarzenburg,
One is extremely astonished at the variety of reciprocal relation1907).
ships, existing between the external skin and the numerous internal organs of
the body. There we find, that the state of the skin depends on the stomach

and the bowels, and that many disturbances

in the course of digestion

and

metabolism manifest themselves as skin eruptions. We find that disturbances
in the nervous system as well as in the circulation and state of the blood may
lead to skin diseases.
Interference with the action of the kidneys or of the
liver may find expression in diseases of the external skin and even the
sexual organs, particularly of the female, are in close connection with the
external cuticle.
WTiat action is exerted on the skin by certain diseases
of the glands with an internal secretion (thyroid gland, ovaries, testicles,
supra-renal capsules, pituitary gland, etc.) must remain reserved for future
research.
So much, however, is established to-day to prove that some of
these disturbances (Addison's disease) cause considerable alterations of
the skin. Although these almost infinite relationships of the body's interior
to the external skin cannot yet be ultimately explained, the fact that they
exist is to-day incontrovertibly established and is universally acknowledged.
It remains as the indisputable merit of Hahnemann that he put forward

important fact and in his own way proved its truth. To him belongs
above all the fame of having discovered the dangers and disadvantages of
purely local treatment of external diseases. But his chief merit consists in
the fact that he pointed out to his adherents and successors the only way
which can lead to a thorough and complete cure of chronic diseases, namely
by the use of anti-psoric remedies, which take into consideration the original
this

side of the diseased condition as well as the particular physical constitution

From this point of view Hahnemann's psora
theory forms, in point of fact, not only a completion of the law of similars,
but also an improvement and a perfection of the homoeopathic science of
healing in general, and indeed the coping-stone in Hahnemann's structure
of the particular patient.

of healing.

CHAPTER XIV

—

THE JUBILEE OF HAHXEMAXX'S DOCTORATE, AUGUST lOTH, 1S29 DEATH OF
MRS. HAHXEMAXX, MARCH 3IST, 183O HER CHARACTER AXD HER CHILDREX.

—

" / can bear much joy and grief, but I was hardly able to stand the surprise
of so many and such strong proofs of the kindness and affection of my disciples
and friends, with which I was overwhelmed on the 10th of August."

Sam. Hahnemann.
(Letter to Dr. Stapf, of the i8th August, 1829.)
" I have regarded every increase of my family, every confinement of my
I have allowed every
wife as one of the most important events of my life.
one of these almost superhuman events to take a deep hold of my inner life and I
have taken each one to be a refining process of my morality by the great principle
of Good, by the Father of Perfect Spirits."
.

.

.

Samuel Hahnemann.
(Letter to Dr. Stapf of the 17th

December,

describing the fate of the " Chronic Diseases,"

IN the historical development

of

Hahnemann's

life.

1816.)

we have

We

anticipated

must therefore

resume the thread of his Hfe's histor}' where we broke it off at the end
of Chapter XII.
Amidst the restless activity of his caUing, amidst the
antagonisms of his opponents year succeeded year. In the course of the
belhgerent year of 1825, Hahnemann had passed beyond the boundary of
his seventieth year.
Yet it was not for him to enjoy the rest he deserved
so much.
Day in, day out, he went on tirelessly with his extensive practice.
The crowd of patients increased rather than diminished. If the professional
attendance of those who came daily during the consulting hours had not
been more than enough, there remained after these a not inconsiderable
exertion in the form of answers to the many letters from patients all over the
world.
Letters from patients, amounting to small books, often written in
the smallest imaginable characters or scarcely legible at all, took up his time
until late at night.
There could therefore be little question either of
Not merely
recreation and rest or of a more active intercourse with friends.
by his desire but rather b}^ the force of circumstances he was thrown on to
himself and he kept up only a few connections with friends of like sympathies.
He corresponded only with a few chosen colleagues and friends, such as
Stapf, Gross, von Gersdorff, von Bonninghausen and a few others, who
visited him from time to time.
Apart from this, the adherents of
homoeopathy were thrown on their own resources. For this reason Stapf,
Gross and Miiller had founded the " Archive for the Homoeopathic Science
of Healing " in the year 1822 and while the Master was still in Kothen, Stapf
and Gross were corresponding frequently with him about it. Others such as
Trinks, Wolf (not Hahnemann's son-in-law), Hartlaub Sen. and Franz
Hartmann formed a " Society of Corresponding Physicians," and from
time to time sent in their experiences in the territory of homoeopathy
to a Secretary (Dr. Hartlaub), who had these communications printed in
sheets and despatched to the members.
This Society existed for three years
and then dissolved because the voluntary contributions were far too unequal.

:
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easily understood, the more capable and zealous members bore
the burden of the whole work, whilst the rest regarded themselves purely
as recipients.
In 1828 five homoeopathic physicians of Leipsic held meetings every
fortnight, when the more important questions raised by homoeopathy,
difficult forms of disease, etc., were discussed.
There was therefore a very imminent danger that the whole homoeopathic
movement might split up into nothing but segregated groups and that
consequently those living in the more distant regions would be left without
Then came the year 1829, laying
closer connection with their associates.
stress on the bond of general association, with Hahnemann as the centre,
dominating all and imiting round him ever\^ disciple of homoeopathy. All
disputes, which in the previous years had threatened to tear asunder the
leading spirits, were put aside and all were united in perfect concord to
celebrate on the loth August, 1829,

As can be

The Jubilee of Hahnemann's Doctorate.
The idea of observing this date as a festival had been suggested as early
as May, 1828
and the movement began in Kothen, where the hero lived.
In January, 1829, friends of homoeopathy were informed by letter and
;

through Stapf's " Archive for the homoeopathic science of Healing," of the
intentions of the festival committee which had been elected. " From far and
near, from almost every European country, even from furthest South
America," as Stapf was able to announce, " letters came, enclosing considerRegarding the festival
able contributions and according delighted approval."
We extract
Dr. Stapf gave a detailed account in his " Archive " {^).
from this account the following abridged incidents
:

His friends had commissioned the sculptor, Dietrich Jun., of
Leipsic, to make a bust of the old man, which was a speaking likeness,
and from this plaster rephcas were produced for sale. The portraits of
Hahnemann, obtainable up to that time, were so unsatisfactory that,
for instance, when the fourth, improved and enlarged edition of the
" Organon " had been announced shortly before, Stapf had been
obliged to say: "The picture of the author, given with the book,
leaves unfortunately much to be desired.'" Therefore, his friend
had a large oil painting executed by Schoppe, of Berlin, a ver}' popular
portrait-painter of the time, and from this prints were made for
general sale.
A medal made b}^ the coin-engraver, Kriiger, of Dresden, portra3-ed
" Samuel
Hahnemann's bust, true to life, with the inscription
Hahnemann natus Misenae d. X. Aprilis MDCCLV Doctor creat.
Erlangae d. X. Augusti MDCCLXXIX," on the reverse the words
" Similia Similibus " in the centre and the inscription: " Medicin^e
homoeopathiccEauctorisdiscipulietamici d.
Augusti MDCCCXXIX."
:

X

A

" Festival

Programme," composed in Latin, was signed by nearly
four hundred persons, mostly doctors, and also some lajTnen, from almost
every European country. As Stapf said, it gave " a perfect testimony of
the widespread living interest enjoyed by homoeopathy and its great founder,
especially abroad."
After describing the course of his life it celebrated the
significance of Hahnemann's life-work in language that was almost classic.

A

Latin document

signed by all present, accompanied the presentation
Thaler, which had been collected and which was to form the
beginning of a fund for the erection of a homoeopathic clinic.
of 1250
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The medical faculty in Erlangen sent a "Diploma of Congratulation"
Dr. Stapf offered him a copy de luxe of the " Lesser Writings of Samuel
Hahnemann," published by Arnold, which he himself had collected. This
was in the possession of the deceased Dr. S. Hahnemann, of Ventnor, and
contains the following dedication
;

:

May

through these pages the spirits of bygone days pass before
at the same time rejoice in what you have accomplished
in that past, full of labours, now crowned with fame and

you once more
and fought for

;

affection.

E. Staff.

August loth, 1829.

—

Thus this festival day as much might be said in joyful satisfactionhad united in sublime harmony the homoeopathic congregations of Europe
and even of the world around Hahnemann.
It had demonstrated how widely the branches
of the tree of homoeopathy had spread already
and how deep and firmly planted were its
roots.
The day had brought to the Master a
rich revenue of gratitude and veneration and
proved to him that his hfe's work had not
been in vain, that his doctrine was really
firmly established amongst a numerous congregation, true to their convictions and
inspired by their ideals. Ithad drawn together
the isolated groups of this congregation more
closely and had strengthened their sense of
Jubilee Medal.
unity.
It had shown their opponents that
the homceopathic movement could not now be
exterminated or even stopped, but rather that it must be very seriously
taken into account, not merely in medical science but at the sick-bed and in

The strong feeling of joint responsibility amongst all
social and pubhc Hfe.
present found its most striking expression perhaps this was the most
important event of the day in the founding of the Society of Homoeopathic
Ph\'sicians and in the fixing of a yearly meeting for every loth of August.
The sense of unity was not to be lost again this society was to form the
perpetual centre of common endeavour, the stimulus to a vigorous growth
of the new theory of healing and an aid to powerful united resistance against
On the assumption that all
all further antagonisms and obstructions.
belonging to the new society would be of one mind, Hahnemann had not
troubled himself about this matter, and said he was not going " to meddle
But he was highly pleased, as he showed repeatedly by his
in our affair."
utterances in special letters to Dr. Stapf C^").
Soon after the joy of the festival followed deep suffering for Hahnemann.
In the early new year, on the 31st March, 1830, the seventy-five years
old Master, after nearly forty-eight years of happy married hfe, was
bereft quite suddenly of his wife, Johanna Henriette Leopoldine, in her
sLxty-seventh year. At the beginning of March she was taken ill with
s>Tnptoms of an acute Bronchial catarrh and high fever. Soon a purulent
discharge set in, which eventually became haemorrhagic and mLxed with bile,
and of a very evil odour. After scarcely four weeks in bed, during which
time her strength decHned rapidly, death supervened. It had been probably
a case of an abscess in the liver which had opened into the lung. Three

—

—
;

.
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years before she had suffered from a similar complaint and had been ailing
ever since. Her death had come quite unexpectedly to those outside, as
is made clear from a letter of Hahnemann to Dr. Stapf and in a letter of
condolence from the Duchess Julie C?')
It is remarkable that the Duchess, who was in close touch with Hahnemann and might almost be regarded as a friend had been told nothing of his

Hahnemann

wife's illness

news

— Painting

by Schoppe.

and that more than three weeks elapsed after the funeral before
who, surely, as a friend of the family had

of her death reached Stapf,

kept up the closest touch with the Hahnemann household. How can this
be explained ? To answer this question we must go further atield and
bring within the scope of our observations the position of Mrs. Henrietta
in the family and the traits of her character.
li the best wife is she of whom the least is said, then Frau Henriette,
as Hahnemann used to call her, might take this commendation to herself
But, strikingly enough, a great deal was written
during her life-time.
A whole literature sprang up round
of her and about her after her death.
For her the children give their testimony
this woman— for and against her.
WTien another young woman stepped into
of deep love and devotion.

DEATH OF

HIS WIFE
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Hahnemann's life, and when he was going to follow her later into her own
country, his daughter Louise wrote a letter full of touching devotion to her
mother. For any impartial reader there is a clear picture of the dead
woman's character to be discerned from this letter (9-). On the unveiling of
the full-sized picture of her father in the garden of the clinic of Sanitary
Inspector Dr. Lutze, of Kothen, on the anniversary of his hundredth birthday
(April loth, 1855), this daughter combined the honour to her father with an
She spoke of her in
act of undying gratitude and love towards her mother.
a poem which she had composed as " her splendid, her incomparable mother,
grandmother and great-grandmother."
A pecuhar little book, " True pictures from the life of the late Frau
Hofrath Johanne Henriette Leopoldine Hahnemann, nee Kiichler," undertakes, under the heading " The world likes to blacken the brilliant," an
energetic refutation of the reproaches hurled at Hahnemann's German wife
in Michaud's " Biographic
to the advantage of his French second wife
It will
universalle ancienne et moderne " (Paris, Madame C. Desplaces).
probably not be wrong to assume the author of this anon^Tnous book as
being the old family friend of Hahnemann, Seminary Principal Albrecht,
who, in his two biographies of the man, also included within the affectionate
scope of his observations the family life of the master.
A contrast of these two women, so fundamentally different, cannot
occupy our attention in this connection. Moreover it seems idle for us to
continue a dispute which of the two women offered to this venerable man the
What is to be said
greater, purer and more self-sacrificing love and respect.
about Melanie Hahnemann wiU appear later, obtained from a numerous
quantity of newly discovered letters from Hahnemann's stay in Paris and
from Melanie's own hfe-story (vide Chapter XXV). But Albrecht's defence
of the first Frau Hahnemann with its extremely devoted affection seems in
our opinion to have correctly diagnosed the main traits of her character
and the psychological mainsprings of her actions and behaviour (93).
This is also confirmed by the utterances which we must put down to the
In this
opposition and which contain severe criticism of Frau Hofrath.
matter we are probably right in discounting entirely the above-mentioned
French writing, as is does not at any rate proceed from direct knowledge and
Besides, as we have already
objective experience of the unknown author.
hinted, it is obviously aimed as a rabid nationalistic propaganda to glorify
Under no
the French woman as opposed to the German woman.
circumstances can this biography be regarded as a dependable, irreproachable,

—

historical source.
It is quite a different matter with those friends of Hahnemann who were
not merely temporary guests but who rather regarded themselves as friends
They were
of the family, such as Franz Hartmann and Ernst von Brunnow.
not concerned, like Albrecht, in conducting the defence of a woman attacked,
but merely intended to offer a true description. According to their words
Frau Henriette was an extraordinarily industrious woman, and as such had
unlimited control of domestic matters, in which she held the reins very
domineeringly, even before her husband. But when Brunnow goes so far
"
her, whom Hahnemann apostrophised
as to call her a " chiding Xanthippe
"
then as a weakly, sickly man
as the " noble companion in his scientific life
industrious woman, blooming
and
he is condemning too sternly this vigorous
with health. To the garland of the master's beautiful character he is,
however, adding another blossom.
If the pro and contra with reference to Frau Henriette be carefully
weighed, the following view of her character will probably seem to be correct

—

—

:
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Frau Henriette Hahnemann was a good German housewife and did not
wish to be anything more. The first consequence of that was that she sought
no connections outside the house and did not cultivate any. Her whole
At the same time,
life and activity was given up solely to domestic affairs.
by reason of her unusual culture she was able to enter into her husband's
life-work
although that was less obvious to others. She never became
intimate even with the closer circle of acquaintances and friends. This
explains why her death after a short illness was not immediately felt outside
the family as a gap.
But from the material at hand, taking into full consideration the perpetual burden of work and the keen sense of loss felt so

—

JoHANN.\ Henriette Leopoldine Hahxemaxx.

acutely by the old man, there remains for us to-day no satisfactory explanation,
why Hahnemann did not announce for such a long time his wife's death
even to his nearest friends, such as Dr. Stapf.
Repeated emphasis is laid on the fact that the education of the children
When we consider how much of Hahnemann's
lay entirely in her hands.
time and attention was taken up by his profession, his researches and his
writing, we can readily understand this.
She brought up her daughters to be
reserved, industrious housewives, as she was herself.
That this could
not be achieved without strictness is apparent. A strong reign of harshness
was due to end with the passing of this woman, whose whole life was retirement, work and economy. Anxiety and the struggle for existence had
extracted the latter quality from her.
For in the first years of married life

—
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the fortune she had brought with her was consumed b}- a rapidly growing
family, by constant removals due to unsatisfactory earning capacity and
continuous antagonisms. Deprivation of ever}^ sort, even oppressive need
and hunger dominated for a long time the family of the young doctor and
scholar, whose wife had come from more opulent circumstances as an
apothecary's daughter. But the roots of her being spread deeply into the
hard ground, on which she was planted, and her strong, energetic will
overcame all difficulties. Accustomed by the lean and needy 3'ears to
deprivation and hard work, she had grown to make a habit of economy and
domestic industry. She continued in the same way even when better days
with a certain prosperity had dawned for the family. She always behaved
It was bound to be very congenial
like that, even towards her husband.
to him that she should so take away from him all the numerous petty and
larger domestic worries, for as a result he could live entirely for his researches
and his profession. Therefore he was glad to subordinate himself in the house
and in the regular progress of the day to his wife's strong will. That this
meant no oppressive tyrann}'' to him but rather that in it he felt extremely
happy is clear from many of his remarks not merely words but springing
from the heart

—

:

In Gommern I began for the first time to enjoy more the innocent
pleasures of home in company with the connubial companion of my
In and near Dresden four years
life,
Henriette Kuchler
passed more quickly to me than to the unexpected heir of great riches
Four daughters and one
amidst my growing family
son, together with my wife, form the spice of my life.

...
.

.

.

It is hardly possible for a man's solicitude in a mother's hardest hour
to be portrayed more deeply or more movingly
at the birth of her child
than in a letter from Hahnemann to Stapf, on the latter announcing a birth
After aU, the main question in married hfe is how far man
to himself {'^*).

—

and wife suit, understand and supplement one another. The indigent
scholar and research student seeking new paths, whose mind looked
ahead from the misty present and prospected for a better future, needed a
companion for life who, with hard self-sacrifice, would take her stand on the
bare and stony ground of practical every day life. She must there wage war
against all the vexations of hfe and spare her husband from such things as

much

as possible.

When

this provident wife and mother had closed her eyes for ever, the
husband needed further guidance and management. His two youngest
daughters, Charlotte and Luise (" Lottchen and Luischen ") kept up his house
in Kothen, in the same way as their mother had done.
HahneFrau Henriette had borne her husband eleven children.
mann's eldest daughter, his first child, was Henriette, born in 1783
vide Supplement
in Gommern. (The statement made in the facsimile of 1831
" 44 years old " was probably added by Hahnemann as a rough com97
putation, quite wrongly.)
She was in a position to lead a quiet, if somewhat
modest, life. For she had married a minister of the name of Christian
Friedrich Forster, of Grossleinungen, near Sangerhausen. Four children
resulted from the marriage
two sons and two daughters (Louis business
man, Robert farmer, Angeline later married, as Stolberg and Adelheid
unmarried). After her husband's death the mother spent the rest of
her life retired in Dresdorf near Sangerhausen in the Harz district,
and died there.
The second child was a Son, Friedrich. Born in
Dresden, on the 30th November, 1786, he was always from the cradle

—

—

—

—

—

—
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upwards, an anxiety to his parents
for he suffered from rickets, which
him high-chested and with a curvature of the spine. Unfairly treated
by Nature in his physical endowments he yet seemed to have abundant mental
gifts and capacities, which were developed in Torgau Grammar School, and
later, from 1808 onwards, at Leipsic University.
His gift for languages and as
a natural consequence his considerable knowledge of the most varied tongues
w^ere as celebrated in his case as in that of his father.
The latter seems to
have drawn him out like a hot-house plant to an astonishing prematureness.
Perhaps in this fact there is some explanation to be found for the using of the
son's name, when he was still a student, in the article already discussed,
refuting Hecker's attacks on the " Organon " (vide Chapter IX).
In the
;

left

disputation to obtain the right of reading lectures in Leipsic University,
also selected his son as respondent, although he was not then
twenty-six years of age and had only received his own doctorate in that year.
Soon afterwards Friedrich married and settled down as a homoeopathic
physician in Wolkenstein in the Erz mountains where he also acquired the
pharmacy. He was therefore able to prepare his own medicines unhindered
by current legal regulations and administer the same to his patients. However, he soon drew public attention on himself by reason of his eccentric
behaviour.
In addition, there was the envy of the apothecaries and of his
neighbouring colleagues because of his large practice {^^). In order to escape
from a perfectly worthless accusation he fled first to Holland, then stayed
some time in Hamburg and finally migrated to England. This flight alone
showed his excessive nervousness. But from 18 18 onwards, his letters
continue to bear traces of temporary mental disturbance, so that his father
" M\- poor
exclaimed on one occasion in i8ig after receiving such a letter
son is actually going mad " The following letters, too, included verbatim
in Albrecht's biography of Hahnemann, point clearly to signs of mental
aberration.
The thoughts appear to be quite desultory
the individual
sentences are often spaced on a quarto sheet into capricious sections,
separated from one another by blank spaces, two or three fingers wide. As
in the father's case, the writing is very small but often scarceh^ legible in its
unsteadiness.
His last letter, bearing the date November 6th, 1820, runs
as follows

Hahnemann

:

!

;

:

That turn

my

in the events of

my

England. November 6th, 1820.
which will enable me to visit 3'ou,
take place in three months, until

life,

dear parents and sisters, will
receive the sincere affection of

when

Yours,

Friedrich Hah.
Nothing came of the promised visit.
But he appears to have stayed
England up to the 3'ear 1827. This is perfectly plain from a letter to
Dr. Stapf, in Naumberg, from his father, dated " Kothen, July 19th, 1S27."

in

He

writes

:

Lately I have received a letter from my son in England and he
says that he will certainly come to see me this year.
I look forward
to meeting him.

Next year Friedrich seems

to have written home once more, as is suggested
from his father to the husband of his granddaughter
Adelheid, Friedrich's daughter
in the following letter

:

—

—
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Dear Grandson-in-law,
Ask your mother the date of the last letter to her from
Teneriffe and tell me.
I think it was six years ago.
Not until he has
sent no word for ten years do the laws permit him to be regarded as
missing or dead. No sooner than that may his Guardian in absentilus
von Brandt, the Officer of Justice in this place allow the interest
or the capital of the little bequest from your grandmother (i62| Rth.
in gold) be handed over to you.
Kothen, September 29th, 1834.
f

.

.

.

—

—

.

Your

sincere grandfather,

Samuel Hahnemann.

From 1828 onwards

Friedrich
ascertained.

was missing.

What happened

to

him

Perhaps he migrated to America in
that year.
As a matter of fact, about the year 1828 there practised
in Ludlowville in the state of New York a homoeopathic physician, whose
behaviour and external appearance coincided entirely with those of Friedrich
Hahnemann. That this physician was a German by birth, was evident from
his accent.
He often told people that he was the son of the founder
of homoeopathy and that he had left his native country in order to
This rather
avoid the eternal persecutions constantly turned on him.
suggests that the father's disquiet and his continuous complaints about
hostilities and persecutions were inherited by the son in a morbidly
exaggerated sense ? The Ludlowville physician is moreover described as
an extremely excitable man, who through his peculiar dress and extraordinary
behaviour (vide Hartmann's description) involuntarily aroused the suspicion
of being mentally deranged and consequently many people were afraid of
him. In spite of that he soon acquired a large practice, as the cures he brought
about bordered on the miraculous. Quite suddenly he disappeared again
from the district and nobody knew whither he had gone.
But in the year 1832 '3 there is said to have appeared in St. Louis,
attacked at that time by a cholera epidemic, a physician whose description
with regard to clothing, behaviour and physical defects again tallied with
that of Friedrich Hahnemann.
He is said to have treated cholera patients
with tasteless and odourless remedies—probably therefore homoeopathic
medicines and in spite of the favourable results which he achieved he would
not accept any kind of payment for his trouble. Whether he himself was in
the end swept away by this virulent disease or whether he later became a
Only one thing is certain.
victim of his lunacy, could never be proved.
Hahnemann's son disappeared from this hfe without leaving any trace.
Friedrich's widow was living in fairly needy circumstances and died of
consumption on the 22nd of March, 1858, in Leipsic. The only daughter
was married to Principal Hohlfeld, of Dresden. From the marriage there
cannot

be

positively

—

resulted six children, three sons

and three daughters, who

lived partly in

Dresden.

Hahnemann's third child was again a daughter Wilhelmine, born
hkewise in Dresden in 1788. She married a musical conductor, Richter, of
Her only son, Hermann Friedrich
Gera, but she died at thirty years of age.
Siegmund, died in Kothen, on the 13th of May, 1866, and lies buried in the
old churchyard there.
The fourth child was also a daughter Amalie. Born in 1789, she was
A malignant
first married to a Dr. Siiss, whose practice was in Wittenberg.
fever (probably typhus) took him away from this life before the birth of the
first child.
Later the young widow with her posthumous son, Leopold, went
11
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back to her father at Kothen. " Malchen," as the young woman was called
within the family, was from that time onwards her father's right hand
It was her duty to keep the patients' registers in order
in his profession.
and to regulate her father's correspondence. Her goodness of heart and her
great influence over her father is related by Rudolf Gernss, of Halbertstadt,
in a letter to Dr. Haehl, of the 28th January, 1909
:

My

father was appointed Royal assessor for the town and
Wanzleben, but was very ailing both before and after his
marriage, so that the allopathic doctors gave .him up. The marriage
was in 183 1. Then my mother heard of a homoeopathic doctor,
Hahnemann in Kothen, who was achieving extraordinary healing
t

district of

results.

After the first consultation, Dr. Hahnemann declared that my
the fee would
parents would have to remain there several months
be 40 Thaler a month. As it was too much for my parents, my mother
begged for some reduction, whereupon Dr. Hahnemann said quite
" Travel off home with your husband.
In six weeks he will
sharply
be in the cemetery and then he will not cost you anything more."
Having left the room my mother was weeping bitterty in the
Hahnemann's daughter, Amalie, heard this and asked her
corridor.
WTien the month was up my mother paid the
to step into her room.
40 Thaler. He then wrote the receipt, put 20 Thaler on it and said
" That will be right.
My daughter tells me I have
in a kindly way
been too harsh with you. But all the persecutions have embittered
;

:

:

my

very much."
Next month he took no fee at all and in the third month my father
was completely cured. Between my mother and Amalie Siiss-Hahnemann a deep friendship had sprung up, even Dr. Hahnemann was
friendly with my father and so it came about, that we received medicines
every year and were remembered by presents.
life

In the year 1832 Amalie Siiss married a second time with a mill inspector
The marriage does not, however, seem to have
Stassfurt.
been happ5^ for she was separated from him after a few years. After her
second husband's death she lived in very modest circumstances. She
preferred to take her name from the first marriage, as Siiss-Hahnemann.
On several later occasions she visited her father in Paris and was amongst
the few mourners who were privileged to take part in Hahnemann's funeral.
About her Parisian experiences and what came of them, we shall have conand Supplement 235. In the end she
siderably more to say in Chapter
lived with her two sisters, Charlotte and Luise, in their father's house at
Kothen. There she died on the 7th December, 1857, after suffering for a
She was buried in the old cemetery in Hahnemann's family
long time.

named Liebe from

XXV

vault.
It was only owing to the powerful support of English followers of homoeopathy including Mr. Leaf, of London, that she was able to allow her son,
Leopold, to become a medical student hke his grandfather.
Leopold Suss-Hahnemann, born on the 24th October, 1S26, in Wittenberg,
lived at his grandfather's house in Kothen until he was nine, because
WTien his grandmother died, the
his father had died before his birth.
boy was four years old and so he could not remember her. However the
memory of his grandfather stood out very clearly in the mind of this young
grandson, who was present at the former's last meal before his departure to
Later he travelled with his mother
Paris with his newly married young wife.

DR.
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to Paris to see his grandfather, stood by his death-bed in 1843 and followed
More details of this will be
the master's coffin as one of the few mourners.

found

in

Chapter XIX, Supplement 185.

After his grandfather's departure from Kothen, Leopold was sent to the
Grammar School at Halle. When he was fourteen years of age and was
once visiting with his mother one of his aunts living in Kothen, he was asked
to choose between being an officer or a miller
Dr. Sliss-Hahnemann, whom Dr. Haehl visited in the summer of 1905
at his residence in Ventnor, England, and who then despite his eighty years,
!

Leopold Suss-Hahnemann.

gave the impression of a gentleman fifty or sixty years
in a very merry and humorous way

old, related the incident

:

You can readily imagine that in this extraordinary choice I
decided for the officer without more ado. I was brought away from
the Grammar School and for a whole year I enjoyed the pleasures and
Then, after about a year my grandfather in
pains of a cadet's life.
Paris must have heard of it. In a long letter he commanded me to leave
the cadet school at once and to return to the Grammar School. For,
he wrote inter alia, " you are still too young to understand the
importance for later life of such a vocation and I shall never give my
consent to it."
For good or bad young Leopold had to leave the cadet school and return
to the Grammar School.
When he had passed through the school, he decided
to study medicine, went to Leipsic University and on the completion

—
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down in London, where he was allowed to bear the
name of S. Hahnemann. For forty-seven years Dr. S. Hahnemann practised
in London as a homoeopathic physician, until the notorious autumn and
winter fogs of the English capital forced him to retreat. After 1897 he hved
of his studies, settled

at Ventnor in the Isle of Wight, in a charming house situated by the sea
and surrounded on two sides by garden. Dr. S. Hahnemann was twice
married and had one son and two daughters. In igo8 (on the 24th May),

the eighty-two years old grandson of Hahnemann paid a visit with his wife
to the Stuttgart friends of homoeopathy and was present at the fortieth
annual meeting of " Hahnemannia " (the Wiirtemberg National Association
of

Homoeopathy).

As the sole heir of his mother and as the heir of his aunts Charlotte and
Luise, Dr. S. Hahnemann came into the possession of numerous Hahnemann
The abundant literary remains of Hahnerelics (vide Supplement 251).
mann, consisting of large patients' registers, an extraordinarily extensive
correspondence, etc., was handed over legally by Dr. S. Hahnemann to Dr.
Haehl, of Stuttgart, and in the early course of 1920 the latter was able to
obtain possession of these remains.
Soon after the outbreak of the Great War, autumn, 1914, Dr. Leopold S.
Hahnemann died. With him passed away the last relative of the great
Master to bear his name and to further his calling.
The fifth child of Samuel Hahnemann was also a daughter Karoline.
She died in Kothen, unmarried, before her mother's death.
The sixth child, the second son Ernst, born on the 27th February, 1794,
in Molschleben, died in the same year whilst still an infant, as a result of that
accident which had occurred near Miilhausen on Hahnemann's removal to

Pyrmont (vide Supplement 29).
The seventh and eighth children were twin sisters, of whom Friedrike
Friedrike married twice.
Her
lived whilst the other was still born (1795).
After his decease
first husband was Andra, a Post Secretary to the Court.

—

DeUbriick, of
marriages were childless. Later the
Soon after the death of her second husband
Dellbriicks removed to Dresden.
Friedrike was discovered murdered quite close to her house in Stotteritz,
She had been busy in
whither, as it seems, she had returned from Dresden.
the garden on the afternoon in question, when suddenly (she was deaf) she
was attacked by a man and slain. After doing the deed the murderer had
ransacked the house and taken away all the money as well as all the bonds
and securities. By chance Friedrike's sister Amalie happened to know the
numbers of the state bonds stolen and gave information to the police in Leipsic
about them. Not long after the murder a respectably dressed man asked a
man whom he met in a Dresden street, where state bonds could be sold. The
latter happened to be a plain clothes poHceman and he took the inquirer to
Here it was discovered that the arrested man was in
the police station.
He was at once imprisoned. But
possession of the robbed state bonds.
before sentence was passed he made an end to his life b}- hanging himself in

she married an inspector of clothing for the Post Office
Stotteritz,

the prison

near

Leipsic.

Both

cell.

Eleonore. She was
child was again a daughter
Her second husband was a certain
of all to a Mr. Klemmen.
In the year 1834 *he
Mr. Wolff, Dr. Phil, of Leipsic (vide Supplement 88).
published a book called " Homoeopathic Adviser for the Home," which was
subjected to a very derogator}' criticism in the " Allgemeinen Homceo-

Hahnemann's ninth

married

first

pathischen Zeiking," by Dr. Alfons LTvack.
shortly afterwards published the following

In the same paper

Hahnemann
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Explanation.

Homoeopathic Adviser," under the name of my daughter
Eleonore, married to Dr. Wolff, and who has never been engaged in
this science of healing, appeared against my will and in opposition to
my knowledge. For I know how improper and injurious such imperfect,
superficial and indefinite advice can and must be for the public at
I therefore publicly dissociate myself from it and in addition
large.
I challenge anyone (as is shown in the Magdeburg Gazette, No. 156)
to point out any secret remedy which I would not be willing to publish

The book,

"

to the world.

Dr. Samuel Hahnemann,
Privy Councillor.

Kothen, July loth, 1834.
(Allg.

hom.

Ztg.,

1834, Vol.

5,

To Bonninghausen Hahnemann, wrote
,

No.

2,

August nth.)

:

Kothen. August 21st, 1834.
very ill-bred son-in-law, \\'olf^, of Leipsic (increasing my trials,
hard though they be already) has manufactured this miserable patchwork "Adviser" and is ascribing it to my daughter, like the impudent
fellow he is
^

Mv

!

In 1835 the marriage with Magister Dr. Wolff had to be annulled. The
One of the wife s letters to her father,
to have been to blame.
containing an accusation almost painful in its moral aspect, is in the possession
of Dr. Haehl, and in February, 1838, the legal adviser of Hahnemann wrote
" You have to deal with a tremendous villain,
to him in Paris about Wolff
who would even commit perjury for the sake of the legacy."
Like her sister Friedrike, Eleonore also suffered an untimely end.
Hahnemann's grandson. Dr. S. Hahnemann could remember the details of
this affair and told Dr. Haehl how her body had been discovered in
Pheasants Pond, near Kothen. Suspicion was immediately directed on
r, of Leipsic, to whom the murdered woman had
a solicitor, v. Tr
bequeathed all her fortune shortly before. On the day of the murder this
solicitor had been staying in Kothen and had been seen several times in
the companv of Frau Eleonore. After the discovery of the body in the
But by showing a railway
pond, V. Tr. had been arrested as a suspect.
ticket he had been able to prove that he had left Kothen when Eleonore was
For lack of further proofs he had then been acquitted. A
still alive.
few years later he committed suicide in Leipsic. -(Dr. Puhlmann, in an essay
of 1893 falsely ascribed this tragic end to the sister Karohne.)
The tenth and eleventh children, the two youngest daughters, were born
Charlotte and
to Hahnemann at the beginning of his stay in Torgau.
LuiSE or, as they were always called in the family, " Lottchen and
Luischen," were together for the longest time in Kothen. Charlotte died
unmarried on the 13th April, 1863, at 11.30 p.m., and was buried in the
Hahnemann vault at Kothen. Quite in contrast to the general strict training
of children in the Hahnemann household, Luise, according to what her nephew
Dr. Leopold S. Hahnemann said, was petted as the " baby " of the family
and in consequence of this she is said to have been very wilful and exacting.
While still very young only sixteen years of age she married her father's
The marriage had soon to be annulled,
assistant in Kothen, Dr. Mossdorf.
however, and Mossdorf disappeared without leaving any trace. Mossdorf
does not seem to have been blameless. For in a petition (August 6th, 1832)

man seems

:

—

—

—
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to the Duke of Anhalt-Kothen, who could judge the affair from his own
personal knowledge, Hahnemann laid emphasis on the fact that Mossdorf
might still be with him, " if his moral conduct had only been tolerable."
At the beginning of 1835 Hahnemann bought the neighbouring house
for his two youngest daughters and here they lived near their father and
his young wife until he left Kothen.
Then they moved into their father's
house, which he had bequeathed to them before going to Paris, and here they
lived a very retired life which was only interrupted by long visits from
" Malchen."
With the outside world they had little intercourse and even
in their own house they were obsessed by an almost morbid anxiety (9^).
This was probably the result of the strict training from their mother
strengthened by the constant fear of succumbing to the same fate as their
two sisters, Friedrike and Eleonore. At the last, Luischen dwelt alone in
the paternal home until her death in July, 1878 one month after her
stepmother Melanie, nee D'Hervilly-Gohier, had died in Paris.
Thus passed away with little happiness, little sunshine, the strong family
of the Hahnemanns (97), where so much attention was paid to discipline,
order and good behaviour. The only remaining son was missing in later life
and a victim of insanity two daughters were murdered and three divorced
A tragic fate dominated almost all the members of the Hahnemann family.

—

;

!

•

—

CHAPTER XV

—

STILL THE CENTRE OF THE HOMCEOPATHIC MOVEMENT FURTHER
EXPANSION OF HOMCEOPATHY WITHIN GERMANY AND ABROAD CONTINUED
ALLOPATHIC REACTION HAHNEMANN'S
PAMPHLET, " ALLOPATHY " THE
CHOLERA PERIOD, 183I AND 1832 FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY
REPETITION OF DOSE SMALLEST DOSES IN THE HIGHEST DILUTIONS
OLFACTORY MEDICINES DOUBLE REMEDIES.
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—

—
—

—

—

—

" Humanity has long ago sanctioned that benevolent law which holds
f
good in every country, that no free man may be prevented in case of diseases
front turning to any legitimate physician, in whom he may have confidence.
Even the most murderous wars of all times have not slaughtered a third
part of the ynen gradually murdered by the healing process of the old school
which is still unfortunately alone and despotically prevalent. Even a sovereign
is uncertain of reaching the natural end of his days, appointed to him by a
unless he pays his Royal Physician for nothing without
beneficent Creator
taking scarcely any medicine from him or yielding at all to his discretion."

—

—

S.

In a report to the

King

Hahnemann.

of Prussia, of the 26th

December, 1832.

LETHahnemannfrom

the graves of Frau Henriette and her children to
In admirable mental and physical fitness
the old man, now in his seventy-sixth year, stands amidst the
surging life of his professional work, inwardly unmoved by perpetual combats
with his opponents or by the bitter blows of fate striking him and his near
ones.
Rare is the inspiring spectacle of this man, old in years but young in
mental power, in insight, in activity, in mobiUty and even in attacking power.
As opposed to this even some homoeopathic writers assert that in Hahnemann
the period of involution the time of mental degradation began with his
seventy-fifth year and that it was " strikingly marked by the total extinction
of all writing activity."
It was asserted that from 1821 onwards Hahnemann
was no longer to be considered as an influence in the development of
homoeopathy. There was some talk of the Master's Carthusian existence at
Kothen with his " well-known crabbedness derived from old age and
hermeticism." But all these statements are, to say the least, very one-sided
and do not by any means bear witness to a thorough and unprejudiced
investigation of the Kothen period.
A perusal of the literary remains of the master only accessible in 1920
for the first time, proves the contrary.
Mainly from the Kothen period but
also from earlier periods, there is extant almost inexhaustible plenitude of
proof in the form of letters, histories of patients and comprehensive repertories
(tabulations of symptoms).
Scientific research will be occupied with them
for as much as ten years.
The patients' diaries alone fill more than fifty
volumes the repertories are four gigantic folios and the number of letters,
all in the original,
Many letters, as already
total many hundreds.
suggested in Chapter XIV, have grown to the size of pamphlets with detailed
discussions of disease.
But every one has its own short and concise synopsis,

US return

himself.

—

—

—

;
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written by Hahnemann at the head of his patients' letters, and very often
also a rough draught for the answer, and the date in his beautiful, small
In ever}' case there is laborious order and the greatest clearness
writing.
The very extent and versatility of this correspondence excites astonishment
at the untirable zeal for work and the energy of this
unusual man. The letters came from all parts of
Germany, from Austria-Hungar3\ from Russia,
France, England, Italy, and even from across the
ocean. For the fame and reputation of the Master in
Kothen had penetrated ever3'where and from all parts
he was approached for help, advice and information.
Moreover, his followers had wandered out into aU
parts and wishing to keep in touch with their Master,
they continued to seek his advice on questions still
Hahnemann's Seal.
unsolved, in serious cases of disease and often in the
!

treatment of their own maladies (9^).
own impulse or induced by their patients there were also
allopathic doctors who applied to the Master in Kothen for explanations and
instructions, and he used to recommend them to study his own chief works

From

their

and other homoeopathic writings C^^).
Yet again other doctors and laymen came to him in Kothen in order to
study homoeopathy under his personal guidance. Even from abroad those
anxious to learn hastened to the httle German town, which actually became
for some 5'ears the focus of the homoeopathic movement.
Hahnemann
resolutely turned away all those who thought they might become homoeopaths
without earnest scientific training. In one case he expressly demanded of a
pupil regular medical study before he was prepared to introduce him to
homoeopathy. In another case, he laid before the writer of the letter (David
Steinestel, of Stuttgart) a number of serious and detailed questions, the
satisfactory answering of which could alone lead Hahnemann to regard him

as a genuine homoeopath (^°°).
In such a pre-eminent position it was not surprising that, on the one hand,
his students asked him for recommendation to medical positions and that
on the other hand, he was approached by associations and towns as well as
by private persons to select suitable applicants. It is quite understandable
that this activity as intermediary did not always supply pleasant experiences.
Not every candidate he recommended proved to be worthy and not every
applicant saw the fulfilment of the hopes and expectations he had cherished.
If corruption ever dared to show its face to him in this business, he had curt
and decisive answers ready for it ('"'). Finally, he was even approached
about procuring homoeopathic medicine-chests for the house and cases for
the pocket. This was going beyond his powers, and he recommended the
applicants to get what they desired from Dr. Haubold, of Leipsic, and later
from the apothecary, Th. Lappe, of Neudietcndorf. During the cholera
period of 1831 he also recommended Apothecary Mliller, of Schoningen, not
far from Brunswick.
In this connection we hear of the arrangement and price
of these first homoeopathic household medicine-chests {'°-).
It is not surprising after all that patients of every kind applied to
Hahnemann from far and near. He did not visit patients in Kothen.
WTioever wished to have help and advice from him, was obliged to come to
him and often the sick travelled from distant places to the remote Kothen.
Hahnemann with his celebrated skill was their last hope. All of them, rich
and distinguished as well as people of moderate means, had to make up
their minds to stay some time in Kothen if they wished to be cured.
In this

HOMCEOPATHIC ROYAL PHYSICIANS
matter Hahnemann's insight and kindUness was sometimes shown,
he had consideration for the poverty of individuals.
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As a result of the happy cases of cure, so frequently testified, Hahnemann's
reputation and that of his process of healing increased, especially in the higher
Indeed, in some places it became almost a matter of good form
circles.
At
to be treated homceopathically and to be a follower of homoeopathy.
that time the aristocrats by birth and those by wealth had in many
instances, their own physicians-in-ordinary, who belonged to their house and
Consequently, we frequently find
retinue like the other higher officials.
homceopathic doctors in Austria-Hungary, on the Rhine, in Russia, in England,
who were designated as the Royal Physicians of Princes, Sovereigns and
other Nobility, who accompanied their employers on their journeys and who
Examples of this are
at the same time were able to practise on their own.
Priv}' Councillor
Dr. Aegidi at the court of Princess Friedrich Diisseldorf
Dr. Weber as Royal Physician to a Prince von Solms-Lich and Hohen-Solms
Dr. Schmit as Royal Physician of the Duchess Lucca in Prague and
at Lich
Vienna
Dr. Schreter and Dr. Attomyr with the supreme count Czakyf
and the different homceopathic physicians sent to Petersburg
of Lentschau
This
(as Royal Physicians to a duke and to a princess of Wiirtemburg)
explains wh}' a Frankfort disciple of homoeopathy could suggest in all
seriousness that the best way of settling down in Frankfort-on-the-Main as
a General Practitioner was for the candidate to take a position with a
Reigning princes
Frankfort patrician and then do what else he wanted.
hke Hahnemann's patron. Prince Ferdinand von Anhalt-Kothen, the Duke
of Meiningen, the Grand Duke of Baden, etc., were pointed out as friends and
followers of homoeopath}- and the Homoeopaths expected of them great
support ('°3).
In many cases it was particularly the laymen members of the upper
classes
who took upon themselves the propagation of homoeopathy with
In the festival speech, already
zeal, great insight and lasting success.
quoted several times. Professor Dr. Riecke, of Tiibingen, an allopath who
tried to do justice to homoeopathy, said that
;

;

;

;

.

—

—

Homoeopath}' has its most zealous defenders in the general
who wish to be cured surely, painlessly and cheaply. Just
as they defend Trial by Jury against the arguments of the jurists, so
Jean
they favour homoeopath}^ in place of the old orthodox medicine.
Paul Richter calls Hahnemann a rare combination of philosophy and
learning, whose system must mean in the end ruination to common
prescription-mongers, although it is very Uttle in acceptance amongst
practitioners and is rather execrated than investigated.

public,

In Middle Germany it was State-councillor von Gersdoff, of Eisenach,
in
Hahnemann's sponsor, who made a definite stand for homoeopathy
Magdeburg it was Rost {^°*), a state-official in Westphalia and the Rhineland, von Bonninghausen, a State-councillor of Miinster, who, starting as a
Prussian official, made the propagation of homoeopathy his special and most
;

;

Up to his death Hahnemann remained in closer
Bonninghausen than with any other disciple or student,
and nobody was held in higher esteem by the Master than he, who
by different writings has contributed so effectually to the perfection
and expansion of homoeopathy (vide Chapter XXVII). We have already
emphasised in another place, what E. von Brunnow has contributed by
translations of Hahnemann's works and of other homoeopathic writings.
distinguished life-work.

touch with
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Hahnemann

could always rely on his loyal personal friends Councillor Becker
and the editor Dr. Hennicke, of the " Allgemeiner Anzeiger " in Gotha,
whenever he had to have recourse in his disputes to their much read and
influential daily paper
and it was surely a troublous time for Hahnemann
when danger threatened the Gotha paper a danger which fortunate^ passed
by (^°5). The critic and historian, Wolfgang
Menzel (born in 1798 in Waldenburg in
Silesia and living from 1825 to his death in
1873 in Stuttgart) likewise carried on an
energetic and fearless campaign on behalf
of the new doctrine in his literary and
morning paper.
The attitude of Goethe towards Hahnemann and his work of reform we have
;

—

already indicated in Chapter XI in connection with the treatment of Prince
Schwarzenberg. He confessed himself a
supporter of the new theory of heaUng not
only in letters but also in his immortal
" Faust," in

which by means of Mephisto-

pheles he hurled such severe criticism at the
contemporary state of therapeutic science
and also in the second part of the drama
where he says
:

Apothecary Lappe.

To Uke

things like, whatever one
There's certain help.

may

ail

;

Or in that other place, where Goethe refers to the necessity of a renewed
science of healing
:

INIanto,

^Esculapius' daughter, in silent prayer,
Appeals to her sire, that for honour's sake,
He should clear the doctor's vision in the end
And turn away her own dread doom.

Does that not sound exactly like Hahnemann's plaint ?
Scientific researchers and scholars of every kind expressed their sympathy
towards Hahnemann {^"^). At a relatively early period homoeopathy had
acquired friends and disciples amongst the lay public of Austria-Hungary.
England, France and Russia (vide Chapter XX\TI). The public repute
which Hahnemann had gradually gained is proved in one way by the fact that
he was approached for all sorts of references even for industrial purposes

—

0°')-

In contrast with the attitude of the large majority of the medical world
extremely gratifying to note how certain more illumined minds like
Professor Dr. Hufeland, of Berlin, or the above-named Professor Dr. Riecke,
of Tiibingen, gave Hahnemann and his theories a greater measure of justice
on the basis of their own reflections and their own research work. How
pleasurable it is to read the following utterances in Riecke's oft-mentioned
festival speech
it

is

:

For twenty years homoeopathy has met with little approval.
But now the German medical world is becoming more generally impressed
with a suspicion that homceopathy is more than a chance and futile
phenomenon and that there are in it (if nothing more) the germs of a
radical reform of Allopath}' (as

Hahnemann

calls the

medicine practised

.
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Meanwhile Hahnemann's disciples have gradually
increased to 200 acknowledged homoeopaths. These are partly young
men to whom the older medicine offered no satisfaction, and partly old
practitioners, who after a long and successful practice have been converted from enemies of homoeopathy to its most zealous supporters.
All of them confirm with unanimity Hahnemann's experiences, and
although some of them seem to be blindly imitative and incapable of
independent thought, there are men amongst them of the most definite
gifts.
It is impossible to dismiss entirely the homoeopathic experiences
of thirty years.
Unprejudiced allopaths have only just begun in good
hitherto).

faith

.

.

and with

.

strict

criticism to

The results of
homoeopathy. They say that
in

healing.

these

make homoeopathic experiments
men are not unfavourable to

diet and faith are certainly not sufficient
It would be quite wrong
to explain the homoeopathic cures.
It has
to regard homoeopathy as a completely futile phenomenon.
it
attacked allopathy on its weakest side in the materia medica

...

—

;

has turned attention to immense weaknesses in our medicine and
complete reform cannot be withheld any longer.

men and their views remained extremely rare in
and ever\^where the old hostile reaction continued to exist
by the side of the large understanding, the sympathy, the love and trust which
the new movement was enjoying in wider and wider circles of the people.
The more ground homoeopathy gained, the more this antagonism grew. On
the one hand, the apothecaries saw their existence endangered by homoeopathic doctors as a result of the latter's demand for self dispensing and
unlimited self-administration of medicines and the apothecaries consequently
perpetuated the harsh and violent combat with all the means at their disposal.
On the other hand, the allopathic doctors and in particular those who
would not take the trouble to learn the nature and demands of the new
Unfortunately these

scientific circles

—

—

doctrine were not to be deterred in their struggle against this obnoxious
completion, becoming more and more perceptible and scorn, mockery,
aspersions, even personal accusations and direct attacks, were not spared in
the effort to drive out the enemy. Not infrequently, allopathic doctors
issued hostile and irrelevant denunciations against their homoeopathic
colleagues and not only abandoned all sense of pertinency but also every
In one case, indeed, the Leipsic Faculty
principle of professional decency.
of Jurisprudence, to which appeal had to be made in case of unjust
accusations, saw reason to disapprove of the invalid overstatements in the
allopathic complaints against homoeopathic doctors and to reprimand them
in its judgment ('°s).
The most detestable instance of this uncommonly base
method of warfare is offered by the persecution of the homoeopath, Franz
Hornburg, by the Leipsic allopaths. The continuous assaults shattered his
health to such an extent that he died in the prime of hfe ('°9) (vide also
;

Chapter XXVII).

Even Hahnemann was not spared and a lying statement in a Magdeburg
declared that he had been treated allopathically for a malady
incurred personally. He left it to his assistant. Dr. Lehmann, to contradict
paper

this personal

calumny

("°)

embittered antagonism to homoeopathy was conducted in this way
from individual doctors right up to the University professors, it must be
quite intelligible that the authorities created the greatest difificulties for the
new doctrine, and sought to hinder its propagation by as many obstacles as
possible.
For on the medical boards there sat as representatives even as
If this

—

,
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—

members of the old school, who would have nothing to do
in modern times
with the new tendencies and who often had no time for a conscientious
exploration of the new theories by practical experiments. And whenever
Governmental authorities (up to the Ministries) had to issue official sanitary
regulations of any kind, they were naturally always based on the reference
At the same time, as personal friends of homoeopathy
of the medical boards.
were already to be found amongst the higher official and Governmental circles,
there was not infrequently a certain vacillation in the execution of the
prescribed measures and in the whole attitude towards homoeopathy ("^).
Amidst these perpetual antagonisms to homoeopathy, Hahnemann could
In his little work
at last keep silent no longer.
"

Allopathy, a word

of

warning to Sick Persons,"

Leipsic, 183 1, published by Baumgartner, he
proceeded to attack the old method of healing and its exponents.
For two thousand five hundred years, says Hahnemann in the pamphlet
" allopathy has claimed to be in possession of the science which cures
But it has
rationally the cause of all diseases entrusted to her treatment."
only proceeded with its curing from unreal origins and therefore could not
really cure chronic diseases.
Its cures were, in fact, only symptomatic,
it was only fighting the results, tiie expressions, the symptoms of the diseased
condition, and did not know how to remove the cause of the disease.
It gave its method out to be a rational treatment, but a thorough and lasting
" There has probably never been a more ridiculous
cure was impossible.
case of arrogant boasting and, as the general inevitable consequence has
shown, one more harmful to man " For allopathy cures " with a quantity
of large doses, to be taken soon after one another and not infrequently
extending over a long period
in accordance with that maxim of
Much helps
the common people which is grossly abused in this case
much.' " Thus arise the medicine mixtures of the allopathic science of
prescribing, which forms an important subject in the medical examinations.
But none of these physicians, " although their number has increased in the
many centuries to millions, has been able in the continuous use of such
medicinal mixtures to perceive and determine the peculiarities of each
individual drug.
Thus we have here a craft which has no accurate
knowledge of all its own tools and which does not even wish to have that
knowledge. Even amongst the lowest trades there is nothing like that
The medical science of the old school offers the only example of it and to an
absurd extent
All the ordinary doctors are of this type, dear
patients
These alone constitute the medical councils of all civilised
countries.
These alone sit in the medical seats of judgment and condemn
every improvement which, though for the good of mankind, may be opposed

by Samuel Hahnemann,
'

'

'

'

!

...

—

'

.

.

.

I

!

.

.

.

!

own guild."
following letter of Hahnemann shows us clearly what anxiety he
with regard to the antagonism of the allopathic physicians
to their

The

had

:

Most honourable Privy Councillor and Patron,
accept the conditions offered me by your bookstore without
and only beg for the last correction, if I can possibly get it.
But as this book reveals to the ordinary physicians extremely
unwelcome truths, I take the liberty to ask your personal especial
protection for it, that the printing may not be hindered by the
I

reserve

:

ENTER CHOLERA
Therefore

allopathic physicians.

and do not address

it

I
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put the MSS.

in

your hands

first

to your bookstore.

Your

obedient,

Sam Hahnemann.
Kothen.

19th June,

1831.

Opposed to the allopathic principle " that medicines in large doses,
frequently repeated and increased in quantity, are all of them thoroughly
curative in their effect in every case," Hahnemann sets forth his homoeopathic
fundamental " that all so-called medicines are substances, injurious in themselves and generally detrimental to man's health, which only become curative
when any one of them with its perniciousness corresponds to the case of disease
specially pecuHar to it, if it is given in a suitable dose and at the right
time." With acrid words of abuse he turns on those who are to blame for the
" chronic pest of medicines " and for the " internal and external maiming
of health."
He calls them " highly titled ravagers of health " and
" charlatans swaggering with unintelligible rump knowledge."
He invites
homoeopathic physicians " for the present to put up with patients not yet
undermined by the physicians of the old school even if they should be only
and so be satisfied with the smallest
the poorest of the people
remunerations for their trouble." Finally, the antagonistic physicians who
knew about homoeopathy, the mild, the natural and certain science of healing,
are told

—

.

.

.

In their blind adherence to their old internecine process of
healing they deserve nothing but contempt and abhorrence and
impartial history will stigmatise their names because of the certain
aid which they might have given their pitiable patients, had they not
heinously closed their eyes and ears to the salutary truth ("^).

—

—

Exactly the same ideas even the same words are to be found in a
preface written by Hahnemann on the 13th October, 1830, to the work
" Systematic Presentation of the pure medicinal effects of all remedies
proved hitherto, by Privy Councillor Dr. Georg Adolf Weber, Royal Physician
to His Highness, the Prince von Solms-Lich and Hohen-Solms, Brunswick,
Friedrich Vieweg Press, 1831."
It was just in these years of the most violently antagonistic attacks and
official restrictions that homoeopathy was to experience a strong and
unexpected furtherance in the whole of Western Europe by the outbreak of
:

cholera.

In the year 1831 the mysterious and murderous pest left Asia and with
tremendous speed and terrible power drew nearer and nearer to the
In Russia, Galicia and Austria-Hungary it
countries of Western Europe.
took toll of innumerable victims. It was already surging across the Eastern
boundary of Prussia. With the existing sanitary and hygienic conditions
of that time the authorities were helpless and the allopathic physicians
had no knowledge of a cure still less of a preventive ("3). This general helplessness of those called upon to guard the pubHc health, naturally increased
the anxiety and unrest of the population and consequently the danger
Then Hahnemann started on the problem with quick resolution
of infection.
and virile energy. From June to October he wrote four dissertations on
Cholera which he handed over to the pubhshers for the widest possible
He did not require any fee and even added
propagation in pamphlet form.
supplements to some of the treatises
:

—
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"Cure of Cholera " (published by Aue, was forbidden
by the censor in Kothen).

to be sold

(Berlin, August Hirschwald).
of Asiatic Cholera " (Leipsic, Johann

"Letter about the cure of Cholera"
" Surest cure

and eradication

Friedrich Gliick).
" Appeal to thinking philanthropists respecting the
agation of Asiatic Cholera" (Leipsic, Carl Berger).

mode

of prop-

These publications were certainly not received without some friction
and some contradiction. In Kothen, Hahnemann's princely patron, Duke
Ferdinand, had died in August, 1830. Immediately the hostile allopaths,
and in particular the bureaucratic medical council, tried to translate their
But in view of
dislike of Hahnemann and homoeopathy into action.
Hahnemann's great reputation they did not at first venture on open and
energetic methods and tried rather to influence secretly the new duke, Henry.
Their sycophancy to the latter, brother of the deceased duke, is very
they wanted to see the freedom in dispensing granted to
characteristic
Hahnemann, limited, and his articles about cholera modified but the
demands, they said, should be made ver3^ courteously to him ("+). Only
when the danger of infection seemed to be over in Kothen, did they
resort to the more serious measure of publicly forbidding the publication in
the county town. How sensitive the allopathic medical authorities of Kothen
were at that time, may be seen from the passages in dispute. The prohibition was probably directed chiefly against the " Appeal to thinking
philanthropists," which appeared later from C. Berger's press in Leipsic.
An essay " Cure of Asiatic Cholera and Protection against it," is contained
:

;

:

as a second supplement to the publication by Friedrich Gliick, Leipsic
" Surest cure and eradication of Asiatic Cholera," which was at the same time
Yet this essay contained no
also propagated as a separate publication.
It is a different matter with the
attacks on the allopathic physicians.
" Appeal to thinking philanthropists."
Hahnemann here speaks of two
parties, the one considering the disease to be epidemic, transferable by
atmospheric-telluric infection and the other as being contagious, that is,
infectious only from man to man.
The first party Hahnemann explains in brackets " the physicians "
tries to prove the lack of infection by contact of man to man by the fact
:

—

that "

They mostly remain uninfected and cheerful, although they were
occupied individually every day with dying cholera patients. They had
even tasted the matter they ejected and the blood let from their veins and
probably gone so far as to lie in bed alongside them, etc." Hahnemann
then continues
:

disgusting procedure they allege to be the
is to sa3% an incontrovertible proof of the
non-contagious nature of cholera, that is not propagated b}' contagion
but is present in the atmosphere and for this reason attacks individuals
in widely distant places,
a fearfully pernicious and totally false
assertion

This foolhardy,

experimentum

crucis, that

—

!

And

after describing in greater detail his curative

cedure with pure and undiluted spirit of camphor,
the physicians of the old school with this accusation

and preventive pro-

Hahnemann

confronts

:

into

But they prefer to go on killing their patients in crowds by pouring
them large quantities of aqua-fortis and opium, by blood-letting

—
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and so forth or giving camphor mixed with so many obstruccmg and
injurious matters, that it can scarcely do any good.
This they do
solely to avoid giving the simple, pure (efficacious) solution of camphor,
because the reformer of the old injurious system of treatment (the only
one they know) because, in fact, I, from conviction, recommended
it most urgently in all European countries.
They seem to prefer
delivering all mankind to the grave-digger instead of listening to the
good counsel of the new puriiied healing art. But who can prevent
them acting so, since they possess the sole power in the State to suppress

—

what

is

good

?

In order to prevent such serious and irrefutable accusations and to make
them impossible in the future, the censor had to step in. At that time he
was the servile and impeachable slave of the rulers of the moment. Dr.
Griesselich tells us in his " Sketches from the FoHo of a traveUing
Homoeopath " (1832)
:

A

physician of Kothen had published in the Kothen newspaper
(1831) an attack on Hahnemann about cholera, to which Hahnemann
was going to reply in the same paper. But unfortunately the Censor
Hahnemann had his reply
is a close friend of the attacking physician.
In Leipsic,
printed in Magdeburg, where it was not found repulsive.
Privy Councillor Dr. Ciarus wielded the censor's shears. Cholera is

Raab

Hungary

the public sees Bakody's cures and calls
in the newspaper is
erased, however, by the Protomedicus Lenhoscek pro typis non est

raging in

homoeopaths to

in

;

The advertisement

their help.

qiialificatum [not suitable for printing].

Griesselich gives as his opinion

When

:

one thinks of all these efforts of the censor,
believe homoeopathy was something dangerous to
For it is a well-known fact that the censor was introduced
maintain calm in the states, but certainly not to prevent
from healing or patients from becoming well.
also

one might
the

state.

in order to

physicians

It stands to reason that those who were attacked by the censor used all
possible counter-moves to render the violence of the censor ineffective.
The method employed by Griessehch to translate this into action will be
seen when we come to the description of his Ufe (vide Chapter XXVII).
Father Dr. Veith in Vienna describes in a letter a splendid way out of the

one should compose and dispatch in letter form, whatever
one cannot send across the borders as a printed pamphlet. The censorship
was even set in motion in Hahnemann's place of abode, Kothen
(Supplement 114) against his philanthropic endeavours to turn aside the
But nothing could intimidate him and restrain him
great cholera danger.
from advising and helping his fellow mortals in his own way and
consequently he had his pamphlets (forbidden in Kothen) pubhshed in
difficulty in that

Leipsic.

Camphor, then, was what Hahnemann recommended with great emphasis
to be used against cholera both as a curative remedy and also as a protective
and disinfectant. In particular, he urged the necessity of speedy help on its
appearance and at its very first signs.
In this first stage of the disease the patient must get as often as
possible (at least every five minutes) one or two drops of spirits of

—
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camphor (made from one ounce

of

camphor dissolved

in

12 oz. of

on a small piece of sugar or in a spoonful of water. Some
of camphor should be taken in the hollow of the hand and rubbed

alcohol)
spirits

He may
into the skin of the arms, legs and chest of the patient.
also be given a clyster of half a pint of warm water mingled with two
and from time to time some
full teaspoonfuls of spirits of camphor
camphor may be allowed to evaporate on a hot iron so that if the
mouth should be closed by trismus and he can swallow nothing, he may
draw in enough of camphor vapour with the breath. (Surest cure
and eradication of Asiatic Cholera.)
;

WTien his attackers pointed out that in this use of camphor he was
proceeding on quite different lines from those of his psora theory ("5) he
explained in his " Letter about the cure of Cholera "
:

Camphor

is such a special medicinal substance that one might
tempted to regard it as an exception to all others. For on
the human body it makes an impression, which, though powerful, is
only superficial, as it were, and at the same time is more transient than
that of any other drug, so that in homoeopathic use it has to be repeated
almost momentarily if the cure is to be lasting. This repetition of a

easily be

small dose, so often necessary in using camphor homoeopathically, gives
it the appearance of a laige dose and makes the procedure resemble
It cannot be the latter for the successful cure
palliative treatment.
remains permanent in such cases and completely fulfils its purpose
which a palliative by its very nature (as an agent opposite in its effect
Besides, a palhative with its
to the state of the disease) can never do.
large doses, often increased in size, will only produce an apparent and
transient improvement and will leave behind a reaction wherein the
original evil

is

renewed and strengthened more and more.

This section of the letter was first published as an " explanatory supple" in Schweikert's " Periodical of the Homoeopathic Science of Healing
for Physicians and La\Tnen."
The original which togetherwith Hahnemann's
accompanying note is in Dr. Haehl's possession, concludes with the following
remarkable sentence

ment

:

^

made

by the homoeopathic use of camphor
In this
the specific homoeopathic remedy.
case, the patient must likewise inhale almost every moment from the
camphor solution, if he desires to be speedily and completely cured, as
often happens in twenty-four hours of this treatment.
Kothen. July 7th, 1831.
•!

This

is

for influenza, for

clear also,

which

it is

Samuel Hahnemann.
This idea of the effectiveness of camphor was a result of the following
highly important assumption, in which he intuitively grasped the
underl3'ing nature of cholera
:

Above aU other drugs camphor possesses the property of speedily
by its vapour the most minute animals of a low order.
Consequently, it will be able to kill most speedily and to annihilate
the cholera miasm (which most probably consists of a murderous
organism, undetected by our senses, which attaches itself to a man's

killing

skin, hair, etc., or to his clothing

man

to

man) and

in this

way

and

is

to liberate

thus transferred invisibly from

and recover the

sufferer

from

it
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—

and from the

disease caused by it.
With this purpose in view camphor
should be used as widely as possible.

—

—

If the disease had advanced
to the second and third stages
Hahnemann
recommended the purely homoeopathic use of Cuprum, Veratrum album,
Bryonia and Rhus toxicodendron, the last two in alternation with one

another.

The treatment recommended by Hahnemann soon proved to be so
valuable and successful that numerous declarations of
agreement reached him and even medical boards (one may imagine with
what internal repulsion
recommended his procedure ("^). Hahnemann
would not, however, have been the conscientious student of hygiene
he was, if he had not considered besides remedial treatment of cholera
extraordinarily

!)

protective measures against

its

further propagation.

But in order to make the infection and spreading of cholera
impossible, the garments, the linen, etc., of all strangers arriving
there had to be kept in the quarantine (whilst their bodies were cleansed
by speed}^ baths and provided with clean clothes of linen or of fustian
suitable for the house) and retained there for two hours in a stove heat
of 80° (at which a vessel of water will boil).
This represents a heat at
which all known infectious matters and consequently the living
miasma are annihilated.

—

The use

of Chlorine, as practised in those times, to kill the disease virus

in suspected persons, dwellings

and objects

is

rejected

by Hahnemann as

being of no use and even prejudical to man's health. It goes without saying
that he lays special emphasis on the greatest cleanliness, ventilation,
disinfection of living and sleeping rooms.
Copper, recommended by Hahnemann as an internal remedy for cholera,
was also much used externally as a protective agent in the shape of pendants.
In man}^ places a healthy industry and flourishing trade sprang up with these
copper pendants. In Vienna, for instance, the military are said to have
been equipped with them. How strong was the protective power of the
quantities of copper thus introduced into the bodv through the skin, is not
made clear by any report of the time. Nevertheless, these pendants may
have had the advantage of making the wearers lose their fear of the evil pest
in their firm confidence of the undoubted protective effect, so that they became
thereby more capable of resistance and remained healthy. The strong
belief in the effectiveness of homoeopathic remedies had reasonable and
indisputable justification in the actual extraordinarily sjcccessfitl cures by the
homoeopathic method of treatment cures which could not by any means
be attained by Allopathy.
We give a few statistical examples
Dr. Bakody in Raab had 154 cholera patients from the 28th July to the
8th September. Of these only 6 died. The proportion of dead to recovered
was therefore 2:49. ^^i the allopathic hospitals of that town there were 122
deaths out of 284 cases treated and in private houses, out of 1,217 cholera
patients treated by allopaths, 699 died.
The proportion of dead to recovered
in the case of patients treated allopathically is therefore 6:5 as compared
with the homoeopathic figure of 2:49. When the allopathic physicians,
Dr. Jos. von Balogh, District Medical Officer, and Dr. Anton Karpf, Tow^l
Medical Officer, wished to cast doubt on these results. Dr. Bakody, under this
mean attack, brought forward 112 officially accredited testimonies for his
Amongst the signatories were a Canon in
148 recovered cholera patients.

—

:

12

^
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the name of the bishop, three other ministers, an EvangeHcal and a Reforming
Preacher, a Councillor of the Consistory, a High Advocate, etc.
Dr. Gerstel, in Briinn in Moravia, had from 631 patients only
Further
Dr. Schreter, in Lemberg, had from 27 patients only i death
31 deaths
Dr. Seider, in Wischnei-Woltschek,
Dr. Stiller, in Berlin, from 31 only 5
from 109 only 23. The latter complained, however, that he had had to fight
hard against distrust and resistance. Dr. Veith, in Vienna, had from 125
patients 3 deaths
Thomas Graf Nadasdy, in Daka, from 161, 15 deaths,
of which 8 came to him for help only in the third stage and who had consequently suffered set-backs from wrong treatment.
These successful cures brought credit to homoeopathy in every part.
More considerable interest in the new method of treatment and in the theory
of healing was shown on every hand, especially in Austria and particularly
in Vienna, where Father Dr. Veith, in a sermon in the cathedral before the
assembled court, did not shrink from extolling the homoeopathic doctrine as
the salvation of the cholera distress.
Homoeopathy was at that time
suppressed in Austria by the Imperial mandate, which we mentioned in
describing Prince Schwarzenberg's illness.
"It is no insignificant indication," were the admonishing words of Veith, " when, in the same zone which
was the birthplace of cholera, its powerful remedy (camphor) is also to be
found indigenous " ("7). It must really have been an entertaining spectacle
to see the court, the heads of the Austrian nobility and officialdom sitting at
the feet of a homoeopathic preacher, and following attentively his oration,
whilst homoeopathy was said to be persecuted in official life.
As a matter
of fact, it was now a question of good form that one should be a follower of
homoeopathy or that one should be treated homoeopathicalh' without any
regard for the Imperial mandate, still valid.
Emboldened by these successes and at the same time angered by the
authorities' perpetual neglect of homoeopathy, Hahnemann, in a stirring
" open letter," appealed to the King Friedrich Wilhekn III of Prussia,
and had it published in the " Allgemeiner Anzeiger der Deutschen " ("^).
:

;

;

;

;

—

Naturally this open appeal was of no avail.

More modern research work (particularly that
considerably advanced our knowledge

may have

of Pettenkofer

and Koch)

of the cholera virus, the
suitable for its epidemic

so-called " comma baciUus," of the conditions
propagation, of the preventive measures (prophylaxes) and of the medical
treatment of those afflicted. But these very results achieved by modem
science only show how fundamentally correctlv Hahnemann conceived and
represented this pest, its origination, its propagation and the way to combat
it.
This he did most concisely and most fittingly in his work. "Appeal
to Thinking Philanthropists respecting the Mode of Propagation of Asiatic
Cholera."
In this work Hahnemann had taken up a decidedly opposite view
to Hufeland (this must be particularly emphasised) and proved to him
the inaccuracy of his idea that cholera was of an " epidemically atmospherictelluric nature "
and spread abroad merely by the air. He himself
considered the pest to be " merely contagiously infectious and passing from
one man to another " as we have already emphasised.
In this work,
wherein he repudiated so decisively the ph^'sicians' experimoitum crucis,
is to be found the passage which described in almost prophetic language
the origin of cholera and its propagation

—

:

The most
progress
they are with
.

.

striking infections took place and made astounding
whenever in the stuffy spaces of ships, filled as

musty aqueous vapours, the cholera miasm found an

—
HAHNEMANN NAMES MICROBES
element

favourable

to

its

own

AS CAUSE

multiplication

enormously increased swarm of those

infinitely
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and throve to an
small,

organisms, which are so murderously hostile to human
most probably form the infections matter of cholera.

invisible living
life

and which

In another place he speaks again of the " invisible cloud of perhaps
millions of such miasmatic living organisms, which, first brought to Ufe on
the broad and marshy shores of the tepid Ganges, are continually seeking
out man to his destruction. Adhering closely to him, they become
acclimatised to the distant colder regions whither they are borne, without
decrease either of their cursed productiveness or of their fatal destructive
power." In a further footnote he rejects the use of chlorine for cholera on
this

ground

:

Chlorine can only destroy smells. The infectious virus of the
East Indian pest is not an olfactory substance.

When

remembered that microscopy was not at the Master's disposal
it is nowadays to modem science and that
personal
observation of cholera patients was impossible for him, so that he was thrown
entirely upon the detailed descriptions of the disease and symptoms from those
friends and students to w^hom he had urgentty appealed in this matter, it is
astounding with what decisive sureness Hahnemann pointed to the cholera
miasm as an " organism of a lower order," removed by its diminutiveness
it is

to the extent that

from our ordinary senses. It is astounding also how he proceeded from this
knowledge (of which he was probably the discoverer) and in opposition to
Hufeland asserted steadfastly the infectious property of the disease to be
that of propagation by personal contact.
From this theory resulted
the use of remedies for cholera which proved to be so strikingly effective in
his days.
What modem allopathic treatment tries to do by means of opium
preparations and injections of common salt, Hahnemann effected successfully
by his applications of Camphor and by internal use of Cuprum and Veratnim.
It is, moreover, an extraordinary proof of his perspicacity that, with the
exception of a few remedies added since his first prescriptions, e.g. Arsenicum
and Carbo vegetabilis, the treatment of cholera up to the present time
follows the lines he laid down and all those homceopathic remedies are in
use which proved to be so useful and effective in the epidemic of
1831-2.
Considerable importance was attached to his urgent demand for immediate
and speedy help and also to his precautions for isolation and disinfection.
The greatest influence, however, was exerted by the decision and confidence,
with which he opposed the new mysterious enemy of European mankind.
B\' these qualities he was enabled to wage a victorious battle against the
dejection of a population brought almost to despair by the helpless confusion
and perplexity of the contemporary medical world. That calm, confident
trust in the effectiveness of precautions and remedies given, is often of
supreme importance in epidemic diseases. This was what the people felt in
Hahnemann and this was what contributed most to extend tremendously
in Western Europe the fame of this resolute, clear-thinking man of seventysix during the cholera years of 183 1 and 1832.

As the cholera danger decreased and was finally extinguished Hahnemann
had to turn to other questions in his S3'stem of healing. It was not sufficient
for him to be occupied at greater detail with only one form of disease
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were one of the most dangerous. So active a mind as his could not
even in the most varied and busy practice or in the intercourse
thus brought about with the most different types of men. He was not only
obliged to translate into action what he found and explored and to test it
he was compelled (by a strong inward impulse) to be continually active in
a creative sense, to develop and elaborate further his life-work where and
in so far as that seemed necessary to him.
His life's task was not complete with the great triology of his fundamental
masterpieces
the " Organon " which he continued to supplement and
the " Materia Medica Pura " which, as we
improve up to the sixth edition
know from letters to Bonninghausen, he would only too gladly have extended
with a comprehensive repertory or even formed a standard lexicon of
homoeopathic medicines (but his ever-growing practice left him neither
and finally the work on " Chronic Diseases."
time nor strength for this)
The ideas contained in this last book opened out problems, for which the
There were questions as to
solutions were by no means conclusive or certain.
repetition of homoeopathic remedies, size of individual doses, high dilutions
and double remedies. These matters are discussed by Hahnemann in two
dissertations which, to please his friend Bonninghausen, he published in the
unpretending form of a " Preface " to the latter 's two works, " Reperton,' of
antipsoric Medicines " and " Repertory of homoeopathic Medicines " (1832
and 1833). These works, appearing in this extraordinarily modest way, are
attached like some auxiliary appendage to the larger and more comprehensive
writings of his friend.
But, in reality, they do not contain the usual
recommendation or, as their title " Preface " might lead us to suppose,
Rather
a more or less non-committal introduction into the other's work.
do they provide us with an elaboration, a maturation of homoeopathic
fundamentals, such as had occupied the Master's thoughts for a long time.
Chief among these subjects was the repetition of the homceopathic remedy.
In these essays we have the most powerful refutation to hand of the
reproaches heard in some quarters, that the Master became the more intolerant
the longer he lived, that he became stiffened in his own dogmas and that he
could no longer bear any kind of contradiction. Exactly the contrary is
the case. These prefaces show how earnestly the Master tried to supply
deficiences in his theories when he himself discovered them, to cast on one
side revealed inaccuracies and thus to build up his whole system, as he
thought, more and more securely. But he would not allow his fundamental
principles to be shaken.
Although, according to our modern experience
and conceptions, he may have brought to man\' things a one-sided development, although he may have made a mistake here and there, it is nevertheless
deeply moving to observe the continuous striving of the seventy-seven and

even

if it

feel satisfied,

;

—

:

—

;

;

man to get at the bottom of the individual questions
mature them to their greatest possible perfection. At
any rate, it is something very different from stupid, doddering dogmatism,
which provokes the moving confession at the commencement of the preface
seventy-eight-years-old
of his theory

and

to

to " Repertory of anti-psoric Medicines."
I am not ashamed to confess that I did not know yesterday what
experience might teach me to-day.
I am not ashamed, that I can
now publish an axiom which I could not present very perfectly in my
publication of the fourth edition of the "Organon of Rational Heahng,"
and which, explained by repeated experiments and experiences since
then, I can now impart to the medical world more fully, more definitely

namely

:

—
DOSAGE OF REMEDIES
that

it

is

not necessary, as stated in

§

242 and following, to administer

on every occasion only one dose of the remedy in (acute and) chronic
diseases and to allow this to have its effect, before it is requisite to give
another remedy. On the contrary, it is often necessary and of great
advantage, to administer more of the same remedy before using
another remedy.

Hahnemann therefore lays emphasis on this point experience at first
had shown that no good purpose had been served either by several small
doses of the same remedy repeated soon after one another or by a larger dose
His basic explanation for this was that only the life force,
(or two of them).
properly transformed pathogenetically (productive of disease) by the
homoeopathic medicine, can effect the cure of a disease. But one or two
large doses, as also several small doses of the same medicine repeated soon
however homoeopathically suitable the remedy may be
after one another
will rouse and stimulate the life-power so violently, that the reaction will
show itself to be far from curative and will therefore do more harm
:

—

From this experience he proceeded to the administration
than good.
the smallest,
of only one dose at once and this dose was to be very small
what was, up to that time, a high potency (X-306). That was the estimable
property of homoeopathy in strong contrast to allopathy. Hahnemann then
endeavoured further to reach the strongest effect of the smallest dose in the
highest dilution by his suggestion of repeating often " nothing but normal
smelling of small globules." This was the most successful mode of application of the homoeopathic anti-psoric medicines ("^).

—

In the preface of the first part (appearing in May of the following year,
of the " Systematic alphabetical Repertory of the homoeopathic
medicines," by Dr. C. v. Bonninghausen, Hahnemann returns once more in
great detail to this question of smelling medicines
1833)

:

their most powerful
Homoeopathic remedies have
form of vapour, when the patient smells and inhales the
medicinal vapour continuously from globules impregnated with a
A globule,
medicinal fluid, which are kept dry in a flask.
10 to 20 of which weigh one grain, moistened with a dilution of the
30th potency and then dried, retains its full power for this purpose at
It is undiminished,
least 18-20 years (so far extend my experiences).
provided that the flask, even if opened a thousand times, is preserved
from heat and sunlight. Inhaling the medicinal vapour affects the
nerves in the walls of the cavities, through which it passes unhindered,
and so transforms in a curative sense the life-power in the mildest and
yet most powerful way far more excellently than any other way of
During
administration of substance, through the mouth.
the last year and longer I can scarcely think of one hundred amongst
the man}^ patients seeking my help and that of my assistants, whose
chronic or acute sufferings we have not treated with the most admirable
But in the latter half of
success merely by means of such smelhng.
this year I have come to be convinced (and before this I should have
believed it from nobody) that this smelhng exerts the power of the
medicine in the same degree of strength as the dose of medicine taken
through the mouth and even produces its effect more calmly and for
the same length of time. Therefore the times of repetition for smelling
are not to be shorter than in taking a material dose through the mouth.
their surest,

effect in the

...

—

.

Here Hahnemann has pushed
(this is

his

.

.

fundamental idea to extremes and
was led to do this, as he

the extraordinary part of the affair) he
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by a remark of Dr. Griesselich, of Karlsruhe, a man who later became
one of the most confirmed " MateriaUsts of Homoeopathy " and who, as such,
We
alwa3's supported the policy of giving large doses in very low dilutions.
should add, however, that Griesselich contradicted this and sought to prove
the improbabihtv of this assertion bv his remarks in his own work, " Hvgea,"
1836, Vol. HI, p' 257
asserts,

"

:

my

friends I am bound to deny
Being challenged by certain of
entirely the authorship of this " discovery," for I did not make it, nor
did I in any way suggest to Hahnemann that this "discover}'" came
The fact that I was with Hahnemann
from any other source.
.

.

.

days of April, 1832, and that the preface in question shows
the date of a few days afterwards, was the more astonishing to me,
since Hahnemann could not possibly have time enough in those few
days to verify my tremendous " discovery."
in the last

Although Hahnemann for some time stood firmly by his idea of letting
patients smell medicines, he later abandoned this process (especially in his
Some
Paris period), as we shall show at greater length in Chapter XXIV.
homoeopaths did certainly follow the Master, but smelling of medicines did
not find a ver}' general adoption.
On the question of double remedies, to which Dr. Aegidi gave the
impulse, Hahnemann returned after some vacillation to pure homoeopathic
principles and these he upheld with remarkable keenness to his friend
Bonninghausen, who had been at first won over to the cause of double
remedies ('-°).
In the 3'ear 1833 he had for the first time come to agree with Dr. Aegidi
that " two suitable remedies might have good results, if smeUed together."
It was his purpose, in fact, after proving this method of administration to
devote a whole paragraph to it in the fifth edition of the " Organon." But
in September and October of the same year he had already retreated from
this " very difficult and serious danger," although he was still willing to admit
the possibility that two carefully selected and different remedies might be
used " with advantage in individual cases." Three years later (September,
1836) he almost blamed Bonninghausen for the " dangerous heresy and
mixture-mongering," which " is dealing the death-blow to pure homoeopathy
and converting it to bhnd allopathy."
This remonstrance had its desired effect on Bonninghausen, just as
Dr. Aegidi had shortty before " abandoned downright heresy again." This
On the one hand, it
interlude of the double remedies shows two things.
shows that Hahnemann was continually seeking out new paths and further
improvements for his process of healing. On the other hand it shows that
he never stuck to his own opinions and views refusing to be taught, but that
he was ready to leave them and alter them if some better idea was taught him.
Marshalling all the old man's work before us, we can understand that it
is more than a mere figure of speech when Hahnemann writes to Bonninghausen with something Hke a sigh
:

Pity
that

I

me

!

I

know what
up till now

don't

have endured

it

to do for the best.

It is

a miracle

!

Or as he expressed himself to Dr. Hermann Lovi, of Prague,
words

in the following

:

To what you complain
that

dear friend and colleague, namely,
patients, I must reply with a similar

of,

you are overloaded with
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complaint. Neither can I avoid the rush of the daily increasing
patients and would soon have succumbed if I had not got a homoeopath
(although not thoroughly qualilied as such) as an assistant physician,
but who requires, in order to perform cures, very much of my assistance.
I am rejoiced in the meantime to hear of your good health and of
the distinguished recognition you enjoy, as well as by your continued
affection for me.
Should you gain sufficient time to enable you to
describe your cures of cholera, I would publish your letter to the world,
with credit to you, in the " Allgemeiner Anzeiger der Deutschen," in
Gotha. I beg you for it if it is possible for you, and for the continuation
of your friendship for your devoted

Sam. Hahnemann.
Cothen.

August

8th, 1832.

But in spite of everything the old man, almost eighty years of age,
was physically and mentally fit and cheerful, as Griesselich has so realistically
described in his " Sketches," taken in Kothen.
Here was, indeed, remarkably blessed old age, full of keen vigour and unquenchable zeal (^-^).

CHAPTER XVI

—

Hahnemann's assistants, dr. lehmann, ruckert and jahr his battle
WITH THE " SEMI-HOMCEOPATHS " DISPUTES IN HIS OWN CAMP.

—

" Sober reflection, free from prejudice, may easily convince us that the
correct view of every case of disease to he cured, the determination of the real
powers of medicines, their adaptation to each state of disease, the size of dose

—

—

in fact, the whole science of real healing
may never be, can never
The requisites
self-sufficient sophistry and illusory opinions.
simply in that part of nature, which is
for this are to be found
perceptible to the senses, in careful and honest observations, in the purest
possible experiments.
Here alone, without any falsifying interferences from
arbitrary formulations must they be sought faithfully
as the precious value

required
be the

work of

.

,

.

—

of

human

life

demands."
S.

Hahnemann,

"

Organon."

" There is no folly which a sophist has not already upheld and from the
earliest times the theory of simplification has been the pet hobby of systematizers
of the first rank."
S.

Hahnemann.

Observations on the three current methods of treatment.

view of the oppressive burden of his profession, which rested on
in ever increasing extent, it is quite understandable that

IN Hahnemann

should become more and more insistent. The
summer of 1832, when Dr. Lehmann,
an allopathic physician of Leitzkau, appeared in Kothen in order that his
wife might be treated by Hahnemann and that he himself might learn the
homoeopathic method. But it was no longer so easy in Kothen, as it had
been under the rule of the previous Duke Ferdinand, to procure the necessary
permission for this " outside " physician to practice, although he could show
the best credentials and the necessary deposit.
The worth}- Medical Council
did their utmost to make it difficult and even impossible for Lehmann to
settle down as Hahnemann's assistant.
The documents discovered dealing
with this matter form a striking indictment of the pedantic dullness and
narrow-minded prejudices of the authorities of that time. But, in the end,
the Duke's will conquered and he was broader minded than his officials.
Dr. Lehmann was allowed to be an independent colleague with Hahnemann
and not merely his amanuensis, which was the utmost agreed to b\- the
Medical Council, and he was even granted the same scope of self-dispensing
his desire

for help

possibility of such help arose in the

as

Hahnemann
The choice

himself

of Dr.

('--).

Lehmann

as assistant

was a fortunate achievement

for

Hahnemann in every respect. He was as energetic as he was practical.
The two men understood and supplemented one another perfectly. A
misunderstanding never seems to have arisen between them.

Lehmann's

zeal in the exercise of his calling was just as great as his readiness to enter
into Hahnemann's desires and views.
Their mutual co-operation was very

helpful

to

Hahnemann,

Bonninghausen

as

is

testified

('-^j.
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by

several

of

his

letters

to
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When Hahnemann

did not return from Paris, but appointed Lehmann
(vide Supplement 167) as his successor, the
in a petition to the Duke, that not only Dr.
Lehmann but also all other physicians who might settle down in K<')then as
homoeopaths, should be refused the right to prepare and dispense medicines.
The Duke would not agree to that. On the contrary, he confirmed Dr.
Lehmann in his right to dispense personally and the latter continued up to
his death in Kothen (January 9th, 1865) to prepare homoeopathic medicines
for himself and, as we shall see later, for Hahnemann in Paris.
For his literary work, which continued to be of great interest to his
active mind, Hahnemann employed for the time being two 3'oung homoeopaths
as assistants, who happened to be unemployed.
From August, 1829, to
Easter, 1830, he lodged for this purpose Ernst Ferdinand Riickcrt, who had

announcement
apothecaries at once handed
in

an

official

Dr. Gottfried Lehmann.

returned from Livonia and set him to compile and arrange a repertory of all
This work had been
the remedies named in the " Chronic Diseases."
originally conceived as the last independent volume of " Chronic Diseases."
The cost of laying .down the type, however, was sufficient to prevent the
publisher from publishing. The original manuscript is in Dr. Haehl's
possession.

During the greater part of 1834 Hahnemann employed a young man named
George Heinrich Gottlieb Jahr. who had studied medicine without passing
It was Jahr's task to help him in preparing the second
his final examination.
edition of " Chronic Diseases," which was to appear in a considerably enlarged
form, and in particular, he was to work at a repertory of homoeopathic
The preliminary work for this had been done for some years in a
remedies.
But even that was not enough for him.
register compiled by Hahnemann.
Two similar works by Riickert and Weber (for whose work, as reported in
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the previous chapter, he had written a preface) did not appear to him
exhaustive or adequate. Under Hahnemann's supervision, therefore, Jahr
worked on a similar repertory. But, because Hahnemann could not, of course
correct Jahr's work in all details, it was very imperfect and contained
many superficialities, of which Hahnemann lirst became aware through the
French translator (Dr. Roth, of Paris). Jahr, on whom Hahnemann had at
first set great hopes and with whose help he had intended to publish a
standard homoeopathic lexicon, seems to have been an irresolute, hasty fellow,
Consequently, the literary plans which
lacking steady perseverance.
Hahnemann had devised, hoping for his assistance, did not reach their
fulfilment, nor did he retain long his subsequent post in Diisseldorf, to which

Hahnemann had recommended him
(For

Chapter

further

details

('^^).

concerning

Lehmann,

Riickert

and Jahr,

see

XXVH.)

homoeopathy the old saying, " So many men,
What was gained outwardly
by the partisanship of the people, was lost in the internal workings of the
cause by discord amongst the homoeopathic physicians. The schism began
with the founding of the " Archiv " (New Year, 1822). At first it made
itself felt only in the narrower circles of the homoeopathic medical world and
Stapf (Naumberg) and Gross (Jiiterbogk)
in the divergent scientific opinions.
represented from the beginning the pure homoeopathic theory. Dr. Moritz
Mliller (Leipsic) was the compromiser, who did indeed wish to see homoeopathy
regarded as "a highly estimable method of healing " " indicating an
immense step forward in the realms of science," but who at the same time

With the continual growth

so

many

of

minds," proved once more to be true.

—

clung " to the

common origin of both processes of healing," because only in
way, on the basis of common scientific principles, would finally be
brought about the reunion, the fusion of both systems the homoeopathic
and the allopathic. The " less strict homoeopaths," as Moritz Miiller tells
us in his defensive article " On the History of Homoeopathy " (Reclam,
" did not find the therapeutic procedure of the old school to be
1837),
thoroughly rejectible, nor did they consider an exclusively homoeopathic
method necessary. They allowed both systems of medicine to stand side
by side, yet unmingled and unfused, during this period of medical evolution
and sanctioned the use of them one after the other according to apparent
needs." The confession of the chief representatives of this one movement
amounts to homoeopathy one moment, allopathy the next, as was
It was no wonder
thought best for the particular case in question.
that Hahnemann, on hearing this, demanded of Dr. Moritz Miiller that,
as a homoeopath, he should desist from using the allopathic method
He even defended his view in the second
of healing.
Miiller declined.
part of the fifth volume of the " Archiv " (early in 1826), describing
how it was possible for " two parties " to exist satisfactorily in the
homoeopathic movement.
There was naturally very little attraction
in these laxer views for Hahnemann and his more intimate friends. In a letter
this

—

—

—

to Dr. Stapf, Hahnemann made this quite clear and at the same time expressed
his distrust of separate organisations amongst homeopathic physicians,
begging Stapf " to limit and prevent " as far as possible the publication of

communications from that quarter ("»). \Mien Miiller became aware that his
collaboration was no longer desired by Stapf, the editor of the " Archiv,"
he retired from this journal and in the next few years withdrew from any
kind of literary work. But the disruption continued in Leipsic and increased,
so that Hahnemann became more and more distrustful ("^).
The main

"

HALF-HOMGEOPATHS

"
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resistance to the stricter rulings did indeed emanate from Leipsic and even
Rummel (Merseberg) and Rau (Gissen) took up a more independent attitude
towards many of the Master's theories, of the Kothen period.
It was, however, pre-eminently the " Converted " whom Hahnemann

thoroughly mistrusted, however greatly he rejoiced at every increase of
pupils from the allopathic ranks as we see from his letters to
Bonninghausen. But he did not desire merely an external increase in the
number of his followers. Whoever wished to be his pupil was obliged to
Until he had clear proof of this, he was full
subscribe entirely to his theor\-.
of doubt and mistrust, as is evident from the letter to Dr. Wislicenus of the
25th December, 1823.

—

his

The " Converted " are only hybrids, amphibians, who are most
them stni creeping about in the mud of the allopathic marsh and who
only rarely venture to raise their head in freedom towards the ethereal
of

truth.

After Hahnemann's departure from Leipsic it seemed for a time as
homoeopathy had run its course in the University town. Allopathy was
triumphant. Then, at the end of 1822 and the beginning of 1823, as Moritz
Miiller informs us, several cures unexpected by the inhabitants, had been
effected by Hahnemann's pupils and resulted in a considerable increase of
sympathy for homoeopathy by the people. The result of this was that
several homoeopathic physicians from other towns settled in Leipsic,
that other Leipsic physicians gave open credence to homoeopathy and
that several aUopaths (Caspari, Haubold, Drescher and the veterinary
In time there were
surgeon Lux) became converted homoeopaths.
if

practising in Leipsic as many as ten to twelve homoeopathic physicians.
That was, of course, far too large a number for the town and its incorporated
suburbs with their 50,000 inhabitants. " The unevenness of their means of
"
this is
subsistence produced in one or other of them a certain bitterness
the opinion of MiiUer " which might have given rise to untrue statements
coming to pubhc notice much later." At any rate there was very little
harmony among the Leipsic homoeopaths. Each was concerned only with
his own needs and with his own gain, and cared little or nothing about
anyone else. The " contrary interests, manifold forms of organisation,
"
different degrees of intelligence, character, temperament and inclinations
all contributed to a lasting discord and to a separation from the outside world,
so that it is not surprising if the " Leipsic physicians " were not at all popular

—

—

or respected in the homoeopathic circles of Germany.
Not until the end of 1828 did Haubold try to effect a union, and at the
beginning of the year 1829 was formed the Leipsic Association of

HOMCEOPATHIC PHYSICIANS.
It consisted half of "

pure " homoeopaths and half of " free " homoeopaths,
who held strictly to Hahnemann's theories and of
such who treated many patients according to the method of the old school.
Tacit acquiescence was given the latter even by Hahnemann himself, after
the formation of the first Universal Homoeopathic Association in Kothen
at the Master's doctorate jubilee on the following loth August, 1829.
The appearance of the " Chronic Diseases " (1828) had given a perceptible
impulse to further division amongst the members of the movement. Some
took up enthusiastically the Psora theory and the increase of potencies as a
Others were distrustful at first,
further elaboration of the Master's theory.
becoming more and more unbeUeving, especially when Hahnemann went so
that

is,

of such physicians

—
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far as to interrupt the administration of medicine for weeks at a time with
the chronically sick and to remain satisfied with their smelling a 30th dilution.
Hahnemann, of course, knew about the discord of the Leipsic doctors,

knew about the divergent opinions of others. But he did not yet
He only wished for a stricter bearing
take these minor movements seriousty.
on the part of his " pure " friends, particularly in the lead taken by the
" Archiv."
He wrote another admonitory epistle to Leipsic, which in the
just as he

end had no

result ("^).

It is striking that in this letter

Hahnemann

himself deviated from his

" pure " theory

and advocated Plasters for the removal of local maladies
(Supplement 127, Letter of August 5th, 1830, and its publication in the

" Archiv.")

In the following year, 1831, Privy Councillor Dr. Tittmann,
thanks for a plaster for pains in the limbs (vide Supplement 106). But Hahnemann did not follow this bypath for very long. In
" Organon," he once more
1833, in his preface to the fifth edition of the
repudiated every " tendency to fall back into the confusions of the old
In a footnote he says
pernicious humdrum, as practised by the old school."
of Dresden, returned

verbatim

:

I am sorry that I once made a suggestion, savouring of Allopathy,
to the effect that a resinous plaster should be applied to the back in
chronic diseases to cause itching and that the finest electrical sparks
should be used in paralytic affections. For as both these apphances
have seldom proved of service and have furnished the hybrid
homoeopaths with an excuse for their allopathic transgressions, I am
I should ever have proposed them, and I hereby solemnly
them. Besides, since then our homoeopathic system has
advanced so near to perfection that they are now no longer required.

grieved
retract

In the early part of 1832, a second periodical, the Allgemeine Homoopathic
Zeitung had appeared for the first time and contributed further to the acuteness
Hahnemann was very angry about it, in the first place
of the situation.
because he was afraid it might do some harm to the " Archiv " of his intimate
For the " Archiv " had in the meantime become highly
friend, Stapf.
\aluable and even indispensable to the Master, since he conducted in it the
In the second place, he had strong
literary defence of his movement.
distrust of Dr. Hartmann, who was to be a Co-Editor, since the publication
Gross and Rummel were the other Co-Editors
of the latter's therapy ("*).
and that the latter sometimes went his own way, was not unknown to

Hahnemann.

Up

had been settled within the narrow confines
homoeopathic medical world. The Assembhes of the Universal
Homoeopathic Association on the loth August, had taken place without
of

to this time all dissensions

the

—

discordance or ill-humour in Leipsic in the year 1830, in Naumberg in 1831,
and in Leipsic again in 1832. At the last Leipsic meeting there had even
been proposed and seconded in the greatest harmony a statute for this
universal homoeopathic association to endow a diploma of honour for every
homcEopathic physician, " who is attached to the reformed science of heahng
with zeal and affection." This diploma was to be signed primarily by the
" praeses perpetuus," the honorary chairman for life, Hahnemann.
It was
then further resolved that they should now acquire a house for a homoeopathic
institute in Leipsic, which was to be opened as soon as possible.
The
assembly had shown a more united and a more festal spirit than ever. The
chairman, Moritz Miiller, and the secretary, Haubold, took special pains to

—
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inform Hahnemann by writing of this fact and he expressed himself as being
extremely gratified ('-'^).
But very soon the state of affairs altered. Like a peal of thunder from
an unclouded sky there appeared in the Leipsic daily paper an essay by
Hahnemann on the " Half-Homoeopaths of Leipsic."
How are we to explain this extraordinarily swift change of Hahnemann's
front within the space of three weeks ?
The final and immediate impulse to this step of Hahnemann's which
aroused for him so much ill will, can never be explained satisfactorily. But
three causes in their joint effect may make Hahnemann's procedure seem
inteUigible if not excusable and they will also explain why this admonitory
statement of emancipation appeared at such a time. That Hahnemann
mistrusted the Leipsic physicians at any rate, one part of them is evident
not merely from his remarks about Hartmann and Hartlaub, but also about
The September epistle to Moritz Miilier
Leipsic physicians in general.
(answering the report of the Congress on the loth of August) contains the
specially emphasised demand that only the " purest teaching " should be
practised in the hospital obviously an admonition to Moritz Miilier.
In the course of the autumn of 1832 this more than general mistrust
received nev/ and powerful stimulation through the zeal and hardly creditable
Hahnemann
successes of Moritz Miilier in this matter of the hospital.
thought it " strange " that the Saxon Government had given permission for
the foundation and opening of the homoeopathic hospital and had given that
permission within four weeks. Moreover, the fact that the Leipsic Town
Council was supporting the venture seemed to Hahnemann to be as remarkable as the " very low price " for the house obtained so speedily. Hahnemann
required very httle convincing to beheve that Dr. Moritz Miilier, well reputed
and influential as he was in Leipsic, had brought all this to pass by means
of astonishing zeal simply to appropriate for himself the position as chief
physician of the hospital. Having accomphshed this, he would then proceed
to cure with the mongrel method, for Miilier, as he had already stated and as
he was continually emphasising later, was by no means immutably attached
But even as late as the middle of
to the " pure theory " of Hahnemann.
October, 1832, Hahnemann seems to have placed tolerable confidence in
Miilier.
For at this time Schweikert wrote to Miilier that Hahnemann
desired him (Schweikert) to be the physician in the hospital and Dr. Moritz
"
Miilier to be his assistant in the chnic, where the " pure Hahnemann theory
confidence
was to be expounded. But when once Hahnemann's behef and
in Miiller's honour had been shattered his intolerant action was easily
understood. Miilier was, in fact, honourable as a man, even if as a
physician he never quite severed his connections with the old school and
see also,
for that very reason was held in particular esteem by the allopaths
Wunderlich, " History of Medicine."
Two incidents could be easily turned to account against Miilier. At the
August Assembly, Schweikert had been proposed as a director of the
But the
Association, ostensibly by the wishes of the Leipsic physicians.
voting showed a majority for Moritz Miilier with the result that he became
director of the Association and accepted this position, whilst Schweikert
belonged to the board of directors merely as a past director.
On the 27th of October the Leipsic members of the directorate (Miilier,
Hartmann, Haubold and Franz) were called to a meeting to propose
candidates for the position of director of the hospital. Miilier recommended
Schweikert. But at the close of the meeting Haubold proposed Miilier,
a proposal which was passed by the others without any objection from

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Miiller

;

as he later explained, he regarded this proposal as a gesture of

for,

The two proposals (Schweikert to be Hospital Phj^sician and
Miiller to be his deputy in some degree) were then sent off in protocol cop}^
to the eight external members of the board for the vote to be taken and the
loth of November was fixed as the da}' for counting the votes. On the
communications addressed to those external members eligible to vote, Moritz
Miiller had written a memorandum to the effect that he himself would not
accept the position and that, in his opinion, Schweikert was the only suitable
man. In the letter to Schweikert, however, this remark was omitted.
Two days before this meeting Haubold had sent on to Director Miiller
a private request from Schweikert that, since he would be obhged to remove
politeness.

into Leipsic, he should be accorded at least 200 Thalers yearly remuneration
This request Miiller felt bound to refuse, as the
as Hospital Physician.
Kothen Congress in its enthusiasm for the cause had appointed the direction
on Schweikert's own proposition.
of the hospital to be honorary
All these events might cause Miiller's behaviour to appear ambiguous,
although the accurate details could not be known to Hahnemann, when he
wrote his sharp attack on the Leipsic circle. But it was known outside Leipsic
that machinations had been engineered in the city against the appointment

—

which Hahnemann desired, and probably news of this had been
It is most likely that Schweikert himself had informed
Hahnemann about the double proposal of the Leipsic protocol. For, even
at the end of September, Schweikert had already broken off relations with a
particular friend of Miiller's, with whom he had had friendly intercourse
of Schweikert,

carried to the latter.

tiU that time.
On the 20th October, Gross had written to Hahnemann
complaining about an ambiguous procedure of the Leipsic circle, which he
" could not excuse at aU."
In spite of the fact that permission from the
government had already been granted, they had allowed the Medical Officer
for the town
Clarus, the old and most embittered antagonist of Hahnemann
and his theory to have some influence in the question of opening the
hospital.
That might be explained either way.
Then arose an incident which was bound to arouse Hahnemann to the
utmost. The daughter of a faithful, enthusiastic disciple of homoeopathy
namety, the printer and publisher, Reclam, was treated on her deathbed
with leeches at the hands of Moritz Miiller and Schubert after the method
of the old school (^30)
j^is caused a great stir. Hahnemann was informed
about this lamentable case and assuredly, if Reclam's letter to Hahnemann
was carried by
contains the correct assumption, this information
the chief culprit, Schubert, who had departed for Kothen on the
i8th of October, that is, shortly before the composition of the public
condemnation. Schubert, who must have played a very dubious part in
the whole matter, was generally regarded as an outsider by the Leipsic
practitioners his views did not coincide with those of his professional brethren
and, consequently, he had not become a member of the Leipsic Homoeopathic
However that may be,
Association, although he had been invited to do so.
It was Hahnemann's right
the case could not be denied or glossed over.
nay, his duty to turn against it with all resoluteness unless the reproach
of inadequacy and impracticability were to descend on the whole of his
To take up
therapeutic theory and thus gravely undermine his life's work.
a stand merely in private correspondence or in the homctopathic journals
was not sufficient. For the affair had been made generally known and openly
Besides,
discussed
therefore, Hahnemann's stand had to be made in public.
"
since Stapf, even in less serious cases, had declined to publish in his " Archiv
the reprimand of some homoeopaths (at the instigation of other friends), there

up

—

—

—

;

—

;

—
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was no guarantee that Hahnemann's warning and reprimand would be
Thus Hahnemann had recourse
accepted in the homoeopathic periodicals.
to the Leipsic daily paper and wrote an aggressive letter of denunciation,
which appeared in the issue of November 3rd, 1832, as follows
:

A Word

to the Half-Homceopaths of Leipsic.

time and with displeasure, that some in
to be Homoeopaths, allow their patients to choose
whether they shall be treated homoeopathically or allopathically.*
Whether it is that they are not yet so grounded in the true spirit of the
new doctrine, or that they are lacking in true love for their fellow
mortals, or that, contrary to their better convictions, they do not scruple
I

have heard

Leipsic,

for a long

who pretend

—

let them,
to dishonour their profession for the sake of sordid gain
true
at any rate, not require of me that I should recognise them as

my

disciples.
It is remarkable and a splendid indication of thepower of thenew
system for improvement, that in no place where this system has even
moderately flourished, are there such homoeopathic-allopathic mongrels
to be found, it grieves me to say it, as in Leipsic, a town hitherto so
dear to me.
Blood-letting, the apphcation of leeches and Spanish flies, the use
of fontanels and setons, mustard plasters and medicated bags, embrocations with salves and aromatic spirits, emetics, purgatives, various

sorts of warm baths, pernicious doses of calomel, quinine, opium and
musk, are some of the quackeries by which, when used in conjunction
with homoeopathic prescriptions, we are able to recognise the cryptohomoeopath, trying to make himself popular, as we recognise the lion
by his claws. They swagger in the cradle of the homoeopathic science
(as they choose to call Leipsic) where its founder first stepped forward
acknowledged you
I have never yet
But behold
as a teacher.
away from me, ye medical
;

!

!i:

Either be honourable allopaths of the old fraternity, ignorant as
vet of anything better, or pure homoeopaths intent on curing your
Once more I exhort you, and this, for the last time,
suffering brethren.
to abandon this course and to give those abroad a better example,
one more worthy of imitation.
But he who from this day forward hesitates to follow this faithful
advice, to prove himself in word and deed a homoeopath, let him never
come again to Kothen while I behold the light of day, for he may look

no friendly reception.
But if ye will persist in that behaviour, then may
1 be meted
out to you alone.
Now, when an institution is about to be founded for an undeceptive,
practical demonstration before the eyes of the whole world, of the
unsurpassable efficacy of the only genuine, purely homoeopathic
treatment now the matter becomes infinitely more serious. On such
an occasion I consider it my duty to raise my voice aloud, lest these
scandalous abuses should impart in this prospective hospital and clinic
a disreputable character to the whole system.

for

—

* There is e.g. no head-mistress of a Girls' Seminary so outrageous as to allow
the parents to choose whether they wish their daughter to be a frivolous worldling or
a dignified young lady.

1

Censored space

in

the daily paper.
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Hence I most solemnly protest against the employment of such a
bastard-homoeopath, whether as teacher or medical attendant.
Let no one of this description enter upon the sacred offices of our
divine art in this hospital no one of this type
For, should any false doctrines be taught under the honourable name
of homoeopathy, or should patients be treated otherwise than by pure
homoeopathy (with no trace of this allopathic muck) you may depend
upon it I that shall raise my voice aloud honestly and to its utmost.
In all the public papers far and near I shall warn a world already weary
of deceit against such treachery and degenerac}^ which deserves to be
branded and avoided. To-day my paternal admonition sounds through
this journal within the precincts of Leipsic, hoping for your improvement.

—

!

,

Samuel Hahnemann.
Kothen, 23rd October, 1832.
this sharp attack waspubhshed, Hahnemann, in a
Haubold, withdrew the authority which he had previously granted
for his signature to the diplomas of the association.
This public reprimand fell hke a thunderbolt. Although it was only
directed against Miiller, Hartmann and Haubold, in particular, especially
against the first of these, and although everyone knew this, the Leipsic
Association of homoeopathic physicians believed it to be their duty as an
In the Leipsic daily paper
organisation to repel Hahnemann's reproaches.
of the 8th November, there appeared the following explanation of a general

At the same time that

letter to

character

:

The Leipsic District Association of Homoeopathic Physicians
declares in reference to an article, contained in the Leipsic Tageblatt
of the 3rd November, that it does not recognise any absolute authority
in science.
However highly all the members of this association
esteem the homoeopathic theory of healing, yet the principle must
remain established, that every scientific physician in the practice of the
Science,
healing art must be guided entirely by his own convictions.
as the offspring of untrammelled reason, can never be determined
personal anathemas.
Leipsic, November 5th, 1832.

The

by

Leipsic District Association of
homceopathic physicians.

Eleven physicians had signed this declaration, from which the very clear
impression is obtained that born of a compromise, it desired to be as impartial as
possible to each party, and, at the same time, to spare Hahnemann. The names
Hartlaub junior, and Schubert had not
of the signatures were not published.
signed and the latter retired from the directors' board of the Central Association before the loth November.
For this date, as we have already stated, a
meeting of the board was called, at which their position towards Hahnemann
was to be defined. After Miiller, as the party attacked, had delivered an
introductory address, he was commissioned with the task of replying in
detail to Hahnemann.
In this reply, Hahnemann's position with regard to
the Central Association was to be established and the independent freedom
of the Association clearly expressed.
Those members of the board who had
been attacked and who had intended, previous to this action, to retire from
their offices, declared themselves content.
,

MULLER'S REPLY TO THE LETTER
The Epistle to Hahnemann' ran

as follows
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:

write to vou, Honoured Sir, on behalf of the Directors' Board
Homoeopathic Association, which commissioned me at its meeting
of the loth November, to draw your attention to the real relationship
existing between you and this association.
That this relationship has been quite a mistaken one on your side,
I

of the

by \^our article in the Leipsic Tageblatt of November 3rd.
and by your letter to Haubold about the facsimile.
The homoeopathic association was, from the very beginning, and
still is, an association of friends of homoeopathy, which is absolute^
independent of any individual even of the founder of homoeopathy
friends " of homoeopathy (who are not merely students
himself. These
of its discoverer) united together for the advancement and propagation
the property of the
of homoeopathy and they collected a sum of money
is

made

clear

of this year

—

''

association

—

—

for the foundation of a

homoeopathic hospital.

At no time in its career have the members of this association been
required to practise exclusively in the homoeopathic way. Every
individual acts according to his own more or less progressive or
In a
conservative convictions as to the applicability of homoeopathy.
multitudinous gradation of opinions there are congregated here those
who are only just beginning to learn homoeopathy with those who
Between these two extremes are
practise nothing but homoeopathy.
situated the many men in Leipsic, Giessen, Munich and other places,
who, although they regard homoeopathy as the most complete, the most
logical and the most pregnant of all our incomplete systems of healing,
have not yet been able to decide upon the exclusive practice of
homoeopathy and the total rejection of allopathic treatment in special
Such men number amongst the most effective disciples of
cases.
homoeopathy. They are the cause of allopaths studying homoeopathy.
For the latter naturally regard pure homoeopathy as impossible and are
only induced to study the homoeopathic system when it seems to them
to be hmited.
By this means they become able in the end to judge
how far homoeopathy can be extended inpraxi. They act according
to logical principles, as, for example, the writer who expressed his
medical confession of belief in 1826 in the second part of the 5th
Volume of the "Archiv" (pp. 93-100) and on repeated occasions later,
in academic lectures.
The principle One should not treat homoeopathically when homoeopathic remedies give no reaction has followed
logically from your Organon.
The only condition for membership
of the homoeopathic association is, the conviction of the excellence
and perfectibihty of the homoeopathic system of healing, and the
desire to work for its effective practice, regarding it as the general rule
for medical treatment and considering the unavoidable exceptions to
this rule as something which may be perhaps removed in the future.
By joining the homoeopathic association it is not necessary to cease
being a free scientilic physician and man of feeling, and neither is it
necessary to force on the patient the beneficence of the new system of
heahng, which will be accorded the surer reception, the more gradually
it is introduced.
The limitation of scientific views to the expressions of one person
is called dogmatism, a form of despotism, by all cultured and scientitic
men, whilst intolerance of one's fellow beUevers is known as fanaticism.
This form of excess extinct even in religion, should be allowed place
:
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—

least of all in the science of healing
an experimental science incomplete
even with homoeopath\^
Apart from some deviation from your views, referring less to vour
theory than to practicability at the time concerned, nothing can be laid
to the charge of the individuals whom you publiclv attacked so coarsely.
They do not leave to their patients the choice between homoeopathy
and allopathy, neither do they employ allopathic assistance in addition
to the homoeopathic remedy.
There was not the slightest reason to
assume that these men, in opposition to the purpose of the institution,
would have desired to make of this homceopathic hospital an allopathic
one.
Finally, these men are not inspired by cupidity, quackery or other
low motives, but rather stand on a higher plane, morally speaking,
than their accusers.
It is absolutely incomprehensible that you, honoured Sir, should
have given credence to such groundless accusations. It is just as hard
to understand why you employed a publicity so injurious at once to
yourself and to homoeopathy, against the warmest friends of the new
science of healing when a private note could so soon have convinced you
of the unreasonableness of your suspicion.
The governing board is
convinced, however, that you will easily discover the means of preventing the great disadvantages for yourself, for homoeopathy and for
the financial interests of the new hospital which are likely to accrue
from the article composed in a state of complete delusion.
The board did not think it possible that you would take back 3'our
promise on the question of the facsimile, especially as you must always
preserve the right of granting any special distinction you ma}' think fit on
those few whom you consider to be your pure students.
As the association would be compelled to make the alterations, necessitated by your
letter to Haubold, in a copy of the statutes (the printing of which cannot
be delayed any longer because of the recognition of the association
sought of the Duke of M.) the board of directors now invites you in
deep respect to accept the title as President of the Association. By
so doing you will restore unity between friends of homoeopathy and its
founder, without which, scarcely half can be accomphshed that might
be possible with united efforts.
These are the views of all the members of our board concerning this
matter as they were testified by the oral and written voting required
by our constitution. It was my dutiful honour to lay them before you,
in the hope that a moral sense of right, the common weal, the success
of the great cause will make their approval desirable to you.
On the 27th October, I proposed to the board according to the terms
of the protocol that Dr. Schweikert should be Director of the hospital,
and, knowing that this would be agreeable to you, I supported this by
special letter to each member. In a meetingheld on the loth November,
the board appointed Dr. Schweikert.
The house is ready and the hospital ma\' be opened before the ist
of January.
In continual respect I beg to sign myself. Honoured Sir,
Your most obedient servant,
'

'

'

'

—

Dr. Moritz MCller.
Leipsic,

November

Hahnemann had
intended to set right.

19th, 1832.

therefore not achieved correction of those he had
the contrary, exactly what he had desired to prevent,

On

DR. SCHWEIKERT'S POSITION
took place almost immediately

:

—
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in the place of Schweikert,

Moritz Miiller

became the Chief Physician of the first homoeopathic hospital
It was quite true, as Miiller informed Hahnemann, that voting had taken
!

place on the loth November with regard to the appointment of the director's
But four votes had
position for the hospital to be opened in the New Year.
been given against Schweikert. The latter asked for time to consider the
matter and after a few weeks he declined to accept. Hahnemann's attitude
toward the Leipsic physicians and towards the hospital, the internal conflict
amongst the Leipsic physicians, as well as the refusal of his request for an
"
indemnity were probably the reason for his decision. Another " pure
Consequently, if
disciple of Hahnemann could not be found for the post.
the hospital was really wanted (and all the preparations were made and it
was standing there, ready for use) there remained no other course open than
At the same time he
for Dr. Moritz Miiller to undertake this directorship.
appointed Hartmann as his assistant, after having refused Hahnemann's
" pure " and zealous disciple, Hornburg.
As the latter had not graduated
and was not in possession of his certificate " veniam practicandi," Miiller
feared interference from the medical police. The third man of those attacked
by Hahnemann, Haubold, had also been appointed with the two
physicians, Miiller and Hartmann, and had become Inspector of the hospital.
Thus the three men, against whom Hahnemann had particularly issued his
warning, had obtained complete and exclusive command of the hospital.
In the next chapter the consequences of this will be treated at greater

length in connection with the history of the hospital.
It was quite apparent that this arbitrary and one-sided arrangement
could not contribute to harmony amongst the Leipsic physicians and
homoeopaths in general, and especially not with Hahnemann (^31).
"
The " pure " homoeopaths turned completely aside from the " free
ones and attached themselves more closely again to Hahnemann. In the
middle of February, 1833, Dr. Hartlaub junior, who had been Miiller's
" amanuensis " to the end of January, had his inaugural dissertation printed
and in this he declared the employment of allopathic treatment by a homoeopathic physician to be " impious," accusing Miiller not ambiguously of
immorality. Dr. Meyne, Hartlaub's successor as Miiller's assistant also gave
expression to very unfavourable criticism of his superior's method of treatment in a letter to Hahnemann {^'^-).
Divisions amongst the homoeopaths went still further.
In the " AUg. Homoopathischen Zeitung " (No. 22) of February, 1833,
an article by Dr. Kretzschmar, of Belzig, appeared, defending the men
" WTiat
attacked by Hahnemann and answering the self-imposed question
thing
possible?"
does allopathizing in homoeopathy' mean, and is such a
:

'

Even the homoeopath may use palliative remedies in cases of
slight phlebotomy, a few leeches, a non-medicinal
extreme danger
enema, a momentary stimulant of horse-radish. And when do we
employ such things ? In maladies of inflammation and congestion,
where, according to our own experiences, we have obtained quicker
and surer results in inflammation of the brain, for example, especially
in the case of small children, in inflammation of the trachea in
children, in inflammations of the heart and probably also in inflammations of the lungs if they occur too violently.
These palliative remedies, named by the old school uninjurious
in our hands
do not constitute "allopathizing in homoeopathy."
:

—

.

—

.

.

—
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and consequently the second part of my question is to be answered
the negative. There can be no such thing as " allopathizing
homoeopathy."

The

article

concludes with the following frivolous paragraph

in
in

:

How would it be, on the other hand, if we should be caught sometime engaged in pure allopathic cures ? As a matter of fact, we are
allopaths in a given case.
When do we do this ? WTien we are comAnd why do we allow ourselves to be compelled ? Because
pelled.
we cannot deny our aid to anyone. But the proverb says " WTiat is
"
the use of giving the cow muscatel nuts, when she eats oats-straw?
Therefore, as long as there are such consumers of oats-straw, we can
only sustain them with such coarse fodder, saving the muscatel nuts
:

for better times.

The article appeared without any modification or remark on the part of
the editors of the " Allg. hom. Zeitung," Gross, Hartmann and Rummel.
It goes without saying that Hahnemann could not accept quietly so lax a
form and conception of his theory of heahng. In the first number of the
second volume of the year 1833 (March, i8th) he retorted in a very long
exhortation
"To my true students," whom he summoned to set forth
Hahnemann began
their criticism of Dr. Kretzschmar and his sophisms.
himself by giving a curt condemnation of the " dangerous theory of mixture."
On the one hand, he emphasised the objectionable features of the old medical
school, which were to be seen not only in the futility of multi-mixtures in
prescriptions, but above all in the fact that by bloodshed, phlebotomy, leeches,
cupping, by sudorifices, emetics and purgatives, etc., the sick body is denuded
of its vigour and of its fluids.
By this means, the power of life, which energy,
together with the right medicine, can alone bring about a cure, is tremendously
weakened. As a logical sequence to the latter statement, the effecting of a
cure by means of all the life-force remaining in the patient is in complete
contrast to the allopathic procedure.
The utmost care taken in the treatment
of patients of this life-force, so indispensable for a cure, forms one of the
most estimable qualities of homoeopathy ('3s).
The editorial staff of the " Allg. hom. Ztg." were now roused to the
expression of their point of view. All the three editors followed one another.
In a kind of preface to Hahnemann's above-mentioned article, Hartmann
described how Hahnemann had sent his manuscript to the publisher
(Baumgartner i.e. not to the editors) with the request that it should be
printed verbatim. This would have been done by the editors without
this desire being expressed, " as we shall deny the right of fairness to nobody,
least of all to a man so highly esteemed by us."
This right of free expression
of opinion was limited in the case of other declarations sent in, only insofar
as no article would be printed which was not composed with suitable
pertinency and calmness, or which did not contain original ideas in other
words, which contained frequent repetitions or the results of others'
experiences.
In a footnote to Hahnemann's challenge Gross explained that he had only
studied allopathy and never employed it in practice, could not therefore,
as a " pure " homoeopath, pass any judgment on it from his own experience.
Yet it seemed clear to him that allopaths of many years' standing
could not at once become what Hahnemann required of every homoeopath.
Dr. Kretzschmar had surely not intended to insult and had only acted in good
faith, so much so that he would even " feel deeply hurt " by the reproach
;

—

—
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Impartiahty had obhged the editors to accept this article
hurled at him.
and they had refrained from making any criticism, " not to prejudice
the judgment of other people, but rather to open out the question for general
discussion."

That this subsequent remark would have been more in place in the copy
containing Kretzschmar's article, seems to have escaped Gross's notice.
In the first place, followed Rummel's pertinent " Remarks " on
Hahnemann's answer. He commenced by insisting that the editorial staff
could not possibly represent the opinions of all their contributors, but that
they could not dechne anything which was based on facts, and which
His opinion would
might lead to an ultimate revelation of truth.
probably not be allowed by Hahnemann as that of a true statement since
But he,
the latter did not follow strictly and unresistingly all his theories.
Rummel, was obhged to characterise the term " student " as unsuitable
it " reminds one too much of our schools, where the students must absorb
It is quite a different
credulously the wisdom and the folly of their teachers.
matter with men who wish to judge for themselves whether what has been
Then, turning to Hahnemann's
said is true, only half true or entirely wrong."
essay itself, Rummel tried to undermine its vahdity by stating that a
pertinent criticism of allopathy may only be expected from one who himself
;

and thoroughly understands it. The practice of poor allopathic
is as far from being the real allopathy, as the mistakes of individual
homoeopaths are far from injuring the cause of true homoeopathy.
Without going any further into the main points raised by Hahnemann, Rummel
went on to say that employment of some allopathic experiences in general
practice demanded praise and not blame, since there were obviously conditions, when the immediate danger had to be removed by remedies affecting
the organism speedily and in a general way unless human life were to be
risked.
This was particularly the case with inflammations and congestion
of the chief organs. He had already tried frequently all kinds of homoeopathic
remedies from Aconite to Arsenic without avail and had "only seen help
then
from phlebotomy." " Let him who knows of better things, speak
"
we shall be glad to banish phlebotomy from medicine
Following these remarks there was a second article, comprising nine full
columns, by Dr. Moritz Miiller, Hahnemann's most important scientific
opponent amongst homoeopaths. The editorial staff of the homoeopathic
journal had pursued a course which (later, at any rate) was not altogether
customary in journalistic circles. They had sent Hahnemann's manuscript
before its publication to one of the most ardent protagonists of the opposite
party for an immediate repty an indication of the personal antagonism of
the editors of the " AUg. hom. Ztg." towards Hahnemann.
Miiller's article, it must be admitted, was relevant and restrained in tone.
practises

phj'sicians

.

—

—

—

;

!

—

He

sought

argument

to
"

:

the sick-bed.

confine

grounds of dispute b\^ adopting the line of
limits of homoeopathic procedure at

the

The dispute concerns the
Hahnemann and some

friends of

homoeopathy give to the

homoeopathic process of healing a greater extent in a concrete case than
other friends. That is the whole difference." Miiller argues this out
detail

and concludes
Science,

in this

which

way

is

its

in

:

being perpetually re-formed from

its

natural

and discoveries as a result of active intelligence,
it cannot be compressed
cannot be fettered by biassed statements
to the Procrustean bed and may not grow rigid in the formulas of
sources, experiences

;

concord.

Let us agree to

differ in

our

scientific views,

because our
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goal

is

and

let

the same

—the advancement of human welfare and of science

everyone uphold that free mobility of mind which

is

;

so essential

in science.

The next person to agree partly with Kretzschmar and to take up an
that
attitude hostile to Hahnemann's views, was Dr. Trinks, of Dresden
Trinks who, exactly a year before, had given expression to the most
extravagant assurances of his devotion, and who, not more than six months
previously, had expressed in a letter to Hahnemann his deepest gratitude
It is therefore
for the friendly reception in Kothen on the 9th of August.
understandable that Hahnemann, as must be assumed at this point, felt
towards Trinks the keenest dislike and during his life-time he persisted in
a bitterness amounting almost to hatred, which runs through his
correspondence like some red thread until shortly before his death. In the
" Allg. hom. Ztg." the dispute about the Kretzschmar article lasted for a
long time. Against him and his supporters were ranged Th. J. Riickert,
of Herrnhut, Tietze, of Ebersbach, and Dr. C. G. Hartlaub, senior.
Dr.
Schubert, of Leipsic, wrote a pamphlet (in the press of A. R. Friese,
Somebody unnamed, probabh' Hartmann,
of Pirna) against Kretzschmar.
answered him in three long articles, which were in part keenly edged.
In this wav the dispute could, of course, never reach a settlement. On the
contrary, the quarrel continued to wander more and more from the point
of starting, as the editorial staff of the " Allg. hom. Ztg." kept reminding
its contributors.
In many retorts, as for example in Schubert's pamphlet,
the attacks were formed with a very strong personal bias.
Although other homoeopaths expressed to Hahnemann personally and by
letter their unqualified confidence in him {'34)^ although, on a previous
occasion, Hahnemann had advised his friend, Stapf, to let such matters pass
through his mind but not reach his heart as he himself did 3'et these
attacks on his principles and the violent disputations, connected with them,
did excite him so much that he became subject to severe attacks of
dyspnoea. His deep embitterment is clearly visible from his letters to his
friend Bonninghausen ('35).
To Dr. Aegidi, in Diisseldorf, he wrote on the

—

—

30th April, 1833

—

:

The All-Highest has released me from the very dangerous
from which I was suffering for three weeks but not without
many remedies taken by smelling. (Additional letters, Supplement

t
illness,

—

I35-)

Even honours from other

parts, awarded during this period, were unable
recompense Hahnemann for these damaging attacks. For example,
a union of eminent allopathic doctors in America appointed him, on the
6th April, 1833, to be an Honorary Member and sent him a Diploma of Honour.
Ten years later the Honorary Membership was cancelled, a week after
Hahnemann's death, of which the Americans could hardly have had news
("36)
In May of the same year, 1833, the first homoeopathic union of
America was founded on " behalf of the propagation of the homoeopathic
theory of healing," and in a letter from Philadelphia (dated May 13th, 1833,
and signed by Dr. Hering and Geisse) Hahnemann was informed of this and
requested that his name might be set at the head of the list of members.

to

Schweikert's periodical published the statutes of the society.
But in Germany the schism within the Association of Honn^opathic
Physicians continued. Soon after Hahnemann's attack in the Leipsic daily
paper, the Board of the Association had decided on the loth November,
1832, at the same meeting when the answer to Hahnemann was determined
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the meeting place for the next year's gathering until
The motion passed on the nth August, whereby the
next meeting was to be held in Kothen, was thus disregarded for the time
It was hoped that in the meantime the situation would clear up
being.
sufficiently to render possible a reconcihation, or at any rate an understanding.
As we have already seen, this did not occur on the loth April a
majority voted for Leipsic as the place of conference and on the 22nd April
the circulars were issued for the meeting in a purely business-like way without
any reference to the differences which had arisen.
Hahnemann, however, desired with all his heart to bring about a settlement or a decision in the existing dispute. He, therefore, invited his " true
students and disciples " to Kothen, " in order to separate the sheep from the
goats." From individual members of the Association suggestions were
made to the Board that the meeting of the whole Association should also
be called at Kothen. Thereupon Moritz Miiller relinquished his position as
Director of the Association and retired from the Association altogether.
But a majority of the Board insisted on holding the Conference in Leipsic.
The division was now complete and publicly known.
In the most diverse quarters the dispute was deeply regretted and
straightway Hahnemann was approached with declarations of allegiance
and at the same time urgent desires for reconcihation and appeasing of the
The meetings as announced
difficulties ('37)
at first without any success.
took place separately in Kothen and Leipsic. The statutory conference of
the Association of Homoeopathic Physicians at Leipsic was ill-attended.
" Most
Miiller says it wa^a " small but indisputably legitimate assembly."
"
Hahnemann
wrote
to
Hering
on
and
the
homoeopath's were in Kothen
" Some twenty of the best disciples came " to Kothen.
13th September, 1833
As there were likewise genuine supporters of Hahnemann amongst the
visitors in Leipsic, whose purpose in this place was probably to urge a
reconciliation, it was proved by the attendance at both conferences which
side the dominant majority of Germany's homoeopaths actually favoured.
At any rate, the Leipsic body could not lay claim to a majority. This would
give inward satisfaction to the Master at Kothen as well as the purely
external veneration.
In Leipsic, Miiller had been invited by a deputation to attend the assembly
in spite of his previous resignation, so that he might deliver the Association
and Hospital Report, which nobody else could have undertaken. At the
close of the meeting, Miiller himself proposed that a deputation, consisting
of supporters of the Hahnemann party (Schweikert, Haubold and Weichsel,
J. P. of Magdeburg), should be sent to Kothen, in order if possible to reach
a settlement with Hahnemann in conjunction with Dr. Miihlenbein, who was
already in Kothen. Moreover, on a proposition by Rummel, a message of
congratulation was sent to Hahnemann. On the other hand, it was decided

upon, not to

fix

April loth, 1833.

;

—

:

:

That the Assembly and its board does not desire to concern itself
with the solution of the scientific disputes, which are at present under
discussion among some members of the association, and which, for the
time being, seem to be insoluble.
That § 2 of the statutes, stating the conditions of membership of
the Association, shall not be altered in any way for the present, therefore medical members may not now promote an exclusively homoeopathic
procedure based on the statutes.
After the appointment of primarily " pure " homceopaths and closer
Hahnemann (Miihlenbein, Schweikert, Haubold) to the directorate

friends of
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named departed in the evening of August
loth for Kothen. On the following day negotiations took place there, and
the result was the following
of the Association, the delegates

Agreement of the iith of August,
The main
1.

Strict

pillars of

homoeopathy are

1S33.

:

and unqualified adherence to the

principle of Similia similibus

and consequently
2.

of all antipathetic methods of treatment, wherever it
and
possible to attain the objective by homoeopathic remedies
therefore the greatest possible

Avoidance
is

3.

4.

;

and those weakening by their
consequently, the avoidance of all bleeding, of all
evacuation upwards or downwards, of all remedies causing pain,
inflammation or blisters, of burning, of punctures, etc.
Avoidance

of all positive remedies

after-effect

;

Avoidance of all remedies selected and destined only to stimulate,
whose after-effects is weakening in every case.
Whoever has acknowledged as his own these tenets, which are
the main pillars of homoeopathy, let him sign his name below.
S.H.

the inclusion of the words " wherever it is possible " and " greatest
the " free " Leipsic members, etc., were enabled to sign the
agreement, which Hahnemann signed first. Moritz Miiller, too, drew the
general attention to it, and, in order " not to be regarded as the inciter or
seducer of others," he signed last of all.
Hahnemann describes this meeting in a letter to Dr. Aegidi, in the

By

possible,"

following

way

:

August 26th, 1833.
t Cothen.
August (and the two or three da\'s before and after)
passed off in incomparable manner. On the loth there was a full
assembly, attended by cultured dillettantes of our science and by
persons of quality; to this meeting (held in Wagner's Prince of Prussia
Assembly Room) I was fetched from my house by the whole company
Then, apart from a forcible little speech from myself
in procession.
at the beginning, there followed nothing but reports by homoeopaths
present from distant parts, what a blessed propagation and acceptance
a fact which caused
our science has received in those distant parts

The loth

of

!

—

general astonishment.
More than eighty guests sat down to the subsequent excellent
meal, which passed off in great spirits and a collection which I made
On the
for our worthy friend Jahr, amounted to 50 Thaler or more.
nth of August, the homceopathic physicians alone (about twenty-seven
foreigners) attended discussions on the nature of homceopathy, and
the result was for them all to sign with acclamation a short formula
Concordia which I had set up, and which will hold up the mongrel sect
like a dam.
Our dear friend, von Bonninghausen, animated the
festival by his presence.
I then in\ated those present to a convivial
repast.
Among them was a deputation from Leipsic which arrived
on the nth of August
it consisted of Haubold, Miihlenbein and
Schweikert and came to induce me to come to terms and forgive. They
acquiesced in the solemn promise of the delegates that henceforth
;
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—

only "pure" homceopathy shall be practised in Leipsic for which
and I hope, since I
Schweikert and Haubold pledged themselves
promised sincerely to forget all that has happened, that good times are
;

coming

in again.

In the " Allg. Anzeiger der Deutschen " of the 21st September the
following declaration was made pubhc
:

Hahnemann has established the following four tenets as the
basic pillars of homoeopathy, with the agreement of all present
That the genuine homoeopathic physician
:

for those carefully selected remedies, which, according to
the principle similia similibus, suit the particular state of disease

1.

Except

2.

Should avoid paUiatives,

3.

And

diagnosed

;

avoid every possibility (however slight) of weakening the
any medicine which is supposed to strengthen
but which is merely stimulating with a weakening after-effect,
patient, should reject

and
4.

Should avoid

all

external irritants.

all quarters.
To an enquiry for the origin
agreement the editorial staff gave the name of Dr. G. Lehmann,
of Kothen.
But Schweikert gave an assurance that Hahnemann did not
bind himself to this statement, but only to the settlement which he had
signed.
As a matter of fact, Hahnemann kept the peace most conscientiously,
as far as in him lay, and even tried to pave the way for reconciliation with
certain individuals to an almost astonishing extent ('3^).
Yet he was not successful as can be easily understood; for the differences
were there and the two sides were growing further and further apart
Opposed to Hahnemann's refined dynamic conception with its high potencies

This caused annoyance in

of this falsified

—

:

and smelling at long intervals of highly potentised medicines, there was the
more materialistic conception which had come down with the old school and
which did not wish to break

off all

connection with

it.

These contrasts found

Hahnemann
— particularly book reviews—when
the public eye.
them without writing anything

expression in other ways

in

for
would complain about
But a review of the fifth edition of his " Organon," by Rummel, gave him
occasion to write to Bonninghausen an accurate description of the quarrel
within Homoeopathy, as it had historically developed C^'j).
Rummel's review of the " Organon " in No. 21 of the " Allg. hom. Ztg.,"

1834, ^

ol.

Ill,

read as follows

:

On considering this new edition more closeh', one observes that,
compared with previous ones, it has not been so much "improved"
as enlarged "by abuse and denunciations of other estimable gentlemen,
who have fallen into disfavour with the composer.
The whole of the introduction is a new phihppic against allopaths
and those homoeopaths who intend to make use of many points from
Allopathy until a higher degree of perfection in homoeopathy will
enable them to dispense with that help. For the rest, it contains only
what has been known for a long time.
Hahnemann loves no one but himself; his hatred, on the other
hand, is unquenchable. The latter he allows to pursue anyone who
'

'

.

—
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—

even though that person
his displeasure
the greatest sacrifices of love and faithfulness
We need only mention Rummel, Hartmann, and Miiller.
for years.
What magnificent efforts the former and the latter made in order to
What a great deal they
make a great success of his jubilee festival
Their
have all done for the wider propagation of homoeopathy
thanks is that their debtor speaks of them to his patients in such a
tone as can only serve to undermine their reputation. Whether that
is of set purpose, is a question which only he can, answer, who knows
Whoever dares to be something beside
the old gentleman better.
him commits a crime in his eyes, and so the Association founded by
Miiller had to be brought to nought, because it was not of his founding.
He tried to deprive the hospital which Miiller had created at tremendous
Gross
sacrifice, of its main sources of existence, until ^luller left it.
drew his hatred upon himself by asserting (in his desperation as a
broken-hearted father) that even the best therapy still showed
imperfections.
We maintain quite confidently that, if any parasite (of whom there
is never any shortage) had secretly communicated to Hahnemann
the new ideas about isopathic healing and intimated to him how he
intended to use them, these ideas would soon have found grace in his
sight [Hahnemann had shortly before repudiated them severely
For he is not capable of distinguishing true love from
R.H.].
egoistic parasiticism, who has not first recognised
has, in

any way, aroused

may have shown him

!

!

,

.

.

.

These sharp attacks on Hahnemann unloosed a journalistic warfare
whole year, during which Moritz Miiller took the chief part with
a calmly scientific exposition of his " current thoughts." But even he could
not restrain himself from writing
for another

:

The invectives against those who do not agree with him, with
which Hahnemann delights his readers however choice they may be
in their own way, and however attractive they might seem to exuberant
schoolboys are neither ornamental to a primer of homoeopathy nor
helpful to the Hahnemann cause and in the scales of science they weigh
light as a feather.
Those reviled will always remember to draw a
distinction between homoeopathy and Hahnemann's merits and Hahnemann's personality.

—

—

Gross, attacked

made known

by Hahnemann because

in his "

of his leaning

solemn, public " declaration

towards isopath}',

:

that the idea never entered my head of encroaching in any wa\- on
the highest principle of healing, although I have arrived at the conIsopathy (^^o)
viction that it is really possible to heal isopathically.
Without
is only a further extension and perfection of homoeopathy.
the latter, we should never have attained the former. Therefore long
live

homoeopathy

!

The editors of the " Allg. horn. Ztg." had to make the excuse tiiat they
had allowed the first review of the fifth edition of the " Organon " to appear
without editorial comment and they hoped that subsequent replies would
not be carried on in the same " hostile sjiirit " which had characterised
the

first.
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A member of the Lausitz Association (Saxony) of homoeopathic physicians
then took up Hahnemann's cause, tried to excuse him, and attacked severely
the editors and the author of the first article. Even Dr. Croserio, Physician
to the Sardinian embassy in Paris, joined in the battle on Hahnemann's
side, whereupon Moritz ^iuller, as the person Croserio particularly attacked,
So this unedifying battle went
replied in a sharper tone than was necessar^^
on

until the

summer

of 1834.

"
In the same year, Dr. Griesselich, of Karlsruhe, founded the " Hygea
together with Kramer, Wich and Weber, and, as he had announced in a
letter to Hahnemann, he fired away with regardless severity at other opinions
in homoeopathy, which he looked upon as deficiencies, faults and prejudices.
Peace and concord were now past. Hahnemann did not make any further
public retorts, bitterly as he and his friends deplored such a movement (^*').
Hahnemann also became estranged from Ernst von Brunnow, the
In the preface to the introduction
translator into French of his " Organon."
of the " Organon," Brunnow had taken the extraordinary liberty and
presumption as a translator, who was not a medical man, of giving expression
to a not altogether impeccable support of antipathetic and sympathetic
methods as a reserve possibility in homoeopathc treatment. In other words,
there was described here just that mongrel method which was so hateful to
Hahnemann. Hahnemann found fault with this, at first mildly, then more
sharply, and when Brunnow refused to take back his arbitrary exposition,
there was a rupture between them ('+-).
The contrasts within German homoeopathy were now laid bare and
could not be bridged over or ehminated. Thus it came about that an
assembly of the Central Association of Homoeopathic Physicians of Magdeburg, held on the loth of August, 1836, one year after Hahnemann's departure
to Paris, felt obliged to erect a definite barrier between itself and the
" Hahnemann followers " (who were, of course not present) as weU as
This was the result of Dr. Paul Wolf's Eighteen
their absent Master.
Theses ('«). The views laid down in them corresponded to the ideas of a
large majority of the meeting and defined clearly the deviations from
Hahnemann's theories carried to extremes. Although all the members
present did not agree with every detail of Wolf's enunciations, yet up to the

present day they have remained the foundation of most homoeopathic doctors,
From the
especially when in combat with antagonistic school medicine.
time of their origination they remain, however, a lamentable memorial of
the discord amongst those who ought to have drawn together in closer union

common

serve to prove also that the dominating,
the other supporters of the great cause had
submitted, was in their case sadly missed. Everyone thought himself to be
equally as capable as Hahnemann himself, who was pushed on one side as
being too old, because he had lately been a little awkward.

against the
intellectual

foe.

personahty to

They

whom

This chapter of strife and dissension within German homceopathy from
How much,
the beginning of the thirties onwards is a deeply regrettable one.
even to his
for example, this strife embittered the old Master's hfe
It must be repeated that the chief external maindeath in a foreign land
spring of the trouble was, on the one hand propagation of Hahnemann's
on the other
theory amongst the most diverse temperaments and minds
hand, perpetual efforts by Hahnemann himself to complete the theory's
internal construction
efforts which, unfortunately, amounted generally to
But most lamentable and most
a groping and consequently erring search.
fatal was the fact that the adherents and friends of the new science of healing

—

!

;

—

—
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paid far too little heed to the main truths uniting them. It was their practice
rather to emphasise, far beyond their due significance, isolated points of
difference, which were treated as important principles, dragged into the
foreground often with an embittered passion from all parties, rendering
them unmindful of the old adage fortiter in re, suaviter in modo (strong
in the affair, but mild in its execution), and unmindful of the wise and
"In necessity
forcible admonition uttered by the patriarch Augustine
Freedom but in everything Love."
in doubt
Unity

—

;

—

;

—

:

—

CHAPTER XVII
THE HOMCEOPATHIC HOSPITAL AND CLINIC IN LEIPSIC UNDER DR. MORITZ
MULLER FROM JANUARY 22ND TO SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1833 DR. FR. HARTMANN
TO DECEMBER 3IST, 1833 DR. SCHWEIKERT TO THE END OF 1835 DR.
FICKEL TO AUGUST lOTH, 1836 THEN UNDER DR. FR. HARTMANN TO AUGUST,
1839 DR. NOACK FROM SEPTEMBER, 1839, ^O ITS DISSOLUTION IN 1842
SEIDEL AS ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN FROM 1833 TO SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1839.

—

—

"

—

—

—

It was impossible for one
this great young science.
in order ; thousands were necessary for this and auxiliaries
This most indispensable auxiliary for the
such as a well-equipped hospital.
cause of the science was something that homosopaths, in spite of their most

single

Have sympathy for

man

to'put

it

ardent desires, had never yet been fortunate enough
S.

to

obtain from a sovereign."

Hahnemann

to Bonninghausen,
" I ask

March

i6th, 1831.

apply all your energies {nervos omnes intendas) towards
procuring for our homoeopathy a clinic under the protection of a sovereign.
That is the only desire I wish yet to see accomplished."

you

to

S.

Hahnemann.

May

12th,

1

83 1.

DESTROYS " This superscription ought to have been
DISCORD above
Glockenstrasse,
the entrance to the house. No.
!

i,
placed
This house was first
in the former Johannis suburb of Leipsic.
opened on the 22nd of January, 1833, to receive patients who were to be
How Hahnemann had rejoiced at the
treated and cured homoeopathicaUy.
How heartily he had desired it as the highest,
thought of this hospital
There had been
the most indispensable crowning piece of his life's work
no more pleasing present or declaration of gratitude on the day of the jubilee
of his doctorate (August loth, 1829) than the gift of 1,250 Thaler for the
erection of a homoeopathic clinic, and since that time nothing had lain nearer
How his joy increased
his heart than the advancement of this project (^-t-*).
with the persistent zeal of the friends of homoeopath}', as proved by their
collections for the fund, which, by the fourth annual assembly of the
association (August loth, 1832), had grown to about 3,500 Thaler (vide SuppleHahnemann was very enthusiastic when Moritz Miiller informed
ment 129)
him of the decision of this congress to set about the erection and opening of
Yet in Hahnemann's reply, else so gratefully joyful, it is easy
the hospital.
to perceive an undertone of anxiety that the " old scapegrace " with his
phlebotomy, his emetics, purgatives and other external antispatics, might
But when all obstacles
find his way into the home of the new therapy.
seemed to be set aside in an unexpectedly short time, when the house was
bought for the institution through Moritz Miiller's zeal, when the official
sanction was accorded, when even Leipsic town seemed to be promoting
the affair and Hahnemann could assume that his " strict " pupil Schweikert
!

!

!
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would be removing from Grimma

to Leipsic in order to undertake the
direction of the institution entirely according to his theories, then even
Hahnemann's anxieties retracted for the moment and he rejoiced at " God's
remarkable guidance." He wanted to help in person in order to bring up
" A rich blessing will pour down upon us," so that he
further assistance.
looked to the future " with the most blessed hopes." Four weeks later all
that was ruined and the germ of blight had been laid on the threshold of the
It is the most painful
institution, as yet unopened, by Hahnemann himself.
fact in the whole history of homoeopathy, that its founder, in clumsy and
thoughtless haste, should deal the blow which stifled the movement's united

By his sharp and unexpected attack
enterprise as it was coming to life.
in the Leipsic daily paper, Hahnemann had branded the Leipsic movement
as " pseudo-homoeopathic " and unreliable, and this admonitory Cain mark
deprived them almost entirely of their moral reputation outside Leipsic
and as an open declaration of war, it stirred up the homoeopaths amongst
themselves. All attempts made later to appease or redeem the situation
even by Hahnemann could not retrieve this bad mistake.
As we have already said in the previous chapter, Schweikert was not
inclined to undertake the direction of the institution, in view of the dissensions
within the central association and Hahnemann's bitter hostility to it. As
there was no other eligible or capable " pure " adherent of Hahnemann, the
board of the institution if it desired to open the place was obliged to pass
over to the " freer " movement, so attacked by Hahnemann. The two
physicians. Dr. Miiller and Dr. Hartmann, as well as the Inspector, required
by law, Dr. Haubold, belonged to this movement. As the stricter
Hahnemannian view had no longer a representative in the institution and
had no voice in its ruling, there was not onh' an absence of all interest on their
side, but from the start a derogatory mistrust and even hostility was observed
towards the hospital, whilst secret and open efforts were made to detect
;

—

—

—

were being committed there. Under such evil portents the
was opened on the 22nd January, 1833.
The opening, decided upon by the directorate, had involved Miiller,
as the chief physician, in a small penalty, because, although sanctioned by
the government, it had taken place in spite of the prohibition of the Leipsic
magistracy, probably engineered by the Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Clarus.
In spite of the appeal which Miiller took to the High Court, he had to
pay a fine of 11 Taler. Threatened with distraint he paid the amount
out of his own pocket. Miiller would have nothing to do with the expedient,
suggested by the Leipsic members of the directorate, of obtaining the sum
The directors had
by a collection amongst the friends of homoeopathy.
rejected the self-evident plan of counting this small amount among the

what

faults

institution

items of expenditure of the institution.
The house. No. i, Glockenstrasse, situated in the Peter Parish near to
the former outer Sand Gate, had cost, together with an adjoining garden,
On the internal equipment 866 Taler had been expended.
3,525 Taler.
The purchase of the house was extremely reasonable and its internal construction was b}' no means inconvenient.
It was a three storey ed dwellinghouse with eleven fairly small suites. The vendor had completed the
necessary alterations to the interior at his own expense. Two rooms were
joined to form one patients' ward in each case and the kitchen and washhouse
were extended. On the first floor there was the dispensary, the library
which Hahnemann had already partly stocked with books and papers, a board
room and a male patients' ward. In all twenty-four beds were provided,
twelve for men and twelve for women.
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The house was open on three sides, but to the east it was built against
an adjacent house. To the south it formed the street front, to the west it
looked on to a neighbouring garden, and to the north lav the garden belonging
to the house.
In the latter were several fruit trees
to meet the requirements
of the house, gravel pathways and spaces were laid out, where the patients
might procure sufficient exercise and fresh air. Tolerably high boardings
mostly covered with vine, divided the garden from adjacent property.
Glocken Street is in any case a fairl}' wide street, but just opposite the house
there was a wide open space and all round about, be3'ond the outer Sand Gate,
numerous pleasant gardens were arranged. Thus, the " homceopathic
;

hospital and clinic in Leipsic," as it was officially called, was situated in a
very pleasant district. In spite of that, ^ledical Officer Clarus, in his capacity
as antagonist towards all homceopathic endeavours, had raised all sorts of
objections from the point of view of official sanitation.
He said, that
the so-called Sandpit in the neighbourhood was the sump in the Johannis
suburb for all the bad drains of the district and it was seldom dry that the
drinking water of the Johannis quarter was the worst in the town
and that
this part of the town was the home of the poorest, dirtiest section of the
community, who lived together here in dingily constructed dwellings, with
the result that the worst infectious diseases were rampant here. All these
objections had been strongh- repudiated by Dr. M. Miiller, so that finally
permission had been given to open the institution.
Financial conditions were not unfavourable at the start.
Of the purchase
money of 3,525 Taler onty 1,525 Taler had to be paid by the New Year of
1833. The remaining 2,000 could remain redeemable on the house at
;

;

4 per cent,

interest.

In addition to the director. Dr. Moritz Miiller, an assistant physician
had been called to Leipsic from Ober-Lausitz, namely, Edward Seidel,
practical surgeon and military medical officer.
He was a pupil of Schweikert
and besides his medical duties he was also head of the household, secretar}',
and was in charge of the accounts. The dietary and care of the patients was
also entrusted to him.
For this he received a yearly salary of 150 Taler,
later increased to 225 Taler, together with board and residence, lighting and
heating.

The opening ceremony was restricted to a modest function. Most of the
homceopathic physicians of Leipsic were present, but not all of them.
In
this detail even the cleft was visible.
The town and the university were
represented by high officials. Together with other important people from
the town there were present from outside Privy Councillor Dr. Kramer, a
Royal Physician of Karlsruhe in Baden, and also Dr. Rapou of Lyon ('5).
The opening speech was delivered by Dr. Moritz Miiller, who began by making
a slight reference to

Hahnemann

in this

way

:

Newly discovered natural laws led Hahnemann to reconstruct
the theory of therapy. This new theory of healing seems to justify
itself in practice as being the most admirable.
The

scientific dispute

between the protagonists

of earlier

and more recent

views was, he thought, just as beneficial to ultimate truth and to science,
as the divergence of opinion amongst homoeopaths.
But disputations should
be conducted in amicable moderation. Miiller then went on to the history
of the foundation of the institution, which he exactly defined as a " hospital
for poor people, where clinical instruction could be obtained."
Dr.
Schweikert, of Grimma, performed the opening in his capacity as delegate
of the Association
:
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Near and far, the eyes of our enemies and friends are now on us
and our institution, the former spying, doubting, unbeheving, the latter
It remains for us to edify our
full of hope, confidence and belief.
enemies, destroying their doubt and unbelief and to justify our friends'
hopes and trusting belief.
Dr. Miiller, the new Head of the Institution, having made some conDr. Stapf, who
cluding remarks, the whole ceremony of opening was over.
was present, brought his congratulatory note to a conclusion with these
"Concordia res parvce crescunt" (Through harmony
significant words:
Plainly enough these words resound with a fear of
little things grow up).
divisions in the homoeopathic ranks.
No reply was vouchsafed by Hahnemann to the report of the opening
which Miiller addressed to him in quite formal terms (in view of the reproaches
On two later occasions
raised by Hahnemann against him in the daily paper)
he went so far as to announce in the Leipsic paper that he had no sympathy
with this institution directed by " impure " physicians. He held back on
.

purpose moneys sent to him for it {^'^^).
" Pure " homoeopathic physicians, excluded from the management of
the institution, as already stated (Franz only was there as Treasurer) followed
the prescriptions of the physicians and the whole conduct of the hospital
with continuous distrust. Deviations from " pure " homoeopathic prescriptions, when brought to their notice, were distributed amongst colleagues
and friends living elsewhere. No further intercourse was held with their
professional colleagues of the " free " school, who were in charge of the
institution.
Consequently, the institution soon fell into disrepute outside
(^'^7).
Homoeopaths who had at first arrived from other countries soon
departed again disappointed. Allopathic doctors and students, who had
come at first, for the novelty's sake, in large numbers and with serious
intent to study, ceased to appear, when Inspector Haubold demanded fees
from them. In the second quarter of the institution's existence there was not
Students already believing in homoeopathy were the
a single allopath left.
only visitors to the hospital. Patients in acute and chronic stages appeared
in abundance as long as the}' were treated without payment in the outpatients' clinic, and as long as voluntary payment only was the rule, there
was indeed excess of them. In the dispensary, M. Miiller and Hartmann were
"
aided by Dr. Drescher and Wahle. The former belonged to the " free
"
"
school, the latter to the
pure movement, but he had no degree.
As a result of the attacks raised against him and the well-known fact
that the majority of the Central Association was on Hahnemann's side, Moritz
MiiUer sent in his resignation as Director of the Institution on the loth April
and as Director of the x\ssociation on the 31st May. But as a physician of
the hospital he had to continue his duties till September 30th according to the
His period
ruling of Dr. Albrecht, the legal member of the directors' board.
of office therefore lasted nine months.
On the loth of August he delivered
the following criticism of the institution

:

As a hospital it suffices at any rate to convince the public that
This
possible to cure homoeopathically both quickly and cheaph'.
supreme necessity it has achieved in the eyes of the pubhc.
As a clinic the institution does not fully answer its purpose, since it is
only indirectly by observing homoeopathic cures there and by studious
assimiliation afterwards that the homctopathic student can learn.
it is

.

I

myself could not give complete lectures

skill

and memorv

fail

me when

I

— only

have to indicate

parts, because

.

.

my

hi difficult cases the

YEAR BOOKS

"

"
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most suitable remedy on the spot, because, in fact, I have not the gift
of lecturing unprepared in a detailed and comparative manner about
the selection of the remedy.

Nothing came

by

of

an inquiry into his leadership of the hospital, inspired
which inquiry he suggested the " pure " homoeopaths

Miiller himself for
,

After the first three months of the institution's
existence, Miiller together with Hartmann and Haubold pubhshed a work of
200 pages, to be the first part of the " Year Books of the homoeopathic Hospital
and CHnic in Leipsic " (Schaumann, 1S33). It comprised the early history
of the institution, a description of it, the opening ceremony and the description
The second part contained a report of the
of experiences up to that time.
second quarter, the third part that of the third quarter. The journal ends

Schweikert and Franz.

on the 30th September.
In the first report receipts for more than 1,273 Taler 16 Gr. could be
found for the period from September, 1832, to the end of March, 1833.
Thirty-four patients had been received in the first quarter, of which 20 could
be discharged as cured, i died and 13 patients stayed on until the next
quarter.
In the dispensary 20S patients were treated.
The second quarterly report showed detailed receipts for more than
Thirty-eight
1,031 roubles (collected in Petersburg) and 1,035 Taler 20 Gr.
Of the 51 patients treated, 2 died, 31 were
fresh patients were received.
discharged as cured, 7 as improved, 2 as not cured (on account of refractoriIn the dispensary 398
ness) and 10 were taken over into the next quarter.
new cases of disease were treated, " mostly members of the lowest class."
In the third quarter the contributions amounted to 1,220 Taler 19 Gr.,
so that, in any case, more than 3,500 Taler together with 1,000 roubles had
been collected in nine months. But the number of fresh patients decreased
Five remained for further
to 24, and only 34 were treated in the institution.
512 received treatment
treatment, 14 were cured, 10 improved, 5 not cured
;

in the dispensary.

In his final word of farewell preceding the third quarterly report, Dr.
M. Miiller, besides emphasising the prime motive of the hospital, as he had
done in his utterance of the loth of August laid stress on its second and
higher purpose, namely, that of being a training school for homoeopathic
physicians in the making. On this point he expressed his feehngs in some
detail, repeatedly referring to the fact that he had been quite unable to meet
the requirements of this task and that he rejoiced to be able to make way for
" a worth}' veteran in homoeopathy," who might devote his undivided energies
With
to the new institution and bring the work in progress to its completion.
this report and farewell the " Year Books " ceased after appearing thrice.
Thus, a detailed account of the institution's work failed to appear after
MiiUer's retirement, although it had been definitely promised in all appeals
No subsequent director felt himself called upon to
for financial help.
continue it and in this way to acquaint the outside world with the state of
affairs in this hospital supported by friends and adherents of homoeopathy.
The " Year Books of the institution were replaced only by brief accounts given
at the yearly assembhes of the Central Homoeopathic Association and by
On one occasion, indeed,
the reports of these in the homoeopathic journals.
a publication of the report that was not desired, was laid severely to the charge
'

'

of the assistant physician Seidel.

In September, 1833, Dr. Schweikert, of Grimma, was unanimously
appointed Director of the Hospital at a salary of 400 Taler. He did not
enter upon his duties by the ist of October, as he had to complete
14
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Miiller, forced to remain until
the details of his removal to Leipsic.
Schweikert's commencement of duties, refused emphatically to stay
Consequently, Hartmann had to assume the duties of senior
longer.
physician and, reimbursed appropriately in salary, did this for three
months with the support of Haubold ('•^). On the ist of November, Dr.
Schweikert was installed as Director not by the Board of Directors but by
Dr. Lehmann, of Kothen, Hahnemann's envoy. By this employment of his
assistant, Lehmann, Hahnemann desired to evince his re-awakened interest
But it was not until the new year of 1834 that Schweikert
in the hospital.
Remarkably enough, his relations with Seidel, the
entered upon his duties.
Soon he
assistant physician and pupil, were for a short time rather strained.
was also confronted with the conflicting policies of the friends of homoeopathy C-t^).
But from Schweikert's definite appointment as Hospital
Physician onwards, Hahnemann gave hearty and active support once more
to the institution, to Schweikert and to the assistant physician {^^°).
Personal enemies of Hahnemann under the flag of Moritz Miiller and even
his own homoeopathic disciples had asserted that he had promised to supplement the 400 Taler per annum salary of the Director Schweikert " with
400 Taler per annum from his own pocket." They had discovered, however,
that this sum had been covered by " contributions sent in " and therefore it
was a " false source, to reckon it from his own means." This deeply regrettable calumny from his own followers was refuted in no unmistakable terms
by Hahnemann's letter to Dr. Franz of April 8th, 1834. According to this
letter Hahnemann merely promised to raise these 400 Taler by his own
collections and by the " appeal for contributions," on condition that
Schweikert should also receive at the same time 100 Taler per quarter
from the funds. That he would pay this sum from his own pocket was
never mentioned. It must, however, be admitted that Hahnemann's efforts
Previous distrust of
to collect subscriptions were only partly successful.
the institution was not so easily overcome (^^i).
Hahnemann's interest in the hospital was now so great that, in his
eightieth year, in June, 1834, he made a journey for the first time since his
last departure from Leipsic in 182 1 in order to inspect the hospital and
The
to talk over matters with the more intimate of his Leipsic friends.
ceremony was arranged and carried through with all solemnity. In the
evening Hahnemann afiftrmed that, in the future, he would undertake alone
the management of the hospital in place of the Board of Directors from the
Central Association. That was in direct opposition to the Central
Association's statutes, for the hospital, being the property of the Association,
could obey only its Board of Directors. Hahnemann expressed himself as
thoroughly satisfied with the hospital under Schweikert's leadership and he
repeated his promise of 400 Talers as an additional remuneration to
Schweikert. Although the Central Association raised no protest against
Hahnemann's action, the " free " homoeopaths received thereby their first
real repulse, and, as a result, there could be no question of a reconciliation
with the Leipsic " Half-homoeopaths " following on this visit. Neither did
the visit conduce to union amongst the Leipsic movement.
On the contrary,
closer bonds personallv between Dr. Moritz Miiller and Dr. Franz were torn

—

asunder ('").
Schweikert conducted the institution according to the

strict dispensations
practicable domestic and
assistant physician Seidel,
and administered the finance to the very great advantage of the hospital
a point in which Miiller had egregiously failed.

Hahnemann, set up various
economic arrangements, as we are told by the
and

principles of
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On

the following loth of August a new Board from the Central Association
elected, as Hahnemann had assumed the greater part of its authority
over the hospital. Now, since the period of office of the old Board was at
an end according to the statutes, the responsibilities devolving upon a
director were conveyed to Dr. Lehmann, of Kothen.
But, at Hahnemann's
desire, the Central Association of homceopatJiic Physicians was to be dissolved.
In other words, there was to be a complete dissolution of the old order and in
its place, the autocracy of Kothen in the Association and the hospital.
Both of these acts, the autocratic assumption of the directory of the hospital
as well as the dissolution of the Central Association were completely contrary
to statute.
The dissolution, itself, resulted only from an agreement by several
former members of the directorate (who happened to be together in Kothen)
The prospected referendum of the
at the ball after the ceremonial dinner.
absent members of the Association never took place. In spite of all this,
the Central Association ceased actually to exist, and from August loth, 1834,
it showed as little life as the Leipsic Local Association, which had met its
end on August loth of the previous year.
This was revenged first of all on the hospital, which was really Hahnemann's chief anxiety. No further subscriptions were received from a
dissolved or expelled union. The members paid little heed to the hospital,
so that Hahnemann, from 1835 onwards, was no longer able to provide the
customar}^ bonus from the moneys he collected. The Leipsic Inspectors of
the hospital continued to pay only the stipulated sum of 400 Taler.
Schweikert had to apply to Hahnemann for help. Hahnemann acceded
He requested the Leipsic medical men to agree that the whole
to the request.
sum of 800 Taler, hitherto paid, should be accorded the Chief Physician of
the Hospital, as the funds would allow. But this was by no means the case.
Moreover, there was always the fear that the remaining 2,000 Taler deposit
on the house might be demanded at any moment. The request for
the additional 400 Taler already promised by Hahnemann was therefore
refused and he w-as obliged to issue another appeal for contributions (May 8th,
On this occasion he
1835) to all friends of homoeopathy and the hospital.
asked future contributors to send their mone\' to the bookseller Schumann

was not

and not to him ('^3).
At WTiitsuntide, 1835, Hahnemann

left

Kothen

for Paris.

In farewell

he wrote to the Inspectors stating that he could no longer be bothered with
the hospital. All responsibility now rested with the Inspectors, of whom
Dr. Franz, always in a weak state of health, soon died.
With Hahnemann's departure the undermining of Dr. Schweikert's
position as Head of the Institution began to show itself more openly and more
" Kind friends " hurled many reproaches at him.
potently.
They said,
he had appropriated the money which had resulted from. Hahnemann's appeal,
used it as he thought fit without giving any account and thus abused the
office of the two remaining inspectors. Dr. Haubold and the bookseller
Schumann, who were reaUy directly responsible for the economic and
financial direction of the institution.
On the one hand, he had incurred
reckless extravagance, and on the other he had shown mean stinginess.
He had paid more attention to receipt of moneys from the patients than

to actual healing results.
To doctors and students, who had come as
he had offered a very slender or no chance of instruction and
so on, and so forth.
All this was embodied in a protest, described by
the conscientious and sincere assistant physician Seidel as " extremely
unjust, obscure, paradoxical and at times ridiculous."
Schweikert soon
heard of this protest, which was to be made public at the next assembly
guests,

—
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With quick

on the loth of August.

decision he immediately resigned from

his position.

now at its height. Hahnemann, the supreme governor
was in Paris and had resigned all interest. There was no
Management the Central Association was dissolved, or
The President of the Union, Dr. Lehmann,
at any rate put out of action.
of Kothen, whose appointment did not conform to the statutes, troubled
himself so little about the association and about his duties, that he did not
even consider it worth his while to appear at the assembly in Brunswick
on the loth of August, 1835, or even to send thither the documents of the
Confusion was

of the institution,
longer a Board of

;

Nevertheless,
association, which entirely disappeared after August, 1834.
the assembly took place in Brunswick. The Central Association was again
declared to be in existence and Dr. Rummel, of Magdeburg, was elected
In conjunction with Dr. Haubold, Inspector, and Mr. Schumann,
President.
bookseller, together with Schoolmaster Lux, the new President appointed
a very young doctor, Fickel, to be the Director of the institution in this urgent
Dr. Schweikert carried out his duties, according to contract,
state of affairs.
to the end of 1835, when he retired after having conscientiously managed the
hospital for two years with considerable success as the Assistant Physician
But he was none the less made the subject of attacks at
Seidel declares.
a later date. In the " Hygea " of 1837, ^r. Griesselich, in the name of many
others, summoned Dr. Schweikert " to give a belated reckoning of his
Schweikert vouchsafed no answer. In retiring from the
administration."
institution he had " broken off all closer connections with his friends " and
withdrawn completely from the public activity of homoeopathy.
Within three years the young institution had employed as manj' as three
homoeopathic physicians in the capacity of Director.
On the 1st of January, 1836, the fourth director entered the institution.
He was a young allopath, who (as he afterwards confessed) had insinuated
himself into the position by deceitful means, merely to prove the impracticabihty of homoeopathy in the homoeopathic hospital. Dr. Fickel's appointment
is a shocking intimation of the trustfulness and indifferent superficiality,
characteristic of so many homoeopaths of that time.
Dr. Fickel himself states

—

:

Up

I had been a physician, it is true, but never a
had never had cause to alter the theories underlying
my practice. I was a stranger to the homoeopaths. They did not
know me except from my pseudonymous writings which I had issued
under another name and which had pleased them. Consequently, in

to that time

homoeopath, and

I

order to obtain the supreme leadership of the homoeopathic institution,
I had only to make the acquaintance of those homceopaths who were
influential in the affair.
To my astonishment this was much easier
than I had expected.

He went to work in the following way. First of all, he wrote a homoeopathic booklet, " Practical Experiences in the Realms of Homoeopathy,"
which he published under the pseudonym of Ludwig Heyne, by the bookseller Ludwig Schumann
one of the inspectors of the homoeopathic hospital.
In the first part he gave a description of the fundamentals of homoeopathy
and its method of healing, such as he had found in works already
The second part
published by Hahnemann and other homoeopaths.
described the effects of some remedies with the false premiss that these
medicines had been carefully proved on healthy subjects as to their effects,
whereas Dr. Fickel confessed later that he had merely collated the popular

—
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ideas of these remedies, their physical properties, the pecuHarity of their
composition or their simple nature. He said he had done aU this to show up
homoeopathy in all its nakedness and futility and to unmask the real nature
of the homoeopaths.
There was not a sign of personal investigation
This work having been very favourably received in Stapf's " Archive,"
Dr. Fickel proceeded to publish without announcing the author, " A
Cyclopedia of the whole of theoretical and practical Homoeopathy, for the
use of physicians, surgeons, etc., revised by a Union of several homoeopaths."
He had the first part published by Ludwig Schumann but the " Union "
was Fickel alone. When this volume, in spite of its deficiencies, was reviewed
in the " Allg. hom. Zeitung," by Dr. Hartmann as " the most comprehensive,
the most accurate and practical work," Dr. Fickel deemed the time suitable
to introduce himself personally to his publisher, Ludwig Schumann, as the
author of the book. He was soon introduced into the circle of the Leipsic
homoeopaths, who received him in good faith as a sincere and genuine disciple
By this means he learned more intimately their views,
of their science.
their modes and manner of procedure, which he later made the butt of his
ridicule.
WTien Dr. Schweikert suddenly resigned his post at the homoeopathic
hospital, Schumann, the bookseller, at once proposed young Dr. Fickel as
his successor, and the others promptty agreed, glad to be relieved of further
anxiety and search. But, as Seidel tells us, " there were already in circulation concerning Fickel tolerably authentic stories of malicious, moral
perversion in his relations to homoeopathy and the appointment board
concerned with this post had been already warned of this by many people,
but without result." Dr. Fickel, however, was triumphant.
!

—

The priests of homoeopathy opened wide to me the portals of their
temple, not so much in confidence as from a blind sense of devotion,
and on the ist of January, 1835, they set me up as the Chief Physician
of the Homoeopathic Hospital in Leipsic, without any written application

from

my

hand.

In the contract of appointment, drawn up by Dr. Haubold and jointly
signed by Ludwig Schumann and Master Lux (December loth, 1835) Dr.
Fickel entered upon the following definite obligations
:

of homoeopathy in the treatto give instructions at the sick bed and
in the clinic to those young doctors and professional brethren who
wish to be instructed in homoeopathy,
to accept as in-patients
only such cases as will prove instructive and curable and to reject in
as kindly a manner as possible the patients for whom a cure is not
to be expected.
The out-patients' clinic was to be extended as
far as possible as an inexpensive auxiliary, which, along with its
beneficial results, would procure for the institution a widespread fame
and a larger number of interesting cases. The more important of
these patients could be used for clinical instruction and in urgent cases
visited by the students in person.
The director was also to
advertise publicly and read lectures during each academic session in
addition to the clinics already mentioned.
He was continually
to bear in mind the good of the institution and to aim at making this
institution pre-eminent as a model of pure and beneficent homoeopathic
cures, where patients, resident and non-resident, might be sure of

Never to deviate from the theories

ment

of patients

...

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

humane

treatment.

.

.
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All these conditions were signed by the young allopathic physician, who
to this time to give proof of any kind of practical experience
in homoeopathy, and who had rather entered the hospital with the express
purpose of studying homoeopathy and the special intention of unmasking it
as a deception of the type " mundus vult decipi, ergo decipiatur " (the world
wishes to be deceived, therefore let it be deceived). This Dr. Fickel had the
unprincipled effrontery to carry on this risky and unsportsmanhke gam.e
with the human hves entrusted to his care
The greater blame was, of
course, attached to the inspectors of the institution, for,, without any careful
consideration or serious enquiry, they had handed over this important position
of trust to a young man, who a short time before was completely unknowTi to
them, and about whom they had received warnings. In addition to his
free maintenance they gave him 300 Taler from the contributed funds.
But
the mischief had started. The gigantic scandal could not be prevented.
On the very first day of January, 1836, the new Chief Physician, took up
his duties and went his rounds.
But in the first cases of treatment Fickel
was naturally compelled by his inexperience to depend on the assistant
physician Seidel, who had been working at the hospital for three years. As
he later confessed, the choice of the most suitable remedies was continually
giving him great trouble.

was unable up

!

Not infrequently I was forced io go through a few dozen remedies,
order to discover the most suitable in the sense of the strict
homoeopath but in this matter, the help of m\' assistant physician,
Seidel, was of great service to me.
in

;

not surprising, then, that Dr. Fickel, as a result of his specious
it untrue of homoeopathy to say that a selection of
remedies can be made most accurately and dependably. On the contrary,
vacillation and uncertainty are quite unavoidable, since an equal number of
reasons for and against the use of a remed}' can often be adduced.
In fact,
the homoeopaths have too many remedies and to them they ascribe an
enormous number of effects. All symptoms are regarded as constituent and
every s^miptom is to some extent an individualised disease. For this reason,
it is often merety caprice which determines the selection, sometimes one
symptom assuming greater importance, sometimes another.
In spite of this complete misconception of homoeopathy, in spite of the
superficiahty and slanderous obtusenessof this view, Dr. Fickel continued his
false practice and it seems almost incredible that the hospital's inspectors and
other visiting homoeopaths did not perceive the treacher}- for so long a time.
" Homoeopathic manner of
In 1835 Fickel produced another work
healing in surgical cases, together with the pure medicinal effects of a new
and important anti-psoric." This new remedy was Osmium, one of the
five metals occurring with Platinum and mostly found in conjunction with
Iridium. Again he had withheld his own name, using a new pseudonym,
" Julius Theodor Hofbauer," and appearing in a new press (Adolf Reimann,
Leipsic).
Stapf and Haubold found commendation for this book also, and
the latter even claimed to have cured a leucorrhcea with the new remedy
after a relatively short time.
Dr. Alphons Noack was the only severe critic
and in November, 1835, challenged Dr. Hofbauer to defend himself with open
visier.
He even went so far as to reproach the author with a "desire to
mystify," from which was audible " the mocking laughter of hell."
But Heyne-Hofbauer-Fickel was still silent. But in February, 1836, mistrust had increased to such an extent that, for a meeting called to restore the
Association of Homctopathic Physicians in Leipsic, Dr. Fickel was not invited
It is

experience, declares

:
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by the convener, Dr. Hartmann. He came, nevertheless. At the meeting
he almost came to blows with Hartmann. One section of the meeting looked
on calmly. Then Hartmann left the room with his party and the meeting
was broken up. In passing we may call attention to the fact that Dr. Fickel
obtained his revenge on Dr. Hartmann by making dishonourable personal
statements against him in a later work.
Still Hafbauer-Fickel continued to keep silence.
Only when A. Noack
"
published a further detailed and destructive criticism of the " Cyclopedia
He thought he could now
in March, 1836, was the fox driven from his lair.
defend himself against Noack's reproaches and he not only proceeded to do
so with an arrogant air of superiority, but even had the impudence to confess
openly
the Uttle book by Heyne, as well as the writings of Hofbauer are
The " insipid inaccurate work and in particular
"by us " Dr. Fickel
the genuine Hahnemann opinions expressed therein " had pointed to a
" It was not
definite purpose, he said, which nobody had discovered.
suspected that the whole thing was nothing but irony and satire, nothing
:

—

!

but an unusual form of disguised invective against the prevailing charlatanry
of our time with the prejudicial influence it is exerting on our science."
The
sole purpose of the fraud had been to stir up the slumbering minds.
Gross,
Rummel and Hartmann, the three editors of the " Allg. hom. Zeitung," in
which this remarkable revelation and self-defence appeared (No. 18, Vol.
VIII, 1836), dissociated themselves immeditaely from such a method of
That was in May, 1836. Distrust of Fickel was now aroused in
polemics.
wide circles, even if he were not everj'where believed to be completely false.
Soon afterwards Noack published his pamphlet " 011a podrida," in which he
ruthlessly laid bare the entire deception practised by Fickel under false names
and he proved that Leckiv, Ludwig Heyne, Julius Theodor Hofbauer, C. E.
Herting, the " Union of several Homoeopaths," had been one and the same.
Dr. Karl Wilhelm Fickel, Chief Physician at the homoeopathic hospital.
But on the
\^Titten in April the pamphlet appeared in June or July.
loth of June the intent to commit a fraud, confessed by Fickel, had been
proven before the district court.
'

As a result of all these matters, Fickel's position at the hospital had
But he now made it evident that he did
of course not been strengthened.
not care for the supervision over him, which was by no means zealous or
Moreover it was soon discovered that, either in ignorance or
strict.
uncertainty of the homoeopathic medicines to be prescribed, he had often
dispensed nothing but sugar of milk powders and for the rest had relied
upon nature's recuperative power. Consequently, this monstrous and wanton
deception could not subsist much longer. On the approach of August loth,
when Fickel would have to fear a complete unmasking and a strict, general
adjustment, he handed in his resignation to Schumann, the bookseller, as
one of the Inspectors. The latter fearing the responsibility devolving upon
him, who had urged Fickel's appointment and, trying to postpone the
calamity as long as possible, did not pass on the information of this
resignation.
In consideration for his publisher, whom he had injured
financially by his writings. Dr. Fickel continued in his ofiice until the loth of
August. On that day immediately preceding the business of the Association
Assembly, he declared formally his resignation before the board of directors
and resigned the same day, as he had every reason to fear the application
In this clause it was stated
of Section III of his contract.
:

Dr. Fickel binds himself to leave his office only after three
effect at the usual quarters, whereas the

months' notice, to take

—
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institution shall be free to break the contract without this notice
but only for ver}' special reasons demanding such a procedure.

So ended, after seven months' duration (from January ist to August loth),
the most gigantic deception ever committed in a hospital.
In this period
59 patients had been in the swindler's care, two were dead, 17 had been
discharged as uncured, 22 as recovered and 13 as cured.
It had obvioush' never become apparent to this deceiver that his action
was the most undependable and inappropriate method of judging for himself
the effect of medicines and the value of homoeopathy.
How could this man,
who, from his own admission, had never really learned to know homoeopath}^
in its true state, who had never desired to learn, who had not even the most
superficial command of homoeopathic materia medica
how could he hold
the new method of healing responsible for the ill success achieved by the
remedies he had prescribed ?
It seems most unintelligible to us that
the allopaths for scores of years afterwards in their warfare against homoeopathy, always liked to bring in the testimony of this man, whose character
in view of his outspoken desire to deceive must be esteemed as little as his actual
knowledge of homoeopathic treatment.
It was, of course, to be anticipated that a man Hke Fickel would now
start in earnest to slander homoeopathy and carry his calumnies to their
completion. Remarkably enough, he was silent till the year 1840.
In that
" Direct Proof of the Futihty of Homoeopathy
year appeared his lampoon
as a System of Healing, for Doctors and Laymen, by Dr. Karl \\'ilhelm
Fickel, formerly directing Chief Physician at the homoeopathic hospital in
Leipsic."
He sought to explain away his remarkably long silence by
" private affairs brought about by misfortune."
They and they alone had
" effectively restrained him from carrying out what duty, conscience, a sense
of right and love for one's fellows imperiously demand."
For the rest, he
felt it due to himself in the preface to defend his dishonourable practice
under the plea of " Zeal for science and truth." In accordance with the
proverb qui s'excuse, s'accuse Fickel's work was, however, condemned
on many sides. This unfavourable attitude was also fostered by the
unbounded nature of the attacks made on homoeopathy and by the contumely
heaped on individual homoeopaths, in which the honourable man was not
ashamed to babble forth private statements said to have been made to him.
In any case, the indisputable shameless effrontery, with which he had signed
with evident intent to deceive, a contract which he had never been in a position
to observe in word or in deed all this contributed to frustrate the intended
impression of the lampoon and to prevent that further injury to the cause of
homoeopathy which was so much to be feared C?*). Simultaneously, better
results were announced from other homoeopathic hospitals in Germany.
In Munich, a homoeopathic hospital had been founded which was able to
demonstrate such favourable achievements that the provincial Government
raised the state endowment and, although only temporarily, a second
homoeopiathic hospital was erected.
The insignificance to which the Leipsic homoeopathic hospital had sunk,
even in Fickel's time, is patent from a statement made by a Professor of
Medicine in Leipsic, Dr. C. A. W'underlich, who told his students twenty-two
years later in the summer term of 1858, that the homceopathic hospital
" perished after about four
years."
So Uttle known had it been in Leipsic
and so little was remembered of its activities even in medical circles
And

—

:

—

!

impossible to contradict Professor Wunderlich, when he goes on
to say in the course of his lecture (" History of Medicine Lectures, delivered

alas

!

it is
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in Leipsic in the

Stuttgart,
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Summer Term

Ebner and Seubert

of 1858, by Professor Dr. C. A. Wunderlich,
Press, 1859 ")
:

An abyss of mud throwing, idle slander and intrigue characterises
the immediate history of homceopathy in Saxony from that time
onwards [i.e. from the publication of Hahnemann's article in the
and the hospital itself which started with a
daily Journal R.H.]
scandal and never throve properly, went to pieces after about four
It had been again prostituted by an enormous scandal, when
3'ears.
the retiring Chief Physician Fickel declared that he had undertaken
the direction merely to expose homoeopathic illusions and that he had
invented facts and experiences, which had been accepted in admiration
b}' the homoeopaths.

—

;

In 1836, Dr. Griessehch was

page 400)

bound

to say in his "

Hygea

"

(Vol. V,

:

proved, then, that a curse rests on the Leipsic institution
The most remarkable scandala praxeos
its existence.
pseudohomceopathiccB were practised there and announced pompously
to be miracle cures.
It is

for the

whole of

The assembly of the re-constituted Central Association met on the
loth August, 1836, in Magdeburg. After Fickel's sudden departure and in
consequence of the subsequent unfortunate revelations it had no more urgent
business on its agenda than a resolution, formed in accordance with a proposal
passed by the new Leipsic Local Association, which had also just been
re-constituted.
This resolution decided to dissolve the institution after one
year, unless the State should take it over in the meantime, to appoint Dr.
Hartmann as Director of the Hospital for the remaining year at a salary of
400 Taler (later 200) and to re-elect the lay inspecting board (Councillor
Dr. Seeburg, Councillor Schellbach, a chief master-baker, with the bookseller
Schumann as Treasurer). But this new board of control also took its duties
so lightly that it did not even invest the new director with his office, and he
had to assume control without formal ceremony ten days after his appointment. That was the period which elapsed after the departure of his
predecessor
and in the meantime the hospital was medically served only
by the assistant physician, Seidel.
Hartmann thereupon became the Chief Physician in the institution for
the second time and he was the fifth Principal in three and a half years
Not one
None of the inspectors troubled any further about the place.
of them, says Seidel, visited the institution during the next three years
of their office and it was never demanded of them by the homoeopathic
doctors.
In fact, when Councillor Schellbach in his capacity as a business
man desired to introduce some useful measures, a wrong construction was
made of the offer and in consequence he, too, restrained any further desire
to help.
On the other hand, a petition was handed in by Hartmann, Haubold
and M. Miiller, whose collaboration had been again sought, to the effect
that the diet of the Kingdom of Saxony should grant 300 Taler as yearly
support for the institution. Since 1833 this sum had been received by an
allopathic out-patients' clinic, set up in that year as a rival undertaking
to the homoeopathic hospital when the latter was enjoying such initial
;

!

popularity.

Hartmann, who as was well known had never been a pure Hahnemannian
" There was
follower, directed the institution according to his free views.
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no longer strict adherence to the old practice although the foremost principles
The use of highly potentised decillion
of homoeopathy were not contravened.
sometimes
globules was often abandoned, and, lower dilutions prescribed
even very small quantities of the undiluted medicinal substances were
In consequence of this and of other personal matters, the internal
given.
warfare amongst homoeopaths did not cease and nothing could prevent
Dr. Hartmann from suffering the same misfortune as his predecessors in
;

office,"

wrote Dr. Seidel.

At the meeting

of the Central Association in Dresden, 1838, voices were
already being raised against Hartmann and the appointment of another
Chief Physician was urged. This party lacked as yet the power to carry
through their protestations and besides they were not yet certain of an
eventual successor.
As the attacks against Hartmann increased in the year 1838, in volume
and force, he resigned his position at the next assembly of the Central
Association in Leipsic on the loth August, 1839. The fifth Principal of the
institution had had enough after three years
the longest period endured by
a Chief Physician there. The real reason why no one could endure longer
was to be found in the precarious condition of the institution, carr\-ing on
without the respect of any man. " Interest in the institution was everv'Avhere
extinct.
Contributions promised were no longer forthcoming and no longer
asked for. Nobody collected subscriptions, nobody gave them," was Dr.
Moritz Miiller's complaint as early as 1837
^^^ one year after Hartmann's
resignation the assistant physician quietly, faithfully and industriously
pursuing his duties, summed up the hopeless situation as follows

—

'>

:

Up to this time the author has had many opportunities of
observing with indignation how able men of good standing and repute,
who were really striving for the same goal, have so often fought against
one another instead of gratefully rewarding good for evil
when
sacrifice and inevitable disagreeableness have been endured to the
utmost. Instead of this these men have continually suppressed one
another by their modes of action and in the end defamed one another.
When the author has seen all this and noticed, moreover, what efforts
were made to raise unjustly the positions of men, undoubtedly inferior
in many respects, he has been forced to esteem himself fortunate in
retaining so long his position as Assistant Physician, etc.
;

Even this had come to an end when the new Principal, Dr. Noack,
entered upon his duties.
In the previous year. Assistant Physician Seidel,
to whom public expression had been accorded of the general gratitude
" for his inexhaustible labours in the institution," had roused the indignation
of many Leipsic homoeopaths at the above-mentioned assembly.
In his
report of the institution's achievements up to date he had set forth the
absolute facts in a brief, dispassionate statement without any flourishes or
varnish.
The Leipsic people mentioned, had feared lest the views and
results of the work done in the institution, freely outspoken and truthful
as they were in the report, might do injury to the hospital if they should
become generally known. They had therefore intended to suppress the
publication of the report and when it had been actually reprinted in the
" Allg. hom. Ztg.," 183S, Vol.
14, No. 3, they wished to buy up all copies
of the periodical in stock at the expense of the Association, totally destroy
them and then issue a new number without Seidel's report.
But, as Hartmann was still in charge of the institution and as his successor
was not yet appointed, the Assistant Physician had also to be tolerated for
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some time. The new Principal, Dr. Noack, a young theoretician who had
shown his merit, as we described, in the warfare against Fickel, made his
acceptance of the post practically dependent upon Seidel's dismissal, although
the latter had served the institution faithfully from the opening day onwards
more than six and a half years. As reason for his demand Noack cited
two treatments which he maintained were wrong. The assembly of the
Central Association, glad to have discovered again, a chief physician
acquiesced silently in the accusation without investigating it and dismissed
unceremoniously the assistant physician, who had hitherto been the only
stationary body in a welter of transience.
The meeting of the Central Association had been called to Leipsic in
order to be able to show the institution to the members, of whom manj' did
not yet know it. But the slight interest in the institution shown by the
homoeopaths of the time is obvious from the fact that not one visitor to the

—

assembly inspected the institution. Moreover, the new Principal could only
be induced to enter into his new field of activity six weeks after his appointment and two days after Seidel's withdrawal, so that the hospital was two
days entirely without doctor. After his forced departure Seidel rendered
a concise account of his work at the hospital and about the latter
the onlv
comprehensive report we possess.
According to him there were 664 patients treated during the period when
Seidel was assistant physician in the hospital, from January, 1833, to the
end of September, 1839. Fifty died, 83 had to be discharged as uncured,
131 were improved and 392 cured. On Seidel's withdrawal there were still
8 patients in the hospital.
In the dispensary about 2,500 patients were
treated.
These belonged chiefly to the ser^-ant or working-classes, mostly
young or middle-aged, and more male than female. The yearly expenses
amounted on an average to 2,000 Taler, of which the patients themselves
contributed from 600 to 800 Taler by a weekly pa}'ment of i Taler to i Taler
8 Groschen, and of which the State endowment amounted to 300 Taler.
The rest had to be collected by charitable subscriptions from home and
abroad. As already indicated, the mistake had been made from the time of
Miiller's resignation of no longer publishing a yearly balance sheet, which
had been both planned and promised, and " which would have given the
subscribers a receipt for their charity, as well as stimulated them to fresh
support." It was equally deleterious that the successful cures accomplished
were announced neither to the medical followers of homoeopathy nor to the
laymen.

—

Seidel's criticism in his self-defensive

work reads as

follows

:

Amidst these various leaderships and organisation the institution
naturally suffered a loss of interest from the outside world, not only
In both respects the
in financial contributions but also in patients.
The
public's interest gradually decHned rather than increased.
subscriptions became smaller, the flow of patients to the hospital soon
fell.
Several societies, which at first sent their patients exclusively
to the institution for treatment, stopped this by degrees, because in
their opinion the results were not very favourable and their funds were
called upon too heavily owing to the long stay of patients in the
hospital.
Indeed, there were not wanting individuals amongst the
authorities of the institution, who sought to hinder rather than to
further its success by paying no regard to the obtaining of patients or
of money contributions.
For the most part there was a distinct
shortage of instructive, acute cases, and the place resembled a
.

.

.
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workhouse rather than a healing and

clinical institution.
For these
reasons, the doctors, who came frequently in the early daj^s but rarely
in the later period with the purpose of studying homoeopathy at the
sick-bed, were generally obhged to return without having accomphshed
their mission.

Under Dr. Xoack, who did not

practise

what he had promised

in his

theories as a zealous writer, public esteem and homoeopathic sympathies
deserted the institution more and more. A successful attempt was made in
1840 to increase the state grant to double the amount (600 Taler). WTien,
however, it was found that the hospital for lack of patients was to be
continued only as a dispensary, the state contribution was reduced to
300 Taler, an amount which was always fiercely contested at the Diet
Thus there approached inevitably an inglorious end to the
assemblies.

Leipsic homoeopathic hospital and clinic, whose inception had witnessed
such great hopes and unbounded anticipations. In the year 1842 it was
nothing more than a " homoeopathic consulting hospital." Once more.
Dr. Hartmann had to jump into the breach and take over the out-patients'
On the 4th October, 1842, Ludwig Schumann, acting
consultative clinic.
on behalf of the Central Association, sold the homoeopathic hospital to Karl
Scherber, a citizen and merchant, for 4,700 Taler with this condition
:

The purchaser undertakes to allow Dr. Hartmann to use free of
payment until the 25th October of this year, the so-called Board Room
on the first floor of the house for the homoeopathic treatment of outHe further agrees not to proceed with any kind of repairs
patients.
or alterations in the house during this time, which might disturb
Dr. Hartmann in the course of his work.

Hahnemann hved to see the end of the hospital. In a letter to Dr.
Bonninghausen (September 24th, 1842) he wrote that several members of
the Central Association (which had also quietly passed away in 1S39) hs-*^
gathered together in Kothen and resolved to "do away with the Leipsic
small hospital "

(^5?).

Hahnemann lays

all the blame for this sad demise on the half-homoeopaths
and Dresden. That the chief blame rested on his shoulders seems
We feel bound to remind our readers that
to have escaped him altogether.
the institution opened its doors with the incubus of his condemnatory
criticism and antagonism attached to it and that from the first day it

of Leipsic

suffered accordingly.

Hahnemann's antagonism and vituperation destroyed
reputation and his affection and praise could not restore that.

its

For Hahnemann's suddenly awakened interest in the institution came too
accomphshed or to dissipate the widespread
it flashed meteor-like for too short a time on the institution,
mistrust
which did not give the Master in Paris any further concern. Thus, as a
memorial to the internal strife and the continuous, petty, but often most
embittered dissensions the institution was doomed to failure from the start
and its whole existence was a state of weakening decay to the time of its
Of the Leipsic Hospital and Chnic, the
final dissolution in October, 1842.
first homoeopathic hospital, which was founded with such high hopes, there
remained only a homoeopathic out-patients' clinic.
late to repair the mischief already
;

[The history of the Leipsic Homoeopathic Hospital is an illustration of
the fatal mistake of allowing enthusiasm to out-run a consideration of practical

I
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Homceopathy in the hands of its inspired originator was one
was quite another thing in the hands of half-instructed not to
say half -con verted " converts." Hahnemann's distrust of the " broadminded " iMiiller was amplj^ vindicated in the result, just as his worldly
wisdom was clearly shown to be lacking in his publication in the popular
press of his letter on the " Half-Homoeopaths of Leipsic " on the eve of the
opening of the Hospital. But it is ver}- clear from the above record that the
elements of success were wanting from the start, and if Hahnemann's letter
had never appeared the result would not have been verv different. The
treachery of Fickel would have been impossible if the allopathising element
among the earliest homoeopaths had been less potent. Editors.]
possibilities.

thing, but

it

—

—

CHAPTER

XVIII

—

Hahnemann's second marriage with marie melanie d'hervilly last
bequests removal to paris, june, 1835- ceremonial welcome by the
GALLIC HOMCEOPATHIC SOCIETY RECOMMENCEMENT OF MEDICAL PRACTICE.

—
"

—

—

My

dear sir, the sooner you marry, the better
body and soul."
" And yet you yourself are a widower ? "
" That does not say that I shall always be so."

.'

Marriage

is

a general

specific for

Samuel Hahnemann.
with M. L. Auquier,
22nd, 1S33.

in a conversation

May

HAHNEMANN'S

visit to the Leipsic hospital and his appeal on its
behalf formed the Master's last public appearance in the service
After
of his life-work, whilst he was still in the home country.
that, swept along by the enthralling romance of an old man's love affair,
he Uved only for himself, for his wife whom he worshipped and for his science
The concluding chapter in
of Healing which he had taken up again.
Hahnemann's life begins almost like that of a novel.
In the small, quiet town of Kothen there appeared on the Sth of October,

1834, another foreign visitor, who was at once enshrouded by mysterious
It is said to have been a very young and smart traveller, a Erenchman, whom the customary visit of the barber on the following morning
unmasked as a pretty, young lady. The accuracy of this story is not
demonstrable, but it is not at all incredible. Eor we know that in those times
it was not unusual for young ladies travelling alone to adopt male clothing
for the better protection afforded, and no less a person than Goethe repeatedly
allowed his most characteristic and attractive girl figures to appear in men's
clothes (Mignon and Marianne in Wilhelm Meister's Apprentice Years).
This young Erenchwoman, Mademoiselle Marie Melanie d'Hervilly, had,
Eurther details
come to consult Dr. Hahnemann about her health.
were not divulged and consequently, in the course of time, the most diverse
Some maintained she had come
constructions were put on this visit.
because of a lung trouble, which no allopathic physician had been able to cure.
Others said, she made this visit for her mother's sake. Hahnemann, in two
letters to his friend Bonninghausen, which have only just been discovered,
describes the illness as " Tic-douleureux " (neuralgic pains) in the right side
of the lower abdomen.
However, the \'oung lady in a book written by herself
and likewise only just made public " Notes contidentielles sur la vie de
Madame Hahnemann " (Confidential notes about the life of Mme. Hahnemann), mentions her state of health, the reason for her visit to Hahnemann,
only as a general subsidiary motive, whereas she lays special emphasis on her
stories.

—

interest in medical science.

Erom Hahnemann himself and his more immediate friends there is
scarcety any authoritative, detailed information regarding his re-marriage,
neither about how it happened nor about the personality of his second wife.
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But in letters from the time subsequent to the espousal we read of him
lauding her extravagantly as the type of beautiful, noble and divine woman.
Before her marriage day he breathes not a word about her even his children
and his best and most intimate friend, Bonninghausen, only heard
of his re-marriage after the lapse of some time.
We are thus thrown
entirely upon Madame Melanie's own communications.
This report of her
life was composed by herself (1846) and is extant in her own handwriting.
From the original, beautifully written duplicates were produced and spread
abroad {^^^). Yet these statements form by no means an unimpeachable
source, for their main purpose was to defend her as skilfully and forcibly as
possible in a prosecution for the illegal practice of medicine, or at any rate to
;

Marie Melanie d'Hervilly-Gohier.
create sympathy for her.
But however incomplete the statements of this
autobiographical life are, the psychological and social glimpses which they
afford are all the more striking.
Madame Melanie is completely silent, in the first place, about her age,
and casual references made by Hahnemann and his legal representatives
differ by three years.
Immediately after the marriage Hahnemann said of
his young wife that she had " the most beautiful figure " and " was thirty-two
years old." Four weeks later, according to a publication of Justice of the
Peace Isensee, she was " thirty-five years old."*
Madame Melanie does not say where she was born whether in Paris or
in the provinces.
Of her father she merely states that he was a " wellinformed and intelligent man," who loved her tenderly. WTiether he

—

*

On Hahnemann's death

certificate, also,

her age

is

given as 38 instead of 43.
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any profession and wliich one, siie does not tell us. But we know
coming to Paris later, he often met his married daughter. She describes
her mother as being one of those beautiful coquettes, who like to have their
triumphs, who use the fresh charms of their daughter to entice admirers and
who are consumed with passionate jealousy if the men, held by the youthful
freshness of the daughter, refuse to turn their admiration on the maturer
mother. As the father was too weak towards his wife and as the daughter's
life was endangered by the mother's passionateness (I), Melanie was given to
a married couple of the name of Le Thiere, who adopted her as a daughter.
From this point the mother disappears entirely from her daughter's life.
Le Thiere, a painter, tutored his foster-daughter in painting and in this art
she undoubtedly attained more than the average skill of a dillettante. The
details already recorded sound romantic enough.
But it seems practically
practised in

that,

when we read

Madame

Melanie learned to read only after her
ABC and for that reason would not
learn to read.
Then her father presented her with a copy of the " Thousand
and One Nights," read aloud to her one story and told her there were many
such beautiful stories in the book. " There they are, learn to read, and you
will learn to know them.
The next morning I began to spell and three days
later I could read fluently."
Either the girl was a remarkable prodigy or the
later woman was gifted with more than abundant fancy.
incredible

eighth year.

that

She was bored with the

When the young Frenchwoman came to Hahnemann in Kothen, she had
already a busy life behind her. She had completely isolated herself from
her parental home and made herself independent by the sale of her pictures.
She emphasised the fact that she always sought the friendship of important
men. She mentions a few by name, among them " the last president of the
French Republic," who bequeathed his name to her in his wiU, so that she was
really called Marie Melanie d'Hervilly-Gohier.
As a matter of fact, Gohier
was not the " last president of the French Republic," but merely a member
of the last Directory Government, which had been overthrown by Bonaparte
on the i8th Brumaire (November 9th), 1799, after a very short existence.
This friend of hers, who had a family of his own, had been buried by the young
Parisian woman in Montmartre cemetery.
In 1832 she buried her fosterfather Le Thiere in the same grave and in 1843, a third body.
This friend of many " important men " came to Kothen in October, 1834.
According to her own statements she had already discovered in Paris an
inward calling to the medical profession and as a painter had seized
opportunities of studying anatomy. The loss of several friends is said to
have shattered her health. She could not procure reUef anywhere. Then
the French translation of the " Organon " fell into her hands. Here was
medical truth. Away
to Kothen, to its source
That was the immediate
resolve of the erstwhile artist, who was predestined, as she believed, for
medicine just as Cobbler Valdajon had become King Louis XVLs first
surgeon.
It is with a purpose that Madame Melanie recounts the strange
life story of this surgeon at such length in her memoirs.
She came to
Hahnemann with the definite intention of learning homoeopathy from the
beginning.
Hahnemann received this pretty young Frenchwoman with great
friendliness
for, judging from her picture, she must have been uncommonly
" He talked with me a long time and suddenly conceived a deep
pretty.
friendship for me," relates Hahnemann's visitor.
His
And she ?
" face full of character aroused an astonished veneration in me," his " moral
perfection," " his sublime intelligence," the whole excellence of the man,
such as she " had never seen before," all captivated her. Hahnemann found
a home for the charming young lady with an intimate friend of his.
There is
!

!

—

—
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not a word about the illness, which was said to have brought her to Kothen,
and therefore not a syllable about its cure. From that time onwards matters
went very quickly From veneration sprang deep affection, then friendship
and so on. " Hahnemann wanted to marry me," she tells us, and " his
friends, who had learned to estimate my character at its true worth, did their
best to persuade me."
Who can believe this story without any further details ? Let one imagine
a man, physically and mentally well preserved, but eighty years of age for
all that, coupled with a charming young foreign lady of about thirty years
:

^y/~j/

^<^/-C-<:^^i^^€^

^^-c^A;;/i^-C^

^^/'~?U^t^'i^t^

^^:^/U'.

^H.^£-f<^

Copy of Melanie Hahnemann's Handwriting.
(from a letter to Dr. von Bonninghausen).
In French.

my

own

" I send you
very affectionate regards and
health as much as you care for that of others.

beg of you to look after your

MiE Hahnemann.
For the new dynamisations

I

shall

have to go to Versailles and

this

I

will

do soon."
Is it likely that the old man will have courage and resolution enough
unless she approaches
seriously to propose marriage to so young a lady
him fairly obviously, unless, in the French phrase, she makes advances to

of age.

him

—

It is surely specious

?

coquetry when she says

:

was not the prospect of nursing an old man that frightened me,
was afraid of losing him too soon and mourning for him so much

It

but
that

I
I

should die of

it.

But she overcame this fear by recognising that the old man " needed a
young person, wise and full of devotion, who would support him and
help him to complete his great work and contribute towards the development
strong,

15
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"

So I married him
of the new medical science.
was not Hahnemann, who married her, the foreigner, but
she who married him, the young woman marrying the old man. This is,
in short, a confession of a clever woman's skilful calculation, and of her
attainment of the goal she had set herself namely, the possession of this man.
But her cleverness forsakes her when, as additional motive for her action,
she strikes the chord of sympathy for a man, who plagued by his environment,
only became happy for the first time in possessing her. This environment
had consisted hitherto of his family and latterly of his two unmarried
daughters. From Hahnemann's own utterances, from reports of a later time,
from unprejudiced observers, we have learned how dutiful, how extremely
devoted to their father, how retiring and timid were these two modest
In so far as these words of Melanie may contain a severe rebuke
spinsters.
to Hahnemann's German wife, we shall pay special attention to them

and

propagation
.

!

It

—

later on.

In the short
The marriage took place as early as January iSth, 1S35
space of three months the foreign lady had overcome aU the difficulties and
ceremonies attached to a marriage between a Protestant German and a
newlv arrived CathoUc Frenchwoman, difficulties which were probably greater
in those days than to-day and which even Hahnemann comments on
Moreover, she had so accompHshed the fact that before the event not a word
of it escaped outside, and Hahnemann's children living elsewhere and his
Finally, she
nearest friends onh' heard of the espousal weeks afterwards.
had so accomplished her aim as to induce her future husband, hitherto so
parsimonious, to buy for the two daughters who had lived with him so long,
cared for and tended him, who had been the self-sacrificing assistants in
In this way the
his laborious profession, a house of their own near to him.
young wife would be the unhmited ruler in her house and over her husband
I

!

if for nothing more than the haste and
was unusually great and widespread. Antagonists derided
and mocked C^*). To stop their mahcious disseminations Hahnemann's
trusted legal friend. Justice of the Peace Isensee, was obliged to issue a
Isensee was, however, simpty the wife's mouthpiece,
pubUc warning (^59)
speaking obviously under her instructions. For how could the Kothen
lawyer have obtained reliable and detailed information from authoritative
and unbiassed official quarters in Paris about the young wife's previous hfe
Hahnemann had, naturally, also agreed
in the short space of a few weeks ?
he was entirely under the spell of his handsome wife.
to the statement
Thus, Isensee had to emphasise in the first place the seeming self-sacrifice
of the lady, who, presumably wealthy herself, had renounced all her husband's
fortune and had induced him to divide almost the whole of his wealth amongst
That had actually happened on the day
his children and grandchildren.
before the wedding, when every child and other heir was presented with the
sum of 6,000 Taler, minus any sum already disbursed ('^). On closer
examination, however, the selflessness of the young wife on which she laid
such stress, is lost to sight and her slyness and calculation becomes
She wanted to have the man she had married entirely for
clear as day.
herself and had no desire to share with anybody else the fortune later to be
In the first three months of her stay in Kothen she had
acquired with him.

Astonishment at the marriage,

secretiveness of

it,

_

;

probably formed a shrewd estimate of the economic productiveness of the
Master's work, sought as he was from far and near by prosperous and wealthy
She had probably also calculated then, what he was Hkely to gain
patients.
For it was her purpose from the beginning, as she
if he stayed in Paris.

HAHNEMANN'S SECOND WIFE
later confessed, to bring the reformer of medical science to Paris.
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To

attain

end the Hahnemann family had to be completely separated from its
previous head, the father and the grandfather. She had already started the
exploitation of this project before the wedding by inducing her husband,
to buy and furnish another adjacent house for his two unmarried
daughters, who had previously been his assistants and providers and by
inducing him to repulse his son-in-law, Dellbriick, who at that time wished
His daughters were to be moved from their own home
to remove to Kothen.
and the father was to be deprived of the hourly intercourse with his daughters,
whilst a male member of the family of deeper insight and perhaps also of
greater energy was not to be allowed to settle in the immediate
neighbourhood. Meanwhile, she led the worthy man to beheve that she
would remain with him in Kothen and that the time for rest had arrived for
him. He was thereby made extremely happy ('^^). After the wedding,
this

—

—

Samuel Hahxemaxx
After original Painting by his second Wife, 1835.

Madame

Melanie continued methodically to isolate her husband more and
So successful was she in this,
his children and grandchildren.
that on the 2nd of June, 1835, Hahnemann composed a second \M11 and
Testament. In it he not only cancelled a former will favouring his children
(to which reference was made in the deed of gift, drawn up on the day before
the marriage) but he also laid down very clear instructions as to this deed
of gift and the ultimate division of his fortune at death (^^^).
The main
clauses of this will made the \'oung wife unlimited heiress, in the first place
of the property actually in her husband's possession at the time of the drawing
up of the will, so that she was straightway given equal claim in any division
In the second place, for
of the estate to the children of the first marriage.
any properties acquired after June, 1835, she could not be compelled to declare
the value of the estate or submit to any valuation on the death of her husband.
In short, she was appointed sole heiress to her husband and the severest

more from
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penalties protected her, should the progeny of the first marriage infringe on
It was actually left to her sovereign
the will, in violation of its clauses.
pleasure to decide whether or not she should dispense any part of the fortune
(which, after all, had been earned by her husband's skill) to her step-children
That very great bitterness and most violent dissension did
or their heirs.
not at once arise within the family is onty to be explained by the fact that this
will was not made known to the children and heirs, and they relied upon
the express conditions of the deed of gift, according to which the children
and descendants of the first marriage were to be treated at Hahnemann's
death exactly hke the children of the second marriage. Therefore, when the

exclusion of the descendants of the first marriage was made known on the
death of Hahnemann in 1843, protestations were raised in spite of the

threatened penalties.
In the will eight lists were appended (A-H), apportioning carefully to
each heir all the household furnishings, the books, ornaments and articles of
The long list is evidence of the middle class prosperity which had
value.
It reveals also the striking accuracy with which
fallen to Hahnemann.
even the smallest matters were arranged and tabulated by him ('°3).
The gift to his daughter Luise (divorced from Mossdorf) arouses general
interest with its wording
:

All the patients' registers written by her father,
containing important letters.

all

the folios

From these clauses one may conclude that Hahnemann, at the time of
writing this will with its codicils, was actually thinking seriously of giving up
He would have
his medical activities and of enjoying his well-earned rest.
had every right to do so, for he was now eighty years of age. This was the
sweet dream which the young wife at first held out to her husband and which
she supported by proposing a journey to Paris, an external reason for him to
draw up

his will.

goes without saying that life in tin}- rural Kothen was bound to become
But it was only with caution that
too monotonous for the young Parisian.
she gradually made known her desire to return to her native land for good.
Otherwise, her husband would not have bought at the beginning of the year
a second house in Kothen for his two daughters. Even a short time before
their departure there was no question of a permanent settlement in Paris.
On the other hand, he wrote to his friend, Bonninghausen, in May, that he
was going " to accompany " his wife to Paris, in order to " arrange her
In the will,
chiefly to have a good rest."
money matters and
written shortly before their departure, the question of a permanent domicile
Three days before leaving
in Paris or of return to Kothen is left quite open.
he sent a short note to his neighbour Ulbricht, in which he spoke of his return
The young wife broke the old man away from his homeland with
C^'*).
the greatest caution and circumspection, never revealing her ultimate
aims.
Only after her husband's death did these aims come to open
expression in letters.
She knew how to entice him with what appeared to
him most desirable, rest on the one hand, honour on the other. She
represented to him that the numerous French homoeopaths, in fact, that all
Paris and France were waiting upon him as their revered leader and reformer,
whilst in Germany hatred, persecution and dissension were prevailing amongst
his own disciples.
This very reference to the extremely painful experiences
of his Kothen period, to the attack on the half-homoeopaths, to the continuous
disputations of his antagonists against himself and his theories, finally, the
failure (already apparent) of his cherished desire to possess a flourishing
It

.

—

.

.
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homoeopathic hospital and clinic all this must have supported very powerfully the endeavours of the Frenchwoman.
Thus uprooted slowly out of his home country, Hahnemann departed
with his young wife for France on the 7th June, 1835, the first day of the
Whitsuntide recess. Relations and more intimate friends accompanied the
married couple to Halle. Here the " farewell dinner " was held in the
Crown Prince Hotel. On all sides it was feared with conviction that this
was a farewell for ever and after a moving scene the man and wife departed
for the west, whilst the relations returned home.
A characteristic and yet deeply humiliating sign of the times is provided
by the way in which Hahnemann's departure for Paris was received amongst
the German homoeopaths. The " AUgemeine horn. Zeitung " (No. i, of the
13th July, 1835) alone contained the short notice

Privy Councillor Dr.

S.

Hahnemann

:

left for

Paris on the 14th of

R

L (Rummel).

June.
.

.

.

A whole month had to elapse after the departure had actually taken place,
before the bare information was passed on to the friends of homoeopathy.
Not a word of regret, or gratitude, no good wishes for him who had gone,
It may be that Hahnemann's remarkably
no reference to his importance
sudden resolution prompted his friends to treat the matter in this way.
It may be that the adherents of homoeopathy did not believe in the possibility
But, at any rate, the very fact of a journey being
of a permanent removal.
made by a man eighty years old and celebrated as he was, ought to have given
rise to a few words of appreciation of so famous a venture as his life's work.
Even when, at the end of August, Hahnemann announced that he would not
be returning to Germany in the near future, there was no mention in the
homoeopathic journals of the home country of this significant event so
estranged had the " hermit of Kothen " become from the homoeopathic
movement in Germany, and particularly from its medical members. By his
harsh attacks on those who diverged from his opinions in one way or another,
by his complete retirement from the intercourse of homoeopathic physicians
amongst themselves and from their activities as a corporation, by his almost
total cessation of every kind of literary publications and collaboration in
the existing homoeopathic journals during the last years of his Kothen
period, by exclusive devotion to medical practice, which afforded him
opportunity only for correspondence with a few trusted friends by reason
of all this he had lost closer connection with the forward movement in
homoeopathy, which was declaring itself with vigour in the press and in
assemblies.
Unfortunately he had already passed away from German
homoeopathy whilst he was still working and living in Germany. This
regrettable fact stood out in the more unpleasant contrast as he, a foreigner,
!

—

—

was welcomed by French homoeopaths with animation and warmth. Although
Hahnemann himself is largely to blame, this contrast must remain a disgrace

German homoeopaths of the time.
The journey to Paris was completed

for the

Care had
in short daily stretches.
to be taken to preserve the vitality of this octogenarian traveller, who, six
years previously (February 20th, 1829), had declined an invitation to
Naumburg from his sponsor and friend Stapf for this reason
:

If I am to live any length of
I cannot travel a mile nowadays.
way of life very punctiliously and cannot
time, I have to order
deviate from it by one jot. Travel has therefore become impossible

my

.
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me, even to
now.
for

my

married children.

I

cannot even get to Leipsic

had indeed been accompHshed in the previous year
comparatively small exertion compared with the
was
a
that
But
(1834).
It goes to prove what a strong influence
long and arduous journey to Paris.
It shows
the young wife had over the old man with his regular set habits.
also the methodical persistance with which she guided and held him to her
This

visit to Leipsic

purpose. But, he took it all to be loving care.
A short stop was made in Eisenach, where Privy Councillor von Gersdorff,
a friend and kinsman, was visited. On June 21st, the pair arrived in Paris
amidst extreme heat and in the city on the Seine it can be particularly
Madame Melanie had reserved " her apartments " before
oppressive.
a proof that she had always reckoned on returning to Paris.
leaving the city
These apartments at No. 26 Rue des saints Peres were situated in the
middle of Old Paris, to the south of the Seine, where many pubHc buildings

—

—

—

had been erected Ecole des Beaux Arts, Hopital de la Charite, Medical
Academy, Marine Depot, Artillery Museum, etc. The Seine bridge, Pont du

—then newly built —leads straight

into the Rue des saints Peres.
parties that a single lady's " apartments " were
few weeks later a more suitable dwelhng
not adequate for a family home.
place was found in the Rue de Madame (No. 7), half a mile further to the

Carrousel

But

it

was soon

felt

by both

A

south at the western end of the Luxembourg Park.
Before Hahnemann's appearance homoeopathy had already set foot on
In 1834 a homoeopathic association had been formed there
Parisian soil.
under the name of " Institut Homoeopathique." In the same year Leon
Simon, Senior, and Dr. Curie, Senior, published the " Journal de la Medecine
Homoeopathique " and Dr. Jourdan began with the pubhcation of the
" Archives de la Medecine Homoeopathique " at the same time.
During
the winter, 1834 to 1835, Dr. Leon Simon delivered a series of lectures
on the main features of homoeopath}' and these were pubhshed by the
Bailhere press in Paris (1835) under the title of " Le(;ons de la Medicine
Homoeopathique." In spite of the liberties taken by Baron von Brunnow
in his French translation of the " Organon " (vide Chapter XIII), Hahnemann's reputation had been continually growing in various parts of France.
In 1832 a homoeopathic central association, extending over the whole of
France, had been formed in the " Gallic Society for Homoeopathy." This
association had dispatched an honorary diploma to Hahnemann in May,
1834, but strangely enough, he had only acknowledged its receipt with thanks
in February, 1835, that is, when he had fallen under the influence of his

French wife {^^^)
There was therefore a

homoeopathic activity in existence
arrived in 1835. The German master's coming
was welcomed most cordially by the homoeopaths of France. Dr. Peschier
wrote in a letter of the 13th July, 1835, published in the August number of
the " Bibliotheque Homoeopathique "
in Paris,

fairly strong

when Hahnemann

:

praised
Our venerable master, Hahnemann, has arrived
and sound. He seems in no wise to repent his decision
His re-marriage has proved to be an event
to settle down in Paris.
fortunate for him in every respect. His young wife cares for all his
needs with the greatest attention and the tenderest solicitude.
Hahnemann has determined to stay in Paris, in order to assist in the
propagation of homoeopathy with word and deed. He hopes to call
into being a homoeopathic out-patients' cUnic with the help of voluntary

God be

in Paris safe

!

t
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subscriptions.
Provided that every homoeopathic physician lends the
necessary interest to this plan, the requisite sum can easily be forthcoming. The Homoeopathic Society of Paris paid a visit of respect
to the Master.
His reception of us left behind a deep impression of
high esteem and admiration on all.

Probably at the instigation of his young wife, Hahnemann had appHed
to the Minister for Education in France, whilst he was still living in Kothen
(February 13th, 1S35, soon after his marriage) and had appealed to that
official for support of the Gallic Society of Homoeopathy.
Permission had
been asked to found homoeopathic ambulatory

clinics and a hospital.
In
suggested that the Minister might care to seek
further expert information from the homoeopathic society and not from the
Academy ('^^). An answer to this letter does not seem to have followed.

his letter

Hahnemann had

But by this incursion into French affairs, Hahnemann had drawn upon
himself the enmity of the Academy (which had, of course, allopathic
sympathies) before he ever thought of removing to Paris. Now, when he
settled down there, several members of the Academy, as it is reported, urged
Guizot, Minister of Education and of Pubhc Health at that time, to forbid
this intruding German founder of homoeopathy to practise his method of
healing if he perchance so purposed.
Guizot is said to have replied
:

Hahnemann

a scholar of considerable merit.
Science must be
is a chimera or a system without inward
appUcation, it will fall of itself.
If, on the other hand, it is a measure
of progress it will extend in spite of our preventive measures and that
is just what
the Academy should pre-eminently desire.
For the
Academy has the mission of furthering science and encouraging her
free for

all.

If

is

Homoeopathy

discoveries.

With the Minister holding these views it was understandable that he
would not put any difficulties in the way of Hahnemann setting up medical
practice in Paris.
In point of fact, Hahnemann was soon to take this step,
under the persuading influence of his wife. The longingly awaited rest
which he had hoped for was not to be. It lasted only a few weeks. For it
was not part of the young wife's scheme, who had not married the " old grey
hair " merely to cherish him, but to play a public part in the life of Paris once
more, to become a physician and actually to be that lady doctor who " had
to act as she acted."
The " Allg. preussische Staatszeitung " of the 12th October, 1835,
first German newspaper to publish this brief notice from Paris

^^s the

:

By a royal decree of August 12th, Mr. Hahnemann, who has
already been staying in Paris for some months, has been granted the
right to practise.

Now, for the first time, Hahnemann informed his patients in Germany
by a public notice, that he should " not so soon " return to Kothen and he
referred them to his assistant of many years. Dr. Lehmann ('^7).
a snappish
criticism, quite in the usual traditions of the " Temps " (already at that time
one of the best read papers in Paris) was opened on the homoeopaths and the

Minister, who, it was said, had certainly not gone so far as to grant the desired
erection of homoeopathic ambulatory chnics or a homoeopathic hospital,
but who had permitted the practice of the homoeopathic science of healing
and to a German, at that. The Parisian paper wrote in its sneering way

—

:
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At last the homoeopaths have to a certain extent won their suit.
Permission to dispense their own drugs and to open a special clinic
having been denied them, they brought their old lord and master to
Paris, in which process Madame Hahnemann's wishes were of veryHe (H.) allowed himself patiently to be led by his
great service.
young wife and exchanged Paris for Kothen. Hahnemann found very
others hastened immediately from the
zealous students in Paris
provinces and from England in order to see their master, to admire
him and to venerate. He has already presided at one public meeting
which made as much stir as our provincial gatherings and now a second
meeting is announced, at which, without great inconvenience, one
But in order to practise his arts in
will be able to see the patriarch.
He has now
Paris, Hahnemann required the Government's sanction.
been accorded this in a most agreeable manner by the instrumentation
Nobody should be surprised at this, for Mr. Hahnemann
of Mr. Guizot.
His doctrine rests in the fact
is as good a doctrinaire as Mr. Guizot.
that he prescribes medicaments for his patients in as small doses as the
According to report,
doctrinaire Ministry accords liberty to the land.
it is hard to get at Mr. Hahnemann and one can only reach him through
He is also said to sell his counsel dearly they speak of
his wife.
10 Louis d'or for each consultation. It is evident that even in this
method of healing extremes are meeting.
;

;

The second meeting announced by the " Temps " took place from the
15th to the 17th of September. It had been called by the GaUic Homoeopathic
Society.

Frenchmen know how to celebrate a festival better than anyone else
and the general assembly of welcome arranged for Hahnemann was conceived
For it had been announced
in a high festival spirit and very densely thronged.
that Hahnemann himself would appear at the gathering and that one would
therefore see this celebrated and fearless German reformer of eighty years of
ago who had just married a Parisian member of the "Society" not yet in her
thirty-sixth year, and hear him speak.
At the beginning of the first festive day the Hahnemanns were driven
The grey-haired old master,
to the assembly in two magnificent coaches.
appointed to the presidential chair, was conducted after a brief speech of
welcome to his seat of honour by the representative Chairman of the Society,
Dr. Leon Simon, who thereupon read the opening speech composed by
Hahnemann ('^^). The Chairman of the Society, Dr. Pierre Dufresne, spoke
about the homoeopathic achievements of the Association in the past year
of the venerable guest, exclaiming with

and concluded with a glorification
typically French eloquence
:

Hear, Gentlemen, hear, all ye inhabitants of Paris, what the
philosopher wrote when he so well described your customs and
" When will there come a noble and far-seeing man, who
institutions
will re-open the temple of old ^-Esculapius, who will smash to pieces
the dangerous instruments, will close the apothecaries' shops and
destroy this hypothetical medicine with its remedies and fastings?
What friend of man will preach in the end a new science of healing,
since the old one is killing mankind and depopulating districts and
"
countries ?
Behold
there is the man
He is presiding over your Society.
His name impresses me to silence. He is supreme above all praise.
:

!

!
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The Society elected Hahnemann as Honorary President for life and he
was always to take the seat of honour, whenever he could attend at
After
If he was absent, his seat must remain unoccupied.
the meetings.
his death this honour was transferred to the Enghsh doctor Quin (vide the
The three days' meeting concluded
description of his hfe in Chapter XXVH
with a banquet at which there were too many after-dinner speeches.
In the more intimate circle of his friends in Paris the predominant opinion
was that Hahnemann would now proceed to enjoy the Otium cum
dignitate, so well merited at his age, would not enter into any extensive
professional practice, but would mainly devote himself to writing as he
had announced in his festival speech. Above all the French homoeopaths
looked forward to a defence of homoeopathy and a frustration of the
Madame
allopathic attacks, which were not scarce at that time in France.
Melanie seems to have promised them this at first and Dr. Peschier, of Geneva,
in an article in the " Bibhotheque Homoeopathique," apparently completely
Soon however,
influenced by her, strengthened them in this impression ^^^
the extraordinarily active and businesslike woman must have realised that the
writing of books was less profitable than the practice of the medical profession
by a celebrated man. Consequently Hahnemann's literar}^ work was
interrupted under the belated plea that the truth of homoeopathy could be
During the whole of his stay in
better proved by cures than by writing.
Paris, that is, right up to his death, not a single essay appeared from his pen,
or any public pronouncements.
Madame Melanie gradually led her husband back to medical activity.
Her wide circle of acquaintances in the prosperous society of Paris helped her
considerably.
What could not have been successfully achieved so soon
and to such an extent by the German physician even with Hahnemann's
name and reputation was brought about by this beautiful young wife who
was so well known. As a result the practice was soon very extensive. He
had now to begin doing something he had never done at home in Germany
except for his Royal Patron and Patroness. In the evening of a busy day
he used to drive out to patients and pay his calls even up to midnight.
For this purpose he had written to his daughter Luise, asking her for the
They were
patients' registers, which he had expressly presented to her.
necessary to him in his work. On receiving an assurance that the}^ would be
)

.

(

)

.

,

—

—

quickly restored the dutiful daughter acceded to her father's desire. Luise
never received the patients' registers back again. Madame Melanie kept
them although she had no right to them as her property. CarefuUy
preserved as a valuable treasure they came into the possession of Madame
Melanie 's sole heiress her foster daughter, who married a Mr. von Bonninghausen, the son of Hahnemann's most trusted friend. From this source,
after eighty years, the treasure arrived in the hands of Dr. Richard
Haehl, after having been well preserved in chests in Westphaha all those
years.
Strange are the wavs along which enigmatic fortune travels
Paris had so completely taken possession of the old master immediately
on his arrival and absorbed him so thoroughly in its whirlpool that he only
wrote his first letter to his most faithful friend in Germany, Bonninghausen,
after six months and allowed his other friend and kinsman Gersdorff
to wait a whole year before he sent him news after their parting in Eisenach
(7°).
His worthy friend. Dr. Hennicke, of the Gotha "Allg. Anzeiger der
Deutschen," who had rendered him so many faithful services, was completely
more than two
forgotten, so that Hennicke had to write to Paris in 1837
years after Hahnemann's departure and ask the Master for some sign of
life.
When one calls to mind the former punctiliousness and punctuality

—

—

—

!

—

—
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with which Hahnemann despatched his written correspondence, when one at
the same time remembers that all he did from the time of his second marriage
could only occur with the knowledge and collaboration of his wife (who was
also his secretary), one will not be wrong in assuming that this delay in
correspondence, amounting to interruption of letters to Germany, is another
In her intention to have
sign of the strong determining influence of his wife.
her husband all to herself, Madame Melanie desired to loosen all ties with
the past and with former friends in Germany.
At first Hahnemann was quite happy in his new surroundings and his
new type of Hfe. He was much sought after in the circles, into which his
charrning wife could introduce him, he was the central point of attraction
both from his own importance and also as the husband of this woman. The
recluse of Kothen, whom almost everybody had abandoned or by their
contradictions had offended, now saw himself esteemed and honoured
He who
in society as also in the ranks of his professional colleagues.
had been accustomed from early times to a simple, frugal existence,
even with the arrival of prosperity, was now able to lead a comfortable and
almost luxurious hfe. He lived in a spacious house, excellently equipped
he visited concerts
he ruled over a number of male and female servants
and theatres on evenings when he was not busy and on other evenings he had
;

;

;

own and his wife's friends in the house. At the same time, the number
of his patients increased continually, particularly from the wealthiest and
most influential circles, so that it was possible to set up a free
the active woman could give free play
ambulatory clinic for the poor.
It is, therefore, quite
to her impulses, now her ambition could be reahsed.
his

Now

understandable that Hahnemann was almost intoxicated by the pecuhar
novelty of all this splendour and brilliance and that he never longed to be
back in the narrow confines of his old home with its perpetual, personal
warfare ('''i).
The French homoeopathic physicians continued to do honour to the old
In the middle of 1S36, as a report in the Allg. horn. Zeitung of
Master.
the 1st August stated, they struck a medal with Hahnemann's portrait
in his honour and in gratitude to him for having settled down in France,
and this they presented by a deputation (Paris, July 15th, 1836). Then,
the loth of August began to be celebrated in France by the homoeopaths.
The celebrated sculptor, Pierre Jean David, to whom we owe the busts
of Goethe, Dannecker, Tieck and Ranch, produced also a bust of
Hahnemann soon after his arrival in Paris. We shall not be far wrong
if, apart from the zeal of David in reproducing all celebrities with his chisel,
we attribute the creation of this bust to the influence of Madame Melanie,
who is certain to have utihsed her social influence for this purpose.
A rephca of this bust was given by Hahnemann to the homoeopathic
Academy of Allentown near Philadelphia, in which he showed much interest.
But thework of art was lost in a shipwreck. This clinical estabhshment, it
should be remarked in passing, had been founded in 1S36. One of the
co-founders, Dr. Heinrich Detwiller, travelled in person to Europe in order
to collect funds for the institution and in the course of his journey he visited
Hahenmann. Here he was received in a very friendly way, but as a later
This must be
report from him tells us, he found money hard to obtain ('"-).
particularly emphasised since the Allentown institute was recommended on
all sides by Hahnemann and at this time the founders had appointed him
Honorary President of the Hahnemann Society in Philadelphia. According
to his financial ability he would certainly have subscribed his share or have
showed his support in another way. Again his wife undoubtedly turned the
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But when she desired the doctorate title for herself some
seemed to be of advantage to her in the practice of her
healing, Hahnemann had to approach this same institution in AUentown for
Her wish was not accorded in this instance,
the granting of the title.
perhaps in remembrance of her beha\dour to the embassy Detwiller ('^3).
Perhaps the requested honour was refused also because Constantine Hering
was at that time obliged to retire from the institution and, intending to
leave America altogether and settle in England, he sought Hahnemann's
scales in this case.

years later, as

it

Allentowx Homceopathic Academy,
North America.

—apparently likewise

help

Hahnemann and

in vain

('74j,

his ambitious wife

was

Jt

was only

later that the

wish of

satisfied.

Within a very short time Hahnemann was to experience the opposition
and the disputations of the old school and he was to learn that even in France
there would be no victory for homoeopathy without a struggle. At the same
time he was forced to delay indefinitely his expectations of a homoeopathic
hospital, ev^en in wealthy Paris.
Very sadly he writes to tell his friend
Bonninghausen about this (^"j. Attached to these complaints soon appear
again the
most violent reproaches against " charlatans and halfhomoeopaths," who carry on their evil work in Paris and the rest of France,
and his bitterest enmity is awakened once more against his old personal
enemies in Germany, whom he has evidently not forgotten in Paris and to
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(^^s).
a portrait of him
he remains hostile to the day of his death
showing a somewhat serious and gloomy expression, he ascribes to this anger
Might not the explanation
about the distant German half-homoeopaths
Is it not possible that he occasionally felt
lie much nearer at hand ?

whom

!

and yet so
But Melanie
had completely attained her purposes The man she had married seemed
At any rate, in his letters
satisfied and even happy in her care and love.
he wrote enthusiastically about her whole nature and all she did, whilst
He had to work harder than in Kothen,
he acquiesced in all she desired.
This may have
but, on the other hand, he could now keep a fine house.
appeared unessential to him hitherto, but his Melanie had been accustomed
to it from early youth, she desired it and he submitted.

new conditions, externally so splendid
utterly foreign to his whole nature and his previous life ?
dissatisfied v/ith the

:

—

CHAPTER XIX

—

REMOVAL TO RUE DE MILAN, 1837 FURTHER EXTENSION OF MEDICAL
Hahnemann's intercourse with his family in Germany
FESTIVE gathering IN HAHNEMANN'S HOUSE NEW EDITIONS OF THE
" CHRONIC
DISEASES " AND THE " ORGANON " HAHNEMANN'S DEATH,
JULY 2ND, 1843 BURIAL AT MONTMARTRE, JULY IITH, 1843.

—

ACTIVITIES

—

—

—

" Everyone in this world works according to the gifts and powers
which he has received from Providence, and more or less are words used
only before the judgment seat of man, not before that of Providence. Providence
owes me nothing. I owe all to Providence.
Yes, everything."

From

Samuel Hahnemann.
Hahnemann's
VoL 24, page

Jahr's report about
Allg. hom. Ztg., 1843,

death,
258.

PROFESvSIONAL

and social life in Hahnemann's house continued to
be arranged in the grand style in accordance with Melanie's desires.
The more remote and less distinguished suburb to the south of the
town did not suit her purpose for any length of time. The quiet street near
the Luxembourg park and the rather modest house did not meet her wishes.
" Extremely pure country air," " fairest nature, free from all noise," meant
nothing in the long run to this child of the cities. Thus, a year later, the old
man who had been so delighted with all this, had to give it up. As early as
the spring of 1837, the married couple appear to have removed to the north
of Paris.
In the August of the same year, Hahnemann's letters are headed
" Rue de Milan, No. i."
Lying to the north of the Seine this street belongs
to the 9th district, " L'Opera," and is about half way between Boulevard
Haussmann and Rue de Clichy. It is a short street joining Rue de Clichy
with the Rue d'Amsterdam near the busiest railway station, St. Lazare, to
the west of modern Paris. Everything that Hahnemann prized so dearly
in the neighbourhood of his first place of abode in the south of Paris
rural
peace, a large park, excellent fresh air is completely absent here in the
midst of the most disquieting turmoil and bustle. Hahnemann's life adapted
itself to the surroundings
his medical practice was followed up in the grand
style, both in regard to the number of patients and in external formality.
A description by the American actress, Mrs. Anna Cora Movatt, who had
visited Hahnemann in 1839, gives an illuminating picture of this household,
so involved in the life of the gay city and that of the more distinguished circles.
In reading these statements one must allow not only for many inaccuracies
due to uncritical repetition of chatter heard in the waiting-room, but
:

—

—

;

also for the intentional glorification of Madame Melanie, who surely could
not have been very far from the source of publication in one way or

another

(^77).

What cannot be

inferred from this description, can be read more plainly
from Hahnemann's correspondence to his German friends, with whom he had
kept in more or less intimate touch. From this source it is clear that, in
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Rue de Milan, he was Hving in a palatial residence on a lavish scale. For
example, in a letter to his friend Bonninghausen, he complained in the year
" without sitting down
1840 about a young lady of Wintgen, who departed
a moment in our large and beautiful hall, or with honouring the remarkable
"
probably because it was
pictures in it with so much as a moment's glance
He had now his own coach and in it paid his
all too magnificent for her.
professional visits to a greater extent than formerly, even to beyond midnight.
On other evenings concerts and theatres were visited or else there were
The old man did not get a day's rest. How completely
receptions at home.
the

—

had altered

his life in Paris
in

Kothen

in ever}^ respect

from that modest existence

!

In the course of this continual turmoil, when one day hastened precipitously on another's heels, relations with his own children at home were
bound to suffer. Correspondence was very spare at that time it was only
maintained with long intervals of silence, whilst the dispatches were usually
from Germany to Paris. From the French capital the answers came more
and more infrequently and for the most part, they were only scanty notes
containing mere generalities and nothing that might be of prime interest to
Obviously, the step-mother, although obligingly pohte in the
the children.
form of her occasional additions to the letters, did not wish to maintain a
close, still less an intimate correspondence with the old home and the
;

relations

of

Hahnemann,

the
tells

marriage. Hahnemann's grandson,
us on a later occasion
first

Leopold

Siiss-

:

Madame Hahnemann had but

little

contact with her deceased

husband's relations.
reason that only one daughter came to visit her father, in Paris,
Siiss.
The others are exhorted by their father to hope
for better days when the " railway shall be built," and to " rest content,"
as they are short of nothing, bear a good name and can therefore lead a quiet,
Is there not a certain
contented existence. More they are not to desire
subdued longing speaking at the end of this letter by Hahnemann himself ?
('7S).
But is there not also apparent the stepmother's refusal to have her
step-children in Paris, because their country manners would be too proFor
nounced in her circle for her to wish to see them in her societ}' ?
Madame Melanie, like the true Parisienne she was, hankered after good living
and external pomp. Company and social functions were the spice of life
The entertainments at her house were given not only from a desire
to her.
They were intended to be an advertisement for herself, for
for company.
her celebrated husband and his professional activity. This is strikingly
portrayed in a report by the Paris correspondent of the Frankfort daily
paper, when he was invited to such a function on the occasion of the eightythird birthday (April loth, 1838), and gave a detailed account of the gathering
If in the course of the article he estimated the income of
in his paper l^^'').
the married couple at 200,000 francs, it is of subordinate interest to us whether
he was correct or not. For Melanie the main concern was to have her house,
her husband, her medical interests and her splendid functions talked about.
That enhanced her reputation and influence in " good society." It is even
questionable whether the numerous poor patients, treated gratuitously by
It is true that they did
her, were not intended to serve the same purpose.
but in the prosperous and distinguished circles they
not cost much
admired her benevolence and amongst the successful this latter quaUty
has always been able to procure a good reputation. The poor patients were
therefore advocates for her warm sympathy, her tender mercy, and were at
It is for that

namely Frau Amahe

!

;
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the same time testimonies to the new method of heaHng effective as it was
agreeable.
The fact that the poor people, in contrast to the rich patients
and in contrast also with Hahnemann's procedure in Germany, had to wait
on the stairs and in the porch, whilst the latter were admitted to the
gorgeously furnished rooms, was not felt by the poor of a big cit\', accustomed
to such treatment, to be a humiliating sign of distinction.
With all solemnit}^ the loth of August, 1839, was celebrated as the
sixtieth anniversary^ of Hahnemann's doctorate.
In her natural and simple
way Amalie, the daughter who was at that, time on a visit to Paris, sent an
account of this celebration to her two sisters at home ('^). As a result of the
slight participation of Germany in this anniversary there followed a violent

Hahnemaxx's Relief.
60th Doctorate Jubilee by ^^'altreck.
discussion in the press, where the French interest demonstrated in the event
was naturally greatly emphasised.
Other reports from Paris go to prove that the Parisian homoeopaths were
partly involved in great plans which did not materiahse, but that the
Hahnemanns proceeded uninterruptedly to extend their practice considerably
and that Hahnemann treasured highly the loving care of his wife. AU the
letters have almost the same contents and the form of expression is
often the same, so that the assumption of a certain influence exerted by the
wife is not to be discounted.
So far as the letters are not expressing the old
implacable resentment against the half-homceopaths, she is always playing
the chief part in them ('*^').
In general Madame Melanie writes the most
important part of them and Hahnemann adds a small postscript of little
import.
In one of these letters to Dr. Balogh in Pesth, " France's friend,"
the remarkable confession escapes her that she, a woman, had fetched
Hahnemann from Germany to Paris ('^-).
It is this quotation which
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a strong proof of the plans harboured by Madame Melanie
visit to Kothen.
In the course of time and with
his increasing years, Hahnemann took less personal part in the consultation hours and Madame Melanie acted independently throughout.
But
we must doubt whether his participation was of the dotard nature described
by the American actress Movatt. For the evidence of Drs. Hull, Croserio
and Malan speak of Hahnemann's undiminished mental keenness, even
Similar remarks to those of the American actress are also
in those years.
made by personal friends and adherents of homoeopathy about the collaboration of Madame Melanie in the consultations with patients and this fact should
not be neglected. In this connection the above-mentioned homoeopathic
physician. Dr. Paul Balogh, Baron von Almas of Pesth, who had visited and
made the acquaintance of Hahnemann in Kothen, gave an account in the
" AUg. Anzeiger der Deutschen " (February 15th,
1838) of some visits made
by a friend of his. Dr. Moscowich, to Hahnemann in Paris, from whence he
had brought back letters of Madame Melanie and her husband. In them
the matter of Madame Melanie 's independent practice of the heaUng art is
mentioned. Dr. Balogh makes this remark
in

our opinion

is

from the time of her

:

According to the statements of Dr. Moscowich, Privy Councillor
is living in very comfortable circumstances in Paris and
enjoys a very high esteem from all classes. Only very few people are
fortunate enough to see him personally, as his dear wife tries carefully
to avoid everything that might disturb him unpleasantly (if only to a
slight extent) or that might unduly tax his strength.
Moreover, he goes
very seldom into the town to visit patients. During Dr. Moscowich's
stay in Paris, the only invitation he accepted was that of Baron
Rothschild. All the more patients flock to his house, but the greater
part receive their medical advice from the lips of his highly intelligent

Hahnemann

and well-informed

wife.

In Paris, Hahnemann did not associate with the allopathic physicians.
avoided them and persisted in France, as in Germany, in his candid
rejection of Allopathy.
Madame Melanie's disapproving remarks about
Broussais are therefore intelligible.* Even with his homoeopathic brethren
the intercourse was very slender, as is apparent from his correspondence.
This also is quite understandable, since the whole effort of his wife's striving
was directed towards playing as far as possible the chief role in the
homoeopathic movement of Paris. If, at first, there had been a small circle
of physicians (more particularly the younger ones) who had regularly gathered
round Hahnemann in the house by the Luxembourg park, this regular
assembly seems to have broken up in the palatial house in Rue de Milan, or,
at any rate, it was not extended.
The letters of the married couple no longer
speak of these professional meetings. Madame Melanie preferred to see
other guests and other company in her salons. The only mention is of Jahr,
the faithful scholar of the Kothen period, Dr. Mure, Dr. Croserio, later
also a Dr. Malam and a Dr. Chatran.
From his upbringing and his
previous life, Hahnemann was not accustomed to an intimate friendship with
equals.
To stand alone and to be alone was commensurate with his whole
character and the whole of his previous life, and neither in Leipsic nor in
Kothen had he ever cultivated social intercourse to any great extent.
Wherever he had sought the company, chiefly of younger men, it had been
with the object of promoting and serving his life's work and in that he was
the central point and would always desire to remain so.
This suited admirably his wife's purpose, for, although she held magnificent functions

He

1

SIXTH EDITIOx\ OF

"

THE ORGANOX

"

COMPLETED

on suitable days, she pursued for the rest a course of unceasing acquisition
with him. Other colleagues would have disturbed this scheme. Madame
Hahnemann was not at all interested scientifically in the science of healing,
as is quite clear from her correspondence.
She was quite satisfied with a
certain routine and for this reason, she offered her husband no opportunity
or stimulation to become more closely interested in the science of his profession.
Besides, he gradually lost the mental and physical power requisite
for further creative work.
But, as already stated, he was particularly anxious
in the latter years of his life to publish a further edition of his two most
important works, " Chronic Diseases " and especially the " Organon." In
1842 and 1843 he repeatedly refers in writing to the sixth edition of this work,

planned and completed by him. During this time he hoped and intended
first to accomplish the publication of a French edition.
He would not negotiate
with his previous publisher, Arnold, about the pubHcation in Germany,
whether it was because the latter's financial position had depreciated (as
stated in a letter of Hahnemann's to von Bonninghausen) or whether it was
owing to the remarkable dishke Arnold had shown with regard to Hahnemann's extreme attitude. Consequently, he opened negotiations with the
publisher Schaub of Diisseldorf, who had already undertaken several parts
of the second edition of the " Chronic Diseases " but had experienced some
difficulty with them.
This may be the reason why Hahnemann's hopes
were not fulfilled. In Februar}^ 1842, the revision and extension of the
sixth edition of the " Organon " was complete and in August he had even
announced its " early appearance " {^^^). Then there is no further mention
of it and it remained hidden from sight until the year 1865.
In this period we must place the last treatise of any considerable size,
which Hahnemann wTOte and which he inserted in the fifth part of the second
edition of his " Chronic Diseases," in 1839, ^.s a preface to " Arsenicum
album." There are some fine sentences in it
:

In naming Arsenic powerful memories arrest my mind. WTien the
All-blessed created iron, he accorded the children of men ability to
make from it either the murderous dagger or the gentle ploughshare,
and therewith to slay or to nourish their brethren. How much happier
they would make themselves by applying His gifts only for beneficence's
sake
This was the purpose of their lives, this was His will.
!

In the same way, Hahnemann continues, God is not responsible for the
mischief wrought by potent medicinal substances, which are given in all
kinds of illness according to foolish ideas, without proving their suitability,
and even handed out in large doses by irresponsible authorities. Thereupon
he once more attacks vigorously those who give remedies in one-tenth,
one-half, one or several grains doses, and ridicules the use of a quadrillionth,
a sextillionth or a decillionth part of a grain. He makes a strong stand
against the obvious contradiction that, on the one hand, a reproach of
" poison practice " is raised against homoeopathy whilst, on the other hand,
in homoeopathic remedies " so much is as nothing."
In this connection, he
conducts a special campaign against a certain Dr. Marcus, of Bamburg, who
uses pounds of opium amongst his patients, just as the Berlin physicians
prescribe arsenic for almost every illness like some popular medicine hawked
by barbers' assistants. Then he turns his attention to the " hypocritical
purists," who, as practical physicians, prescribe all sorts of substances,
injurious if wrongly used, but who insist at the same time in announcing
that most medicines are the most terrible poisons with the result that the
only curative remedies left would be couch-grass root, dandehon, oxymeland

—
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raspberry sirop. These people, he says, commit the most outrageous folly.
all the medicinal substances so maligned are injurious and destructive
" Everything
only in so far as they are unskilfully employed by man.
" What
(See also
injurious refers back to the unskilfulness of the user."
"
are
poisons
?
Chapter
IX.)
WTiat
are medicines ?
In the further course of the essay, Hahnemann proceeds to analyse the
objections with regard to the efficacy of high dilutions, particularly in the
case of Arsenic

For

:

:

Practical experience alone and not the superstition of the study,
not the narrow-minded ignorant school dogmatism, which will test
none of its results in practice, can declare what dose of so eminently
potent a drug as Arsenic is small enough to be taken without danger
and, at the same time, to be so potent that it can perform everything
in respect of illness which this medicine (so beneficent, if suitably
adapted and selected for the particular case of disease) was destined
by the Creator to perform according to its nature.
old man of eighty-four years was therefore defending his theory with
the penetrative vigour of earlier times.
If these are no new paths of
thought which he is treading, yet the clarity and force of the general method
of expression and the logical pursuit of the individual proofs are truly
astonishing.

The

all

On the 2nd of July, 1843, at 5 o'clock in the morning, Samuel Hahnemann
died in his house in Paris, No. i, Rue de Milan. The Master had lived
for more than eight\'-eight years
For some time there was the danger that the same uncertainty and dispute
The blame
would arise about the day of his death as about his birthday.
was to be attached to Jahr's obituary in the " Allg. hom. Zeitung," ('^^).
The article bore the date " Paris, June 4th, 1843." It cannot be determined
whether " June " had supplanted " July " by an error in writing by Jahr,
But the statement of the
or whether it was a misprint by the journal.
homceopathic periodical had made so strong an impression in Germany that,
for example, in the year 1884, Dr. Ameke repeated the wrong month in his
otherwise reliable work, " Histor}' of Homoeopathy
Its Origins and
Conflicts " (in the periodical of the Berlin Association of Homceopathic
Phj'sicians).
The error is established by the official death certificate of
which we give a facsimile.
Communications about the last weeks of the Master's life are rather
scanty.
Only the following can be assumed with certaint}' in the middle of
April (the 12th or 13th) Hahnemann was ill again with his usual spring malady,
bronchial catarrh. At first he treated himself. Later he called in the help
of Dr. Chatran.
But the life force of this old man with his eighty-eight
years was used up.
He is said to have felt this and said so. For
weeks nothing was heard of him or of his condition, for his wife kept him
carefully secluded from the external world and allowed only a few intimates
to see the invalid.
The news of his decease passed through Paris repeatedly.
Some time before the end, his daughter Amalie, had arrived in Paris
to visit her father.
But even she was not allowed to see him. In the year
"
1865 her son Leopold Siiss wrote in connection with the " Organon
dispute to the publishers of the " British Journal of Homoeopathy "
!

:

:

:

:

Unfortunately I only saw my grandfather again when he was
drawing his last breaths. I did not even see him in the evening before
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my

his death, although
mother and I had arrived in Paris a whole week
betore.
In spite of our most earnest entreaties and
arguments
and in spite of Hahnemann's own desire to see once
more his favourite
.

.

.

Madame Hahnemann

daughter,

refused us an interview with our dying

relation as hardheartedly as she was decisive
at a time
stiil have been
a position to talk to us and bless us.

m

when he must
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Leopold Siiss-Hahnemann was at that time almost seventeen years old
He might have been allowed to see his
child.
grandfather, even if the latter had been greatly changed by the suffering of

and therefore no longer a

But this was not the case, as is testified by the picture we
past weeks.
Still more inexplicable is the refusal
possess of Hahnemann on his death-bed.
to his mother, Hahnemann's favourite daughter, who, as her father's assistant,
should have had the first claim to stand with his wife at the side of his
death-bed.
Dr. Jahr had maintained the closest relations with Hahnemann in Paris,
as being a former assistant and one of the German homoeopaths living in that
city, but during the whole of the illness his counsel was never sought.
On
the day of Hahnemann's death he received for the first time a short note from
Madame Melanie, in which she asked him to be sure to come that day. He
went immediately but found the Master had been dead five hours. The
following day he had to certify officially this fact as an accredited person
together with Dr. Croserio in the presence of the Mayor of the district.
What Croserio related about the death struggle and the farewells seems to
be too emotional to accept as true. If it were true, however, that Madame
Melanie had allowed friends to see her husband when a touching farewell was
possible, but that daughter and grandson were able to see their relation only
at the last unconscious moments, then there would be clear testimony that
she purposely wished to separate her husband from his German children and
heirs right up to the grave.
This is a significant trait in the character of
tlje

the

woman.

that Madame Melanie's whole conduct was directed
towards making public as little as possible her husband's illness and decease.
She carried out steadfastly this extraordinary purpose with great persistence.
After death had occurred she did not announce it pubhcly and she sent out
no mourning cards not even to the closest friends of the family. Even her
intentions with regard to the funeral were not disclosed by her.
Up to the
time of Jahr's visit she had arranged only two matters. She had ordered
Dr. Gannal to perform the embalming and had requested permission from
the police (which she obtained) to keep the embalmed body at home for
fourteen to twenty days {^^*). The embalming was carried out by a process
patented by the firm of Gannal, wherein aluminium sulphate was used, and
this took place on the 3rd of July, the day after his death.
It is quite certain

—

The body was not placed in the cofiin according to the strict regulations,
as will be shown later.
Why, for example, Dr. Gannal's express request that
the coffin lid should be soldered down, was not obeyed, will always remain
as insoluble an enigma as the motives of Madame Melanie in using a strange
grave, that had already been used twice before, or as the whole of the remarkable behaviour of the widow.
For nine days Madame Melanie kept her husband's body at home. Then
on the rainy morning of July nth, 1S43, the hearse drew up in the court^'ard
of the Hahnemann house.
The coffin was speedily hoisted into the carriage
without much ceremony. According to later accounts of the grandson who.
was present, the widow stormed indignantly at the carriers, when they
scraped the walls somewhat in carrying down the coffin. But this was not
out of respect for the dead, but rather on account of possible expense
necessary for the repair of the wall
Only the widow, the deceased man's
daughter, Amalie, widow of Siiss, with her son Leopold, a young apothecary.
La Thiere, probably a descendant of that painter La Thiere who had adopted
Melanie as his foster-daughter, and some representatives of the servants
followed the hearse on foot to the Montmartre cemetery, a kilometre away ('*-'').
!
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The man, whose name had become famous to the whole of civihsed
mankind, to whom thousands from every cultured country had hastened
to seek help, who had been counted amongst the celebrities of Paris until
a few weeks before, into whose magnificent house the most elite had pressed
their wav, and whose decease was the topic of all classes (despite his wife's
remarkable behaviour) this man was quickly and almost secretly borne away
There was no farewell
to his last resting-place like a beggar on a rainy day.
speech, there was no mark of veneration even from his supporters and those
of his intimate friends who had so often celebrated him in public function,
there was nothing to pay tribute to the importance of an extraordinary man,
no priest, no prayer, no chants, no funeral music. Nobody was allowed by
thought or deed to give worth}^ expression to the solemn moment at the grave
Madame Melanie had kept secret not only the
of this man called to his God.
hour of death but also the time of burial. She had not called to the funeral
a single friend or supporter of homceopathy and had arranged in a very
business-like way for the coffin to descend into the same grave where she had
already put two dead men, who had been associated with her in life. At the
beginning of the " twenties " she had laid her " last President of the French
The
republic," Gohier, to rest, and then, in 1832, the painter La Thiere.
uppermost and third coffin was Hahnemann's.
The mind once so tireless, the man who had been so restlessly active, had at
length found the peace which he had longed for so much -the quiet of No. 1252,
But he was
1st District, 1843, C.P. 324, in the cemetery of Montmartre hill.
not to be allowed to rest there. More than fifty years later, the coffin was
moved again, until at last the place was reached where the dead man's
remains will probably remain for ever.
It was as if Madame Hahnemann completely forgot her husband after
No loving hand
depositing him at Montmartre. The grave was untended.
ever adorned it with fresh flowers not even on the anniversaries so that,
according to unanimous accounts from Parisian homoeopaths, it assumed
an entirely neglected appearance and with time would probably have fallen

—

—

—

into complete oblivion.

—

CHAPTER XX
HAHNEMANN AS MAN OUTWARD APPEARANCE, HANDWRITING, STANDARD OF
CULTURE, KNOWLEDGE OF LANGUAGES, LITERARY STYLE, PHILOSOPHY AND
:

RELIGION, CHARACTER, FEELING FOR THE FINE ARTS, NO POLITICAL BIAS.
" Aly father had the soundest ideas of what can be called good and worthy
These ideas he implanted in me.
Act and be yourself without
of mankind.
simulation ' was his most noteworthy precept, impressed upon me more bv his
example than by his words. Wherever there was anything beneficent to be done,
Ought I not to follow his
he was there with heart and soul often unnoticed.
example ? In his actions he drew the finest distinctions between baseness and
nobility of purpose, with an accuracy which did honour to his tender
In this way, also, he was my teacher. He seemed to have
practical feeling.
ideas of the first principles of creation, of the dignity of humanity and of its
ennobling destiny, that were not in the least inconsistent with his manner of
acting.
This gave me guidance from the heart."
'

—

Samuel Hahnemann.
(Information about the life and writings of German
physicians now living. Hildesheim, 1799.)

WITH

Hahnemann's death a considerable portion of the medical
profession as well as patients received the impression that a great
man had passed away such a one as had not merely represented
an ephemeral phenomenon in the historical development of mankind, but had
left behind an ineffaceable monument.
Now, when the mortal remains of
Hahnemann have been laid to a transient rest in the Montmartre grave,
it seems incumbent on us to draw up a comprehensive presentation of his
personality and to give a supplementary summary of what emerged from a
consideration of his manner of life and the individual sections thereof as a
very definite portrait of his being.
The small thin figure was immediate evidence of the fact that it had not
flourished in rich pastures.
Neither his birth nor his home, nor yet his time
of apprenticeship (in his case, lasting until a mature age) was conducive to
the building up of an imposing frame.
But just as trees which grow slowly
on poor soil make all the harder and firmer wood for their perpetual struggle
against storms, the weather and scanty nutrition, and, at the same time,
reach a high old age, in the same way, Hahnemann's body, externally so
weakly, was yet so sinewy and sound within, so accustomed to the many
repulses, deprivations, bodily and mental exertions, that he was able to be
inexhaustibly active to a very great age far beyond the psalmist's limit.
He was able to follow his profession with indefatigable zeal although
transplanted to foreign soil, in direct contradiction of the old adage which says
that an old plant may not be removed to new ground, a ground practically
opposite to all former conditions of existence.
Only a nature which was sound
to the core and on the outside thoroughly hardened, was able to carry
this through enduringly.

—

—
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However small and mean his external appearance was, it revealed at once
the unusual dignity and the pre-eminent merit of the personality in his
bearing in the street as also within the precincts of the house, when he
received visitors or patients.
Ernst von Brunnow relates in his little book, " View of Hahnemann,"
the external appearance of the man had sufficed to attract his attention as
a student, and Franz Hartmann repeatedly portrays the extraordinary
impression which this man, so unimposing in external build, always created.
Even his second wife emphasises with obviously unfeigned warmth of feeling
the effect produced by his outward personality on her, the young Parisienne.
In particular, it was his facial expression, his physiognomy, which had
so captivating an effect.
The long low arch of the skull, bald at an early age,
with flowing locks of white hair only at the temples and behind, was sufficient

b}^

Hahxemaxx Plaque,
David von Angers (1839).

indication, together with the fine high brow, of the earnest thinker.

The

extraordinarily developed cranium curved outward considerably to the rear
and the lower part of the occiput was fashioned in a further protuberance.
Such a skull was bound to enclose an unusually large and richly stored brain,
was bound to be the workshop of a master mind. The eyes deeply sunk
below the brow gazed clearly on the world and remained so keen of
sight that they never needed recourse to glasses even in old age.
To
the face they accorded an expressive mingling of natural kindliness and
relentlessly clear earnestness, permeated by self-sacrificing love
and
devotion to his fellow men. The predominant nose with its sharp outline,
the firmly closed mouth and thin lips, and the somewhat protruding chin,
revealed the inexorable discipline and energy of the man both towards himself

and towards

his environment.
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His hands corresponded with his whole body

;

they were almost feminine

in their delicate appearance, but to the experienced observer the}^ betrayed
the energetic quahty of the man (^^^).

The handwriting seemed to be the natural outcome of such hands and
such a build, for from its neatness and smallness it might have been a woman's
hand, whereas from its firmness, its decisiveness, its uniformity it was
undoubtedly a male handwriting " with character in it." His great sense of
economy was betrayed by his choice of simple cheap paper, used in every case
He always wrote his letters on the
for letters and literary communications.
smallest imaginable piece of paper which he filled from top to bottom, never
Like all his written copy these letters are models
leaving any large spaces.
Alterations and corrections are relatively few a proof of the
of neatness.
author's concentration on his subject matter, of the clear-sighted keenness
of his thought processes, of the complete mastery of the theme written about
and of his excellence in the use of language. Where alterations seemed
necessary, they were added with the greatest neatness and clearness often

—

—

in the smallest space.
Line follows closely

line, every line going straight as an arrow across
seems broken (as in the signature and date of his
last'letter to his friend Bonninghausen) the disintegration of mind and body,
the end, is close at hand.
The individual characters are carefully made, delicate and neat, so that
the handwriting not infrequently has the appearance of an engraving and its
contemplation always affords an almost artistic delight. The man's whole
picture seems to shine forth from his writing (^^^j
As Hahnemann used mostly rough paper for his writings of the earlier
years, his neat and dehcate lettering was only possible by the use of an unsplit
But in 1833 he, who never denied innovations and progress in anv
quill.
branch of life, seems to have adopted the use of a steel pen. In October,
1833, his son-in-law, Dellbriick, sent him the first steel pen with an ink powder
suitable for it and since frequent consignments from him and from Dr.
Schweikert followed, it may be assumed that from that time onwards Hahnemann used nothing but steel pens. The subsequent choice of a smoother
writing-paper would also support this view (see Supplement 187).
A physique like Hahnemann's so delicate b\' nature could only be made
This began in his father's home in
fit and kept so by constant hardening.
What physical development the boy lost
the strict parsimony of his youth.
by his hard and continuous stud}' at school, the student in Leipsic partly
regained, he tells us, and during his whole life he was always intent on
getting a little exercise every day in the open air, even in bad weather.
His power of physical endurance was still further increased bv the
remarkable asceticism of the man. The only luxury Hahnemann allowed
himself even in times of increasing prosperity was the enjoyment of a mild
He scarcely ever drank wine, tea or coffee.
sweet beer and a pipe.

the page.

Where the

on

line

Generally speaking, work was to him the miracle spring of eternal youth.
" Late at night one lies down to rest, dead-tired and after a short sleep one
gets up in the morning fresh and strengthened for new work."
In these
words, written on a certain occasion to Stapf, lies part of the great
secret of his unusual energy for work, an energy continually renewed
until his declining years.
In his case there was as little question of
lazy apathy, of enervating idleness or of plaintive repose, as there was of
extravagance or paralyzing indulgences.
All this was bound to create
and increase an extraordinary capacity for output. Dr. Dudgeon, of
London, wrote
:

—
ENORMOUS LITERARY OUTPUT
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We may form some idea of Hahnemann's immense industry when
consider that he proved about ninety [in reality one hundred
R.H.] different medicines, that he wrote upwards of seventy original
works on chemistry and medicine, some of which were in several thick
volumes, and translated about twenty-four works from the English,
French, Italian, and Latin, on chemistry, agriculture, and general
literature many of which were in more than one volume.
Besides this
he attended to the duties of an immense practice, corresponding and
consulting, and those who know the care and time he expended on
every case, the accuracy with which he registered every symptom,
and the carefulness with which he sought for the proper remedy, will
be able to estimate what a Herculean labour a large practice so conducted must have been. \\'hen I add that he was an accomplished
classical scholar and philologist, and that he had more than a superficial
we

acquaintance with botany, astronomy, meteorology, and geography,
shall be forced to acknowledge that his industry and working powers
bordered on the marvellous.

we

In

making

this

Dudgeon had no idea of the innumerable
Hahnemann's sick registers and repertories or of

criticism

compendious volumes

of

the number of patients' letters, addressed to him, which even to-day are too
numerous to read through. All of them he studied carefully and, having
written on the top a short summary of his answer, he despatched a prompt
and detailed reply to each.
A man who spent so much time at his writing desk and in his medical
consulting room, could not possibly present to the world a pohshed appearance.
Besides, there was no need for him to shine in pubhc intercourse or
to be celebrated.
He withdrew to the fastness of his own house almost hke
an unsociable hermit. But wherever he was obliged to appear in public, as,
for example, during his tenure of office at Leipsic University, he did so with a
striking affectation of manner which seems incompatible with his sober nature,

otherwise so decidedly manly. Yet, this is partly understandable. Here
was a man inexperienced and awkward in society, but who was as convinced
of his own merits as he was enthusiastic for his life's work.
He was keenly
desirous of obtaining some appreciation from the external world and the
natural consequence was that in assuming a garb strange to him he should
strike an artificial attitude.
Mockery was all he achieved at the hand of the
superficially minded onlookers.
This awkward bearing may have been chiefly the result of his
education during the years of youth, and his process of development.
In the narrow, parsimonious conditions of the provincial home and in his
father's notion of esteeming more highly the " real " than the " apparent,"
there was probably the tendency to underestimate the unquestionable value
of good manners of address and perhaps to neglect their usage.
But the
main reason lay in the introspective nature of the boy, in his overpowering
bent for study and his desire to acquire as much intellectual knowledge as
possible.
It was the classical languages which attracted him most of all and for
which he was pre-eminently gifted. The turn of his mental development
was undoubtedly towards the humanities. And yet quite early there were
obvious strong tendencies towards the so-called " science " subjects in the
wider sense. Amongst the natural sciences botany attracted him particularly.
His very considerable knowledge in this subject was of great use to him later
as a doctor.
At the same time from a very early age he was interested
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in chemistry with an earnestness and zeal quite unknown to most doctors
He realised the great importance of chemistry and botany for
of his time.

medical science and his

first

works, as well as his independent chemical

and research, earned for him the repute of being a " gifted
chemist." The subject of ph3'sics was not unknown to him, as is proved bv
In fact there was
a diary, still extant, containing sketches he had drawn.
scarcelv any branch of human knowledge to which he was indifferent.
For
a time, as we learn from his correspondence with Stapf, entomology attracted
investigations

him.

From his numerous translations it has become evident that he was just
as much master of English, French and Italian as he was of the ancient
Even Hebrew and Chaldaic were not entirelv
languages, Latin and Greek.
his habilitation speech proves that.
The following shows
foreign to him
the opinion of Principal Albrecht, who was a personal friend of Hahnemann
;

:

That Hahnemann was a master in linguistics, in the knowledge
modern languages is shown by his numerous translations. But this
knowledge had not at all prejudiced his love of ancient philolog}' he
was a thorough philologist. In this Hes partly the reason for his
of

;

friendship with Professor Adam Bej'er, a research worker in languages.
of them met at times in the evening and were most ardently
interested in syntactical and advanced subjects of criticism in Latin
and the Leipsic professor paid great attention
and Greek philology
to his medical friend's opinion in any philological controversy.

The two

;

His wide and profound knowledge of foreign languages was the foundation
unusual skill in the use of his own tongue. It enriched the form of
Hahnemann's own style as known to us from his numerous works and from
his letters.
The wealth of form, the vigour and the swing of his language
Unrestrained anger and passionate
vie with its clarity and penetrative power.
indignation are to be found along with gentleness and warmth of feehng.
He
could talk and yet scold, he could move to emotion and admonish in his
firmly instructive way.
He was an exceptional master of his oum language
and in this respect he was quite worthy to take his place in the literarv period
of his

known in German literature as the Classical Period.
emphasis, since we possess no definite references in his
writings to a close intellectual connection with any of the contemporary
German poets or intellectual giants. Not a word is mentioned of Goethe
or Schiller.
Only Lessing, that skilled master of the pure German language,
is mentioned in a letter to Stapf in a reference to his polemic writings of a
philosophically religious character.
It is only with his increasing years that
Hahnemann's language becomes heavier and more turgid. He forms
uncommonly long sentences with frequent interpolations and explanatory
parentheses.
In this way the construction of his sentences becomes blurred
and difficult to understand it is, indeed, laborious to work through them.
But his letter style remains almost up to the last as it always was easy, fluent
and exact of word. At times he rises in his letters to the enthralling
magnificence of his writings, intended for publicity. Although he frequently
had recourse to familiar quotations, particularly from the Latin, his conscious
desire was to write good German.
He exhorts Constantine Hering to induce
American homoeopaths to write in their German mother tongue without
impure loan words. For, in that medium he said, the truth of homoeopathy
had first been preached.
Hahnemann's style as well as his whole personality was strongly influenced
by his interest for philosophy. He felt attracted to it, but the philosophers
of his time,

This

which

is

calls for special

;

—
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Philosophy he recognised
their works offered him httle satisfaction.
to be the pre-supposition, the foundation and the starting point of all

and

knowledge

:

Philosophy represents the highest ideal towards which the human
Philosophy is not only the
is imbued with a desire to struggle.
highest of all sciences, it is also the basis and the fundamentals of all
others.
No science can exist without philosophy, for without its help

mind

it

the level of a handicraft or at
true above all of medicine.

falls to

This

is

any rate

of a subsidiary subject.

Brought up by his father in the " soundest notions " of what is good and
noble, accustomed from early youth to think and judge for himself, he had
already at school developed his mind from the material offered by the ancient
languages, which in themselves lead to a philosophic process of thought.
The Prince's School, which he was able to attend, had become by its particular
attention to the classical languages a cultural ground for philosophy.
whole cultural development was permeated by philosophy. Since
was that of medicine, he was bound to return sooner or later to
a more detailed study of philosophy, if we are to attach any importance to
the above statement. From the purely formal point of view his whole method
of written description and proof reveals a philosophically trained mind and
Jean Paul's well-known criticism (" Scattered Leaves," Vol. II, p. 192)
describing Hahnemann as a double-headed prodig}' of philosophy and learning
characterises briefi}^ but accurately the peculiar nature of the profound mind.
The whole conduct of his life marks the progressive philosopher, who could
bear aU the inconveniences of hfe (no slight matter in his case) with the stoical
dignity of his order, and who was not to be thrown out of his course or made

Thus

his

his vocation

overbearing by the fortunate circumstances of his later life. Undismayed
by misfortune, satisfied in humble conditions, unassuming in the hour of
fortune, always seeking and linding contentment in his work, never underestimating or forgetting the moral principles of human society, he proceeded
on his way with certainty and a tine sense of tact.
\\Tiat particular philosophic system he supported is not discernible from
his writings or his letters.
It seems very questionable whether he definitely
accepted any special system. He should rather be regarded as an eclectic
who selected from each system the best for his own view of life and the world.
From his schooldays onwards he had followed Descartes, Spinoza and
Leibnitz (whose systems dominated the schools of the time) and then
proceeded to vitahsm and to the Naturahsm of Schelling and Hegel. He
advanced beyond this to spiritualism and for a time lost his way in occultism.
In temperament and development, both as man and as physician, he was a
strong opponent of materialism.
With all his emphasis on scientific
exactitude and empiric certainty as the starting point of his therapeutic
reform he rejected materialism equally as an outlook on life and as a fundament of his new theory. This point of view is clearly marked in the different
stages of development of homoeopathy, in the conception of dynamisation,
in potentising, in giving medicine to smell and in the long intervals between
the individual smaU doses. The essentially material had to yield more and
more ground and the purely spiritual (the dynamic) came more and more
into the forefront.
Hence we have in the end Hahnemann's outspoken

tendency towards mesmerism.
But, on the other hand, he took for his own purposes the basic thoughts
of doubt from materialism.
He took up a definitely conscious standpohit
from facts of experience and rejected every philosophic speculation which
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did not agree with the latter. For this reason Kant was too impracticably
Of
abstract for him and not clear enough in his manner of presentation.
Plato he complains that he is only valuable when he speaks intelligibly and
His criticism of the philosophers after Kant is that they
expressively (^^^).
wrote " even more mystically " than Kant, that they composed too freely
in fancy and that they had therefore not kept to the bounds of experience.
He refers in the first place all philosophic dogmas to medicine and to his own
He believes that " his transformation of medicine would not have
doctrine.
had so severe a struggle if the philosophers of his generation had not been
such imaginative mystics and disregarded the facts of experience." On the
other hand, Wunderhch says in his " History of Medicine," that the naturalist
philosophy of the Hegel and Schelling movement actually afforded help to
the rising of homoeopathy.
Closely Hnked with Hahnemann's philosophic view of life is his attitude
towards religion. Born of protestant parents, baptised and brought up as a
protestant he never at any time professed to be a Lutheran or a Protestant.
Even the guiding principles he ascribes to his father allow us in no wise to
suspect a narrow confessional attitude. Never in his later life is there any
sign of a biassed protestant tendency.
Like so many of his contemporaries Hahnemann was a deist (^^9). These
religious free-thinkers who found their home in England in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, and who represented the prevailing movement
there, particularly in the higher and educated classes, tried to find amidst
all the positive religions of the earth the one natural rehgion of a faith in a
living God, the Creator and Supporter of the whole world and of every
But the most important fact for each man, they taught, was not
individual.
to believe merely in the individual principles and tenets of a definite religion,
but rather for each man to be imbued with the necessity of a moral and good
life.
It was not that the Christian religion or still less a confessionary religion
of the churches was the only true one, but rather that in all religions these
main principles of the " Natural religion " were to be sought and found.
Thus, Hahnemann considered the principles of Confucius, which he had
learned to know, to be higher than those of Christ, whom he called a " fervid
Free from all restricting sense of
emotionalist " in contrast to Confucius.
formal obligation, such as is inseparable from a church faith, Hahnemann's
belief in a God permeating every creature. All-beneficent, All-embracing,
Omnipresent, was the impulse of his every action and the deepest source of
his philanthrop5^
With Hahnemann this faith in all its childlike simplicity and fervour
had assumed an almost fanatic sway. It had become one of the poles of his
whole life, determining his course of action in all things. He was more and
more firmly convinced that fate, a living and beneficent God, had chosen him
as His tool in order that mankind, after the errors and vacillations of a
thousand years, should be shown the very efficacious truth and help in his
new method of heahng. Consequently, he had not merely to instruct, he
He was the working tool of the Divine
had, above all, to effect cures himself.
Will and therefore he was full of confidence, full of a firm conviction that
if the rescue
his method of healing and his remedies could help and rescue
Hence the harshness in his duel with
lay at all within the purpose of God.
Hence the inexorableness with which, right up
the allopathic physicians.
to his death, he pursued vacillating or dissentient disciples of his theory.
It was not as the individual, autocratic creator of a new therapeutic process
but as the chosen representative of the All-supporting, living God, that he
had to act in this way inexorable, impartially stern, untroubled about the

—

—
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consequences or the animosities of the dispute ('^°). " Physicians are my
brothers on earth." Whatever he did, was nothing but his duty towards
God, of Whom he awaited the most gracious gratitude and rewards in the

Beyond.
This conception of the Supreme Being and of the task apportioned to him
stood in the closest relationship to his medical reform laws, as was seen in
God Himself was not visible, not
our discussion of his philosophic views.
estimable, not perceivable by the senses, but He was existing. All-powerful,
All-permeating, transfusing every creature. This conviction strengthened
him in his idea (almost revolutionising at that time) of the efficacy of small
and extremely small doses in high and extremely high dilutions, such as
cannot be perceived by the senses or determined by science. The extension
of this belief and its application to therapeutics led him finally to courses,
which, even in his life-time, divided him from a great part of his adherents
and which were largely abandoned by his later disciples as not belonging
The reformer and research worker,
to the realms of science and pure therapy.
who had at first proceeded on purely scientific lines, starting always from
experiences and constructing on them his new theory of healing, had become
in the eighth and ninth decades of his life a mystic devotee in the province of
religion. In this way he had allowed himself to be led astray into the notorious
extravagances of letting patients smell highly diluted medicine and so on.
The unusually early age at which he entered Freemasonry obviously had
The principles of a universal
its effect on his philosophic and religious views.
helpful love for one's fellows, the demand for unceasing effort towards one's
own moral perfection, the belief in the rule of an Omnipresent living God,
" the x'Mmighty Architect of the Universe," were bound to attract a man like
Hahnemann and fill him with enthusiasm. Many of his letters and many
places in his writings show typically masonic ways of thinking and masonic
language
:

The ever-beneficent Godhead animating the infinite universe
dwells in us also and gives us our faculty of reason as the highest,
inestimable endowment, whilst from the fullness of His own moral
character He implants in our conscience a spark of holiness.

Even when we depart from this life, the Great, unique and infinite
Being, Who suffuses happiness into all men, will continue to instruct
us how to approach His perfect blessedness by further acts of goodness
and

to

become more

like

unto

Him

till all

eternity.

becomes apparent how philosophic conceptions
permeated his whole line of thought and how he
made the connection betwe'en them and his calling. In the essay " On the
value of external splendour. Something towards the promotion of contentment " he concludes his dialogue, " Socrates and Physon " (1795) with the

From

all his

and a deep

writings

it

religious feeling

:

magnificent sentences

:

Do you know the man who just went past
?
From his countenance with its

dressed in a coarse
venerable signs of age
It is Eumenes, the
there looks forth a universal love of his brethren.
The many thousands which his science brings him in each
physician.
year, are not devoted to splendid country seats or to the other proud
appendages of luxury. His happiness is in doing good.
us,

woollen cloth

In "
idea

:

On

the choice of a family physician," he lays

down

this

fundamental
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In a slanderous mind no love of mankind can exist and the head
turned to pompous show, a false self-imposed reputation and all those
ignoble \va\-s of making one's self popular, exclude the possibility of
genuine merit.

Then he proceeds to describe, detail by detail, his conception of the
true physician.
His " View of Professional Liberality at the Commencement of the
Nineteenth Century " (1801) reaches its climax in the" sentence
:

The advancement

of every means (even the slightest) to save
or to secure health and safety (a beneficent Godhead revealed
this sublime, this most wonderful of all sciences !) must be a sacred
Away with all the baser passions
duty to the real physician.
at the altar of his sublime Godhead, WTiose priests we are

human

life

.

.

.

!

In his incisive letter " on the great necessity of a regeneration in
medicine " (180S) he breaks out into these words, betraying deep feeling
!

The ever-loving fatherly goodness of Him, for WTiom no
worthy name can be found. Who tends all and cares for the

sufficiently

infinitesimal needs of the little animals in the dust, invisible to the

human

Who

propagates throughout His whole creation
abundant plentitude should He be capable of
such tj'ranny as not to allow that His creature man, out of the immense
kingdom of the universe, should find a way of dissipating from amongst
his brethren those evils which are often worse than death itself ?
Should man be prevented from this even after exercising that penetrative
mind which was instilled into him from above ?
Rather than give tongue to this blasphemy I would have forsworn
sharpest

life

eye,

and prosperity

in

—

.

all

an

.

.

the school systems of the world.

Full of a pure moral feeling he offers, particular!}' to the higher classes,
" On
unintimidated picture of themselves in his essay
the
:

satisfaction of our animal requirements " (1795)

:

In the more comfortably situated classes it is imagined that a
manifold enjoyment stimulating the senses in every way means hving
" Ihavehvedto the full," says the enervated libertine.
in the real way.
But I think he has missed a great deal.
The real source of
a keen inexhaustible enjoj'ment, the generous donor of happiness
is moderation.
.

.

.

.

Thus does Hahnemann always soar above the physician. In his purity
and capacity for enthusiasms, in his frankness and fearlessness he
becomes a seer of the Godhead he acknowledges.
ReUgion and philosophy show their effects on him in a train of
characteristics of the rarest and most distinctive type.
Their origins can
of purpose

be traced back to his youthful training in the family home.
The most pronounced fundamental trait in his nature is an extremely
powerful desire to be active, an indomitable persistence and tenacity in the
pursuit of his life's aim.
Without regard for difficulties or disappointments
he. went on towards his purpose. This was shown even as a child when his
father wished to force him to a calling which did not appeal to him and for
which he did not feel suited. As a poor student in Leipsic he had to find his
own means of sustenance by translating works, the subject matter of which

HIS SOLITARINESS
must have been largely foreign to him (rabies, physiological experiments)
and in spite of his extremely limited means he attended \'ienna University
because it offered him a better chance of completing his education than
his native Saxom*.
Again as a scholar he had to conduct his own chemical
;

experiments to obtain new vistas of this important auxiliary subject to
Finally, as a physician, convinced of the imperfection of the old
method of healing (because of its indefensibility) he struggled onwards from
stage to stage of new discoveries and, until the goal was attained, he was not
Even when
to be diverted by need, deprivation or antagonisms of any kind.
the end was reached and the new theory of healing created and proved, when
external circumstances of life might have afforded him some leisure, his
creative impulse stiU urged him on to work. He permittedhimself totakerest
only when death compeUed him.
Closely related to this restless creative impulse is a severe harshness
observed towards himself and towards others. He never spared himself.
On that account he was a strict father of his children. His patients, too, were
otherwise, he
obUged to submit unconditionally to his dispensations
censured them in very strong terms and threatened to cease his treatment.
This utter regardlessness, which was not the harsh unconcern of the self-seeker
thinking merely of his own welfare, but that of a man ordained by fate to a
During
great mission, prevented the formation of any very close friendship.
the whole of his life he did not have one really intimate friend. The existence
of friendly relations had their origin and their continuance solely in his lifework. Everyone who came into close personal contact with him, was only
an agent in the exploitation of his therapeutic theory. From the start, his
hard time of youth, full of deprivation, had denied him friends. His friends
medicine.

;

and bej^ond (Stapf, Rummel, Gross) had come to him
homoeopathy and were bound to him only by that
von Gersdorff and von Bonninghausen, merely united
in the fate of homoeopathy with an interest for its creator

of the Leipsic period

solely in the service of
tie.

The

their

deep interest

nobles,

"

Consequently, the correspondence with all these " friends
seldom goes be\'ond homoeopathic questions and medical matters and onh^
occasionally touches upon the family affairs, and other concerns of the
Master's life, which, after all, are most important to close and intimate friends.
In this connection (but not forgetting his severe burden of work) we have also
to notice his extremely slack observance of freemasonry to which, as we have
Constantly we meet this
seen above, he was inwardly greatly attracted.
remarkable disinclination to form an intimate and devoted association with
other men.
He wished to stand alone " Everyone can reckon only with
certainty on himself the strong is mightiest alone."
In addition, there was underlying this seclusion and desire to stand alone
Antagonism
a distrust, which grew greater with the number of his years.
and difficulties, often called forth by his harshness towards others and by his
regardless persistence in the pursuit of his aims, heightened this unpleasant
characteristic, so that it amounted to a most violent enmity towards every
person of a divergent opinion and sometimes reached the morbid. That he
For it was
did not spare allopathic physicians was surely understandable.
a battle between the majority of the medical world, holding the power
and all its advantages, and the innovator, regardless and disconcerting.
Attack provoked counter-attack. But it is less easy to understand or to
justify the violence with which he attacked and pursued even such allopathic
physicians as were normally his defenders who allowed him just appreciation
and who protected him as far as was compatible with their convictions
(Hufeland). But he acted in conformity with the bibhcal dictum

and Master.

:

—

:

i3>^
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Because thou art luke-warm, and neither hot nor
my mouth. (Rev. iii. i6.)

cold,

I

will

spew

thee out from

^

This was shown much more harshly in the case of some of his own
adherents and students. Whoever was not unconditionally on his side, was
considered his opponent and was rejected by him. Thus it came about that
amongst his first students there was scarcely a single one (with the exception
of Stapf), with whom he had not fallen out for a shorter or longer period.
From others, such as Hartmann and Griesselich, who had been formerly in
His behaviour towards
close connection with him, he broke away entirely.
Trinks justifies completely the harsh complaint of morbidity, just applied.
The most earnest representations and mediations of other friends (Gross and
Hennicke) were without avail in this instance. This intolerance in his actual
profession, the .science of healing, stands in direct contrast to his forbearance
It is only explicable to a certain extent by his unswerving
in other matters.
On the 28th of April, 1833, he wrote to his
belief in his divine mission.
disciple, Dr. Aegidi
:

The purifying and separating of the true from the false which
t
undertook with the highest motives and which has the unmitigated
approval of the best and most dependable of my students, must draw
the world's attention to real values. What have you to fear from a
frank and earnest separation of pure homoeopath}^ from that humbugging
which must be the grave of homoeopathy if it is allowed to continue
advertising itself as genuine and gradually insinuating allopathy again
The science and I
a very convenient resource for the sluggards ?
have need of fewer but truer adherents. I do not wish to see my
I wish
colleagues increased by a large number of those false coiners.
to count as mine only a few good men and true.
I

—

Two

days later he again wrote to Aegidi

:

It affords me gratification that you appreciate the fact that,
f
as long as I live, I feel obliged to steer clear of the abominations of
this allopathizing.
I must separate the sheep from the goats.

t

His suspicion amounting almost to rancour was so deep that he declared
on another occasion, whoever should deviate from his theory by a hair's
breadth was a traitor with whom he would have nothing to do.
This attitude of distrust and suspicion, fired by a passionate intolerance
and implacable hatred, was the more regrettable since it repulsed capable men
of vigour (Moritz Miiller) and scared immediately allopaths who would have
In this way Hahnemann
liked to become acquainted with homoeopath}-.
injured most himself and his cause, but above all his pet idea, the Leipsic
hospital.
Even intimate friends of Hahnemann and homoeopathy realised
and regretted these faults in his nature which became the more grossly
emphatic as time went on, but they were unable to alter them.
A further evil, making itself graduall}' more apparent in him, was a great
susceptibility to tale-bearing and uncritical attention to dubious informatory
whisperings.
With extraordinary credulity Hahnemann, particularly in the
seclusion of the Kothen period, Hstened to calumnies against the " Half-

homoeopaths," especially if they were embellished with a glorification of his
" pure " theory and with flatteries and assurances of devotion to his person
and his work. It was exactly on such occasions that his lack of worldly
wisdom, knowledge of men and calm judgment was revealed. The bias of
his attitude, often overhastily adopted, an ever-growing egotism and a certain

\
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incapacity for charitable criticism repeatedly prevented a reasonable
reconciliation with friends and students who had not been able as yet to break
away completely from the medicine of the schools. It may have been that

thev wished to save the good extant in the latter systems for homoeopathy,
To the
or perhaps they did not yet feel quite certain of the new method.
astonishment of the exiled, he would sometimes resume the old relationship
after a lapse of years by addressing to them a cordial letter and including no
reference to the interval or to the reasons for his behaviour up to that time.
In the retirement of his fifteen years' sojourn in Kothen this one-sidedness
increased more and more even in professional matters. As a result of his
refusal to visit patients and his determination to ignore all the literature on
his subject he became narrower and more intolerant in his views.
As time
went on he disregarded to a large extent all research and all progress in the
treatment of acute diseases apart from surgical efforts. He preferred
chronic and particularly psoric cases and bestowed upon them the whole
This is evident not merely from his numerous
of his acumen and care.
patients' registers but also from the supplement to his " Organon " and
from the great expectations he attached to the publication of his " Chronic

—

Diseases."

Against these unfortunate consequences of his indomitable persistence
to himself and others there were also important good points
Hi? complete .seclusion from any active
excelling the former in their efficacy.
intercourse enabled him to concentrate on the perfectly progressive ideas
of his new process of healing.
He was able to devote to them all his energy.
Thus nothing could hinder him in this task, nobody could divert his attention.
The elaboration of his therapeutic theory without any extraneous interference
is consequently the purest, most original work of his profound investigations
and of his abundantly gifted mind. This gives the structure of his theory,
its completeness, its almost perfect completeness even at the first appearance
of the " Organon."
But at the same time it gave him continual stimulation,
time and vigour for an unbiassed development of his theories and for their
proving on patients.
Nevertheless, the hostile attacks, the unju.st calumnies of his opponents
and the defections of his students pained him most deeply. This is expressed
in his writings from the turn of the century and in his letters up to his death,
very often in words of grieved complaint and fiery indignation. Not
infrequently he felt himself to be innocently persecuted and in his posthumous
works there is a phrase which, as it were in the form of an epitaph, reads like
" liber tandem quiesco "
the last sigh of a martyr
" At last I rest in
"
peace
A further predominant feature in Hahnemann's character, as has
been already noted, was his conscientiousness. Amongst the most touching
confessions is that statement from his letter " to a physician of high standing,
"
on the great necessity of a regeneration in medicine

and severity

—

:

!

!

—

To become in this way [the usual method of healing R.H.l
a murderer or a mutilator of mv fellow men was a most terrible thought
to me, so terrible and disturbing that I gave up my practice altogether
during the first years of married life and I scarcely treated anyone
professionally for fear of doing harm.

One result of his conscientiousness was that he ended by dispensing all
his own medicines.
He did not trust the accuracy or the dependabiUty of
the contemporary apothecaries and on these qualities he considered the
efficacy of his homoeopathic dilutions to rest.
Thus he came to loggerheads
17
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with the apothecaries, violent disputations with them continuing right up to
his Kothen period (1820).
He disdained the wa}' of escape from these battles
and persecutions followed by other homoeopaths, namely, by dispensing the
medicines themselves but leaving the sale to the apothecaries. He was too
conscientious to practise other similar evasions, for example, by secret dispensing himself or by making arrangements with some apothecary who
would prepare the homoeopathic medicine to his requirements and to whom
he would then recommend all his patients. All these expedients were
repulsive to his conscientiousness and he preferred to bear the brunt of a
continuous and violent warfare which, from the time of his dispensing his
remedy for scarlet fever followed him from place to place until the conclusion
of the battle in Leipsic with the Court's judgment against him (1S20).
After the first discovery of the heahng principle (1796) he collated the
effects of injurious medicines and poisons from all the old and recent literature
(pharmaceutical and toxicological) which was at his disposal.
I began to collect the unfortunate accidents which occasional
observers had related when medicines in large quantities had entered
the stomach of healthy men experiences which they had described in
their books without any set purpose.

—

Thus he obtained, in the years 1796-98 a partly usable materia medica,
with the help of which he began to treat his patients according to his newly
discovered therapeutic principle.
But he soon noticed that the extant
reports of others were inadequate, inaccurate and consequently thoroughly
unreliable.
He therefore arrived at a further determination namety, to
observe the effect of medicines on himself.

—

I

made

it

a serious occupation for myself to prove several drugs

on the healthy human body.

The results of these investigations were then collected in his book
Fragmenta de viribus medicamentorum." In triumph he was able to
:

"

declare

:

to heal had not yet been entered upon.
It was my
proceed along it with m}^ own strength and m\' own means of
I proceeded, consoled and happy.

The only way
lot to

help.

was the greatest, the supremest sacrifice demanded
For the sake of his research he risked his own
health and even his life, the health and life of his own children. For love of
his fellow men he carried through this tremendous venture against life and
death, or, at any rate, against sickness.
For such it was in his time. Nobody
really knew what effects the poisons and medicines intended for administration would have on the patient.
Three years after the publication of the
" Fragmenta," the Royal physician. Dr. Briickmann, of Brunswick, wrote
in a partly derisive and partly serious strain
Strictly speaking, that

of his conscientiousness.

:

Should Mr. Hahnemann continue to conduct many more such
experiments on his own person, I should be afraid of an undermining
of his whole system and particularh' of his brain.
Really these experiments should be conducted on criminals who have merited death.
If all physicians were obliged or were willing to make such experiments
on themselves, I fear that thev would all be mutilated in soul and
body.
(See Vol. II.)
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As late as the year 1811, in a review of the " Organon " in the
" Medizinisch-Chirurg. Ztg.," proving of medicines on the healthy subject
is regarded not only as questionable but as unpermissible.
It is safe to assume that every other physician, every ordinary man
would have shrunk from what Hahnemann, in his conscientious zeal as an
investigator, performed himself and what he demanded of his children, so
dearly loved as they were. But when it is a question of a science, the
ultimate aim of which is to save human life, any shirking in the task of making
When it was seen
one's self thoroughly competent would amount to a crime.
that injurious results did not follow upon these experiments, he went a step
farther and included other people, students and friends, in these provings
How cautiously he proceeded in these cases His letters to
of medicines.
Stapf, Franz, etc., show clearly what measures he took to preserve the pro vers
from injurious effects. He always warned them to stop the proving or to
take antidotes whenever the symptoms shown become too pernicious.
Moreover, he always laid stress on the fact that the proving should not be
allowed to lead to any injury to health. Thus, whilst venturing the new
process boldly in his own person, his scruples covered students and friends
engaged in the same experiments with the greatest care imaginable. The
most invaluable results for the science of healing are the outcome of this
energy, persistence, conscientiousness and self-sacrifice. They are established
for all time in the six volumes of his " Materia Medica Pura " and in the four
volumes of the " Chronic Diseases."
!

Together with his persistence and his conscientiousness there is connected
In
prominent characteristic, namely, his endless industry.
his youth he was fashioned that way, and his father educated him in
the same sense. The acquirement of foreign languages made its demands
upon him and he could never know too much. As a twelve year old boy he
mastered Latin and Greek to such an extent that his teachers were able to
use him as an additional tutor for backward scholars. Later he learned
French, Enghsh and Italian and he availed himself during his sojourn in
Hermannstadt of the opportunity to become acquainted with the languages
of that mixture of peoples who had gathered together in this extreme southWith uncommon zeal he collected careful extracts
easterly town of Europe.
from his reading and studying of foreign works. In time, therefore, and aided
by his brilliant memory, he acquired that abundance of material and wide
knowledge, which we meet with in his own works be they translations,
revisions or independent creations, as an incalculable list of bibhography.
In this respect his contemporaries (even his opponents) could not deny him
This journalistic work was accomplished
admiration and recognition.
together with the daity increasing burden of his professional duties as oral
and corresponding consultant. How carefuUy and with what detail he
how he diagnosed each symptom of
proceeded in every individual case
disease, how he tabulated the same and so created his gigantic patients'
registers
a more detailed account of this will be given in the next chapter,
where he is described as a physician.
In the face of such a tremendous load of work it was not surprising that
he should at times lose heart and despair of his power, that he should give up
exhausted, seeing no way of escape from difficulties. But with Herculean
effort his industry and strength were able right up to a great age to conquer
the continual tasks which awaited him daily.
His industry was not without success. In time he left need and anxiety
behind him. He collected first a smaU fortune and then a large one. Even
in these better days the family lived with the utmost economy and the
a

further

—

;

—
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Man and wife seem to have been thoroughly unanimous
greatest simplicity.
Years of deprivation and real need had taught both equally
in this matter.
to treasure the value of an assured patrimony, and both contributed in their
own way to retain and increase what had been gained the husband by his
unceasing labours, the wife by economy, parsimony and simphcity in the
household. From this attitude is probably to be explained the extremelv
simple education and nature of the daughters.
The reproach was once made against Hahnemann (and not merely by
his opponents) that his marked acquisitive sense betrayed itself much too
In fact, he was later outspokenly condemned as
often in inelegant ways.
avaricious.
cannot acquiesce in these reproaches without some
qualification.
Even if we have to admit that a light-hearted generosity on
the large scale was not natural to Hahnemann, and that the seclusion of his
own professional circle and of his own trains of thought brought him little
into contact with the need and sufferings of his fellow men, yet there are not
wanting testimonies to prove the contrar}^ (e.g. the Gernss case the fact that
he regularly treated free a number of people without means, that he received
in his home young physicians like Riickert and Jahr who had no means of
subsistence).
Furthermore it should be remembered how sorely Hahnemann
had to bear the need and sufferings of life during the whole of his youth and
for the greater part of his adult life.
For the whole of this time (extending
longer than a generation) he was compelled to practice economy and
deprivation, especially when his family was increasing so rapidly and when
frequent removals entailed large expenditure.
If, then, on fortune's wheel

—

We

;

turning more happily for him in later years, he appreciated more keenly than
others the beneficence of an assured patrimony, of sufficient wealth, if he
tried to keep a firm hold on what he had earned so laboriously and if possible
to increase the same, it is after all quite understandable.
People who have
worked themselves up with great painstaking, are rarely accustomed to

become extravagant in their
Somewhat contradictory

affluence.

to this explanation is Hahnemann's conduct in
There he lived in a state of comfort such as he had never known in
Kothen. He took pleasure in certain enjoyments hitherto entirely foreign to
him, and he even liked to boast of this to his visitors and friends. We think we
Paris.

may

once again refer to the influence of his wife in this matter. She, his
second wife, a Parisienne, accustomed to the wider enjoyments of life,
arranged the whole course of their existence. With a certain naive tolerance
Hahnemann permitted these alterations in his mode of hving and enjoyed
their advantages without really giving his mind to them or changing his
inmost self.
The fact that he assumed a very definite attitude on the question of
medical fees, is exphcable partly by the necessity, in his case, of living on his
professional earnings, partly by the consciousness of his importance and of
the successes of his method of healing, and partly by his economic and
acquisitive sense.
Quite early in his career, he was not afraid of announcing
publicly his views on the subject and his demands.
For this he was frequently
attacked very fiercely and abused (cf. scarlet fever remedies, treatment of
the insane)
But he was not to be controverted. As a very popular physician
he was better able to remain true to his principle, as time went on. Nowadays every German physician acts according to these same principles (e.g. in
the question of cash payment, gradation of fees).
This is proof enough of
how far in advance of his time Hahnemann was in the discussion of purely
practical questions.
But in spite of his opinion that the medical labourer
was worthy of his hire, he managed to combine a strong social feeling, which
.
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had consideration for the poor in the matter of payment whilst regarding
them as equal to the rich in the matter of treatment, with the dignity and
high responsibility of the physician, to whom man's highest earthly possession

He

earnestly laid before his followers the importance of both
the physician's duty and the physician's right and
he impressed on them the necessity of payment in cash as far as possible for
their labours.
It was not surprising that he bargained with his publishers hke a capable
business man.
When it was a question of helping mankind he could make
generous sacrifices in the way of free treatment of patients, as for example
in the cholera period.
But, on the other hand, the requirements of his
family compelled him for a long time to fix the charges for his writings at such
a price as would at least procure for him a slight source of income.
In his
letters he has, however, repeatedly complained how little the latter
corresponded to the trouble and labour expended and how unequal were the
gains of the publisher and the remuneration of the author.
His excessive severity towards himself a natural result of his unremitting
industry, and which, in his later years particularly, assumed even ridiculous
proportions of vehemence, generating hatred and even passion
was
counterbalanced on the softer side by his goodness of heart and his
magnanimity.
saw this trait in his youth. The " bad joke " in Leipsic
which deprived him of earnings or savings is very cursorily dismissed in his
" Contrition demands reconcilement
autobiography with the noble remark
and I mention neither name nor details." We have already described how
he was always treating patients gratis, how he for the most part omitted to
take his medical fee from persons of small means, at a time when he was by
no means blessed with the material benefits which would have placed his
family on a sound basis. The fact that on his second marriage he divided
equally and without prejudice his possessions up to the smallest pieces of
furniture amongst his daughters and grandsons, contenting himself with only
a part, is another proof of his kindness of heart and love towards his children.
As far as in him lay, they were to be protected from the cares of life.
Above all, in his relation to his family we are conscious of a very strong
family tie and a warm sincere regard for his own people. In frequent
admissions he declares quite frankly that his wife and children are the dearest
thing in the world to him, for only within their circle does he feel at ease and
only with them can he obtain rest and recreation from his work. His letter
to Stapf about his wife's confinement, the letter to Hufeland about the
"highly necessary regeneration of medical science" are touching and extraordinarily beautiful proofs of this loving care.
In the same category belong
the numerous eulogies he uttered about his second wife.
His daughters
became co-workers in his profession without his withdrawing himself from
their influence or their feminine kindliness (see the case of Gernss).
This man, otherwise so exclusively devoted to his creative work, his
investigations and his daily labours, was always a loving and tender father
to his children, was strict only when necessary and entrusted their
real education to the care of "the mother.
From this family feeling
there resulted always that desire, wherever he was, to possess his own
house.
He felt at ease in it and hidden from the world. This is the only
explanation for the remarkable fact that he always acquired a house of his
own on all his restless migrations. " My house is my castle " was true of him
who was otherwise so unstable, and so much attacked.
is

entrusted.

sides of the question

—

—

—

—

We

:

His relation to his two wives was somewhat peculiar. He who could endure
in the external world, who could become so violent and

no contradiction
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passionate on the question of his heahng doctrine, was at home the most
devoted and submissive husband. The reason why this man of strong will,
often so harsh, complied in his own house with his wives' desires without
question, lies probably just as much in his love for them and in the high regard
which they both contrived to inspire by their behaviour and accomphshments
as in the equally strong will of the two women.
The first wife had gained the upper hand during the economic difficulties
of the migratory years.
After her fortune had been consumed, the management of the household and the education of the children rested on her for the
Her husband, driven b\^ his o%\ti
greater part without any outside help.
inward dissatisfaction, eked out only a scanty living by m.eans of his translations and other forms of writings, whilst striving for a long time to obtain
more profound knowledge of his science and of truth. Moreover, there
were quahties in his wife which he perceived to be absent in himself.
She knew how to keep house in times of stress and could manage with
very little. Thus the worries of the house (and at times they were not small)
passed over entirely to the wife and he was glad to be able to live without
disturbance in his pursuits and mental labours. The consequence was that
the wife had supreme control in the house and her husband submitted to her
of his own accord.
For the same reason, the children were brought up
entirely by the mother, who exercised a stem discipline over all of them.
But whenever the father joined the famih' circle for rest after his labours,

—

the tender and devoted love of aU surrounded him.
The second wife also dominated her husband completely. This wife of
his ageing years had obtained the mastery b\' a combination of j^outhful
womanly beauty and an unusual calculating wisdom, far superior to that
of the old man, which was alwa3's translating persistenth' into action what
she had proposed.
If the first wife had been supreme mistress of the household, Hahnemann submitted himself to the second in his profession.
She
became not only his wife and companion, but also his student, his onty
assistant, and finally the undisputed organiser of his professional work in his
final years.

In the case of both wives he was in s}Tnpath\' with their love of art.
first wife, Albrecht, the High School Headmaster, teUs us that she was
unusuall}^ gifted in the musical sense and that she occasionally set songs to
music herself. Hahnemann, too, liked music. In the times of his modest
domestic seclusion in Leipsic and Kothen this was the only pleasing recreation
he Hked his daughters to give him almost ever}* evening. When increasing
prosperity made it possible in Paris, he used to visit regularh- the theatre,
the opera and good concerts
in letters to his friends he alwa3's expressed
the hveliest gratitude for this added artistic enjo\Tnent.
Hahnemann praises his second wife's ability as a painter and she herself
lays emphasis on her exceptional importance.
That Hahnemann took great
pleasure in pictures, as well as possessing a certain talent and skill in drawing
(see his rough pen sketches in his copy book illustrating axioms in physics)

Of the

;

proved by his remarks about his collection of pictures in Paris, which he
could not display or boast about to his friends too often. He expressed
himself rather rudely to Bonninghausen about one lady visitor who had not
paid the attention he expected to his many beautiful pictures. This love of
the art of portraiture may be responsible for the fact that he was always
ready to be portrayed in picture or in sculpture (relief or bust) so that his
friends might take pleasure in facsimiles.
Frequently, therefore, in his
letters we notice a remark about despatching a portrait or a relief of
is

himself.

NON-POLITICAL
WTiat Hahnemann really lacked in his nature was an interest for poUtics
in the widest sense of the term, when we mean a real, personal interest for the
He was thoroughly nongeneral social economics of his countrymen.
political.

It is true that

he shared

this

shortcoming with

many eminent

^y^-^l*«*<^ ti-i^/^A-*^

*X(

Pen

Sketches by Hahnemann.

and in his case it was the more understandable since,
coming from an outlandish Httle spot on the German map, he was destined
to spend the greater part of his hfe within these narrow provincial conditions.
He was thus deprived of a wider vision for larger pohtical events. His writings
and letters bear practically no sign of any interest in the national struggle
events which,
of his countrymen, in the mighty world events of his time

intellectuals of his time

—
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in the period

from the end of the eighteenth century until almost the middle

of the nineteenth century, had brought about such chaotic upheavals not
only in Germany but in the whole of Europe. He regarded the incidents of
war merely as obstacles in the way of his work of reform and as disturbances

economic life compelling him to inactivity. Only in one letter to
Dr. Constantin Hering, of Philadelphia (October 3rd, 1836) is there any
sound of a true German note. He thanks Hering for preserving the German
nationality of the homoeopathic clinic founded in Allentown.
He calls it a
" Patriotic institution and certainly of advantage to the science
for this
(the latter) came down to earth on German soil and can there hope for further
completion and help." (See Supplement 173.)
In a footnote to § 26 of the " Organon," he says
of the

;

:

Peoples who, like the Germans, have been gradually sinking for
centuries more and more into a helpless apathy and a servile serfdom,
had to be crushed into the dust by the Western Conqueror, until they
could bear it no longer. Only then was their self-depreciation stung
into rebellion, their dignity as men made itself felt and they raised
their heads for the first time as Germans.

These are the only utterances of a

political or national character

which

we hear from Hahnemann.
At the beginning

of the century

now and then about the savage
no side and we are unable to

up

to the Leipsic period he complains
longs for them to end but he takes

wars.

He

infer

whom

he would

like to see victorious.

Very occasionally he shows regret

at the revolutionary disturbances and hopes
for a speedy restoration of order
particularly in France, highly esteemed

—

removal to Paris. He is most outspoken after the
downfall of Napoleon, whom he regarded as the cause of oppression and of

by him even before

his

all evils.

Living in Paris he found the later revolutionary movements by no means
in the outer world, but even here he took
no side. He merely declared his intention of escaping from these agitations
if they should endanger him at all in Paris.
During the whole of his sojourn
in the gay city there is nowhere trace of inward personal interest in all these
political happenings.
To him America is the ideal of freedom and from this
freedom he hopes to attain unexpected advantages for homceopathy and its
development within and without.
Thus he relates the political affairs of his time and his environment only
to his own personal task in life and its propagation.
Everything that does
not directly contribute to this end whether it be a question of monarchial
or a republican government, whether it be government of small states, where
every sovereign rules his own territory and can support homoeopath}', or
whether it be a question of the whole nation, whose significance in the
important realm of medical science he would not and could not accept everything concerning national questions of the state must pass into the background as far as he is concerned
In this respect he remained faithful to
himself and his life's work as the divinely inspired prophet of a new sacred
science, destined to benefit not one people or one section of a people, but the
whole of humanity.
so

bad as they were represented

—

—

!

:

CHAPTER XXI

—
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HAHNEMANN AS PHYSICIAN HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN CHEMISTRY HIS
ATTITUDE TOWARDS HYGIENE, MENTAL THERAPY AND SURGERY HAHNEMANN
IN HIS PROFESSIONAL LIFE
HIS DEMANDS OF THE PHYSICIAN.

—

—

"

The physician' s high and only mission

to cure,

as

it is

S.

"

is to restore the

sick to

health

—

termed."

Hahnemann,

"

Organon,"

§i.

When

I burdened myself with the task of finding help for suffering mankind
and of supplanting the injurious methods of treatment previously in use, I had
no prospect of any material reward before me. I was only carrying out that plan,
for which the Great Spirit, Who is All in All, vouchsafed to fne power and insight
and this satisfaction of my inward feeling of duty {a strong one, it is true) had
rewarded me so abundantly at every stage of my journey with a sweet consciousness, that I could never have thought of expecting some external reward."
S.

to Dr. Aegidi,

HAHNEMANN
man

Hahnemann
September 2nd,

1829.

inseparable from Hahnemann the
as a man is the same as Hahnemann as a physician one whole and complete personality, such
as may not easily recur in the history of medicine.
His bearing as a physician
was determined, even to the smallest detail, by his philosophical and
religious conception of life and its ultimate aim as well as from his personal
task in life.
The Prince's School in his native town in conjunction with his own high
mental capacity and his restless endeavour was able to give him a wide and
thorough grounding in the humanities, in mathematics and in the natural
sciences.
Whither his inclination was tending and what career he intended
to pursue, is indicated by the dissertation he composed on leaving school
" On the wonderful construction of the human hand."
Little as we know of
his specialised studies in Leipsic, one thing is certain, his work was entirely
devoted to medicine. He only attended those lectures which were closely
connected with the subject and which he as a medical student was bound to
attend.
The translations, which necessity forced him to undertake, were
taken also from the province of medicine (Stedtmann's " Physiological
Experiments "
Falkoner's " Mineral waters
Nugent's " Hydrophobia "
and baths "
When Leipsic could no longer
Boll's " Newer Therapy.")
supply him with further experience, he sought it in the Viennese Hospital
of the Brothers of Mercy under the leadership of Dr. Ouarin.
Even his stay
in Hermannstadt, where he was primarily librarian, had to serve his main
object.
Not only did he practise as a young physician in the capital of
Transylvania, but also learned in this country new manifestations of disease,
and the remedies applied gave him later the first idea of his new therapeutic
theory.
The time he spent in Dessau afforded him a welcome opportunity
of pursuing his chemical research in the laboratory of the Moor Apothecary
Shop w'ork which was so significant for his pioneer activities in medicine.

the phj^sician

both are one.

;

is

Hahnemann

—

;

;

;

—
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Moreover, when an inward revulsion against the imperfections and
inadequacies of the heaUng systems known to him compelled him to renounce
medical practice and, coerced by material deprivation, he had recourse to
translations and literary work in general, he again selected subjects where he
would be able to make good use of his specialised knowledge, increase it and
Numerous explanatory notes and
at the same time widen his horizon.
addenda in the works translated offer us astonishing proof of this.
Through these labours he obtained such a detailed knowledge of medical
For the very same reason
science as few of his contemporaries possessed.
he perceived the more clearly what a hopeless confusion was prevaihng in
Medical investigations were lacking in every
the therapy of the time.
fundamental natural law, whilst conceptions and phenomena of disease and

Hahnemann
(from bas-relief.

as Physician
Washington Monument).

cure were forcibly adapted to systems where the one tried to attack and oust
the other.
This hopeless condition dominated not merely the second half of
the eighteenth century, but also the beginning of the nineteenth {'9').
If it is remembered at the same time, that each of these systems had its
own special process of healing and its own special remedies, the " wild
fermentation," the hopeless confusion of the time will be understood.
It is in this period of hopeless confusion in therapeutics that Hahnemann's
student years fall, that he later appears as a young doctor in practice and it is
in the midst of these contradictory systems and therapeutic tendencies that
he was educated and received his medical training. In addition to this
there were considerable dehciencies in the practical experience offered at the
bedside.
At that time a University such as Leipsic had not even a
clinic or a hospital of its own, so that Hahnemann was compelled to go to
Vienna in order to learn the science of healing under Ouarin. on the patients
in the Hospital of the Brothers of Mercy.
He therefore paid him this tribute
:

UNCERTAINTY OF CONTEMPORARY MEDICINE
"

To

and practical man

this great

of genius

owe whatever

I

in
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me may

be

called physician."

Hahnemann was really better equipped when he took up
many of his young colleagues who had been denied

In consequence

his medical duties than

all practical training.
Full of confidence in what he had learned, full of a
fervid zeal to use the knowledge and ability he had acquired in the interests
of his fellow men, he began his medical practice.
Although, from his father's tuition, he was more accustomed than most
people to a keener power of observation, a more profound reflection, a more
critical appreciation of values, he rejected none of the systems or therapeutic
remedies encountered at the beginning of his career, but followed entirely
the mode of his contemporaries and colleagues.
By virtue of his
quickened sense of observation he was, however, soon able to realise how
unreliable was the scientific equipment meted out to young therapeutic
scientists for their professional activities.
He saw how valueless, how
inadequate the artificially constructed healing systems were for use at the
bedside.
He experienced with growing horror how uncertain, nay, how
dangerous were the remedies and palliatives, which were then used. Filled
with shame and assailed by torturing doubts he soon realised in the earty
period of his medical activities that simple people knew more about the most
dangerous illnesses and knew better how to deal with them successfully than
the scientific physician. Quanta sunt qucB necsimiis, exclaims the twentyfive years old doctor in Hettstadt, when a simple Quenstadt woman
of the people recommended warm baths for St. Vitus's dance, after he, the
doctor, had deemed cold baths suitable but without success (Supplement 14).
In 1784 he confesses frankly and honestly in his " Directions for curing old
Sores and Ulcers "
:

My ambition does not prevent me from confessing that veterinary
surgeons are, for the most part, more successful, that is to say, more
skilful in the curing of old wounds than often the most pedantic
professor and members of all the academies.
So much is
true, and it might make us more modest, that almost all our knowledge
of the healing properties of simple, natural and also artificial products
is largely derived from the rough and ready usage of the common

...

man.

.

.

.

His doubts grew and grew. His conscience for those who entrusted
themselves to his care was more and more troubled.
I became very uneasy in my conscience about treating the unknown
diseased conditions of my suffering brethren with these unknown
medicines powerful agents which, if they did not exactly suit the
case, might change life into death.
It was to me a most
fearsome thought, that I might in this way become a murderer or
endanger the lives of my brethren.
(Extract from a letter
to a physician of high standing.
1808.)

—

...

.

.

.

to give up his practice " and to
so as not to injure him," and to
occupy himself " merely with chemistry and writing." The year 1785
brought an interruption when he displayed considerable activity in Dresden
hospitals as a temporary Medical Officer of Health.
In supervising the
town's hygiene— a duty which he undertook at the same time he was able
to widen considerably his knowledge, particularly in the province of forensic

Thus he arrived at the decision
anyone else medically,

treat scarcely

—

medicine.
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With this single exception, Hahnemann devoted himself entirely to
chemistry and writing, according to his own admission. He puts chemistry
In this science he was self-taught.
He had never received any
first.
definite course of instruction in the subject or possessed a laboratory
except during his first stay in Dessau (1781), where he had found a suitable
place in the Moor Apothecary Shop for his experiments and probably also an
occasional tutor in the person of the Apothecary Haseler.
In his later
research, however, and in his continuous experimental work in chemistry he
was thrown entirely upon his own resources. Nevertheless he acquired so
great a skill, so profound knowledge in assaying that he was often able to
improve upon and extend the statements of the most experienced and most
famous chemists of his time in his translations of chemical works. Together
with his exhaustive theoretical knowledge in this branch of science he gained
with time a remarkable insight into technical matters (construction of
apparatus, ovens, utensils, etc.). The translation of the works of Demachy,
who was one of the most esteemed chemists of the time, led him to suggest
means whereby chemical products might be produced wholesale for general
use, and good liqueur and vinegar obtained by manufacture.
On his own
initiative he showed how coal could best be used as fuel, and reduced to coke,
etc., how soluble mercury and Cassel yellow could be made.
His experiments in the investigation and determination of adulterations in wines were
practically pioneer.
In his work on arsenical poisonings, he gave important
indications to forensic chemistry.
He made proposals far in advance of his
time for storage, dispensing and sale of arsenic and other poisons which only
became legal regulations nearly a century later.
The discovery of Mercurius sohibilis Hahnemanni deserves special
mention. For a long time the chemists had been seeking a mercury preparation which would have a milder effect than that of the sublimate generally
used.
Hahnemannn threw himself into this investigation with enthusiasm
and he actually succeeded in producing a preparation which had the desired
properties and which, held in great esteem b}- his contemporaries, still bears
his

name (^9^).
The knowledge

of purit}' and adulteration in drugs led him logically to
the compilation of his " Apothecar\-'s Lexicon," a fundamental work which
has been largely used by apothecaries up to the present time owing to its
acknowledged usefulness and excellence. In the province of assaying and
pharmacy Hahnemann consequently received the most unconditional
admiration of his time C^-). Even to-day, E. Schlegel, a homoeopathic
physician of Tiibingen, in his " Reform of Therapy," is of the opinion that
the impression obtained in reading it, is " that a splendid mind is apparent
whose owner felt called upon to clear out all the rubbish that had collected
up to that time in the witches' kitchen of the apothecaries."
Even after discovering homoeopathy Hahnemann devoted much attention
to the preparation of medicines, and to some extent he was able to open out
new channels. His tinctures were prepared from fresh herbs and his
insoluble metals and mineral substances were triturated to the 6th potency
with milk sugar. From this point onwards he potentised further with
spirits of wine, since in this degree of refinement even insoluble substances
may become soluble. This assertion was held in great ridicule by his
opponents and amongst the homoeopaths there were not a few who, in their
excess of sapience, knew better than their Master. To-day Hahnemann's
assertion has been brilliantly justified.
(See Chapter XXIV.)
This keen interest for chemistry and pharmacy, completely underestimated by so many of his colleagues, became of great service to

MERCURIUS SOLUBILIS HAHNEMANNI
Hahnemann

in his later

work, in the exposition and elaboration of his theor}'

of healing.

The increase in his family and his repeated migrations forced him at
but as his
times to take up practice in order to earn his dail}' bread
confidence in therapy as a whole and in the art of prescribing as then
practised was most severely shaken, he limited his own prescriptions chiefly
His detailed advice with
to the regulation of the patient's mode of living.
regard to eating and drinking, clothing and housing, work and recreation,
;

communicated by letter to his patients living at a distance, is even now
regarded as a model. Care of health was pre-eminently a subject for which
he showed an extraordinary gift, both as physician and as writer, and he
devoted himself to it with great enthusiasm. This becomes obvious to us
from his wonderful essays on the propagation of epidemics and the fight to
It is unfortunate that these very writings (from the " Friend
restrict them.
Appreciation
of Health ") have been far too little known and appreciated.
could not be expected in his day because he was a hundred years in advance
In our days these works are scarcely
of his time and was not understood.
But whoever reads the relevant sections of the " Friend of
obtainable.
Health " (see Chapter VI I, and also the appendix to the sixth edition of the
" Organon "), will be astonished at the certainty, the acumen and the
really modem point of view in questions concerning individual and public
regimen. The fact that Pettenkofer did not know Hahnemann's works on
the care of health and the combating of disease, is a testimony of ignorance in
this otherwise eminent teacher of hygiene, whose greatness and pre-eminent
accompHshments we are ready to acknowledge. WTiat in our time have been
regarded as the most up-to-date discoveries based upon scientific perspicuity
and progress, were intuitively perceived by Hahnemann with remarkable
His requirements for the combating of pestilential
keenness and accurac}On the outbreak of
diseases coincide throughout with our modem views.
an epidemic he wished to have the sick segregated from the healthy without
compunction, and if necessar}^- with police compulsion. He forbade visiting
(See
of patients in order to prevent the propagation of infectious diseases.
" The Lady Sick-room Visitor.")
How deep his insight was into the nature and origin of epidemics (without
the help of modem medicine and its microscopes, pure cultures, etc.), is clear
from his accurate statements, e.g. about the disease producers of cholera,
their invasion, growth and propagation— statements made, moreover, in
It is quite true that
contrast to his very famous contemporary Hufeland.
he called these originators of disease " miasms," for he could not then be
expected to know that they were tiny living organisms of a plant-like origin.
But of what significance is this ignorance compared with the fact that,
far in advance of his generation, far in advance of the most eminent physicians
and researchers of his time, he had a clear vision of the main point, and set up
similar regulations for the individual as for the general prevention of disease ?
It is hardly possible nowadays to give a better, clearer and more scientifically
accurate description of the nature, origin and propagation of cholera than
that of Hahnemann in 1831.
(See Chapter XV.)
The most prejudiced opponent of Hahnemann must admit, if he has only
glanced at the " Friend of Health " and has any sense of fairness at all,
that Hahnemann preached the care of health for the individual as for
the general public in a most exemplary manner, and far better than any
other physician of his time.
It was not his fault that neither his
colleagues nor those responsible for the care of the pubHc health would not
listen to him.
.

;
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Should the objection be raised that, although this might be true of his
pre-homceopathic period, yet later he became one-sided and indifferent owing
to his homoeopathic therapeutic law, we should refer to the paragraphs of
the " Organon " dealing with the care of health (^93).
Hahnemann did not confine himself entirely to regulating the mode of
He rather sought
life, however important he might have considered this.
whenever possible to prevent the outbreak of infectious diseases by medicinal
treatment. Best known was his preventive against scarlet fever (Belladonna)
against purple fever he recommended Aconite and against cholera Cuprum,
together with Camphor which he also suggested for influenza. Against smallpox he recommended the use of Rhus toxicodendron as a protective and
preventive, in a letter (only just made pubhc) to Dr. Aegidi of April ist, 1833.
we have already referred at some length to the great
In Chapter
attention paid by Hahnemann to the diet of patients, their clothing and

VH

We

manner

of occupation.
letters to patients, in the "

find

numerous testimonies

Organon," and

in the "

of this in his

Friend of Health."

many

How

accurately he investigated the effects of various articles of diet upon the
healthy and sick organism is best shown in his annotations to Cullen's
" Materia Medica."
(Supplement 17.) His opinion of the habitual use of
(Suppletea and coffee is evident from his essay " Coffee and its effects."
ment 34.) That he was likewise averse to the enjoj'ment of strong wine and
other alcoholic hquors, is apparent from numerous passages in his letters to
patients.
At most he would only allow his patients some wine highly diluted
with water and on each occasion he would give very exact orders regarding
He expressed himself in no
the amount of water to be added to the wine.
unmeasured terms about the injurious effects of alcohol in his " Directions
He prescribed ver}^ carefully how his
for curing old sores and ulcers " ('^-t).
(See Supplement 34, letters to the master
patients should eat and live.

tradesman of Gotha, to Mr. von

Villers, to Stapf, to

Judge Koch,

etc.)

Tightly fitting, tightly laced clothing, especially corsets, garters and such
things he considered unhealth}'.
How seriously he meant this advice is shov^ii by the numerous marginal
If the patients did not follow
notes which he made in letters from patients.
carefully his instructions, he who was generally so sympathetic as a
In
physician and so anxious for their good, could become ver\' harsh.
" Given him genth- to understand that he must be
addition to the remark
more punctual," there is frequently the annotation " Refused to treat him."
Nothing vexed him more than to discover that patients were receiving
treatment from other physicians at the same time as his own and were
A patient from Galicia admits in his
trying to follow both prescriptions.
report of March 20th, 1831, that in the meantime he had contracted
Hahnemann's
gonorrhoea and had been treated for it in his native town.
marginal note reads
:

:

Made it quite clear to him that he is aggravating his condition
by using bad remedies in such a simple case of gonorrhoea, and I sent
him no medicine he must first get rid of his quack he can onh- use
;

my

;

medicine eighteen or twenty days after finishing with the other

medicine.

From Frankfort

a patient complains of involuntary spermatic losses
excitations.
From his letter it is evident that he is
leading a riotous life and overindulging in wine. Hahnemann's marginal
comment reads: " He must drop the drink and his unpleasant s\Tnptoms
will soon stop."
In a letter to Judge Koch, of Zorbig, we have an example

and unpleasant sexual
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how severely and outspokenly he could speak the truth to his patients.
(Supplement 34.)
His strong emphasis on diet, one of his most important remedial agents
in his pre-homoeopathic period, always gave his opponents the opportunity
of ascribing principally or exclusively Hahnemann's undisputable therapeutic
successes to diet.
This imputation became more and more general in the
course of time, for Hahnemann remained constant in his strict dietetic
requirements even after discovering his law of similars and made them more
of

make his small doses more effective ('93). He moderated
and turned against the exaggerations of many of his students.

stringent in order to

them again

later

Experience had taught him that

many

articles of diet lose their medicinal

by habitual use.
An accurate and detailed investigation of diet was an important part
of his work of reform, since according to Professor Riecke (Tiibingen) no more
lectures on dietetics had been given at that time and the public care of
health left " a great deal " to be desired. The Tubingen Professor therefore
effect

declares the reformer's procedure to be " one of the greatest merits of
Hahnemann." No less a personage than Goethe realised in 1829 the value

HOMCEOPATHIC ASVLUM, MiDDLETOWN,

XeW

YoRK.

of the Hahnemannian diet (see Chapter VH) and six years later he wrote to
the Grand Duke Karl August with reference to a new physician summoned
to \\'eimar
:

Weimar,

31. 1. 1826.

wish to converse with him myself and conform to his directions,
inasmuch as my diet, almost Hahnemannian in its strictness, and
certain general remedies are no longer of avail to me.
I

a decided mistake to be continually asserting that the successful
homoeopathy were to be explained simply by a masterly management of diet. " However creditable to us the assertion might prove," says
it only
Emil Schlegel in his " Reform of Therapy," " we must reject it
betrays an incapacity to recognise the reasonable and natural character of
Hahnemann's theory."
Correct diet is a part of the homoeopathic process of healing and a very
important part, but nothing more.
We can only estimate correctly how fruitful and many-sided Hahnemann's
activities were as a writer on care of health, if we take the trouble to submit
both parts of the " Friend of Health " to a careful perusal with that end in
view. There is practically no single branch of personal or general hygiene
It is

results of

;
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Thus, for instance, we find that the first
wliich has been left untouched.
essay is a detailed dissertation on the " Bite of Mad Dogs " ('95)
In this matter,
special section is devoted to the question of hardening.
Hahnemann proves himself to be free from every prejudice in
also,
particular, he rejects that application of cold water which had become such a

A

;

much

fetish.

He

usual.

Becoming accustomed to heat and

wider interpretation to hardening than was then
to other influences, he considers
quite as important as merely the acclimatisation to cold.
From the earliest days and throughout the whole of his medical career
Hahnemann paid the greatest attention to this question of using cold water
This fact should be the more emphasised, since the water
in cases of illness.
healing process had fallen into strong disfavour when Hahnemann appeared
and had only a few supporters among the physicians of that time. From the
" Directions for curing old sores, etc.," it can be seen what extensive use he
made of the different methods of applying water. His strikingly successful
cures were attained chiefly by the exact instructions which he gave each
patient individually with regard to degrees of heat and length of time the
water should be applied. Stereotyped usage of any kind he most definitely
condemned and he always had regard for the invalid's condition and physical
In his later life and to the end of his medical career he esteemed
constitution.
very highly the effect of water. In the sixth edition of the " Organon " he
describes it as a valuable " homoeopathic auxiliary remedy " in the treatment
of the sick and convalescent.
As to the individual characteristics of each patient he had always been
accustomed to pay the greatest attention, not only to the particular physical
constitution, but above all to the mental and temperamental nature of the
We are thus in a position to understand the unusual interest and
subject.
the fine understanding which he exhibited for the unfortunate victims of
mental derangement. In his opinion physical causes are the origin of most
illnesses of this tj'pe, and mental patients should therefore not be held
Rather do they merit the
responsible for their behaviour and gestures.
compassion of their physician and their neighbours. With these principles
Hahnemann was originating entirely new methods in the treatment of mental
patients, independently of his famous contemporaries Pinel and Reil, who
were raising their voices about the same time on behalf of a humane treatment
But whilst the Frenchman Pinel is nowadays universally
of mental patients.
celebrated as a patriarch of the new mental therapy, we find no mention in
the history of mental treatment of Hahnemann's pioneer experiments in
Georgenthal (as described in Chapter \T and Supplement 22). As a matter
of fact Hahnemann actually acquired for himself in ps^xhiatr}' a greater
merit than Pinel. Whereas both upheld the cause of humane treatment for
mental patients, Hahnemann laid in addition the foundations of a successful
medicinal treatment of mental illnesses. The large homoeopathic State
asylums of North America offer the best proofs for the extraordinary results
attainable in mental cases with the help of homoeopathic remedies.
The
pictures given will speak more clearly than further description.
(See also
Chapter XXVII, " Homoeopathic Asylum of AUentown.")
How anxious he was about the treatment of neurasthenic and mental
patients is shown by §§ 210-230 of the " Organon," where detailed
regulations concerning their treatment and care are given.
Whoever reads
these sections of the work without prejudice, cannot help but receive an
impression that Hahnemann possessed an extraordinary understanding for
the nervous and mental activities of his patients.
So much is said in these
days about psycho-anal}-sis and psycho-therapy, and in very wide circles
gives a

MENTAL DISEASES

^^^23--^

they are regarded as the latest and most important discovery of medical
investigation.
Numerous passages in §§ 210-230 prove irrefutably that
Hahnemann was very much interested in these methods and indeed considered
Psycho-therapy in certain cases to be more important, more applicable than
the use of homoeopathic medicines ('''*').
Without doubt, Hahnemann was far in advance of his time in this >^
province too
at any rate he was not behind any of his contemporaries,
including Reil and Hufeland. What we admire in him in his capacity as a
mental and neurasthenic specialist is not only his infinite love of mankind
and his warm-hearted sympathy, but also that deep insight into the nature
and cause of these illnesses which marks the keen-sighted observer.
From all that has been described it is quite understandable that
Hahnemann, even in his pre-homoeopathic period, was a much discussed and
accredited physician in Germany (^97).
Now, if he was soon to conduct an
exceedingly difficult campaign against blood-letting, if he was to turn his back
so definitely on emetics and purgatives and on the compound prescriptions
which were so popular (on which subject there will be more to be said in
Chapter XXHI), surely his motive could have been neither a desire to
increase his public renown nor a delight in strife.
His struggle against
blood-letting, purgatives, mixing of medicines and against a purely arbitrary
and thoughtless prescription of medicines, the effects of which depend merely
upon supposition, arose rather from an honest conviction that neither
science nor the patients were being served with these perpetrations.
In translating CuUen's Materia Medica (1790) he felt impelled to declare
;

at that early period

:

The old teachers of Materia Medica have been copied up to the
most recent times, together with their shallowness, their indecision,
their fair}^ tales and their untruths by everybody (with few exceptions)
and neither the old originators nor their weak followers deserve to be
spared.
We must tear ourselves violently away from these idealised
authorities, if we desire to shake off the yoke of uncertainty and
superstition in one of the most important branches of practical medicine.
It is

now

high time.

Following his own convictions, if he were not entirely to renounce the
practice of a profession which was so dear to him, he was bound to concentrate primarily on procuring a safe basis for the use of medicine at the

The way thither was shown to him by the astonishing revelations
of quinine effects in his translation into German of Cullen's Materia Medica. ^'

bedside.

For the first time he realised the relation between symptom and remedy
he had discovered the " law of similars " or rather he had found it again. :%^
Hahnemann never laid claim to the honour of being the first discoverer.
(See Introduction to the " Organon," page 80, and Chapter IX of this
volume, page 81.)
All reproaches made against him in this respect, as well by contemporaries
(Schultz) as by later supporters of his doctrines (Katsch) and opponents,
are therefore unjustified.
The idea was there, carried forward through
antiquity from Hippocrates and through the Middle Ages when it was in part
understood and taught by Paracelsus, the greatest physician of that epoch.
But amidst the oasis of dogmatic systems of healing it had been forgotten
again, buried and stifled.
And when the idea of the relations of similarity
between illness and medicinal effect flashed upon Hahnemann in 1790, he had
no suspicion that Paracelsus had similar ideas. When Trinks, from his own
""
narrative, pointed out to Hahnemann whilst visiting him in Kothen in 1825,
:

^
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main features

that the

of

homoeopathy were to be found

in

Paracelsus,
Stapf,

Hahnemann rephed that it was unknown to him. In a letter to
Hahnemann refused very definitely and with some indignation

to

be

associated with Paracelsus's fantastic and none too seriously written " Will
But
o' the Wisp," as had been suggested by Professor Dr. C. H. Schultz.*
even if he had consciously taken his basis from Hippocrates and Paracelsus,
he excelled them so far as to elaborate the ideas of similarity into a dependable
therapeutic axiom with compeUing logic and systematisation.

Thus the indispensable change of the antiquated medical treatment
and of the improper therapeutic system hitherto in vogue,
a real, true and certain healing art, remained to be accomplished

of disease,

into
in

our

own

times.

With these words Hahnemann concludes his Introduction to the
He was indisputably the first to give the new therapy its solid
foundations by proving remedies on the healthy subject, by diluting medicines
and bj' experience of the sick-bed repeatedly confirmed. In this way he built
up a therapeutic law which has resisted unflinchingly the most desperate
onslaughts of a whole century. As time goes on the whole range of scientific
results in the most diverse branches of the sciences only serves to prove
more convincingly the natural truth of its fundamentals. E. Schlegel is
right once more when he says (Berl. horn. Zeitschr., i8gi. Vol. lo, 23)
"

Organon."

:

The idea

He

is made definite and pregnant
when conceived and utilized b}' Hahnemann.

of similarity in medicine

for the first time only

and proceeds

terms
way,
whilst Paracelsus, a genius equally profound, appears to us more as an
artist leaving behind him no pertinent theories of practical value and
taking his personal talents with him to the grave.
criticises

he makes

known

scientifically in the best sense of the

his theses in a definitely formulated

and

;

elegiac

If Hahnemann was to make a reliable basis for the use of medicines at the
bedside, he was bound first of all to endeavour to investigate with dependable
accuracy the powers of medicines. He had early made the discovery that
all previous investigations and statements made in this subject were largely
inaccurate, uncertain and even false.
He had therefore to set this research
on a new basis and he was obliged to do the proving work himself.
have
already described with what devotion, at what unknown personal dangers,
and with what expenditure of time this work went on for whole decades until
at last he had succeeded in completing one hundred provings.
^ledicine has
nothing in the whole course of her history which in an}- way approaches the
accomphshment of this man. The dependable accuracy accompanying the
gigantic task is demonstrated by the later provings of Austrian and American
followers whose efforts took place under far more favourable conditions.
Apart from details the results have completely coincided with Hahnemann's
in the essential characteristics of the medicines.
Such a state of affairs
became possible only by the conscientious pains he took to check and compile
personally the results obtained by students and followers, before they were
published.
Only by this means has it been possible (and intelligibly possible)
for homoeopathic doctors of to-day to use the same medicines on the sick

We

* The homoeobiotic medicine of Theophrastus Paracelsus in its contrast to the
medicine of the Ancients, as turning point for the development of modern medical
systems and as the source of homoeopathy described by Carl Heinrich Schultz. Berlin,
1 83 1.
August Hirschwald.
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on the same as their colleagues of a hundred

years ago.

For professional use in the consulting room and at the bedside, he
required and promoted in every possible way the issue of repertories arranged
on a definite and clear plan (Bonninghausen, Riickert and Jahr). He had
several, partly drawn up b}' himself and parth" compiled by students in
accordance with his instructions. All these tasks received his support, as
far as it was possible for him, in the shape of special prefaces and introductions.
His dearest task would have been to produce a compact encyclopedia of all
branches of the homoeopathic science of healing, if only the help necessary

had been at his disposal.
With what painstaking accuracy he proceeded in the work of collecting
and tabulating all the medicinal effects discovered in the provings is shown
not only in his " Materia Medica pura " and his own diagnosis charts but also
in his patients' registers.
They form to some extent a picture of his daily
practice.
In their case, also, the compilations include details of apparently
the most subordinate nature. For his opponents of every period a special

M

HOMCEOPATHIC AsVLUM, WaTERTOWX, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
object of witticism and ridicule, but for himself and every homoeopathic
physician in practice most valuable information in the enigmatic obscurity
of morbid conditions, these symptoms of the mind and temperament, these
statements about improvement or aggravation at definite times, under
(See
certain external circumstances, etc., were of the greatest importance.

on this subject. Chapter XXII.)
Although primarily a champion

also

—and indeed the most brilliant champion
— of internal remedies, the imperfections and manifold unfruitfulness of which
he undertook to metamorphose, he did not overlook the necessity for pioneer
work in surgery. (Enemies have made the contrary reproach against him.)
He confesses openly that in many respects surgery precedes the rest of medical
art
in his " Healing Science of Experience " (1805) he said
:

:

" Pure surgery alone has hitherto followed in part this sage
advice," namely, that according to the will of God we " Should perfect
ad infinitum the heahng of His diseases."

But the surgery of his time was also very crude. Asepsis, narcosis and
anaesthetics were not known, nor were the instruments used of the precision
and diversity required to-day. There was no thought of sterihzing the
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instruments, the bandages, the Hnen and hands of the operating surgeons
and staff. The consequence was that not infrequently after surgical
operations, suppuration, erysipelas, hospital fever, puerperal fever and
What wonder that the keen-eyed Hahnemann
infection of all kinds set in.
felt the greatest misgivings about the surgical measures of his time and
sought where possible to circumvent them.
In his " Introduction to the cure of old sores and ulcers," he showed
quite clearly that in his pre-homoeopathic period he was intent on pioneer
work of improvement in the domain of surgery (1784 see Chapter IV,
:

p. 30)

(^98).

Moreover he acknowledges unconditionally the necessity for operating
The objection
his pamphlet, " Practical science of heahng " (^5^).
This was Hahnemann in his pre-homoeopathic
may now be made
period it was only later that Hahnemann entirely condemned surgical
treatment. That is totally wrong. Never at any time did Hahnemann
renounce surgical operations.
In the same way Hahnemann, in all editions of his " Organon " shows
in

:

—

that he realises the necessity of surgery (^^s)
There were two simple reasons for the fact that Hahnemann turned more
and more towards internal medicine. On the one hand, as we have already
stated, he deemed it far more needy of a cataclysmal reform than surgery
On the other hand,
for which progressive elaboration was alone necessary.
in a great majority of illnesses (even when surgical operations were requisite)
he required " as always, positive dynamic assistance," and this help could
only be rendered by a dynamic physician with his homoeopathic help.
But if Hahnemann, amidst the imperfect conditions of his time, realised
and asserted the necessity of surgical operations, how much more heartily
would he agree to them in their place nowadays, after the tremendous progress
made by surgery in a technical sense and by the application of numerous
auxiliaries (asepsis, narcosis, local anaesthetics, instruments, sterilisation,
He would follow the precept of modern homoeopaths
X-ray treatment, etc.)
" Each in its place, medicine and knife."
It is certainly true (as has been shown) that homoeopathy, with the aid
of internal treatment, makes surgical measures to a large extent superfluous.
With homoeopathic remedies causal therapy becomes possible and the root
of the evil can be tapped and influenced biologically, whereas school medicine
deprived of these medicinal auxiliaries has only recourse to the knife in the
external operation. Whoever tries to ridicule the relationship of homoeopathy
to surgery, in spite of Hahnemann's unmistakable words in the " Organon,"
must incur the reproach of utter ignorance or he must be acting against his
better judgment with malicious intent.
In conclusion it should be stated that Hahnemann was weU versed in
orthopedics.
In one case of scoliosis (a lateral displacement of the spinal
column) he disapproves of the use of " irons " as being anything but suitable.
He recommends the patient to get abundant exercise in the open air and to
take stretching exercises on a horizontal bar several times a day C*'^). This
advice agrees entirely with the views of modern experts. To promote
improvement he prescribes in addition medicines which are considered in
most recent times to be particularly effective in bone troubles.

—

!

We have still to consider Hahnemann as a practising physician. How
did he follow out his own precepts in his daily practice ? The best information about this is afforded by his patients' notes, preserved in uninterrupted
sequence from 1799 ^o '^^^ death, together with the thousands of letters from

—
HOW HE TOOK

HIS CASES

patients with numerous marginal notes.
These are documents of astonishing
extent, an incalculable wealth of carefully compiled disease pictures
generally in exhaustive detail.
That which he demanded at such length in
the " Organon " in this connection was not merely theory.
It was the result
of his own method of working, proved during years of experience.
Three
matters in particular should be mastered b}' the homoeopathic physician in
practising
correct diagnosis of a disease, knowledge of the medicines
applicable and the selection of the remedy in the right dose.
If the physician
knows in addition " the obstacles to recover}^ in every case and knows how to
remove them, so that the cure may be permanent, then he knows how to act
in a thoroughly competent manner and he is a real craftsman in therapy."
:

Organon," § 3-)
At what length the patient was interrogated, how painfuUy accurate
was the recording of the disease symptoms even to the most minute details
(the anamnesis), and what a long time was taken up by each consultation,
we know all this from the numerous descriptions of his students, from his
sick registers and, particularly, from a letter to Dr. Aegidi (January gth,
1834) where he censures his Leipsic brethren for undertaking too many cases
("

.

at a time (-°°).
The selection of the

.

remedy is one of the most difftcult points in homoeopathic treatment.
It requires tremendous work and memorising capacity,
uninterrupted concentration on materia medica and a keen sense of
observation because of manifold ambiguous symptoms.
It requires the best
possible adaptation of the potency to the type of disease (acute or chronic),
to the state of health and to the physical nature of the patient.
Careful
decision must be made in the application of several remedies in turn, on their
repetition or their replacement b\^ fresh ones (especially in chronic diseases).
It is therefore quite understandable that conscientious adherence to
Hahnemann's precepts will not lead to a mass production system of curing,
such as is noticeable in many modern physicians, particularly amongst panel
doctors.
Special emphasis has been quite rightly laid on this point by
Professor Riecke, of Tubingen (-°°).
This same attitude, the mainspring of Hahnemann's labours, and extolled
by Riecke as a mark of distinction in homoeopathy, is to be found again in
our time, we rejoice to say, in eminent and experienced physicians. For
example. Professor Krehl (Heidelberg) explains the danger incurred by
overworked physicians lest treatment should become superficial and the
inward relationship of doctor and patient should be too slight.
Hahnemann never allowed his treatment to be degraded to the stereotyped form of mass treatment by reason of the great crowd of patients. On
every individual case he bestowed the greatest attention and took infinite
pains in recording the symptoms and selecting the suitable remedy. His
extraordinary memory was of great service to him in this matter. But if
ever he vacillated in the choice between two or more remedies, he did not
disdain to call in the help of his repertories.
His pupil Hartmann tells us
how he would stride to the table where they always lay at his disposal, turn
up the pages and draw comparisons until he had found the most suitable
remedy. It was on this account that his daughter Louise, to whom he had
bequeathed all his patients' registers and tabulations before his departure
for Paris, had to send the numerous volumes after him, when despite his
eighty years he took up medical practice again in Paris. They were his
armoury which he would not and could not give up.
The patients were given precise instructions concerning the medicine
although they never knew the name of the prescribed remedy or its potency.
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pupils and friends who entrusted themselves to his care, were
seldom given the name of the remedies sent them. " Study homoeopathic
materia medica and then you will find out for yourself what remed}' brought
about your cure," were the words once written to a professional colleague,
who had asked for information after a successful recover^-.
It was no desire to mystify which led Hahnemann to suppress the names
of the remedies used.
He only wished to prevent his students from always
treating apparently similar illnesses with the same remedy, after the

Even those

stereotyped manner of the old school, instead of taking into special consideration the nature of each case when choosing the remedy.
For the most part Hahnemann prepared his own medicines and
administered them to his patients. This personal dispensing was worth
more to him than a \-early salary of 3,000 Taler, as he once wrote to Dr. Aegidi.

Only

b}' handing over the medicine personal!}' without the mediation of the
apothecary has the homoeopathic physician a certain guarantee that the
patient receives the remedy unadulterated and in the correct potency.
Hahnemann never abandoned this point of view.
As we have already emphasised, he demanded unconditional obedience
from his patients. Wlioever was unwilling to follow his advice most accurately
could go.
If he was dealing with people of culture and position, he required
in addition that they should procure a copy of the " Organon " and study
his theory of healing {^°^).
It was not merely a question of adhering strictly
to his advice but also of following it out with a certain degree of understanding.
Hahnemann entertained a high conception of the physician's dignity.
Patients who were able to walk had to come to him, irrespective of
station and means.
The only exception was the case of the Ducal sovereigns
of Kothen.
In any case, he considered it humiliating for a physician to be
turned away perhaps by a servant girl because the sick master or mistress
had gone out.
In line with his justifiable pride of his calling and his high estimate of a
physician's dignity was his attitude towards the question of fees, in which
he initiated a pioneer movement. From the correspondence with Aegidi,
which only came into our hands when the second volume was going to press
it is further made clear what demands he put upon himself and how justly
and fairly he acted from the social point of view (^°-). (See also Chapter XII

and Supplement 82.)
It would have been beneath Hahnemann's dignity

to be the trumpeter
persistently refused to make public evidence of
important and even remarkable cures. The only thing he did was to
communicate to the scientific periodicals in a purely scientific manner the
effects of this or that remedy in the case for which it was applied.
His object
was to render service to his colleagues or to stimulate them to further
experiments and observations. From the later Kothen period onwards
these publications decreased more and more together with the numerous
of his owTi successes.

He

medicine provings of his friends and students, and finally ceased altogether
to appear openly.
There are only two proved cases where Hahnemann
himself gave a detailed account of cures during his homctopathic period.
He
did it with a certain amount of repugnance and only to satisfy the wishes of
his friends.
These two simple and unassuming descriptions are intended
simply to emphasise the reasons leading to the choice of the remedy.
Introducing his theme he says (Reminder to the 2nd Part of the Materia
Medica Pura)
The request of my friends, who are half-way to becoming
proficient in this therapeutic method, that I should lay before them
:
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examples of such cures, is a difficult one to fulfil and its fulfilment is of
no great usefulness. Every single case of illness cured shows only how
that particular one has been treated. The inner process of treatment
depends always on those principles which are already known and it
cannot be made concrete or determined for every case. It is impossible
to make this process clearer by the history of a single cure effected than
has alread\' been done by the presentation of the general principles.
Every case of non-miasmatic diseases is pecuHar to itself and it is this
specific nature which distinguishes it from ever\^ other case.
That
which belongs only to the nature of one disease cannot become the
determining factor in the treatment of other cases.
This attitude of Hahnemann's is coming into its own to-day, when the
following declaration is read in Professor Krehl's " Pathological Physiology,"

2nd

edition, 1921, p.

689

:

Only then are we alive to the changing heterogeny which living
nature presents to us as something never before existent even though
a most similar phenomenon may have appeared previously.
Good
powers of observation alone enable us to realise what is chiefly new in
nature and every process of disease incurred by man is something
completely new, whatever may happen because every man is a world

—

—

in himself.

To be

we must further state that two other descriptions
from Hahnemann's labours were published by Bonninghausen in
1844 in Stapf's Archive (New Archive, Vol. I). Madame Melanie had handed
them over to him, presumably at the instigation of her husband, shortly
before his death in 1843.
It is proved in many ways that the majority of his patients had supreme
confidence in him, following his instructions for whole decades. There is
the correspondence with a craftsman of Gotha, which we have mentioned
several times and which was published by Dr. Schuchardt.
There is the
persistence of Lord Anglesey, whose sjmiptom register we have alread\'
pubhshed (Supplement 177)
There are numerous writings addressed to him
such as the letter of Baron Boris von Yxktill, from Reval (January 24th,
quite accurate

of disease

.

1831)

:

Now
hope
There

will

till

death, which

I

the enthusiastic outburst of Gernss, of Wanzleben (February

is

24th, 1832)

I shall hold out and remain true to you
be delayed as long as possible.

:

ReaUy, one might almost wish to be ill at times in order to witness
the wonderful power of homoeopathic medicines.
His high opinion of the medical calling and its responsible task is also
in the attitude he adopted towards unqualified practice.
He rejected
it with great firmness.
His relations with Baron von Bonninghausen and
Baron von Gersdorff do not alter this conception in the slightest. (For
both men had acquired a groundwork for their homoeopathic activity in their
scientific study at the University and in their knowledge of the sister sciences
of medicine.
Moreover, they had completed their education through
Hahnemann's writings and by oral and written advice from the Master
himself.)
Hahnemann demanded of one man, who wished to be a

shown

.
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disciple of homoeopathy, that he must first obtain a thorough scientific
grounding at the University before he could be accepted as a student. This
demand is the more signilicant, as Hahnemann did not estimate too highly
the medical training of the Universities at that time. But he thought so
much of their general cultural value and of the fundamental importance of
medical study, that he preferred to lose a disciple rather than turn him loose
on patients with onty a layman's training.
We can see Hahnemann's general view of the true physician's calling and
In the essay, " The sick
personality from his " Friend of Health " (1795).
room visitor," he says
:

Whom can a patient who is dangerously ill best bear about him ?
Surely only the necessary people— at most the father, mother or wife,
and best of all the nurse and the physician (two people chosen by God,
thrown into the battle at its hardest like forlorn sentries close to the
attacking enemy with no relief, two creatures very badly misunderstood,
who are sacrificed on the public's behalf for miserable pay. They strive
to attain a citizen's crown, risking their lives amidst fatally poisonous
atmospheres and overcome by anguishing cries and dying moans)
Sick men amidst lurking fevers should be left to the care of God
and these two alone necessary and alone helpful. Only with them
are they well cared for and from their hands they may expect everything that one could wish them life and health.

—

—

In a further essay "

On

the choice of a family physician," he portrays

his idea of a real doctor, after ridiculing various medical patterns

:

Enquire for an unpretending man with sound commonsense, who
hold in the balance everything that he
perceives and utters as truth.
Seek one who will be able to give clear
and precise information about everything concerning his subject, but
who never gives it unasked or in the wrong place. Let him moreover
be such a man as is not a stranger to man, and to whom, as a citizen
of the world, the really important things of life (in the best sense) are
not unknown. But, in particular, be sure to choose a man who does
not become startled or heated perchance over injustices who will
not turn away unsympathetically from anyone except from flatterers.
Choose a man with few but real friends, ready to listen to the needy,
who will not give advice until he has well reflected, a man who prescribes
few medicines, usually simple, crude medicinal substances. Such a
man will be retiring until he is sought out and will not omit to praise
the good points of his colleagues without spreading his own fame.
He will be a friend of order, quietness and beneficent works. One thing
more
Watch before you make your choice how he treats his poor
patients, and whether at home when no one is looking on, he spends
his time in a worthy manner
will take unutterable pains to

—

—

!

!

Is it not possible to recognise here a portrait of the physician Hahnemann,
drawn without any exaggeration or over-emphasis but with a true knowledge
of himself
a picture full of modesty but also of hfe-hke verisimilitude, just
as great painters hke to paint their own portrait as a work of art exhibited

—

for public criticism

?

This high conception of the medical calling as embodied in Hahnemann
lives as a sort of yearning ideal in the hearts of our best modern physicians

HIS IDEAL OF A PHYSICIAN
Nothing shows that better than
will come more and more into its own.
Professor Dr. Krehl's words in his work on " Pathological Physiology," to
which we have repeatedly referred (2nd edition, p. 688)

and

:

Let us again be physicians like those who existed thousands of
modern development of natural science. Let us be
sympathetic towards our patients and learn from good physicians of
experience in order to acquire from them how they, from experience
alone, bring to bear their influence on disease forms at the bedside.
That is what
But let us abandon sterile pedantry to its own devices
That will
one likes to call " Hippocraticism," that is true empiricism

j^ears before the

!

!

bring forth real physicians.

^

CHAPTER XXII
Hahnemann's attitude towards natural healing, pathology and
diagnosis.
" A^o ! That exquisite power innate in the human being, designed to direct
in the most perfect manner the operations of life while it is in health, equally
present in all parts of the organism, in the fibres of sensibility as well as in those
of irritability, the unwearying spring of all the normal functions of the body,
was not created for the purpose oj affording itself aid in diseases, not for the
purpose of exercising a healing art worthy oj imitation."
S.

Hahnemann,

1842, " Organon," 6th Edition, Introduction.
"

Homoeopathy knows

that a cure

can only take place by the reaction of

vital force against the rightly chosen remedy that has been ingested,
the cure will be certain and rapid in proportion to. the strength with
vital force still prevails in the patient."
" Organon,"

and

that

which the

Preface to the 6th Edition.

HAHNEMANN'S

attitude towards natural healing was just as great a
stumbling-block to his friends and antagonists as the psoric theory.
A large part of the hostile attacks on him and his theor}' was based
on reputed statements of the innovator concerning this very question. Even
his friends misunderstood him and up to our time enemies of homoeopathy
have used misunderstood sentences from the " Organon " about natural
healing or the hfe power to ridicule the whole homoeopathic theory.
From
our modern point of view it does indeed seem incomprehensible that any
reasonable man especially if he have a medical training should deny the
existence of natural healing or, in other words, the occurrence of self heahng
in the human organism.
Are we asked to believe that Hahnemann disputed
this
Hahnemann, the profound, keen-eyed research worker ? Must we
believe that a scholar, so proficient in the natural sciences, in medicine and
philosophy, would only entrust the healing of diseases to the physician's
skill ?
It cannot seriously be believed that such reproaches should have been
hurled against him. Yet it happened. As a proof we add some incidents
At the general meeting of the Central Association in Magdeburg (1836)
during the Master's own life-time, the German homoeopathic physicians,
under the chairmanship of Dr. Paul Wolf, of Dresden, found it necessary to
give unanimous expression to the following sentiment in their 17th thesis

—

—

—

:

:

Hahnemann

certainly does not deny the existence of natural
healing.
But he describes its action as not being always worthy of
imitation and as being rareh' sufficient. This opinion of Hahnemann's
as everyone must know, has never been shared by the majority of

homoeopaths.

The homreopathic physicians did
Griesselich, of Karlsruhe,

who

this in spite of the fact that Dr.
possessed one of the keenest minds amongst
282
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them and who had protested from the beginning against these exaggerated
statements of the old Master's theories, had written these words in 1832 in
his " Sketches from the folio of an itinerant Homceopath "
:

Hahnemann has often been reproached with despising
I myself made the same mistake when I read what is

healings.

...

natural
written

In Hahnemann's conversations I have
in the "Organon"
It seems as if the reformer
noticed no trace of a denial of this power.
has given rise to misunderstandings.
It cannot then seem strange if an opponent of homoeopathy like Professor
Haeser, although in the opinion of a modern colleague acting fairly by
Hahnemann and his theory for the most part, should make such a statement
:

This total denial or rather this shamelessly bold mockery of the
forces of nature in the recuperating stage forms a main principle of
Hahnemann's theory.

Pri\y Councillor Dr. Erich Harnack, the pharmacologist at Halle
University, asserts in an article " Natural Healing " (Dresdener Neueste
Nachrichten, July 27th, 1910)
:

WTien Hahnemann was trying to found the so-called homoeopathic
theory a century ago, he quoted as a fundamental principle this
" There is no such thing as natural healing.
The physician
statement
A more
is the only one who can heal with his homoeopathic remedies."
nonsenical utterance has seldom been spoken.*
:

Are these reproaches

justified

?

Is

it

not possible that Griesselich

is

right

when he speaks of " misunderstandings " ? In what follows we shall let
Hahnemann speak for himself. But in order that Hahnemann's standpoint
may be better understood and appreciated, we will first make it our duty to
give a short description of the changes which the conception of " natural
healing " has undergone during the centuries.
^
According to Hippocrates (460 377 B.C.) and his school, everybody^
possesses an inborn power regulating in time of health all the functions of
the organs, and, in particular, the correct relative mixture of the humours.
Illness is a disturbance of the healthy equilibrium and at the same time the
" battle of the natural healing power dwelling in the body against the
injurious disease-factor " (Meyer-Steinegg).+
They called this power Physis
A disease is therefore
(nature).
Every man has such a special power.
apparent in every individual only in the special form peculiar to him. It is
the physician's task to support the organism in its battle against the disease.
Asklepiades (about 90 B.C.) taught the opposite with regard to the natural
power of healing. It can do nothing to free the disease-troubled body from
its morbid affections.
Rather does it favour the process of disease. The
physician's efforts must therefore be directed towards opposing this natural
power which is so fatally hostile to the patient by remedies acting in the
opposite vvay (contraria contrarius). Galen (130 201 a.d.) recognised, in

—

—

What Harnack

quotes as an utterance of Hahnemann cannot be found in any
" Privy Councillor Erich
For further details see Dr. Wapler (Leipsic)
Harnack and his Primer of Materia Medica," Leipsic, 191 1. Press of Dr. W'ilmar
Schwabe.
*

of his books

t

Vol.

I

:

Meyer-Steinegg " On the physician's science and the limits of medical knowledge."
Press of the Medical Review, Munich, 1912.
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agreement with Hippocrates, a natural healing power inherent in the body.
It was the physician's task and the first law of all medical action to support
this " physis " in its tendency to heal, if it proved insufficient.
But Galen
left the groundwork of sober cHnical observations, to which the followers of
Hippocrates had held securely, and tried to explain the mode of operation
of the natural healing power by philosophical disquisitions.
In this way he
contributed more to confusion than to exposition. Nevertheless his conception of this matter remained for centuries the authoritative attitude of
physicians.

was the natural process of healing
the subject of careful investigations.
Sydenham (1624
1689) obtained a new measure of respect for the natural power of healing by
He reahsed that in certain reactions
careful observation made at the bedside.
of the body counter effects to the disease poisons present in the diseased
organism were expressed. The natural healing power opposed itself to them
and this brought about a cure. This process was particular^ active in acute
diseases, but in chronic troubles it was often completely absent.
He did not
fail to realise that, in exceptional cases, this natural process of healing must
be counteracted, particularly when nature herself took wrong ways.
At the end of the seventeenth and at the beginning of the eighteenth
centuries, Ernst Georg Stahl's view prevailed in the medical world.
In place
of the natural heahng power he set a domination of the soul (anima) over the
body. This anima dominated and invigorated the body in all its parts and
activities and supported the whole organism.
Disease was nothing else than
prevention of normal tension (tonus) and the soul's tendency, anatomically
set free, to restore it again.
The symptoms and unpleasant features of
diseases were simply efforts of the organism, called forth by the influence of
the soul, to restore the equilibrium of health.
Every natural and every
morbid symptom of the body originated from the soul. Only under the
influence of the soul could the body, dead in itself, become a living, active
organism. One of the most operative automatic remedies was fever, which
was nothing but increased activity of the anima. Stahl is also emphatic in
asserting that the efforts of the anima do not always adequately correspond
to the purposes of life and to the maintenance of the body.
Consequentlv,
the professional skill of the physician may be necessary.
In § 10 of the " Organon " Hahnemann uses phrases which might be
Not

until the seventeenth century

made once more

Stahl's

own

:

The material organism without the vital force is capable of no
sensation, no function, no self-preservation
it derives all sensations
and performs all the functions of life solely by means of the immaterial
being (the vital principle) which animates the material organism in
health and in disease.
;

And

in § 15

he says

:

The organism

is indeed the material instrument of the Ufe, but
not conceivable without the animation imparted to it by the
instinctively perceiving and regulating dynamis, just as the vital force
is not conceivable without the organism, consequently the two together
constitute a unity.
it

^

is

After Stahl's idea of animism, there followed the so-called vitalism.
It is
influenced throughout by Stahl's theories and animated by the spirit of
Hippocrates.
It took its origin from the medical school in Montpellier.
Its

\'IE\VS

OX THE LIFE FORCE

<.a85_

main representatives were the Frenchmen de Sauvages, Bordeu, Barthez,
Mtahsm teaches that the final
Pinel, and in Germany particularly Reil.
basis of all processes in the organism is the vital principle (Bordeu calls it
"
Its nature is unknown and
life power).
nature, Barthez " force vitale
unfathomable. It has its seat in the brain and solar plexus. Nerves transmit
It is different
to every organ the function corresponding to its structure.
from the thinking mind, but it is endowed with motion and sensibilit\-. It
has the power to maintain form, expansion, situation and tension in all
bodily parts and to restore normahty in case of disturbances in these parts.
lUness is an affection of the Hfe power and is expressed by disturbances in the
movement, sensibility, etc. All disturbances call forth a reaction of the
Consequently, in treatment of illness the natural tendency to
life power.
heal must be supported or regulated and the individual disease factors must
be influenced by remedies having that specific effect. According to Reil the
chief protagonist of vitaHsm in German}-, the life power is not a single basic
power, but only the conception of physico-chemical forces of organic matter,
through the uniform combination of which the phenomena of life exist. To
him disease is not only deviations from the normal form and composition of
matter, but at the same time the tendency, present in the body, tp eliminate
Healing takes place as a rule through the organism itself.
those deviations.
Treatment should have primarily as its aim the maintenance of those forces
needed by the organism for healing, namely, those acting mechanically,
Reil's chief work, " Dissertation on the Life
chemically and dynamically.
" The question of the hfe force," says Hiibotter
Force," appeared in 1796.
(" Three Thousand Years of Medicine "), " was at that time to some extent
" Ideas about Pathogeny and the
in the air."
In 1795 Hufeland wrote
In another
Influence of the Life Force on the Origin and Form of Disease."
place Hiibotter teUs us that vitahsm had acquired a prevalence in Germany
Is it likely
lasting for decades under Hufeland's influence (1762
1832).
that Hahnemann, who was amongst the zealous collaborators in Hufeland's
Journal at the turn of the century (thus estabhshing many connections with
the celebrated writer), should have formed an exception ?
In addition to these basic conceptions, current amongst all the physicians
of the time, there was stiU to be reckoned about 1800 the influence of

—

:

—

ScheUing's Natural Philosophy (" Plan of a system of Natural Philosophy,"
ScheUing's theories had an irresistible attraction for all physicians
1799).
who " dissatisfied with the attempts at purely scientific explanation were
hoping, by philosophical consideration, to enrich the facts obtained in this
way which gave evidence of no internal agreement " (Meyer-Steinegg). He
taught that nature was to be regarded as a self-contained whole, held
together by a mental link. To him matter is not the origin but the " result
He admits like the
of the being's formation into one definite form."
Brownian school that the animal organism may have sensibihty and
irritability and adds a third capacity, namely, power of reproduction
(regeneration).
But in the treatment of diseases he rejects the Brownian
theory with the principle contraria contraries, and demands a process on the
basis simiha simihbus.
(See Hiibotter, " Three Thousand Years of Medicine,"
p. 419.)

After this short description of the medical views concerning the

hfe

power (natural power of healing) prevalent in the last quarter of the
eighteenth and the first quarter of the nineteenth century, we shall now allow
Hahnemann to speak for himself in some detail.
The idea, " vital force," is used in his uritings, above all in the " Organon,"
in a double sense.
At first he sees in it merely the hearer of the normal course

(
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y

of all activities of the organism in

its

healthy state, being completely one with

the organism, neither possible without the other.
(we adhere
In
of the " Organon,"
§

edition),

9

p.

he says

97

throughout to the sixth

:

In the healthy condition of man, the spiritual vital force
(autocracy) the Dynamis that animates the material body (organism),
rules with unbounded sway, and retains all the parts of the organism
in admirable, harmonious, vital operation as regards both sensations
and functions.
" This idea of vital force," says Dr. Kroner, in the Berl. hom. Zeitschrift,
a view
1911, vol. 30, page 290, " coincides entirely with that now current
which, after passing through decades when it was considered correct to
reject it, is now coming into its own again."
The same thought is expressed by § 15 of the text on p. 103. In § 22,

—

Note

I, p.

108,

Hahnemann

speaks of

the merely instinctive vital energy that is devoid of reason.
It was implanted in our organism to keep our hfe in harmonious
working order as long as the organism is healthy, but not to heal by
itself in case of disease.
For if it possessed an excellent capacity to
do this, it would never allow the organism to become ill.
.

Another passage states (Introduction to the " Organon,"

p. 67)

:

That exquisite power innate in the human being, designed to
most perfect manner the operations of Hfe while it is in

direct in the

...

health, equally present in all parts of the" organism.
It was
not created for the purpose of affording itself aid in disease, not for the
purpose of exercising a healing art worthy of imitation.

^

In disease, according to
it is

§

11 of the "

Organon "

:

only this spiritual, self-acting (automatic) vital force, every-

where present in his organism, that is primarily deranged b}' the
dynamic influence upon it of a morbific agent inimical to life
it is
only the vital principle, deranged to such an abnormal state, that can
furnish the organism with its disagreeable sensations, and incline it
to the irregular processes which we call disease.
;

.

.

.

The same conception of disease is expressed by § 72, where the beha\-iour
of the life-power in chronic and acute diseases is discussed.
But in numerous other passages of his writings from 1796 to the sixth edition
of the " Organon " in 1842, this " life force " or " life principle " or " life
character " is described in afar wider sense as " natural healing power," " self
help of the life-force," " natural healing " and so on.
That is, totally different
and far more comprehensive capacities and duties are assigned to it than merely
and maintenance of the body's action in the healthy state.
It must be confessed that there seems to be a divergence of opinion
apparent in this case. We receive the impression that Hahnemann did not
think and write logically. For, if on the one hand this life force actuates the
normal action of the body only in its healthy state and is thrown out of gear
by the " disease factor," then it should really behave in a thoroughly morbid
direction throughout the illness.
But it does this only to a certain extent.
Generally speaking it acts automatically in an attempt to ward off the injurious
invader.
It contributes towards restoring the normal state of health even

the regulation

THEORIES OF THE HEALING PROCESS
though frequently

in

an miperfect and inadequate way, which
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it is

not ahvays

Often the invading ills are deflected
desirable for the physician to imitate.
from vital organs endangered, to less important parts of the body (by boils,
The contradiction in these views has doubtless
diarrhoea, perspirations, etc.).
been the cause of misunderstandings and attacks from the very beginning.
Hahnemann retained up to his death the conception of " vital force " with
this twofold effect and he gave special prominence to it as " natural healing
power," which on the one hand possessed the property of being able to
transform

illness into

health (spontaneous cures), and on the other hand

Although
essential for all attempts at medical therapy.
limitations in this question, this cannot alter the fact that

was the necessary
he made

many

during his life he acknowledged the natural power of healing to a wide extent
and that he saw in it a main support of his theory.
In the introduction to the " Organon " he devoted a large section to this
very power of natural healing and the ph^'sician's relation to it, as he had
learned to know it in the general practice of his professional colleagues and
as he, in his s\'stem of therapy, took his stand towards it (" Organon,"
sixth edition).
Even in his earlier writings we find sufficient proof that he
already knew about the natural power of healing, recognised it and has never
denied^it

(-°3).

" (1810) referring to " vital force " and
many alterations, abbreviations and
expansions in the different editions up to the sixth edition of the year 1842.
In their meaning, however, they remain practically unaltered.
On p. 45 of the Introduction there are the words
in the "

Those remarks

" natural healing

Organon

power," underwent

:

Even
life

if

the smallest splinter gets into our sensitive parts,

principle, ever present in our body, does not rest until

it

the

has been

ejected by pain, fever, suppuration or gangrene.
Is it then possible
that this inexhaustively active life principle should, for example, in
the case of a twenty years old eruptive disease, willingly tolerate in
the fluids of the body for twenty years a foreign, material, eruptive
substance, so hostile as it is, a herpetic, scrofulous or gouty acridity ?

Can the natural healing power and its inexhaustible activity be
acknowledged more openty than in these words ? Can a more just account
be given of its capacity to restore normal health, in many cases on its own
(and particularly in acute diseases) than is to be found in many passages of
the " Organon," " the Materia Medica Pura," many letters, etc. (^°-*).
It is true that Hahnemann set limitations to his acknowledgment of the
natural healing power.
On the basis of his own careful observations made
at the bedside, he characterised its action as not always suitable and sometimes even dangerous to the organism. If it was left to itself it might take
absolutely wrong directions.
He
It acted in a blind and crude wa\'.
considered it the greatest evil that the old school medicine followed these
wrong directions with the superficial desire to obey strictly nature's working.
" In ordinary medical practice nature's automatic help in case of illness,
where no medicine was applied, was regarded as wonderful heahng, the manner
of which was to be imitated."
In reaUty, medical science ought to come to
the help of this crude, unseeing sway of an unintelligent, unreasoned vital
force.
Hahnemann's battle against allopathy and its methods of phlebotomy,
scarification, purgatives and emetics was a battle against these false fundamental views and took its stand principally upon his opposing conviction of
the insufficient action of the life-force in disease (-°5).

.
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He directed his opposition particular!}- on this exaggerated estimate of
the " efforts of the crude automatic natural power," which was so prevalent
amidst the members of the old school. This power was entirely misunderstood and wrongly considered to be really curative. They tried to promote
and magnify its importance under the delusion that they might thereby
Hahnemann's general
eradicate the whole evil and thoroughly cure it (p. 62).
criticism of Allopathy's efforts was (p. 66)
:

They remain far behind in their efforts because of the miserable
assistance which the natural healing power left to itself is able to
afford them.

e>

He

reproaches them with

offering a bad copy of the imperfect self help of this crude natural
power as a healing science, as a rational healing science (p. 66)
This life power is capable of acting effectively on its own only after

....

By itself it cannot act
suitable adaptation of the physical organism.
with reason, insight or consideration. It was not given to us men so
that we should accept it as the best possible healer of disease, which
would restore to a normal condition those sad deviations from health
(pp. 66-67).

many

and chronic disease, then, the natural healing
We must come to its aid, support it, put aside
the existent difiiculties and show it the way leading to health.
But in this process the really intelligent physician must take other
measures than those adopted in the prevailing school. The physicians of
this school it was who, " imitating in general the helpful tendencies of crude
nature left to herself, carried out in their practice revulsions which were said
Proud of their position as " ministri naturae," they " tried
to be useful."
In

power

is

cases of acute

not alone

sufficient.

industriously to further the efforts of the life force (evident in diseases) to
help itself by evacuations and antagonistic metastases " (p. 60) (-°^).
This evacuation and revulsion is not curing and it does not lead to health.
must go deeper. Often enough it is quite sufficient to remove the
apparent causes, so that the natural healing power, without any medicinal
internal or external remedy, may bring everything into working order again.
Such is the case described by Hahnemann in § 77 of the " Organon " when he
is writing about " so-called chronic " diseases, those brought about by

We

" avoidable

ills

"
:

These illnesses brought on by themselves pass away on their own
account if the mode of living is improved (unless a chronic miasm is
otherwise present in the body)
Other ailments, particularly of the acute variety, are healed by the
gradual domination of the body over the natural course of the disease. In
many cases an intelligent physician will hasten a cure simply by altering
the diet correspondingly.
With ailments affecting the body from without, surgical operations will
be the process adopted. (See " Organon," § 186 and Supplement 198.)
In such cases there may be necessary in addition to this external,
mechanical, surgical help an inward " dynamic help," so that " the whole
living organism may be put in a state to complete the work of healing," e.g.
in fever after severe bruises, contusions, burns, etc.
(§ 186.)

"

NATURE

NEEDS HELP AND GUIDANCE

"

.,^89^

In all internal diseases, particularly of the chronic type, a suitable internal
medical treatment must of course support the tendency of the natural healing
power. A cure can only be expected if a remedy is selected which is suitable
from the homoeopathic point of view, and acts " by means of the life principle
still available in the patient and attuned to the right activity by the compatible medicine."
We may regard Hahnemann's remarks in § 22 (p. 107)
as a complement to this
:

to a morbid state by ills our life force cannot but give
discord by disturbing the healthy life course of the
organism and by means of painful sensations. By these symptoms it
appeals for help to the understanding physician.

Reduced

expression to

its

In Hahnemann's opinion, therefore, the body is not in a position of itself
of the hfe force.
It needs help

overcome these disturbances by means
and this the physician is to supply with his
to

;

intelligent assistance.

—

Two things are consequenth' necessary for heahng the effective working
of the " Hfe principle still available," and an inteUigent natural course of
action by the physician with definite auxiliary and curative remedies (^°7)_
Did Hahnemann reject the natural power of healing ? No. He
acknowledged and used the idea with a twofold significance, firstly as that
power which invigorates and regulates the body in its healthy state, and
secondly as a tendency peculiar to the body of eliminating disease
partly alone and partly with the help of medical assistance. This diverse
utiUsation of the idea led to misunderstandings which are, however, easily
His
discernible as such by a careful consideration of his own words.
conception of the life force in a state of health is more limited than that of
modern times, and consequently the same is true of his view concerning its

From his pre-homoeopathic period
relationship to (homiceopathic) medicine.
to the end of his hfe, he alwa^'s recognised it as a natural heahng power,
although (again in contradistinction to modem ideas) he was not always
able to regard its action as adequate and suitable by itself. At any rate,
he never denied the fact that the natural healing power can by itself bring
about cures. He himself laid no value upon the explanation of how this is
up

accomplished, actual experience was enough for him. On the other hand,
he never maintained that a patient could become, healthy only by homoeopathic remedies. The " Organon," in particular, contained sufficient passages
in which he declares either dietetic precautions alone, a regularised mode of
hfe or psychic action or surgical measures to be adequate.
If we are to understand Hahnemann's theory and ideas about vital force
and natural healing power, we should put him in the setting of his time with
the opinions then prevalent. We must regard him as a child of his times.
We should not expect to judge him according to the standards of to-day with
There is noticeable a striking agreement
their advanced state of knowledge.
of his views with Sydenham's about natural healing power, with the basic
ideas of Stahl's animism and with the thought processes of Bordeu and
Barthez in their vitalism. Hahnemann stood on the same philosophical
foundations as they and the most enlightened progressives of his period,
That he should nevertheless meet with rejection and cone.g. Hufeland.
tradiction on every hand, is probabh' to be explained by reason of the fact
that he drew from these fundamental opinions different conclusions from the
others.
But, on the other hand, this only shows the more clearly what a
keen observer and independent thinker he was. Towards the end of his life
10
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life and activity was gaining increasing ground
easih* understandable, he and a part of his students
" pure theory ") fell into greater and greater disrepute
(the supporters of the
It is equally understandable that a section of his
as being behind the times.

the material view of
in science

all

and then, as

organic

is

own disciples, captivated by the new scientifically materiahstic theories, should
completely reject the dynamic principle in its extreme expressions, whilst
acknowledging the law of similars as a fact proved by experience. They
derived some support in this b}' referring to the Master's own views and
actions in his j^ounger years.
But the wave of purely materialistic views upon life, health and disease,
after reaching its crest in Virchow and his cell theory, has completely
In their innermost convictions its supporters were left
evaporated.
dissatisfied in spite of the abundance of purely scientific discoveries and
outwardly brilliant technical progress, which they were able to report in the
various branches on the basis of their theories. Then, after a considerable
at first only by the few
time, vitalism was taken up and accredited again
but later bv a large number of important investigators and ph3'sicians. This,
the theory of a spiritual origin and motive to all organic behaviour, the theory
of the hfe force and the natural heahng power as a dynamic principle is

—

being re-awakened

(-°*).

In considering Hahnemann's relationship to vital force and natural
healing power we have been repeatedly obliged to touch upon his particular
views about Pathology and Diagnosis, and his attitude towards them, an
In the following
attitude which diverged from that of his contemporaries.
pages we intend to deal somewhat more fully with his ideas about the origin
of a disease, its

symptoms and

its

diagnosis.

In this question, also, Hahnemann had to stand on foundations built more
or less by himself, although, in many instances he used the support of old
The current theories of his
ideas which appeared to him to be applicable.
time about the causes and phenomena of diseases lost their value for him as
soon as he felt certain of his similarity idea, which resulted from careful
experimental evidence. The sober investigator who only relied upon facts
and experience had no time for aU this speculative playing with theories,
division of diseases into classes and species or for any gross materialistic
pathology. Even his own attempts to explain the theories, evolved from
his investigations as empiric facts, were to him of small import, as we have
alread}' mentioned.
^

The longer he lived, the more strenuously Hahnemann rejected and
fought against the theories of disease origin and diagnosis, as known in his
WTioever desires to criticise him should keep this in mind. Even we
time.
moderns are still engaged in rejecting those views. Hahnemann did so,
because the}' allowed him no insight into those disease conditions and
which might have offered advantages and certain facts to the
phvsician intent onlv on curing sick men. What had he to do with a confused babble of inferences and unprovable assertions when he was face to
Whatever seemed to him to
face with a patient desirous of being cured ?
be good, whatever seemed to him to be useful (as, for example, the theory of
symptoms, semiology), he was glad to use. Would Halinemann's mind, so
receptive of all valuable progress, have rejected the modern progressive
discoveries and methods ?
Would he not rather have used everything to
procure new support for his theory, especially to-day when the crass
materialism of the past decades is changing to a biologically vitalistic conception ?
processes,

—

.

THEORY CONSIDERED OF MINOR IMPORT
We can understand why Hahnemann did not at once take up a
consolidated and immutable position with regard to pathology, the theory
In 1808 he
of the nature, origin and course of the morbid life processes.
attempted to deal with these questions more fully. He accomphshed this
" On the value of
in his dissertation in Hufeland's Journal entitled
speculative systems of medicine, especially in connection with the various
systems of practice " and he repeated it again in the " Organon," appearing
two years later (-°9)
These unfruitful disputes about theories and theoretic systems were
naturally distasteful to a reasoning mind like Hahnemann's indisposed to
They were incompatible with his continuous search
speculate or theorise.
for assured facts, founded on experience, which would be actually of service
He therefore soon dissociated himself from the prevailing
in the sick-room.
views and went his way. His own opinions he not only preserved as the
guiding Une to his own course of action, but he published them abroad to his
professional colleagues, defending them with a fiery zeal.
In the first place, he detaches himself entirely from his contemporaries
by his conception of the nature of disease (see supplement 209). From his
discovery of the peculiar laws governing life is derived the completely new
opinion described in §§ 9, 10, 11 of the " Organon."
" Diseases are nothing but changes of condition in the healthy subject,
which are given expression in symptoms " (§ 19). Disease is not to him, as to
contem.porary therapy (§ 13) " an agent distinct from the living whole, from
the organism and from the life-giving dynamis a being, inwardly concealed
however finely conceived." " Nonsense " is his description of the " materia
It
peccans," which was then generally accepted as the cause of disease.
certainly does not impress him as being anything supernatural (according
to § 31, Note, page 114)
:

;

—

:

When I call disease a derangement of man's state of health, I am
from wishing thereby to give a hyperphysical explanation of the
internal nature of diseases generally or of any case of disease in
particular.
It is only intended b}' this expression to intimate, what it
can be proved diseases are not and cannot be. They are not mechanical
or chemical alterations of the material substance of the body and they
They are
are not dependent on a material morbific substance.
merely spirit-like (conceptual) dynamic derangements of the life.
far

He

answers the question, "

How

does disease arise

?

" in

§

12

:

The morbidly affected vital energy alone produces diseases, so
that the morbid phenomena, perceptible to our senses, express at the
same time all the internal changes. That is to say, the whole morbid
derangement of the internal dynamis in a word, they reveal the whole
;

disease.

In an annotation to this paragraph, however, he admits quite frankly
and modestly and even to-day we have not progressed farther than that

—

:

How

the vital force causes the organism to display morbid
is, how it produces disease, it would be of no practical
utility to the physician to know, and will for ever remain concealed
only what it is necessar}' for him to know of the disease
from him
and what is fully sufficient for enabling him to cure it, has the Lord of
life revealed to his senses.

phenomena, that
;
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As to the external causes of illness, the " disease factor," Hahnemann
gives his views in § i^ (in the case of acute diseases) and in §§ 74, 203 and 204
Amongst them are excesses or deprivation, violent
(in chronic diseases).
physical impressions, chills, excessive heat, fatigue, overstrain, etc., or
psychic excitations, affections, etc. " The power of imagination " can also,
according to § 17, Note I, " produce the severest illness." There are also
" meteoric or telluric influences and injuries, but only a few men
simultaneously may suffer from these." Similar to them are epidemic or
contagious diseases, " involving crowded masses of people " (calamities of
In these cases, the symptoms take the same
war, inundations and famine).
course because they are all of the same origin. But in other cases, there are
" acute miasms, attacking man perhaps only once in his life-time, such
as small-pox, measles, whooping cough, S3'denham's smooth, bright red
scarlet fever, mumps, etc., or the Levantine pest often recurring in a fairly
similar form, the yellow fever of coastal lands, Asiatic cholera, etc.
Amongst
the causes of chronic diseases Hahnemann includes (§ 74) medicinal ills,
artificially produced by allopathic methods of treatment (phlebotomy, etc.)
as well as (§ 77) the continuous effects of avoidable harm contracted by a
wrong mode of living, nourishment, dwelling, clothing, by lack of exercise,
by inordinate exertion, etc., and (§§ 79-81) by the three chief evils sycosis,
syphilis and psora.
Those influences which are deleterious to health and are partly psychical
partly physical, do not possess, according to § 31, " the power to disturb
unconditionally the healthy human organism "
'

'

:

We

are made ill by them, only when our organism is susceptible
to the disease cause present and our condition is unfavourably altered
and gives rise to abnormal sensations and functions. They do not
produce disease in everyone nor at all times.
Sufferings are not always felt alike by all men, everyone differs according
Illnesses appear sometimes in an acute form,
to his own pecuUar nature.
at other times they take on a chronic course, according to the duration and
In his " ]\Iedicine of Experience " (1805)
violence of the exciting cause.
Hahnemann says
:

So it is that, with the exception of these few pecuhar diseases,
the rest are dissimilar and not to be enumerated. They are so
difterent that each one of them occurs almost only once, for every
occurring case of disease must be regarded (and treated) as a separate
disease, w^hich has never appeared before in the world as on this
occasion, with this patient and under these circumstances, and, similarly,
wall not appear again in exacth' the same way.*
all

In the " Organon "
and explains the causes

he refers to the innumerable forms of disease
of this diversity to be climate, special nature of the
place of abode, varying education of the body and mind in youth, neglected,
one-sided or too refined development of these two, their misuse in professional
also,

or in the ordinary circumstances of life, dietetics, passions, morals, customs
and habits of every sort.
The diversit}' of chronic diseases is sufficiently evident from the external
symptoms. The disease is reflected in the totaUty of the symptoms. These
phenomena of the disease (the symptoms) are perceptible to the patient

life

* Hahnemann's
words in 1805
Physiology," 1921, p. 6S9 i^ide Chapter
!

Compare Professor
XXI, p. 307).

Krehl.

" Pathological

SYMPTOMS THE PORTRAIT OF DISEASE
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by sensations of changes in his bodily and
mental state (subjective symptoms). They are also to be observed by those
who surround him and by the ph}-sician, partly obvious and partly to be
determined only by investigation (objective s\Tnptoms).

himself through his senses and

All these perceptible signs represent the disease in its whole
extent, that is, they form the true and onty conceivable portrait of the
disease (§ 6).

And

in § 14

:

man

nothing morbid that is curable
is curable which does not make
itself known to the accurately observing physician by means of morbid
signs and symptoms.
This is an arrangement in perfect conformity
with the infinite goodness of the aU-wise Preserver of human life.
In the interior of

and no

visible

there

is

morbid alteration that

The suffering of the morbidly affected life force, invisible in the interior,
and the conception of externally perceptible symptoms form, according to
" one whole
they are one and the same." It is only that we " spUt
§ 15,
"
up in thought this unity into two ideas, for the sake of better understanding.
The idea " symptoms " takes on a far deeper significance with Hahnemann
than with his contemporaries and even with school medicine up to the
present day.
From the start, one part of the attacks against homoeopathy
was founded on that divergency. The climax of this campaign against him
was reached in the statement that homoeopathy did not cure " causatively,"

—

with the ultimate object of eliminating the causes of disease. It only
cured symptomaticaUy, i.e. it only took away the external phenomena of the
disease and was satisfied with a purely mechanical covering over of the

i.e.

symptoms.

To a

many

certain extent, such reproaches seem justified

homoeopathy, medical

superficial supporters of

by the actions of
and non-medical.

laziness of mind and desire for convenience these people were
quite satisfied in their choice of remedy by an external and more or less
superficial agreement of the medicine's action with the momentan,- phenomena
of the disease.
By this means, they not only showed their inabihty to heal
rationally, but the}- managed to bring the whole process of healing into
disrepute.
But such a course of action is not homoeopathic it is not
compatible with Hahnemann's theory. It overlooks the fact, as do also his
opponents, that to Hahnemann the expressions of the disorganised life force
and the diseased anatomic changes observable in the organism are not the
causes but the effects (the products) of the disease. A.nd even if these
products of the disease " become first causes of a series of pathological
consequences, they are alwavs to be regarded, not as the primary internal
(Meng.
cause, but as the secondary incentive to the chronic conditions."
Berl. hom. Zeitschr., 1917, p. 7).
From Hahnemann's point of view, curing
in the spirit of his therapeutic theory means acting on the body's dynamic
life force which is temporarily affected morbidly, in such a way that it
overcomes and eradicates creatively (by its own power) the disposition
(disease) harbouring in it.
\Mth that the externall}' visible reflection of the
internal disorders will disappear
or, in other words, the morbidly disposed
rhythms of the life processes will be changed again to normal. Cf. on this
" The disease eradicated means health restored,
subject, " Organon," § 17
the supreme aim of the physician."

Through sheer

—

;

:
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WTiat is the meaning, then, of heaHng ? " The physician's high and only
mission is to restore the sick to health, to cure, as it is termed," stands at the
beginning of the " Organon."
Therefore, on the subjective side, the
physician's task is to make sick men well and not, as according to the
annotation to § i of the " Organon,"
the weaving together of empty notions and hypotheses concerning
the inner nature of the life process and of disease origins into so-called
systems, nor the innumerable attempts to explain the phenomena of
diseases and their first cause
which has always remained obscure.
It is getting high time for him who calls himself physician to
stop deluding poor men with twaddle and to start acting, that is,
really to help and to heal.
;

.

.

.

Heahng, from the objective side, is (according to § 2) " swift, gentle and
lasting restoration of health, or removal and eradication of the illness in its
whole extent, in the shortest, surest and most harmless way." In other words
is the displacement of disease phenomena and the restoration of normal
activity in the bodily state.
For the physician to act in the correct way it is necessary that he should
first make an absolutely thorough investigation of the disease form, in fact,
a careful diagnosis. Without this, applied of course, in quite a different sense
from that of the old school, a homoeopathic cure is never possible. It must
be quite clear to the physician, and this is a point on which Hahnemann
severely castigated the old school, that only the utmost regard for the
peculiar nature of each separate case will guarantee certain success (*^^).
It was wrong, he said, to treat " illnesses which seemed to be similar and
it

unchanging according to a customary quoted formula." It was wrong
perchance to say, " he has got St. Vitus's dance, nervous fever, dropsy, cold
fever," when one can really only say: " The patient has a kind of St. Vitus's
dance, a kind of dropsy, a kind of nervous fever, a kind of cold fever." The
most detailed information for the physician seeking a diagnosis is contained
in the " Organon."
There, Hahnemann sets forth as the first requirement
(§3):
If the physician sees clearly what is particularly to be cured in
iUnesses, in each individual case (the disease indication) etc., if he has

the knowledge of medicinal powers, if he makes the correct choice of
remedy together with the right dose required, then he knows how to
treat judiciously and rationally, and he is a true practitioner of the
healing art.

How

extraordinarily

Hahnemann was

in his

conscientious,

discriminating

and

reflective

proved by the disputes we
some detail which he conducted against the

treatment of each case,

is

have already depicted in
allopathic doctors on the subject of scarlet and purple fevers.
Hahnemann's
system of diagnosis is to obtain as accurate and comprehensive a list of all the
determinable disease signs as possible, from the objective and the subjective
points of view.
What aids has the physician in arriving at a correct diagnosis ? In the
first place, we have to mention, as a kind of preparation, the careful questioning of the patient, that is, the discovery of the subjective phenomena.
Concerning this matter, the most accurate statements about every requirement for the appropriate procedure of the physician are contained in the
" Organon "
The first necessity is
104).
(§§ 83

—

:
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accuracy in drawing up the picture of the disease.
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observation and

In questioning the patient for the purpose of taking the portrait of the
disease (anamnesis), the patient or a relation should relate slowly and as
The physician merely listens without
clearly as possible all the symptoms.
interrupting and writes everything down systematically.
Only at the end,
does he put his supplementary questions, when he considers it necessary.
But he must take care not to suggest any symptom to the patient (no
Then the physician, in the objective process, adds
suggestive questions)
his own observations about disposition, appearance, special symptoms,
morbid changes and supplements them, when necessary, with further questions
about previous medical treatment, its effect and also about the special cause
In chronic diseases a careful inquiry into all the
of the particular illness.
circumstances of life is indispensable. But at the same time attention
must be paid to the peculiar nature of the patients, their degree of development and their temperamental endowment (hypochondria, laziness, shyness,
mental weakness). From the physician this demands special " circumspection, reflection, knowledge of man, caution in investigation and patience."
The close of the remarks on diagnostic procedure refers in particular to
epidemics and sporadic diseases. Even though all sufferers from a certain
!

pestilence may be attacked by the disease from the same origin, in its
investigation every detail of each individual case must be discussed.
Assumption should never supplant observation, "since every prevailing
pestilence is, in many respects, a phenomenon of its own kind and will be found
on closer investigation to be very divergent from all previous pestilences,
wrongly labelled with definite names."
These very accurate regulations for the investigations of the patient
and his malady, intended to achieve a correct diagnosis, become more
intelligible when it is remembered that Hahnemann in his time did not
Even at the
possess the modern aid offered by auscultation and percussion.
Universities they were either not known or not applied, although percussion
had been discovered and made public by Auenbrugger in 1761 and auscultation by Laennec in 1816 (^").
Measurement of blood-pressure. X-rays (onty
a few decades old or so) and all the other auxiliaries of diagnosis, nowadays
in general use, were unknown to Hahnemann's generation.
This most careful inquiry into all the pathological phenomena both
physical and mental, must be supplemented in conducting a diagnosis of
disease by a painstaking diagnosis of the remedy, that is, the selection of the
On this point
curative agent in accordance with the law of similars.
Hahnemann gives his precepts in §§ 105 114 and §§ 151 153 of the
" Organon."
In this diagnosis of the remedy attention must be paid not
only to the characteristic symptoms but especially to the periods of improvement and relapse, to the effect of rest and movement, and also to the presumed
cause of the malady (chill, damp, over-exertion, temperamental influences,

—

—

etc.).

What position are we to take up in regard to Hahnemann's views of
pathology and diagnosis ?
The well-known criticism of Paul Tessier
:

Hahnemann's theories embody two different hemispheres, his
pathology corresponding to his mistakes and his therapy amounting
to truth

may seem

understandable for his

own time and

views.

But, in the

first

part
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of his criticism, Tessier did not fully understand

did not do

him

Hahnemann and

therefore

justice.

To understand Hahnemann's fundamental views of pathology it is
important to proceed from his opinions concerning " life force," " natural
healing power " or " life principle." At the beginning of the Chapter we
As in his view of the life power's
dealt with this matter at some length.
behaviour in a malady, so also in his theory of the causes of that malady,
there is to be observed a contradiction, or rather an explanation of his
original opinion, brought about in the course of time.
At first, before the
appearance of his " Chronic Diseases " he occasionally describes disease
symptoms as completely isolated special cases, only occurring once in their
particular form.
Later, having obtained a deeper insight into the nature
and origin of chronic diseases, he admits that there may be, as a result of
similar to a certain
similar basic causes, general and similar forms of disease
extent according to their origin, course and method of prevention. Previously
he had only admitted this to a limited extent in the case of a few contagious
diseases (§ 73 of the " Organon ") where he speaks of fever: "Because the
cases of disease have an identical origin, they set up in all those the\' affect
an identical morbid process.
They are peculiar acute miasms, which

—

.

.

recur in the same manner (hence known by some traditional name)
or such as recur frequently in pretty much the same manner, the plague of the
Levant, the yellow fever, the Asiatic cholera, etc."
It is true that with this enlarged view of the cause of disease, the original
pure theory of the individual nature of each case and of the medicine was
undermined. But practical homoeopathy won the day. The law of similars,
the unwavering foundation of all therapeutic activity, was not in any way
assailed, but rather extended and adapted to the etiological and constitutional
points of view. Taken on its own merits and judged by actual experience
in the sick room, the former conception seems to us to be too unreal, too
elegaic, too scientific, too extravagantly individual and this has been confirmed by the course of time in a thousand ways. Accepting this rigid
standpoint the practical physician w'ould have been obliged for all time to
renounce the idea of gaining advantage from cithers' experience. It was
admitted that acute and chronic diseases take a totally different course,
even when starting with the same external forms. It was further clear that
they are often not completely cured and that they leave behind to a certain
extent remains of the disease.
Moreover, all men inherit and acquire certain
peculiarities of a physical and mental nature, which act on the life processes,
especially in diseases.
With these admissions, a great deal that had hitherto
been unintelligible now became quite understandable to the intelligent
physician the experiences of the one were instructive examples utilisable
by the other and a far more secure basis was set up for the selection of
remedies according to the idea of similars at any rate, for the large group
of the so-called " anti-psoric remedies."
However strictly Hahnemann adhered to the principle of similars and
individualit}% however firmly he demanded that the disordered life-force
should be influenced by internal medicinal treatment, he was able at the same
time to appreciate the importance of external remedies in therapy. In this
connection, we need only refer to the numerous principles laid down in the
" Friend of Health " and in the " Book of Mothers " about the combatting
of pestilences, etc.
(See Chapters VI and XXI.)
It is no belittlement of
his greatness that many of his views are nowadays no longer scientificall\'
tenable.
A famous scientific body still bears the name of Hufeland and is
proud to do so, in spite of the fact that Hufeland had no less pecuhar ideas,
;

;

—
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for example, about itch than Hahnemann, and in respect of cholera had to
As a matter of fact, many theories of Hahnemann are
learn from the latter.
only just coming into their own and are still waiting for general confirmation.
Proof of this is close at hand, e.g. with regard to psychical effects on physical
Some of his theories, as for example his regulations concerning
disorders.
the prevention of pestilences, are not yet fulfilled.
Hahnemann knew nothing of bacteria. Is it true to say on that account
a large part of his pathological views have lost their value for the modem
at
world ? Has bacteriology supplanted Hahnemann ? By no means
the most, it need only be admitted with Dr. ]\Ieng (Berliner hom. Zeitschr.,
191 7, p. 10), that it has somewhat limited the purely dynamic conception of
Hahnemann. But the facts taught by Hahnemann must always stand,
namelv, that there are no universal disease stimulants, acting similarly in
;

all

circumstances, but that for every excitant there must be a definite

susceptibility of the organism.
it than this ?

Does modern science know any more about

The unprejudiced research worker must admit that Hahnemann
is

we know nothing of the innermost nature of
always be true even when more bacteria and more

right in saj'ing that

disease.

That

will

culture-media are found.
influence of temperamental excitation on the cause of maladies,
Hahnemann and since confirmed by homoeopath}' with great
success in practice (in spite of all the scorn of antagonists), is nowadays
accepted by accredited scientists. There are to-day men of great repute,
scholars of the first type, as for example Professor Krehl of Heidelberg or
Professor Karl Ludwig Schleich of Berlin, who attach great importance to
(See Krehl,
the role of psychology in their picture of health and sickness.
" Pathological Physiology," 2nd edition, 1921, and Schleich, " The Workings

The

taught by

Mind," Berlin, 1916). Together with them the old school medicine is
Are they better
accepting these facts, although they cannot explain them
of the

I

able

to

define
disturbance ? "

them than Hahnemann when he

called

it

"

dynamic

By admitting the presence of " non-material disease
stimuli," are they not making Hahnemann's theory much more acceptable
and intelligible to the disciples of the latest views that theory which
declared the visible changes in the body not to be the disease itself but only
the " product of the disease," " revealed as a functional disturbance of the
organism."
Hahnemann's requirement was that the original focus of the malady in
the organism should be inwardh* influenced b}' medicines, chosen according to
the law of similars, and his diathesis theory, that it should be altered and
given additional strength in its combat with the malady. Is this not far
more scientific, more excellent, more biologically correct than the continually
fruitless attempts to disinfect internaU}- the body, the so-called " Therapia

—

magna ?
Have Hahnemann's views on pathology,

sterilisans

may be, exerted a

correct or incorrect as they

decisive influence on homoeopathy ? No, his false conception
of psora as an itch disease did not lessen homoeopathic success in the vast
majority of chronic diseases. His other pathological theories will do as httle
harm to the general heahng process. Like his theory of psora, his pathological
views are not his practical therapeutic system, which itself rested on the
foundation of natural truths. He was a " supporter of an accurately scientific
and natural therapy, a supporter of pathological physiology as a sister to
experimental medicinal therapy," and to him the ability to act according to

SAMUEL HAHNEMANN
sure principles and the action itself spoke louder than the mere explaining
In the same way, to every physician who feels the task of healing
of reasons.
to be more valuable than theoretical explanations, the certainty of successful
cures by the homoeopathic method should be" more important than any one
theory of the Master, which is not always proved by modern science.
Hahnemann's science of diagnosis and that of the school medicine of
to-day and of former times have fundamentally different objects in view.
" The diagnosis of science," says Emil Schlegel (Reform of Therapy, p.
55),
" groups all cases under one category," and its ideal is " to discover the correct
diagnosis or name of the malady."
With the help of diagnosis a picture of
the disease can be drawn up from all the recognisable characteristics and this
should fall under one of the headings of a well-arranged grouping of diseases.
The individual case is generalised and put in the same class as many others,
so that the corresponding remedy may be selected more easily in a schematic
way for the actual case and for a thousand others previously or any that may
occur later. The homoeopathic attitude, however, is "to isolate the cases
and separate them from the general principle." The case in point is to be
recognised and distinguished as a special one of its kind, " without regard to
any scientific scheme." Homoeopathy tries to put it in a natural relationship
with a remedy and endeavours to find out how many external symptoms of
an invisibly diseased interior are covered by the effects which a medicine has
produced in a healthy body. More than this was never desired by Hahnemann for his diagnosis. He did not wish to discover by its means " the inner
nature and the invisible changes," for the latter " cannot be perceived in any
infallible way."
The diagnosis must supply actual facts. He declined to
consider the name of a malady, based only on one prominent symptom, just
as he declined to allow a medicine to be used for one or several symptoms
simply with the intention of suppressing them (symptomatic method of
curing.)

A

single one of the symptoms present is no more the disease
than a single foot is the man himself. This procedure was so
much the more reprehensible, that such a single symptom was only
treated by an antagonistic remedy (therefore only in an enantiopathic
and palliative manner), whereby, after a slight alleviation, it was
(" Organon," Note 4,
subsequently only rendered all the worse.
page 96.)
itself

The

object of a homoeopathic diagnosis is to establish a disease picture
as similar as possible to the effect of the remedy, and for this purpose
it requires that all the signs of the disease that can be perceived either
subjective or objective should be determined.
It has always Ijeen complained
of Hahnemann and homoeopathy that they have laid too much stress on
subjective symptoms.
The latter are too uncertain, too dependent on the
temporary physical, mental and psychical condition of the patient for a
promising therapeutic treatment to be based on them with any certainty.
But who is able to pass ultimate judgment on this question ? Surely, only
tho.se people who admit the actual relationship between mind and temperamental conditions of a patient and his aftliction, whether it is the cause or
the accompanying factor.
Moreover, it should be considered (and we again
draw attention expressly to this point) how little in Hahnemann's time
diagnostic aids stood at the disposal of the physician. Modern homoeopathists
with all their available objective means of investigating a malady continue to
use the sul)jecti\-(> symptoms.
For they often present a totally different and
often astonishing aspect of the morbid state and without them the picture

which

is
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of the malady is not complete enough to warrant the selection of a sure
homoeopathic remedy. In this matter it is rather the old school medicine
Never yet have the adherents of that school obtained
that is found wanting.
a really true insight into the method and extent of a medicine's action,
because, if they do undertake medicinal provings, they try them only on
animals, to a limited extent and only from the point of view of dosage. They
will never obtain a deeper insight into the significance of subjective symptoms
for medicinal treatment, until they show a desire to be directed on to the right
road of healing with the help of diagnosis. They are more concerned with
detecting the causative co-ordination of the disease processes than with curing
the patient.*
Yet it must be admitted that, of late years, in spite of all the
progress achieved in physical diagnosis, the old school medicine has been
showing far greater interest in subjective symptoms than was the case a few
years ago. We need only refer to Rudolf Schmidt's (Vienna) work
:

"

Symptoms

Ortner

of pain in internal maladies," or that of Professor Dr. von
" Clinical symptom(Vienna), which appeared from 1 917 to 1922
:

In these books the greatest attention is paid
to subjective phenomena of disease and the sufferings felt by the patient are
In America, the celebrated clinical teacher Cabot
given their true value.
(Boston) attaches the greatest importance to the subjective side of the malady
in his " Differential Diagnosis."
Even modern bacteriological diagnosis, which apparently comes nearest
to the real origin of the disease, does not equal Hahnemann's in extent or
depth, for, up to the present it has not solved the riddle of infection.
Its
value for therapy is slight.
Its importance concerns
at the most
prophylaxis, hygiene and prognosis.
atology of internal diseases."

—

We know as little as ever about the manner of infection, the
transmitter of the cause of the epidemic's outbreak. We have only a
list of unproved dogmas.
All these mistakes arise from the term
"Diagnosis." Simply because individual diagnosis, the only foundation
for judging a case, has been neglected, was it possible for that profound
cleft between practical and theoretical judgment to occur.
More study
must be devoted to discovering the relations between symptoms and

internal changes, difficult as it may be, to determine the expenditure
of energy and not merely the exchange of energy for each amount of
work done.
Although the form of reaction (the symptom)
is known, we have still to solve an equation with two unknowns, if we
are to determine the underlying internal processes.
For, generally
speaking, we know nothing of the habits or the magnitude of the
excitants.
(Professor Dr. O. Rosenbach.)
.

.

.

.

.

.

should surely not be regarded as Hahnemann's fault that he possessed
than modern science. The importance of his diagnostic
art lies in his systematic, comprehensive search for everything valuable to
therapy.
In the latter he does not include the name of the disease, sought
after so blatantly by his contemporaries and yet revealed only in a most
superficial and inaccurate manner.
How much more accurate is the procedure described in § 81 of the
" Organon " where, in a note, he despises every " useless name of a disease
It

less diagnostic aid

* Cf. Dietl's statement (Berliner horn. Zeitschr., 1917, p. 95, note): "As long
as medicine is an art, it will never be a science
as long as there are fortunate physicians,
there will be no scientific physicians.
The physician must be judged from the amount
of his knowledge, not from the success of his cures.
For his power lies in his knowledge, not in his actions." (?)
;
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that is liable to false usage," and requires a physician, as quoted above,
to speak of a kind of a dropsy, a kind of nervous fever, etc.
Apart from that he understood very well how to make an accurate
differential diagnosis, e.g. between scarlet and purple fevers with the help
In investigating medicinal diseases, external
of his method of diagnosis.
causes (place of abode, clothing, nourishment, temperamental excitations,
miasms, epidemological influences) he was able to emphasise the etiological
But he had always regard for practical necessities and
standpoint.
utilisabiHty in choosing the remedy.
The detailed requirements for a comprehensive diagnosis, which are to
be the means of discovering the most similar remed}', show quite clearly that
Hahnemann himself spent much time with the individual patient. (See

Chapter XXI.)
In his enquiries about mental and temperamental symptoms he carried
them to their utmost limits. WTien we consider how importantly these

most recent conceptions of diseases, we are bound to
advance of his time Hahnemann was, and how carefully
he worked out his methods. His knowledge of the reciprocal relationships
existing between the effect of diluted medicinal powers and change of mental
and temperamental condition, gave him a trul}- artistic pre-eminence in the
development of his diagnoses.
Hahnemann's talent remains to be admired for aU times. In spite of
the deficient aids and inadequate knowledge of his period, he compiled
practical diagnoses, which in their excellent soundness still serve as models
to the modern homoeopath.

symptoms loom

realise

how

in the

far in

—

CHAPTER XXIII
Hahnemann's struggle against phlebotomy, laxatives, purgatives,
and compound medicines.
"

methods imiented for palliation of disease none can be imagined
more senseless or useless than the weakening cure by bloodletting, which, for many years, has been so widely spread over a large part of
the earth.
Sound common sense can expect nothing else from bloodletting but an inevitable depreciation and abbreviation of life."

more

Of all the
allopathic,
.

.

.

"
"

Alay I

"

Are

Organon,"

§

74,

Note

2.

be allowed to confess that for several years I have never prescribed
more than one single remedy at a time, and that I have never repeated the dose until
the effect of the previous one had passed away
S.

the obstacles to the attainment of simplicity

"

and

Hahnemann.

certainty in practical

medicine insurmountable ?
Hufeland's Journal, 1797, Vol. IV, Part IV, p. 106.

the last chapter

we have been concerned with

IN of Hahnemann, the pioneer of new territory

the constructive

work

in therapeutic science and,

having reviewed that work in its main phases, we shall include in the
next chapter his theory of doses. Very closely connected with this side of
his life is his campaign against the dangerously wrong methods of his
contemporaries on the one hand against phlebotomy, cupping, emetics,
purgatives, sudorifics, suppuratives, drawing plasters, opening of fontanelles,
insertions of setons, etc., and on the other hand against the multi-mixtures
of medicines given internally.
This active warfare is the necessar}- counterpart to his constructive work.
If, in our previous descriptions, we have
become acquainted with an inexhaustible researcher, an acute thinker and
observer, striving unerringly to reach a certain goal which was the wellplanned construction of a new therapeutic theory, resting on secure and
natural foundations we shall now be obliged to admire him as an intrepid
protagonist of his own enlightened views.
He appears before us as a virile
lighter taking up the battle against a whole world of enemies.
Alone he
attacked the pillars supporting the existing therapy and alone he made them
totter.
Generally untroubled by the counter attacks on his new theory and
untouched by the intolerable personal aspersions, he continued till a very
ripe age to raise his voice aloud against the despicable customs of the old
healing system. The importance of this struggle, lasting for many decades,
can hardly be exaggerated, either from the point of view of its effect on the
abuses combated or from its reaction on homeopathic treatment.
Without
a shadow of doubt, the struggle put an end to phlebotomy' and other abuses
some decades later, it is true, when the champion, weary of battle and of this
world, had passed into eternal rest. At the same time, the greatest
obstructions were originated in the way of propagating homoeopathic principles
in the medical world.
It is very probable that the idea of similars as a leading

—

—

—
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principle in the treatment of internal diseases would have received readier
recognition, had the attack against phlebotomy, etc., been conducted less
But for personal
obstinately, less intolerantly and less passionately.
His fearless courage, his
reasons Hahnemann could not help himself.
sensitive nature, suspicious in spite of all self-disciphne, his uncontrolled
passion, his challenges, often thrown out without due reflection, his selfconsciousness, were factors determining the nature, tone and duration
From the end of the eighties to the appearance of the
of the struggle.
" Organon " he became more and more convinced of the importance of the
of the
life-force in the organism and of its limits as a natural healing power
relationship of similarity existing between the effect of a medicine and the
of the efficacy of one single remedy in a highly
symptoms of a disease
diluted dose, of the uncertainty and impracticability of multi-mixtures
of
the senselessness and danger of the customary measures for secretion and
revulsion.
These convictions impelled him to fight stubbornly against the
old school medicine and its representatives and even against his own pupils,
in those instances where they had not completely severed themselves from the
Unless he was willing to abandon the best part
use of the remedies attacked.
Without respect of person he was obliged
of his new theory, he had to fight.
to turn intolerantly from anyone who, by conscious or unconscious support
of traditional medicine, would depreciate his healing process.
What courage was required for this battle of the one against the many
is only clearly understood when it is remembered that the enthusiast was
falling foul of customs, which the practice of a thousand years had made
;

;

;

However much the scientific views in therapy had changed since
the time of Hippocrates and Galenus, tradition had always been faithfully
preserved from generation to generation in the employment of phlebotomy,
No one had realised how many more million lives
emetics, purgatives, etc.
had been sacrificed to these practices than to the actual diseases. There was
no one, who, if he had had the revelation, would have plucked up enough
courage to give loud and sustained expression to his conviction. For, surely,
the doctor, by so acting, seemed to be following most accurately the precepts
of nature, which in case of excessive blood formation caused blood to flow in
which in order to remove disturbances in the digestive organs,
alleviation
stimulated vomiting and diarrhoea which, on the one hand, would clear away
harmful substances from the bod\' by excessive perspiration or urination, or,
on the other hand, would cause eruptions to appear on the cutaneous surface
Could the actual or apparent
to provide a mode of exit for internal poisons.
alleviation following upon such occurrences be explained otherwise than by
the removal of a part of the disease matter, the materia peccans, from the
Should not therefore the directions and ways of nature be followed ?
body ?
Were they not obliged to come to the conclusion that such measures should be
repeated if a single application seemed to be inadequate ? \\'ould it not
appear wise to take early preventive measures against certain possibilities
of disease by blood-letting, and giving purgatives at regular intervals, thus
cleaning out the body, before the impurities had accumulated and produced a
real disease ?
Who then will be surprised that, in addition to the doctors
with their convictions as to the efficacy of these regular cleansing measures,
other people made a profitable business of extolling to a credulous people up
and down the country, their skill and their particularly effective remedies ?
Is it astonishing that regular calendars of phlebotomy were instituted, in
which the best times and the best places in the body were named and
diagrammatically described for these relieving measures ? In time it became
a general rule of health to engage the barber for blood-letting at least once or
inviolate.

;

;
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twice a year (spring and autumn), to have the digestive organs cleaned out by
effective laxatives in order to remove the " impurities and acridities " from the
body and replace them by pure and better humours. The fundamental basis
of phlebotomy and similar palliative measures of the old therapy is concisely
and aptly characterised by Hahnemann in his introduction to the " Organon ":

...

The

in its treatment of
older medicine (Allopathy)
presupposes on the one hand a (never present) excessive
quantity of blood (plethora), and on the other hand disease substances
and acridities. It therefore, orders the life's blood to be tapped and it
endeavoured partly to clean out the imagined disease substance, partly
to conduct it elsewhere (by emetics, purgatives, agents provoking

diseases,

and urination, drawing plasters, suppuratives,
under the delusion of being thereby able to weaken
and eradicate the substance of it. But, by these very means, it
increases the patient's sufferings and deprives the organism of vigour
and the nutritious fluids indispensable for healing.
salivation, perspiration

fontanelles, etc.)

It was therefore assumed that the fluids of the body, the blood and lymph
were the actual disease foci (humoral patholog^^).
For example, in the
inflammatory diseases the blood becomes thick and black through a morbid
increase of the albuminoid and coagulating substances whereby the delicate
blood vessels are obstructed, and blood stoppages, hardenings, and suppurations produced, so that this blood acts generally on the whole system like some
narcotic poison.
Pathological anatomy was in those days still in its infancy.
Consequently, the discoveries made at post mortems (e.g., excessive quantity
of blood in the lungs and the large amount of black blood in the heart after
inflammatory diseases) were misunderstood. Everywhere there was the
same dread of the spectre of inflammation or excessive blood-making, and
this frequent cause of death could only be countered by abundant blood-

phlebotomy or cupping.
becomes understandable that

lettings, e.g.,

for centuries phlebotomy had been
regarded as the chief instrument in rational treatment of the sick and had
become as it were the main pillar of any medical treatment. To heal
without the aid of blood-letting seemed to be impossible, and to attempt
to heal whilst purposely omitting phlebotomy was a punishable offence, a
crime amounting almost to murder (-'*).
It was reserved for a Frenchman, Broussais, to carry the custom of the
times to a ridiculous length. One of the most distinguished and celebrated
phlebotomists of his time, Broussais was originally an Army surgeon. From
1820 onwards he was the chief professor at the Hospital Mihtaire dTnstruction
in Paris, and died in 1838.
On account of the blood he spifled, he acquired
the nick-name of the " medical Robespierre." Of him and his method a
Greek physician wrote

Thus

it

:

Ibrahim Pascha has not killed so many men here as Broussais'
system
far more inhabitants of Constantinople are sacrificed
to it than all the diseases left to themselves would destroy. (-'3).
.

.

.

;

Broussais' theory enjoyed wide popularity in Germany in spite of the fact
that for more than thirty years Hahnemann's warning voice had been
loudly and insistently making itself heard, deriding the senselessness of- this
murderous process. The warning died away unheard. Broussais was the
We cannot be surprised therefore,
fashion and everybody ran after him.
when we learn that Goethe, in December, 1830, in his eighty-second year.
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after having had severe haemorrhage (a deep, wide wash basin half full of
blood), was bled to the extent of two pounds of blood
Relying on their leaders, the old school medicine held rigidly for several
decades to the old traditions, to an extent that the modem generation can
have no conception. In 1855, the head of the Austrian Royal Family, the
Emperor Franz I, suffered the same fate as his father, the Emperor Leopold
II, who had died very suddenly in 1792 as the result of a fourfold bloodAfter losing his
letting during inflammation of the lungs (see chapter V).
wives and his healthy grandson through the blood therapy of the old school
medicine, the Emperor Franz himself was phlebotomised four times within
a few days when he was suffering from inflammation of the lungs, the heart
and the large blood vessels. The blood-lettings were performed during
The post mortem
steadily rising fever and decreasing bodily strength.
report declared that the medical treatment had been the " only correct
one," but the repeated blood-lettings had not been sufficient to set a limit
!

to the increasing inflammations (-'+).
At the beginning of his medical activities Hahnemann, too, had considered
blood-letting, purgatives and emetics to be the most important auxiliaries
But in his very first publications he showed an evident
of medical art.
distaste of the misuse of phlebotomy and advised caution (" only at the right
In the case of typhus he describes " antitime," see also Chapter V).
cooHng, laxative salts, watery drinks, blood-letting
phogistic measures
" Emetics
as poisonous (1790, Cullen's Materia Medica II, pp. 125 and 267).
and drawing plasters are harmful." In 1791 he rejects as nonsense " the
!

—

customary delusion that drawing agencies mereh^ draw out the evil fluids
I am horrified
and that blood-letting merely removes the bad blood
Nevertheless
at the damage done by these follies so generally practised."
he had not yet penetrated to the truth of the matter in the nineties (in spite
For,
of his attack on the Physicians-in-Ordinary to the Emperor, 1792).
according to an article in Hufeland's Journal (1797) he still regarded bloodletting as permissible and as late as 1800, he considered blood-lettings better
than " watery drinks " in " Sthenic acute maladies." Only after this year
must his views about the dangers of blood removal and such measures have
been speedily altered, for he never again used phlebotomy, etc. On the
contrary, he fought against it with increasing determination and violence.
In his appeal " To my true pupils " (Allg. hom. Ztg., 1833, Vol. II, No. i,
see also Supplement 133) he writes
!

.

:

For forty years now I have not drawn one single drop of blood,
opened one seton, used pain-producing processes, or applied vesicatories.
I have never employed aquapuncture or cautery, weakened patients
with hot baths, abstracted from them their vital humours by sudorifics,
or scoured them out with emetics and laxatives.
I have never had
need to destroy in that way their organs of digestion, and although
surrounded by anxiously watching adversaries who were ready to
pounce upon me at the shghtest mistake, I have been able to treat
patients with such success that the ever increasing afflux of patients
from near and very distant parts, from the highest to the lowest
ranks of society, and the gratitude of those I have cured,
surpasses

all

my

expectations.

In this combat he never made concessions. This is shown not only by
his bearing in the appeal " To my true pupils " in the Kretzschmar battle,
but also by the phraseologx' of the " Organon," 6th Edition. Since illness was
to him nothing material, but a dynamic discord of the life force which is so

—
"

NEGLECT

"

OF BLOOD-LETTING
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dependent on the blood, every removal of blood seemed to him to be
sheer dissipation of the life force necessary for the recovery of equiUbrium in
In opposition to such wastage he demands the
the phvsical state.
strengthening of the blood by suitable medicines, acting moderately, so that
The blood, the vital fluid, must at most be
it may overcome the disease.
Hahneimproved bv regularised mode of life and suitable nutriment {'^^).
mann can never express strongly enough his indignation against the misuse
of the life force as practised by his opponents, particularly when deahng with
the idiotic procedure of Broussais' phlebotomy in chronic diseases.
The " discharges and secretions brought on by nature left to herself (the
apparent crises) in chronic diseases," he characterises as " merely palhative
relief of short duration, which contributes little to a real cure, but rather
aggravates the original internal disease by dissipating the energy and fluids
He attacks Broussais with particular fierceof the body " (" Organon ").
ness, although he allows him the credit of " having opposed senseless mixing
of several drugs in prescriptions and of having made an end of them in
France." His method of unhmited blood-letting he opposes as a method of
curing, which will not effectively decrease the sufferings of patients and will
He
not permanently prevent a more violent return of aU their troubles.
had found the easier way " of gradually appeasing more and more the
patients' sufferings at the expense of their life and finally of totally extinguisha method of curing, which unfortunately satisfied his
ing sufferings and life
shortsighted contemporaries " (-^^).
" The gentlemen of the new hybrid sects," the semi-homoeopaths, are by
no means spared these reproaches. Indeed, it is particularly to them, to
whom the selection of the homoeopathic medicine is too laborious or who will
not rely on its therapeutic effect alone, that he speaks the truth so bluntly (^'^j.
This resolute and unconditional rejection of phlebotomy, etc., was
bound to lead to violent counter-attacks by the opposition. The battle was
not always conducted in the fairest spirit. Is it very surprising that
Hahnemann, the butt not merely of scientific disputations but also of savage
scandals affecting his honour as a man and a physician, should often lose his
sense of balance and (as in his lectures at Leipsic University) launch into
unmeasured terms of castigation ? One reproach hurled at him was to the
effect that he had tried to obtain relief for his wife in her last illness by
blood-letting and that, similarly, he himself had recourse to the same
measure. This libel was able to find credence even in homoeopathic circles,
who were aU involved in the prevalent confusion. From the adversaries' side
reproaches and insults rained on him and his theory (-^^).
Even Hufeland, who had to confess that he had seen the completion of
many successful and even extremely surprising cures with homoeopathy
makes the remark
chiefly in the case of chronic nervous diseases
closely

—

—

:

Their (homoeopathy's) main tenet is the rejection of the two
most important measures for saving life blood-letting and emetics
which, it is well known, cannot be replaced.

—

A

shrewd judge

(1833)

of

homoeopathv, Professor Riecke of Tubingen, thinks

:

" Homoeopathy commits in this case many sins of omission,
allowing people to die for fear of shedding blood, whilst the allopaths
."
But he hopes
not infrequently kill in their lust for blood.
that " in time the homoeopaths will return to the blood evacuations."
.

.

20
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They have not returned to them in spite of all the persecutions endured
on that account. Summonses in court for not practising phlebotomy,
such as Hornburg had to fight in Leipsic, Trinks and Wolf in Dresden and
Baumgarten in Magdeburg, were not able to turn them from their advanced
views.
On the contrary, under the compelling force of homoeopathic
examples, the apparently immovable faith in the wonders of phlebotomy,
purgatives and emetics has been made to vacillate in the course of years by
reason of the people's apathy
the more serious-minded and reflective
physicians have been stimulated to research, the results of which have
completely confirmed the assertions of Hahnemann and his pupils. One of
the first to be convinced from his own experiments of the uselessness of bloodletting was the famous Viennese physician, Dietl.
In the years 1842-1846
he treated pneumonia patients in his hospital with and without phlebotomy.
Of the former, 85 in number, he lost 17 by death (20 per cent.) of the latter,
In .spite of all attacks he had the courage
175 all told, only 12 (7 per cent.)
to confess that he had arrived at this bloodless treatment of pneumonia
through homoeopathy. And to-day ? To-day, phlebotomy, scarification,
regular dosing with purgatives and emetics represent something of the past
both for allopaths and for homoeopaths.
Until the end Hahnemann was attacked for his principles and not until
much later times were he and his theories given their due regard.
;

;

!

Man

is

made

His guide
\\'oe is he

is

of common mould,
always custom.

who dares to violate
Inheritance made sacred by its years.
WTiat's old must be divine.
Possess and then you're in the right,
The mob will see you through the fight.
(Schiller, Wallenstein.)
Together with the struggle against phlebotomy, there was the campaign
against medicine mixtures.
In the early 3'ears of his professional career
Hahnemann turned an open and resolute front to this evil. What he discovered in entering upon his own responsible duties as a physician was, if
possible, more discouraging than the mad delusions of blood-letting and the
other purgative and secretory agents. What he brought with him from the
University was so incapable of inspiring confidence and safety that he soon
fell into the deepest dismay and the most desperate doubtings.
Where was
safety and dependability to be procured ?
According to the innumerable
methods of healing in his time (Hoffmann's, Stoll's, Kampf's, Brown's, etc.)
there corresponded a number of the most varied kinds of medicines.
There
were sweetening medicines, diluting and dissolving ones, coagulating, bloodcleansing, cooling, evacuating, phlegm-secreting ones, etc.
To prescribe one
medicine alone never occurred to anyone and would not have satisfied
anyone. After an old custom every medicine prescribed for the patient had
to consist of a basis, a constructive part (the constituens), a supporting part
(adjuvans) and a taste-improving part (the corrigers), to which Hahnemann
ironically proposed to add a " dirigens."
Eight, ten and more medicines were
at times mixed together.
For idle doctors, eager to follow the authorities,
the work was made easier by the so-called magistral formulas, i.e., mixtures
composed by eminent ph^'sicians for certain diseases and " sanctified by
experience." They were stored at the apothecaries.
Moreover, all the
medicines were administered with frequent repetitions and large doses, but
changed every two or three days and in acute diseases every day. In

a

FIGHT AGAINST POLYPHARMACY
addition to the mixtures certain remedies were used in ludicrously large
calomel until the teeth became loose and increased
doses, e.g., saltpetre
salivation ensued.
Hahnemann's first public protest against the uncertainty of medicine ^
mixtures appeared in the year 1784 in his work " Directions for curing old'^
;

To his statement that veterinary
sores and ulcers" (see Chapter XXI).
surgeons are very largely more successful because they are more skilful than
the most dogmatic professor of all the academies, he added the frank confession
" that the conscientious physician often draws conclusions from the effect
of the so-caUed household remedies, which are inestimable to him.
The
importance of these conclusions brings him back more and more to simple
On the basis of these observations he
nature, whilst his patients rejoice."
was therefore abandoning at that time the customary treatment of "purifying
the blood " and external apphcation of lead plaster and lead ointments
proof of how the young physician contrived, from the ver}^ beginning, to
preserve his independent judgment and action.
In his " Essay on a new principle for ascertaining the curative powers
of drugs and some examination of the previous principles " (1796) he gives
ver\- definite expression to the conviction that every medicine produces its
own pure effect. It must therefore be the doctor's duty to know this effect.
But to find it out merely by chemical experiments or by investigations on
animals he regards as a delusive method and lays down at length his assertions
with reasons and proofs. On this subject he says

—

:

In this specification of the virtues of every individual drug the
most wonderful thing to me is always this circumstance, that this
method of artificially intermingling several medicines into one receipt,
which is still debasing the medical practice of the present day, was
carried to such an extent in the times of certain men mentioned
[certain pharmacologists
R.H.], that it was even impossible for an
(Edipus to appropriate exclusively anything of the effect of a single
ingredient of the mixture.
From so confused a practice how
can the powers of the individual drugs be made distinguishable ?

—

.

.

.

" Are the
In the next year, 1797, he has already gone so far in his essay
obstacles to the attainment of simplicity and certaint}' in Practical Medicine
insurmountable ? " (Hufeland's Journal, IV,
as to call-'- simplicity the
:

4)

physician's supreme law," and at the same time he throws down the
gauntlet to the whole art of prescribing of his times. From the remarkable
statement, which serves as introduction to this chapter, we may assume that,
from the beginning of the nineties and onwards, he rejected everv mixed
prescription and prescribed only simple remedies.
In spite of all his insight
it was not so easy to avoid the leaning towards mixed medicines which he had
learned.
He confessed this when he said that medicine-mixing had clung
more desperately to his system than the miasm of any other disease. In
this case, too, he took up the battle against himself and his contemporaries
and hke that against phlebotomy he conducted it to the end of his life.
Pre-eminently concerned ^^'ith this struggle are the years 1796-1810, up to
the appearance of the " Organon."
In his work as a translator Hahnemann could not restrain himself from
giving outspoken expression of his divergent views.
In 1798, for example,
in translating the " Edinburgh Dispensatorium," he availed himself of a
footnote to mock at multi-compounded prescriptions
:

What God can

foretell the virtues arising

of three things so dissimilar

from the composition

and with such an extremely strong

effect

:
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[preparations of castor oil, lead and mercury for external use in
The summit of empiricism is reached in the
cancer R.H.] ?
{II, 605.)
use of compounded agents of strong effect.

—

On

.

.

.

a subsequent page he writes

:

No

a priori conclusion can be drawn concerning the powers of a
Every remed}' has its own tendency. If
se\'eral globes of different size and weight are pushing against one

compounded medicine.

another with different power in different directions, which
they go ? Who can tell that ?

way

will

But in the
medicaminum

and footnotes to his translation of the Thesaurus
—preface
" Treasury of Medicines or Collection of Selected Prescriptions " (1800) — Hahnemann was,
possible, more outspoken in his contempt
if

for every

VIII)

In this case he remarks (see also Chapter

mixture of medicines.

:

Nature
remedy, but you do
.

.

.

likes

little

and

simplicity

with many.

effects

much with one

Imitate Nature

!

That is the main idea which he elaborates and explains in numerous
places in the text of the book by examples {^^'^).
The " Organon " contains only a few passages referring to the rejection
of

compound

^

medicines.

In the introduction,

p. 76, it

says

:

To desire to mix together in one formula several medicines, even
the effect of each individual one on the human body were accurately
known (whereas the prescriber often does not know the thousandth
part of it), to desire to mix together such ingredients, I say, many of
which were compounded to start with and the exact individual effect
of which is as good as not known (although they are all really very
different from one another), to want to administer this unintelligible
mixture to the patient in large doses and often at frequent intervals
and 3'et to expect to produce thereby some definite and conscious
therapeutic effect such nonsense must arouse every unprejudiced
thinker to indignation.
Even men belonging to the traditional
school of medicine have felt the senselessness of compound medicines,
although in practice they may have followed the old beaten path
against their better judgment.
if

—

.

The

last

sentence of §54

is

.

.

also concerned with medicines,

and a note

says

In order to fiU the measure of self-delusion to overflowing several,
nay, many different medicines were always (very learnedly) mixed
together into so-called prescriptions. The\' were administered at
frequent intervals and in large doses and thus human life, so precious
and so easih' destructible, was greatly endangered at the hands of these
preposterous people, especially since they also used blood-letting,
emetics and purgatives, as well as drawing-plasters, fontanelles, setons.
caustics and cautery.

"

We

see

Hahnemann's opinion most

clearh-

and

definitelv expressed in

"^ §273:
In no case of healing is it necessary (and for that reason alone it
unpermissible) to use more than one simple medicinal substance on
the patient at a time.
It is difficult to understand whv there should be
is

ONE MEDICINE AT A TIME
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the slightest doubt about whether it is more natural and more ratioiial
in a case of iUness to use onh' one simple medicinal substance of known
qualities at a time or a mixture of several different ones.
In homceopathy, the onh' true, simple and rational science of heahng, it is
absolute^ unpermissible to give the patient two different medicinal
substances at the same time.

In view of these fierce and continuous attacks from Hahnemann it is :^
remarkable that the defence put up by the old school medicine was less
obstinate and mahcious than that against his erring views about phlebotomy.
There was more general acknowledgment at that time of the undependable
nature of pharmacological knowledge because the inefficacy of the mixtures
prescribed was more generally and more obviously exposed.
In the following words Hahnemann deprives the materia medicas of his
time of an\- dependability or credibihty
:

WTiere do the materia medicas get these statements from ? Surely
not from a direct revelation ?
Really
One might almost beUeve
they had them by a direct revelation from above, for they cannot get
them from the practice of physicians. As is well known, they consider
it to be beneath their dignity to prescribe one simple medicine and
nothing more in an iUness. They would rather let the patients die,
they would rather let the science of medicines remain a non-science
than give up their learned privilege of prescribing artificially compounded
formulae.
I

Brown, whose method and theory Hahnemann for the greater part most
resolutely repudiated, he praises particularly for the fact that he " cleared
out with his strong arm all that gang of blood, acridity and saburral ph\''sicians,
who threatened to wipe out our generation with their nameless solvents at
an}' rate to deteriorate it and bring it to a kitchen existence."
His general criticism of contemporary medicine is summarised in the
words (Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen, 1808, No. 207) " Our medical science needs
a complete reformation from head to foot."
Now he, the reformer, was already at the work when he wrote this, and
was accomplishing great things.
quarter of a century later, the Tubingen
Professor Riecke pays tribute to the inestimable value of Hahnemann's
exemplary researches and prescriptions in medicines

—

:

A

:

It is a merit of homoeopathy, not highly enough appraised, that
it only gives simple medicines and forbids unconditionally any kind of
mixture. True experiments as to the healing powers of remedies are
only to be gained in the long run b\' this homoeopathic method.

We

are of the firm conviction that untold generations will yet rejoice
pharmacology and medical
at the trustworthiness of homoeopathic
science will lean on its truths
!

Its

dav

will

come

!

CHAPTER XXIV
THE THEORY OF HOMCEOPATHIC DOSES (POSOLOGY), ITS DEVELOPMENT UP TO
THE DEATH OF HAHNEMANN METHOD OF PREPARATION OF HOMCEOPATHIC
MEDICINES (HOMCEOPATHIC PHARMACOPCEIA) THE THEORY OF DOSES AS
CONSIDERED BY PROFESSIONAL COLLEAGUES AND IN THE LIGHT OF MODERN

—

—

RESEARCH.
" // we wish to render powerfully acting medicines innocuous, then
they should only be prescribed on the right occasion and in a suitable dose.
This is their great corrigens and there is no other."
S.

Hahnemann,

Edinburgh Dispensatorium
" The spiritual power of medicine achieves
by quality."

(5

" Spirit of the
"

("

its object

Opium,"

1798).

not by quantity but

S. Hahnemann,
new Theory of Healing

" (1813).

suitability of a medicifie for any given case of disease does not
depend on its accurate homoeopathic selection alone, but likewise on the proper
size, or rather smallness, of the dose."

The

S.

"

-v

Hahnemann,

Organon, 6th Edition, §275 "

(1842).

NLY

one simple medicine is to be given to the patient at a time.
the
is the alpha and omega of Hahnemann's fight against
V.^'
multi-mixtures of his time and it is the necessary foundation for
medicinal treatment of patients according to his new law of healing. But
when the correct remedy has been chosen according to the law of similars,
only one half of the difficulty of homoeopathic treatment has been overcome.
It is often more difficult to decide what quantity of the suitable remedy will
be most adaptable to the sick organism and most speedily effective.
Hahnemann devoted more than forty years of his life to the solution of this
problem, and did not complete the task. His views and theories repeatedly
changed and what he left to his adherents at his death was so far from being
y''~X

I

1

That

generally recognised that it divided the thinkers into two hostile camps and
up to the present day it has not allowed unity to be established. In the

—

even in our
brought more ridicule and scorn to homceopathy than this very
theory of the dilution of the remedy and the efficacy of very small doses.
This is the more astonishing since the old school medicine, influenced by the
after effects of Hahnemann's Ufe-work, has not only retreated more and more
from the use of multi-mixtures, but has also decided on simpler prescriptions
and descended to a smallness of dose, which in many cases is not far removed
from the much maligned homoeopathic dilutions.
A concise account of the development taken by the homreopathic theory
of dosing up to Hahnemaim's death, will perhaps give a true idea of it and
explain the struggle which has raged round it and which, from its very
nature, will probably never be conclusively settled in any one way.

enemy camp nothing has aroused more antagonism, nothing

days

—has

—

—
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Before discovering the law of similars Hahnemann's medicinal treatment
from that of other physicians. By his
University training he was equipped with nothing different from the rest.
In the young physician's publications of the seventies' and eighties' his
prescriptions correspond in composition, weight and quantities with those of
"
his contemporaries.
In the " Directions for the cure of old sores and ulcers
50 grains (.25
grams)
crude
of
pulverised
(1784) he still recommends 5
2.5
Antimony to be taken daily for the purification of the blood, and for
evacuation purposes 20 70 grains (i.o 3.5 grams) of Jalap root once a
week. In 1787 he recommends Conium maculatum (hemlock) in a daily
increasing dose of 4 grains up to several quarter ounces.
Of Belladonna he
gave 12 15 grains of the powdered leaves and roots every other day.
Extract of Aconite from the fresh sap of the whole plant he gave several
times a day h grain to several grains in quantity and Digitalis, from the
juice of the freshly crushed leaves, a half to a full spoonful as an " ordinary
dose" twice a day. Hyoscyamus was given as an extract, one grain several
times a day up to 30 grains, and of the seed 6 20 grains Cinchona for nervous
fevers was still used in 1790 at the rate of i| to 2I ounces (45
75 grams) in
twenty-four hours.
In his notes on Cullen's Materia Medica and Munro's Pharmacology he
went to a certain extent beyond the prescriptions of these physicians by
recommending stronger medicines in even larger doses. At the same time
he advised caution and very small doses, particularly in the case of narcotic
medicinal herbs and Arsenic.
But to this physician, with his deep insight and warm philanthropic
of his patients differed very slightly

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

tendencies, the failures of these prescriptions based upon unscientific, casual,
and thoughtless imitation must have soon sobered him. For many long
years he abandoned medical practice because he could see no wa}^ out of the
difficulty and would not sully his conscience.
When it was not possible
by any other means, he prescribed the popular specifics in an urgent case
in very modest and, for that time, unusually smaU quantities, so as not to do

any

injury.

WTien, in 1796, he first made known the principles of homoeopathy in
Hufeland's Journal (" Essay on a new Principle," etc.), he frequently
recommended the administration of " small doses," but did not then say what
he meant by " small." From the contents of the dissertation, however, it is
evident that he meant the medicinal doses, which depend directly on their
physiological effect and which therefore measured according to his later views,
were still comparatively large in quantity and effect (--°).
From then onwards he selected his remedies from the standpoint of
similarity, still administering, however, fairly large doses.
The "homoeopathic aggravation," that is the increase of aU important disease symptoms
which followed upon the administration of the " specific remedy " and
which were all the more apparent the more adequate the remedy, induced
him gradually to decrease the dose. But this lessening of the dose did not
by any means take place so swiftly as is usually understood. It was only
by the experiments and bedside experiences of many years that the necessity
of decreasing the dose was forced upon him.
In 1798 he published in Hufeland's Journal a further dissertation on
" Some kinds of continued and remittent fevers."
In it he recommends
Arnica root in doses of several grains, Ignatia in doses of 2 3 grains for
children of 7
12 years
Opium of one-fifth to one-half grain Camphor 30
40 grains and Ledum 6 7 grains.
The next article in Hufeland's Journal, likewise appearing in 179S, dealt
:

—

—

;

—

;
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with

"

Some

and

periodical

hebdomadal

diseases."

Therein

—

he

still

i grain.
prescribed 8 grains of Ignatia and China in quantities of |
The first hints of dilutions are to be found in the translation of the second
Silver Nitrate was recompart of the Edinburgh Dispensatorium (1798).
mended bv Boerhaave in doses of 2 grains,, worked up into pills with
Hahnemann considered that too strong, and
breadcrumbs and sugar
In the same year, in the " Apothecaries
suggested a very diluted preparation.
"
very small doses " and Hyoscyamus
in
Sabina
Lexicon," he recommends
also " in very small doses according to my method one-sixtieth to one0.002 gram) of the concentrated juice given in
thirtieth grain (o.ooi
Stramonium he liked to administer only in the hundredth or
solution."
even thousandth part of a grain of the concentrated juice. Of Veratrum
album he savs that this remedy is one of the most valuable medicines if used
in a thousand times smaller doses than those used by the ancients.
In 1799 he suddenly announced without particular explanation very smaU
and so-called infinitesimal doses. Most probably it is to be assumed that the
unwelcome aggravations and secondary effects which followed upon the
remedies prescribed according to the law of similars, induced this keen and
careful observer to decrease the doses more and more.
In the " Treasury of Medicine " or the " Collection of selected
Prescriptions " (1800) there is an increasing number of remarks concerning
very much smaller doses, and on one occasion he says
;

—

:

As the physicians of to-day wiU not consider gixing one ten
millionth part of a remedy, therefore Arsenic is not a medicine for
them.
his work on this subject we can see what self-sacrifice and
precaution, what inexhaustible industry and zeal Hahnemann displayed in
testing the effects of the medicines on himself and trying to investigate the
same. His chief endeavour was obviously to establish a theory of dosage,
testing each separate medicine.
The first detailed statements about dilution were made in connection
with the publication of his curative measure and preventive for scarlet
and in the Supplement 39 we have already
In Chapter
fever (1801).
given some account of it. Here we are only concerned with the question

From

VH

of doses.

The hostile attacks and the fears set in circulation, that his remedy
contained a slow-acting poison, which would still do injury after several
poppy juice and its
years, compelled him to make known his remedy
This occurred in the small work published by the Becker press
preparation.
" Cure and Prevention of Scarlet Fever."
Hahnemann
in Gotha in 1801
tells us

—

—

:

:

—

For internal use [after onset of Scarlet Fever R.H.] I used one
drop of the tincture thoroughly mixed with 500 drops of very dilute
spirits of wine, and of this mixture I took one drop again carefuU)'
mixed with 500 drops of spirits of wine likewise much diluted. Of this
diluted tincture of poppy juice (which contains in every drop a five
millionth of a grain of poppy juice) one drop for a child of about 4 years*
and two drops for a child of 10, given internally were more than
These doses will not have to be repeated
sufficient to cure the disease.
before 4 8 hours, sometimes only every 24 hours, and at times only

—

* " For younger children I mixed one of these drops with 10 teaspoonfuls of water
and gave them, according to their age, one, two or several teaspoonfuls."
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occasionally during the whole fever, according to the more frequent
more seldom occurrence of the (previously mentioned) symptoms.

or

Hahnemann

In a footnote
It

is

incredible

goes on to say

how

:

small doses of the

active principle of the

medicine acting upon the whole system when given in the suitable
case will achieve their object.
At any rate, it is incredible to those
of my colleagues, who think they must treat suckling children with
half grain doses of poppy juice and who show enough skill to explain
by a crowd of other causes the death by poisoning which often so
speedily supervenes.
The drops administered internallv must,
immediately before taking, be vigorously stirred with one to four
tablespoonfuls of some beverage (water or beer 1).
!

To give the full story we must add that Hahnemann advised Ipecacuanha
as a further remedy in the second stage of scarlet fever and Belladonna as a
preventive, for the preparation of which he gave accurate details (--^).
The preparation and use of the medicines shows how carefull\- and
thoughtfully Hahnemann went to work even in the year 1801.
The prescribing of a medicine, diluted to such an unparalleled extent was
bound naturally to call forth the objection raised by Huf eland as to its
" WTiatever can 1/100,000 grain of Belladonna do ? "
efficacy
In the
same year Hahnemann answered in an article in Hufeland's Journal, 1801,
" On the power of small doses of medicine in general and
Vol. VI, Part 2
of Belladonna in particular " (see Supplement 41).
He had already given an
explanation to his opponents in the " Reichsanzeiger " (Supplement 39).
After the Scarlet Fever episode an interv'al of nearh' four years elapsed,
during which period Hahnemann did not again refer to the question of doses.
Remarkably enough he even passes them over in silence in his first Materia
" Fragmenta de viribus medicamentorum
Medica, which appeared in 1805
positivis sive in sano corpore humano observatis."
Not until the appearance of his article " Medicine of Experience " in
Hufeland's Journal 1S05/06 (afterwards published separately as a reprint
in Berlin) does he speak again of the "smallest possible doses," in which
remedies are to be used. But whenever he gives details he mentions only the
With reference to
looth, 1,000th, or i,ooo,oooth part of a medicinal dose.
:

:

:

Opium he

declares

:

a certain small dose of a diluted tincture of poppy juice is able
away a certain amount of unnatural sleepiness, then the
hundredth and probably also the thousandth part of this poppy juice
solution will be almost completely adequate for the same purpose.
In
the same way the dose can be still further diluted without the smallest
doses ceasing to exert the same curative aid as the first
If

to take

.

In another place he generalises this assertion in the form of a truism

:

A medicine which when given by itself in a sufficiently large dose
to a healthy individual produces a definite effect, that is, a number of
its own peculiar s}miptoms, preserving its own tendencies, will be able
For curative
to produce them even in the smallest dose.
If instead of
purposes incredibly small doses are sufficient.
smaller and smaller doses, increasingly large ones were given, then
(after the original disease has disappeared) there arise merely medicinal
.

.

.

...

symptoms, a kind

of artificial

and unnecessary

disease.

.

.

.

How
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much

body towards medicinal stimuH increases
by the accurate observer. Especially
has become very serious, this surpasses all behef.

the sensitiveness of the

in illness, can only be appreciated

when

the disease
On the other hand, it is just as true as it is remarkable that
even the most robust people, who are suffering from a chronic disease,
notwithstanding their abundant physical strength, as soon as thev are
given the medicine positively helpful to their chronic disease, experience
just as great an impression from the smallest possible dose, as if they
were suckling babes.
.

.

.

\\> ma}' regard it as a step forward in knowledge when, in his essay
are poisons ?
\Miat are medicines ? " (Hufeland's Journal, 1806),
forward
the
view
that only the correct and judicious preparation of
he puts
poisons could make them into medicines
:

"

What

:

Has perchance Nature given us a law that we regard a scruple
or a grain as the smallest and most suitable dose of all medicines—even
Has she not put knowledge and means into
of the most powerful ?
our hands so that we can arrange the more powerful and most powerful
substances into smaller and smaller doses, some of them to a tenth of a
grain, the more powerful to a hundredth or thousandth of a grain, the
highly powerful ones to a millionth, billionth, or even to a trillionth,
quadrillionth and quintillionth of a grain ?
Where the mob
seems to see onty objects of dismay, the wise man sees objects of the
deepest veneration.
Sapere aude
.

.

.

.

.

!

No reasonable man desirous of making any claim to the ranks of scientific
physician would, in his opinion, scorn as " poisons " medicinal substances
from which he could prepare remedies by suitable methods.
These few general indications are all that we can find from Hahnemann's
pubhshed works concerning the development of the homoeopathic theory
of doses during the years 1801-1806.
Fortunately, however, we now possess
in his patient's registers, preserved complete from 1799 to his death in 1843,
a most trustworthy source from which to fill in the gaps of the development.
In the first place, we find and this may appear strange after the previous
remarks that, in the years 1800 and 1801, he was prescribing his remedies
in ver}^ strong doses.
For vertigo, and very severe headaches accompanied by vomiting one
patient received six powders of 6 grain Anthemis pyrethrum.
Mercury
is given in six i grain powders in a case of abdominal pain with stiffness
in the sacral region, tenesmus and moisture in the rectum.
Arnica is
still given in doses of three grains and Aloes prescribed in powdered form.
He gives Acidum sulphuricum in 10 grain doses in the early morning and at
6 o'clock in the evening.
Apart from these massive doses of medicine we find some prescriptions
which approach a lower degree of dilution.
In the patients' notes for 1 800-1 801 there are. for example, prescriptions
drawn up for 1/18,000 of a grain of Aconitum, 10 drops morning and evening
Capsicum, i 2,000 grain. Close by, however, prescriptions are to be found
for Lathyrus cicera
12 powders of 10 grains and then immediately after
Coriaria i 40,000 grain.
It is striking that the very remedies which preserved their special value
at a later period, and have become our polychrests,* such as Belladonna.

—

—

;

—

*

Remedies having a large range of

activity.

FEELING HIS

WAY
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Arsenicum, Chamomilla, etc., were administered in small doses to a certain
For example, Pulsatilla is
extent in an earlier period to 1/3,840,000,000.
repeatedly prescribed in doses of 1/400,000 and at times of 1/1,600,000 whilst
in Chamomilla the single dose amounts frequently only to 1/3,840,000,000.
Nux vomica is not yet so strongly diluted, and in the year 1801 it is still
being administered in doses of 1/12,000.
The theory of dilution underwent very little change in the year 1802.
Veratrum, e.g., is administered in 1/2,000, Mezereum in 1/400,000,
Ledum in 1/200,000, Oenanthe crocata in 1/2,000 and Stramonium in doses
of 1/300,000. Nux vomica is still given in 1/2,400 and Belladonna in 1/12,000.
But at any rate, there are some remedies such as Aconite in doses of
1/1,800,000,000,000 dilution.
A peculiar change is noticeable in the prescriptions of the year 1803.
After obviously making initial experiments with certain medicines of considerably higher dilutions, Hahnemann gradually adopts stronger doses
and then later returns to higher degrees of dilution. Thus, for example, we
find

drawn up

:

Veratrum 1/4,800,000 Nux vomica 1/1,200,000
Ignatia 1/1,200,000
Capsicum 1/1,200,000
Pulsatilla 1/800,000
Chamomto 1/2,400,000
Cocculus 1/3,600,000
Belladonna
illa 1/85,000,000 up to 1/3,840,000,000
Drosera 1/200,000
Hyoscyamus 1/100,000,000.
I '120,000
The greatest fluctuations are shown by Belladonna administered now
in doses of i/ioo, 1/200, 2/200, 3/200, then in 1/12,000 up to 1/120,000
and also by Nux vomica, Hkewise administered in the most varied degrees of
On the other hand, the greatest
dilution from 1/24,000 to 1/1,200,000.
uniformity is shown by Chamomilla which is throughout used at
Arnica and China were preferably
1/3,840,000,000, as it was in 1801.
administered in stronger doses, from 1/6,000 to 6/2,000. But in the same
Scabiosa arvensis
patients' notes we meet prescriptions for quite large doses
is mentioned in doses of 10 grains to 6 ounces (probably spirits of wine).
Ranunculus acris in doses of 5 grains to 7 ounces, Inula 5 grains to 2 ounces
(spirits of wine). Ipecacuanha 2 grains to 4 ounces (spirits of wine), Bryonia
I 20 to 10 ounces (spirits of wine), Cicuta i grain to 10 ounces and 4 grains to
10 ounces (spirits of wine). Ipecacuanha 12 grains to 8 ounces (spirits of
Amongst these are
wine), Argentum 4 grains to 6 ounces (spirits of wine).
to be found also prescriptions for Cuprum 1/5,000 and Arsenicum 1/4,000,000.
Hahnemann is still groping and experimenting hither and thither without
making his decision, this is the impression made by the entries in the
He was standing firmly on the ground of
patients' registers of these years.
the similarity between disease and remedy, and he only prescribed one
medicine at a time. But he had not yet obtained a clear insight about the
aggravation after strong doses or about the apparently astounding effect
of highly diluted medicines.
The diaries of 1807 and 1808 afford us little information as regards the
further process of clarification through which the inexhaustible seeker was
passing.
The notes about the remedies prescribed give no details concerning the quantity by weight or the degree of dilution in which they were
administered. They contain nothing but the medicinal names, which,
moreover, are frequently described by the alchemistic-astrological symbols
In this absence of definite statements
of the apothecaries, then much used.
we might see strong reason to beUeve that Hahnemann desired to preserve
complete freedom at this time in the individual prescriptions. Presumably
it was his great aim to go on testing the effect of the different doses, and
therefore he omitted to make exact statements about the different remedies.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—
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The writings of 1809 do not disclose any marked further development.
"
In the article, " Monita about the three current methods of healing
fHufeland's Journal) the author merely established the fact that in certain
bihous conditions one single drop of Arnica root tincture was sufficient to
take away all fever, all hepatic taste and all " tormina," to cleanse the tongue
and to re-establish the patient's vigour before nightfall. In the " Information concerning the prevailing fever" ("Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen," 1809, Xo.
261) Hahnemann recommends Xux vomica and Arsenicum as curative agents
Of X'ux vomica
for a fever which had been ravaging German}- for a year.
" the shghtest particle of it in powder or in solution
it was sufficient to take
(of which one drop represents a triUionth of a grain of the seed), to bring
about a cure." In the case of Arsenicum he even speaks of a sextiUionth.
These doses correspond to a 9th and i8th centesimal dilution.
Then the year 1810 brought forth the " Organon." WTioever expects a
detailed treatment of the dosage question in this first edition of Hahnemann's
fundamental treatise, is doomed to disappointment. The whole theory of
the dvnamis in medicine and of the increase of strength by dilution, which
takes up so large a part of the 5th and 6th editions of the book, are not so
much as mentioned here. The §§237 253 merely contain instructions for
the preparation and use of small and extremely small doses. The size of dose
The
is treated in greatest detail in §247, to which a very long note is added.
paragraph concerned reads

—

:

In order to proceed in a really rational way, the true physician
homoeopathic remedy only in so
small a dose as is adequate to overcome and annihilate the disease
This smallness of the dose in a case where human weakness
present.
mav have led the physician to have chosen a ver\^ unsuitable medicine,
will lessen to a negligible amount the disadvantage of its unsuitability
This disadvantage from so small a dose is so slight
to the disease.
that the vital force and the quick antidote of the now suitably chosen
homoeopathic remedy (likewise in the smallest dose) would quickly
restore the balance.
will prescribe his carefully selected

In an annotation to this

we read

:

speak of the smallest possible doses in homoeopathic
cannot here estabhsh a chart of weights and measures of
the medicines, because the medicines themselves are so varied in

WTien

therap}'

I

I

strength.

Thus there are again here no indications as to how far Hahnemann had
The
at that time proceeded with his explanation of the dilution process.
In iSii, the
three following years give us very little further information.
" Materia Medica Pura " appeared
not a word is mentioned
first part of
regarding the size of dose. Two \-ears later, in March, 1813, Hahnemann
pubUshed in the " Allg. Anz. d. Deutschen " the dissertation " Spirit of the
;

Xew Theory

Even here the
of Healing," which later became so well known.
The
dosage question is only touched upon in general, when he says
spiritual power of the medicine attains its purpose not by quantity but by
But from the year 1812 we
quality (dynamic suitability, homoeopathy)."
know that, in the epidemic of intermittent fever then raging, he prescribed
.\rnica in the 18th and Xux vomica in the gth centesimal dilution.
Definite statements about the use of small quantities of medicine are to be
found in the year 1814 in the article about " The treatment of Typhus fever
'

:

—
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The whole of Germany,
at present prevailing " (" AUg. Anz. d. Deutschen ").
but particularly the Leipsic district, was suffering at that time from a kind
of war typhus, which had been rapidly spreading upon the return of Napoleon's

Rhus toxicodendron and Hyoscyamus had
Bryonia and Rhus being
administered in the 12th centesimal dilution and Hyoscyamus in the 8th.
The experiments and experiences which Hahnemann had been able to gather
up to that time from the bedside, were bound to convince him speedily

army from

Russia.

Bryonia,

proved to be excellent

in treating the disease

;

that the efficacy of the remedies did not stand in a direct relation to the size
of the doses, but that the medicinal substances in a diluted and refined state
often proved to be much more practicable and effective than in the crude
Indeed, his- observations had even demonstrated to him the fact
state.
that certain substances, generally considered to be ineffective in their natural
form, as e.g., ordinary salt, charcoal, lycopodium, silica, Hme, etc., become
available as an efficacious medicine only after prolonged trituration with
milk sugar.* These discoveries are the reason why Hahnemann from that
time onwards no longer designated the different degrees of his dosages
as dilutions, but as " power developments " or " potencies."
Whereas the first volume of the " Materia Medica Pura " as already
mentioned, does not contain a word about the homoeopathic theory of dosage,
there are accurate statements in the second volume, appearing in 1816, with
instructions for each individual remedy concerning dilution and size of dose.
For example, one drop of the original preparation of Causticum forms
the ordinary medicinal dose. Arsenicum is, however, recommended in the
I2th, iSth and 30th dilution
Hahnemann even gives preference to the 30th.
\\'ith Ferrum i/ioo, 1/10,000 or i 50,000 grain are described as the most
effective doses.
Ignatia is said to be particularly efficacious in the 9th and
I2th potency, Rhermi in acute diseases in the 9th dilution. Similar remarks
are to be found concerning Pulsatilla, Rhus toxicodendron, and Br^'Onia.
If the patient is strong and his illness is protracted, he is to take a drop of the
pure tincture. For delicate persons and in acute diseases, higher degrees
of dilution are to be preferred
with Pulsatilla the 12th, with Rhus toxicodendron the I2th or 15th, and with Bryonia the iSth potency.
The same volume of the "Materia Medica Pura " contains in a " Reminiscence " two instances from patients which Hahnemann, at the request of
friends, had alread\' employed to describe the practical application of
homoeopathy. Concerning the size of the dose prescribed in the first case,
;

;

we read

:

As the woman was very robust and consequently her disease and
pain must be considerable to keep her from all work, and as I thought,
her fife force was not enfeebled, I gave her one of the strongest homoeopathic doses, a fuU drop of Br5?onia juice to be taken immediately
and told her to come and see me again after 48 hours.
In the second case Pulsatilla was prescribed

:

On account of the weakness and debility of the patient, only in a
very small dose, namely half drop of the quadrilhonth part of the
mother

tincture.

The year 1817 saw the publication of the third volume of the " Materia
Medica Pura " and in it there were statements about the dosage of other
remedies.
Hahnemann's recommendations read as follows
:

* Concerning the solubility and refining of insoluble medicinal substances
trituration with milk sugar, see p. 332.

by
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China 12, Asarum 12 or 15, Ipecacuanha 3, Scilla 15 or 18, Stramonium 9,
Veratrum 12 dilution. For Chamomilla and Helleborus no numbers of diluBut we know from the hsts in the patients' registers that
tion are named.
he was already administering Chamomilla in 1803 in doses equivalent to a
1 2th

centesimal

dilution.

Concerning Arsenicum Hahnemann says in the Preface that sometimes
a drop of the 30th dilution is far too large a dose.
"
A year later (1818) the fourth volume of the " Materia Medica Pura
followed, describing twelve other remedies and issuing exact instructions
about the dosage.
In this case Hyoscyamus is preferred in the 12th, 15th, or iSth dilution
Aurum metalhcum is to be used in the first or second
Digitahs in the 15th
Aurum muriaticum, however, is recommended in the 15th
trituration.
In Guaiacum a drop of the mother tincture is described
or i8th dilution.
Camphora is used in a dilution of i to 8
as being the full medicinal dose.
and is administered in drops. Ledum has proved best when used in a 15th
dilution.
Ruta is diluted so that one part of tincture is mixed with 100,000
(This corresponds approximately to our 5th decimal
parts of spirits of wine.
Hahnemann still administers Sarsaparilla in drops of mother
potency.)
tincture, whilst Sulphur, Hepar sulphuris and Argentimi are administered
in grains in the second trituration.
The year i8ig gives an insight into the dosage theory of that time by
First there appeared the fifth volume of the
three different pubUcations.
" Materia Medica Pura," containing the following statements
Of Euphrasia, ^Menyanthes and Sambucus the smallest part of a drop
But for delicate persons and children stiU further
of the tincture is given.
C^xlamen is recommended in the third dilution.
dilutions will be necessary.
Of Calcarea acetica, Hahnemann prescribes one drop of the saturated solution.
In Acidum muriaticum the smallest part of the thousandth dilution serves
(This corresponds to-day to our third decimal potency.)
as a medicinal dose.
Thuja is administered in very smaU doses of the 30th potency. Taraxacum
In Phosphori acidum a smaU part of a
undiluted as a tincture in drops.
drop of the second dilution is to be employed as a dose. Spigelia and
Staphisagria are recommended in their 30th potency.
The second publication in the same year was the second edition of the
" Organon."
In it a series of paragraphs was devoted to the question of
doses (§§300 308). The value now attributed to the size of the dose by
Hahnemann is shown by the following words of §300
;

;

:

—

:

The suitability of a medicine for any given case of illness depends
not only on a relevant homoeopathic selection, but just as much on the
correct quantity necessary or rather the smallness of the dose.
In §302 the appositeh' selected homceopathic medicine is declared to be
more curative, " the more its dose descends to the degree of smallness,
most suitable for gentle aid." Hahnemann lays great stress in §303 on the
fact that the fixing of the dilution degree for the individual remedies should
not be the " work of theoretical assumptions," but can only be determined
by clear experiments, careful observation and accurate experience. With
regard to details he refers to his statements in the " Materia Medica Pura."
emphasising particularly the advantages accruing from administering the
medicinal substances in even smaller doses, and from diluting them even
more than he had there stated.
third publication of the year 181Q. " On uncharitableness to suicides."
recommended pure gold (aurum) in its 6th potency, whilst, as is known.

the
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had been given a year previously in doses of several grains of the ist and
2nd triturations.
In the sixth and last volume of the " Materia Medica Pura," appearing in
the year 1821, the expression " the smallest part of a drop," which we
it

It seems
frequently encountered in the fifth volume, is constantly recurring.
that Hahnemann was then adopting the use of globules, whereby the small
Now Hahnemann
fraction of a drop could be administered more easily.
recommends the medicines to be employed in the following potencies
Angustura 6, ]\Ianganum aceticum 24, Capsicum 9, Colocynthis 18 and
21, Verbascum the pure tincture, Spongia, for goitre in the original tincture,
for other purposes higher dilutions (without more detailed statements)
Drosera is recommended in the 9th, Bismuthum in the 2nd and Stannum
in the 6th potency.
The " Materia Medica Pura " was scarcely published in its entirety when,
This book
in the year 1822, the first volume went into its second edition.
also gives us information about the dosage of thirteen medicines, which are
recommended in the following dilutions
Belladonna 30, Dulcamara 24, Cina, 9, Cannabis in the pure juice,
Cocculus 12, Nux vomica 30, Opium 6, ]\Ioschus thousandth dilution
(3rd decimal), Oleander 6, Mercurius solubilis 12th trituration, Aconitum 24,
:

;

:

Arnica

Of

6.

the remedies quoted the smallest part of a drop is to be administered
as a dose with the exception of ]\Iercurius solubiHs, of which one grain or less
is to be taken.
During the following years there is little to report. From the various
volumes of the second edition of the " Materia Medica Pura," which appeared
from 1824 to 1827, and from Hahnemann's correspondence particularly
with his friend and colleague Stapf, we can see how, in the course of years, he
gradually increased the dilution of remedies.
Rhus and Byronia he now gives in the 30th dilution.
He wishes to see
Chamomilla used in the 12th dilution. Digitalis is to be used in the 30th
instead of the 15th dilution. Aurum is now employed in the 15th dilution and
Hepar sulphuris in the 3rd trituration. He recommends Thuja even in the
60th potency for treating gonorrhoea. Manganum is diluted to the 30th
potency, Colocynthis to the 24th or 30th. Cicuta, the pure juice of which
was formerly administered in drops, is now considered most effective in the
30th dilution.
Ambra, Carbo animalis, and Carbo vegetabiUs, here named
for the first time, are said to act best in the third trituration.
It seems
remarkable that Hahnemann recommends the 3rd trituration of Stannum
instead of the sixth as hitherto.
Apart from these alterations on the whole unessential the theor\of dosage remained in the position of 1822.
With the demand for higher and higher dilutions the attacks of opponents
grew, as one would expect.
In particular, the year 1825 showed the most
violent attacks in the " AUg. Anz. d. Deutschen."
It was on one of these
occasions that a physician dared to state in all seriousness
the preparation of Hahnemann's dilutions was really quite impossible, since, for a single
dilution of one decillionth of a grain, " a mass of water of about 52 quintillion
globes, each of the size of our earth " would be needed.
Hahnemann refuted
determinedly and in detail (see Chapter XII) this brainless and nonsensical
assertion in his article, " Information for the Truth-seeker," of the same
year.
But nevertheless such assertions were always appearing and displaying the same distortion and exaggeration of facts.
Even to-day they are set
forth by many as the main body of arguments against the senselessness of
all

—

—

:
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homoeopathic doses. We will therefore summarise Hahnemann's method
of proving the efficacy of high dilutions.
Usually a grain of tincture has no effect at all on a healthy, robust

But a grain of solution may bring the man,
peasant, artisan or land worker.
previously most robust, to the edge of the grave, if when seriously
For the
ill he takes several teaspoonfuls of a property prepared dilution.
hard grain pill, coated with mucous and saliva, sHdes along almost completely undissolved throughout the oesophagus, the stomach and the bowels
But the internal solution touches
and soon passes away with the faeces.
the living fibre at far more points and thus comes into direct contact with
the nerves, the blood circulation, the muscles and the separate organs.
In this way it has quite a different effect from the medicinal pill, which does
indeed contain a million times more medicine, but which remains inactively

who was

soHd.

A new chapter in the theory of doses was opened out in the year 1828 by
In the introduction to the first
the appearance of " Chronic Diseases."
volume, Hahnemann, says of the so-called anti-psoric remedies that he had
begun by giving them to the patients in small doses of one grain in the 2nd
or 3rd trituration, but that as a result of his experiences he had had to give
preference to higher dilutions.
for
For Sycosis he recommends chiefly Thuja 30 and Nitric acidum 6
Syphihs, Mercurius solubihs 6 and for recent itch a globule saturated with
Sulphur tincture. The Sulphur solution is prepared by dissolving 5 grains
sulphur in 100 drops of spirits of wine. If a second dose should be necessary,
then one should use the 6th dilution prepared in the ordinary way. If
Carbo animahs or Carbo vegetabihs should suit better, these two remedies
are given in the 12th dilution.
Moreover, there are to be found the following instructions about the
potencies of various remedies, as preferred at that time
Antimonium crudum 6, Ammonium carbonicum 18, Baryta carbonica 18,
Calcarea carbonica 18—30, Lycopodium 18 30, lodum 18 30, Magnesia
carbonica 24 30, Magnesia muriatica 6, 12 or 18, Natrum carbonicum,
which was first used in an aqueous solution corresponding to a 3rd dilution,
is now used in the 12th potency to be prepared from the 3rd trituration.
Acidum nitricum is said to be particularly effective as an anti-psoric remedy
in the i8th to 30th dilutions.
In addition there are mentioned Petroleum
30, and Zincum 18^30.
18, Phosphorus 30, Sepia 30, Silicea 18
Up to this time Hahnemann had made use of the most varied degrees of
dilution, from the original tincture or the viscous juice up to the 30th
centesimal dilution.
But even then there existed a small body of overThe 30th
zealous students, anxious to outstep the Master in potentising.
potency was by no means high enough for them and so they produced a
Among these
6oth, 90th, a 200th and finally even a 1,500th potency.
enthusiasts the principal part was played by Dr. Gross in Jiiterbogk, Dr.
Schreter in Lemberg and General Korsakoff in Russia. They became the
real founders of the theory of high potencies, which later on found an industrious and zealous protagonist in Stapf.
Hahnemann himself felt, in 1829, the urgent necessity of a limit in potentising and declared the ultimate degree of dilution to be the 30th centesimal
potency.
It is true, however, that he had already exceeded this Umit in
in that case
1825, when, as we saw, he recommended Thuja for gonorrhoea
he had described the 6oth potency as being particularly efficacious.
How anxious he was at that time to set a limit to the over enthusiasm
of his students, is best shown by the following letter to Dr. Schreter of
;

:

—

—

—

:

—

;
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I.emberg, of the 12th of September, 1829 (Stapf's"Neues Archiv," Vol. HI,
Part 2, p. 182)
:

I

Xn

do not approve

and XXII

your potentising medicines higher than to
be a hmit to the matter, it cannot go
But by definitely deciding that homoeopathic medicine
of

— there must

on indefinitely.
should all be diluted and potentised up to
[30th centesimal
R.H.,]
a homogeneous process arises in the cures of all homoeopaths and if
they describe a cure, we are able to work after them in the same
degree, since they are operating with the same tools as we are.
Then
our enemies cannot reproach us with having nothing definite, no fixed
standard.

—

X

A

also sent by Hahnemann to the Russian General
desirous of potentising unmedicated globules by
mixing them well with one or several granules soaked in the medicine.
The General had gone so far as to say that he had succeeded in transmitting
all the properties of Sulphur to 13,500 unmedicated granules from one single
globule of Sulphur 30.
In the year 1829 Hahnemann came upon the strange idea of setting up
a kind of standard dose for all curative remedies used in homoeopathy.
This was to be the 30th centesimal. We do not know what led him to this
proceeding. At any rate, this statement, which could not be justified by
any sound reasons and which, at the very least, was bound to upset the
principle of individualism previously so much emphasised,
this thesis
not only produced violent disputes amongst his students but it also roused
homoeopathic physicians to formal declarations of opposition. Only a smaU
part of the students followed blindty the new instructions of the Master.
The majority reserved their right to determine the medicinal potencies of
daily use as seemed best to them on the basis of their personal experience.
Some of them even ventured publicly to attack Hahnemann's latest standpoint in the theory of dosage, characterising it as a danger to future development of homoeopathy. Amongst these were first and foremost Dr. Trinks,
of Dresden, and Dr. Griesselich, of Karlsruhe.
The former gave utterance
to his opinions in the Reports of the homoeopathic clinic and in the " Allg.
hom. Ztg." The latter defended his views in his periodical, " Hygea."
It should not be forgotten that in their wholesale repudiation of Hahnemann's
standpoint they sometimes overshot the mark and fell into the opposite error.
But they were undoubtedly right in asserting that blind obedience to
Hahnemann's demand would end immediately all consideration of the
individual characteristics of each patient and con.sequently every endeavour
to find the most efiicacious and suitable dose for any particular case would
be prevented. Those of his adherents who had preserved the necessary
independence, were perfectly sure in their own mind that, in determining
quantity of dose, just as in choo.sing the remedy according to the law of similars, one has to pay attention to age, sex, temperament and physical nature
of the patient as well as the course and seriousness of the illness.
From this time onwards Hahnemann became more and more biassed
over the question of dose.
It was no longer sufficient for him to administer
a few globules of the 30th potency as a dose be began now to restrict himself
to letting the jxitient smell a single globule of the size of a poppy seed of the
30th potency. This smelling of the medicine is first mentioned by Hahnemann in his preface to Bonninghausen's " List of s\Tnptoms of the antipsoric medicines."
In a note accompanying this preface sent to the
publisher of the book, he wrote on the 21st August, 1832

similar reply

Korsakoff,

was

who was

—

:

:
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me

to impart an\'thing to the world unless
of the reasonableness of the
contents of this interpolation only quite recently, so that I can not
only obtain the mastery of the severest cases of chronic diseases by
letting the patients smell
but I can do it in an incredibty short space
of time.
It is

I

am

impossible for

convinced of

it.

I

was convinced

—

In the preface itself he sets forth in the most dazzhng light the advantages
of letting the patients smell highly diluted medicines and he draws particular
attention to the fact that he had treated most successfully acute and chronic
diseases in this way.

Hahnemann's correspondence with Bonninghausen, carried on uninterruptedly from 1830 to 1843 and at present in the possession of The Hahnemann Museum at Stuttgart, gives us a clear insight into the extremely
one-sided opinions of Hahnemann during that period. Even in cases of
cancer of the lips and breast he confined himself to letting the patient smell
the carefully chosen homoeopathic remedy
:

t Since merely letting the patient smell Sulphur at suitable
intervals, I have experienced the immeasurable healing capacity
of this substance, of which I had previously no idea. (Letter of

December 15th. 1832.)
t With us the prevailing

influenza can be reheved within eight
or twelve hours in the less serious cases, simply by smelling Camphor
30th.
In the serious cases the patient must smell Nux vomica in the
evening.
Smelling Causticum is rarely necessary.
(Letter of the
end of April, 1833.)

The

late

summer and autumn

of diarrhoea, diarrhoea

1834,

of 1834 was responsible for frequent cases
and vomiting and dysentery. On the 21st August,

Hahnemann wrote

:

In the cases of diarrhoea and vomiting and dysentery occuring
here I could not do without the smelling of Mercurius corrosivus 30th.

For several years Hahnemann employed

this process of inhaling for all
the 28th of April, 1833, he wrote to
Bonninghausen saying that he and his assistant, Dr. Lehmann, had for
nine months treated all their patients by letting them only smell the
medicine.

his patients without exception.

Even
nose

is

On

the smallest child has the bottle held to
stopped up, between the Hps.

its

nose, or,

if its

To those patients living at a distance, whom he treated by correspondence, he used to send globules for inhaling by letter in a quill or in a thin
glass tube concealed in a quill.
In the preface to Bonninghausen's " Systematic alphabetical repertory
of homoeopathic medicines " (1833) he went so far as to recommend as the
best remedy inhaling of one single globule moistened in a 30th solution
Confirmation of these one-sided views are to be found in numerous
passages of the fifth edition of the " Organon," which appeared in the same
year in which he had written the preface to Bonninghausen's work (1833).
In both places there is indiscriminate employment of the 30th centesimal
" It is a curative
dilution and its most urgent recommendation.
rule of
homoeopathy," he says, " which no experience in the world can refute,
that the best dose of the correctly selected remedy is the smallest in a high
potency, namely the deciUionth dilution."
!
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In §288 he actually declared inhaling to be an adequate medicinal
procedure in itself f--3). Even in the year 1837, Hahnemann's confidence
in the strong and sufficient effect of inhaling seems by no means to be shaken,
Only
as is evident from his preface to the third part of " Chronic Diseases."
towards the end of his life did his marked preference for it abate. For in the
sixth edition of the " Organon " the above quoted paragraph is struck out
and on two occasions only is there any mention of " smelling " apart from
In this paragraph it is stated expressly
taking medicine (§248).
:

mouth and

the stomach, which are
nose and the respiratory
organs are primarily susceptible to the effect of medicines in a liquid
form, when inhaled.

Besides the tongue,

most generally affected

the

in taking medicine, the

of his students followed out Hahnemann's instructions about
In 1848, Dr. (iriesselich wrote in his " Handbook of the homoeo-

Only a few
inhaling.

pathic heahng science " (§232)

:

This technique was one of the weakest points of homoeopathy and
fortunately it has vanished, so that now there is really nobody to
" Inhaling cures everything that can be cured most safely and
say
:

most surety."

Hahnemann's

final decision

m

favour of high potencies and his mistake

to be explained by reason of his conception that,
in diluting medicinal substances, they become harmless, as contrasted with
the tincture and that their effect upon the morbid fibre is increased. Thus
a second thing takes place, the so-called dynamisation, which is an increase
Originally there was no mention of dynamisation or potentising.
of strength.
He confined himself, as we have already seen, to the instruction (observed
generally) that the medicinal substance should be made smaller, divided
up, diluted or triturated and that it was to be most intimately mixed up
with the diluting substance (water, spirits of wine, milk sugar) by vigorous
shaking or trituration. This he admitted to be the only purpose. But
with time there emerges ever more clearly the view that, by shaking and
trituration, a uniform mixing, dilution and weakening of the medicinal
substance is not all that is achieved
on the contrary, the material part
of the medicine is thereby more and more eradicated and as a consequence
the spiritual part of the medicine (not perceptible to human faculties) is
released and extraordinarily increased.
This is d\'namisation. Therefore
a dilution prepared by shaking and rubbing should not become weaker in
in its effect but stronger and stronger, even if the dilution is increased to a
manifold extent. It should also be possible to affect the increase of power
in the question of inhaling,

is

;

is succussed when prepared, the
conjunction with the vibrations of
shaking does dynamisation or potentising arise. This theory elaborated
and carried to an absurd length in " Chronic Diseases " (182S and later
editions) led to such a confused state of mind that Hahnemann could maintain in all seriousness, for example, that sun-dew (drosera rotundifoUa) cured
whooping-cough if shaken twice (two shakings of the arm) in a decillionthfold dilution, whilst one drop in a teaspoon of the same dilution with twenty
and more shakes would endanger a man's life.
In the fifth edition of the " Organon " (1833) Hahnemann was still clinging
to this idea of dynamisation
he was even elaborating it in his own mind.
In §269 he wrote

by succussion
stronger

;

the more the medicine

Only by dilution

its effect.

—

:

in
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The homoeopathic science of healing develops for its purposes
the spirit-Hke medicinal powers of crude substances to a degree hitherto
unparallelled by means of a treatment, peculiar to itself and not
attempted till now. By this means, all the substances become really
penetratingly effective and helpful even those, which, in their crude
state, do not betray the slightest medicinal power on the human

—

body.

Then,
potencies

in the

next paragraph, he gives the instructions for preparing the

:

Thus two drops of the fresh vegetable juice, mixed with equal
parts of spirits of wine, are diluted with 98 drops of spirits of wine
and potentised by means of two succussions whereby the first development of power is formed. This process is repeated through 29 more
phials, each of which is filled three quarters full with 99 drops of spirits
of wine and each succeeding phial is to be provided with one drop from
the previous phial (which has already been shaken twice) and is in
This diluting and shaking takes place in every
its turn twice shaken.
glass and so finally the 30th development of power (the potentis'ed
decillionth dilution, X) is reached.
This potency is the one most
generally used.

We

see that Hahnemann now attaches special significance to each fresh
dilution being shaken only twice, instead of ten times or for several minutes,
For according to his views at that time frequent shaking made
as formerly.

the medicine stronger and stronger (potentised

it)

:

^loreover, the homoeopathic medicine is potentised at every
This was such
division and diminution by trituration or succcussion.
a development of the latent powers of medicines never dreamed of
before my time, that in later years I have been compelled by convincing experience to reduce the ten succussions, previously prescribed
after each dilution, to two.
(Note to §280, fifth edition of the
"

Organon.")

Proceeding from this standpoint he finished up by demanding ("Organon,"
5th edition, §128) that medicine provings should be undertaken on the healthy
subject with medicinal dilutions, originally intended only for the more
sensitive and irritable organs of the sick
:

The most recent observations have shown that medicinal subwhen taken by the experimenter in their crude state for the
purpose of testing peculiar effects, do not by an}' means display the full
amount of the powers innate in them, such as they do when taken for
the same purpose in high dilutions, potentised by suitable trituration and succussion.
By this simple operation the powers latent
in their crude state and dormant, as it were, are developed to an
Consequently, the best
incredible extent and roused to activity.
stances,

way

to investigate the medicinal powers even of those substances
is for the experimenter to take four

which are considered to be weak,

to six of the very small globules of the 30th dilution of such a substance
each day. They should be moistened with a Uttle water and should

be taken for several days while fasting.

To
But

the day of his death he held unswervingly to his idea of dynamisation.
most appropriate number of succussions he altered

in regard to the
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In the preface to the third part
his opinion repeatedly within a few years.
*'
of the second and improved edition of " Chronic Diseases
(1837) he speaks
on page 10 " about the technical side of homoeopathy "
:

When I used to administer medicines undivided, each taken
with a little water, at one dose, I found that potentising in phials
with ten succussions often acted too strongly (i.e., their medicinal
powers were too strongly developed). I therefore advised only two
But as for several years I have been able to give each
succussions.
dose in a solution which will not deteriorate, distributing the dose
over 15, 20 or 30 da3's and more, now no potency in a vial is too strong
I must therefore take
if prepared each time with ten succussions.
back what I said on this subject three years ago in the first part of
this book, p. 186.
In cases where great irritability of the patient was associated
with extreme debility, and where, consequently, it was best to let
the patient smell a vial containing a few globules of the medicine,
if the medicine was required for several days, let the patient smell
each day a vial with globules of the same medicine, but each day in a
lower potency. I let him smell once or twice with each nostril according as I wanted to make a slight or deeper impression.
In the preface to the fifth and last part of " Chronic Diseases " (Paris,
19th, 1838) are the words

December

:

Modern wiseacres have been hitherto desirous of ridiculing the
potency and they have been satisfied with the lower medicinal

thirtieth

—

preparations in large doses showing little development but much
quantity.
By these means, however, they were quite unable to
perform what our healing science can do. But even in the 50th
potency, all the lower degrees of which have been dynamised by an
equal number of succussions, medicines are obtained of the most
penetrative effectiveness.
So that the smallest globules moistened
with this medicine and dissolved in water can and must be taken in
small parts so as not to produce too violent effects on susceptible
patients.
We can hardly think that such a preparation can have
developed all the properties latent in the medicinal substance, which
could only be made active in this way.

The majority of homoeopathic physicians did not share these \-iews of
the Master, and the more time went on, the less they shared tliem.
If the
side issue of olfactory medicines had provoked shaking of heads and some
repudiation, this theory of dynamisation and its increase by repeated
succussions finally drew the predominant majorit}- to a common and fomial
mode of public objection. The members of the Homoeopathic Central
Association put forward on their agenda at the annual meeting for 1836
the eighteen theses, proposed by Dr. Paul Wolf, in which they gave no
ambiguous expression to their divergent views about the do.sage question.
(See Vol. II, Chap. XVI, Suppt. 143, Thesis 14.)
The tremendous confusion brought about by Hahnemann's process can
best be shown by the facts that General Korsakoff increased his dilutions
to the r, 500th
Equerry Jenichen of Wismar, repudiated, it is true, by
Hahnemann, but from whom he had medicines sent to Paris through the
mediation of others, carried them as far as the 2.500th. 8.000th and even
the lO.oooth potency Wahle in Rome (See Chap. XXX'H) describes (" Neues
:

;
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Archiv," Vol. Ill, part i) histories of patients in which, for example, Acidum
nitricum 6, Mercurius 6,. prepared with a thousand succussions, were said to

have been

efficacious.

A

further contrast between Hahnemann and a large number of the
German homoeopaths existed at the same time on the question of the length
of time a medicine acts and the repetition of the dose.
In his " Chronic Diseases " Hahnemann had published new views, diverging from his earlier standpoint concerning the duration of the effect of a
medicine, even in the highest potencies.
He now prescribed intervals of one
to four and six weeks, during which the remedy was to " work itself out."
Formerly, in order to satisfy patients used to taking medicine, he had given
from time to time a placebo pills made of pure sugar of milk. Later he
abandoned this, as we see from a letter to Stapf of August 5th, 1830. In it

—

he wrote

:

to

The homoeopathic physician must come to a point when he refuses
give placebos and will only give the helpful remedy when and where

it

is

required.

—

X

only allowed one intermediary medicine Nux vomica
(30th
and this for 8 to 10 days during a prolonged treatment with
Sulphur in chronic (psoric) diseases, because the " life force " opposed
the action of several consecutive doses of Sulphur.
Where (in chronic
cases) repetition of doses seemed necessary, he suggests, as being sufficient
and indeed particularly effective, inhaling the same medicine, but in differently graded dilutions.
In the preface to Bonninghausen's " Repertory of
anti-psoric Medicines " (1832) he states quite openly that he now holds a
different view from the time when he published the fourth edition of his
" Organon."
It is now his opinion that small doses should not be given in
quick succession, but the smallest doses at long intervals. In acute diseases
the intervals are measured in hours.
According to letters to Dr. Romani of Naples, published in the January
volume of the " British Journal of Homoeopathy," 1855, Hahnemann
later relinquished his long intervals again and recommended, for instance,
in 1837, for chronic diseases a dose of the remedy to be repeated every
forty-eight hours and even more frequently every twenty-four hours.
Still
later (1841
43) he prescribed not only daily doses, but also increasing ones,
when, for example, he dissolved a powder (containing globules) in 15 to 18
tablespoonfuls of water and some spirits of wine, shook the mixture with
twelve succussions, put a teaspoonful in a glass of water to be stirred and of
this ordered at first one teaspoonful to be taken daily and later two teaspoonfuls each day.
This medicinal water had to be prepared fresh every day
and after taking the prescribed number of teaspoonfuls the remainder
had to be poured away (" Zeitschr. f. homoeop. Klinik," 1855, p. 198).
In the sixth edition of the " Organon," Hahnemann abandoned his
instructions, formerly so delinitely expressed, of giving if possible onty one
dose of the well-chosen remedy in chronic diseases and then allowing it to
act for weeks and even months.
Evidently his experience since the appearance of the fifth edition had taught him differently and therefore he now
prescribed the continuous taking of the same correct medicine every day
for months, ascending, however, gradually from lower dilutions at the beginning to higher ones. By this means the diseases are made to yield more
speedily.
As might be expected from these directions Hahnemann had
arranged his own medicine chest in Paris. Every single remedy is represented
there in ten different degrees of potency (^2+).
In this last period of his hie

He

centesimal)

—

—
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in 1843 he never ceased to make experiments in dosage,
It is just as inaccurate
potentising by succussions, and repetition of dose.
to say that he had entire!}^ given up the idea of inhahng medicines as it is
to believe that he used nothing but high potencies.
That he actually made use of high potencies during the last years of his
But at the same time he also prescribed
life, seems to be beyond doubt.
low ones. In this respect we are able to refer not only to his adherents
Dr. Malan, Dr. Croserio and the English parson, Everest, but in particular
to his wife who, above all others, had the best view of his professional

from 1835 to his death

activity.

Dr. Malan, who had much intercourse with Hahnemann in the years
1841 and 1S42, wrote in the periodical " Organon " (Vol. I, p. 284)
:

saw Hahnemann prescribe very high dilutions.
most remarkable cures had been brought about by one single
as far as I know, this remed\' came from
dose of a very high potency
I have often heard him say that the 30th potency should
Jenichen.
by no means form a fixed limit for medicinal dilutions.
frequently

I

One

of the

;

The American homoeopathic physician, Dr. Breyfogle of Louisville, wrote
asking Madame Hahnemann, shortly before she died, for information about
the degrees of potency, which Hahnemann had been accustomed to employ
during the last years of his life. The answer read
:

Your enquiry as to whether Hahnemann altered his views about
potencies in the last period of his life and whether he made use only
Hahnemann used all
of high potencies, I can answer in this way
degrees of dilution, low as well as high, as the individual case required.
I saw him give the third trituration, but I also know that he used the
200th or even the i,oooth potency whenever he considered it necessary.
(Transactions of the A. J., of H., 1876).
;

Madame

Melanie's answer agrees perfectly with our observations.
From
from his posthumous literary work and from the three
large medicine chests with their numerous remedies, of which he availed
himself during his last years, overwhelming proofs can be adduced (--').
On the appearance of the second edition of " Chronic Diseases " in 1835,
he had recommended Acidum nitricum in the 6th dilution. In the preface
to the third volume (1837) he advises the 24th potency if the 30th should
not prove effective.
In letters he was repeatedly asking Dr. Lehmann or his relatives in
Germany to send him remedies which were all of lower dilutions. In the
year 1841 he ordered remedies of the 3rd potency from Dr. Lehmann. From
the medicines he left behind it is clear that he preferred to use the Ilnd
potency (equal to a billionth and corresponding to a 6th centesimal or a
twelfth decimal dilution), the Vlth (equal to an i8th centesimal dilution),
the Vnith (24th centesimal dilution) and the Xth (30th centesimal dilution).
Of the really high potencies there were only a few tiny glass tubes filled
with globules of the 200th potency {"^).
But, as a matter of fact, the medicines he left behind at his death had
been prepared after an entirely different mode of potentising, and they
must therefore be estimated very dilferently. From correspondence with
Bonninghausen and conversation with Everest it is clear that, in the final
years of his life. Hahnemann consideralily diverged from his earlier methods
In preparing tlie next potency of a medicine he shook up
of dilution.
his writings, especially

"

MEDICAMENTS AU GLOBULE
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with the 99 drops of spirits of wine, not one drop of the tincture but a globule
saturated with the medicine and this he dissolved in a drop of distilled water
(see also the preface to the fifth part of " Chronic Diseases," December 19th,
1838).

This far reaching change was occasioned, according to his own statement,
by the unusually nervous excitability of a large number of his Parisian
patients.
Even after using the 30th centesimal dilution troublesome
Therefore in
aggravations were said to have occurred very frequently.
order to guard against these harmful s\-mptoms " these homceopathic
aggravations," he used this new method.
In this kind of dynamisation the material part of the medicine was said
to be decreased 50,000 times for each degree of dynamisation, and yet, says
Hahnemann, the medicine increased tremendously in power His new
preparations were considerably milder in their action and yet, after many
painstaking experiments and counter-experiments, they had proved to be the
most powerful and the most perfect (" Organon," 6th edition, note to §270).
Potencies obtained in this new way were described by Hahnemann as
" Medicaments au globule " as distinct from " Medicaments a la goutte,"
prepared by his former method, the potency degrees of which he had always
expressed by Roman figures. The new preparations from globules he
described with Arabic figures surmounted by a circle (i, 2, 3, 5, etc.).
He
says of them in the note just quoted from §270 of the sixth edition of the
" Organon,"
pp. 292-293
:

Of these thus perfected medicinal preparations, small doses of the
lowest degrees of dynamisation even of medicines of long continued
action (e.g.. Belladonna)
may be repeated at short intervals in acute
fevers.
In the treatment of chronic diseases it is best to begin with the
lowest degrees of dynamisation and when necessary advance to higher,
even more powerful but mildly acting degrees.

—

—

Should unpleasant secondary symptoms occur after using these " medicaments au globule " of gentler action, Hahnemann dissolved a globule
saturated with medicine in a glass of water and mixed a teaspoonful with
another glass of water. This method of dilution, continued in some cases
through several glasses of water, was used primarily for chronic patients,
who now, in contrast to the earlier procedure, were being given medicines
in doses repeated daily.
He had therefore entireh* abandoned his practice
of allowing one dose of the suitable remedy, highly potentised, to take its
effect undisturbed for days, weeks or sometimes months.
This daily repetition of the remed}- with continual alterations of the degree of dilution
finally became his standard method of treatment and it was laid dowm as
such in the " Organon " (§270). He himself used almost exclusively " Medicaments au globule," which he preserved in a large chest containing 1716
glass tubes.
He prepared in this new wav about 150 of the most important
homceopathic remedies in the ten lowest degrees of dilution and kept them
in stock.

As

to the advantages of treating chronic patients by daih' administration
remedy in altering strength he likewise gives a detailed statement
in the sixth edition of the " Organon," particularly in §§247, 248 and the
attached footnotes. It is therefore asserted with right that Hahnemann
preferred in the latter years of his life to use high potencies.
It is probably within the general scope of this Chapter to devote some
space to the characteristic homceopathic preparation of medicines. Many
of the
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points have been discussed in previous chapters, also many indications have
been given whilst discussing the theory of dosage.
Even in the pre-homoeopathic period of his life Hahnemann was
always aspiring in his numerous medical and chemical writings for a better
preparation of medicines. These endeavours are clearly shown in his
translation of the Edinburgh Dispensatorium (1798).
In this work he set
forth a wealth of practical experiences in his notes to the translated text.
As a result of his own special inclination he had occupied himself sufficientlv
long with chemical and pharmaceutical work in the laboratory' to acquire to
a full measure the knowledge requisite for medical practice.
It is therefore quite understandable that he should devote every care to the preparation of homoeopathic remedies, especially since the discovery of the so-called
primary aggravations compelled him to decrease the dose more and more.
From the time of the " Organon " (1810) and the " Materia Medica Pura "
(1811) he always prescribed his medicines in such small doses, that the
amount of the drug can scarcely be expressed in fractions, which would give
any comprehensible idea to the human mind. In such small quantities
he could no longer rely upon the apothecary's balance. He had therefore
to think of ways and means by which he could go on decreasing and refining
medicinal substances with the necessar\' accuracy and dependability. Thus
as is already indicated in his dissertation " On the power of small Doses,"
he arrived at the excellent idea of mixing and diluting his medicine with a
non-medicinal substance with spirits of wine or sugar of milk, according
to the original of the medicinal substance.
The tinctures obtained from
plants were almost always prepared from fresh plants.
His original purpose
of obtaining the tinctures simply by squeezing the medicinal plants could
not be carried through, since many parts of plants are such that their juice
cannot be obtained merely by pressure. Therefore, in proportion to the
viscosity or quantity of the juice contained, he added equal or more parts
by weight of spirits of wine to the plants, which he had cut up in very small
parts and he then compressed the whole mass at once or after several days.
The medicinal strength of the tincture was calculated according to the
quantity of alcohol added and the actual contents of the juice formed the
basis of the calculation.
Thus we are able to understand what is meant,
when remedies are described in the homoeopathic materia medicas, as
containing a tincture which has i 10 or 1/6 or i 2 of the medicinal strength.
In preparing the first dilution, the fluctuating amount of the medicinal
strength was carefully considered and counter-balanced.
If the medicine
contents amounted, for instance, to i/io, then 20 drops of the original
tincture were used with 80 drops of spirits of wine for the first centesimal
dilution (C.i).
Further potentising took place then in the proportion of
1 to 100, i.e., one drop of this first dilution, shaken up with 100 drops of spirits
of wine,' formed the second dilution.
One drop of this with 100 drops of
spirits of wine produced the third dilution and so on.
In original tinctures
consisting of equal parts of juice and spirits of wine, Hahnemann shook up
2 drops of the original tincture with 98 drops of spirits of wine to produce
the first centesimal (C.i).
Detailed instructions about this are contained

—

"German Homeopathic Phannacopoea " by Dr. W'illmar Schwabe
now obtainable in print, and also in a very full treatise by the
apothecary Hugo Platz of Leipsic. in Nos. i, 2. 3, of the " AUg. horn. Ztg.",
in the

of Leipsic,

1922.

The method of dilution in the proportion of i to 100 (centesimal system)
generalh- in vogue in Hahnemann's time has now given way more and more
to the decimal system (i 10).
:
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The preparation of remedies from fresh plants is a special advantage
in Hahnemann's method.
Many curative herbs regarded by the old

gained

school medicine as ineffective are really only inefficacious because thev^ lose
their medicinal values by drying, e.g., Pulsatilla, Rhus toxicodendron,
Bryonia and many others (on this point see " Organon," Vlth edition, §266,
annotation).
For this reason also some physicians who make use of these
medicines, although not accepting homoeopathy, admit verj^ frankly that
the homteopathic tinctures have proved to be particularly effective.
" Plants that can only be obtained dry " (e.g., medicinal plants from
overseas) or sapless native plants, metals, minerals and other insoluble
medicinal substances were vigorously triturated for a very long time in a
mortar or in a brayer together with an accurately prescribed quantitv

Herb and Plant

Press.

of pure sugar of milk.
One part of the original substance with 99 parts of
sugar of milk, formed the first trituration. Of this, one part triturated
again with 99 parts of sugar of milk was described as the 2nd trituration
and one part of this second trituration, mixed most intimately with qq
parts of sugar of milk, formed the 3rd trituration.
As to the preparation of triturations, Hahnemann gives a detailed
introduction to the subject in " Chronic Diseases " (first edition. 1S28,

Vol. II, p. 5, and second edition,
edition of the " Organon " (--5).

\'ol.

I,

p.

icSj),

and

in

§270 of the sixth

Hahnemann always speaks of trituration performed by hand. But
already during his lifetime attempts were made to supplant this tiring and
long manual labour by mechanical triturating contrivances.
The advantage of such machines was obvious.
I'nder any circumstances thev were
able to work more uniformly and more continuously than the human hand.
Conse(iuently. the trituration of the medicinal substance was certain to be
more uniform and the mixing with the milk sugar more intimate. In
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Stapf's "Archiv," 1834, Vol. XIV, Part I, Dr. H. Messerschmidt of
Naumberg on the Saale is the first to describe such a machine. We do not
know what Hahnemann thought of this innovation. At any rate, he still

adhered to preparation by hand in his instructions for trituration in the sixth
It is possible that the impracticable construction
edition of the " Organon."
(It could
of this first machine restrained him from acknowledging its use.
and for each
not be taken to pieces and therefore could not be cleaned
remedy and each potency it would have been necessary. to have a separate
It is possible also that he did not see its necessity at aU, for he
machine.)
always adopted the attitude that the physician and not the apothecary
should prepare triturations. The physician, therefore, would neither have
to do so much work at once nor afford the expense of such a cumbersome
;

arrangement.
The attempts to replace hand labour by machines have, at any rate, never
ceased from that day onwards and in their long course of development they

have led to the extraordinarily ingenious, practicable and efficient triturating machines nowadays used by all the great homoeopathic drug stores of
the world. The superiority of their accomplishments over hand triturations
may be seen from the accompanying photographs taken from the Central
Pharmacy of Dr. Willmar Schwabe. At the same time, they show that
Hahnemann's apparently minute directions for trituration to be continued
In pharmat least one hour is by no means exaggerated or unjustifiable.
acies where the work is done thoroughly, this instruction is strictly observed
for triturating machines.

Only

after producing a third centesimal dilution b\' trituration

Hahnemann proceed

did

to the preparation of liquid potencies.

In order to prepare a solution from this powder which contains
medicine in a millionfold potency and to be able to continue still further
the development of this power, a phenomenon unknown to chemistry
takes place, that is, the medicinal substances, which by trituration
have been reduced to a powder which we call I [a millionth part R.H.],
are made soluble in water or spirits of wine.

—

Until the most recent times this assertion of Hahnemann's has been
vigorously opposed and even denied by his own followers.
As late as 1915,
the chemist Hoyer, of Dresden, who was chiefl}^ interested in the preparation of homoeopathic remedies, wrote in the Berlin Homoeopathic Journal
It is a mistake of Hahnemann when he says that the insoluble
substances then dissolve in the diluted alcohol. Modern science
has proved that divisibility of insoluble bodies has a limit, even
though these particles are only the millionth part of a millegramme.
This view of complete solubility is called Hahnemann's method of
But he never states in his writings that molecules can
atomising.
be triturated into atoms.

However, to
following

this rejection

of

Hahnemann's view, Hoyer added the

:

In my opinion, those bodies which are considered to be insoluble
are not completely insoluble and do dissoh'e in water to a traceable
extent.

To-day this point
the field of chemistry
mann's theory. It is
cules are of the size of

of

view has been superceded.

The

latest results in

have demonstrated the complete accuracy of Hahneproved that all bodies, when filtered until the moleone mikron {/i—i, 1000 mm.) pass into a colloid state
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Now this refining
and remain of a molecular size of i looo mikron {i/'ij.n).
Hahnemann's 3rd centesimal trituration (6th decimal trituration).
The chemical reactions which such preparations show, even in high dilutions
(up to the 8th decimal potency), have proved, moreover, that the effects
of a substance, dissolved colloidally in this way, differ entirely from those
represents

of the sohd, non-colloid substance.

Unfortunately Hahnemann left behind him no definite or complete
primer for the preparation of medicines. From time to time he gave
instructions for preparing the remedies he had tested ("Materia Medica
Pura " and " Chronic Diseases ") and set
down definite lines upon which to prepare
essences from fresh plants and tinctures from
drugs (-'^). To-day, chemists follow on the
But, in the meanwhole these instructions.
time, the decimal dilution, the division into
ten parts, has taken the place of Hahnemann's dilution into 100 parts. Although in
different countries where homoeopathy has
spread with some credit, it is regrettable
that there is no concord of opinion about
several fundamental questions (e.g., the
method of preparation of several remedies in
.

Cuprum metallicum
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D.I.
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note that Hahnemann's ingenious method of dilution has gradualh' obtained
The Royal Prussian Government, in a decree of
official recognition.
April 7th, 1902, prescribed Hahnemann's process for the preparation of
tuberculin dilutions (-^'').
The details and external observance of the preparation of medicines,
such as the careful preliminary preparation of the medicinal substance,
cleanliness of utensils, storage, etc., ma\^ well be omitted here.
All
these matters were carefully considered and arranged by Hahnemann,
but they belong rather to a manual of pharmacy. We will merely refer
to the extraordinary durabihty of homctopathic medicines, carefull\prepared and stored. Many of the highest potencies remain active for
years and tens of years (compare Hahnemann's own observations in
Supplement 223 and in the " Organon," sixth edition, §272, Note i), whilst
certain remedies in the lower dilutions easily decompose and therefore
become ineffective after a relatively short space of time.
The mistrust which Hahnemann always had of apothecaries and which
in the course of time was intensified by bad experiences of a personal and
professional nature (cf. Leipsic) led him to impress seriously on his students
the desirability of preparing their own remedies.
They should never, he
said, trust a " hired servant " if they wished to be sure of getting what they
had prescribed. He held firmly to this principle till the time of his death.
In the year 1842 he was still uttering this warning in the impressive tones
of the " Organon/' §265
It is a matter of conscience for a true physician to be convinced
beyond a doubt in every case that the patient takes the right medicine
:

—
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Therefore he must give the correctly selected medicine
to the patient with his own hands and must also prepare it himself.
theory, I have
To maintain this important fundamental principle of
endured many persecutions since the time of its discover3^

every time.

my

This repudiation of apothecaries on principle in general did not, however,
prevent Hahnemann from entering into personal relationships with some
who showed an intimate interest in homoeopathy, hke Apothecary Lappe
of Neu-Dietendorf, Apothecary Otto of Rotha, near Leipsic, and Apothecary
At their own desire he gave them
Miiller of Schoningen, near Brunswick.
instruction for the preparation of certain medicinal substances and he recommended them to homoeopathic physicians as being particularly reliable
for the procuring of homoeopathic remedies.
Whoever follows the dosage question with an open mind and is prepared
to regard more tolerantly the obvious exaggerations and stern dogmatic
instructions of the Master's last years (inhaling, the standard dose of the
30th centesimal dilution, the medicaments an globule of Paris) cannot
help noticing that Hahnemann, even in this direction, thought out and
The nucleus
built up his therapeutic reform in the most intelligent manner.
of his dosage theory, like the principle of similars, will remain a certain
foundation of rational medicinal treatment for all generations to come.
It has to be admitted that development of his theory achieved an entirely
different object from what Hahnemann had originally in his mind's eye.
In the initial stages it is very easily perceived that he was astonished at the
striking effect produced by highly diluted substances and that he was
alwavs in doubt whether the aggravation consequent upon stronger doses
He was therereally had any connection with the remedy administered.
fore continually retrogressive, prescribing a remedy, which he had diluted
to 1/25,000 of a grain, in a larger fraction, until the recurring aggravation
compelled him to weaken the dose again. There can be no shadow of a
doubt that these attempts to produce dilutions and triturations of medicines
had no other purpose in the first place but that of decreasing the medicinal
substances in order to weaken their effect. The fact that their efficacy was
very little prejudiced thereby and that, as a matter of fact, many substances
difficult to dissolve or regarded as insoluble either increased their action
by this process or betrayed an action for the first time, was a natural and
necessary consequence emerging from his continuous observations in practice.
Paragraph 278 of the sixth edition of the " Organon " makes the matter
quite clear

:

Here the question

arises,

what

this

is

most suitable degree

of

how small, in other
minuteness for sure and gentle remedial effect
words, must be the dose of each individual medicine, homceopathically
;

•

selected for a case of disease, to effect the best cure ? To solve this
problem, and to determine for every particular medicine what dose
of it will suffice for homoeopathic therapeutic purposes and yet be
so minute that the gentlest and most rapid cure may be thereby
obtained to solve this problem is, as may easily be conceived
not by fine-spun reasoning,
not the work of theoretical speculation
not by specious sophistry, can we expect to obtain the solution of
It is just as impossible as to tabulate in advance all
this problem.
imaginable cases. Pure experiment, careful observation of the
sensitiveness of each patient, and accurate experience can alone
determine this in each individual case.

—

;

22
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Compare with
is

written

wording

this the

of §278 of the fourth edition,

where

it

:

This incontrovertible thesis of experience [namely, that even
the smallest dose of medicine is stronger than the natural disease
R.H.] is the measure by which doses of homoeopathic medicines
without exception are to be made smaller, so that after administration
they will cause a scarcely perceptible homoeopathic reaction.

—

In §282 of the same edition, where

it

efficacy of the different stages of dilution,
.

is

a question of

we read

the degree of

:

so that one drop of the highest dilution must always
effect and does, in fact, show it.

show a very considerable
^

Thus, Hahnemann's purpose was at first merely to weaken the medicine
it was able to stimulate therapeutic action in a diseased
organ without burdening this organ unnecessarily with medicine. The
smallness of the dose was determined by the abnormal susceptibility of the
diseased organ to similar medicinal stimuli

to such an extent that

:

Now, in order to proceed strictly according to nature (says
§281, fourth edition), the true physician will prescribe his carefully
selected homoeopathic medicine in a sufificiently small dose as would
only serve to over-balance and eradicate the actual disease.
That the way traversed by Hahnemann with his dilution of medicines
had originally intended, is a not infrequent experience
which he shares with other inventors and explorers. He considered it his
duty to proceed along this way whithersoever it might finally lead him,
always provided that his experiences at the sick-bed justified him in so
led further than he

He

held this to be the necessary consequence of his mission.
of his contemporaries could not and would not understand him. These new ideas were too immense for their way of thinking,
too much removed from the common rut of professional sapience, too opposed
to all the obvious experiences of their life and profession for them to follow
him.
How could they be expected to understand that " Much helps
much " was wrong and that the truth was " Little helps much " ? How
could it be made compatible with contemporary scientific views that one
and the same medicinal substance had an opposite effect in a diluted dose
from that of its large dose ? How should they understand properly that
therapeutic action increased with progressive dilution ? How could it be
possible that these immeasurably and imponderably small doses of medicine
could bring assured aid in sudden, serious cases of disease or in deep-rooted
chronic affections ? How few would venture to leave the secure, wellguarded pathway of the intelligible, the customary, the reputable to enter
upon the unknown, insecure and laborious by-way of the revolutionist
And the latter himself could not base his innovations in diminishing and
diluting doses on scientifically framed experiments but only as a fact arising
from his own experience.
What pseudo-scientist would ever be converted by " experiences " when the speculations of the authorities taught
otherwise, when scientifically satisfactory explanations for the innovations
were not forthcoming ? Surely Hahnemann himself was faced with a problem
which he could not solve
Two or three generations had to pass before gradually some light fell
into the mysterious depth of this problem.
The whole self-conscious pride
doing.

But the majority

I

!
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based solely upon the material and mechanical had to be overcome before the unpreconceived development of chemistry was able to
send forth new light, and prove by scientifically unimpeachable research,
what Hahnemann's keen intelligence had anticipated and translated into
facts.
It is inconceivable what a wealth of scientific discoveries would
have occurred scores of years before their time, what beneficent streams
would have poured out on other territories of science and life, how many
millions of men would have been spared illness and disease or would have
been cured sooner and more thoroughly, what hygienic and economic values
would have been preserved for mankind, if science with all its equipment
had onty seized one hundred years ago (or even only fifty years ago) Hahnemann's idea of utilizing smaller and extremely small doses. But, with his
few students, he remained alone in his time, open to the ridicule and antagonisms of his opponents. Nor did a better fate await the supporters of his
of a period

theory from subsequent generations.
It goes without saying that the mistaken exaggerations which Hahnemann permitted himself in the end called forth the repudiation of both

Evidence of Copper from Cuprum
ACETicuM DS.

(i

in 100,000).

Magnified 220 times.

Evidence of Salt from Natrum
MURiATicuM D7 (i in 10,000,000).
Magnified 220 times.

students and opponents.
But, on the other hand, is it not easy to explain
overstretched a fundamental idea which was true enough
in itself ? There have been similar cases with inventions and discoveries
in other fields of human existence, technical and scientific.
In every instance
it has been not until later investigations have laid down the limits, that
the lasting truth has been cleared of its disfiguring weeds, unessentials and
exaggerations.
Has the fundamental idea been the less valuable for that ?
Hahnemann should be the object of reproach much less than those opponents,
past and present, who., having power and means at their disposal, have
consistently ignored the continual demand for investigation of his claims
and hushed up as much as possible an inconveniently modern view. After
all, are Hahnemann's exaggerations so very monstrous
considered in the
light of the most recent discoveries of radio and atomic theories ?
Are
they exaggerations ?
In these days one should be very cautious in any

why Hahnemann

—

criticism.
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Two rare exceptions from the universal attitude in Hahnemann's hfetime were the University professors, Hufeland and Riecke.
At the time when he was working exclusively with the 30th centesimal
dilution, turning his attention to inhahng and teaching the increase of
strength given to high potencies by different succussions, a large number
And so it has remained up to to-day.
of his students deserted him ("^).
Not merely outspoken adherents to the cause of low potencies like
Bakody, but even some friends of high potencies reject this view of Hahnemann (-^'='), whilst j'ounger scientific exponents of homoeopathy defend most

Manufacture of Globules.
(Dr. W. Schwabe, Leipsic.)
enthusiastically the efficacy of highly diluted medicines by referring to
biological and pharmaceutical research have brought
forth in the wa}' of proof independent of Hahnemann's controversial theraj^>eu-

what chemistry, physics,
tic

theory

(^3°).

Opponents of homoeopathy must no longer consider the smallness of the
homoeopathic dose to be so impossible as it appeared to be formerly.
The comprehension of the effect of highly diluted substances has become
much more possible to the scientifically trained physician, since the discovery
that molecules and atoms by no means represent the smallest possible
quantities of substances, but themselves consist of electrons and ions and
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even then, the possibility of division is by no means at an end (^^i).
need here only refer to the deep insight offered by the very concise
work of the Rontgen specialist, Martin Weiser, entitled " The Atom " (Emil
A few sentences are taken from this work
Pahl, Dresden, 1922).
that,

We

:

The mass of the particles radiating from the cathodes is 1,835
times smaller than that of the hj^drogen atom and therefore considerabh' Ughter than the Hghtest atom know hitherto (p. 18).
That we have here actually to deal with a part of an atom has
electrons (bearing only a negative
been suitably demonstrated
:

charge)

(p.

19).

The electroscopic method is also used to-day for the measurement
radium emanations. The method is extraordinarily accurate. With
the 100, 000th part of a miUigramme of radium can be traced

of
it

(P-

42).

The old school medicine has drawn practical deductions from this by
employing certain specificall}^ acting substances in quantities which appear
small even to the average homoeopath, e.g., tuberculin, doses of i io,oooth
of a milligramme (up to a tenth homoeopathic decimal dilution) and similarly
Numerous examples could
thyroidin, adrenalin, pituitrin and others.
be adduced to show how greatty the value of small medicinal doses is appraised
by the school medicine of to-day. Thus, in recent times, the two Berlin
clinicians, Adolf Loewy and Hermann Zondec, gave a report (Deutsche
med. Wochenschrift, No. 46 of November 17th, 1921) about their experiences
in the treatment of Basedow's disease with very small quantities of iodine,
that is, with a remedy which, according to previous views, had been avoided
because of its injurious effects in this disease. As a result of the numerous
observations which they certainh' carried out with great care they came to
the

conclusion

:

Our findings represent an orthodox instance to show how very
important for therapy the exact dosage of a remedy is and on how
many occasions the quantity of any given medicine is the key to a
It is moreover striking that in this case even
successful cure.
.

inorganic iodine

is

.

efficacious.

The action of the very smallest residues of medicine has found further
Proproof and experimental confirmation in the phenomena of catalysis.
fessor Dr. Schade of Kiel, Head of the physico-chemical section of the
medical chnic of the University there, has estabhshed by numerous experiments the real importance of very fine trituration and even of frequent
Consequently he has confirmed that instruction of Hahnesuccussions.
mann's from which even modern homoeopaths have to a large extent turned
away. As an example we need only restate the following statement by
Schade

:*

In the Guaiac-turpentine re-action the catalysis of colloidal
in vitrio is to be observed for a short interval of time up to

mercury
about I

Particularly striking is the increase of the catalytic
100,000.
as proved by the author, when metallic mercurj- is di\dded
Similar to what
into increasingly smaller particles by trituration.
happens in the therapeutic inunction. Coarsely divided mercur}',
merely shaken up on a Guaiacum resin turpentine emulsion, scarcely
:

results,

*

Physical Chemistry in internal Medicine, Dresden and Leipsic, Steinkoff, 1921.
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If the mercury
of the catalytic transmission of oxygen.
triturated for a short time on wadding with a shght admixture of
turpentine and a Guaiacum resin emulsion thus formed, a bluish
But if mercury', which by
colour clearly appears after a few hours.
being .shaken with turpentine oil, has acquired a capacity for trituration similar to grey ointment, is then triturated vigorously to a
uniformly grey colour on the finger berry or on leather and then
whilst still moist with turpentine is touched with Guaiacum tincture,
the catalysis is so intensely increased that the catalytic blueness
This can be demonstrated ver\'
occurs in from one or two seconds.
effectively by imprinting the finger on the filter paper.

shows any trace
is

It would not be irrelevant, as further proof, of the effectiveness of infinitely
small quantities of substances, to quote mineral waters and spas (e.g.,
Levico water containing arsenic, St. Antony's water containing mercury,
cf. Chapter XIII), radium with all its wonderful properties, revolutionising
scientific views of the past, or the modern serum therapy and immunity
bodies.
The originators of these innovations could hardly conceal from
themselves the impression that they were more or less within the bounds of
Hahnemann's therapeutic theory of similars, both as regards similar relaBut all these
tionship and the size or rather the smallness of the dose.
things are too well-known to-day for there to be any need to cite them
individually here.
Nevertheless it is lamentable that these who partly
knew have not contrived to preserve the courage of their convictions, but
have made haste to limit and belittle the statements made before the time
was ripe. Yet it is so, they were teaching and working with nothing different
from what Hahnemann did with his potencies. In this case as in that, even
the best method of analysis can no longer prove the presence of active substances and yet they are present and are curing.
Professor Hugo Schulz
of Griefswald stands alone as an example of unshaken fidehty to his convictions.
However much his opponents have suppressed and libelled him,
He not
his work remains and will soon obtain the appreciation due to it.
only confirmed the principle of similars by his researches, but at the same
time he brought forth particularly convincing proofs for the etftcacy of highly
And these
diluted substances (e.g., sublimate of mercury and yeast cells).
proofs have likewise been produced by other investigators before and after
his time, a numerous company of physicists, chemists, botanists, biologists

and medical men (^^^).
Hahnemann's keen eye penetrated more deeply into nature's recesses
than any physician before him
dark secrets of her most intimate
creations in the living organism were opened up before him in his search.
;

If
the boundaries of the revelations were not quite clearly defined
to his disciples and himself, at any rate, the discovery was patent
enough for him to erect on its basis a sj-stem of healing which has
remained immutable and completely to be depended upon in the
confused alteration of scientific therapies.
What harm can Hahnemann's little shortcomings, his imperfections, his mistakes, do to solid
facts, established by the daily experiences of a century, and scientifically
confirmed more and more surely by the research of experts ? How remarkable it is that the more time goes on, the more demonstrable are those
ridiculously bold ideas and assumptions of the genius
jxirticularly in the
dosage question.
To-day, medical science almost takes for granted what
ap])eared to Hahnemann's contemporaries as insane nonsense, criminal
risking ot human life and a penal crime.
In the face of these results should

—
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the supporters of his theory be still disputing about questions of a subordinate
importance ? Does not the law of similars with the whole of its consequences
stand as a unifying basis, quite apart from this endless solving of questions
still unsettled ?
It will no longer be possible for high and low potency
followers to make hostile sections in the homoeopathic ranks.
The little
tongue of the balance inclines considerably in favour of highly diluted
medicinal substances. On both sides it must be perfectly understood that
there should be freedom in choosing the remedy from the original state
of the substance to its highest dilutions, according to the physician's own
view or according to the peculiarity of the case and remedy. Moreover,
it will not be possible again for our opponents to ridicule the " nothings " of
homoeopathy, describing them practically as frauds and trying to stigmatize

them.

CHAPTER XXV
MADAME MELAXIE HAHNEMANN AND HER GERMAN RELATIONS
HER IN" DR." MELANIE HAHNEMANN AS A PRACTISING HOMCEOPATH,
HERITANCE
HER CONDEMNATION. HER FOSTER-DAUGHTER's MARRIAGE WITH THE SON
OF BARON VON BONNINGHAUSEN
PERMISSION TO PUBLISH THE 6tH
EDITION OF THE " ORGANON " IN 1865. DEATH IN THE YEAR 1878.
;

;

;

" The law forbidding the illegal practice of medicine is made on behalf of
it is not made to uphold the monopoly of the doctors."

the patients,

Melaxie Hahnemann.

OX

the 2nd of July, 1843, Hahnemann closed his eyes for ever.
On
the nth of July his mortal remains were taken to their last
resting-place, and ele\-en days later his wife drove away the only
relatives of her dead husband who were still in her proximity and sent them
back to Germanv.
The way in which she engineered this justifies the assumption that she
had, in her owti mind, closed that chapter of her life, in which the central
figure had been Hahnemann, and that she wished to be rid of him.
It
only remained to be externally and completely free from those who by
their existence were reminiscent of the dead man and who, after all. might
put forth valid claims, namely, his daughter and his grandson. Madame
Melanie probabh' knew that she was insured against all claims by her
husband's will of June 2nd, 1835. But it was surely better to get the two
relations back to Germany as soon as possible and before the will was opened.
She also managed this under the plea of loving care. Mother and son left
Paris on the 22nd of July.
It has never been ascertained (even approximateh-) how much Hahnemann left at his death. Estimates vary considerably. H. Seckt of Berlin,
"
writes, according to the " Homoeopathic Calendar for the year 189S
(Leipsic Popular Journal of Homceopathy, Xos. 13 and 14 of July ist, 1S98),
" from newly discovered sources "
" at his death in Paris on July 2nd,
1843, at the age of 88
he (Hahnemann) left to his widow a fortune
of some millions of francs, which she kept for herself, and which she was
justified in doing by that will (of the 2nd of June, 1835).
All attempts
made by Hahnemann's children of the first marriage, to obtain anything
"
of this money, were fruitless."
But it is a pity that these stated " sources
are not definitely quoted, for their genuineness cannot be proved.
Albrecht,
the High School Headmaster and a friend of the Hahnemanns. writes in his
httle book, " True Sketches from the life of the deceased Fran Hofrath
Johanne Henriette Leopoldine Hahnemann "
;

.

.

.

:

^\'ithin a short time he was in a position to exchange his relatively
obscure dwelling near the Luxembourg for a large mansion in the Rue
de Milan, and in an interval of nine years he acquired a fortune of four

million francs.
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Here again, we have no proof, and must assume that this estimate
was simply a supposition of Hahnemann's children. In support of this
view is the note addressed to the " AUg. hom. Ztg." of 1864, by Hahnemann's
grandson. Again the above sum in mentioned and as the two statements
agree, we must assume that Albrecht was merely rehdng on the letter of
On the other hand, there are official documents
Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann.
extant, according to which Hahnemann's daughter, Eleonore, widowed
name Klemmen, and divorced from Wolff, estimated in the year 1845 her
father's fortune at 200,000 Taler, claiming as her legitimate portion 12,500,

but on the basis of the will she was repulsed in a lightly mocking strain by
the assignee and executor appointed by Hahnemann himself {-^^). This
will, officially drawn up, was not opened until September i6th, 1843, and
But as we know, only his
since no other appeared, it alone was vahd.
earlier fortune was bequeathed in this will.
At the same time it made it
quite impossible for the children and heirs of the first marriage to carry
out any investigations concerning the money accrued during the second
marriage, or to lay any claim to any part of this newly acquired fortune.
The latter was to fall in toto to the second wife, Madame Melanie Hahnemann,
with the exception of a legal exclusion in favour of the first heirs. The
children and heirs of the first marriage had to acquiesce in this unless they
desired to imperil their bequest according to the legally correct will.
They
therefore never learned what their father had actually accumulated in addition to that part of his fortune amounting to 12,325 talers, which he took
with him to Paris. This portion had already fallen in advance to the share
of the widow Melanie, whilst the other heirs had only received 6,000 talers
each.
The French courts and the French treasury had no opportunity,
according to the legal customs of the time, to enquire for the rest of the
fortune or to intervene on behalf of the German heirs.
Consequently, the
actual total of the money, which Hahnemann acquired in Paris together
with his wife's co-operation, has never been known. But that it must have
been considerable may be assumed from the whole mode of hfe of Hahnemann and his wife, which must, of course, have swallowed up a great deal,
and also from the stipulated fees for his patients (many of whom were
well-to-do^
fees which were the talk of the city.
And yet rumours of a
legacy of milUons of francs were certainly exaggerated.
For at some time

—

or other in

Madame

Melanie's later

would have been made

public.

But

life,

or at her death, these millions

this did not occur (even at her foster-

daughter's marriage) or after her decease. On the contrary, Madame
Melanie was always emphasising during her later life the necessity of having
to earn her livelihood, as the income from her private money was not
sufficient.
It is true that she explains this to be due to her losses during
the Franco-German War. But she was already practising medicine, as we
shaU see, previously to this. One thing, however, is certain and a matter
of supreme importance to us
not another farthing reached Hahnemann's
heirs of the first marriage
apart from some small gifts of charity to his
daughter Amalie.
Madame Melanie manoeuvred the departure for Germany of the stepdaughter and her son as early as the 22nd of July, although the latter
was stated to be deepty affected and even feeling ill. She put forward
the pretext of loving care for the grandson and his education, although
at the end of July or at the beginning of x'\ugust, in the hottest part of the
year, no High School or University in Germany was open.
In order to get
rid of her inconvenient relatives for ever, she had given them fond hopes
for the future (^34).

—

;

—
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made the poor step-daughter a charitable dispensaShe also gave her the most definite promise to care for
her son Leopold, taking him with her to Paris and allowing him to study
Mother and son were happ\' about this and the former
at her expense.
had already brought her mind to the prospect of a very long separation from

On

a few occasions she

tion of TOO francs.

—

Then Madame Melanie withher son a sacrifice necessary for his future.
drew her promise, angry at her step-grandson, who, as it seems, had written
Under the pretext of unfavourable
her a vouthfulty thoughtless letter.
circumstances she declined to see the step-daughter. The correspondence
suddenly ceased altogether at a time when the mother's need for her son's
sake was acute. The grandson's further education had to be promoted by
the support of strangers, English physicians. Thus was fulfilled the daughter's
confidence, who had written to her step-mother on Juh' 22nd, 1845
" The Almighty
wiU not forsake the children of the good and
great Hahnemann."
As a matter of fact this almost tragical destiny had overtaken Hahnemann's heirs sooner than his stepson, Dellbriick had feared in a letter of
February 20th, 1835 (Supplement 160). The ducal fortune of Anhalt had
fallen into such a state of confusion that a moratorium (delaying the payment
of interest) had to be employed as a preventive against a complete bankruptcy of the state. Hahnemann's heirs were to suffer from this also.
According to his deed of gift the father had deposited his children's and
grandchildren's capital as state bonds in the Ducal treasury, for greater
Now, the heirs received only a half of their
safety as he had imagined.
Although, as a consequence, Mrs. AmaUe
interest on the deposited capital.
Siiss had to economise more and more, take one room for her son and herself
and even sell the piano to be able to exist, although she continued in her
distress to entreat her " darUng mamma " with flattering supplications,
she was finally turned away after one more of the charitable gifts by a good
And
and " most devoted friend " with specious hopes for the future (^35)
" May the Almighty in His goodness help me "
there the matter ended.
is the sobbing cry uttered in the poor step-daughter's last letter to her
prosperous step-mother, after her many trials. In a previous letter, Melanie
" Money alone
liad held out to her as consolation in her desperate straits
does not by any means make one happy."
With the other members of the Hahnemann family in Germany,
Madame Melanie never had direct intercourse. Not even with the two
youngest daughters living together in their father's house in Kothen. From
the year 1846 onwards all further intercourse with Hahnemann's descendants
stopped. At any rate there is no proof of any further connection.
In the
whole of the numerous posthumous writings of Hahnemann and his second
wife there is not a note or any written trace of intimate relationship between
That is not very remarkable. For from
Paris and Kothen to be found.
Dr. Puhlmann of Leipsic, we know (see Supplement 96) that Hahnemann's
youngest daughter Luise, divorced as Mossdorf, who had lived with her
father in Kothen and had therefore become more closely acquainted with her
step-mother during her stay there of nearly nine months, gave vent to her
feelings in almost slanderous terms concerning her father's second wife.
In 1875, she was extremely embittered when the Headmaster Albrecht
removed her statements from the sketch of his biography of Hahnemann,
because he feared a public scandal and a suit for libel.
Madame Melanie Hahnemann could not endure for very long the house.
No. I, Rue de Milan, in which her husband liad died. However she remained
in the same district, probably for business reasons, and took a house near
:

.

.

.

_

:

"
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No. 48, Rue de Clichy.

Here she continued her activities as a homoeocards and in newspaper advertisements she
described herself as " Dr. " Melanie Hahnemann {-^^). She had indeed
achieved what her husband had demanded so emphatically and so repeatedly
from his friend and pupil, Hering, in America. Although the latter had
retired from his homoeopathic institution in Allentown and moved to Philadelphia (his plan of settling down in England with Hahnemann's help had
not come to fruition), yet he had at last ceded to the entreaties from Paris,
and with his friends of the homoeopathic association in Philadelphia had
sent a doctor's diploma to the wife of the founder of homoeopathy.
These
friends were only private people devoid of any official authority and they
granted a diploma to a woman, who had no other merit than that she had
been Hahnemann's second wife and his zealous assistant. But she flaunted
this title without clearly stating its origin.
Her purpose was transparent.
She at once began to work in conjunction with two physicians (Croserio and
Delot) and, not with any of the German homoeopaths living in Paris.
She
also employed a young apothecary in order to protect herself as much as
possible from the authorities, in her medical practice.
This apothecary
was a descendant of that painter, by whom young Melanie d'Hervilly had
once been adopted. Madame Melanie had brought up this young man, Le
Thiere, as her own son and therefore he was dependent upon her in every
way.
These skilfully contrived precautionary measures proved to be of no
av-ail.
[n 1846 an action was brought against her for unlawful exercise of
medical practice. To defend herself she drew up for her advocate the sketch
of her life (Supplement 156).
At the same time she wrote down a few
further ideas which he was to use for her defence, and from these is taken
the quotation at the head of this chapter.
A large number of testimonials
and letters of thanks from patients, even from the higher classes, were added.
At the proceedings on the 20th of February, 1847, she appeared in court
and undertook part of her defence in person. But it was of no avail. The
Paris court condemned the widow, Melanie Hahnemann, 45 years of age
(in reahty she was 47 years old when the judgment was pronounced, her
correct age being determined only at her death), householder, living at Paris,
48, Rue de Clichy, to 100 francs tine, " because in the year 1846, she had
pathist.

On

her

visiting

practised medicine with the assumption of a doctor's title without having a diploma
or certificate valid in France, and because, at the same time, she had prepared
and sold medicinal preparations and remedies without lawful authority. " ('37).
But Madame Melanie was not to be deterred. She continued to practise.
But she tried to shield herself more thoroughly in the sight of the authorities
and the courts. Repeated attempts to persuade Dr. von Bonninghausen,
Bart., to settle in Paris, so that he might practise homoeopathy together
with her, had been made in vain. Madame Melanie even promised the help
of the Emperor Napoleon as an assured prospect and had even included
in her letter to her late husband's friend the outline of a petition to the
Emperor. That her influence with Napoleon really existed in fact, was
shown later in the award of the Knight's Cross of the Legion of Honour to
Bonninghausen through her influence (see Chapter XXVU). Constantine
Hering of Philadelphia, had also been invited to settle down in Paris without
success.
Thus she was left to herself for a considerable time. For even her
endeavours to be considered as a colleague of the Association of French
Homoeopathic ph3^sicians and to be asked to their meetings had been
frustrated.
Then the sorely injured woman, piqued in her pride and in
her presumptuous professional dignity, complained most bitterly to her
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friend, von Bonninghausen.
The feud between her and the homoeopathic
physicians even became pubhcly known (^38). The result was an almost
complete isolation. As all her attempts had failed to persuade a foreign
homoeopathic physician of repute to settle down in Paris in order to join with
her in medical practice, she tried another plan the possibility of marriage.
Shortly before her husband's death and, as she said, at his special desire,
Madame Melanie Hahnemann had adopted as daughter a Uttle girl of five,
Sophie Bohrer, born in Munich, on October loth, 1838. She now suggested
this foster-daughter to her husband's friend, Dr. von Bonninghausen, of
Miinster, as a wife for one of his sons.
She did so with the same craftiness
with which she had proceeded with Hahnemann, and pursued her idea,
with the same assiduit}^ which had always enabled her to overcome all
difficulties (^39).
in June, 1856, she departed to Germany on this errand
and stayed with her friend in Miinster for five days.
He had repeatedly written to her asking for manuscripts of her late
husband, as, for example, in December, 1855, when he had begged for a
volume of the patients' reports. Melanie Hahnemann refused his request
because the police might seize it at the frontier on its return journey, so that
it would only return damaged and torn.
On the 12th of January, 1856,
Bonninghausen repeated his request extending it to the two last volumes
of the sick reports.
On this occasion he guaranteed that, through his
connections, the volumes would be returned to her possession in a sound
condition.
But in spite of that he had to repeat his request in February.
A friend of his, he said, would bring him the books from Paris. With the
same project he again applied to Madame Melanie in April. Then she made
another proposal which was that she would copy some parts, as nobody
else knew the new terms last employed by Hahnemann for the process of
" dynamisation."
When she had not fulfilled her promises in May she
excused herself by referring to her removal, but promised once more to send
the " translations," as she also wanted to publish the cases concerned in

—

Paris.

On the occasion of the visit to Miinster, Bonninghausen agam urged
Madame Hahnemann to publish abroad the posthumous medical writings
and other literary remains of Hahnemann for the good of science and the
Finally when the union of her foster daughter with Bonninghausen's
son became one of her aspirations, she not only agreed very speedily to the
publication of the sixth edition of the " Organon," but she also desired
to send Bonninghausen some new and particularly valuable medicinal
preparations of her late husband.
Until that time she had kept these to
herself (for 13 years) and she still desired them to be kept secret until
Bonninghausen had tested them himself.
Bonninghausen reUed so
imphcitl}' on her given promise that he made a report of it to the homi^opathic physicians of the Rhineland and Westphaha at their ninth annual
meeting.
But it was soon evident that Madame Melanie would not keep
her promise.
Nothing more was heard of the publication of the new
" Organon."
Of the promised preparations of Hahnemann, Bonninghausen
did not receive a single sample and only a few disconnected extracts from
the sick registers had reached him, so that he became the object of ridicule
before his more intimate friends and also publicly.
When a short announcement was made in "La Presse " of June 29th,
1856, that
Madame Hahnemann, widow of the celebrated discoverer of
homoeopathy, departed from here yesterday after her return from
Germany, where she had interviews with the famous Bonningliausen,
public.

:
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father of "pure" homoeopathy, concerning the pubHcation of Hahnemann's posthumous writings, the time for which, as decreed by his
will, has now arrived.
Madame Hahnemann made no apology for not keeping
On the other hand, she attacked Bonninghausen with

her given promise.

remarkable

fierce-

ness and even coarseness, because he had mentioned publicly their
conversations (-'*°).
This was the method employed by Madame Melanie to extricate henself
from the promises made to her friend. The promised remedies Hkewise
were not forthcoming. She wrote back
:

I

can only send you the new remedies when I go to Versailles
are.
I shall be going there in a few days' time.

where they

This excuse was repeated in three further letters within a fortnight.

The little trouble that had arisen between Madame Hahnemann and
Dr. von Bonninghausen because of his communications to the Medical
Association of Rhineland and WestphaHa, had no effect on the proposed
In July, 1857, the ceremony took place. The young couple
marriage.
Uved with the mother in her house. In conjunction with her son-in-law
the latter now carried on the practice of homoeopathy most zealously and
on the 13th of April, 1858, she was able to report to her foster-daughter's
father-in-law
:

Our

^

practice

is

we

slowly but surely growing, for those

treat

Everyone is satisfied except the old stagers, those
But even they obtain
incurables, who have been to ever3'body.
some relief from their old complaints.
When I began with Karl in December I had no patients other
than nearest friends in Paris, and after four months' practice we
have every reason to be satisfied. In Versailles we have more patients
than in Paris and we can spend two full days a week, Tuesdays and
Briefly,
Fridays, on our work there, and we go early in the morning.
if we continue as we have begun, in one year we shaU have a conI
siderable number of patients and in two years a large practice.
send others to

us.

dawn of the wonderful realisation of that practice
which I have spoken to you. Naturally this can only be attained
and we
by hard work. But I am very industrious and Karl also
are perfectly in agreement both as regards treatment of patients and
see already the

of

;

in

other

matters.

...

Karl can, as 3'et, onlj' speak to the patients through me as interThis keeps him out of touch with his patients and cannot be
preter.
pleasant to him, although he never complains. This is a drawback
which is becoming less each day. For he is already beginning to speak
a little at home and gradually he will become accustomed to talk to
patients
then all his work wiU become easier. Othervvise, I try to
make his period of silence as pleasant as possible until he can make
himself understood with everybody
;

.

.

.

It is remarkable and pertinent regarding Madame Melanie's truthfulness
that she confesses in this letter to have " had no patients other than nearest
friends " in December, 1857.
Yet, in her previous letters she had boasted
about her extensive practice " My room is full of people " (September 15th,
" My work represents a large fortune, easily earned " (October
1856)
30th, 1856)
and in the same letter " The doctor who becomes my son-inlaw, will have immediately an innumerable number of patients."
:

;

;

:
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From 1858 onwards
a long period of years.
in the year 1865.

was no public mention of Madame Melanie for
Her name was again heard in public in Germany

there

In Michaud's " Biographic universelle ancienne et moderne " (Paris,
The
C. Desplaces) an article appeared about S. Hahnemann.
article, which gave a biography of Hahnemann together with a short appreciation of his life's work, contained also an entirely superfluous comparison of
his two wives, in which the French wife was e.xtoUed to the disadvantage of
the German (-*'). This untrue and biassed account was contradicted by a
work which we have already mentioned several times and which appeared
" True sketches from
in 1865 from Ferd. Rob. Reichardt's press in Berlin
the hfe of the late Frau Hofrat Johanne Henriette Leopoldine Hahnemann.
nee Kuchler, as a correct account compared with the unparallelled distortion
of facts in the Biographic universelle ancienne et moderne (Paris, Madame
The unnamed author was Franz Albrecht, Headmaster of
C. Desplaces)."
"
the High School in Anhalt, as he confessed in a " Book of Reminiscences
"
"
Biographical Memories
concerning Dr. S. Hahnemann (a revision of his
From
of Hahnemann, published in 1851) which appeared in the year 1875.
the spring of 182 1 to Hahnemann's departure for Kothen he had been
" in close touch with the Hahnemann household " and had been able to obtain
" an accurate knowledge " of all the people and circumstances in the Hahnemann family, particularh' of their " quiet, peaceful and happy family life."
Indignant at the calumnies hurled at the first wife, he considered it his duty
as a man " to protect her openly from impudent detractors " by undertaking to portray in their true nature " the magnanimity and noblemindedness of her character." He referred to the fact that, since the
Master's death, " articles had repeatedly appeared at longer or shorter
intervals, which were either inspired from the same source or bUndly supported by the same false statements " and which united in distorting the
He might well have added that at the
character of Hahnemann's first wife.
same time they unduly magnified and ennobled the second wife. Since
the same thoughts, the same turns of speech and exaggerations recurred in
all these publictaions favouring the second wife, their source was all too
clearly betrayed.
More detailed explanation is not necessary here, for we had already
given an adequate portrayal of the first wife's character on the occasion of
her death. And any reader with a sense of judgment will have acquired a
fairly well defined and fitting perspective of the second wife's character
from the whole of her actual behaviour as also from her own statements,
which we were able to compile from the complete documents. In this
connection we will content ourselves with giving some attention to two
assertions which are continually recurring and which play a special part
in the work mentioned.
In the first place, it is asserted that Melanie d'Hervilly was an excellent
painter.
Had this been true, the French picture galleries would surely
have confirmed it to-day. But it has not been discovered that one single
picture, in public or private possession and known to be valuable, bears
the name of this painter.
Even the reputedly good portrait of her husband,
which she is said to have painted, has not come down to posteritv as the
best portrait of Hahnemann.
As for the second assertion that she was an
excellent poetess, the history of French literature will have to make some
belated discoveries of her poetical works, unless it wishes to bring on itself
the reproach of ingratitude.
In both arts, Melanie d'Hervilly hardly seems
to have overstepped that dilettantism which is always practised in certain

Madame
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feminine circles of large cities in order to procure a higher social standing.
Bv the special emphasis which she lays on this ability perhaps considerable
she offers us a criterion for estimating her other statements about
in itself
herself, about her husband's happiness in his marriage to her and so on.
A second incident once more brought Madame Hahnemann's name into
pubhc notice in 1S65, nameh' the unwarranted publication of a sixth edition
of the " Organon " by Dr. Lutze, of Kothen, and simultaneously the announcement of an " improved and enlarged " sixth edition of the book by Hahnemann's grandson, Dr. L. Siiss-Hahnemann. In this case, danger was
She must therefore act
threatening her treasure so carefully guarded.
In communications (see Suppleswiftlv and with all determination.
ment 5I) to the publishers of the Siiss and Lutze editions and also to
the editor of the " Allg. hom. Ztg." in Leipsic she warned them gravely
of the consequence of further illegal action, defending with great emphasis
her rights of possession of that edition of her husband's chief work, which
was completed by the deceased himself and assuring them of an early
pubhcation of the same by herself. That she again failed to put her promises
into action and why this never happened, we have already explained in
another passage and on that occasion we drew attention to the calculating
cleverness and cold acquisitive sense, from which alone originated the delay
An American homceopathic
in publishing the " Codex of human health."
physician who had entered into communication with her about the posthumous
writings, therefore characterised her quite righth' in polite terms as an
" energetically acquisitive business woman."
A homoeopathic physician of
Vienna wrote to us quite recently (November, 1921)

—

—

:

In the year 1S76 I was in Paris with the widow of our venerable
She took me to his grave, but for the rest made such a
master.
repulsive, egotistical impression on me that I had nothing more to do
with her.

At any rate Madame ^lelanie possessed enough foresight in her sixties
understand the significance of the 6th Edition of the " Organon," but at
It
the same time realised the publication would not be a financial success.
was also probably evident to her that a new impulse of fundamental importo

tance was not likely to be given, by the alteration of the 6th Edition, in the

development which homceopathy had meanwhile followed. Consequently
she delayed the publication again, probably in the expectation of being
offered higher prices and in the hope that, owing to the scarcity amongst
booksellers of the fundamental work of homceopathy (a scarcity- which was

make itself felt more and more), the value of the last edition,
by the Master himself, would increase in value. Besides, she was
not compelled by any material necessity to sell the manuscript at once.
She was obviously unable to understand that, as far as the moral effect of
her behaviour was concerned, she was losing more and more in respect and
reputation.
Not even to a pubhc request in 1868 did she deign to send an
bound

to

revised

answer (--).
She acted with regard to the other posthumous works of her husband as
she had with the 6th Edition of the " Organon." After his death she
declared herself to be the lawful possessor of all her husband's books and
writings, in contradiction to the obvious wording of the deed of gift, Jan.,
All attempts of Hahnemann's daughter and grandson to recover the
1835.
books lent had succumbed to the stubbornness of their new possessor. On
the contrary, she tried to utilise the whole of the posthumous writings to her
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own advantage. She was continually offering them for sale to English and
American homoeopathic physicians.
That the latter were not onh' willing to take them, but that they also
made strenuous efforts and the most extensive offers to obtain possession
of the writings is clear from a number of letters.
In 1865 she entered into negotiations with the faculty of the Hahnemann
College in Philadelphia, whose teaching staff included at that time Constantine

Hering, Lippe and Rau.

An agreement was

not reached, however, because
asked for an extraordinary sum. Later she
negotiated with the American physician. Dr. C. Dunham, of New York, who
first suggested that the purchase money for Hahnemann's posthumous
writings should be obtained by a subscription list.
But he died during the
negotiations.
About the year 1877 Madame Melanie entered into further
negotiations with Dr. Bayes, of London, who had made enquiries from her
on behalf of the London School of Homoeopathy, particularly with regard to
acquiring the 6th Edition of the " Organon " "and the Sick Registers ("^ ).
In her reply, Madame Melanie detailed the " manuscripts of Hahnemann "
still extant which she treasured hke jewels.
They were the 6th Edition of
the " Organon," the Sick Registers, the correspondence and the Repertories.
She expressly stated that it was entirely a matter of " original manuscripts,"
which she would deliver as such. Then she quoted the jealousy and persecution on the part of Hahnemann's followers as the reason why these writings
had not yet been published. She asserted that her husband had repeatedly
required of her a solemn oath that all copies of his works should be made
under her supervision, " so that no malicious and deceptive alterations of the
text " could take place.
As to the publication of the works she was to wait
until the rancour of his contemporaries had subsided.
Now, even if we take into full consideration Hahnemann's intensely
hostile disposition towards a number of German homoeopaths (Trinks,
Griesselich, etc.) and the grave mistrust arising out of this, yet the embargo
imposed by Madame Hahnemann seems to border very closely on the
delusion of persecution.
We cannot believe the assertion that Hahnemann
had arranged all this because he had discovered and feared that his teaching
" would disappear amongst the old allopathic methods without leaving
any
trace."
Apart from this we have no other justification for thinking that he
had intensified his hostihty and mistrust towards the half-homceopaths and
the allopaths to this degree.
Most probably we have to deal again in these
pronouncements merely with the idea of her own importance, and a haggling
trick on the part of Madame Hahnemann, who desired in this wav to justify
her previous actions and at the same time to procure for herself the highest
possible price.
Subservient to the same purpose was probably her statement
that her possessions had been destroyed iif the war of 1870 and 1871, when
she lost her fortune.
Thus she arrived at the proposition that such a sum
should be paid at once to her, as would replace the income from her practice,
which she had been obhged by necessity to take up again. The sum itself,
she suggests, might be raised by subscriptions in accordance with Dunham's
plan.
Then the 6th Edition of the " Organon " could be handed over to the
printer " in a few months."
For she would immediately give up her practice
and begin the copying. She generously renounced any claim to the net
proceeds of the sale or to any gain from the undertaking.
But she repeatedlv
emphasised her " most hearty desire " to publish the " Organon," " which
contains so many treasures for humanity."
Dr. Bayes then asked for a dispatch of Hahnemann's posthumous
writings.
But the widow, extremely cautious and businesshke as she was,

Madame Hahnemann had
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refused this request, as a " chest one metre cubed " would be necessar}^ for
the dispatch and, in any case, the EngUsh physician would not be able to
read Hahnemann's fine German handwriting. Of course he could willingly
These negotiations with Bayes
see the treasure whenever he came to Paris.
likewise led to no result.
From letters to Dn T. P. Wilson and Dr. Campbell, of Cincinnati,
published by these gentlemen in the homoeopathic journal " Cincinnati
Medical Advance," we know that Madame Hahnemann had originally
intended her husband's posthumous writings to go to the homoeopaths of
North xA.merica, and that she had demanded 50,000 dollars for them. The
attempts at sale, as it now appears, were baulked, frustrated so long as she
was still alive, by the enormity of the sum demanded. Then her death broke
off the negotiations (-•3).
Let us, however, return to her life in Paris. According to accounts by
Dr. Nichols in his " New England Medical Gazette," Madame Hahnemann,
even when her son-in-law. Dr. von Bonninghausen, was away, practised so
energetically that in 1867, in her sixty-eighth year, she was paying visits
According to a report
herself late at night to the top storey of a Paris hotel.
by Dr. Niedhard of Philadelphia, in the year i86g she seems to be no longer
Therefore she must have given it up sometime between 1867
practising.
and 1869. Niedhard describes Madame Melanie in the following way
:

now

a lady of dignified appearance, she has a high forehead
She does not seem to be on good terms with
In conversation with the author
the homoeopathic physicians of Paris.
"These men think they know something about
of this article she said
medical science and the healing of disease, merely because they are
doctors.
Inreality they know nothing at all about it." When speaking
of Hahnemann tears stood in her eyes.

She

is

and a pale complexion.
:

Then came the years

of war, beginning with 1870.

The German husband

of her foster-daughter, von Bonninghausen, thought it wise to leave Paris
There he remained
in haste and to return to his homeland, WestphaHa.

permanently with his wife. Hahnemann's manuscripts were hurriedty packed
In this way
into chests at the outbreak of the war and taken to Germany.
they arrived at Damp on the Dutch frontier. Madame Hahnemann seems
also to have preferred at first, on account of her German name, to turn her
back on Paris for some time. The " Allg. hom. Ztg." reported in its eightyfifth volume in 1872
:

Madame Hahnemann, widow of our founder, is spending this
winter in Munich [probably it ought to be Miinster R.H.]. With her
advanced years and yet clear intellect she has Hahnemann's enthusiasm
for the cause of homoeopathy.

—

But the Parisienne could not for long remain absent from the air of the
She soon returned to her home country and to the
city on the Seine.
surroundings familiar to her. As she related in a letter to an English
physician towards the end of the seventies, she had to begin work on her
medical practice again. For the war had taken away her fortune by destroyBefore the war her fortune had indeed been so large that she
ing her estates.
had been enabled to acquire an estate in the country in addition to her house
But whether the loss was really so considerable as she asserted,
in Paris.
As far as can be seen, it was not quite so easy for the
is not known to us.
old lady to earn her Living

by homoeopathy

as

it

had been

in

earher years and
23
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up all further exercise of her medical work,
her living had been ensured in any other way. This is clear from the
above-mentioned negotiations with American and English physicians
It also suggests that
concerning the sale of her husband's hterary legacy.
She was obliged in fact to move into a
her old age was none too carefree.
Why her foster-daughter
smaller house and to sell some of her pictures.
and husband did not return to her in Paris in the course of time, why they
did not, above all, look after the old lady with her more than seventy years
in so generous a manner, that she would not have needed to end her days in
active work, we do not know.
Madame Melanie Hahnemann died on the 27th of May, 187S, almost
forgotten (-'*+).
She was then seventy-eight years of age, and succumbed to
catarrh of the lungs, from which she had suffered for several years.
She
was laid to rest in Montmatre. But just as she left her husband's last wish
unfulfilled, she was denied her own desire.
She had left her husband's grave
without the in.scriptions he desired and composed, in spite of his daughter
Amalie's admonitions, and, after his death she remembered no longer her
own protestations of love that love which unites bone to bone and ashes to
ashes.
She did not wish herself to be placed in the unattended grave, into
which she had laid Hahnemann next to the two old men who had once been
dear to her. Her own resting place she had chosen to the left of Hahnemann's
grave.
The assumption that, as at first intended, she was to be united with
her husband in the grave, led in many cases to a mistaken idea that her grave
was also Hahnemann's last resting place. For two decades it was continually
described as " Hahnemann's Grave," if it was at all remembered as such.
Not until the 24th of May, i8g8, was the complete and final truth revealed.
On this date the grave was opened and found to contain only one coffin with
the remains of the widow Hahnemann, Melanie nee d'Hervilly.
All the
marks coincided with the number of the grave and the entries in the register
of the cemetery.
In the grave next to it, however, Hahnemann's coffin was
discovered containing his remains. These remains of Hahnemann, together
with what was left of Madame Melanie now^ entered upon their very last
journey.
In the Pere Lachaise cemetery the Frenchwoman Melanie lies in a
small coffin at the foot of the coffin containing the German foimder of
Homoeopathy. Strangers have at last carried out his dying wish
Bones
to bones and ashes to ashes."
she would very gladly have given

if

—

'

:

'

—

Note.
A document of the Ministerial Office for Public Instruction at Versailles, which
has just now come into my possession, says, that Madame Melanie Hahnemann on
account of her American diplomas has been granted a licence to practise medicine in
the Seine-department. The document is dated " Versailles, March 4th, 1S72."
R.H.

—

CHAPTER XXVI

—

EXHUMATION OF HAHNEMANN'S BODY RE-BURIAL IN PERE LACHAISE
CEMETERY (1898) MONUMENT (iQOO) HAHNEMANN MONUMENTS WASHINGTON (1900), LEIPSIC (1851), KOTHEN (1855).

—

—

:

" In my lifetime I desire no recognition for the beneficent truth which I
What I have done for the world I did from higher
have unselfishly propagated.

motives.

Non

inutilis vixi."
S.

Hahnemann.

HAHNEMANN'S grave in Montmartre had been neglected and forgotten.

There were no longer any near relatives, of Hahnemann or of his
Melanie's grave
wife, in Paris who could have tended the grave.
alone was kept in good condition by her foster-daughter's orders and decorated
on anniversaries. The homceopathic physicians of France did not trouble
about the resting-place of the German discoverer of homoeopathy. It is
said there were homoeopathic physicians in Paris who did not even know
where Hahnemann had died or where he was buried and even looked for
this place in Nice

{-^^).

For half a century the German homoeopaths, even, did not trouble to ask
about the grave of him who had left Germany and had never been heard

word of longing for his fatherland during the last eight years of his
One small merit may at any rate be laid to their credit, namely, that the
trace was not lost which would enable them to find the forgotten grave.

to utter a
life.

last

In the year 1892, Dr. WiUmar Schwabe's (Leipsic) " Homoeopathic
Calendar " had published an exact description of the place and situation of
A plain iron
the grave in Montmartre, together with a woodcut of it (^-ts).
railing had been placed around a simple large stone sarcophagus without
inscription, and above this towered a shelter of zinc supported by four long
This picture from a drawing by Hahnemann's grandson,
corner poles.
Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann, was all the more valuable, since it was prohibited in
Paris to make sketches or diagrams of any kind in the cemeteries (as the
American Professor Piatt emphasises in his report which we shall proceed to
quote immediately). This short article in Dr. Schwabe's " Homoeopathic
Calendar " is the only effort on the part of the Germans to keep alive the
memory of the great Master's grave. Probably, even this passed unnoticed
by most of the homoeopathic physicians of Germany, for nothing was done to
maintain the semi-desolate grave either by them or by Hahnemann's own
grandson. The latter's excuse was that his grandfather's widow had claimed
the grave as her property and had decidedly objected to any interference by
a third party.
Thus it came to be the really great merit of America's homoeopathic
physicians to find out Hahnemann's almost forgotten grave and to open his
sarcophagus, so that the last remains might be interred in more fitting
surroundings, and their final resting-place be marked for all time by a
memorial stone.
355
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Dr. Thomas Lindsley Bradford, of Philadelphia, took steps in the early
part of 1896 to ascertain the burial place of the founder of homoeopathy.
In this task he encountered the most contradictory and vague statements in
Richard
the homoeopathic literature of Germany, France and England.
Haehl, who was then a student at the Hahnemann College in Philadelphia
and was frequently at Dr. Bradford's house, called the latter's attention to
the article in the " Homoeopathic Calendar " and, together with a translation
That provided
of the article, he gave him a photograph of the picture shown.
the impulse for the American's subsequent careful and energetic research.
Bradford's colleague in the Hahnemann College, Professor Piatt, lecturer of
Chemistry, intended to visit Europe with his wife in the early part of 1896
Bradford asked him to search for
and of course wished to see Paris.
Hahnemann's grave. In the October volume of the " Hahnemannian
Monthl}' " of 1896, Bradford was able to give a detailed report of the complete
According to this report Professor Piatt had
success of Dr. Piatt's efforts.
described the matter in various letters to Philadelphia as follows
:

Grave No. 9 in the i6th Section, stated to be Hahnemann's grave,
was the grave of Hahnemann's widow. It had the inscription
Marie Melanie D'Hervilly, Vve. de Chretien Frederic Samuel
Hahnemann, nee le 2 fevrier, 1800, decedee le 27 mai, 1878, Maman
amour toujours. (Born Feb. 2nd, 1800, died May 27th, 1878.)
:

—

—

Piatt's report continued

The

inscription
wreaths are deposited

:

is

very weather-beaten.

A number

of laurel

on the grave.

Hahnemann's grave must therefore be the adjacent
same row. On this point Dr. Piatt wrote

one. No. 8, in the

:

Grave No. 8 has no

inscription, only C.P. (concession perpetuelle)
entered in the cemetery books under the name
But on perusal of the books it was found that this is
of Lethiere.
Your small photograph is
Hahnemann's real resting-place.
for I did not
a good representation of the grave and that is fortunate
manage to get a photograph and an attempt to draw a sketch for you
resulted in my being threatened with imprisonment if I did not
immediately destroy the sketch on the very spot. It is forbidden by
law to make any sketch in the cemetery.
The grave is covered with a thin rusty roof, which is in holes. It is
surrounded by a rusty iron railing which encloses some shrubs, and a
On the crossbar six withered wTeaths
gravestone without inscription.
were hanging, formerh' green and probably those which are still Wsible
I discovered an interesting fact with regard
in your photograph.
namely, that the present grave takes up more ground
to the grave
It owes no francs to the city of Paris
than was originally paid for.
and it wiU be dug up in a very short time if the debt is not paid. It
happened that whilst I was present in the cemetery oftice an order
The authorities have made every effort to
relating to it was read out.
hnd someone to be responsible for the debt. But of late years they
have lost every trace of the persons concerned. Here is an opportunity
for one of the homoeopathic associations of Philadelphia to step forward
no francs, that is, only zz dollars are necessary to preserve Hahnemann
from disintcrrment or to go a step further, another no francs would
be sutficient to provide a new railing and a new roof. Thirty francs
a year would be sufficient to preserve the grave in the \'ery best

1832-1834.

This plot

is

.

.

.

;

—

:
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...

I asked the cemetery authorities to have a Httle
patience and to delay the exhumation for a time until I received a
reply from America.

condition.

In this way the matter was set in motion. The faculty of the Hahnemann
College in Philadelphia, to whom Piatt's reports were submitted, decided
im.mediately to commission Professor Piatt to expend the money necessary,
in his opinion, to pay the debts and to have the grave restored, provided that

Hahnemann's Bust by Dietrich.
it

was definitely ascertained that the grave No. 8 really contained Hahnemann's

mortal remains.

To obtain further proof of this Professor Piatt applied for further
information to Hahnemann's grandson. Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann of London,
through Dr. Dudgeon, with whom he was personally acquainted. Under the
date of June 2ist, i8g6, Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann replied, and amongst other
points he mentioned that his grandfather's coffin was interred in a brick grave
and was super-imposed on two other coffins the grave bore the number 8.
On the nth of June, i8g6, after payment by Professor Piatt of the
charges, Hahnemann's grave with his remains was registered as the property
;
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of the

Hahnemann

had the grave put

College in Philadelphia

and

after that, Professor Piatt

in order.

This decided move of the Americans was of course humiliating to the
and the other French homoeopaths, and finally woke them up (^4^').
They now wished to do their share, and at the meeting of the International
Congress of Homoeopathic Physicians in London in the year 1896, they raised
the question of a monument to be erected above the newly restored grave.*
But it was soon shown that the situation of the grave in ]\Iontmartre,
near to the uninteresting old high wall of the cemetery, and its whole
Parisians

HAH^;l:M.\.\^'s

Iumi;

in

the

ckmi;ti;r\'

oi--

i'KKic

1.

\(.'h.\ise,

P.\ris.

environment, were not favourable to the erection of a lasting monument.
The suggestion was then made of transferring Hahnemann's remains from the
grave in Montmatre to the best known and most beautiful cemetery in Paris,
the resting-place of so many famous men
Pere Lachaise and to let them

—

—

remain there permanently.
letter of !>r. Hrazol, of Russia, the proposition to erect a monuof Hahnemann was maile by him as president of the International
Honicvopathic Committee.
It was also Dr. Brazol who delivered the speech when the
*

According to a

ment upon the grave

monument was

unveiled.

— R.H.
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In
After nearly two years the necessary preliminaries were completed.
the forenoon of the 24th of May, 1898, it was possible for the exhumation of
the body and its transference from Montmartre to Pere Lachaise to take
Thirty-five persons, that is, far more than at the first burial of
place.
Hahnemann, had gathered round the grave known as the Hahnemann grave
Among them were present
on the Tuesday mentioned at 8.30 a.m.
Hahnemann's grandson from England, the only living eye witness of the
ceremony fifty-five years before
M. Cloquemin, Vice-President of the
Transatlantic Company, who represented Madame Melanie's foster-daughter.
The Committee for the erection of a monument was represented by two
members, Dr. Richard Hughes, of Brighton and Dr. Fran9ois Cartier, the
In addition there were twenty-five
secretary of the Paris committee.
homoeopathic physicians and apothecaries, amongst them being one with the
German name of Heermann, who had been living in Paris for a long time as a
finally. Dr. Gannal who had
physician, and two physicians from Chicago
At the
also five laymen.
assisted his father to embalm Hahnemann
beginning of the ceremony, Dr. Cartier of Paris delivered a speech in which
he demonstrated the fact that the grave round which they were assembled
must be Hahnemann's {-*^). In a few words M. Cloquemin, representative of
the Baroness von Bonninghausen, expressed that lady's satisfaction that
now her mother's remains united with those of Hahnemann were to be
Dr. Simon, the chairman of the
transferred to the Pere Lachaise cemetery.
French Homoeopathic Society, pointed out that two generations had already
passed away since Hahnemann left this world. Then followed Dr. Richard
Hughes, as representative of the English homoeopaths, who in the name of
his English colleagues said
;

;

;

:

It is true that England cannot claim to be the place of Hahnemann's
But England is not less zealous than Germany
birth or of his death.
Its institutions
or France in its devotion to Hahnemann's memory.
prove that to be so. In the year of Hahnemann's decease it had
founded the " British Journal of Homoeopathy."
In the following
year the British Homoeopathic Society was formed. Five years later
the London Homoeopathic Hospital was opened, which was recently
The
extended at a cost of £48,000 and now contains 100 beds.
"Journal" held homoeopathy's flag on high for forty-two years; the
Society and the Hospital have continued the work up to the present
day. As representative of these I bring brotherly greetings to medical
owe the heartiest thanks to Mr. Simon and the Society
science.
which he represents, that they have put aside so effectively the
To-day our Master's followers can take possession
obstacles in our way.
of his precious body and remove it from its present gloomy surroundings
Then to-morrow
in order to place it amongst the princes of the mind.
we shall prepare to have erected over Hahnemann's remains a monument
worthy of his merits and our veneration, at the sight of which the
" What kind of man was this, to whom after more
world wiU ask
than fifty years his followers have shown so much honour ? " And

We

:

those who already know of him, will make their pilgrimages to this
spot from all the countries of Europe, North and South America, India
and Australia, and will rejoice to see their Master so honoured. They
will depart again with fresh courage to follow the way he opened for
the furtherance of his art and for the well-being of his patients.
French colleagues
England joins with you in your wishes and
!

your work.
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Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann spoke (in the French language)
sentative of Germany and Hahnemann's family

as the

repre-

:

Fifty-five years ago I was present at my grandfather's burial and
more than half a century he has lain here without name and without
monument. Thanks to the International Committee and particularly
to Dr. Cartier, Samuel Hahnemann is now to find a resting-place worthy
for

of his

name.

The opening of the grave was then proceded with. An original report
published by the " Societe homoeopathique frangaise," gives a vivid
description of the proceeding (see Supplement 247).
According to this report
Hahnemann's body was found to be badly decomposed in consequence of
inadequate sealing of the coffin. The small shrivelled skeleton, corresponding
to Hahnemann's figure, was still enveloped in its silk bandages, linen cloths
and cotton wool and preserved the appearance of the former shape of the
body.
Otherwise the coffin was filled with a mass of decomposing matter
as a result of the water which had penetrated into it.
Even the bones,
especialty the skull, were attacked by putrefaction.
On one side lay the
enamel eyes which has been inserted at the embalming process.
Round the
cervical vertebra was entwined a long tress of woman's hair, apparentl}' from
Melanie's head, and on his hand the wedding ring was still in position.
Dr. Gannal removed it, and, as it consisted after the French fashion of two
rings fitting tightly in one another, he loosened both parts with a pen-knife
and found

this inscription

:

Samuel Hahnemann,
January iSth, 1S35.

Melanie

d'Hervilly,

united

at

Kothen,

By order of the police commissionary the ring was replaced on the dead
man's hand.
At Hahnemann's feet lay a sealed glass bottle closed with a glass stopper.
In this were found
i, Gannal's report of the embalming
2, a gold memorial
medal, well preserved, showing on one side Hahnemann's profile and made by
David von Angers after his famous bust on the other side it contained an
:

;

;

inscription

:

A

leur Maitre, les Homoeopathistes frangais.
Simiha similibus
(To their Master, the French homoeopaths.)

curentur.

This medal had been duplicated in its time in bronze. Dr. Boyer had
brought one of these bronze medal with him and the identity of the two was
established.
After that, the gold medal was returned to the dead man.
Thirdly, there was contained in the bottle a perfectly preserved
manuscript by Melanie d'Hervilly, which was ahowed to be photographed
by permission of the police commissioner.
Frau von Bonninghausen's representative and also Dr. Heermann.who
both knew Madame Melanie's handwriting, confirmed its genuineness.
No shadow of doubt could now e.xist that these were actuaUy Hahnemann's
remains. An hour and a half later, about 10 o'clock, the ceremony at the
Montmartre cemetery was over. The workmen replaced the leaden lid.
and the leaden coffin was then put into a new wooden one, to which the old
plate (No. 1252, 1st District, 1843) and a very wide new copper plate with the
name " Samuel Hahnemann " engraved upon it, were affixed. The coffins
of Hahnemann and his widow were laid on a hearse and ten persons accompanied the procession to the Pere Lachaise cemetery, amongst them being
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Dr. Siiss-Hahnemann, M. Cloquemin, Dr. Richard Hughes, and the three
Dr. Simon, Dr. Heermann
representatives of the French Homoeopaths
and Dr. Cartier.
The body was deposited in the vault made of cement, situated on the
" Chemin du Dragon," the main avenue of the cemetery, parallel to its
direction, so that the great man's head was to the right and his feet to the
left.
His widow's remains were placed in a smaller coffin at his feet. Then
the vault was walled up with cement and concrete in the presence of the
witnesses mentioned.
A simple iron railing with a festoon surrounded the
grave for the time being. Two years later, however, on the 21st of July,
1900, a fitting monument was erected and consecrated on the grave at the
instigation of the International Homoeopathic Congress.
At this ceremony representatives from France, Germany, Belgium,
England, Italy, Russia, Spain, the United States of America, Brazil, etc.,
were present. The Chairman of the International Committee, Dr. Brasol
of Petersburg, delivered the speech of consecration, and Dr. L. Simon, on
behalf of the French homoeopaths, undertook to preserve the grave.
The monument is simple, beautifully polished, of the finest Scottish
In the middle it is adorned with
granite, dignified and durable.
Hahnemann's bust, a facsimile of David's talented work, with this
" Hahnemann, Fondateur d'Homoeopathie," and
inscription on the granite
underneath the dates of his birth and death. Two tablets to the right and
On the left his basic writings are
left of the plinth contain inscriptions.
on the right
cited (Organon, Materia Medica Pura, and Chronic Diseases)
On the
the main thesis of homoeopathy, the law of similars, is recorded.
plinth one may read that the memorial was set up by an international
subscription (20,000 francs were collected for it).
Hahnemann's grave is now included in the dignified and sacred abode
Over them Bartholome's
of great men, set apart by France for all time.
deeply moving masterpiece, the " Triumph of Death," stands enthroned,
dedicated to all the dead (" aux morts ") and which was consecrated six
months before, on All Souls' Day, 1899. Here Hahnemann rests at 'the
junction of two roads, unenclosed on three sides, and not far from the graves
Near to him lies the
of the composers Rossini, Auber and Donizetti.
poet Racine, and a little farther away the latter's great contemporary,
Moliere.
A fox on a grave refers to La Fontaine, the fable writer. Then
comes science with the physicist and chemist Gay-Lussac, the physicist and
astronomer Arago, and Gall, the founder of phrenology. Finally, in the
same area are the representatives of war field-marshals of the first French
empire, Ney and Davoust. Thus, the German master of Therapy lies in the
Paris cemetery in the midst of France's famous dead as one who worked,
investigated and fought in the service and for the good of all mankind.
Four weeks before the consecration of this monument the same thought
was publicly expressed at a ceremonial proceeding, and it materialised in the
largest and most impressive Hahnemann monument which the world
At
possesses, in Washington, the capital of the United States of America.
the annual meeting of the " American Institute of Homoeopathy " this
magnificent Hahnemann monument was unveiled and dedicated on Thursday,
:

:

;

—

June

2ist, 1900.

During
In December, 1892, the first appeal appeared in Washington.
eight years the homoeopathic physicians of America had collected an amount
which reached a total of 75,000 dollars. But the American homoeopaths
were not to accomplish their purpose of erecting the Hahnemann monument
in the capital so easily.
For Hahnemann was not an American. He had

—
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In the Capitol monuments may only
never set foot upon American soil.
But with real
be erected by permission of the highest executive authorities.
American perseverance and energy the deputies and senators were canvassed
until permission to erect the memorial in the city was obtained by a decree
When the agreement had been made, and even
passed in both Chambers.
after a suitable place had been approved, and a state grant of 4,000 dollars
for the foundation expenses had been passed. President Cleveland refused his
signature to this agreement, and consequently it was invalid for the time being.
Immediately after McKinley's election as President of the United States in
the year 1897, the homoeopaths of America renewed their efforts and
McKinley gave his assent to the repeatedly framed agreement. Now, at
last, a beginning could be made to erect the monument.
The site chosen was on the East side of Scott Circle, where Massachusetts
Avenue is intersected by Sixteenth Street. In the centre of this large pubhc
place stands the monument to the American General, Winfield S. Scott (died
in 1866) who had been so successful on many battlefields, and in the West
corner of the triangle that of Daniel Webster, the American statesman (died
in 1852).

The unveiling ceremony took the form of an impressive national festival.
In the presence of thousands of people, President McKinley and his wife
were sitting at the foot of the monument, surrounded by the principal
dignitaries of the State and Army.
From the various states of the Union
many hundred representatives of homoeopathy, and especially of the homoeoAmidst the usual
pathic medical profession, had hastened to be present.
speeches and a prayer offered by a minister the unveiling ceremony took place
with much dignity, whilst a naval band played appropriate selections before
and after the ceremony. Mr. Griggs, the Minister of Finance, delivered a speech
in the name of the United States Government.
In it he showed that the
American Government had not only granted permission for the monument
to be erected, but had also placed at its disposal one of the finest public
squares in the capital, although Hahnemann was not an American and had
not 'even seen America. This was a clear proof that the man whom they
honoured and his discovery did not belong alone to Germany but to the
whole world.
President McKinley, who with his family was a supporter of
homoeopathy, invited about a thousand guests to the White House after the
ceremony and also received them himself contrary to the general custom
in the magnificently appointed State Rooms of the Government House,
presenting to his wife the most eminent members of the Memorial Committee
and of the " American Institute of Homoeopathy."
The monument is one of the sights and an outstanding adornment of the
American capital. Arranged in a semi-circle after the plan of the Greek
exedra, the rotunda, rising in four tiers, with its two low pillars at the corners
and its quiet but majestic erection in the centre, makes a compact and
distinctive impression.
The spectator's eye is irresistibly directed by the
whole design to the main figure in the monument the sitting figure of
Hahnemann in the niche of the centre construction. On a mighty cubical
pedestal bearing the words " SimiUa similibus " and enclosed by^two high and
slender Ionic columns is placed the sitting figure of Hahnemann, cast in
bronze, calm, clear and expressive.
His head, taken from David's celebrated
bust, is inclined slightly forward and to the side in a thoughtful attitude,
and is supported by his right hand. It shows the thinker and investigator,
searching and discovering the axion carved on his monument.
The dark
bronze figure stands out effectively from the fine mosaic work of the niche,
for whicli the main motive of the design was provided by the blossoms and

—

—
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leaves of the cinchona. Above the philosopher's head a lion's head svmbolising
power forms the keystone of the niche. Above that the name " Hahnemann "
is engraved in the smooth plain frieze.
On both sides of the main figure, above the stone seats, there are inserted
artistic low reliefs of incidents in Hahnemann's life.
With fine understanding
and yet in a simple way they show the young student Hahnemann studying
hard in a miserable garret
then the chemist researching in his laboratory
and trying to find out with his assistants the effect and counter effect of
chemical substances
then again, Hahnemann as a teacher to whom voung
men and old are attentive!}' listening and the final picture is the deeply
moving one of the physician who, full of compassion, is feeling the pulse of a
sick girl, whilst her father and grandfather anxiously watch full of trust.
Underneath, on the left side, stand the words, "Die Milde Macht ist gross,"
and on the right side, " In omnibus charitas."
As the monument stands free at the back, a fountain and basin has been
built on the high construction in the centre.
Above it is printed in English
" Christian Friedrich Samuel Hahnemann, Doctor of Medicine, Privy
Councillor, Leader of the great medicinal reformation of the 19th Century,
founder of the homoeopathic school."
On the side wings the date of Hahnemann's birth and death, respectively,
are carved within a laurel wreath.
The sculpture work selected in open competition from twenty-four
entrants was done by Charles Henry Niehaus of New York, whilst the
architectural design was by Julius F. Herder, also of New York.
If the Washington memorial, befitting the country of unlimited possibilities, forms the most magnificent and impressive one in the world, the
honour redounds to German's homoeopaths of having erected the first
Hahnemann monument. Fifty years before their American brethren the
Germans paid their tribute of gratitude to the shade of Hahnemann. This
is all the more worthy of emphasis and recognition, since, in so doing, they
had forgotten and put on one side aU misunderstandings and differences of
opinion and had united in one thought and endeavour to honour by a statue
their master and teacher, and in that way give recognition to the irrefutable
basic principle of his teaching.
On the famous loth of August, 1S29, at the celebration of Hahnemann's
fiftieth anniversary of his doctorate, the idea had already been mooted of
setting up a memorial to him.
Colonel von Bock had issued an appeal in this
matter. Germany's Homoeopathic physicians and Hahnemann's friends
had had his bust modelled from life by Dietrich of Leipsic together with a
memorial in medal made by Kriiger of Dresden, with a very good portrait of
Hahnemann on it. This was, therefore, the first bust of the master. But
Hahnemann's heart's desire to obtain above all a homoeopathic hospital
was of course the primary object of the money collected. In the year 1833
a second Hahnemann bust was made by the sculptor Steinhauser of Berlin,
a talented student of Ranch this man had been in Kothen in the year
mentioned and had modelled Hahnemann's bust from life. This bust is
considered to be the finest produced during Hahnemann's stay in Germany (-•»^).
At the same time, one Adolf Straube of Weimar was working on a relief of
Hahnemann and with his father he had been continually visiting Hahnemann
for medical advice.
Casts of this work seem to have been put on the market
for sale.
Later on, Steinhauser produced a very successful small statue
representing Hahnemann as a teacher with the " Organon " in his hand.
To make the list complete we should also mention again the bust by David
d'Angers, referred to above, and completed in 1838. and also another bust and
;

;

;

:

—

—

—

—

;
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a very fine statue by Woltreck, of which we shall have further details to

add later on.
The news

of

Hahnemann's death in Paris had been a great shock to the
They all agreed in this idea Hahnemann's bones

German homoeopaths.

:

certainly rest in foreign soil, but his figure shall live again in his native
country through a monument. \t the next assembly on the loth of August
thirty-eight days after the Master's death
at Dresden
the resolution was
"
framed
wish to erect a monument to the dead man." Prince von
Solms had already appealed for a penny collection. The meeting had before
them a memorial project by Woltreck and a plaster cast by Steinhauser.

—

—

:

We

Hahnemann Munlment

at Leipsic.
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They decided to entrust their colleague Rummel with the issuing of an
The next loth of August (1844) brought forth a resolution at the
appeal.
meeting in Magdeburg that a bronze statue be set up in Kothen, and that the
Duke be approached with regard to permission for a suitable site. However,
up to the next assembly in Brunswick little happened. At the meeting in
It was given the
Leipsic, 1846, a special memorial committee was formed.
commission of completing the monument. In February, 1847, four projects
were laid before the committee, two by Steinhauser and two by other artists.
But since only Steinhauser had known Hahnemann personally and modelled
his bust from life, he was entrusted with the task of carrying out the monument.
The disturbances of the 3'ear 1848 prevented its continuance. Meanwhile
the voices raised in protest against Kothen as the site of the monument were
from abroad. Consequently, a general vote on this
It was decided for Leipsic, although a site had
question was undertaken.
already been arranged in Kothen.
On the 23rd of May, 1851, at 11 o'clock in the morning, the foundation
stone was laid by the more intimate circle of friends.
Besides the three
experts occupied in the erection of the monument, seven representatives of
Within the foundationthe Central Homoeopathic Association were present.
stone a tin casket was enclosed with a document stating what is to be found
under the foundation stone (^''^).
On August loth, 1S51 (Hahnemann day had been celebrated twenty-two
times since 1829 in the year of trouble, 1848, it had had to be omitted),
the finished monument was dedicated.
It was on the promenade, very near
to the Blumenberg and opposite to the present old theatre.
The ceremony began within the rooms of the Central Association in the
Hotel de Pologne with a clever speech by the Medical Officer of Health, Dr.
Rummel of Magdeburg, one of the oldest fellow-workers of Hahnemann then
living {^^°).
The Chairman, Dr. Melicher of Berlin, detailed the memorial's
history and the decisions of the Memorial Committee.
Representatives
from Germany and Austria, England, France, Italy and Spain (eighty-eight
persons) were included in the list of guests, among them four from England,
the Queen of Spain's Royal Physician, and others.
Madame Melanie
Hahnemann in Paris had expressed her regret that she was prevented from
being present by special circumstances.
Then the assembly moved off in solemn procession, with town and
University authorities, to the monument. At the head of the personal
friends Hahnemann's oldest scholar proceeded
Medical Councillor Stapf
of Naumberg (almost youthful in his freshness).
He was accompanied by
other intimate friends of Hahnemann, Deputy Dr. von Bonninghausen from
Miinster in Westphalia, and the Queen of Spain's Royal Physician, Dr. Munez
from Madrid. A large crowd witnessed the unveiling ceremony at the
midday hour of this sunny Sunday in summer. After Dr. Melicher's speech
in which he gave a short sketch of Hahnemann's life and works, the actual
unveiling took place.
A cantata specially composed and set to music for this
purpose was given by the Thomaner choir with accompaniment, and with
great emotion the old man Stapf hung a laurel wreath on the iron railing of the
monument, which was then handed over to the town for protection and
accepted.
On a foundation of several granite tiers the simple plinth of pohshed
Silesian marble, slighth' narrowing towards the top. rises up and on it the
sitting figure of Hahnemann (six Rhenish feet high) is enthroned.
His head
(very successfully modelled) is slightly inclined, for he is represented as
writing, and is clothed with a flowing coat over his morning dress.
This
increasing, particularly

—

—
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it have been the object of much
surrounded by a large, cast-iron
of which are adorned with designs of two plants frequently

attitude and the chair which occasions

mocking

The memorial

criticism.

railing, the pillars

is

used in homceopath}', Aconitum and Arnica.
In the guest room of the Hotel de Pologne approximately 300 people
afterwards assembled and the speeches and singing were continuous. The
whole of this unveiling ceremon\' passed off in the same harmonious and
elevating spirit, showing the Master's disciples to be united as they had never
been before. Every division, every discord of the past was forgotten. It

Hahnemann Monument at Kothen

in

the

Gardens of Dr. Lutze's Hospital.

was one brotherly assembly honouring their deceased master, believing in his
theories and tradition.
Later there was certainly no dearth of critics or
detractors of this occasion.
Such a one felt impelled to write in Dr. Hirschel's
" Zeitschrift

fiir

homoopathische Klinik." 1851, No.

i,

as follows

:

From the antagonistic reports it seems probable that the
impression of the whole festival was not exactly an elevating one.
Almost everything bore the mark of improvisation or haste
which had not had time enough to prepare decently for the great
ceremony.
The actual moment of unveiling suffered from a
lack of imagination to some extent, as is shown by the cantata which
.

.

.

.

.

.
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For the rest we
the poetical point of view.
done without the history of the monument,
us in great detail, if the monument itself had
Woltreck's model had been chosen, showing
Hahnemann almost rising and seeming to say "I am ready. Follow
me!" But instead of that we have the representation of a tired old
man who has run his course, who is seated in his dressing-gown,
huddled up and writing, his back turned to the town and placed on a
pedestal which barely allows room for the statue of metal only too
thin in places.
really horrible from
might very well have
which was unrolled to
been better. If only
is

:

—

Although Kothen, Hahnemann's last place of abode in Germany, and the
town in which he had stayed longest, had been obliged to give way to
Leipsic when the majority of homoeopaths were erecting a monument, it
It even obtained two of them
did not remain long without a statue.
and both from a private source.
In 1846, the former Secretary of the Postal Service Arthur Lutze, who
had removed from Halberstadt to Potsdam, and there taken up homoeopathy,
came to Kothen and opened an ambulatory clinic and a hospital there,
In spite of
supported by Duke Heinrich and the Anhalt Government.
unfavourable reports from the Potsdam authorities he had contrived to
obtain a ducal dispensation enabling him to practice medicine and prepare
Soon the hospital extended considerabty and on the
his own remedies.
anniversary of Hahnemann's one hundredth birthda}' (April loth, 1855)
Arthur Lutze had a statue of the Master erected in the gardens of his
Hahnemann, hardly life-size, stands
It is not a work of art.
institution.
there in a very stiff and expressionless attitude, his right hand resting on a
At the consecratree stump, the statue being supported by a simple pedestal.
tion of this memorial stone, Hahnemann's daughter Luise dedicated especially
to her dead mother, a memorial poem which opened with these words:
" May hearty thanks be given thee, as thou alone deserve them."
It was
a faithful and frank acknowledgment of her dead mother and yet, at the
same time, a clear hit at Paris.
Forty-two years later (1897) a second monument was erected at Kothen,
In 1844 Arthur
this time by Commercial Privy Councillor, Louis Wittig.
Lutze had recommended a substitute for the coffee beans which he very
definitely repudiated, as Hahnemann had done, and which he considered
should be used as a remedy only with great caution. This health coffee of his
consisted of rye, barley, and sugar beet, all of which were to be roasted and not
burned.
It was manufactured for sale by a warehouseman in Potsdam and
F"rom the year 1874 onwards Lutze's eldest son had
later in Nordhausen.
given Louis Wittig, a warehouseman of Kothen, the commission of preparing
The business throve
this health coffee which was alread\' widely popular.
In gratitude Wittig had a very large monuand extended more and more.
ment erected opposite to Lutze's hospital and a very effective background
Like the
was formed by the trees and bushes of the Ducal palace garden.
Washington memorial this Wittig monument is laid out in a semi-circular
formation, twelve metres long and seven metres wide. The centrepoint is
occupied with a niche 4.7 metres high, in which stands a life-size statue, cast
The whole is built of Silesian
in bronze, of Hygiea, the Goddess of Health.

and sandstone.
the left the semi-circle is closed by a bust of Hahnemann, and on the
Both busts made by Heinrich Piihlmann.
right by a bust of Arthur Lutze.
They are
a sculptor of Berlin, are artistically finished and true to life.
granite

On
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life-size.
This memorial, dedicated on the 15th of
December, 1897, makes a dignified and distinctive impression. At its dedication the " Allg. horn. Ztg." wrote (1898, Vol. 136, p. 14)

one-and-a-half times

:

Both men found a friendly home and a peaceful sphere of
activity in Kothen after many involuntary wanderings, and this fact
has in its turn given the town a name respected abroad and exerted a
beneficent influence (lasting until our time) on its industry and
Particularly from this point of view the juxtaposition of
prosperity.
the two men in one memorial is not without reason.

Finally

we must remember a statue of Hahnemann, certainly not displayed
which by conception and execution takes its place amongst

publicly, but

Hahnemann Monument

at Kothen.

It was
the best work we have had handed down from artists' hands.
modelled by the sculptor Woltreck in Paris. At the close of the thirties this
artist completed a very successful bust for Hahnemann's sixtieth jubilee of
his doctorate.
In the early forties he had made reliefs of Hahnemann from
life, and these had been much used for cameos and intaglios in rings and
pendants. They were widely spread amongst Hahnemann's friends and
admirers.
Later he produced a full figure model of Hahnemann, about 50 cm.
in height.
The master is seated upon a bench ornamented with the
iEsculapius staff.
In his right hand he is holding a graving tool and in the
" Similia similibus curantur."
left hand a scroll, bearing the words
He has
apparently finished his mental labours and is preparing to rise from his seat
and step down. His right foot is already placed on the lower step, whilst the
left one is still firmly planted on the upper one.
Hahnemann's intellectual
His body is enveloped in the
head looks thoughtfully at the spectator.
:

24
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antique cloak with its copious and pleasing folds. Woltreck modelled this
gifted work of art, revealing considerable ability, from life in Hahnemann's
last years.
He had it cast in bronze and dedicated it to the Duke of Dessau.
It was deposited in Dessau Castle.
But until 1851 it was unknown to the
public.
Only an illustration had been added to the documents of the

A

Glimpse of the Hahnem.\nn Room at Stuttgart.

Homoeopathic Central Association by the Medical Officer for Dessau, Dr.
Kurtz, on the loth of August, 1843. On the occasion of the dedication of
Leipsic's Hahnemann Memorial, the chairman had expressed the regret
" Unfortunately this piece of sculpture is kept secret and its greatness is
unknown." Later photographic and plastic facsimiles of the work were
:

produced.

Good monuments
to the

work

of

are valuable and effective as symbols of remembrance
unusual men, to extraordinary deeds or great thoughts. They

f
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and friends of such
and they' exhort those who stand on one side to make
themselves acquainted wdth what is embodied in the monuments.
More valuable, more effective than the most artistic monuments are the
works which the men leave behind them and a knowledge of their deeds and
ideas.
For they are not limited to one spot like the monuments, but they
may and should reach everywhere, where understanding for a cause exists.
Hahnemann's works were widely spread in his own times. At the same time,
they remained for the most part amongst the ranks of the physicians
and those cultured people who, from their own desire, were interested in
also act as stimulating rallying standards for the followers

men and

their ideas,

H.\HNEM.\XN

Room

in Leipsic.

medicine.
Yet not a few writings of Hahnemann are adapted in style and
contents for propagation amongst the largest sections of the community.
They are really popular in the best sense of the word, so that it would be
highly commendable to bring a suitable selection of them again before the
This can take place much better and much more completely now
public.
than would have been possible a short time ago. We have onty just obtained
a comiplete survey of Hahnemann's valuable literary remains. What was
until recently packed up and almost forgotten in a " cubic metre chest,"

has

now become

accessible.

—

—
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Haehl (-5') now possesses Hahnevolumes in all, thirt}'-eight of them in
In the small artistic handwriting of
German and sixteen in French.
Hahnemann they contain numerous detailed reports of patients with the
medicinal remedies prescribed. Then there exist four large symptomatic
and also Hahnemann's correspondence with
registers written by hand
relatives, friends, patients and authorities
^jh Kilograms by weight.
Finally there is an accurate copy of the 6th Edition of the" Organon,"
comparing exactly with the original, which is in the possession of Professor
Boericke of San Francisco. This cop}' was once produced under Madame
Melanie Hahnemann's supervision and agrees in every detail with Hahnemann's own improved and enlarged text of the 5th edition.
The whole of these literary remains is extraordinarily valuable for an
exhaustive knowledge of the Master's personality and theories.
In numerous
letters to him with their brief but always pertinent remarks in his handwriting, and also in the man}' letters written by him, we are able to obtain
Besides other

mann's

sick

Hahnemann

registers

reHcs, Dr.

—fifty-four
;

a clear and

lifelike

impression of his character in

many new

all its

pecuUarities.

From

have been established for the first time, and
a clear, bright light has been shed over the whole of this unique personaUty.
But as to the importance of the fifty-four histories of patients (written
partly in great detail but always very accurately and concisel}') for the
observation of disease and for a clear perception of individual diagnosis
only the professional man who can critically peruse these reports will be
able to appreciate.
At any rate, there is here a source of homoeopathic
medicinal knowledge promising rich yield of treasure for many long years.
The same applies to the repertories which will never have their equal in
accuracy and conscientiousness of tabulation.
This extraordinarily rich treasure, the importance of which has not yet
been completely understood, Madame Melanie Hahnemann had refused
either to publish herself or to allow other homoeopaths to publish.
She had
persisted in this attitude in spite of frequent announcements and promises
(cf. her behaviour towards Bonninghausen in 1865) and in spite of the fact
that she was continually emphasising the value of her husband's work for the
whole of humanity.
Her adopted daughter, Frau von Bonninghausen, resumed the negotiations
interrupted by her mother's death in 1878, with the homoeopathic physicians
this evidence

details

Seeing quite clearly that she could not obtain the sum hitherto
she reduced the price by one half to 25,000 dollars.
Great as was
the enthusiasm of the Americans, particular!}- to acquire the 6th Edition of
the " Organon," these negotiations broke down on account of the extravagance of the sum demanded. In 18S0 the homoeopathic physicians of North
America undertook to make a last effort to acquire Hahnemann's writings.
Dr. H.N. Guernsey of Philadelphia, visited Frau von Bonninghausen during
a tour in Europe. After a thorough perusal of the Hahnemann manuscripts
in her possession, he made a report to his professional colleagues at a special
meeting held in Constantine Hering's house at Philadelphia. Frau von
Bonninghausen had finally fixed the lowest price at 10,000 dollars, but she
stipulated that she should take a share of any profits accruing from the
publication of the works.
Then followed an appeal for the procuring of the
necessary funds.
It seems, however, that the success hoped for did not
materialise.
From that time onwards the negotiations were dropped until
Dr. Haehl took them up again in 1897.
Frau von Bonninghausen told him
that she still had undisputed possession of all the books and manuscripts.
After correspondence a visit to Darup, the home of the Bonninghausen
of America.

demanded

LITERARY REMAINS SECURED AT LAST

^7^

family, ensued in 1900.
Frau von Bonninghausen had died shortly before,
and, as there were no children of the marriage, she had appointed her
husband as sole heir to the Hahnemann legacy. L'nfortunately, however,
this negotiation by word of mouth, and also a second visit to Darup, undertaken by Dr. Haehl in 1906 with Professor Dr. William Boericke of San
Francisco, remained fruitless.
Only in the early part of 1920, that is, after
twent\'-three years of written and oral negotiations, was a successful attempt
at last made to make terms with Dr. von Bonninghausen's heirs.
The result
was the acquisition b}' Dr. Haehl of the whole of Hahnemann's posthumous
manuscripts. The jo\' and satisfaction of being able to obtain these treasures
has only increased after years and years of waiting and longing. Of their
intellectual value the posthumous treasures have lost nothing.
However valuable and effective are the monuments and writings of the
dead master, most valuable and most effective is the propagation of his
teachings and ideas by the work of his successors and followers and by the
combined zealous work of those who have reahsed the intransient truths and
The Societies of Homoeopathic
beneficence of Hahnemann's reforms.
Ph\-sicians and also of la\Tnen in the whole world are the most successful

propagators of Hahnemann's life-work.

Without exaggeration and with a
and the greatest confidence it can be said
Xo
movement within the province of heaUng has obtained such joyful and
active co-operation from the people as homoeopathy.
If, at first, it was the
higher ranks of Society and the cultured circles who had adopted Hahnemann's
teaching, it has penetrated now more and more amongst the middle and
feeling of justifiable pride

:

lower classes of civihsed peoples.
^lembers of the homoeopathic societies
and adherents to homoeopathy in aU the countries of Europe, America and
the whole of the civhsed world are counted now by hundreds of thousands,
nay, by millions. The\^ are all working together to ensure that Hahnemann's
intellectual inheritance is more widely advanced.
Although, strangely
enough, not one of his monuments of bronze or stone bears the short phrase
which he had chosen as his own epitaph, and which we placed at the head of
" Xon inutihs vixi " (I have not hved in vain), yet Horace's
this chapter
:

words are surely true

of

him

" Exigi
I

have

set

(Odes, II, 30)

monumentum

up a monument

:

aere perennius."

for m\-self,

more

lasting than brass.

CHAPTER XXVII
franz, gross, hartmann,
Hahnemann's first students and friends
hornburg, langhammer, ruckert, staff, wislicenus other supporters
and FRIENDS OF HOMCEOPATHY IN GERMANY AEGIDI, VON BONNINGHAUSEN,
CASPARI, VON BRUNNOW, VON GERSDORFF, GRIESSELICH, HARTLAUB, HAUBOLD,
JAHR, LEHMANN, MUHLENBEIN MORITZ MULLER, RAU, RUMMEL, SCHWEIKERT,
TRINKS INCREASING SPREAD OF HOMCEOPATHY IN GERMANY, AUSTRIAHUNGARY, POLAND, RUSSIA, ITALY, SWITZERLAND, FRANCE, ENGLAND ITS
DEVELOPMENT IN NORTH AMERICA SINCE CONSTANTINE HERING.
:

—

:

—

—

"

Only those unbiassed individuals to whom truth and the happiness of
are of some value, will be receptive to our simple doctrine of healing ;

mankind

they alone will of their own free will bring the necessary sacrifice to draw forth to the
unfathomable treasures of medicinal effects which from the beginning
of time have been hidden in the night of ignorance, self-su^ciency and ill-will.
This willingness I have rejoiced to find in my truf. pupils
and thus
what is good will grow buf only on good soil."
light those

—

.

S.

to E. Stapf,

AS

.

.

Hahnkmann
December

17th, 1816.

a tree reveals the years of its growth by the rings which spread from
the pith in ever widening circles, yet drawing continually its vigour
from the heart of the tree, so the pupils and co-workers of Hahnemann
surrounded him and showed their growth by ever widening circles from the
early days of the Leipsic period.
It is true that he had previously been successful in hnding trusted friends
in Councillor Becker of Gotha, who was the pubUsher of the " Allgemeiner
Anzeiger der Deutschen," and the editor of this paper. Dr. Hennicke. Both
these men never forsook him in his restless confused migrations and his
Through their journal they always held open
laborious search for truth.
Dr. Hufeland, a far-sighted, generous-hearted
to him the way to publicity.
and unprejudiced medical colleague, also gave him strong support in his
own section particularly in the early period of his public appearances.
That was brought about by the fact that he always allowed him to publish
his dissertations in the " Journal ftir praktische Arzneikunde," a periodical
that was much read and esteemed in medical circles.
Thus Hahnemann's
fundamental essays from his " Essay on a new principle for ascertaining the
curative powers of drugs " up to his " Medicine of Experience " and his
" Indications of the homoeopathic employment of medicines in ordinary
practice " were published in Hufeland's Journal.
Hufeland's attitude
with regard to Hahnemahn and his efforts at reform have been referred
to in various places.
As a sort of summary we shall here quote two criticisms
of Hufeland, in which his whole attitude towards Hahnemann, the Reformer,
and his life-work was set forth. In 1826 he wrote (in the " Journal fiir prakt.
Arzneikunde." Part I. p. 7)

—

:

HUFELAND
The
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all the more important when its originator
cannot deny our esteem. That this is true in
Hahnemann's case nobody can deny and least of all one who, Uke the
author of this article, has known him for more than a day, and who,
having had friendly and literary connections with him for more than
thirty years, has always looked up to him as one of our most distinguished
is

a

man

subject becomes

for

intelligent

whom we

and

original physicians.

In 1830 Hufeland declared (in the " Journal fiir prakt. Arzneikunde,
Part II, p. 8) how he had really arrived at his attitude towards Hahnemann
and how he regarded the matter
:

My

consideration was that

would have been unjust and
derision and disdain.
.... I dislike above all suppression and despotism in science in this
realm should reign supreme freedom of the mind, thorough investigation, conscientious refutation, mutual esteem, a firm hold upon facts,
but certainly no personal bias.
In addition to this there was the respect I had cherished towards
the discoverer for a very long time and which I had derived from his
earlier works and his real services to the science of healing.
The same
applied to the names of several estimable men by no means swayed by
prejudice, who were ready to acknowledge the actual truth in the
first

unworthy

of science to treat the

it

new theory with

:

matter.

Hufeland quotes Medical Officer von Wolf of Warsaw, Medical Councillor
of Giessen, and Medical Officer Widermann of Munich, and then

Rau

continues

:

As a result I myself had opportunities of observing several successful
cases of the use of homoeopathic remedies which, of necessity, were
bound to arouse my interest in this subject and convince me that it
could not by any means be disdainfully shelved, but that it was worth
careful investigation.
Thus Hufeland, who as physician and scientist soared above the mass
contemporary colleagues and who has a personality merits our high

of his

esteem.

Otherwise Hahnemann stood alone and was thrown on his own resources.
Especially was this so after the discovery of his new therapeutic principles,
when he entered the academic circles of Leipsic professors as teacher and
investigator, taking up again his medical practice in addition to his lectures.
Then it was he gathered around him the first small circle of students and
they became (in spite of the great difference of age) not only his co-workers
but gradually also his friends. He needed them. They were to help him to
ascertain in a reliable way the effect of medicinal substances.
This was the
most important, indeed, the indispensable preparatory step before the new
therapeutic theory could prove its worth at the bedside.
Thus arose the
first Union of Provers of Medicine.
Ten disciples, all of them students,
belonged to it. Two of them had no great leaning towards this work from the
beginning and later fell away from homoeopathy, as one member of the Union,
Franz Hartmann, tells us. The other eight were Franz, Gross, Hartmann,
Hornburg, Langhammer, Riickert, Stapf and Wlslicenus. Their names
appear frequently in Hahnemann's " Materia Medica Pura " and some of
them became in time prominent fighters for the homoeopathic cause in the
first half of the nineteenth century.
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Karl Gottlob Franz.
Franz had originally, from 1813 onwards, studied theology in Leipsic
and had come to Hahnemann as a patient. A badly treated skin eruption
had left him ailing and allopathic treatment extending over several years
decided him to give up all treatment on account of its futility. Then a
medical student friend called his attention to Hahnemann and his new
system of therapy. Franz turned to him for help and was cured. That
alone attached the theological student to the teacher of Homoeopathy, but
he was even more attracted by conversations in which Hahnemann set forth
his new theory of healing with such clear, illuminating and conWncing
enthusiasm that Franz changed his horse, as the students say. He became a
medical student, and as Hahnemann's assistant he came in close touch with
;

Dr. Karl G. Fr.^nz.

He took a very active part in the medicine provings. Therein
unusual knowledge of botany was particularly helpful. He was very
keen to collect the medicinal plants wherever he could find them, and
prepared them for medicinal use. At the same time he submitted to every
During his life he demonstrated
other kind of duty in the Master's service.
an almost touching affection and devotion for him. Later he settled down in
Leipsic as a homoeopathic physician. There also he continued his pro%nngs
Unfortunately his zeal was very much
of remedies with keen interest.
dimmed by increasing illness. It is painful to read how he is continually
beseeching his friend and master, in many letters, for advice and help, almost
desperate in his entreaty that the Master should make him a healthy man
again so that he can further the cause of homreopathy with all his might.
In 1835, however, his weakly bod}- succumbed to its chronic illness.
the Master.

his

GROSS

zn

GUSTAV W'lLHELM GrOSS.
Gross was born on September 6th, 1794, at Kaltenborn near Jiiterbogk,
and was the eldest son of the eight children of Pastor Johann Gottfried
Gross.
After his father had given him an elementary education, he went
at Michaelmas, 1809, to the Grammar School at Naumberg on the Saale,
where he stayed until the autumn of 1S13. Then he studied medicine in
Leipsic.
This brought him in close touch with Hahnemann. As a member
of the

proving group he

made

his first

experiments with Chamomilla.

Under

the supervision of Hahnemann he devoted his fine faculty of observation and
acquired a knowledge of remedies such as few homoeopathic physicians
Having, as it were, grown up with homoeopathy he was not misled
possessed.
He always went
later on by the continually increasing number of symptoms.

Dr. Gustav W. Gross.

own straight way, as befitted his whole nature which was inclined to
taciturnity and even harshness in social intercourse.
On the 6th of January, 1817, he graduated at Halle his place of birth
had become Prussian in the meantime. Immediately he took up practice
as a homoeopathic physician, but in consequence of the new Prussian medical
laws he had to undergo the prescribed State examination again in the winter
It was a hard time for the young doctor of scanty means who
of 1817-18.
was obliged to proceed with his studies and his work in an artisan's house,
where he lived with the family. At Easter, 1818, he received his final degree
and from that time up to his death he hved and worked in Jiiterbogk. He
declined every call to a larger town, as for example, to Magdeburg and
Brunswick. The provincial town suited exactly his rugged nature. Yet
his

;
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his reputation became so widespread in the course of time through his writings
and his successful cures that patients came to him even from BerHn. The
State authorities recognised his labours by appointing him a member of the

Homoeopathic physicians (to grant permission
In 1822 his friend Stapf founded the " Archiv
fiir homoeopathische Heilkunst," and he became his zealous collaborator.
Many medicine provings undertaken on himself and a large number of
At the same
patients' histories demonstrate the keenness of his research.
time he wrote many scientifically critical reviews of books, several works of
his own, e.g., a " Dietetic Handbook for the Health}^ and the Sick," " The
Homoeopathic Science of Healing and its Relation to the State," " Directions
In addition, there are to be found in Hahnemann's
for Mother and Infant."
posthumous writings two thick volumes of a homoeopathic repertory,
each of about 1,500 pages, in Dr. Gross's handwriting, with additions by

Supreme Examining Board

for

for individual dispensing).

Hahnemann.

When the " Allgemeine homoeopathische Zeitung " was to be founded in
1832, Dr. Rummel, who was called upon to take its leadership, would only
do so on condition that Gross and Hartmann helped him. Both agreed and
Up
the three men supplemented one another in the most happy manner.
to the middle of the thirty-third volume (1847) Gross was co-leader of this
periodical, which had become so extremely valuable for the propagation and
development of homoeopathy. His own articles in it are distinguished by
He despised fine
his calm sense of balance and serious scientific outlook.
In his written work his whole nature is
flourishes of useless eloquence.
To strangers
in his appearance he was almost angular and stiff.
discernible
he seemed gruff and unapproachable. The impression was intensified by his
But under his rough exterior
features, somewhat bloated and bilious.
he concealed a warm, tender heart. Moreover he was readily inspired by new
This characteristic led him for a time along the by-path of isopathy
ideas.
and also permitted him to join in the exaggerations of the high potency
The deep grief of a
section, on account of which he was violently attacked.
father who had not been able to save his beloved daughter led to a temporary
estrangement from " Friend " Hahnemann, whom he openly accused of
;

medical abihty. The Master could not or would not understand
from its intelligible human aspect and reproached him with
But when Gross expressed his joy at the news of
vacillation and desertion.
Hahnemann's second marriage in a poem of almost fanatical jubilation the
shadows fled away and the friendship blossomed forth again. In Hahnemann's
attacks on Moritz Mliller, a man he esteemed very highly, he suffered a
great deal and he endeav^oured to mediate between the two with great
insufficient

this accusation

perseverance.

Although one of the original founders of the Central Association, he
completely retired from the meetings, particularly in the later years. He
He liked
declined most definitely the position of Chairman offered to him.
He only had intercourse with Stapf and Rummel
best to remain on his own.
As time went on a liver trouble gave him
at Hahnemann's house at Kothen.
more and more discomfort and to this were soon added, gout, dropsy, and lung
trouble.
Neither his own treatment, nor the advice of his friend Stapf. nor
Karlsbad nor the Baltic had any success. During one of his recuperative
sojourns with his son-in-law at Klebitz near Zahna, he died on the iSth of
September, 1847, only fifty-three years old much too soon for homojopathy.
for his friends, his numerous patients, and his sorrowful family.
He
left a widow, a daughter and two sons, one of whom chose his father's

—

profession.
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Franz Hartmann.

Hartmann should be mentioned next

in order after his intimate

friend

May, 1796, at Dehtzsch, he was the son of an
elementary school teacher
he went to the Grammar School of Chemnitz
Here he made a special friend of his extremely
as a delicate boy of fourteen.
intellectual fellow student Hornburg, and earned for himself extra pocket
money by giving lessons to poor children of weavers. In his eighteenth year
Here he continued
(1814) he went to Leipsic University, to study theology.
his friendship with Hornburg and shared rooms with him.
Like him and
Franz, Hartmann also changed his studies under the influence of Hornburg
(who was already practising homoeopathy and earning his living in that way)
and studied medicine. Thus Hartmann, introduced by Hornburg, also
Gross.

Born on the i8th

of
;

Dr. Franz Hartmann.

entered Hahnemann's house and fell under his compelling influence. Yet
the modest and industrious Hartmann retained his independence so far as
to attend other medical lectures for the sake of his later career.
This he did
not conceal from Hahnemann, who did not blame him for it. From the
beginning Hartmann was counted amongst the medicine proving group, and
was one of its keenest members. He remained for two and a half years in
Leipsic, and then in order to escape the animosities of the other students
against those in sympathy with homoeopathy, he went to Berlin University
at Michaelmas, 1817, where he remained for a year, having earned 150 talers
obtained by the homoeopathic treatment of well-paying patients. He
returned to Leipsic.
On the 21st March, 1819, he qualified in Jena, and then
returned to Leipsic. He wished to take up practice in that town as a
homoeopathic physician. According to the laws in force at that time he had
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to submit himself to a " viva voce," for which he sent in his application to
the Dean of the ^ledical Faculty, Councillor of the Court, RosenmiiUer. WTien
the latter died, Hartmann failed to repeat the application and was therefore
denounced by a charitably disposed fellow-practitioner. Dr. Kohlrusch, who
on a visit to a patient discovered some homoeopathic medicines which had
come from Hartmann. Consequently, Dr. Clarus, a Medical Councillor and
the medical autocrat of Leipsic at that time, was called upon to prosecute the
young doctor. Hartmann tried to evade further unpleasantness by applying
but he was too late to sit for the State examination of that \'ear.
to Berlin
In February he therefore returned to his own home. He arrived just in time
After six days he lost his father and
to stand by his father's death-bed.
Now, quite alone and thrown upon his own
six weeks later his mother.
resources he went to Dresden and passed the required State examination.
In 1821 he was able to practise for the first time in a little town, Zschopau.
Although the number of patients who came to him was considerable as soon
as it became known that he practised homoeopathy successfully, yet his
income was meagre owing to the poverty of the neighbourhood. On that
account he removed in November, 1826, to Leipsic. Of course it was not
made easy for him there, to acquire a practice that was at all profitable. He
was more and more compelled to take up literary work. From the time
that the " Archiv " had been founded he had been called upon by Stapf for
"
In addition to patients' cases published in the " Archiv
his assistance.
he wrote a book on Nux vomica (1828). Later, further treatises followed on
;

Chamomilla, Belladonna, Pulsatilla and Rhus, for homoeopathic periodicals.
In 1831 his greatest work appeared, the " Therapy of acute diseases," with
the help of which he hoped to render more easy the practice of homceopathy
for beginners and to make the new theory more accessible to the physicians
of the old school.
As we have already intimated, Hahnemann did not agree
with this work. He criticised severely any suggestion of conciliating the

book saw three editions and like some of
into English and French.
When Baumgartner, the Leipsic bookseller, approached Rummel in 1832
with regard to the publication of a homoeopathic journal, Hartmann together
with Gross, were chosen by Rummel as co-workers and co-editors.
This
annoyed Hahnemann very much. Thus Hartmann came into sharp antagonism
to the Master.
However, in spite of everything he retained a faithful devotion
to him and a forgiving veneration.
ma\' ascribe to these feelings his
reminiscences of his student period with Hahnemann.
It is to him that we
are indebted for the most detailed and affectionate descriptions of Hahnemann
during the Leipsic period. There was never any trace of harsh condemnation
or concealed antipathies in him.
The student's gratitude inspired the man's
pen during the whole of his life and we prefer to foUow mainly his narrati\e in
descriptions of his youthful companions and homoeopathic pioneers.
When difficulties arose in filling the position as physician at the homceopathic hospital in Leipsic, Hartmann twice sprang into the breach (see
Chapter XVII). In the end he also directed the dispensary cUnic which
had taken the place of the impracticable hospital. At first he did it alone,
afterwards with the help of Dr. Clotar Miiller (Moritz Miiller's son) and later
Dr. V. Meyer helped him. He held his post as long as his health would allow.
Of gratitude he reaped but little, although, both here and in his extensive
private practice, he was untiring and conscientious in his work.
He developed later some liver, lung and heart troubles and in addition he
suffered from a painful kind of elephantiasis of the legs (sweUing and hardening
of the skin and the cell tissue beneath), so that for years he was con lined to
allopaths.

But

in spite of that the

his other writings

was translated

We
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room and his chair. But he continued his medical consultations and, to
a greater extent, his work as a writer. In his invalid chair, for example, he
composed the detailed report for the " Allg. hom. Ztg." of the dedication
ceremonies of the Hahnemann monument in Leipsic from descriptions given
to him. The loth of October, 1853, released him at the age of fifty-seven, from
his long sufferings.
In close connection with Hartmann the name of
his

Christian Gottlob Karl

Hornburg

He was one of the most capable and gifted students of
Hahnemann, but he was also the most unfortunate of them all. He was the
first \dctim of the new teaching.
A poor stocking-maker's son, Hornburg was born on the i8th of October,
At six years of age he was in the Chemnitz Grammar School, but he
1793.
soon had to earn his own living and support his parents by giving private
lessons and singing in the choir and in processions.
Yet he was always at
the top of the class.
At Easter, 1813, he went to Leip.sic University to study
theology.
But already after six months he returned, to his family during
the holidays, as a medical student.
After another year he was already
treating patients during his vacation with such success, that the young
inexperienced medical student, who had to his credit cures of diseases believed
must be mentioned.

to be incurable, could scarcely deal with the multitude of patients who
sought him. In consequence of this large clientele he had to stay in Chemnitz
for a full six months, after which he departed secretly for Leipsic, amply
provided with his own earnings, in order to continue his studies. He was an
enthusiastic supporter of Hahnemann and his doctrine, and introduced his
school friend Hartmann into Hahnemann's house and into the more intimate
circle of homoeopathic medicine provers.
Unlike Hartmann, however, he
neglected his medical studies and with the foohsh exuberance of youth he
recklessly derided the medical professors and officials of the University in his
general conversation.
These unwise utterances were, of course, carried back
to the authorities, and they revenged themselves on this young babbler by
exercising great severity with him at his bachelor's examination.
Even this
did not warn the talented hot-head, but rather incited him stiU more. His
ridicule of the allopaths became bolder and more obnoxious and his conversion
to the

new

doctrine

became the more

definite

and

enthusiastic.

A

further

consequence was that at his second examination, the actual State examination, his examiners rejected him twice (1822 and 1825) and sent a form of
warrant after him from University to University, so that in Giessen and
Marburg or wherever he tried to pass the medical state examination he was
rejected, " Whilst," as his friend Hartmann relates, " miserable blockheads
who could not lift a finger to Hornburg, passed aim laiide and nowadays are
floating on the tide of success as narrow-minded doctors."
Nevertheless Hornburg was not prevented from curing patients.
He was
a born physician.
Hartmann, his colleague and fellow student, who had
faithfully satisfied all the examination requirements, wrote of him without
jealousy

:

His practical talent was excellent and there are probably very
boast of such preference shown them by gracious Mother
Nature.
Often he needed only to ask very few questions before he
diagnosed correctly the illness and chose the best remedy with accurate
perception.
To him medical practice seemed to be as easy as a game.
Yet whoever saw him at the sick-bed, recognised at once the seriousness

few

who can
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with which he devoted himself to his art and was bound to love and
esteem him for it. With an acuteness peculiar to himself he often
picked out a symptom, apparently most insignificant, as the one most
characteristic for the correct choice of the remedy, and he was seldom
wrong. With this same certamty he was also able to pronounce the
But he demanded the same gift
most startling prognoses.
of other homceopathic physicians and scolded them for being lazy if
they could not assume it in the same measure. It never occurred to
him that in this respect he might possess an advantage over other
.

.

.

people.

In his enthusiasm for Hahnemann's theory of heahng, Hornburg was
always glad to be gaining more and more disciples for the homoeopathic cause.
He tried very hard, for example, to inculcate the homoeopathic theory into
the Royal Physicians of Prince Schwarzenburg, Dr. von Sax and Dr.
It goes
Marenseller, whom Hahnemann had repulsed rather brusquely.
without saying that such an enthusiastic supporter of homoeopathy was bound
Here again it was primarily Dr.
to encounter the persecution of the enemy.
Clarus, Leipsic's medical dictator, who continually instigated the penalising
of Hornburg for practising without the prescribed certificate of examination.
In November, 1819, he brought about the confiscation of the homoeopathic
medicines in Hornburg's private possession, as he had already in the case of
Hornburg's friend and colleague, Franz. By an ordinance of the University
Senate an actuary had to proceed with two servants and bury the discovered
medicines in Paul's churchyard
The continuous annoyances, the frequent legal investigations in
consequence of ever recurrent denunciations for unlawful practising finally
shattered Hornburg's health.
The crisis came in 1831 with a criminal
investigation, again instituted by Medical Councillor Professor Clarus, concerning the treatment of a woman.
She had suffered from a very serious
" inflammation of
the pleura " and when Hornburg could afford no
rehef, she passed into Clarus' hands, but nine days after he had taken over
her treatment she died. Hornburg w-as accused of having practised the
science of healing without justification, and of having, at the same time,
hastened the woman's death by unsuitable measures. The stern inquiry was
drawn out for two years and the frequent cross-examinations in court were
extremely harmful to the delicate health of the accused.
Chronic lung
trouble supervened.
When at last the judgment was given and Hornburg,
in spite of a good reference from Hahnemann, and in spite of the vigorous
defence of an advocate partial to homoeopath^^ was condemned to two months'
imprisonment, " for unlawful curing and prevention of scientific treatment
in a case of illness ending fatally," the sadly persecuted man became a
complete physical wreck. Three days later a hyemoptysis, recurring several
times, ended his life (January 28th), and on January 31st, 1S34. his friends
buried him.
Dr. Franz, whom everybody believed to be doomed to death
before him, delivered his funeral oration (see Supplement 109).
We can dismiss
!

Christian Friedkich

L.wghammer

When he was working in the Provers' Union he was ten years
Hartmann. He was a small weakly man and not very gifted
mentally. The results of his provings were by no means accurate or
unimpeachable. They gave rise to very long disputations in the homoeopathic journals.
Constantin Hering took Langhammer's part and vigorously
very

briefly.

older than
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defended his statements. In later years Langhammer disappeared from the
pubhc eye. He never again plaj'ed any part in the homoeopathic movement.
We mention him only to make our list complete, and because he is repeatedly
.mentioned in Hahnemann's " Materia Medica Pura." His homoeopathic
medicine chest was also confiscated at his death, taken away from his widow
and buried in the cemetery {-^-).

Ernst Ferdinand Ruckert,
a pastor's son,

He

also

was

was born

at

Gross-Hennersdorf, near Herrnhut in

at first intended for the study of theology.

But

1795.

two terms
Leipsic and during
after

he transferred to medicine. He studied for three years in
As such he proved a number of
this time was a student of Hahnemann.
medicines (Dulcamara, Aconitum, Rheum, Rhus, Bryonia, Helleborus,
Digitalis).
Later he studied for two more years in Dresden and Jena.
With the veterinary surgeon Magister Lux of Leipsic he is to be regarded
as the founder of homoeopathic veterinary therapy. At first he practised in
Grimma, but a year later he settled down at Mutzschen. In 1819 he left this
Soon
district in order to seek a better practice in Bernstadt in Oberlausitz.
after his arrival an allopathic doctor set up in practice, who knew how to
gain the public confidence, and so Riickert moved to Lobau to try his fortune.
But he did not remain there long. Consequently he gave up medicine
entirely and from 1822-1829 he was a tutor in some noble families and in an
educational institute in Livonia.
Soon after Hahnemann's jubilee festival
in August, 1829, he came back to Germany, impelled by homesickness, and
went to Kothen, where the master kept him up to Easter, 1830. Here he
wrote under Hahnemann's guidance a repertory containing all the remedies
mentioned in the " Chronic Diseases." This is now in Dr. Haehl's possession.
Then he began again to practise medicine, first in Bautzen, then in Camenz,
and lastly in Konigsbriick, where he found a patron in Count von Hohenthal.
On the 27th of July, 1843, he died at the age of forty-eight years. During
this last twelve years he devoted all his free time to work energetically in the
cause of propagating homoeopathy by writing (-53).
His younger brother,

Theodor Johannes Ruckert,
a practising physician in Herrnhut, was a " pure " homoeopath and the author
of numerous homoeopathic works.
He was commended several times by
Hahnemann.
He survived his brother by forty-two years, and died in his
eighty-sixth year in 1885, as a man vigorous to the last in the exercise of his
calling, the last of Hahnemann's early students.

One

of the

most eminent and successful students

in direct

touch with

Hahnemann was
JoHANN Ernst Staff.
As the years went on Stapf became the Master's most intimate friend,
and from 1812 till his death Hahnemann maintained an uninterrupted and
active correspondence with him, and until the departure for Paris the two
men saw each other frequently.
Ernst Stapf was born in Naumberg on the 9th of September, 1788. His
father was Johann Gottfried Stapf, who was the first rector of the Maria
Magdalena church in Naumberg. After his father's tuition he passed at the
age of eleven to the well-known school in Pforta, the Head of which at that
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time was his grandfather on the maternal side. He spent three years there.
During the next four years he visited again his home school. In 1806 he
went to Leipsic University to study medicine. Clarus and Rosenmiiller were
Concerning his development he himself wrote later under
his chief teachers.
the pseudonym " Philalethes " in the " Archiv," 1826, Vol. VI, Parts I

and

II

:

'

Whereas formerly

his youthful tendencies had extended over the
whole of nature without any definite bias, now, in the further development of his mind, they concentrated almost exclusively on chemistry,
i.e., on the chemical relationship of natural bodies.
Thus,
having a fairly complete knowledge of physico-chemical conditions as
they were then extant, being keenly imbued with the same and ready
.

Dr. ThEOD.

J.

.

.

RtfCKERT.

happy, so much
knowledge and endeavour, that he would
perhaps never have taken any other direction had not external conditions intervened ruthlessly between him and his inchnation.
It was thus brought about that the study of medicine; as the essence
of living knowledge, appealed most to him of all the scientific avenues
offered, and he saw in it merely a continuance of his former studies,
natural history and chemistry, although in a higher connection.
for confirmatory or pioneer experiments, he felt so

at

home

in this field of

Botany and anatomy made less appeal to him. Physiology, however,
all the more and in this stud\- Haller's works interested him keenly.
The pathology and nosology of his own time and of the past afforded him
little satisfaction as he had been accustomed from his youth upwards to
individuahse and observe for himself. On the other hand, he turned to the
study of materia medica with special affection. Therapy and clinical matters
attracted
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—

he of course mastered, but whether he Hked them or not that is another
" Operative surgery and obstetrics
question, confesses " Philalethes."
always remained foreign to him because of his pecuHar bent." His hking for
history and hterature " led him on his own initiative to study keenly the
history of medicine."

To this he owes not only an accurate treasury of complex
knowledge indispensable to the learned physician but also an incorrupt
and well matured judgment concerning the many efforts of medicine to
perfect and develop itself during the course of centuries.
on
On June loth, 1813, Stapf passed his bachelor's examination
February 14th of the following year his rigorosum, and on the following 6th of
:

Dr. Joh. Ernst Staff.
April his doctor's dissertation followed, with the title " De antagonismo
organico."
" From the lecture rooms of respected teachers, from the peaceful and
yet lively discourse of his books, from the ethereal realms of theory," he had
now to proceed to real life, to the exercise of his skill. Then Stapf had to
pass through the same development and experience as Hahnemann. He
" Choosing and taking for himself as much as
vacillated and doubted.
possible what seemed best and most useful, and became with that, without
bring altogether satisfied, in theory and practice a decided eclectic."
But he himself is obliged to confess
:

Pursuing the paths of others faithfully as he did his own he still
nowhere found what he desired, and what would satisfy. Everj^where
he encountered that unmistakable lack of a more sublime, a more
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natural unity, of that harmony between theor}- and practice which I
It was painful and
should hke to call natural balance.
disturbing for him to meet so much that sounded learned and yet was
ridiculous and unnatural and in spite of all his striving he found himself
Then
more and more hopelessly distant from the desired goal.
almost despairing to find in science a possibility of true medical- art in
spite of two thousand years of endeavour, which though often honest
and vigorous had been always more or less in vain. He was almost
abandoning so strangely cultivated a field and devoting himself
exclusively to the study of the other natural sciences (particularly to
chemistry which he always preferred), as these were evidently far in
advance of medicine in their development. Then, in 1812, a propitious
fate brought the " Organon of the rational art of healing," by Samuel
Hahnemann, into his hands.

...

.

"

.

.

Fragmenta de
first big work relating to his discovery,
collection of books for years almost unread
1805, remained in
and at any rate neither understood nor appreciated for its high significance,"
He turned to the " Organon " with grave mistrust. But he
says Stapf.

Hahnemann's

'

my

viribus,'

wrote

:

It is impossible to describe the impression made on him by a
careful study of this book, which he read many times with the greatest
By no means expecting
attention and hvely scepticism.
perfection, he felt himself at first moved by many doubts as to the

...

reality

several essential constituents of

of

Hahnemann's

doctrine.

doubts and they appeared much easier to
unprejudiced observation. Indeed the work

Some

reflection eased these

displace after calm,
withstood the most assiduous and earnest

tests.

At first he was captivated by Hahnemann's pathology which, with true
Hippocratean spirit, showed the surest way. Then it was his semiotics
(theory of the signs of illness) and his diagnosis which attracted Stapf, for
they both demand peculiarly strict individualising. Then came the Materia
Medica which corresponded with his whole nature and had so far been the
This particularly attracted him. In the year
weakest part of medicine.
1813 we find him in active correspondence with Hahnemann, who is conOn the 3rd of December
tinually commissioning him to prove medicines.
of that year Hahnemann, for example, wrote to Stapf in one of the first letters

we

possess

:

You have the talents for aU that I require of you and you will
I can see this already from the symptoms you
certainly manage it.
have sent of ChamomiUa, Rhus toxicodendron. Pulsatilla, \'omitThe observations are
nut (Nux vomica), China and Opium.
Continue to work in this faithful way.
straightforward and accurate.
What we are doing in this branch is a religious duty for the benefit of
mankind.

.

.

.

For further proving Hahnemann sends some tincture of " true Helleborus
Then he asks Stapf to prove Camphor (" it is a divine remedy ").
His letter ends

niger."

:

If you would only insert some passages in the "Allg. Anz." from
Your style is full, flowing and
time to time in praise of homoeopathy
powerful and the good cause requires such a herald. Besides, nothing
!
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forms our mind so well as good conversation and the ordering and
presentation of our thoughts in public writings.
This gives us graduallv
an unusual accuracy in thought, in clearness of expression and in the
gift of imparting our thought so perfectly that others may read clearly
into our soul and elevate themselves thereby.

way Stapf

continually encouraged at the beginning, by Hahnemann,
than thirty-two remedies.
Hahnemann's therapy was the last part of his doctrine, which Stapf could

In this

proved no

appreciate.

,

less

He

saj-s himself, it

required particularly earnest consideration

from many points of view and numerous experiences of bis own before he was
fully convinced of the principal therapeutic law of homoeopathy.
But then
he saw " that hopeless arbitrariness in medical thought and action, that
despicable vacillation and that no less pernicious adherence to error and to
the innumerable number of precepts disgracing medicine," yet medicine had

become

to

him

a real art of healing.

Stapf then continues

:

More paradoxical still seemed at first sight what Hahnemann
teaches concerning the doses in which the medicines are to be given for
healing purposes.
But even in his allopathic career he had a peculiar
horror of assaulting the sick organism with tremendous doses of heroic
remedies.
To the attainment of truth he pursued the same way which
Hahnemann himself had previously trodden. As his instructions
given at various times amply testify, this road ascended gradually
after thousands of experiences to the heights of dose diminution, as
explained in the second edition of his " Materia Medica pura."

As opposed to Dr. Sachs of Konigsberg (see also Griessehch's " Sachsenspiegel ") Stapf defends in a special footnote this gradual progression of
Hahnemann to the highest dilutions of medicines after having employed
formerly larger and stronger doses. That had been, he said, the result of
" Shall what is regarded as praiseworthy
further continuous observations.
in other investigators redound to the disgrace of Hahnemann ?
Or should
perhaps homoeopathy enter the world complete from the

start, hke Minerva
from Jupiter's head ?
At first Stapf considered i '50 or i/ioo of a grain of medicine a small
dose, or at any rate, an adequately small dose, but profiting by numerous
observations, he arrived at higher dilutions like his master Hahnemann,
whose statements " served as a standard for him." The same thing happened
in the determination of the intervals at which the medicines are to be
" He has tried and proved many things and found
administered.
and

Stapf in his conclusion to this part of his
autobiography.
From the period when Stapf was often travelling from Naumburg to
Leipsic to see Hahnemann (as also later to Kothen) we have the description

retained the best," says

of Stapf's personality,

38, pp. 309

drawn by Franz Hartmann

(" Allg.

hom. Ztg.," Vol.

and 370.

Stapf was no longer in Leipsic but he came from time to time
from Naumburg where he was living. His goodnaturedness so apparent
at first sight, won all hearts to him.
Closer acquaintance with him
soon showed that he was far ahead of our knowledge in every wav
although he had not long been qualified. Unasked he was given that
esteem which befitted his high scientific training and his innate medical
His conversation was instructive in more than one respect
talent.
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and he scarcely seemed to

realise that he dominated everybody.
But
on account of this modest}' that he was so highly esteemed.
Important as his scholarship was to everybody and gladly as he
accommodated in his friendly way this desire for knowledge, yet it
was not in his nature to tarry long over a point which his far quicker
and sharper power of conception could understand. This perpeinum
mobile formed a part of his peculiar character which never caused
offence.
For even the butterfly in him never let anything pass by
which might have some interest and just that fieetness with which
everything was touched stimulated a sharper capacity for thought and
it

is

so made possible a more lasting impression.
More serious scientific
subjects were discussed amid jokes and laughter, for ever a witticism,
a merr\' prank and suchlike were interspersed without injuring the
instructive nature of the discussion.

In another place

Hartmann wrote

:

In the first few days of January, 1S21, 1 was surprised one morning
by the arrival of our like-minded Dr. Stapf of Naumburg. He had been
commissioned by the Prussian Minister for War to make observations
upon the so-called Egyptian inflammation of the eye (Trachoma),
which was then raging amongst the Prussian arm}- on the Rhine, and he
was to try whether he could arrest it by homoeopathic medicines. He
came to Berlin to receive further instructions. He availed himself of
this opportunity to visit me and asked me to go with him, which I
would gladly have done (since all expenses would be paid) had it not
meant the delaying of the object of my stay in Berlin for a whole year.
Much as it grieved me I therefore had to refuse this friendly ofter, and
Stapf also was sorry for he had only a young Russian to help him, who
had seen little service in homoeopathy.

From 1822 onwards Stapf published the first homoeopathic periodical,
the " Archiv fiir die homoopathische Heilkunst " and this he directed alone
until July, 1836, when Dr. Gustav Wilhelm Gross became co-pubhsher with
him.
On Hahnemann's doctorate jubilee, 1829, Stapf arranged the publication of the " Lesser Writings " of the Master.
As a true pupil of Hahnemann he was much sought after as physician.
In 1835 he was called to London to continue there a treatment of the Queen
of England, which he had commenced by letter.
On his journey home he
seems to have travelled via Paris and to have visited Hahnemann, as he tells
us himself in passing (see his words about Hahnemann, Supplement 181).
Worldly honours also fell to his lot he became a Medical Councillor for
;

Saxony.
Stapf was and always remained a true disciple of the Master and a zealous
defender of the " pure " theory.
In all the disputes of the later years he stood
by Hahnemann's side and he always treated him with the deepest respect in
his " Archiv," defending him from a most sacred conviction.
His dissertations and articles on every possible question of homoeopathic therapy are
numerous. Together with smaller works (in the years 1810 and 1822) he also
published supplements to the " Materia Medica Pura."
It was quite right
that the old man who had become deaf with age, should be led b\- von
Bonninghausen in 185 1, as the oldest student and friend of Hahneniimn, to
hang up the first wreath on the iron railing surrounding the Master's
monument at Lcipsic when it was unveiled. On the nth of July, i860, he
died in his seventy-first year at Kosen.

!

WISLICENUS
Finally the last of this group
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:

E. WiSLICENUS.

Had an

amiable nature which shunned publicity. Although taking the
he preferred to work quietly as a faithful
disciple of Hahnemann.
In 1821 he was already able to show favourable
results from homoeopathic treatment in the Berlin General Garrison Hospital
under the inspection of military physicians. His successes were such that
these took home with them Wislicenus's diary in order to be able to study it
at greater leisure.
An embittered antagonist to homoeopathy (Lesser) wrote
about this

work

of the cause very seriously,

:

It was no business of the highest authorities to take account of
these experiments.
I shall let them know this some day.

...

That

happened.

never

Moreover, Wislicenus never received his
again, in spite of repeated requests.
If there had been
anything unfavourable to homoeopathy to be extracted from them, such a
proceeding would surely not have been followed. It was a good thing for

memoranda back

Wislicenus that the Prussian Minister for

pathy and a friend

of

Hahnemann.

The

War was

latter

a supporter of homoeowrote to Wislicenus.

Kothen, Oct. 18th, 1821.
your good fortune to be under such a ver\^ kind man as
the Minister for War, Herr von Hake, who has such knowledge of our
t

It is

science.

And on January
t

I

am

ist, 1822,

writing to you to-day particularly to ask

if

you will kindly

go to the Minister von Hake, and after paying him my obedient respects,
ask him from me whether my letter of November 13th has yet reached
him. I am very anxious to know this as soon as possible.
In the first six volumes of the " Archiv " there are several articles by
"
Wislicenus about clinical results. But he only wrote for the " Archiv
when Hahnemann had waived his objections to it. In the above letter of
January ist, 1822, the beginning reads
:

wrote to you, Stapf's Preface to the " Archiv " has
from which I have learned that Reclam's foolish talk
about it earlier on was without foundation. I therefore have no hesitation in telling you that I shall by no means dissuade people from
contributing.
If the "Archiv " holds fast to the spirit of homoeopathy,
I

come

it

will

Since

I last

to me,

be useful.

In a letter of
disciple in this

December

matter

25th, 1823,

HahnemaHn even encourages

his

:

I have read with pleasure your article [in the "Archiv"] about
t
venereal chancres.
Carry on the good work
I

After criticising an article by Dr. Caspari and discussing his antagonists
(Supplement 78) Hahnemann concludes by saying

in general

:

Meanwhile I am looking forward to your finishing this pamphlet
t
which wiU certainly be successful because it comes from a generous
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have experienced such invectives several times before.
hand my true pupils amongst whom I number you without
hesitation, have given me much pleasure by following faithfully and
by elaborating important points of this teaching from my own point
of view, and at the same time they are rendering great service to science
and suffering humanity.
heart.

On

I

.

the other

From this correspondence it is clear that Hahnemann treasured Wislicenus
as a faithful disciple.
For many years Dr. Wislicenus practised at Eisenach and died on Julv
14th, 1864.
During the last years of his life he had withdrawn from all
social intercourse and had almost become a recluse.
The group of eight disciples whose biography we have just described
in brief, formed to a certain extent the first year's growth of the tree.
To
the second ring of growth belonged, apart from Hahnemann's first pupils,
physicians who had changed from allopathy to homoeopathy after having
been convinced of the excellence of the new science of healing by study and
practical experience.
Laymen too, who had done good work for the cause
are represented in this wider circle.
In it we count Aegidi, von Bonninghausen, von Brunnow, Caspari, von Gersdorff, Griesselich, Hartlaub,
Haubold, Jahr, Lehmann, Miihlenbein, Moritz Miiller, Rau, Rummel,
Schweikert, Trinks.

4

Karl Julius Aegidi
was born on May

14th, 1795, at Kiauten in East Prussia.

He was

first

of all

" M3'
the allopathic district physician for Johannisburg and then for Tilsit.
own suffering contributed more than the successful cure of a few cases of
illness to my being convinced of the excellence of the homoeopathic method,"
wrote Dr. Aegidi, and after that he describes his cure bordering on the
miraculous (in Stapf's " Archiv," 1828, Vol. 7, Part H, p. 77)
:

In the

autumn

on an official journev in his
he was thrown from his carriage and
incurred a severe contusion of the left shoulder.
Bv local bloodletting and the usual antipholgistic treatment, the most distressing
of his s3'mptoms were removed in a few days
stiU, a weakness and
heaviness of the left upper arm remained. He began to grow thin
with the severe local pains, whilst his shoulder and elbow joints became
swollen.
Aegidi's condition soon became such that he had to give up
his profession and entrust himself to the treatment of some of his
professional colleagues.
After a year all movement of the upper arm
was impossible
the injured shoulder dropped li inches lower than
the sound one. The elbow stood out from the bodv about four inches
and every effort to bring it to the body caused the most excruciating
pains.
His sleep was continually broken and his general health became
as a result more and more ailing.
For four months two large issues
were opened, the one on the upper arm and the other on the shoulder
blade.
It was all in vain.
Then two long setons, four to six inches
in length, were inserted at the places named.
These also failed.
After a few months he had recourse to the cautery, with which he had
three strips, four inches long, burned round the shoulder joint in
May, 1822. The first result was a cessation of pain and the possibihtv
of moving the arm. which had been altogether impossible for a \ear
and a half. But in the summer the old pains and disturbance returned

Johannisburg

of 1820, whilst

circuit in Litavia,

;

;

—
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In addition to the
his general health became worse than ever.
disease of the elbow joint, there were now also enlargements of the
After trying every pos sible allopathic medicine
clavicle and sacrum.

and

he tried homoeopathic remedies but only his general health improved.
Then, in January, 1S23, after more than two years of an exceedingly
painful disease, he wrote to Hahnemann, describing his whole condition
and the remedies he had applied.
;

Hahnemann's answer read

as follows

:

Consider how entirely in accordance with the observances of
science are the issues, setons and tinallv the chief torture, cauterv

Dr. Karl Julius Aegidl

—

that suppuration that follows them.
With that scilicet
is done to the whole body.
It is only local, and when through
the protracted condition of suppuration aU the matter has run out,
then the shoulder joint and the whole body wiU be healthy and sound
[thus scoffs Hahnemann
R.H.\
But what did you obtain from all these hopes. Did not the e\'il
spread ?
How foolish are all these material theories and how callous
is their application resulting in torture to mankind!
Your affliction is of longer standing than you imagine. You must have
come in contact with someone infected with itch earlier in life, or as
a child you must have had an eruption on your head.

with

all

I

no harm

!

—

Aegidi says to this
he has certainly never suffered from an eruption
but he now remembered having opened an abscess for a young girl in the
;

:
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and having slightly pricked himself on the middle finger of
The result at the time had been a swelling of the whole arm
followed, after a temporarv' recovery, by acute rheumatism of the left shoulder.
" Now," wrote Aegidi, " I could look at the reason for my disease in quite
another light." Full of confidence he took Hahnemann's nine po\vders
which were to be taken in fifty days. And behold
at the end of the last
week he awoke with a feeling of health he had never experienced before.
He was able to hft his bad arm with ease and he could bend and extend the
elbow joint which had previously been stiff. But when he took some baths
in Teplitz in order to recuperate completely, his condition became worse
again.
Hahnemann, whom he visited in Kothen on his way home, gave him
spring of 1815

his right hand.

!

" After this," wrote Aegidi, " my illness
further homoeopathic remedies.
disappeared entirely and my physical condition reached
an
excellence such as I had never enjoyed before my \-ears of illness.
After so splendid an example of the value of homoeopathy, proved on my
own person, my s\'mpath3- for this mode of treatment was bound to be
tremendously strengthened."
At the end of 1830, Hahnemann, through the mediation of Princess

....

Friedrich of Prussia, offered Aegidi. who had meanwhile removed to Tilsit
as district medical officer, a position as regimental surgeon, so that he could
at the same time give medical advice to the Princess, who was a confirmed
homoeopath. In Februar\-, 183 1, he therefore left his post and practice
in Tilsit and travelled to Berlin.
Here he learned that the position was
intended for somebody else according to the rules of seniority. In his extremity
he applied to Hahnemann, who then prevailed on the Princess Friedrich to
take Aegidi into her exclusive service as Physician-in-Ordinary.
Here
he was very active, especially in the higher circles, for the propagation of
homoeopathy. He corresponded very frequently with Hahnemann. With
Countess von der Recke he founded in Diisselthal the first homoeopathic
hospital for children, in Germany.
Hahnemann was ver\- much pleased \nth
this, and wrote to Aegidi

t

Cothen, Dec.

i6th,

1S32.

am

glad that your patients are doing so well.
I
am so ver}- delighted about your entirely homoeopathic hospital and
I have already made a short note of it.
I beg of you to pubhsh complete
and detailed yearly statements of your clinics, so as to obtain preeminence amongst all the other homoeopathic clinics which may be set up
elsewhere.
At least the one in Leipsic will never accomplish much.
My
Catilinaria against the pseudo-homoeopaths there, which Bonninghausen will send to you [the article in the Leipsic Daily Paper R.H.j
has not yet borne the right fruit.
Mor. MiiUer and Haubold. who
felt the sting, elected (not from choice) Dr. Schweikert as Director of
the Clinic, but they proceeded to bait him after doing so.
As a matter
of fact these intriguers instead of improving themselves now form
a joint conspiracy against me and they have even tried to turn wholehearted, pure homoeopaths against me.
I expect much evil
at least
a shameless letter of calumny
but I think they are also trying to form
a sect of their own, of semi-homreopaths shame upon them
This
would not confound me. These miserable creatures cannot perform
anything beneficial unless they will or can cure purely homoeopathicallv.
Only the pure and genuine homoeopaths can accomplish what seems
half a miracle
I

—

—

—

—

!

;
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8th January, 1833.
t
beg of you
to write to me
By issuing
the smallest details about your institution in Dlisselthal.
quarterly reports of the results obtained by your pure homoeopathy
3-ou will provide a splendid admonition to the false prophets in and
around Saxony, and you will create for yourself an immortal fame.
I

In spite of his close connection with Hahnemann, Aegidi contrived to
preserve his own independence and in many matters he went entirely his
own way. For a time he inclined towards occultism but later he appears
For he neither mentioned his clairvoyant any more,
to have abandoned it.
nor did he enter any deeper into the matter. Concerning the question of
potencies he maintained a different opinion from Hahnemann and his
adherents for quite a long time. He repudiated the thesis that the effect
Rather did he take up the
of the medicine was increased by the potentising.
point of view that dilution of the remedy meant a conscious and desired
weakening. Therefore he rejected the expression " potentising " and desired
to see it replaced by " degree of division."
From this it followed that he
demanded a repetition of the remedy, and even, if he considered it necessary,
a larger dose.
With Aegidi's continual vacillation it was not strange that
he should hit upon the use of double remedies. Indeed, it was he who even
made Hahnemann hesitate and caused him to think of including double
remedies in the Fifth edition of the " Organon." It was only after mature
reflection and after he had been warned by the precipitate jubilation of the
allopaths, that Hahnemann saw the danger in this development of homoeopathy, and rejecting determindly double remedies, he altered again the
passages concerned in the " Organon " (see Supplement 50 and the letters
Supplement 120
to Bonninghausen about the double remedy question

—

letter of

and October i6th, 1833, and of September iSth, 1838,
Hahnemann wrote to Aegidi on this subject

June

Vol. II).

17th,

:

Cothen, April 28th, 1833.
t
not cease from announcing publicly in great detail your work
in the Diisselthal institution.
But do cease to pay any attention to
Dr. StoU's mixtures
otherwise I might fear that you were not yet
convinced of the eternal necessity of treating patients with simple
unmixed remedies. I have seen even shepherds and hangmen do some
wonderful things now and then. Are we to chance to luck in the same

Do

;

way

?

And:
Cothen, January gth, 1834.
I
opinion you have proceeded somewhat too speedily in the
matter of administering double remedies, since j'ou are generally an
impulsive man.
I cannot and will not prevent you from talking about
it in public
I don't do it myself.
You presuppose that imitators could easity find the correct
SimiUimum in such a case of illness not only for one part of the symptoms
but also the other part and in such a way that they could always achieve
good results. Ah
if most homceopaths could or would discover
onty ONE remedy, exactly suitable in accurate similarity to the
characteristic symptoms, we would gladly excuse them the necessity
of finding the nearest suitable one
In

my

;

!

!

.

.

.

.
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For my part I find the discovery of the right remedy difficult and
Therefore I do not see how they would hit
laborious in every case.
upon the first, to say nothing of the second twin remedy so easily
Pardon me for being so incredulous in this matter. However, I leave
but I beg you to use only the
it to you to write about as you think fit
" Archiv," as both the homoeopathic periodicals appear before the
general public [" Allg. horn. Ztg." and " Zeitung der homoopathischen
Heilkunst fiir Arzte and Nichtarzte " by Dr. G. A. B. Schweikert
R.H.]
it will be a delight for the allopaths.
!

—

—

;

He also
In later years Aegidi abandoned the use of double remedies.
turned to the use of higher potencies and thus drew into closer union wdth
the friends of the " pure " Hahnemann movement.
In the year 1834 Princess Friedrich had been obliged to complain to
Hahnemann about the "increasing lack of interest" of her Physician in
ordinary in her "own state of health," for which reason she had intended to
dismiss him without more ado. Hahnemann did indeed intercede for Aegidi,
but he could not prevent the dismissal. Aegidi afterwards acquired an
extensive practice in the Rhineland as an independent physician, so that
the title of " Privy Councillor for Sanitation " was conferred upon him.
The Duke of Bernburg had previously made him a Medical Councillor.
On January 7th, 1S36, Hahnemann wrote to Aegidi from Paris
:

I shall always rejoice to hear that you are faithfully practising
f
and teaching our divine science in its purest form and from what I read
in your letters to me from Konigsberg I shall henceforth think of you
no longer with indignation.

Although he did
Finally he settled down in Freienwalde on the Oder.
not alwa\'s act according to the pure principles of homoeopathy in his practice,
yet he was continually standing out for homoeopathy in his extensive literary

work

(-54).

Clemens Fr.wz
"

M.\ri.\

von Bonxin'gh.\usen.

Hahnemann's most faithful students and most grateful admirers,
one of the first master minds of homoeopathic science " was the pronouncement
of the dead man's contemporary friends, when they had to communicate
Like so many
to the homoeopathic world the painful news of his death.
others Bonninghausen turned to homoeopathy from a different walk of life
and came to practise if after it had saved his life.

One

of

Born on the 12th of March, 17S5, on his parents' estate, Heringhaven.
Dutch province of Oberyssel, he passed his youthful years entirely
in the country, where his body was indeed vigorously developed but his mind
cultivated only scantily by a tutor.
He was a scion of an old but none too
prosperous family of the Prussian military nobility. Thus it came about

in the

that when in his twelfth year he entered the Grammar School at Miinster in
\\'estphaUa, he had to take his place at the bottom of the class.
But he soon
worked himself upwards and. taking a position amongst the top boys, he
kept it steadily from that time.
At eighteen years of age he went to the Dutch
L^niversity of Groningen. where for three years he chiefl\- studied law. at the
same time attending lectures in the natural sciences and in medicine. After
obtaining his doctor's degree on August 30th, 1806, he was called to the bar
at Deventer on the ist of October.
In 1807 he accompanied his father to
Utrecht as representative of the Oberyssel Election Committee, which had

[
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been sent to Louis Bonaparte, then King of Holland. As the son spoke
French better than his father, he was admitted to the audience as spokesman.
The consequence was that he obtained a good position at the Dutch court,
advanced exceptionally quickly and sometimes superceded older officials.
But when Louis Bonaparte abdicated from his position as King of Holland
on July ist, iSio, Bonninghausen, most painfully upset at this step taken
by his extremely benevolent patron, retired also from the Dutch State
service and returned to his father's estate to devote himself to agriculture

He had a special preference for botany.
its subsidiary sciences.
In the autumn of 1812 he married and proceeded in the spring of 1814
to manage his own estate at Darup in Westphalia.
By precept and example
he tried at the same time to improve the Westphalian peasantr^^
The
and

Dr. Carl von Bonninghausen.
society which he founded in the district of Miinster was to serve the same
purpose.
It was the first of the agricultutal societies in the West Prussian
States, and in an extended form is still exists to-day.
Several literary works

were intended also to promote agriculture. From 1816-1822 he was County
Councillor of the District of Coesfeld, in which his estate of Darup lies.
In
the year 1822, he was appointed General Commissioner of the land-register
of the Rhineland and Westphalia, which had then been newly drawn up, as a
practical and theoretical landowner.
This office necessitated many extensive
journeys in this part of the State and gave him increased opportunities for
studying the indigenous flora. As the result of his observations he published
a work in 1824, in which he drew attention to the similarity of the flora of the
Rhine and Westphalia to that of England. Subsequent to this work he was
appointed director of the botanical gardens at Miinster, and thereby he came
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many eminent botanists of Europe. Two of them,
Sprengel and Reichenbach, attached his name to two plant families.
In the autumn of 1827 Bonninghausen became seriously ill. Two of the
most celebrated physicians declared the disease to be suppurative
His trouble became more and more desperate until the early
tuberculosis.
After having given up all hope, he wrote a farewell letter to
part of 1828.
his old botanical friend, Dr. A. Weihe, a physician in Herford, who had become
Utterly confounded by
a homoeopath without Bonninghausen knowing it.
the news Weihe asked his friend to send him a very careful description of the
disease and its symptoms at once. Bonninghausen complied with this request
and Weihe sent homoeopathic medicines with instructions. Weihe's confident
hope was justified. Bonninghausen improved appreciably and towards the
end of the summer he was considered cured. From that time homoeopathy
had gained not merely another adherent but also one of its keenest followers.
At first he tried to inspire the doctors in Miinster with whom he had
come into closer contact as member and co-founder of a medical society.
He hoped to make progress in the new healing art with them and through
them. But as he met with practically no response onl}- two of the oldest
physicians, Dr. Lutterbeck and Dr. Tuisting, were converted after several
astonishing cures he set to work on Hahnemann's writings, for the study of
which the knowledge he had acquired at the University in medicine and
natural science afforded him a good foundation. Then he began to prove
medicines, where again his great knowledge of botany served him in great
stead.
Very soon he acquired great fame as a homoeopath. Physicians from
France, Holland and America came to him in Miinster.
On his many official
journeys he was obliged more and more to give medical attention and advice
concerning matters of health. This he repeatedly describes in letters to his
revered master Hahnemann. Naturally he was not immune from the
antagonisms of allopathic doctors and he had to take steps to obtain official
permission to be a doctor. Up to this time and as long as he was in the
service of the State, he was primarily concerned in literary work for
into close touch with

—

—

homoeopathy.

He realised that the first requirement in homoeopathy is a materia medica
that is as perfect as possible.
And that apart from the knowledge of the
actions of medicines it would be necessary for every physician to be able to
find quickly and in a reliable manner the characteristics of each individual
remedy, if he is to fight successfully the disease diagnosed. He therefore
compiled some detailed and reliable work? of reference giving other sources
Thus originated
of information as a help to the memory of the physician.
in the thirties and forties a number of repertories, pocket books, manuals and
other homceopathic writings to which other books were added up to 1864.
Apart from that he wrote long and short essays in the homoeopathic periodicals
(" .'\rchiv," " Allg. hom. Ztg." and " Homoeopathe Beige").
In addition
there were 112 bulky quarto volumes of the patients' diaries which he had so
carefully compiled and which were of inestimable value, particularly to his
successors.

On

the nth of July, 1843, he was granted authority to practise medicine
by order of the Cabinet of King Friedrich' Wilhelm I\', without undergoing
a medical e.xamination.
From this time, coinciding with the completion of the
register and the retirement from State service which he then requested.
Bonninghausen took up medical practice as his sole profession and his
practice increased continually.
Like Hahnemann he held the supreme
requirements for successful homoeopathic treatment, to be strict and
accurate in making a detailed examination of the patient and a complete

*
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tabulation of the disease symptoms. These teachings he impressed very
earnesth' on young physicians in a special treatise written shortly before his
In treating diseases even of the acute kind, he used only high
death.
His potencies were
potencies, particular^ in the later decades of his life.
He
generally the 200th centesimal, prepared by Lehrmann in Schoningen.
applied these particularly in the healing of animals, in which he was also
greatly interested and of which he wrote reports in the " Allg. hom. Ztg."
An abundant correspondence kept him in touch not only with the most
eminent representatives of homoeopathy, but above all with Hahnemann.
We know that he was the favourite and mo ;t intimate disciple of Hahnemann,
who wished to see him in Paris but no one else, and that he maintained a
regular correspondence with him until shortly before his death when all other
communications with the German homoeopaths had been curtailed.
But, for his part, Bonninghausen had been very faithful to the Master's
None adhered to the " Pure " principle as he did to his last
theories.
breath and none defended the Master so resolutely as he against all antagonisms
within homoeopathic circles as well as against attacks from without. Nevertheless, he always preserved his own opinions and convictions and stood up
From 1848
for them (just as he did over the question of double remedies).
onwards he arranged every year a meeting of the homoeopathic physicians of
Westphalia and the Rhineland. This gathering continued to take place
The homoeopathic medical college at Cleveland
regularly after his death.
(U.S.A.) honoured him, on the ist of March, 1854, by granting him the title
of doctor of medicine and the Emperor Napoleon HI appointed him Knight
A Prussian newspaper had
of the Legion of Honour on April 20th, 1861.
already pubhshed the following information in 1855

—

:

The French Empress Eugenie has called upon the most celebrated
homoeopathic physician now living. Dr. von Bonninghausen of ^liinster
attendance. This physician, equally
in Westphalia, for medical
distinguished as a practitioner and a writer, was originally a layman
and as such was early declared by Hahnemann to be his most excellent
student.

A engtleman in all his actions, Bonninghausen was frank, amiable,
" Never," writes a biographer at his
generous-hearted and unassuming.
death, " did an expression or a word shp from his pen which would have
offended social or professional decency. To his opponents and repudiators
who did not accord him the respect he deserved, he owed no grudge, nor did
he pay them back in their own coin. He either disregarded them entirely
if they did not appear to him to be of his class, or else he tried to convert
them from their errors in a scientific way."
To a ripe old age he remained physically sound and mentally active like
his master Hahnemann.
Not until the winter of 1863 was there any sign of
bronchial catarrh and severe coughing.
Yet he continued to make his
accustomed afternoon calls in the January of 1864 until four days before the
end.
On January 22nd, he completed his written work after a walk. On
the following day he was overcome by a stroke and on January 26th, 1864,
at a quarter to four in the morning, he passed away at the age of seventy-nine
years (-55).
Two of his seven sons, Karl and Friedrich, followed in their father's footThe former (born in 1826) married the adopted daughter of
steps.
Hahnemann's widow, as we have
homoeopathy in conjunction with

seen, settled

down

in Paris

and practised

He died on

the 13th of
July, 1902, after having lost his wife three years before, on the 7th of February,
his mother-in-law.
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Bonninghausen's second son, Friedrich, born on April 14th, 1828,
adopted a legal career. After passing the first two State examinations he began to study medicine at the age of twenty-seven.
He was led to
take this step by the wonderful cures o'^ his father, which he had experienced
in his own case.
As a child he was very delicate and had been blind for
almost two 3'ears. Through his father's skill he had recovered so well that his
eyesight was continually improving and up to his very latest years he was
still able to read the smallest t3'pe without glasses.
After having studied
medicine for four years in Bonn and Berlin, and after passing his State
examination and doctorate cum lande, he settled down in 1S59 as a physician
to help his ageing father in Miinster.
Here he worked in the paternal home
for more than fifty years, and was widely known amongst the citizens of
Miinster, as well as the nobility and the peasantry of the surrounding districts.
After a short illness he died on the 6th of August, 1910, eighty-three years
1899.

had

first

of age.

Thus the father's convictions lived on in his .sons. In the world of
homoeopathy there will always be a memory, after Hahnemann for his most
eminent disciple and friend, the old Herr von Bonninghausen.

Ernst Georg Baron von Brunnow.
If

Hahnemann

to a layman, this

dedicated one of his chief works, the " Chronic Diseases,"
man must have acquired special merit in his eyes in

connection with his life-work. We therefore need no further justification
for paying special regard to this protagonist of Hahnemann, even though he
was not a practical homoeopathic physician and worked for the cause only as
The eldest son of a high Saxon officer originating from Kurland,
a writer.
Brunnow was born on the 6th of April, 1796, in Dresden. From 1815 to 1819
the young man studied law at Leipsic, after having early lost his father.
" I had always been ailing," he tells us, " and a victim of doctors from my
early childhood.
My faith in medicine had become very weak. Amongst
other troubles I suffered from my eyes, which I reaUy needed most at that
time."
On a midda}' stroll in the avenues of Leipsic Brunnow saw Hahnemann
for the first time in the spring of 1816.
A fellow student and countr\Tnan of
Brunnow belonged to the admirers of the now famous " discoverer of
homoeopathy." Brunnow became interested in this scholar, so original even
in his public deportment and in his teaching.
He read the " Organon," was
converted and submitted at once to Hahnemann's treatment. " Hahnemann
received me very graciously," Brunnow says, " and daily we came in closer
touch with each other, so that after a few months, an intimate friendship
had been built up between the sixty year old physician and the student of
nineteen years. Veneration and gratitude alike bound me to him with
strong ties."
Hahnemann completely restored the ailing youth. " Healthy and
bright I left Leipsic after passing my examination and began the career of
State service in law," said Brunnow.
In order to give effectual expression
to his gratitude, he resolved to translate Hahnemann's chief work, the
" Organon," into French, the language most widely used in Europe at that
time.
Whoever has read the " Organon " in German will be able to appreciate
the unusual difficulties which beset Brunnow in his purpose.
First of all,
he had to study the writings of celebrated French physicians so as to obtain
mastery of the technical terms of French medicine. After carrying out the
necessary survey of medical sciences onl}' then could he proceed to the
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It appeared
translation of the work and this was pubhshed in the year 1824.
" Organon de I'art guerir, traduit de I'original allemand du
under the title
:

Docteur Samuel Hahnemann par Erneste George de Brunnow. Dresde et
He introduced the translation with his own
Leipsic, chez Arnold 1S24."
preface.
Therein he gave a short outline of the history of homoeopathy and
summarised the main tenets.
Brunnow's translation did a great deal to advance Hahnemann's theory
and contributed largely to its propagation in France, Italy, England,
Hungary, Poland and Russia. By its means the translator entered into
correspondence with numerous phj'sicians of these countries with the result
He
that he became more and more enthusiastic for the homoeopathic cause.
also translated into French Hahnemann's little work on the injurious effects
of coffee and had this small work and his preface to the " Organon " printed
"
with the special title Expose de la reforme medicale du Docteur Hahnemann
and he distributed abroad thousands of copies at his own expense. In order
to make Hahnemann's " Materia Medica Pura " more accessible to physicians
abroad which would, of course, promote homoeopath}' also Brunnow
Hahnemann approved of the
resolved to translate this work into Latin.
plan and Brunnow gained over to his side Stapf, Gross, Trinks and Schonk.
Consequently, in 1S26 and 1828 two bulky volumes appeared " Samuelis
Hahnemanni materia medica pura etc." But as translations in the languages
of the different countries were soon appearing this translation into Latin was
:

—

—

not continued.

When Hahnemann wrote and published his "Chronic Diseases" in the
years 1828-1830, he dedicated this work of his, by which he set so great store,
to Ernst von Brunnow in remembrance of his great services rendered in the
propagation of homoeopathy. The old Master and his much younger student
were then on the friendhest terms with one another. But the theory of
extreme dilution and dynamisation was exaggerated

in this

work.

It

went so

inhaling of a " granule of the size of a mustard seed,
moistened with the decillionth dilution of the remedy." and moreover there
were to be long intervals between the doses. This led to schism between
Hahnemann and his zealous student, Brunnow. The latter attached himself
to the views shared by the " Half Homoeopaths " whom the Master had
attacked.
A second edition of the French translation of the " Organon "
having become necessary in 1832, Brunnow wrote for it a special detailed
introduction which he again had printed as a separate work undei the title
" Precis de la methode curative homeopathique, consideree sous le rapport
In this
historique, dogmatique et critique, par le traducteur de I'Organon."
introduction Brunnow, with the greatest possible consideration for Hahnemann, declared himself to be a supporter of the more moderate faction,
rejecting the new theories of the " Chronic
Diseases." This aroused
Hahnemann's anger to such an extent that it came to an open break between
the Master and his disciple (see Chapter XIII and Supplement 87). Not
until a short time before his death did Hahnemann take steps tov/ards a
far as to

recommend the

:

by addressing an affectionately warm letter to Brunnow. The
appeased by his Master's proceeding, wrote a detailed obituary in
"A
1843, which appeared in " Malten's neuster Weltkunde " as an article
survey of Hahnemann and Homoeopathy." In the following year he had
In it
this essay published (with Teubner's of Leipsic) as a separate booklet.
he gave some very valuable information about Hahnemann's private life
in Leipsic from his own knowledge and also about the defections amongst
A year
the homoeopaths after the appearance of the " Chronic Diseases."
later, on the 5th of May. 1845, Brunnow passed away after an illness of several
reconciliation

latter,

:
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weeks. He was only forty-nine years of age, and was sincerely and deeply
regretted by the homoeopaths, to whom, during his whole life and during his
tenure of office as Secretary of the Central Association he had always been so
helpful and self-sacrificing in his support.

Carl
During the twenties

\V.

Caspar:.

of the last centur}^ Dr. Caspari joined the intimate

in Leipsic.
The son of a country parson at
Zschortau near Delitzsch, he gave evidence quite early of a certain mental
eccentricity which made him appear intolerable to many people. Hahnemann
himself was repeatedly very angry with him, as, for example, in 1822 (see the
His accurate observations
letter to Wislicenus of December 25th, 1823).
concerning charcoal were supplemented by Hahnemann's provings of two
kinds of charcoal, ^\''hether these investigations had been stimulated by
Caspari's work or whether they had been undertaken independently can no
However, Hahnemann was again angry with Caspari
longer be ascertained.
perhaps because the latter had forestalled him, which did not please
circle of

Hahnemann's students

—

Hahnemann.
Yet later he contributed a great deal to the development of homoeopathy.
Proceeding from the point of view that the growth of homoeopathy abroad
and its position with the authorities could only be attained or promoted by
winning larger and larger circles of the people to its cause, he wrote his
" Physician for the Home and Travels."
This book has appeared in many
new editions up to our time, although the stricter homoeopaths soon opposed
He also published a
this " popularising " of the homoeopathic science.
" Dispensatorium homoeopathicum," thereby giving the first idea of homoeo" My experiences in
Other writings of his are
pathic pharmacopoeias.
Homoeopathy " (1823), " Primer of Dietetics " (1825), " Homoeopathic
Pathology " (1827-1828, three volumes), " Proof of the truth of the
homoeopathic method of healing, founded on the laws of nature " (Leipsic,
This talented man of high mental capacity was taken awa\- in the
1828).
best years of his manhood after a morbid intensif\ang of his peculiar mental
:

outlook.

Heixrich August von Gersdorff,
a friend and fellow- worker of Hahnemann at the " Chronic Diseases," and in
the medical provings, was born on January i8th, 1793, at Herrnhut, where
his parents were spending the winter as members of the evangelical brotherhood. His father was the possessor of an entailed estate at Alt-Seidenberg
After attending the educational institution at Niesky, the
in Oberlausitz.
school at Barby and finally the boarding school for the aristocracy at GrossHennersdorf near Herrnhut, the son wanted to study jurisprudence in
Leipsic, but suddenly decided to take up military .service.
He joined as a
cadet an Austrian Chevaux legers regiment, which was encamped near
Prague.
In the summer of 1813 he volunteered for service with Bliicher,
who had formed his Headquarters near Herrnhut, and he was appointed to
the Brandenburg Regiment of Hussars.
In this capacity he took part in the
bloody battle of Wartenburg on the Elbe without being wounded. But in
the Battle of Leipsic, in an attack on the Chevaux legers of Baden he was
thrown from his horse and wounded severely several times on the head and
left arm, which forced him to leave military service.
Then he continued his
law studies in Jena, obtained his doctorate in 1S17, and in the same year
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entered the service of the State in Weimar. Here he remained for the rest of
When juries were introduced he was selected to be the first
president of the court, and, as Privy Councillor of the Government, he was
able to celebrate his fiftieth year of service in 1867 with many distinctions and
demonstrations of honour.
He had early turned his attention to homoeopathic healing, and in the
year 1824 or 1825 he had brought two of his children to Hahnemann in
Kothen. After that the two men became intimate friends and Hahnemann
was godfather to one of his children, for which reason Hahnemann's letters
" My dear Sir, Privy Councillor, my very dear friend and
generally started
Kinsman " (^56) Gersdorff was not merely a zealous co-worker at the provings
of medicines, but above all he was reUable and expert in arranging the vast
his Hfe.

:

Dr. Heinrich A. von Gersdorff.

At his seat
In this respect he showed special talent.
of material.
of office, Eisenach, he used to treat many poor people homoeopathically, often
he applied for information. He also
aided by Hahnemann's advice, to

amount

whom

amongst other works he
wrote repeatedly on behalf of homoeopathy
" Cure of a dangerous disease by idiosomnambuhsm and the
compiled
homoeopathic remedies prescribed by the patient in his magnetically clairvoyant condition, after the careful observation made personally and
described by Heinrich August Baron Gersdorff, Ei.senach 1833, published by
Johann Fr. Barecke." Wherever he could he promoted homoeopathy even
Till the end, even after the departure to Paris, he
in his official capacity.
continued his correspondence with Hahnemann. He died in 1870, seventyseven years old.
His son Bruno also became a homoeopathic physician. Of him his sister
informed the " x\llg. hom. Ztg.," in 1897, Vol. 134, p. 187, that he had
studied in Leipsic and Jena and was first of all an allopath. After many
;

:
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arguments with his father he afterwards became a convinced and zealous
homoeopath. As a small boy he had suffered from caries of the right arm.
A large piece of bone detached itself from his arm, and in consequence the
elbow joint was never quite straight again but remained flexible. This he
owed entirely to homoeopathy, for by its means his caries was cured under
Later he used to perform all his operations with
his father's treatment.
He was a very popular obstetrician and g\'naecologist. In
his left hand.
1849 ^^ removed to Boston. His father could not resist accompanying
For years he occupied a chair at the Universit}' there.
his son.

LuDwiG Griesselich
was one of the most peculiar representatives of homoeopathy and one of its
most eminent hterary pioneers. A man of pronounced individuality and

Dr. p. W. L. Griesselich.

acute mentality, fuU of unintimidated courage, with a passionate impulse
towards independence of thought and action, and endowed with a rare agility
of tongue, he contrived by the fresh, and at times pungent nature of his
literary presentation to attract the widest attention, retaining

it

until his

death.

Born on the oth of March, 1804, at Sinsheim in the Grand Duchy of
Baden, he took up the profession of his father, who was district physician in
Sinsheim, and later at Schwetzingen. where he had acquired an e.xtensive
practice by his skill.
The talented young man was able to attend the
University of Heidelburg at sixteen years of age. where he studied medicine
and its kindred sciences so industriously that he graduated in 1824 as a
doctor of medicine, surgery and obstetrics.
He particularly inclined towards
botany. He had already made a collection in his boyhood and as a student
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much sought after by those of his friends who were unable to classify
In his capacity as a
plants or who had practically no knowledge of botan\-.
botanist he published several works in 1828, describing the flora of Baden
In 1832 he discovered a new type of
in the " Magazine for Pharmacy."
plant which he described, and in 1836 he published his improved and
completed works in a special volume: "Small Botanical Works." In the
year 1847 he wrote a " German Phytography containing an introduction
to the study of botany and a description of plants in their relation to
commerce, business, agriculture etc. A Book for Home and School."
Realist as he was and immersed in the most accurate knowledge of
surrounding nature, the medical student, as one of his biographers said,
soon felt the unpleasant truth expressed so mockingly but unfortunately so
" You study the whole of
truly by Mephistopheles in Goethe's " Faust "
the greater and lesser world and in the end, you have to let things happen,
" What one
as it pleases God," or what Faust expresses so plaintively
does not know is just what one might need, and what one knows one cannot
use."
In this frame of mind he proceeded to study earnesth' Hahnemann's
writings a few vears after the commencement of his professional duties as
Regimental Physician to the Artillery Brigade of the Grand Duke of Baden,
stationed in Karlsruhe (1824) and in 1S32 his research enthusiasm took him
to Kothen to see the Master.
His experiences on this journey were described
with a \'i\dd freshness in the " Sketches from the Folio of an Itinerant
Homoeopath." From them we understand that Hahnemann received this
student from the South of Germany with a friendly benevolence. By his
personal intercourse with Hahnemann for several weeks the student made
himself thoroughly conversant with the new doctrine, with the result that he
not only declared himself publicly to be a homoeopath, but he tried to
advance the cause as much as he could by his deeds and writings. On the
ist of June, 1S33, he convened a meeting of fourteen Baden physicians in
Durlach and this resulted on the following ist of October in the founding of
the " Homoeopathic Society of the Grand Duchy of Baden " in Baden-Baden
with thirty-two members. In the second half of the year 1834, there appeared
as the organ of this society the " Hygea, Periodical for Therap)'," which was
indeed supposed to be directed on behalf of the Society by an editorial
committee (Dr. Kramer, Privy Councillor and Royal Physician in Baden,
Dr. Wich, Court Councillor in Karlsruhe, Dr. Werber, Professor in Freiburg,
Dr. Arnold, Lecturer in Heidelburg, and Dr. Griesselich), but which from the
very beginning bore the stamp of Griesselich's individuality. In the following
year Griesselich was the sole publisher of this periodical, which soon gained
fame by the freshness and vividness of its presentation, and sometimes by the
Griesselich conducted the
decision of its tone and harshness of expression.
editorship of this periodical with untiring perseverance till his death.
That Hahnemann lost sympathy with him after a few years is easily
understood from the peculiar natures of the two men. Faithful as
Griesselich remained to the fundamental idea of homoeopath}-, which he
could defend with keenness and if occasion demanded, with a blunt coarseness and biting sarcasm, \'et in the disputed questions of high potencies he
The " Chronic Diseases "
fell awa}- from Hahnemann and his adherents.
"
had made him an opponent of the Hahnemannians." With increasing lack
of consideration he soon attacked the " High Potency " people more than
their allopathic antagonists, with whom he no longer considered it worth
while to wrestle. He did not entirely throw overboard the older method of
curing, but used what appeared to him to be of value in the treatment of his
patients.
\Mien Kleinert, in his " History of Homoeopathy," asserts that
he was

;

:

:
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Griesselich in the year 1805 called Hahnemann a fool and an old twaddler
and that his method was bad, although perhaps not so bad as the old one,
Kleinert unfortunately forgot to report where this damaging judgment of
In the " Hygea " of .1835 we certainly find
Griesselich was pronounced.
criticisms of Hahnemann, but none of them so harsh as in these words, which,

moreover, would form a striking contrast to GriesseUch's own utterances,
expressed three years previously in his sketches of Hahnemann (see Supplement 137, letter of Griesselich to Hahnemann^ July 23rd, 1833, also
Supplement 141, letter of May 20th, 1834). When he proceeded to transform
his paper in September, 1847, Griesselich expressly emphasises the fact that
" In continual regard for what Hahnemann, the master of the chair,
accomplished, the Homoion (the law of similars) was the standard for
Hygea,' without involving it in tenets of belief." Moreover, Griesselich laid
stress on the fact that, during its fourteen years of existence, it (" Hygea ")
" had endeavoured within its powers to approach its goal more nearly, by
devoting every care to the internal construction of homoeopathic healing and
by defending the rights of that which seemed worthy of defence in
:

'

'

'

homoeopathy."
His lofty conception of the science
"

of healing

is

best reflected in his words

making one's self superfluous."
Griesselich 's fresh and aggressive manner of writing, which formed
something novel in the medical journals and was therefore highly appreciated
by some and condemned by others, was partly explained by his hking for a
lively interest in politics. At the beginning of the thirties he had collaborated
Democratic freedom and self-government for
in several political journals.
He was
the people had found in him a convinced and hearty protagonist.
one of those young men of Baden, who, grouped round Rotteck, stood up for
It did
the freedom and constitutional development of democratic rights.
not trouble him that many people did not like to see that sort of thing in a
Sometimes
regimental physician, and slandered him as a political hot-head.

The noblest task

of medical science consists in

he vindicated his pohtical views in the technical periodicals. Thus, to the
parts 2-6 of the twenty-third volume of his " Hygea " (or, new arrangement, Vol.
I, March to Juty, 1848), he added round the title on the cover these words:
" Unity, military system, federal strengthening, freedom of the press, trial
by jury, social order." When a friend asked him wh\' he had put these
terms on a medical journal, he answered with a roguish smile " It is only in
this way that these ideas can be smuggled into Austria, where the 1S4S movement has not yet started." He did not omit these words until the August
copy. The last demand, " social order," shows that he had been early
repeUed by the recent events in his home district, where riot and murder had
occurred. As he himself hoped to attain his aims simply by the power of
conviction, he desired the .same from others in the political arena and he saw
nothing but a gloomy future, when deeds of violence sought to mould it.
At the beginning of 1848 he had been appointed Staff Physician. As
such he had to depart in the spring to Freiburg in Breisgau with the Sth Army
Corps, and here the hospitals of the troops quartered there were under his
supervision.
In the middle of August he received the order to go to Holstein
with the Baden-Hesse Brigade as Inspector of the whole medical service.
Shortly before he had written to his brother-in-law
:

:

—

I have
I am working fairly hard
at any rate, in the day time.
" Hygea," for politics make the contributions
to grind very hard for
very scanty.
"Handbook for the study of Homceopathy" is
finished
there are about 21 sheets of close print.

my

My

;
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for

duties as a physician he
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work was remarkable. Besides his military
main burden of his " Hygea." He

to bear the

merely satisfied with a simple reproduction of the articles sent in,
but frequently added his own summary in clear and concise annotations.
New pubHcations in the province of medicine were reviewed in a masterly
usually short, but relevant and often regardlessly
series of discussions
" Handfrank.
If, in addition, we remember his own writings, of which the
of his
summary
critical
gives
a
death,
of
his
book," appearing in the year
attitude towards homoeopathy, then we shall be able to appreciate the
industry, zeal and ease with which Griesselich was able to pursue his Uterary
work.
On August 23rd Griesselich desired to take a ride about midday from

w^as not

—

Dr. Carl G. C. Hartlaub.

Hamburg to Altona. The horse which had been given to him on leaving
Mannheim as being quiet, shied at a windmill. GriesseHch had not ridden
youth and had onl}^ taken lessons again shortly before breaking up
camp. He fell from the horse and was carried unconscious to the Freemasons' Hospital in Hamburg. In spite of every medical attention he died
on the 31st of August (^57^
At the post mortem it was found that the skull
had three fractures in it, one of them being 2^ to 3 inches long. Two-thirds
to three-quarters of the skull were shattered b}' the fall, so that the brain
The war of liberation for Schleswig-Holstcin
also showed many injuries.
had demanded its first sacrifice. Griesselich's body was buried in the churchyard at Altona, far from his home. A battahon of the Royal Wiirtembergs
paid the last tribute of honour to this Staff Physician, faithful to his
convictions as a man and a homoeopath.
since his
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Carl Georg Christian Hartlaub (Senior),
son of Dr. Philipp Erhardt Hartlaub, was born in Stollberg, near Chemnitz,
his father was Medical Officer.
As the latter died in 1813. the son
had to make his own wa}' in the world amidst great privations. In Leipsic
where he studied tiU 1824 he made the acquaintance of Caspari, and became
his constant and closest friend.
As Hartlaub relates, their mutual discussion
and conversation referred mostly to homoeopathy and means of promoting
and propagating the same. Of the two Hartlaub was the more self-dependent
nature and the more fertile writer.
" ContribuIn the " Archiv " (4th, 5th and 7th volumes) he wrote
tions to the comparison of several medicinal substances with regard to their
" Critical examination of the work entitled
pathogenetic peculiarities "
Homoeopathy in its dignity as a science and an art, presented by St. A.
" Concerning the repetition of homoeopathic doses."
Miickisch of Vienna "
" Catechism of Homoeopathy "
In addition there appeared from his pen
"
(Leispsic, 1824)
Systematic Representation of the pure effects of
medicines for the practical use of homoeopathic physicians " (six parts,
" The Education of Children "
Leipsic, 1825
1828, Baumgartner )
" Short summary of the Homoeopathic method of healing
(Leipsic, 1829)
" The art of preserving
for the instruction of lay people " (Leipsic, 1829)
" Fundamentals of the new
health and of lengthening life " (Leipsic, 1831)
doctrine of healing in accordance with nature called homoeopathy, and its
advantages over the former t\'pe, called allopathy " (Leipsic, 1834).
" Systematic Presentation of antiTogether with Trinks he published
psoric remedies "
(three volumes, Dresden and Leispic, 1829
1830)
" Annals of the
" Materia Medica Pura " (two volumes, Leipsic, 1828
1829)
Homoeopathic Clinic " (four volumes, Leipsic, 1830 1833).
In 1829, Hartlaub left Leipsic following Miihlenbein's summons to
Brunswick, where the latter was unable to cope with the multitude of his
patients.
But he had no eas\" task with his older colleague, whose imperious
and harsh character did not improve with his vears. Like Griesselich he
died in the prime of his manhood as a result of a nervous fever several
years before old Miihlenbein (1836).

where

:

:

;

'

'

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

:

—
—

—

;

;

—

Hermann Hartlaub.

A younger brother, Hermann Hartlaub, was born also in Stollberg on
the i8th of December, 1807, and became a doctor.
As his father died in
1813, he had to earn his livelihood during the time of his grammar .school
days at Chemnitz by giving lessons. At Michaelmas, 1827, he went to
Leipsic University.
Here he received a scholarship for three years. He
had also free board in the refector\'. His brother who was already earning
money by his pen helped to support him, and he showed his gratitude by
reading his proofs. Through his brother he became personally acquainted
with Moritz Miiller, Franz, Hartmann, Haubold and so was introduced to
homceopathy. In 1834, he wrote to a colleague
:

In the autumn of '27 I came to the University at Leipsic, where
brother had been practising for some years.
It seems but yesterday when my brother came to me when I liad not been long in Leipsic
and said: "Just imagine! Hahnemann has discovered something
quite new again
how to cure chronic diseases, and he has proved
entirely fresh remedies for it."

my

—
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In 1831, after having passed the rigorosum, he entered Moritz Miiller's
In the
service as an amanuensis, for the latter had an extensive practice.
summer of 1833 he spent three months in Kothen with Hahnemann, with
whom he maintained active correspondence after returning to Leipsic (see
Supplement 149). Soon after the jubilee of Hahnemann's doctorate, in
1833 he stated his homoeopathic confession of faith declaring at the same
time his own point of view in the matter (" Allg. hom. Ztg.," Vol. 106,

For fifty-four-and-a-half years he was a homoeopathic practiReichenau, near Zittau, then in Neuwied on the Rhine,
whither he removed because he had been forbidden to dispense his own
medicines in his home district. Then he went to Blankenberg in Thiiringen
p.

85ff.).

tioner, iirst of all in

Dr. Carl Haubold.

and finally to Upper Silesia, where he quietly passed away in his seventy" Strict observance of the regulations
ninth year on the i8th of March, 1886.
given by Hahnemann was an inviolable law to him, which he steadfastly
vindicated against all divergent opinions " thus stated the " Allg. hom.
Ztg." on the occasion of his death.

—

Carl Haubold
born on April, 17th, 1796, was the son of the famous professor of law and
of the Cathedral, Christian Haubold.
From 1806 1815 one of
the best and most industrious scholars of the Nikolai School, he went to
Leipsic University when he was nineteen years old to study medicine.
On September iSth, 182 1, he passed his doctor's examination in medicine
and surgery. His birth and connections soon procured for him an extensive

Canon

—
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and wealthy practice. But it did not satisfy him, for he soon recognised
the inadequacy and shortcomings of the old method of healing.
He compared his results with those of his colleagues, Moritz Miiller, Hartmann,
Franz, etc., and he had to confess their unqualified superiority. This view
could not be brought into line with the prejudice which he had hitherto
accorded homoeopathy as a result of the deprecatory- criticism inculcated
at the Universit}'.
He therefore began to study carefully Hahnemann's
doctrine and by this means and by the personal guidance of the Leipsic
homoeopaths, he became a faithful adherent and admirer of Hahnemann.
True, he was obUged at first to deplore the loss of some patients who left
him on account of their prejudice against homoeopathy. But soon this loss
was counterbalanced b\' more successful cures and he had even the satisfaction of treating homoeopathically his teacher and patron, Haase, Professor
of ^lateria Medica, who had previously, like all the other University Professors,
underestimated and ridiculed homoeopathy. His reputation
increased so that in July, 1834, he was called to Paris by Dr. Roth for a
consultation in a ver\' distinguished family, and in the fifties he was appointed
to the Court at Dessau.
Haubold was an excellent and successful physician
having command of an extraordinary knowledge of remedies. His advice
was therefore highly appreciated by the homoeopaths. But even the allopathic physicians treated him ^\ith respect, for he never allowed himself
to be led astra\^ into damaging attacks or criticisms, even when he was of
a different opinion or his statements challenged. His conciliatory nature
and his frankness made of him a peacemaker within the conflicting ranks
of homoeopathy.
With the utmost enthusiasm and devotion he clung to
Hahnemann who, for his part, showed him respect and affection in the
early da\-s.
But because he could not agree with Hahnemann's theories
in the " Chronic Diseases," he incurred Hahnemann's silent hostility as being
part of the " Leipsic gang " (see Supplement 131, Hahnemann's letter of
December 15th, 1832, and Supplement 139, letter of February nth, 1834).
Hahnemann's friendliness, however, soon reviv^ed. It was primarily due to
Haubold's intervention that Hahnemann's reconcihation with the Leipsic
" Half-homoeopaths " took place on the loth of August, 1S33, in Kothen.
When the appeased master paid his visit to the Leipsic hospital, it was again
Haubold who above all others carried through the reception ceremony in
great style.
In later years he u.sed to teU with great joy how the " great
man," the " old papa," had been so fond of him. On July Sth, 1S62, he
died at the age of 66 in Bad Ems, whither he had gone to recuperate. From
" Repertory of the disease s^onptoms
his hand we have the publication
occurring in male and female sexual organs " (Leipsic, 1846).
:

Georg Heinrich Gottlieb

J.ahr,

born on January 30th, 1800, in Neudietendorf, was the son of a Moravian
family and was intended for a cobbler.
But he went to the (irammar School
at Niesky in Silesia and afterwards became a teacher in Diisseldorf.
His
attention had been early called to homoeopathy by a homoeopathic apothecary Thriin, in his native village.
In Diisseldorf he sought to increase his
knowledge of homoeopathy by contact with Dr. Aegidi. B}- this means
he first began to study Hahnemann's works and then, by Aegidi's recommendation, he went to Hahnemann himself in Kothen. Hahnemann employed him to complete the second edition of his " Chronic Diseases " and
also to lay the foundations of a repertory and an encyclopaedia of symptoms.
But Hahnemann soon complained of his hastiness and his superficial restless
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nature, which made careful supervision necessary.
This characteristic
remained with him through his hfe in his numerous works. After working
eight months with Hahnemann the latter recommended him to Princess

Friedrich of Prussia in Diisseldorf to replace Dr. Aegidi whom she had discharged. Thus Jahr became his successor.
He neither studied nor
graduated at a Universit\^ and his position as Royal Physician was therefore
not made the easier by his professional colleagues or b\' other academic
circles.
Since, in addition, Dr. Aegidi was conspiring against him, he did
not feel too secure in his position and left it in February, 1835. He went to
Bonn to study there. The means to do so he procured by publishing his
" Handbook of the chief data for choosing correctly homoeopathic remedies
or all the better known homoeopathic medicines of to-day in their primar\'
and secondary effects, compiled from previous experience at the sick-bed
and provided with a systematic alphabetic repertory " (476 pages).
Although Dr. Roth of Paris, who translated the work into French, severely
criticised (in a letter to Hahnemann) the superficiahty apparent in many
For,
places, it was held in high esteem and even translated into English.
in constrast with similar works already published by Bonninghausen,
Riickert, Schweikert, etc., it contained not only the anti-psoric remedies,
but the whole of the 143 remedies hitherto proved, which were succinctly
but clearly described. Jahr did not remain long in Bonn. He went to
the South of France as physician to a wealthy Englishman. The French
nature with its mobility appealed so much to Jahr that he settled down in
Paris, where ^Minister Guizot granted him permission to practice without
;

The
special examination (as he had alread\' done in Hahnemann's case).
chief output of his activities lay, however, in his hterary efforts to propagate
homoeopathy. He uTote numerous works (258). Moreover he pubhshed
the first in conjunction with Dr.
two homoeopathic journals in French
Simon, " Annales de la medecine homceopathique " (1842 1845) and then
from 1861 1865 the " Bulletin de I'art de guerir." A small volume of poems
(mostlv of a reHgious nature) appeared under his name when he was fifty years
old, and in 1S65 he published a poetical rendering of the Psalms and of the
Book of Job in German.
In the French capital he kept in close touch with Hahnemann, as being
one of the few German homoeopaths in close personal relationship with
him. For he always remained one of the most devoted students of the
master, never deviating from his ideas, not even in the question of high
From this faithful adherence to the doctrine, journahstic
potencies.
controversies arose with Griesselich and even with his former friend Aegidi,
" God forbid that the number of such homoeopaths
against whom he wrote
We hold it our duty to protest more against them than
should increase
against allopathy." Together with Dr. Croserio, Jahr was the only one
summoned by Madame Hahnemann on the day of her husband's death.
The certificate of death therefore bears their names as witnesses, although
Jahr only arrived several hours after the death. It was from an obituary
under his name in the " Allg. hom. Ztg." that the German homoeopaths
heard of the Master's death.
When the Franco-German war broke out in 1870, Jahr had to leave Paris
in spite of his seventy years, although he had spent thirty-five \-ears
in the capital actively engaged for several years without pay at a pubhc
His patriotism for Germany was revealed by the publication of a
hospital.
poem "To Germany. A Commemoration on the Foundation of its new
Empire, 1871." Without means of his own he yet used the proceeds from
;

—

—

:

!

:

the sale of this

poem

to help

wounded German

soldiers.

After his dismissal

—
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from Paris he turned at first to Brussels, but in spite of almost forty years
spent in literary and practical service to homoeopathy, he was unable to obtain
permission to practise medicine. He had no kind of academic certificate
with which to satisfy Belgian regulations.
Nor did he obtain an3'thing but a precarious Uvehhood in Germany.
He returned to Belgium and lived in Llittich, Ghent and Brussels at times
The society of the " Dispensaire
in the most indigent circumstances.
Hahnemann " finally issued an appeal to all the homoeopathic physicians of
Belgium to procure a yearly salar}- for Jahr b\' public subscription and thus
save him from direst necessity. But on July nth, 1875, compassionate
death put an end to his want, which was palliated only by the smallness
of his requirements.

Traugott Kretschmar
should be mentioned in constrast to Jahr, because one of the fiercest and
longest literary feuds in homoeopathy is linked up with his name.
on the 15th of April, 1786, at Drobilugk as the son of the Superintendent
Kretschmar, he was brought up from his tenth year in the house of his grandFrom 1806
father, the celebrated Professor Dr. Bohmer, at Wittenberg.
1809 he studied medicine, obtaining his doctor's degree in the latter year
and then practised in Oschatz and Herzberg. But in 1814 he joined the
mihtia as Army Medical Officer. After his return he settled down in the same
year in Belzig, remaining there until his death on April loth, 183S. WTien
" What would
a favourable change was once proposed to him he answered
become of m\' poor beggars here if I could bring myself to leave them in their
misery " This statement is characteristic of the man's generous heart and
the phy.sician's desire to help.
His position with regard to homoeopathic
Even after this
controversies has been exposed in detail in Chapter XVT.
storm he was active in many ways for homoeopathy especially as a writer.

Bom

:

!

Gottfried Lehmaxn
(see Chapter XVI for portrait), born in Leitzkau in 1788, transferred from
the old school to homoeopathy, like many others before him, after having
practised since 1818 in his native place.
On July 29th, 1832, he visited
Hahnemann in Kothen, with his wife and two daughters of respective!}'
six and eight years of age
partly to have his wife treated by Hahnemann
and partly to devote himself to the study of homoeopathy with its founder.
How he became Hahnemann's assistant, thereb}' earning the latter's full
praise for his zeal to serve and his desire to learn, we have already described
in Chapter
On the 3rd of March, 1833, Hahnemann wrote to Dr.

—

XVL

AegidL*

t

trious

"Sly

Lehmann, an extremely zealous and indusme in vain. The two of us cannot cope
patients and we shall almost succumb in the struggle

assistant, Dr.

homoeopath, works with

with the crowd of
just because we are so successful

—

in everything.

Lehmann was a good practitioner and an apt student of the master.
He remained in contact with him after his departure for Paris until shortly
before his death.

from

his student in

As

late as

Kothen.

1843 the master was requisitioning medicines
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Lehmann never took an active part in the development and propagation
The whole of his time was devoted entirely to his profesof homoeopathy.
sional work, so that he was a complete failure when he was placed at the head
At his death on the 9th of
of the Association and the Leipsic hospital.
January, 1865, the " Allg. horn. Ztg." merely gave this brief dry notice
:

Dr.

On January 9th. the death took place
Lehmann of Kothen, a former amanuensis

was

in his

of
of

Court

Councillor

Hahnemann.

He

77th year.

Georg August Heixrich Muhlenbeix
From
of the most faithful protagonists of homoeopath}'.
1822 to his death on the Sth of January, 1845, he was a staunch friend of

became one

Dr. Georg A. H. Muhlenbeix.

new

Born at Konigslutter on the 15th of October, 1764, he
an agricultural official, and went to the University of Helmstadt in 1784 to study medicine and chemistry.
On November 2nd, 1789,
he graduated with a thesis on typhus. He first practised at Konigslutter and
then for a short time in Nienburg on the Saale, after that he settled down
as a physician in Brunswick and there became physician to the poor.
The
Duke of Brunswick sent him as Medical Officer to Schoningen where a putrid
fever was raging and where ]^luhlenbein almost fell a victim in the zeal of his
office, only his vigorous constitution saving him.
At this period (1790) he
met Hahnemann for the first time, the latter happened to be staying in
Konigslutter.
But with their different temperaments and scientific outlooks friendly rapprochement was not possible.
^Ilihlenbein proceeded

the

doctrine.

was the son

of
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In the years 1800 1812
enthusiastically Math vaccination in his district.
he vaccinated nearly 12,000 children and published articles on it in some
medical journals. He made a successful onslaught on a very bad epidemic
of scarlet fever, for which the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences invested
him with the large silver medal for merit and the Landgrave of Hessen
Nassau made him Court Councillor. On his removal to Brunswick Duke
Friedrich Wilhelm of Brunswick appointed him to be his Royal Physician
and also made him tutor to his two sons. Up to this time his practice had
grown to a tremendous extent. According to his own statement he is said
He had also
to have treated 75,300 patients in these thirty-three years.
become a member of the Upper Sanitary Commission of the Grand Duchy
of Brunswick.
The year 1822 brought about a turn in his professional fate. In this year
he became acquainted with Hahnemann's " Materia Medica Pura " and
as he himself relates, he considered it his duty to speak to his more intimate
professional brethren about Hahnemann's theories and recommend them for
"
general proving.
repudiating replies.

But instead of receiving a hearing, I got slighting and
They declared it all nonsense, although these gentlemen had read httle or nothing at all, still less had they made the slightest
experiment at the sick-bed." So he studied Hahnemann's writings alone.
His professional brethren's persecutions did not intimidate him. On the
contrarv, they stimulated him to continue his study of homoeopathy and to
prove the truth of this method of healing at the sick-bed. In this way he
attained greater and greater successes. The thirt}' other physicians in the
town were at any rate compelled to observe a stricter diet for their patients
and to prescribe smaller doses of medicines. But being of a very irritable
nature and easily blazing forth to violence, he became involved in a dispute
with the General Medical Council and was condemned by it to a disciplinar}^
The Duke,
punishment (imprisonment) for his insulting behaviour.
however, graciously pardoned him in view of his great merits.
From 1822 to the fiftieth anniversary of his doctorate on November
2nd, 1839, h^ ^^^ treated homoeopathically 27,078 patients in seventeen
vears and out of every 211 cases he had had only two deaths. Several
Since
allopathic phN'sicians were converted to homoeopathy through him.
his practice was growing to an extraordinar}- extent he persuaded Dr.
Hartlaub, Senior, and after his death. Dr. Fielitz, to settle down in Brunswick,
He may be described as one of the founders, one of the
as his assistant.
most zealous propagators of homoeopathy in North Germany. In grateful
commemoration a fund of 400 talers was started at his jubilee with the
For in that work
intention of encouraging the work of proving medicines.
lay his special interest and in his later years he undertook medicine proxings.
At his jubilee he was honoured by the Duke with the rank of Privy Court
His friends in Hanover sent him a laurel wreath through
Councillor.
Elvert.
Very anxious to ensure the existence of homoeopathy he was a co-founder
and committee member for many 3'ears of the Central Association he rarely
failed to attend a meeting.
He did his share also in founding the North
German Society of homoeopathic physicians and was their first chairman.
With his extensive practice he was not able to accomplish much literary
work. But he contributed several sound articles from practical experiences
to the " Archiv."
He could never enter into very intimate personal relationship with
Hahnemann, for whose jubilee, however, he worked successfully and
energeticall}'.
The two men were too diverse in their external appearance
;
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whole character. Miihlenbein, was a tall dignified man, the
picture of vigorous health, Hahnemann was small and weakly.
Miihlenbein's was a powerful and resolute nature, often harsh and repelling,
but also extraordinarih^ winning and amiable. As a physician of means
he was never miserly but was generous when dire necessity touched his heart.
Hahnemann was retiring, almost timid in personal intercourse, always

and

in their

very

economical and sparing even with patients. But Miihlenbein was devoted
He was a " Pure " homoeopath,
to Hahnemann's cause like few others.
without fear, with powerful will, says Rummel.

MORITZ WiLHELM MuLLER

was one of the most charming and intelhgent supporters of homoeopathy
" Half homoeopaths "
in Hahnemann's times and yet he was one of the
In this
most severely and intolerantly attacked by the Master himself
incomprehensible, painful opposition of the two men we see portrayed the
!

whole tragedy of homoeopathy's history in the second quarter of last century.
Miiller was another convert from allopathy, who took up homoeo]\I.
pathy entirely from his own convictions without any external influences.
Born at Klebitz near Wittenberg as the son of the Rector, Wilhelm Miiller,
on the nth of August, 1784, he was at first taught by his father until he
could enter the grammar school at Torgau at the age of 11 years. Here he
remained until his seventeenth year, whereupon he devoted himself to the
study of medicine at Wittenberg Universit3^ During this time he became
Schweikert's closest friend. When Miiller realised in his fourth year of study
that the very imperfect dispensaries of Wittenberg (which did not possess a
complete university) were inadequate for his practical experience, he went
After six months he was an assistant and subsidiary physician
to Leipsic.

—

a proof of how much was
to the chief clinical instructor at Jakob hospital
thought of the young student by his teachers even then. That he showed
himself worthy of this confidence is proved by the fact that three years later
at the end of November, 1809, the civil and university authorities appointed
him to the vacant position as head of the hospital and clinic. The civil
authorities rewarded him for his activities by giving him an official position
in the town.
On the 23rd December, 1809, he presented his thesis " Commentatio historica De schola Lipsiensium clinica " to obtain his Doctorate
:

of Philosophy, and on January 19th, 1810, he graduated with a dissertation
" de febri inflammatoria."
By his teacher's death (the chnical speciahst
Reinhold) he had acquired an extensive private practice (end of November,
i8og), and his amiable, companionable manners as well as his practical experience enabled him to increase it still more. During the war year, 1813, a
fever hospital on the " Thonberg," half an hour away from Leipsic, was

placed under his direction. At the same time he was lecturing at the
University on Materia medica. On October 31st, 1814, he married Rosette
Neuss and lived most happily with her until his death.
Soon, as a result of his unusually large practice and his intellectually
stimulating lectures he was a well known and much esteemed personality of
As his active quest
Leipsic and one of the town's most popular physicians.
for knowledge never ceased, he endeavoured to make himself conversant with
the new system of healing, homoeopathy. In 1819, he borrowed Hahnemann's
" Organon " from Hartmann.
He studied it very carefully. Thus from his
own study he arrived at " the reformed science of healing," as he calls
homoeopathy. In Jamiary, 1821, it was he who repudiated the intention of
the thirteen Leipsic physicians to sign the well known declaration against
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Hahnemann and who

resolutely and courageously took the part of his
After this he joined up more and more closely with the
little group of Leipsic homoeopaths, and in an article in the Leipsic daily
paper entitled " Test everything and hold to what is good," he urgently called
upon his professional colleagues to test Hahnemann's method of treatment
in the scarlet fever epidemic then raging.
The next year he formed, with the
physicians of a like mind, a society from which was born the first homoeopathic periodical, the " Archiv." Untroubled by the criticisms of his
allopathic brethren, untroubled by the losses in fees, which he suffered by
his conversion to homoeopathy (for of course some of his patients did not
agree with the change of treatment), his adherence to homoeopathy became
more open, more apparent. When necessary he defended his attitude against

attacked colleague.

Dr. Moritz Muller.

" Cholera, Homoeopathy
the authorities, as for example in his little work
and Medical Authorities in contact with one another. Facts issued on behalf
of the homoeopathic foundation " published by the Leipsic District Association of homoeopathic physicians (1831) and " On the history of Homoeo"
pathy " taken from documents
with notes by Dr. M. Miiller (" Archiv
X, Part I, and Leipsic, 1831).
This very frankness, honesty and intrepidity won him man}- friends and
adherents again. In 1828, for example, he received a command to treat
homoeopathically a distinguished member of the Saxon ruling family and the
King's order intimated that he might choose any position he liked and he was
not bound to take previous consultation with the Physicians-in-Attendance.
We have already described in some detail the pre-eminent part Muller
played in preparing for Halmemann's jubilee in 1829 and in the founding of
:

:
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the Central Association, of which he was the first President and zealous
We have also described in the seventeenth chapter, with what energy
and foresight he proceeded in the founding of the Leipsic hospital, for which
Hahnemann sent him by letter the warmest expressions of recognition. But
it was extremety lamentable and painful that scarcely five weeks later
Hahnemann's attack on the Leipsic " half -homoeopaths ", which was really
aimed specifically at Miiller, should have destroyed so utterly the peace
between them. The noble way in which Moritz Miiller answered and
acted, in spite of a deep sense of injury, by taking over the hospital, which
Hahnemann's behaviour had endangered, the attempts he was continually
making to hold the homoeopaths together all this has been reported in
leader.

—

Dr. Clotar MiJLLER.

XVI and XVII, when the dispute about the homoeopaths
and the hospital was discus.sed.
In the whole of his bearing Miiller showed himself to be an extremely
progressive and noble personality of firm character, deserving of the highest
He was a master of literary presentation. Even when he had
respect.
to explain fundamentals to his opponents, he never became ungracious
or offensive and yet he could on occasion give keen expression to his scientific
convictions with rare skill and art.
It is not too much to say that he was the
only scientific representative of homoeopathy in those decades who was
really fitted to be an instructor.
Later, as the Head of the homoeopathic
detail in Chapters

hospital he modestly denied this, as he said he lacked the speedy appre-

hension and reliable memory necessary for an instantaneous statement of
the remedies to be prescribed for every case of illness.
The solid foundation he had of general scientific knowledge prevented him from committing
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those exaggerations, superficialities and exuberances which imperilled homoeopathy's career for some time. To preserve continuity with the whole of
medical science was the underlying idea which inspired Miiller to adhere
to what he believed to be proved and not entirely indispensable remedies
It was just this point of view which drew upon him
of the old school.
Hahnemann's violent reproaches and harsh hostility. Once convinced of
the rectitude of homoeopathic principles he was a faithful, but always
scientific supporter of homoeopathy.
Yet there was nothing he detested so much, nothing he rejected so
unconditionally as uncritical imitation and the boasting of supposed
miraculous cures. Although he remained devoted to homoeopathy throughout his whole life, the attacks on his own behaviour compelled him to assume
a certain seclusion. For that reason, he had less and less recourse to
Only
publicity by means of articles and writings as the j-ears went on.
when science and the well-being of the hospital he had helped to found,
demanded it of him, did he take to the pen. Till the end of his life he
maintained his interest in the "free" Association of Homoeopathy formed
in Leipsic after the dissolution of the district Society.
It was a peculiarity of his to prophecy on several occasions that his
death would take place on a certain day. But the prophecy never came
true.
On the 24th of September, 1849, ^^ died of cholerine after a very
short illness.
His son, Dr. Clotar MiiUer, followed in his father's footsteps and even
during the latter's life he distinguished himself not only as a skilled
practitioner but also as a vigorous and able writer on behalf of homoeopathy.

Gottlieb Martin Wilhelm Ludwig Rau,
born on the 3rd of October, 1779, was the son of the Professor of Theology,
Rau, who was also the principal minister in Erlangen. Young Rau was
another who turned from allopathy to the new art of heahng through his
own research. WTien eighteen years of age he began to stud\' medicine at
Easter, 1797, and obtained his doctorate in the Autumn of iSoo, that is,
when he was only twenty-one, after passing his examination with distinction
and defending in public his inaugural thesis. In the following year, after the
viva voce defence of a second thesis, he took up a position as University
lecturer in Erlangen.
Later on, however, he gave up his academic career,
for Count Von Gorz asked him to go to SchUtz as Medical Officer and
Physician in Ordinary. Thus it came about that this man of high scientific
attainments and extraordinary literary gifts became a practitioner. From
the outset he applied himself with special interest to obstetrics, a subject of
slight significance to the physicians of that time, and he acquired in it a large
experience and a technical skill such that his " Handbook for midwives, for
their self-instruction and a guide for their training " (Giessen and Darmstadt)
appearing in 1807, was introduced in the National Institute for Midwives
in Hessen.
In the same year appeared from his pen an " Introduction to
the compilation of practical sick reports for reflective laymen," and a
volume on botany and mineralogy, which was a part of the " General Practical
Natural History," by Joh. Ferd. Schlez. In both works the popular tendency
of his activity was apparent.
In 1813 Baron Van Riedesel asked

him to be his private physician at
with this post went that of Medical Officer
of Health.
An extensive district offered a large and in parts inconvenient
practice which laj- amidst the mountain \illages scarcely accessible during
Lauterbach

in

Upper Hessen

;

;
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the winter.
This demanded the utmost exertion of physical endurance,
especially as a typhoid epidemic was prevalent as a result of the War.
His
tirelessness and careful skill in the treatment of all those patients who
consulted only him, were rewarded by the most striking successes, so that
he was frequently approached by colleagues from other districts for his
advice and for knowledge of the method of curing. Later (1826) he described
in special treatises his experiences and the therapeutic principles which
These dissertations appeared in the
guided him during this epidemic.
Heidelberg Clinical Annals under the title " On the Treatment of Typhus."
Three years later he published a special work " On Recognising and Curing
Nervous Fever." Eight years previously he had already issued a more
" On the Diagnosis and treatment
detailed book which was highly esteemed
Grand Duke Louis von Hessen invested
of aU Haemorrhoidal affections."
him wdth the distinction of Privy Councillor and appointed him Medical
:

Officer in Giessen.

He was entirely eclectic in his choice of remedies and method of treatment
and on the basis of fruitful research and careful observation he had decided
entirely on his own initiative to use the simplest prescriptions and to avoid
mixtures of medicines. Where it was possible he gave free plav to Nature's
healing power and in all doubtful cases he preferred to let Nature proceed
undisturbed rather than have recourse to medicinal remedies. This was at
a time when homoeopathy was as yet quite unknown to him.
At that time
he remarked to a professional friend that medicine must reach a state when
all illness would be treated in a specific way.
But in practice up to that time,
he said, help had been expected only from an assiduous cultivation of the
stimulation theory which really offered little satisfaction in the form in which
it was then knowTi.
Thus, Rau, in his own way arrived at similar results to Hahnemann.
not surprising that Rau soon tried to make himself conversant
theory.
What at first alone called forth his repudiation and
contradiction was the smallness of Hahnemann's doses.
But after twentytwo years' allopathic practice he began to make experiments with homoeopathic dilutions, first of all, in non-dangerous diseases and after obtaining
obvious success, in more serious cases. In this way he was won over to
homoeopathy. If, at first (1824), he preserved a critical independent attitude
" On the value of the homoeopathic
in the main as expressed in his work
"
method of healing
(1835, ^^ entirely revised and enlarged edition), he
approached more and more the new method of healing, which he ultimately
defended scientifically with great zeal (" Historv and Significance of the
homoeopathic Process of HeaHng, delineated in short outlines "
1833
" Contributions to the homoeopathic Science of Healing "
" Ideas on the
scientific foundations of the system of homoeopathic healing "
1834
" Manifesto to all disciples of the rational science of healing, together with
" Organon of the specific science of healtheses about homoeopathy," 1836
ing," 1838.)
In practice he did not entirely turn away from the previous
therapy and this brought down upon him Hahnemann's violent hostility.
On the other hand, however, he threw bridges across to allopathy, which
were frequently used. His opponents therefore greatly respected him, for
the scientific nature of his views could never be denied.
Possessing an extraordinary personal charm and always ready to render
help, even to the very poorest, he was everywhere held in high esteem as a
It is therefore

with the

new

:

:

;

;

;

skill.
Many foreigners, Russians
to consult a physician of so great fame.
universal regret at his death on the 22nd of

Medical Officer of profound experience and

and Englishmen

in particular,

Consequently, there was

came

27
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September, 1840, after his failing health following an attack of influenza in
With him passed away a man of eminent scientific originahty and of
1838.
great culture a physician of whom it was declared in Schmidt's Year Books
" Rau was early known to be a man of deep thought."
(Vol. 7, page 104)
In the same work special emphasis was laid on the fact that he turned to
homoeopathy only after twenty-two years of medical practice and that he
tested it for a further twelve years before he was completely converted.
His son, formerly lecturer of medicine at Giessen became professor at
Berne in 1834.

—

:

Friedrich Jakob Rummel,
likewise arrived at the new doctrine of healing by way of allopathy, and for
nearly thirty years he occupied a leading position in the new therapy.

Dr. Friedrich Rummel.

Rummel came from Lauchstedt, the home of Hahnemann's father. He was
born there on the 26th April, 1793, and was the son of a merchant and postmaster. After preparing in the Monastic School at Rossleben for the
University, he attended that at Halle (on the Saale) for a year in 1812 and
then that at Leipsic for nine months. After the battle of Leipsic, Rummel
entered a volunteer battalion in order to take part in the ^^'ar of Liberation.
But as they were extremely short of military surgeons, he was soon employed
After the Peace of Paris he left
in another regiment as Company Surgeon.
In 1815 he
the army and continued his medical studies in Gottingen.
acquired his doctor's degree by his thesis " de Corneitide " [on inflammation
R.H.]
of the cornea

—
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For the first year he practised in his native town, and then passed the
In 1818 he settled down in Merseburg
Prussian State Examination in Berhn.
After some time, however, he
as a practising physician and obstetrician.
gave up obstetrics, because the serious cases affected him too deeply. Till
1825 he was a decided opponent of homoeopathy. Then came his Damascus.
Some convincing cures made him a friend of the new science of healing, which
he was induced to study carefully. A year later (1826) he wrote an article
" Remarks on Hahnemann's system."
in Hufeland's Journal
After a further short interval he published his larger work entitled " The
Continually developing his homoeopathic
light and shade of homoeopathy."
practice as the years went on, he gained also a very great increase in the
:

number

of his patients.

His friendship with Stapf led to an introduction to Hahnemann and so he
enthusiastically took his share of the medicine provings, which appeared
to him essential for the foundation and advancement of a true materia
medica. Stapf, Gross and Rummel frequently met at Hahnemann's house
in Kothen and, as Rummel admitted, this " became for our friendship a
rendezvous desirable in many respects."
In the year 1832 Rummel was so well known and highly esteemed in the
homoeopathic movement that Baumgartner, the Leipsic pubhsher, suggested
to him the issue of a homoeopathic periodical to exist along with the
" Archiv " and to have a somewhat wider scope.
Rummel agreed on
condition that his friends. Gross and Hartmann, should share with him the
editorial direction and responsibilities.
Thus originated the " Allgemeine
homoeopathische Zeitung," which has assumed the highest significance in
consolidating and propagating homoeopathy amongst medical men and the
cultured classes.
Rummel was an industrious collaborator to his periodical.
His articles endeavoured to reach their objective not so much by brilliant
style as b\^ calm discussions of realities.
Of the three friends he was the
critic
rather than Gross, easily roused to enthusiasm for the novel, or
Hartmann, lively and fond of the colloquial.
He continued longest the
direction of the paper.
In 1847 Gross left him
in October, 1853, Hartmann
and a year later Rummel was the last to lay down
passed into the beyond
For twenty-two years he had imprinted his stamp on the
his pen for ever.
paper and conducted it through many whirlpools and dangerous places with
a skilful and steady hand.
In 1833 Rummel was called by homoeopathic friends to Magdeburg after
having lost his wife and daughter the year before as the first victims of
cholera in the town of Merseburg.
He himself had barely escaped death.
At the beginning Magdeburg was a difficult place for him, for the opponents
of homoeopathy there did all in their power to embitter the life of homoeopathic physicians who removed thither, and to make their practice as scanty
as possible.
But Rummel won through. He compelled even his enemies
to esteem him.
The number of his patients increased more and more and
various young men were induced by him to join homoeopathy.
As a result of the literary feuds of 1832 Rummel became estranged from
his " revered teacher and friend."
However, the schism lasted for only a

—

—

;

;

short time.
In the year 1834 Rummel was thanking his " recently reconciled " Master
for a letter, which was a sign, " that we understand one another and that we
shall both wander henceforth united in the way of truth."
It is quite
characteristic of Rummel that he immediately availed himself of this
opportunity to promote further peace between Hahnemann and Moritz
" I see your
Miillsr and particularly, between the Master and Gross.
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reconciliating

spirit

(Supplement 139,

in

ever\'thing,"

Hahnemann wrote

at

that

time.

letter of Ma}- 23rd, 1834.)

In co-operation with IMiihlenbein he founded the North German Provincial
In the Central Association he was
Association of Homoeopathy in 1834.
In the \-ears 1842 and 1843. his
twice, 1836 and 1845, made President.
enthusiastic and resolute action made possible individual dispensing in
One consequence of this move
Prussia through less strict legal regulations.
was the institution of an examining commission for homoeopathic physicians
in Magdeburg desirous of obtaining the right to dispense individually.
Rummel became a member of this commission. In 1846 he was invested
with the title of Royal Councillor for Health. In the same year he was
overcome by typhoid fever which bereft him completely of his sense of
But this misfortune
hearing, although he had previously been a little deaf.
was not enough to upset the equilibrium of this calm and cheerful soul.
He was, of course, obliged to give up most of his practice, and occupy himself
almost exclusiveh' with his writing. He it was, in particular, who agitated
for a Hahnemann monument.
The honour paid this deaf old man at the
ceremony of dedication was richly deserved. It was Rummel's suggestion,
too, that the surplus mone}- collected for the Hahnemann monument should
be used to form a fund, the interest from which should pro\'ide prizes from
time to time for pharmacodynamic problems to be set b}' the Central AssociaOn the loth of October, 1854, inured to work, tested
tion of Homoeopathy.
by many trials, but always amiable and friendly, he died after a short illness.

Georg August Benj.\mix Schweikert,
likewise a convert, who turned to homoeopathy at a relatively late period of
life.
He also came on the ground of his own research, and his own experiments on himself, but, once converted, he became a staunch supporter of the
" pure " theor}'.
on September 25th, 1774, the pastor's son at Ankulm,

Bom

a suburb of Zerbst (of Anhalt-Zerbst), Schweikert,

too,

was destined

for

theology.
After attending Bartholomew's School in Zerbst up to 1789, he
went to the Cathedral School in Magdeburg and subsequently studied theolog\"
But when his father died,
at HaUe University commencing in the year 1794.
he left Halle after a year and proceeded to Jena to study medicine, for which
His uncle, Loder,
subject he had felt an irresistible longing for some time.
famous at that time as a Professor of Anatomy and Surgery-, took him into

made him

in his clinical lectures, and assistant
into the closest contact vvith Hufeland,
who was the Professor of Materia Medica and Clinical Instructor at Jena
University and he was enabled to enjoy his special favour. On October 5th,

his

house and

in his private practice.

his

amanuensis

He

also

came

" de poUutionibus " and inmiediately
1799, he graduated with a thesis
afterwards took up private practice in Zerbst. On the death of his wife
after only two years of marriage he removed to the University of Wittenberg
on the recommendations of Loder and Hufeland, and here he held a position
as lecturer on obstetrics.
In this period he wrote a thesis on " The occasions
necessitating the artificial removal of the placenta."
After his second
marriage he became " Medical Officer and Obstetrician for the Town " of
Wittenberg and in 1807 he was made a magistrate. In 1812 and 1813 he was
the director and head physician of the French military hospital in the town.
Unconcerned at the many victims carried off by the murderous onslaughts
of typhoid amongst his colleagues he fulfilled his medical duties to the
extent of self-sacrifice, but, at the same time, he remained faithful to his true
German patriotism, to which he gave utterance in the most outspoken terms.
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A French court martial condemned him to death for it. He only escaped
because the Prussians captured Wittenberg two days before the date fixed
Wittenberg having now become Prussian, Schweikert
for his execution.
returned to his own country at the close of the War of Liberation. He went
to Grimma and received an appointment as Medical Officer for the town and
schools.
Only then, in 1820, when he was forty-six years old, did he
become acquainted with Hahnemann's writings. Although they did not
particularly appeal to him at first, he studied them carefully from a sense of
medical duty and scientific interest. To test the accuracy and practicability
of Hahnemann's theories, he made his experiments in the homoeopathic
method of healing following Hahnemann's writings. Results in practice

Dr. G. a. B. Schweikert, Senr.

proving to be more satisfactory than the theoretical doctrines, he put himself
under homoeopathic treatment in 1824. An abdominal complaint originating
from his very strenuous professional work could not be relieved, much less
removed, in spite of the advice of all the most celebrated of his professional
colleagues, in spite of all medicines tried.
With a simple homoeopathic
remedy he completely recovered his former health. That caused him to study
homoeopathy most carefully. With this intent he sought out the Master
personally in Kothen and from that time onwards he became one of the
most intimate and faithful friends of Hahnemann from whom he never
became separated. It is easy to understand, therefore, that Hahnemann
should recommend Schweikert 's paper to the best of his ability. Thus we
read in a letter of his to Dr. Aegidi of November 6th, 1831
:

:
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" Be sure to read Schweikert's homoeopathic paper of the natural
f
It well deserves it and it is to be obtained at a low price
science of heahng.
from Arnold of Leipsic."
After treating his patients homoeopathicaUy for a year, he publicly
announced his conversion to homoeopathy in the year 1825, (that is when he
was fifty-one) by a letter in Stapf's " Archiv " under the heading
" Experience and conviction for homoeopathy, contained in the form of a
From 1830 to 1836, he pubUshed
letter to Dr. M. Miiller of Leipsic " {-'''>).
" Journal of the homoeopathic science of healing
the periodical mentioned
for doctors and laymen," in which he showed himself to be a resolute and
learned protagonist of the " pure science of healing " in Hahnemann's sense
In the literary feuds at the beginning of the thirties Schweikert
of the term.
stood faithfulty by Hahnemann and contrived to piece together the broken
communications between the Master on the one hand and Rummel and Gross
on the other. This reliability in him, noticeable in all his articles written
in the journal as well as in his earlier work in Stapf's " Archiv," drew him
The latter desired for these reasons, that
closer and closer to Hahnemann.
the post of directing physician in the Leipsic hospital should be given to
Schweikert and nobody else. How he gave up the appointment as he was
involved in the dispute with the " Half homoeopaths " of Leipsic and how
he came to assume later (in 1834) the direction of the hospital, continuing
:

two years amidst perpetual onslaughts, has been already fully described
Chapter XVII. He left Leipsic in 1S36 and retired to his private practice.
A few influential patrons in Silesia whom he had successfully treated from
Leipsic, obtained permission by a Cabinet order for him to practise in Prussia
without passing any further State examinations as prescribed. Therefore,
following the call of his patrons, he made Breslau his headquarters and soon
enjoyed such an extensive practice that he was obliged to give up his journal.
Only a few hours before his entirely unexpected decease the old man of
seventy-one years with his unusual vivacity and charm had been visiting
A stroke ended his life on the 15th of December, 1845, at 3 o'clock
patients.
His patients and friends put a monument on his grave,
in the afternoon.
On the
consisting of a square block with pedestal and superstructure.
marble tablets which are inlaid in the four quadrangular sides are to be found

for
in

these inscriptions

:

Georg August Benjamin Schweikert, Dr. Med. and Surg.,
1.
Homoeopathic Physician.
2.

Born

at

Zerbst, September 25th, 1774, died at Breslau,

and

December

15th, 1845.
3.

Dedicated by his friends.

Maluerim offendere veris, quam placere adulando
4.
offend the sincere than please by flattering).

(I

would rather

Karl Friedrich Trinks,
formed the sharpest contrast to Hahnemann in his nature and views. Born
in Eythra near Leipsic on October 8th, 1800, his youth determined tlie whole
His father, Gottfried, was the owner of a water-mill.
of his later character.
But his mother, Marie Rosine, dominated matters and she was hard and thrifty
The youth was adopted by one of his father's
to the point of avarice.
brothers, a man of culture particular!}- interested in mathematics and
After attending the village school from his ninth year, Karl
cameralistics.
Friedrich was instructed in Latin, mathematics, history and the natural

KARL TRINKS
sciences,

by

his uncle,

who had
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recognised the capabihties of his young

nephew. He had to learn Greek for himself from an old grammar book.
Throughout his life he always remembered vividly the Leipsic Battle of
Nations and the armies of every possible nationality passing through the
town. At Easter, 1814, his uncle, who had decided that he should study
science, took him to the Grammar School at Merseburg, where he was able
to enter the lower fourth form.
" But soon," Trinks related later, " I found great gaps in
knowledge
and was incited to fill these up." In the autumn of the same 3''ear the
industrious pupil was moved up into the Upper Fourth.
The beneficent

my

uncle gave his enthusiastic nephew adequate maintenance grants so that as
Trinks, he " was able to devote himself without any anxiety

we know from

Dr. Karl F. Trinks.
to the stud}^ of the humanities the more zealously."
But in the spring of
1816, the far-seeing uncle died and the young man's fate took a new turn.
The ageing father was completely dominated by his mother. Her particular
favourite was Karl's sister, younger than he by about four years.
In an
attempt to get rich quickly by further undertakings she bought another
That caused her great anxieties and compelled her to use still greater
mill.
thriftiness which was chiefly practised on the son.
For this reason, the
mother did not agree with the lad's desire to study. She would rather have
him work in the mill. She gave him only two talers a week (he had meanwhile transferred to Leipsic) with which to cover all expenses. He was
therefore forced to procure additional means of livelihood by private tuition
and proof reading. Concerning the effect on his inner man of this hard
time full of privation, Trinks says
:
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" My character quickly matured to an independence of its own.
I became
inured and accustomed to strenuous industry and perpetual work. In spite
of my greater freedom and independence (even in Merseburg under my
uncle's tuition) I was not led astray by evil examples, and moral principles
gained a firm and sure hold. As I had no money for unnecessar}' expenditure,
I

became accustomed

to thriftiness

and what

I

had saved was mostly used

to procure good books."
In Leipsic Bodenstein, a surgeon, who had come to that town from Eythra,
took charge of the young man from his native place. The latter had already
spent much time in the surgeon's house at Eythra, helping him in his proIn
fessional duties by making plasters, pieces of bandages, medicine, etc.
this way he had already acquired knowledge of many medicines and their

Now he was also present at smaller operations and he studied a primer
of anatomy he had begged of the surgeon. Consequently, when he commenced
his University career at Easter, 1817, he immediately chose medicine as his
Soon he was convinced that " listening to lectures was
line of study.
ambiguous and that study for one's self helped one to get on much further."
He read a great deal, making extracts and copies, and he attended only such
In his fifth Semester, 1819,
lectures as offered him illustrative examples.
he passed his bachelor's examination with honours. After this he was for a
use.

whole year a favourite student in the Jakob Hospital of Professor Clams,
whom we have considered on various occasions as the fiercest and most
As the assistant to very busy
intolerant opponent of homoeopathy.
physicians (even during his university period, when he probably so occupied
himself in order to earn his living) he soon obtained practice at the bedside,
learning to value an accurate diagnosis and recognising the unsatisfactory
In particular, the death of a child suffering from
state of Materia Medica.
convulsions, made him so desperate as to shrink from continuing his career.
But a change of profession was no longer possible. On July i6th, 1823,
he passed his State examination and in the following 30th of September
he gained his doctor's degree with a dissertation: " de primariis quibusdam
in medicamentorum viribus recte aestimandis dijudicandisque impedimentis
(On some principal obstacles and difliculties in the way
ac difficultatibus."
The
of distinguishing and estimating correctly the powers of medicines.)
very choice of this subject for his doctor's thesis showed Trink's special
interest in Materia Medica, which, at this early age, he recognised to be the
In addition, the dissertation afforded him
basis of all medical practice.
opportunity for individual experiments with the separate remedies and for
It reached its climax in a demand
investigations of their dynamic effects.
for the utmost possible simplicity in all prescriptions.
The work had been not a little influenced b\- the intercourse Trinks had
had with Hahnemann's students with whom he was friendly, although he
had never attended the Master's lectures. First, he had met Franz and
Hornburg and then Hartmann and Langhammer but he was a very close
friend of Hartlaub Senior, with whom he undertook a long journey after
;

finishing his studies.

This journey (1824) brought the two friends to Bremen, Dusseldorf,
Brussels, Paris, back again to Southern Germany, Wiirzburg and finall_\- to
Stapf in Naumberg. Hartlaub then settled down in Leipsic whilst Trinks
went to Dresden. There he was received in the house of Ernst von Brunnow.
and was the first homoeopathic physician to practise in Dresden. For he had
With
joined the new science of iiealing quite openly and unconditionally.
his keen critical faculty, he soon discovered the advantages of homoeopathy.
After a short time there joined the two supporters of homctopath}- in Dresden,

TRINKS MENTIONS PARACELSUS
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Trinks and Brunnow, the lawyer Mossdorf, brother of Hahnemann's son-inThese six men
law, an actuary, Albrecht, and Doctors Wolf and Schwarze.
formed the starting point for the propagation of homoeopathic theories in
the Saxon capital.
In 1825 Trinks was able to report to his friend Hartlaub, that his practice
was increasing in extent even if it was lacking in intensity. In this period
he was principally occupied with literary work (together with Hartlaub)
(^^).
In the same year he made the personal acquaintance of Hahnemann,
whom he visited in Kothen. On this occasion he is said to have pointed out
that the principles of homoeopathy are to be found in Paracelsus.
Hahnemann replied that, until that moment, he had known nothing of it.
For a time Trinks wondered whether he might not obtain a wider and more
However, he dropped the
fertile scope of effectiveness in Bremen (1826).

when his practice began to
extend in the most agreeable way and
he soon became the most sought after
homoeopathic physician in Dresden.
He was also entrusted with the treatidea

ment

of Princess Caroline of Austria,
the first wife of the late King
Friedrich August II, for which he
had to travel to Vienna. In 1830
Trinks and the publisher Arnold
attended for the first time the meeting
of Leipsic Homoeopathic Physicians
and helped to promote the founding
of the Central Association.
Two
years afterwards he made the personal acquaintance of Griesselich,
publisher of " Hygea," and to this
In
he often contributed articles.
other homoeopathic journals, too,

numerous
Trink's

articles

appeared

from

Dr.

C.

F.

Trinks.

the
" Homoeopathic Quarterly " and the " Journal for homoeopathic Clinics."
Trinks wrote clearly and definitely. His polemic was keen and sometimes harsh.
The practical man was evident in everything he did. He was more a critic
than a creative writer. Reflection and theory made little appeal to him for
he was an out and out realist. He had no imagination and so he lacked
understanding or affection for art. Neither music nor the theatre, neither
poetic literature nor the art of painting or sculpture, neither the joys of
companionship nor holidays in travel afforded him any diversion from his
professional life.
His youth had been strict and severe, his later life became
" There is nothing to beat the philosophic peace of an
full of asceticism.
evening spent alone " he wrote in the year 183 1. Outside his own subject
he preferred best of all to read history, geography, memoirs, and biographies
of travel and hfe.
Towards his patients he was all care and self-sacrifice,
but also harsh and pitiless in expression, when he frankly pronounced his
fears in grave cases.
He insisted upon his dietetic regulations when necessary
with irrevocable sternness.
It is interesting to find, that such a nature, differing in so many points
from Hahnemann, set itself in the rudest opposition to him. The two men
who never came close to one another repelled each other in their whole
character.
It did at first seem as if Trinks could and would join the Master
pen,

especially

in

#
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more

closely

;

he even exchanged some friendly letters with him.

But soon

the divergences made themselves felt, particularly after the appearance of
the " Chronic Diseases," the new theories of which Trinks most acridly
repudiated. Therefore we find in Hahnemann and also in other homoeopaths of the time a perpetual dislike and almost a fear of Trinka. In
Hahnemann's case it seems almost an obsession to tend to throw the blame of
anv misfortune that occurs to him on to Trinks. From this time onwards
he accuses him of endangering or of having tried to prevent the publication
of his (Hahnemann's) works in a truly satanical fashion.
Whether that was the case and how far, we are now, of course, unable to
determine. A certain amount of probability might support Hahnemann's
assumption. With intolerant stubbornness and determination Trinks who,

—

—

Dr. von Grauvogl.

to be expected from his whole temperament and education, had quite
from Hahnemann in his later years, held on to them as firmh'
His connections with the old school medicine so fimily
as Hahnemann to his.
implanted in student years, were never completely dissolved. Therefore he
determinedly rejected high potencies, small doses and long intervals between
the medicines administered.
Moreover, it is probable that Trink's energy
and skill, even in literary work, came under Hahnemann's notice and the
latter had no affection for a man who, far from entering his service, went so
far as to contradii t him openly.
This alone explains why, in the very last
as

was

different views

Hahnemann wrote with trembling hand and failing memory (for he
confused tlie month in the date), his " arch-enemy '" Trinks emerged from his
sub-conscious mind as one who, hke " a real Thersites " was doing his utmost
" to hurt " him, Hahnemann.

letter

;
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For forty-four years Trinks practised his medical calling. His patients
belonged for the most part to the higher classes of Society. Thus it was
natural in the course of 3'ears that he should receive all kinds of distinctions
(e.g. he was invested with the title of Medical Councillor) and that he should
become a wealthy man. But he did not feel it beneath contempt to treat
patients from the lower classes.
The most remarkable characteristic in this
hard temperament was that the man liked best to attend cases of typhus.
At a very advanced age he was not to be deterred from climbing four stories
in order to visit a typhus case.
Treatment of patients, or action, was far more
important to him than theor}', or words, that is why, with the exception of
his short dissertations in the periodicals he was only induced to produce any
large literary works in collaboration with others (Hartlaub and Noack) {^^^).
After the autumn of 1867 the old man, hitherto of dignified and vigorous
stature, began to ail and he died on the 15th of July, 1868.
x^t his own
desire he was buried in the cemetery of his native place, Ej-thra, near Leipsic.
" In him the homoeopathic School " were the words of an obituar}- in the
Dresden Journal, No. 163, " lost their first reforming authority, and the
most important successor of Hahnemann."

To these two circles were added more and more rings to the bole of
homoeopathy with wider and wider circumference. But we cannot undertake
to pa\^ tribute to every man who has entered the service of the new science of
healing, working for it with a larger or smaller success.
Not even an enumeration of the individual names could be complete or inclusive.
For an
evaluation will alwa\-s give divergent criticisms according to the different
circumstances and points of view, from which the individual is considered.

In the course of time four foci of the homoeopathic movement had been
through the Master's activity, Leipsic and Kothen
in Germany
then, by Stapf's literary work, Naumburg; and after that, through the
opposition to Hahnemann's exaggerations in the theory of dosage, Leipsic
and Dresden and finally by Griesselich, who sometimes turned against the
" Hahnemannians," sometimes against the Leipsic group and always against
Other parts
those of a different opinion from himself, Karlsruhe in Baden.
of Germany were consequently pushed more into the background, until by

formed

:

;

Boninghausen's activities and dominating influence, Rhineland and \\'estIn time, however, homoeopathic
phalia also achieved a stronger position.
physicians and friends of homoeopathy appeared in ever growing numbers.
In Hanover Elwert, and Weber, a Physician-in-Ordinary to the King of
Hanover in Weimar, Goullon, in Dessan, Kurtz, in Bremen, Hirschfield
Stiller in Berlin, Fielitz in Lauban, Rohl in Halberstadt, who in
in Prussia
;

;

:

183 1 had challenged any allopath to fight for a stake of 1,000 talers

;

in

in Bavaria
Saxony, Paul Wolf of Dresden, the opponent of high potencies
von Grauvogl of Niirnberg, about whose theories violent disputations were
fought out for a long time, Quaglio and Professor Buchner of Munich, who
conducted a homoeopathic hospital in that town, Joh. Jos. Roth, who often
stayed in Paris, meeting Hahnemann on his second visit and leaving diary
memoirs of this visit {'^') (-''-). In Wiirttemberg C. A. Eschenmayer, Chief
Medical Officer in Sulz on the Neckar, later Professor in Tubingen and
Dietz, Chief Medical Officer
finally a homoeopathic physician in Kirchheim
Ferdinand Bilfinger, the first homoeopathic hospital
in Freudenstadt
Kammcrer in Ulm and later Professor Rapp of
physician in the country
Tubingen, afterwards Physician in Ordinary to Queen Olga of Wiirttemberg
;

:

:

;

;

;

:
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In Baden Privy Councillor Kramer of Karlsruhe, Physician in Ordinary to
Grand Duke Karl ist of Baden Privy Councillor, Sigel of Bruchsal, Baron
von Lotzbeck of Lahr.
In Austria-Hungary, besides the physicians mentioned of Prince
Schwarzenburg, Regimental Physician Marenseller and von Sax there were
Father Veith
Anton Schmit, Physician in Attendance to the Duchess of
Lucca
Fleischmann and Wurmb in Vienna Joh. J. Hirsch in Prague
in Pressburg there were Attomyr, of whom Hahnemann had expected great
things because of his fresh and stimulating power of literary presentation,
and Rosenberg
in Lemberg Schreter, who had maintained a very active
correspondence with Hahnemann during the Paris period and who had proved
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Dr. Heinrich Goullon, Senr.

many

remedies on himself

;

in

Budapest Bakodv and Balogh

;

in

Briinn

Gerstel (^"3).
"
In Warsaw, Capital of Poland, Bigel translated the " Chronic Diseases
into French
he also wrote an original work on the homoeopathic mode of
;

living

(^^-i).

In Russia it was primarily distinguished laymen who made efforts to
promote and spread abroad homoeopathy, as, for example. State Councillor
Steegemann, Admiral Mordwinoff, Chamberlain Lwoff, the nobleman Skuratoff
and General Korsakoff, against whose high potencies Hahnemann protested
(see Chapter XXIV)
amongst the physicians we have to mention Trinius.
Hahnemann's nephew
Hermann Hahnemann's great nephew, Ochs in
Petersburg and Goldenburg in Moscow (-"^).
In Switzerland Peschier of Geneva was an ardent supporter of homoeopatliy {'"^) and also Dufresne and Longchamp, who had become known
through his travels in South America. In Italy there was Mauro and Romani
;

;

HERING
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of Naples, to which place Severin had brought the homoeopathic science from
Dresden, just as Wahle had transplanted it in Rome from Leipsic.
The
latter, formerly a simple barber in Leipsic, was already in Hahnemann's
time one of the most industrious provers of remedies and consequently one of

the most well versed men in remedies.
He died unfortunately at a very
early age in Rome, a much cultivated physician {^^^).
In the South of France the following homoeopathic physicians practised
in Lyons Count Des Guidi, Dessaix and Rapou, who had been with Hahnemann in Kothen and in the hospital at Leipsic in Marseilles Duplat {^^').
In the north of France there were in Paris August Paul Curie, grandfather of
the discoverer of radium, Foissac, Tessier, Mure, Leon Simon Senior and
Croserio for many years president of the Gallic Homoeopathic Society
:

;

;

Dr. a. H. Gerstel, of Briinn.

them were the German physicians Jahr, Roth and von
Bonninghausen Junior
then in Versailles Doin, who had been in Kothen
and had been cured of cholera by homoeopathic remedies {-'^^).
In England besides the German Forster there were Quin, revered by the
French as Hahnemann's greatest successor, W. Leaf of London, and a minister
Thom. R. Everest, who had visited Hahnemann in Kothen and in Paris (- ").
In the United States of America homoeopathy passed through an
together with

;

extraordinary flourishing period.

There

CONSTANTINE HeRING
successful apostle of the new science.
He therefore
merits a special consideration of more detail, which will encompass or at any
rate indicate a part of the extraordinary development of homcjeopathy in the

was an inexhaustible and

United States.
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Born on the ist of January, 1800, at Oschatz in Saxony, the son of the
assistant rector there, Constantin Hering passed his school years in Zittau,
whither his father had been transferred as rector. In 1817, he attended the
surgical academy in Dresden and in 1820 Leipsic University to study medicine.
In the early part of his sojourn in the Saxon capital of the Muses he made
He attended his lectures without entering
the acquaintance of Hahnemann.
any closer connection with the students of Hahnemann. For they were
mostly older than he and as we have seen, they formed a strictly exclusive
Hering was a student and an assistant of the
circle amongst themselves.
surgeon Dr. Robbi, who, after an initial tendency towards homoeopathy, had
become a decided antagonist to it like Clarus. (See Supplement loi.)
The Leipsic publisher Baumgartner had asked Kobbi to write a book against
into

—

Dr. Joh.

J.

HiRSCH, of Prague.

the homoeopathic " Heresy."
Hahnemann, expelled
from Leipsic, was also to be completely annihilated from the scientific
point of view.
Dr. Robbi dechned the request because he had not sufficient
time, but he referred the publisher to his assistant.
The latter, honoured by
the publisher's offer, gave himself up to a careful study of Hahnemann's
writings.
In this way he became involved in provings of medicines and in
practical experiments with homceopathy.
The results made of him, Saul, a Paul (1821). He announced his
conversion without reservation to his teachers and to Baumgartner, who had
made him the offer. The latter also turned to homctopathy later and helped
to promote the movement by publishing homoeopathic works and journals.
(See also the biography of Rummel.)
It was to be feared that Hering's new
convictions and his conversion to homivopathy might injure him in the eyes
of his Leipsic professors {'^°).
He therefore went to Wiirzburg for a term

Hahnemann and

IN
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and graduated there on the 23rd

of March, 1826.
In his Doctor's thesis
Medicina futura " (on the Medicine of the future) he confessed himself
boldly to be a homoeopath. After that he returned to Saxony, in order to
acquire permission to practice Medicine in his home country by a further
examination. During his preparation for this, he was appointed science
instructor and house physician at Blochmann Educational Institute in
Dresden. This position appealed to him very much with his special interest
in the natural sciences and it would not have prevented him from pursuing
" de

his

own
But

intentions.

year a distant relative from Surinam,* returned home.

in the following

He

portrayed with such enthusiasm the natural resources of the country
that Hering and Weinhold, the scientific researcher, resolved to travel with
him to Guiana. The Saxon Government and Principal Blochmann supported
the project most enthusiastically so that Hering was able to depart for Surinam
in 1827.
Soon after their arrival the two explorers undertook a scientific
journey into the interior of the country. In the course of it Hering discovered on December 15th, 1827, near Paramaribo, the capital of Surinam,
When
a man lying helplessly ill on the road side and he took charge of him.
Hering returned from his journey, the recovered patient sought him out and
*

Dutch Guiana

in the

East, French Guiana in the
the plains of the Amazon.

North

of

South America between British Guiana in the
in the South and falhng away to

West and Brazihan Guiana
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took him to his master. Through his recommendation and as a result of other
Hering had already used homoeopathic treatment the town
successful cures
governor made him his Ph3'sician in Attendance. He maintained continuous
connections with his home countn.', sending thither his experiences and the
results of his energetic researches in Materia Medica.
From this period oi his
practice as a physician in Paramaribo we have letters to Hahnemann and
numerous articles for Stapf's " Archiv " (See Chapters
and XHI.)
As a member of the research association he had been prevented from literary
work on behalf of homoeopathy and therefore he had retired from the

—

—

XH

association.

Longing for his native country induced him to return to Germany in 1833,
even if only for a short visit. On his return to the New World he arrived
He settled down in
at Philadelphia where friends pre\-ailed on him to sta}'.
this mother state of the Union and it was from this time onwards that his

—

active work for homoeopathy in practical healing and also in speech and
writing really began.
It is astounding what Hering, in addition to his
medical duties, managed to achieve in organisation and literary work.
His Organisation In 1835 he founded in conjunction with Dr. Wesselhoft
the " North American Academy for Homoeopathic Healing " in AUentowTi,
It was the first educational inthirtv-three miles north of Philadelphia.
But the institution, financed by
stitution for homoeopathy in the world.
shares, for the founding of which support had been requested but not received
from Hahnemann (see Chapter XIX) was only able to exist a few years.
A dishonest secretary embezzled the funds, whilst antagonists of homoeopathy
In the meanassailed the institution with all the means at their disposal.
time Hering had to struggle hard for his livelihood and he frequently thought
of leaving the United States, approaching Hahnemann for help in this
intention.
(See Hering's letter to him. Supplement 174.)
Although love of
his home country made him return thither in 1S45, keeping him a year in
Saxon}- and apparently attaching him for ever to his native glebe, his new
home attracted with greater power across the ocean and he went out once
more to the United States to propagate homoeopathy with fresh courage and
renewed energy.
Together with Dr. Williamson and Dr. John Jeanes he
founded a new instructional institution for homoeopathy in February, 1848
the Hahnemann Medical College in Philadelphia, which stiU exists and in
which, until 1869 ^e taught as Professor of Materia Medica. This educational
institution had also great difficulties to overeome before it was able by means
of the generous support of homoeopathic adherents to develop into a large,
self-dependent institute for homoeopathy.
To-day the Hahnemann College
in Philadelphia with the hospitals attached and its extensive polyclinic has
become the most important homoeopathic educational institution in the
world.
Its buildings are valued at several million dollars.
The College and
hospitals are modern in their equipment and abundantly provided with
materials of instruction, laboratories, apparatus, etc.
The libraries comprise
approximately 20,000 volumes and homreopathic literature in every language
is completely represented.
For practical training the Hahnemann College
offers advantages which are scarcely to be equalled in any European
University.
More than seventy professors and lecturers are at the disposal
of approximately 300 students of medicme.
The large number of cases in
the hospitals and the polyclinic, where more than 50,000 patients and 6,000
accident cases are treated every year, affords the professors abundant material
for their clinical instruction.
Besides the general hospital containing about
200 beds, the College possesses a special institution for midwifery, directly
attached to it. and allowing the students ample opportunity for observing

—
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In addition numerous conlinements are attended amongst
obstetrical cases.
the poor people in the town and these also serve for instruction.
The selection of professors and lecturers for the Hahnemann College has
always been carried out with the very greatest care. Only men of proved
ability and eminent talents, who had made a name for themselves by their
,

were considered for appointment. As long as the
most of them gave up their lecture fees and
Now conditions are so improved that
their salaries as hospital physicians.
the professors can be paid the amounts compatible with their efforts.
Professors of anatomy, chemistry, pathology, etc., are paid a full salary and
devote their whole time and energy to instruction and research in their
The kind of spirit prevailing in the teaching staff is best
special subject.
shown by the fact that the Hahnemann College was the first medical
institution of instruction in America to demand a three j^ears' course of study.
In the introduction of four and five years' courses it preceded all others with
By the practical training of more than 3,500 homoeopathic
its good example.
physicians the Hahnemann College has contributed more to the development
and propagation of homceopathy than any other instructional institution

efficienc}' as physicians,

College

was

in financial straits,

in the world.

Hering wrote an unusually large number of works. We find a large
of volumes on medicine provings, successful cures, homoeopathic
questions of dispute in the most varied German and American medical
His style was extraordinarily smooth, attractive and concise.
journals.
That vacillations and contradictions occurred, bringing in their train
disputations with Rummel amongst others (as, for example, concerning high
potencies, " Allg. hom Ztg.," 1848, Vol. 34, No. 4) is not, after all, astonishWith a special interest he started a movement in America towards the
ing.
adoption of methodical provings of medicines and advanced this cause as far
The results were followed in Germany with the greatest
as he was able.

number

interest

(^70)

His " Homoeopathic Domestic Physician," which appeared first in 1835
for the purposes of the missionary campaign of the evangelical brethren in
Paramaribo became such a universal boon to the homoeopathic la\' world
that it has been continually appearing ever since in increased and improved
editions.
(Since 1901 the new editions have been revised by Dr. Haehl.)
The twenty-seventh edition was recently published (May, 1922).
Till Hahnemann's death Hering remained in continual touch with him.
As we saw in Chapter XXV, it was at the repeated urging of the Master that
Hering, together with homoeopathic physicians in Philadelphia, invested his
widow with a doctor's diploma. But in spite of his great respect and
veneration for the [Master he had always managed to preserve his independent
judgment.
Thus, in the year 1837 he confessed (Stapf's " Archiv," Vol. ib,
Part 3)
" Generally I am considered a student and adherent of Hahnemann and
I admit that I am of those who adhered to him most faithfully and venerate
his greatness with enthusiasm.
But at the same time, I declare also that,
since my first acquaintance with homoeopathy (1821) to the present day,
Organ on just because it is
I have never accepted a single theory of the
:

'

'

there stated."
Eighty years of age, hale and active even in his later years, Hering died
of a heart attack on the 23rd of July, 1880, after returning from a visit to a
patient.

As in the whole of his private life Hering was in homoeopathy a never
ceasing " worker " in the driving machinery of the new science of healing.
28
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his sudden departure from this Hfe he had completed his task (of preparing a place for homoeopathy in America) with a success which has not yet
been achieved in the Old World. For the first educational institutions in
Allentown and Philadelphia were followed in 1850 by the homoeopathic
college in Cleveland, in 1857 by that in St. Louis, in 1859 by another in Chicago,
and in i860 by one in New York and further instructional institutes of a
purely homoeopathic tendency were continually being added. They have
all been erected by private means, but all have a state grant.
Nowadays,
homoeopathy is on the same footing as allopathy in the United States.
Every student who has passed the final examinations of a state recognised
Medical School can sit for a special state examination set for all physicians
in

homoeopathy.
Before the Great

War there were in the United States 56 purely homoeopathic general hospitals with 35 to 1,400 beds each, nine hospitals for women
(inclusive of midwifery) with 30 to 100 beds each, 13 mental asylums with
150 to 2,000 beds each, nine children's hospitals with 30 to 100 beds each,
21 sanatoriums with 20 to 250 beds each, eight orphanages with purely
homoeopathic treatment having accommodation for 50 to 825 occupants each.
Germany was the birthplace of Hahnemann and of homoeopathy. But
in the propagation and practical exploitation of Hahnemann's theories as
in so many other provinces, the New World with its virgin freshness and
energy has far outpaced Germany and the Old World.
This success is to
be ascribed not least of all to the inexhaustible self-sacrificing devotion of
Constantin Hering.

CONCLUSION
Professor Dr. Carl Ludwig Schleich, the great expert of local anaesthesia
who recently died, says in his memoirs " The past reflected upon," recently
published (Berlin, 1922, Rohwolt Press) that all progress in medicine needs
:

years' struggling, " all great medical discoveries are made outside
So it happened
of the Holders of the Great Seals of Science."
authority
the
Overwhelmed with ridicule and scorn he once had to leave the
to him.
assembly of Surgeons (1892), to whom he had explained his process of local
the result of two years' experiments.
anaesthesia for purposes of operation
Ten years later " Schleich 's local anaesthesia " was the common property of
all surgeons and taken for granted, after Micuhcz of Breslau had stood out
openly for it " the first German surgical step of great importance," as

many

—

—

Ernst von Bergmann called it.
The same thing has happened to many pioneers in the province of healing
Pursued and outlawed, Galen had to leave his
since the days of Galen.
native country.
Paracelsus wandered restlessly through many lands, pursued by the
hatred and jealousy of his professional colleagues, despised up to our own
times as a juggler and a fraud. Ambroise Pare, the first to carry out and
give instruction in the practice of hgaturing blood-vessels at operations,
succumbed in his battle against the Medical Faculty in Paris, Harvey, the
discoverer of the circulation of the blood, was stigmatised by his contemporaries as a " vagabond and a quack." Jenner, the originator of vaccination,
had against him the whole weight of the Royal College of Physicians in
England. In spite of his most brilliant proofs, rational and statistical,
regarding the origination of puerperal fever, as being due to an invasion of
inflammatory irritants, Semmelweis had to submit to the coursest insults
but afterwards Lister raised
and persecutions and was brought to ruin
his theory to a position of universal esteem by the discovery and results of
;

antisepsis.

The same fate was experienced and is still being experienced by homoeopathy. It must make the best of it. It will not die of it, otherwise, so often
reported as dead, it would have long since succumbed. On the contrary it
the life-power of its fundamental ideas is far too mighty for
is much ahve
Reahsation of its inner value is increasing and
it ever to disappear again.
Every
with this realisation its influence is growing in depth and extent.
where, where it was not artificially suppressed, it has developed in the most
promising way. In the same degree its economic importance is being more
and more recognised. For more than a hundred years Hahnemann's demands
and theories have exerted an irresistible convincing force. Slowly, but surely,
they have determined and modulated the changing views in the science of
But Emil Schlegel
healing although this has been admitted by very few.
will be found to be right, when he says (" Berl. hom. Ztschr.", 1905, Vol. 24,
page 335)
" If the great authorities were unable to extricate themselves from their
own confusions and to trace out the flaming characters of Hahnemann's
;

—
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medicine across the firmament of nature, yet, at any rate, they have
graduall}^ decided to draw simpler, truer lines in theory and in practice.
It will not be so long before the scales fall completely from the eyes of some
of the better amongst them."
His prophecy has been in part fulfilled and is being verified daily to a
In the most recent times Dr. Johannes Hadicke of
greater extent.
Oberschreiberhau confessed quite frankly (" Arzthche Rimdschau," 1922,
No. ^5):
" Medicine as approved by the State does not realize how homoeopathical
it has become in one century."
Proofs of this are evident and frequently quite apparent to the laymen
dry-cupping, leeches, bloodletting, regular purging and laxatives are known
;

to patients nowadays onlj^ from hearsay.
The large medicinal bottles and medicine mixtures of our grandfathers'
and great grandfathers' times have disappeared.
The doses of remedies administered have become smaller and smaller
In many cases, they have reached the smallness of
in medicinal contents.
homoeopathic doses.
How large a number of remedies, now enjoying general esteem in the old
school Medicine, belonged exclusively to homoeopathic Materia Medica a
shorter or longer time ago, never enters the mind of the modem generation
need only mention Cactus, Hydrastis, Hamamelis, Thlaspi
of doctors.
bursa pastoris, Drosera, Lobelia, etc., etc.
Hahnemann's theory rests immovably on eternal laws of nature.
It
win be as immortal as nature herself and with it its creator, Samuel Hahnemann, win remain for ever immortal. With imperishable lettering his name
The brilliance of his name will
will be inscribed in the history of therapy.
cast a light not unequal to that of the greatest intellectual figures of all times.
As time passes by the World will realise more potently what, in his justifiable
pride and yet noble modesty, he desired to be the inscription for his final
resting place on earth

We
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Acids, inimical to remedies, 34, 38
Aggravation, homoeopathic, 147, 311, 329
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Fever, Scarlet, 59-61, 74, 115, 116,

148,

312, 313
Typhus, 102, 317

pneum,"

61
Allopathy, definition of, 67

Fig-warts.

Allopathy, modified by homoeopathy, 108
Animals, experiments on, 34, 38
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(See purgatives)
Apothecaries.
(See self-dispensing)
Arsenic, poisoning by, 33, 34.

(See Sycosis).

Gonorrhoea, 140, 141, 320
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prophylactic for, 174, 175, 177, 270
" Chronic Diseases," 122, 131, 136-139,
146, 148-150, 153, 180, 185, 187,
241, 257, 259, 296, 321, 324, 326329. 336, 383. 398-400, 403, 408
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drug, 102
hereditary, 144, 145, 151
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skin, 143, 150-152
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Dosage, 317, 318, 320, 337
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Hellebore, of the ancients, 97
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Hahnemann's summary of, 200, 201
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Homceopaths as Royal physicians, 169
Hospital, Leipsic, 189, 190, 194, 195, 205221.
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Infection, 52, 57, 177, 279
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Remedies, mentioned
Digitalis, 56, 311, 318, 320, 383
Drosera, 126, 315, 320

Sabina, 312
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Sarsaparilla, 318

:

Sambucus, 318

Helleborus, 318, 383

Scabiosa arven, 315
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Sepia, 321
Silica, 317, 321
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56, 311, 312, 315, 317,

56, 31. 315. 318
Sulphur, 144, 146, 318, 321, 327
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Ignatia, 311, 312, 315, 317
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Thuja, 140, 146, 318, 320, 321
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Ipecac, 313. 315, 31S

alb.,

68, 97, 177, 179, 315.
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Verbascum, 320
Jalapa, 311
Zinc, 321
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Remedies, antipsoric, 147, 180. 321.
double, 86, 88, 182, 390
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Ledum, 311, 315, 318
Lycopodium, 317, 321
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repetition of, 180
selection of, 277
olfactory, 56, 181, 1S2, 198, 201, 251,
322, 323, 324

Magnes. carb., 321
Magnes. mur., 321

^langanum
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320

Menyanthes, 318
Mercury, 56, 62,

89, 141, 142, 144,
146, 268, 314, 320, 323
Mercurius solubilis Hahnemanni, 268

Mezereum, 315

Sanitation, 49, 58
Sexes, equality of, 55
Similars, Law of, 37, 38, 40, 66, 68, 258,

Moschus, 320
Myrrh, 89
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Natrum

3"

carb., 321

Nux
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79, 315, 316, 320. 327,

similibus," 66-68, 77, 80, 92,
93, 106, 200, 201
Surgery, 21, 30, 89, 275, 276
Sycosis, 83, 88, 139, 140, 142, 149, 321
Syphilis, treatment of, 62, 68, 83, 88, 130,
141, 142. 146, 149, 151, 321

Oenanthe crocata, 315
Oleander, 320

Opium,

56, 179, 311-313. 3^0.

Petroleum, 321
Peruvian Bark, 36,
Phosphorus, 321

acris,

Rheum, 317, 383
Rhus tox., 177,

Tapeworm,

67, 68
Theses, Wolff's, 203

Treatment, methods
37, 38,

Pulsatilla, 315, 317, 380,

Ranunculus

386

39

of, 65, 66, 83,

386

315

Venesection, 35, 36, 49, 65. 87, 107, 129.
195. 197. 301-306
Vital force, 87, 181, 282-293

270, 317, 320, 380,

383. 386

Ruta. 318
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Triturations, 88, 332, 334
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